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INTRODUCTION

Thk death ot the late Earl of Chesterfield is so recent, his family, hie

character, aud his talents so well known, that it would be unnecessary te

ttempt any account of his lordship's life. But as these Letters will probably

descend to posterity, it may not be improper to explain the general srope of

them, and the reason that induced him 10 write on the subject of education.

It is well k\.*-*"*c that the late Earl of Chesterfield had a natural son,

whom he loved witn tne most unbounded affection, and whose education

was, for many years, the chief engagement of his life. After furnishing him

with the most valuable treasures of ancient and modern learning, to those

acquisitions he was desirous of adding that knowledge of men and things,

which he himself had acquired by long aud great experience With this

view were written the following Letters; which, the reader will observe,

begin with those dawnings of instruction adapted to the capacity of a boy,

aud rising gradually by precepts and monitions, calculated to direct and guard

the age of incautious youth, finish with the advice and knowledge requisite

to form the man, ambitious to shine as an accomplished courtier, an orator

in the senate, or a minister at foreign courts.

In order to effect these purposes, his lordship, ever anxious to fix in Ins

son a scrupulous adherence to the strictest morality, appears to have thought

it the first, and most indispensable ooject—to lay, in the earliest period of

life, a firm foundation in good principles and sound religion. His next point

was, to give him a perfect knowledge of the dead languages, and all the

different branches of solid learning, by the study of the best ancient authors*

and also such a general idea of the sciences as it is a disgrace to a gentleman

not to possess. The article of instruction with which he concludes his system

of education, and which he more particularly enforces throughout the whole

work, is the study of that useful and extensive science, the knowledge of

maukiud; in the course of which, appears the nicest investigation of the

tuiuau heart, aud the springs of human actions. From hence Wt tiud hin
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induced to lay so great a stress ou what are generally called accomplish-

ments, as most indispensably requisite to finish the amiable and brilliant part

of a complete character.

It would be unnecessary to expatiate on the merits of such a work, exe-

cuted by so great a master. They cannot but be obvious to every person

of sense ; the more, as nothing of this sort has, I believe, ever been produced

in the English language. The candour of the public, to which these letters

appeal, will determine the amusement and instruction they afford. I dattei

myself, they will be read with general satisfaction ; as the principal, and by

far the greater part of them, were written when the late Earl of Chesterfield

was in the full vigour of his mind, and possessed all those qualifications for

which he was so justly admired in England, revered in Irelaud, and esteemed

wherever known.

Celebrated all over Europe for his superior talents as an epistolary writer,

for the brilliancy of his wit, and the solidity of his extensive knowledge,

will it be too presumptuous to assert, that he exerted all those faculties to

their utmost, upon his favourite subject—Education? and that, in order to

Conn the mind of his darling son, he even exhausted those powers which he

was so universally allowed to possess.

I do not doubt but those who were much connected with the author, during

that series of years in which he wrote the following Letters, will be ready to

vouch the truth of the above assertion. What I can, and do ascertain, is,

the authenticity of this publication ; which comprises not a single line, thai

is not the late Earl of Chesterfield's.

Some, perhaps, may be of opinion that the first Letters in this collection

intended for the instruction of a child, then under seven years of age, were

too trifling to merit publication. They are, however, inserted by the advice

of several gentlemen of learning and real judgment, who considered the

whole as absolutely necessary to form a complete System of Education

And, indeed, the reader will find his lordship repeatedly telling his son, that

his affection for him makes him look upon no instruction, which may be o f

service to him, as too trifling or too low. I, therefore, did not think myself

authorised to suppress what, to so experienced a man, appeared so requisite

to the completion of his undertaking. And, upon this point, I may appeal

more particularly to those, who, being father- themselves, know how to value

instructions, of which their tenderness ana anxiety for their children will

undoubtedly make them feel the necessity. The instructions scattered

throughout those Letters are happily calculated

"To teach the young idea how to shoot;"

to form and enlighten the infant mind upon its first opening, and prepare it

to receive the early impressions of learning and of morality. Of these, many
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retire letters,* and dome parts of others, are lost, which, considering the

tender years of Mr. Stanhope at that time, cannot be a matter of surprise,

but will always be one of regret. Wherever a complete sense could be made

out, I have ventured to give the fragment.

Am to those repetitions, which sometimes occur, that many may esteem

inaccuracies, and think they had been better retrenched: they are so varied,

and their signiticancy thrown into such, and so many different lights, that

they could uot be altered without mutilating the work. In the course of

which, the reader will also observe his lordship often expressly declaring, tnat

•uch repetitions are purposely intended to inculcate his instructions more

forcibly. So good a reason, urged by the author for using them, made me
.hink it indispensably requisite not to deviate from the original

The Letters written from the time that Mr. Stanhope was employed as one

of his majesty's ministers abroad, although not relative to education, yet, aa

they continue the series of Lord Chesterfield's Letters to his Son, and dis-

cover his sentiments on various interesting subjects of public as well as

private concern, it is prcamed they cannot fail of being acceptable to the

public.

I beg leave to add, that if the following work proves of as much utility to

the youth of this day, as the Letters were to the person for whose immediate

instruction they were written, my utmost wishes will be gratified; and I shall

esteem myself happy in retlectiug, that, though a woman, I have had the

nost real of all satisfactions—that of being of some use to my country.

* Moat of lh«de Letteri are recorered. and Id ih'a edition are lnterled la Uieir si ope*





CRESTEEFIELD'S LETTERS.

LETTER I.*

1 am told, Sir, you are preparing to travel, and that you begin b)

Holland; I therefore thought it ray duty to wish you a prosperoui

journey, and favourable winds. I hope you will be so good as to

acquaint me with your arrival at the Hague; and if, in the course of

your travels, yon should make any curious observations, be so kind
to communicate them to me.

Holland, where you are going, is by far the finest and richest of

the Seven United Provinces, which altogether form the republic. The
other provinces are Guelderland, Zealand, Friesland, Utrecht, Gronin-
gen, and Oreryssel : these seven provinces form what is called the

States-General of the United Provinces. This is a very powerful
and a very considerable republic. I must tell you, that a republic

is a free state, without any king. You will first go to the Hague,
which is the most beautiful village in the world ; for it is not a town.
Amsterdam, reckoned the capital of the United Provinces, is a very
fine rich city; there are, besides, in Holland, several considerable towns,
6uch as Dort, Haerlera, Leyden, Delft, and Rotterdam.
You will observe, throughout Holland, the greatest cleanliness; the

very streets are cleaner than our booses are here. Holland carries

on a very great trade, particularly to China, Japan and all over the
East Indies.

You are going to have a great many holidays all together; make
the best use of them, by diverting yourself well. At your return

hither, you must regain the lost time, by learning better than ever.

Adieu.

LETTER II.

Mruportk.

My Dear Child: As you will, in time, read the ancient Greek and
Latin poets, it is proper that you should have some notion of the founda-

tion of poetry, and a general knowledge of those stories to which
poets most commonly allude. You have already read the Poetical

* This letter Is a mere pleasantry, Mr. Stanhope having been carried to Holland wh«a h#

r*2> but about five yea -8 of age.

1
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History, and I hope yon remember it. You will have found theie

the histories of goas and goddesses, whom the poets are continuallj

mentioning. Even modern poets (that is to say, those of the present

i raes) have adopted all the histories of the ancient ones.

For example; an English or a French poet, at the beginning if his

work, invokes Apollo, the god of poetry : he also invokes the Nine
Muses, who are the goddesses of poetry. He entreats them to be
propitions or favourable, and to inspire him with their genius. For
this reason I here send you the history of Apollo, and that of the

Nine Muses, or Nine Sisters, as they are frequently called. Apollo is

also often named the god of Parnassus, because he is supposed to be

frequently upon a mountain called Parnassus.

The making verses well is an agreeable talent, which I hope you
will be possessed of; for as it is more difficult to express one's

thoughts in verse than in prose, the being capable of doing it is myt >

8 orious. Adieu.

LETTER III.

Apollo was the son of Jupiter and Latona, who was delivered 01

him and Diana in the island of Delos. He is god of the sun, and
thence generally is called Phoebus. He is also the god of poetry and
of music, in which character he is represented with a lyre in his

hand ; that instrument is a kind of harp. There was a famous temple
at Delphos, dedicated to Apollo, where he pronounced oracles, that is to

say, foretold what is to happen. He is often invoked by poets, to ani-

mate them with his fire, that they may be inspired to celebrate the

praises of gods and of men.
The Nine Muses were daughters of Jupiter and of the goddess Mnem-

osyne, that is to say, the goddess of memory ; to show that memory is

necessary to arts and sciences. They are called Clio, Euterpe, Thalia,

Melpomene, Terpsichore, Erato, Polyhymnia, Urania, Calliope. They
are the goddesses of poetry, history, music, and all the arts and sciences.

The Nine Muses are represented by poets as very young, very handsome,
and adorned with garlands of flowers. The mountains which they

inhabit are called Parnassus, Helicon, and Pindus. There are two cele-

brated fountains which belong to them, named Hippocrene and Castalia.

Poets, in their invocations, desire them to quit for a moment their

Parnassus and Hippocrene, that they may assist them with their inspir«

ation to make verses.

Pegasus, the poetic horse, often mentioned by poets, has wings to his

feet. He gave a kick against Mount Helicon, and the fountain of Hippo-
crene immediately sprang out. When a poet is making verses, it is

•ometimes said, he is mounted upon his Pegasus.

LETTER IV.

To* are the best boy in the world, and your last translation is stid

better thai the former. This is just as it ought to be, to improve evert

*A a
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day more and more. Although I now love you dearly, if you continue

to go on so, I shall love you still more tenderly : if you improve and
grow learned, every one wih be fond of you, and desirous of your com-
pany ; whereas, ignorant people are shunned and despised. In order

that I may not be ignorant myself, I read a great deal. The other day
I went through the history of Dido, which I will now tell you.

Dido was daughter of Belus, king of Tyre, and was married to Sicheus,

whom she dearly loved. But as Sicheus had immense riches, Pygma-
lion, Dido's brother, had him put to death and seized his treasures.

Dido, fearful least her brother might kill her too, fled to Africa, where
she built the fine city of Carthage. Now, it happened that, just about
the same time, ^Eneas also fled from the city of Troy, which had been
taken and burnt by the Greeks ; and as he was going, with many other

Trojans, in his ships to Italy, lie was thrown by a storm upon the coast

of Africa, and landed at Carthage. Dido received him very kindly,

and gave him leave to stay till he had refitted his fleet: but, unfortu-

nately for her, she became in love with him. iEneae (as you may
easily believe) was not cruel; so that masters were soon settled. When
the Bbips were ready, iEneas wanted to set sail tor Italy, to which the

gods had ordered him, that he might be the founder ofKome; but Dido
opposed his departure, and reproached him with ingratitude, and the
favours he had received. However, he left her, ran oft* in the night,

and put to sea. Poor Dido, in de-pair at being abandoned by the man
she loved had a great pile of wood set on fire, threw herself into the

flamee and was burnt to death. When you are older, you will read all

thi> story in Latin, written by Virgil; who has- made a fine poem of it.

calied the iEneid. If you should abandon Miss Pinkerton for Ali>s

Williams, do you think she will do the same?" Adieu, my dear!

I send you a very pretty epigram upon the subject of Dido; you may
easily learn it by heart.

Infellx Dido ! nulll bene nupta marlto
;

Hoc pereunte fujis, hoc fuglente peris

LETTER \.

I told you, my dear, that I would send you some stories to amuet
yon ; 1 therefore now give you the history of the siege of Troy, which
it) very entertaining. Homer, an ancient Greek poet, has wrote upon
this subject the finest epic poem that ever was. By the way, you are to

know that an epic poem is a long poem upon some great event, or upon
the actions of some great man.
The siege of Troy is so very famous for having lasted ten years, and

also upon the account of the great number of heroes who were there,

that one must by no means be ignorant of such an event. When you
ere older, you will read it all in the Greek of Homer.

Adieu! you are the best child in the world.
I return you your letter corrected ; for though it had but fe-w faults

It is hrwevrr proper that you should know them.
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LETTER VI.

Cause of the war between the Greeks and Trojans and of the besieging and taking of Troj

Heaven and earth were at peace, and the gods and goddesses enjoyed"

the most perfect tranquillity ; when the goddess Discord, who delights in

confusion and quarrels, displeased at this universal calm, resolved tc

excite dissensions. In order to effect this, she threw among the goddesses

a golden apple, upon which these words were written, M To the fairest."

Immediately each of the goddesses wanted to have the apple, and each
said she was the handsomest ; for goddesses are as anxious about their

beauty as mere mortal ladies. The strife was, however, more particu-

larly between Juno, the wife ofJupiter ; Venus, the goddess of love ; and
Pallas, the goddess of arts and sciences. At length they agreed to be
judged by a shepherd, named Paris, who fed his flocks upon Mount Ida,

and, was, however, son to Priam, king of Troy. They appeared all

three before Paris, and quite naked ; for, in order to judge critically, and
to determine equitably, it is requisite that all should be seen. Juno
offered him the grandeurs of the world, if he would decide in her favour :

Pallas promised him arts and sciences; but Venus, who tempted him
with the most beautiful woman in the universe, prevailed, and he gave
her the apple.

You may easily imagine how glad Venus was, and how angry Juno
and Pallas were. Venus, in order to perform her promise, ordered him
to go to Menelaus, in Greece, whose wife, named Helena, would fall in

love with him : accordingly he went, and was kindly entertained by
Menelaus ; but soon after, Paris ran away with Helena, and carried her

off to Troy. Menelaus, irritated at this injurious breach of hospitality,

complained to his brother Agamemnon, king of Mycene, who engaged the

Greeks to avenge the affront. Ambassadors were sent to Troy, to

demand the restitution of Helena, and in case of a denial to declare war.
Paris refused to restore her, upon which war wjis declared. It lasted

ten years I shall very soon send you the history of it

LETTER VIl

iSLxwoBTH, June 30, 173b.

I now send you, my dear, a very short history of the siege of Troy.-

You will there see how justly the Trojans were punished for supporting

Paris in his injustice.

I will send you soon the histories of several kings and heroes, who
were in the Grecian army, and deserve to be known. I ought to have
informed you, that the city of Troy was in Asia ; and that Greece is a

country in Europe, which at present belongs to the Turks, and is part

of what is called Turkey in Europe.
Considering the manner in which you now go on, you will in time be

very learned; I am even afraid lest you should soon know more than

myself. However, I shall forgive you, and will be very happy to be
efteernpd ignorant in comparison of you. Adieu.
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THE HISTORY OF THE SIEGE OF TBOY.

The Trojans having refused to restore Helen to her husband, the

Greeks declared war against them. Xow there was in Greece a great

Lumber of kings, who furnished troops and commanded them in person.

They all agreed to give the supreme command to Agamemnon, king of

Mycene, and brother to Menelaus, husband to Helen.

They embarked tor Troy ; but, meeting with contrary winds, were
detained by them at Aulis. Upon which Calchas, the high priest,

declared that those adverse winds were sent by the goddess Diana, whe
would continue them till Iphigenia, daughter to Agamemnon, was sacri-

ficed to her. Agamemnon obeyed, and sent for Iphigenia ; but just as

she was going to be sacrificed, Diana put a hind in her stead, and carried

off Iphigenia to Tauros, where she made her one of her priestesses.

After this, the winds became favourable, and they pursued their voy-

age to Troy, where they landed, and began the siege ; but the Trojam-

def'.nded their city so well, that the siege lasted ten years. The Greeks,

finding they could not take it by force, had recourse to stratagem: they

made a great wooden horse, and inclosed in its body a number of armed
men; after which they pretended to retire to their ships, and abandon
the siege. The Trojans fell into this snare, and brought the horse into

their town; which oost them dear; for, in the midle of the night, the

men concealed in it got our, set fire to the city, opened the gates, and
let in the Grecian army, that had returned under the walls of Troy.

—

The Greeks sacked the city, and put all the inhabitants to the sword,

except a very few who saved themselves by flight. Among these was
/Eneas, whom I mentioned to you before; and who tied with his father

Anchisesupon his shoulders he was old; and led his son Ascaniua
by the ban mg.

STORY OF AJAX.

. I was one of the most valiant Greeks that went to the siege of Troy

:

he was son to Telamon, prince S After Achilles had been

killed, he demanded that hero :

s armour, as his Dearest relation ; but Ulys-

ses contested that point, and obtained the armour. Upon which Aja"x

went mad, and slaughtered all the sheep he met with, under a notion

that thev were so many Greeks. At last he killed himself.

STORY OF NESTOR.

Nestor was the oldest and wisest of all the Greeks who were at the

siege of Troy He was above three hundred yean old, so that, on account
of his experience, as well as bis wisdom, the Grecian army was directed

by his counsels. Even at this present time, it is said of a man, who ii

rery old and very wise, he is a Nestor.

8TORY OF ULYSSES.

Ulysses was another prince who went to the siege of Troy : he waa
king of Ithaca, and son of Laertes. His wife's name was Penelope, with
*bom he was so much in love, that, unwilling to leave her, he feigned
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himself mad, in order to be excused going to the siege of Troy ; but this

device being discovered, he was compelled to embark for Ilion. He was
most artful and subtle of all the Greeks. During those ten years of his

absence at Troy, Penelope had several lovers, but she gave encourage-

ment to none ; so that even now, when a woman is commended for chas-

tity, she is called a Penelope.

After the destruction of Troy, Ulysses was several years before he

reached his kingdom, being tossed about by tempests aod various

accidents. The voyages of Ulysses have been the subject of a very

fine poem, written by Homer in Greek, and called the Odyssey. Ulysses

had one son, whose name was Telemachus.

There were also many illustrious persons on the Trojan side. Priam
was their king. He was very old, and had had fifty children by his

wife Hecuba. After the taking of Troy, he was killed by Pyrrhus, the

son of Achilles ; and Hecuba was made captive to Ulysses.

8T0EY OF HECTOR.

Hector was the son to Priam, and the bravest of the Trojans : Andro-

mache was his wife, and his son's name Astyanax. He resolved to

engage Achilles, who killed him, and then brutally fastened his dead

body to his car, and dragged it in triumph round the walls of Troy.

After that city was taken, his wife Andromache became captive to

Pyrrhus, the son of Achilles. He afterwards fell in love with, and

married her.

STORY OF CA8SANX/RA.

Cassandra, daughter of Priam, was so beautiful, that the god Apollo

fell in love with her; and gave her the power of foretelling future

events, upon condition of her compliance with his desires. But as she

deceived the god, by not gratifying his wishes, he ordered matters in

such a manner, that, although she always foretold truth, nobody

believed her. It is even now said of a person who foretels the conse*

quences of an affair, and is not believed, she is a Cassandra.

STORY OF JSNEA8.

JSneas was a Trojan prince, son of Anchises, and of the goddess

Venus, who protected him in all the dangers he underwent. His wife's

name was Creusa; by whom he had a son called Ascanius, or lulus.

When Troy was burnt, he made his escape, and carried his father

Anchises upon his back ; for which reason he was surnamed the pious

iEneas.
You already know what happened to him with Dido at Carthage.

After that he went to Italy, where, having killed his rival Turnus, he

married Lavinia, daughter to king Latinus.

Froin ^n»as and Lavinia was descended Romnlus, the founder of

Borne.
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LETTER Vni.

ltiwxyrth 29tA July,

My DBA.B Child : 1 sent you in my last, the story of Atalanta, who
could not resist the temptation of gold : I will now give you the story

of a woman, with whom no temptation whatever had any power : this

was Daphne, daughter to the river Peneus. Apollo was violently in

love with her; and Apollo was, as you know, a very accomplished god;

for he was young and handsome ; besides which, he was god of the sun,

of music, and of poetry. These are brilliant qualities ; but, notwith-

standing, the nymph was coy, and the lover unsuccessful.

One day having met with her in the fields, he pursued, in order to

have forced her. Daphne, to avoid him, ran as long as she was able

;

but at last, being quite spent, Apollo was just going to catch her in his

arms, when the gods, who pitied her fate, and approved her virtue,

changed her into a laurel ; so that Apollo, instead of his dear Daphne,
was surprised to find a tree in his arras. But, as a testimony of his

love, he decreed the laurel to be the most honourable of all trees ; and
ordained victorious warriors and celebrated poets to be crowned with

it: an injunction which was ever afterwards observed by the ancients.

You will even often find, among the modern poets, laurels for victories.

Such a one is loaded with laurels; such a one has gathered laurels in

the field of battle: this means, he has been victorious, and has distin-

guished himself by his bravery. I hope that, in time, you too will be

famous for your courage. Valour is essential to a gentleman ; besides

that it adds brilliancy to his character. Adieu.

LETTER IX.

Bath, S*p. 80. 0. & 1788.

Mt dbar Ohtld: I am very glad to hear that you are returned
from your travels well, and in good humour. The three days' dance
which you have borne, has not, I believe, been quite so agreeable as

that which you are now going to renew with your dancing-master.
As I know you have a pleasure in learning, 1 take it for granted that

you have resumed y«>ur studies; for time is precious, life short, and
consequently one must not lose a single moment. A man of sense I

knows how to make r he most of time, and puts out his whole sum either

to interest or tc pleasure; he is never idle, but constantly employed
j

either in amusements or in study. It is a saying, that idleness is the

mother of all vice. At least, it is certain, that laziness is the inherit-

ance of fools ; and nothing is so despicable as a sluggard. Cato the
Censor, an old Roman of great virtue and much wisdom, used to say-,

there were but three actions of his life which he regretted. The first

was, the having told a secret to his wife ; the second, that he had once
gone by sea when he might have gone by land; and the third, the
having passed one day without doing anything. Considering the
manner it which you employ your time, I own that I am envious of
th* pleasure you will have in finding yourself more learned than otliei
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boys, even those who are older than yourself. What honour thib will

do you I What distinctions, what applause will follow wherever you
go ! You must confess that this cannot but give you pleasure. The
being desirous of surpassing them in merit and learning is a very

laudable ambition; whereas to wishing to outshine others in rank, in

expense, in clothes, and in equipage, is a silly vanity, that makes a man
appear ridiculous.

Let us return to our geography, in order to amuse ourselves with

maps. Now the days are short, you cannot walk out in the evening;

yet one must amuse one's self; and there is nothing so entertaining as

maps. Adieu ! you are an excellent little boy.

Make my compliments to your mamma.

LETTER X.

Bath, October 4, 1788.

My dear Child : By my writing so often, and by the manner in which
1 write, you will easily see that I do not treat you as a little child, but
as a boy who loves to learn, and ia ambitious of receiving instructions.

I am even persuaded, that, in reading my letters, you are attentive, not

only to the subject of which they treat, but likewise to the orthography,
and to the style. It is of the greatest importance to write letters well : as

this is a talent which unavoidably occurs every day of one's life, as well

in business as in pleasure; and inaccuracies in orthography or in style

are never pardoned but in ladies. When you are older, you will read
the Epistles (that is to say Letters) of Cicero ; which are the most per-

fect models of good writing. A propos of Cicero ; I must give you some
account of him. He was an old Roman, who lived eighteen hundred
years ago ; a man of great genius, and the most celebrated orator that

ever was. Will it not be necessary to explain to you what an orator

is ? I believe I must. An orator is a man who harangues in a public

assembly, and who speaks with eloquence ; that is to say, who reasons

well, has a fine style, and chooses his words properly. Now never man
succeeded better than Cicero in all those different points: he used
sometimes to speak to the whole people of Rome assembled ; and,

by the force of his eloquence, persuaded them to whatever he pleased.

At other times, he used to undertake causes, and plead for his clients in

courts of judicature: and in those causes he generally had all the suf-

frages, that is to say, all the opinions, all the decisionn, in his favour.

While the Roman republic enjoyed its freedom, he did very signal ser-

vices to his country ; but after it was enslaved by Julius Csesar, the first

emperor of the Romans, Cicero became suspected by the tyrants ; and
was at last put to death by order of Mark Antony, who hated him for

the severity of his orations against him, at the time that he endeavoured
to obtain the sovereignty of Rome.

In case there should be any words in my letters which you do not
perfectly understand, remember always to inquire the explanation from
your mamma, or else to seek for them in the dictionary. Adieu.
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LETTER XL
Bath, Jdober 11, 178S.

Mi dkak Child: LTaving mertioned Cicero to you in my last,

Cicero, the greatest orator that Rome ever produced (although it pro-

luced several) ; I this day introduce to your acquaintance, Demosthenes,
the mo>t celebrated of the Grecian orators. To say the truth, I ought
to have begun with Demosthenes, as the elder; for he lived about three

nundred years before the other. Cicero even improved by reading his

orations, as 1 hope you will in time profit by reading those of both.

Let us return to Demosthenes. He was born at Athens, a celebrated

city in Greece; and so commanding was his eloquence, that, for a con-

siderable time, he absolutely governed the city, ami persuaded the peo-

ple to whatever he pleased. His elocution was not naturally good, for

he stammered; but he got the better of that impediment by speaking
with small pebbles in his mouth. He distinguished himself more par-

ticularly by his orations against Philip, king of Macedonia, win 1

had designed the conquest of Greece. Those orations being agains*

Philip, were from thence called Philippics. You see how useful it is t(?

be able to speak well, to express one's self clearly, and to pronounce
gracefully. The talent of speaking well is more essentially necessary

than any other to make us both agreeable and considerate.

A propos of the city of Athens; I believe you at present know but

little of it ; and yet it would be requisite to be well informed upon that

subject; for, if Athens was not the mother, at least she was the nurse

to all the arts and sciences; that is to say, though she did not invent,

yet she improved them to the highest degree of perfection. It is true

that arts and sciences first began in Egypt ; but it i- as certain that they

were brought to perfection at Athens. The greatest philosophers (that

is to Bay, men who loved and studied wisdom) were Athenian-, as also

the best
i

ts, and the best orators. Arts likewise were there

brought to the utmost perfection, snob as sculpture, which means
the art of cutting figures in stone and in marble ; architecture, or the art

of building houses, temples and theatres well. Painting, music, in

short, every art flourished at Athens. The Athenians had great deli-

cacy of wit, and justness of taste ; they were polite and agreeable. That
sort of lively, just, and pleasing wit, which they possessed, was called

Attic Salt, because Bait has, as you know, something sharp and yet

agreeable. Even now, it is said of a man who has that turn of wit, he
has attic salt; which means Athenian. I hope you will have a good
deal of that salt; but this requires the learning many things, the com-
prehending and expressing them without hesitation: for the best things

lose much of their merit if they appear too studied. Adieu my dear

ooy ; here is enough for this day.

LETTER Xll

riiTH, October 18, 1788.

My dear Child : In my last I wrote to you concerning the celebratec*

«ity of Athens. I now resume the subject ; because too much cannot be
?*
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6&id of it, nor can you be too well instructed concerning it. The great-

est men of antiquity were Athenians ; and that city produced the finest

models of eloquence, poetry, philosophy, painting, sculpture, and, in

short, of all the arts and sciences. On those models it was that the

Romans afterwards formed their taste, and on the same we must perfect

ours. Plato, the greatest philosopher that ever existed, was an Athe
uian ; and such of his writings as still remain Bre superior to those of ah

the ancients. A philosopher is both a wise and a learned man. Plato

was a disciple, that is to say, a scholar of Socrates, a celebrated philoso-

{ her, and the most virtuous among the ancients. Socrates himself nevei

wrote, but by his discourses instructed the Athenians. On account of

his virtues, all vicious people were enemies to him ; they therefore

accused him falsely and he was most unjustly put to death.

Sophocles and Euripides, two famous tragedians, were both Atheni-

ans ; as was also Aristophanes, a famous comic poet, who wrote com-

edies.

The Athenians were as celebrated for valour as for science. Thej

more than once defeated, both by sea and land, the king of Persia, who
invaded Greece with innumerable forces. Themistocles, Miltiades, and

Alcibiades, were the most renowned of their generals. In short the

Athenians surpassed the other Greeks in every thing, as much as Greece

then outdid the rest of the world. You are soon to read the History of

Greece, and it will give you much pleasure.

1 received your letter, and will not fail to execute your orders, res-

pecting the case ; but let me know what sort of a case you want, as the

word case means every thing made to preserve another. So that I must

know what it is that you would have in that case. Adieu.

LETTER XIII.

Bath, October 80, 1788.

My dear Child: I received your letter, which is very well written;

by that I perceive that you improve, and learn well. This being the

case, you may boldly ask for whatever you want. I shall not fail to

bring you the case such as you require, excepting that it must not con-

tain instruments for teeth, which are not necessary for you ; on the

contrary they spoil the teeth, which ought to be kept very clean, but

only with a spunge and warm water. In order to obtain whatever you

wish from me, you need only be a good boy, and learn well. Besides,

consider what reputation you will thereby acquire; other boys will

admire you, grown-up people will esteem, and not treat you like a little

boy.

In my two last letters I gave you a short account of the famous city

of Athens, formerly so celebrated in Greece. We will now consider

another Grecian city, equally renowned, but in another way ; this is

Lacedemonia, or Sparta, which flourished at the same time as Athens.

It was a warlike city, and all its citizens were trained to arms; they

were exceedingly brave, and rigidly virtuous. Arts and sciences were

not the'-e cultivated, as at Athens; their only study was war. The
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jrst duty was the love of their country, and they were persuaded that

tr die in defence of it was the most glorious of all actions. No instance

ever occurred of a Lacedemonian running away. Luxury and ease

were not admitted of at Sparta; and to prevent the corruption of

manners, gold or silver was not allowed. Early inured to hardships, to

strengthen their constitutions, they were brought up in the endurance
of cold and heat, likewise to use the most laborious exercise. They
spoke but little, and heir answers were always short, and full of sense.

To this day, a concise otyle, replete with meaning, is called a Laconic

style, from Laconia, by which name Lacedemonia was called.

Lycurgus was their first legislator, which means, that he gave them
laws. He was the most virtuous, and the wisest man that ever lived.

A real proof of this is, that although he was king, he made them free.

Pretending to go a journey for some time, he obliged all the Lacedemo-
nians to make oath, that until his return they would observe his laws

strictly. He then went away, and in order that they might neverswervs
from the laws he had established, he never returned ; thus, to promote
the good of his country, he gave up his crown, and the pleasure of liv-

ing in Ms native land. Adieu, in three weeks I shall see you.

LETTER XIV.

I am glad to hear you study the Roman history ; for, of all ancient

histories, it is the most instructive, and furnishes most examples of

virtues, wisdom, and courage. The other great empires, as the Assyrian,

Persian, and Macedonian, sprung up almost of a sudden, by favourably

accidents, and the rapidity of their conquests ; but the Roman empire
extended itself gradually, and surmounted the obstacles that opposed
its aggrandisement, not less by virtue and wisdom, than by force of amis.

Rome, which at length became the mistress of the world, was (as

you know) in the beginning but a small city, founded by Romulus, her

first king, at the head of an inconsiderable number of herdsmen and
vagabonds, who had made him their chief. At the first survey Romu-
tas made his people; that is, the first time he took an account of the

inhabitant^, they amounted only to three thousand foot and three hun-

dred horse; whereas, towards the end of his reign, which lasted thirty-

oeven years, he reckoned forty-six thousand foot and one thousand horse.

During the first two hundred and fifty years of Rome, as long as it

ffas governed by kings, the Romans were engaged in frequent wars
with their neighbour-; who endeavoured to crush in its infancy a state

whose future great oess they dreaded, as the natural consequence of its

virtue, courage and wisdom.
Thus Rome employed its first two hundred and fifty years in strug-

gling with the neighbouring state-, who wrere in that period entirely

suMued; and two hundred and fifty more in conquering the rest of

Itaiy; so that we reckon five hundred years from the foundation of

Rome U, the entire conquest of Italy. And in the following two
hundred years she attained to the empire of the world ; that is, in seven

hundred years ttuiu the foundation of the city.
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LETTER XV.

Romulus, who (as I have already told you) was the founder and flidt

king of Rome, not having sufficient inhabitants for his new city, con-

sidered every method by which he might augment their number; and
to that end he issued out a proclamation, declaring, that it should be an

asylum, or, in other words, a sanctuary and place of safety, for such as

were banished from the different cities of Italy. This device brought

to him many people who quitted their respective towns, whetner for

debt, or an account of crimes which they had committed : an asylum
being a place of protection for all who fly to it ; where, let their offences

be what they will, they cannot be apprehended or punished. Pray, is

it not very astonishing, that from such a vile assemblage of vagrants

and rogues, the wisest and most virtuous nation that ever existed should

dednce its origin ? The reason is this ; Romulus enacted such whole-

some laws, inspired his people with so great a love of glory and their

country, and so firmly established religion, and the worship of the gods,

that, for some succeeding ages, they continued a nation of herues and

virtuous men.

LETTER XVI.

I have often told you how necessary it was to have a perfect know-

ledge of history ; but cannot repeat it often enough. Cicero properly

calls it testis Umpormn, lux veritatis, vita memorice, magistra vitce, nuntia

vetustatis. By the help of history, a young man may, in some measure,

acquire the experience of old age. In reading what has been done, he is

apprised of what he has to do ; and, the more he is informed of what

is past, the better he will know how to conduct himself for the future.

Of all ancient histories, the Roman is the most interesting and

instructive. It abounds most with accounts of illustrious men, and

presents us with the greatest number of important events. It likewise

6purs us on, more than any other, to virtuous actions, by showing how
a small city, like Rome, founded by a handful of shepherds and vaga-

bonds, could, in the space of seven hundred years, render herself mis-

tress of the world by courage and virtue.

Hence it is that I have resolved to form a small abridgment of that

history, in order to facilitate your acquiring the knowledge oi it\ and,

for the better imprinting it in your mind, I desire that, by little and

little, you would translate, and copy it fair into a book, which you

must not fail to bring to me every Sunday.

The whole time of the Roman history, from Romulus down to

Augustus Caasar, being seven hundred and twenty-three years, may be

divided into three periods.

The first, under the seven kings, is of two hundred and forty-foui

years.

The second, from the expulsion of the kings, and establishment of

the consuls, to the first Punic war, is likewise two hundred and forty

four years.
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The third is, from the first Punic war down to the reign of Augustus
Cscsar, and last two hundred and thirty-five years: which three

periods, added together, make up the seven hundred and twenty-three

years above mentioned, from the foundation of Rome to the reign of

Augustus Caesar.

In the reign of Augustus, Rome was at the summit of her greatness

;

for she was mistress of the world, though no longer mistress of herself,

having lost both her ancient liberty and her ancient virtue. Augustus
established the imperial power, which soon degenerated into the most
detestable and cruel tyranny, under the succeeding emperors ; in conse-

quence of which, Rome tell from her former greatness, in a shorter

space of time than she had taken to ascend to it.

The first form of government established at Rome was monai chical ;

but a limited, not an absolute monarchy, as the power was divided

between the king and the Senate. The kingdom was elective, and not

hereditary; that is, when one king died, another was chosen in his

room, and the son of the deceased king did not succeed him. Romu
lus, who was the founder of Koine, was also her first king: he was
elected by the people, and he formed the first system of government.
He appointed the senate, which consisted of one hundred ; and divided

the people into three orders, namely, ratricians, who were of the fiist

rank or order; Knights, of the second ; and the third was the common
people, whom he called Plebeians.

Translate this into English, and bring it me next Sunday, written

upon the lines which I row send you

^ETTER XVli.

Romulus and Remus were twin-, and sons of Rhea Sylvia, daughter
of Numitor, king of Alba. Rhea Sylvia was, by her uncle Amulius, shut
up among the Vestals, and constrained by him to become one of their

number, to prevent her having any children : tor the Vestals were obliged

to inviolable chastity. She nevertheless proved with child, and preten-

ded she had been forced by the god Mar-. When she iras delivered of
Romulus and Remus. Amulius commanded t.ie infants to be thrown into

the Tiber. They were in tact brought to the river, and exposed in their

cradle ; but the water retiring, it remained <»n the dry ground. A she-

wolf coming there to drink, suckled them till they were taken home by
Faustulus, a shepherd, who educated them a> his own. When they
were grown up, they associated with a number of Latins, Albans, and
shepherds, and founded Rome. Romulus, desirous of reigning alone,

killed his brother Remus, and was declared king by his followers. On
his advancement to the throne, he divided the people into three Tribes,

and thirty Outub: into Patrician^ Plebeian^ Senate, Patrons, Clients

and Knights. The Patricians were the most considerable of all. The
common peopV- were calW Plebeians. The Patrons were of the most
reputable sort, and protected a certain number of the lower class, who
went under the denomination of their Clients. The Senate consisted ol

*ne hundred persons, chosen from among the patricians; andtheKnig\t*>
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were a select body of three hundred horsemen, who served as life gxuirdi

to Romulus, to whom he gave the name of Celeres.

But Rom alus, not satisfied with these regulations, instituted a form of

religious 'vcrship ; establishing the Auruspices and Augurs. These were
priests ; and the business of the former was to inspect the entrails of the

victim offered in sacrifice ; that of the latter, to observe the flying, chat-

tering, or singing of birds, declaring whether the omens were favoura-

ble or not, before the undertaking of any enterprise.

Romulus, with a view of attracting people to his new city, declared

it an asylum, or sanctuary, for all who were willing to establish their

abode in it. This expedient brought an infinite number of people, who
flocked to him from the neighbouring towns and country. An asylum
signifies a place of safety and protection for all such as are loaded with

debts, or who have been guilty of crimes, and fly from justice. In catho-

lic countries, their churches are, at this very time, asylums for all sorts

of criminals, who take shelter in them.
But Rome at this time had few or no women : to remedy which want,

Romulus sent proposals of marriage to his neighbours the Sabines, who
rejected them with disdain ; where upon Romulus published through-

out all the country, that on a certain day he intended to celebrate the

festival of the god Consus*, and invited the neighbouring cities to assist at

it. There was a great concourse from all parts on that occasion, particu-

larly of the Sabines; when, on a sudden, the Romans, at a signal given,

seized, sword in hand, all the young women they could meet, and after-

wards married them. This remarkable event is called the Rape of the

Sabines. Enraged at this affront and injustice, the Sabines declared war
against the Romans : which was put an end to, and peace concluded, by
the mediation of the Sabine women living at Rome. A strict union was
made between the Romans and Sabines, who became one and the same
people ; and Tatius, king of the Sabines, reigned jointly with Romulus

;

but dying soon after, Romulus reigned again alone.

Pray observe, that the rape of the Sabines was more an advantageous

than a just measure
;
yet the utility of it should not warrant its injus-

tice; tor we ought to endure every misfortune, even death, rather thai

be guilty of an injustice; and indeed this is the only one that can be

imputed to the Romans for many succeeding ages An age, or century,

means one hundred years '.

Rome's growing power soon raised jealousy in her neighbours, so

that Romulus was obliged to engage in several wars, from which h«

always came off victorious ; but as he began to behave himself tyran-

nically at home, and attacked the privileges of the senate, with a view

of reigning with more despotism, he suddenly disappeared. The truth

is, the senators killed him ; but, as they apprehended the indignation of

the people, Proculus Julius, a senator of great repute, protested before

the people, that Romulus had appeared to him as a god; assuring him
that he had been taken up to heaven, and placed among the deities ; and

c'esired that the Romans should worship him under the name of Quiri

wm which they accordingly did.

According to Plutarch the god of counsel
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lake notice, that the Roman Government, under Romulus, was a

mixed and free government, and the king so far from being absolute,

that the power was divided between him, the senate, and the people,

much the same as it is between our King, the House of Lords, and House
of Commons ; so that Romulus, attemptingso horrible a piece of injustice,

as to violate the privileges of the senate, and the liberties of the people,

was deservedly punished, as all tyrants ought to be. Every man has a

natural right to his liberty ; and whoever endeavours to ravish it from
him deserves death more than the robber who attacks us for raorey on
the highway.
Romulus directed the greatest part of his laws and regulations to war;

and formed them with the view of rendering his subjects a warlike peo-

ple, as indeed they were, above all other. Yet it likewise proved fortun-

ate foi Rome, that his successor, Numa Pompilius, was a prince of a

pacific disposition, who applied himself to the establishing good order

in the city, and enacting laws for the encouragement of virtue and
religion.

After the death of Romulus, there was a year's interregnum. An
Interregnum is the interval between the death of one king and the elec-

tion of another, which can happen only in elective kingdoms, for, in,

hereditary monarchies, the moment a king dies, his son, or his nearest

relation, immediately ascends the throne.

During the above interregnum, the senators alternately executed the

functions of >overeign ; but the people soon became tired of that sort of

government, and demanded a king. The choice was difficult: as the

Sabines on one ride, and the Romans on the other, were desirous of a

king being chosen from among themselves. However, there happened,
tt that time, to live in the little town of Cures, not far from Rome, a

man in gnat reputation for his probity and justice, called Xuma Pom-
piliu*, who led I retired life, enjoying the sweets of repose, in a country
solitude. It was unanimously agreed to oltooee him king, and umbnaaa-
dors wore dispatched to notify to him his election; but he, far from

being dazzled by BO sudden and unexpected an elevation, refused the

offer, and could scarce be prevailed on to accept it, by the repeated
entreaties of the Romans, and of his nearest relations; proving himself
the more worthy of that high dignity, as he the less sought it. Remark,
from that example of Numa Pompilius, how virtue forces her way, and
shines through the obscurity of a retired life; and that sooner or later

it is alway> rewarded.

Numa, being now >eated on the throne, applied himself to soften th«

mannera of the Romans, and to inspire them with the love of peace, by
nercising them in religious duties. He built a temple in honour of

the god Janus, which was to be a public mark of war and peace, bj
keeping it open in time of war, and shut in time of peace. It remained
closed during his whole long reign; but from that time, down to th«

reign of Augustus Ciesar, it was shut but twice ; once at the end of ths
6rst Punic war, and the second time, in the reign of Augustus, after ths

fight of Actiurn, where he vanquished Mark Anthony. Thf» god Janus
is always represented with two faces, one looking on the time past, and
the other on the future; fo- which reason you will often find him, in
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the Latin poets, called Janus Bifrons, two-fronted Janus. But, tc

return to Numa; he pretended to have secret conferences with the

nymph Egeria, the better to prepare the people (who are ever fond of
what is marvellous) to receive his laws and ordinances as divine inspi-

rations. In short, he inspired his subjects with the love of industry,

frugality, and even of poverty. He died, universally regretted by his

people, after a reign of forty-three years.

We may venture to say, that Rome was indebted for all her grandeur
to these two kings, Romulus and Numa, who laid the foundations cf it.

Romulus took pains to form the Romans to war; Numa to peace and
justice. Had it not been for Numa, they woidd have continued fierce

and uncivilized; had it not been for Romulus, they would perhaps
have fallen into indolence and obscurity ; but it was the happy union
of religious, civil, and military virtues, that rendered them masters of

the world.

Tullus Hostilius was elected king, immediately after the death of

Numa Pompilius. This prince had as great talents for war, as his pre*

decessor had for peace, and he soon found an opportunity to exercise

them ; for the city of Alba, already jealous of the power of Rome,
sought a pretext of coming to a rupture with her. War, in fact, was
declared on both sides, and the two armies were ready to engage, when
an Alban proposed, in order to spare so great an effusion of blood, that

a certain number of warriors should be chosen out of each army, on
whose victory the fortune of both nations should depend.

Tullus Hostilius accepted the proposal, and there happening to be in

the Alban army, three brothers, named Curiatii ; and in the Roman
army, three brothers, called Horatii ; who were all much of the same
age and strength; they were pitched upon for the champions, and joy-

fully accepted a choice which reflected so much honour on them.
Then, advancing in presence of both armies, the signal for combat was
given. Two of the Horatii were soon killed by the Curiatii, who were
themselves ah three wounded. The third of the Horatii remained yet

unhurt ; but, not capable of encountering the three Curiatii all together,

what he wanted in strength he supplied by stratagem. He pretended
to run away, and having gained some ground, looked back, and saw the

three Curiatii pursuing him at some distance from each other, hasten-

ing with as much speed as their wounds permitted them ; he then

returning, killed all three, one after another.

The Romans received him joyfully in their camp ; but hissisfrii, who
was promised in marriage to' one of the Curiatii, meeting him, poured
forth a deluge of tears, reproaching him with the death of her lover

;

whereupon the young conqueror, transported with rage, plunged his

sword into her bosom. Justice condemned him to death ; but having

appealed to the people, he received his pardon, in consideration of the

service he had rendered to his country.
Tullus Hostilius reigned thirty-two years, and conducted other wars

against the Sabines and Latins. He was a prince possessed of gre*

«

qualities, V«lt too much addicted to war.
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LETTER XVIII.

Monday

Deab Boy: I send you, here enclosed, your historical exercise for

this week ; and thank you for correcting some faults I had been guilty

of in former papers. I shall be very glad to be taught by you ; and I

assure you, I would rather have you able to instruct me, than any other

body in the world. I was very well pleased with your objections to

my calling the brothers, that fought for the Romans and the Albans,

the Horatii and the Curiatii, for which I can give you no better reason

thai usage and custom, which determine all languages. As to ancient

proper names, there is no settled rule, and we must be guided by
custom: for example, we say Ovid and Virgil, and not Ovidius and
Virgilius, as they are in Latin; but then we say Augustus Caesar, as in

the Latin, and not August Csesar, which would be the true English,

We say Scipio Afrieanus, as in Latin, and Dot Scipio the African.

We say Tacitus, and not Tacit : so that, in short, custom is the only
rule to be observed in this case. But, wherever custom and usage will

allow it, I would rather choose not to alter the ancient proper names.
They have more dignity, 1 think, in their own, than in our language.

The French change most of the ancient proper names, and give them a

French termination or ending, which sometimes sounds even ridiculous:

as, for instance, they call the Emperor Titus, Tite ; and the historian

Titus Livius, whom we commonly call in English Livy, they call TiU
Lite. I am very glad you started this objection; for the only way to

get knowledge is to inquire and object. Tray remember to ask ques-

tions, and to make your objections, whenever yon do not understand,
or have any doubts about anything.

LETTER XIX.

Soon after the death of Tnllns Hostilins, the people placed upon the

throne Ancus Marciu-, grandson to Numa PompillUS. His first care

was U) re-establish divine worship, which had been somewhat neglected

during the warlike reign of his predecessor. He engaged in some wars,

against his will, and alwayi came off with adrantaga. Se enlarged the

city; and died after i reign of twenty-four years; a prince not Infe-

rior, whether in peace or war. to any of his predecessors.

One Lucumon, a Greek by birth, who had established himself at Rome
in the reign of Ancus Marcius, was ohosen king in his place, and took

the name of Tarquin. He added a hundred senators to the former num-
ber ; carried on, with success, several wars against the neighbouring
states ; and enlarged, beautified, and strengthened the city. He made
the aqueducts and common sewers, built the circus, and laid the founda-

tion of the capito ; the circus was a celebrated place at Rome, set apart

for chariot-races, and other games.
Tarquin had destined for his successor Servius Tullius, one who, ha\

ing been taken prisoner of war, was consequently a slave ; which the

tons of Ancus Marcius. now grown up, highly resenting, caused Tarqiir.
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to be assassinated, in the thirty-eighth year of his reign ; but the crimi-

nal deed of the sons of Ancus Marcius was attended with no success

;

for the people elected Servius Tullius king, without asking the concur-
rence of the senate. This prince was engaged in various wars, which
he happily concluded. He divided the people into nineteen tribes;

established the Census, or general survey of the citizens; and introduced
the custom of giving liberty to slaves, called otherwise manumission.
Servius intenaed to abdicate the crown, and form a perfect republio at

Rome, when he was assassinated by his son-in law, Tarquin the Proud.
He reigned forty-four years, and was, without dispute, the best of all the
kings of Rome.
Tarquin having ascended the throne, invited to royalty neither by

uhe people nor senate, his conduct was suitable to such a begirning,
and caused him to be surnamed the Proud. He overturned the wise
establishments of the kings, his predecessors, trampled upon the rights

of the people, and governed as an arbitrary and despotic prince. He
built a magnificent temple to Jupiter, called the Capitol, because, in

digging its foundation, the head of a man had been found there, which
in Latin is called Caput : the Capitol was the most celebrated edifice in

Rome.
The tyranny of Tarquin was already become odious and insupportable

to the Romans ; when an atrocious act of his son Sextus administered to

them an opportunity of asserting their liberty. This Sextus, falling in

love with Lucretia, wife to Collatinus, who would not consent to his

desires, ravished her. The lady discovered the whole matter to her
husband, and to Brutus, and then stabbed herself; having first made
them promise to revenge the outrage done to her honour. Whereupon
they raised the people ; and Tarquin, with all his family, was expelled

by a solemn decree, after having reigned twenty-five years. Such is

the fate that tyrants deserve, and all those who, in doing evil, and
oppressing mankind, abuse that power which Providence has given.

In the reign of Tarquin, the books of the Sibyls were brought to Rome,
and ever after preserved and consulted as oracles.

Tarquin, after his expulsion, made several attempts to reinstate himself,

and raised some wars against the Romans. He engaged Porsenna. king
of Hetruria, to espouse his interest, and make war upon them, in order to

his restoration. Porsenna marched against the Romans, and defeated

their forces, and most probably would have taken their city, had it not

been for the extraordinary courage of Horatius Codes, who alone defen-

ded the pass of a bridge against the whole Tuscan army. Porsenna, struck

with admiration and awe of so many prodigies of valour as he remarked
every day in the Romans, thought proper to make peace with them and
draw off his army.
They had many other wars with their neighbours,which I omit mention-

ing, as my purpose is to dwell only upon the most important events. Such
is the following one, which happened about sixteen years after the estab-

lishing of consuls. The people were loaded with debts, and refused to

enlist themselves in military service, unless those debts were canoelled,

This was a very pressing and critical conjuncture; but the senate

found ai expedient, which was to create a Dictator, with a power so
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persuade thern to return, but to no purpose. At length some of the

wisest and most moderate of the senators were sent on that business,

with full powers to conclude a peace on the best conditions they could

obtain. Agrippa, who spoke in behalf of the senate, finished his dis-

course with a fable, which made a great impression on the minds of the

people. " Formerly," said he, " the members of the human body,
enraged that they should labour for the stomach, while that, remaining
idle and indolent, quietly enjoyed those pleasures which were prepared
for it, agreed to do nothing : But, intending to reduce the stomach by
famine, they found that all the members grew weak, and the whole
body fell into an extreme inanition."

Thus he compared the intestine division of the parts of the human
body, with the division that separated the people from the senate.

This application pleased them so much, that a reconciliation was effected

on certain conditions; the principal of which was, that the people

should choose among themselves five new magistrates, who were called

Tribunes of the people. They were chosen every year, and nothing
could be done without their consent. If a motion was made for pre-

ferring any law, and the tribunes of the people opposed it, the law
could not pass ; and they were not even obliged to allege any reason for

their opposition ; their merely pronouncing Veto was enough ; which
signifies Iforbid. Take proper notice of this interesting epocha of the

Roman history, this important alteration in the form of government,
that secured, for some ages, the rights and privileges of the people,

which the great are but too apt to infringe. This alteration happened in

the year of Rome 261 : twenty-one years after the expulsion of kings,

and the establishment of consuls.

Besides the tribunes, the people obtained two other new annual

magistrates, called Ediles, who were subject to the authority of the

tribunes, administered justice under them, took care of the building

and reparation of temples and other public structures, and inspected

provisions of all kinds.

Remember who were the principal magistrates of Rome. First, the

Consuls, whose office was annual, and who, between them, had the

power o£ kings ; next, the Dictator, created on extraordinary emergen-
cies, and whose office usually lasted but six months.
The tribunes of the people were annual magistrates, who acted as

guardians of the rights of the commons, and protected them from the

oppression of the patricians. With regard to the Ediles, 1 have already

mentioned their functions.

Some years after, two other new magistrates were created, called

Censors. This office, at first, was to continue five years; but it was
soon confined to a year and a half. The authority of the censors was
very great: their duty was the survey of the people, the laying on of

taxes, and the censure of manners. They were empowered to expel

any person from the senate whom they deemed unworthy of that

assembly ; and degrade a Roman knight by depriving him of his

horse.

Not very long after, two Praetors were instituted. These magistrate
were the chief officers of justice, and decided all law-suits. Here you
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have the list of the great magistrates of the Roman commonwealth,
according to their order and institution.

The Consuls. The Ediles.

The Dictator. The Censors.

The Tribunes of the People. The Praetors.

LETTER XXII.

In the year of the city 300, the Romans had no written or fixed

statutes, inbomueh that the consuls and senators, who were appointed

judges, were absolute arbiters of the fate of the citizens. The people,

therefore, demanded that, instead of such arbitrary decisions, certain

stated laws should be enacted, as directions for the administration of

public affairs, and also with regard to private litigations. "Whereupon

the senators sent ambassadors to Athens in Greece, to study the laws of

that country, and to collect such as they should find most suitable to

the republic. When the ambassadors returned, ten persons (who were
styled Decemviri) were elected for the institution of these new laws.

They were invested with absolute power for a whole year; during

which time all other magistracies were suspended. The decemviri

caused their laws to he engraved on brazen tables; which ever after

were called the Laws of the Ten Tables.* These were planed in the

most conspicuous pari of the principal square in the city. When the

term of the decemviri was expired, they refused to lay down their

power; but maintained it by force, ana became the tyrants of the

republic. This caused gnat tumults; however, they were at length

constrained to yield; and Rome returned to its ancient form of govern-

lent

About the year of Rome 3G5, the Gauls (that is to say, the French)
entered Italy, and marched toward- Koine with an army of above >ixty

thousand men. The Romans levied in haste an army 01 forty-thousand
men, and sent it to encounter them. The two armies came to an

uient, in which the Romans received a total defeat. On the

-rrival of this bad news, all who had remained at Rome tied into the

Japitol, or citadel, and there fortified themselves, a- well a- the short-

of time would permit. Three days after, Brennus, general of the

Grauls, advanced to Rome with his army, and found the city abandoned

;

thereupon he laid siege to the Capitol, which was defended with incre-

dible bravery. One night when the Gauls determined to surprise the

Capitol, and had Climbed up to the very ramparts, without being per-

ceived, M. Manlius, awakenedby the cackling oi geese, alarmed the nar-
ri<on, and saved the Capitol. A> the same time Camillus, an illustrious

Roman, who some time before had been banished from the city, having
had information of the danger to which his country was exposed^
eame upon the Gauls in the rear, with as many troops a- he could mus-
ter up about the country, and gave them a total overthrow. Admire

* Mire generally cat-d the L,aws of the Twelve Tables two hating been added since to
'i.« or'g°<nal ten.
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in Oamillus, this fine example, this greatness of soul : he who, having
been unjustly banished, forgetful of the wrongs he had received, and
actuated by the love of his country, more than the desire of revenge,
comes to save those who sought his ruin

LETTER XXIII.
Bath, March 28, 1T89.

My dear Child : I have received a letter from Mr. Maittaire, in which
he gives a very good account ofyou ; and assures me that you improve in

learning ; upon which I immediately bought something very pretty, to

bring you from hence. Consider now whether you ought not to

iove Mr. Maittaire, and do everything in your power to please him. He
tells me, you are going to begin again what you have already learned

;
you

ought to be very attentive and not repeat your lessons like a parrot,

without knowing what they mean.
In my last I told you, that, in order to be a perfectly virtuous man,just-

tice was not sufficient ; for that generosity and greatness of soul implied
much more. You will understand this better by examples : here are

wine.

Alexander the Great, king of Macedonia, having conquered Darius,

king of Persia, took an infinite number of prisoners ; and, among others

the wife and mother of Darius. Now, according to the laws of war, he
might with justice have made slaves of them; but he had too much
greatness of soul to make a bad use of his victory ; he therefore treated

them as queens, and shewed them the same attentions and respect, as

if he had been their subject; which Darius hearing of, said that Alex
ander deserved to be victorious, and was alone worthy to reign in his

stead. Observe by this, how virtue and greatness of soul, compel even
enemies to bestow praises.

Julius Caesar, too, the first emperor of the Romans, was in eminent
degree possessed of humanity, and this greatness of soul. After having
vanquished Pompey the Great at the battle of Pharsalia, he pardoned
those, whom, according to the laws of war, he might have put to death;

and not only gave them their lives, but also restored them their for-

tunes, and their honours. Upon which Cicero, in one of his orations,

makes this beautiful remark, speaking to Julius Caesar : Nihilenim potest

fortuna tua majus, quam ut possis, aut natura tua melius, quam ut velis,

conservare quamplurimos : which means, " Fortune could not do more
for you, than give you the power of saving so many people ; nor nature

serve you better, than in giving you the will to do it." You see by
that, what glory and praise are gained by doing good ; besides the pleasure

which is felt inwardly, and exceeds all others.

Adieu ! I shall conclude this letter, as Cicero often does his ; Jubet

t bene valere : that is to say, I order you to be in good health.

LETTER XXIV.
Bath, April 2, 1T8»

Mi OEA.R Child: I received your letter, witn which I am extremely

pleased ; it ia very well written, though without lines. In the manner
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that yea improve, you soon will know more than many boys that are

two or three years older than yourself : by that means you will acquira

great reputation, and be esteemed by people of merit.

At present, let us continue to define the character ofa man of probity,

To such a one nothing is more essential than always to speak truth, and
to be strictly observant of his promise. On the other hand, nothing is

more infamous and dishonourable than to tell lies and break our word.
During a war between the Romans and Carthaginians, Attilius Regu-

lar, the Roman general, was defeated, and taken prisoner by the Carth-

aginians. Notwithstanding their victory, they were desirous of making
peace with the Romans. In order to obtain it they permitted Regulus
to go to Rome, on condition that he pledged his word to return to

Cartliage ; not doubting that, to obtain his liberty, he would persuade

the Romans to make peace. But that generous Roman scorned even
liberty, when purchased to the detriment of his country. So that, far

from persuading the Romans to make peace, he told them they ought to

continue the war; for the Carthaginians were not in a situation to sup-

port it. After this he prepared to return to Carthage, according to the

promise he had made. The Romans, particularly his relations sod
friends, advised him not to return

; because the Carthaginians, who were
cruel, would most certainly put him to death. But rather than live with
infamy by breaking bis word, he preferred going to certain destruction;

and returned to Carthage, where they put him to death by throwing
him into a tub tilled with spikes. Such a death is far preferable to life

purchased by lies and infamy.

A man of probity and honour considers himself as interested in the

welfare of all mankind. To such a character it is that Terence, in one
of his comedies, attributes the saying, Homo gum, nihil humaui a rru

alienum puto : which means, I am a man myself, and, as such, interested

in whatever concerns man. Indeed, I am of opinion, that it is impossi-

ble to see any one unhappy without feeling for that person, and
endeavouring to help him ;

as, on the other hand, one is pleased to see

people contented and happy. None but the most depraved souls can

enry other people's happiness, or can rejoice at their misfortunes.

—

Adieu ! Take care to be equally distinguished by the virtues of the heart,

as by the advantages of the mind

LETTER XXV.

Bath, AprU 16, 1789.

My dear Boy ; I received your letter, and if you go on to learn at this

rate, you will soon puzzle me, in Greek especially; however, I shall

not be sorry to be outdone by yon, and the sooner you are too hard for

me tha better. 1 think, for the future, 1 shall call you little Polyglot,

which is originally a Greek word, that signifies many tongues, or many
languages. Mr. Maittaire writes me word that he intends to bring you
acquainted with Horace, Virgil, Terence, and Martial, who are the most
famous Latin poets; therefore I think it may now be necessary to

inform yoi a litt*e, what poetry is, and the difference between poetry
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and prose. Prose, you know already, is the language of common con-

versation ; it is what you, and every body speaks and writes. It requires

no rhymes, nor no certain number of feet or syllables. But poetry is &

more noble and sublime way of expressing one's thoughts. For example,

in prose, you would say very properly, " it is twelve of the clock at

noon," to mark the middle of the day ; but this would be too plain and
flat in poetry ; and you would rather say, " the chariot of the sun had
already finished half its course." In prose you would say, " the begin-

ning of the morning, or the break of day ;" but that would not do in

verse; and you must rather say, ' Aurora spread her rosy mantle."

—

Aurora, you know, is the goddess of the morning. This is what is

called poetical diction. Latin and Greek verses have no rhymes, but

consist of a certain number of feet and syllables. The hexameter verses

have six feet ; the pentameter have five feet. All French verses whatso-

ever have rhymes. But English verses, some have rhymes, and some
have none : those that have no rhymes are called blank verses ; but

though they have no rhymes, they have the same number of feet or syl-

lables that verses in rhyme have. All our best English tragedies are

writ in blank verse, of five feet, or ten syllables, for a foot in English

verse is two syllables. For example, the famous tragedy of Cato

begins thus

;

The dawn is overcast, the morning lowers,

And heavily in clouds brings on the day.

Here you see each of these verses have five feet, or ten syllables,

though they have no rhymes. English verses of five feet, are called

long verse, or heroic verse, because heroic poems are writ in that verse.

As Homer's Ilias in Greek, and Virgil's iEneis in Latin, are both writ-

ten in long hexameter verses. Here is enough of poetry for this time,

if you will but remember it; we will have some more of it hereafter.

—

I shall see you next week in London, where I have very pretty things

to give you, because I am sure you will deserve them. Adieu.

LETTER XXVI.

ISLEWOBTH, July ft.

I am afraid, my dear child, that you think my letters too grave, for I

know you love to joke, and in that you are right; I too like cheerful-

ness, and we shall often joke together. Sometimes, however, we must

think seriously ; but in general one ought to be gay and lively. I

would not wish such a jolly fellow as you should put up for a philoso-

pher. When one is learning, one ought to apply, afterwards one should

play and divert one's self.

In my last to you I wrote concerning the politeness of people of fash-

ion, such as are used to courts, the elegant part of mankind. Their

politeness is easy and natural; and you must distinguish it from the

civilities of inferior people, and rustics, which are always constraining

*ud troublesome. Those sort of people are full of ceremony, and over-

who 1 in us with compliments.
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For example, if yon dine with a person in an ordinary sphere of life,

instead of civilly offering to help yon, he will press you to eat and drink

whether you will or not, will heap things on your plate ; and to prove

that you are welcome, he crams you till you are ready to burst.

A country 'squire stifles you with hearty embraces, and endeavouring

to make you go before, throws you down. But a well-bred man shows
a constant desire of pleasing, and takes care that his attentions for you
be not troublesome. Few English are thoroughly polite ; either they

are shamefaced or impudent; whereas most French people are easy

and polite in their manners. And, as by the better half you are a little

Frenchman, so I hope you will at least be half polite. You will be the

more distinguished in a country where politeness is not very common.
I have already mentioned to you, that, if there should be any words

in my letters which you do not understand, you are to desire your

Mamma to explain them.

LETTER XXVli.

Tiinmiihjb, July 15, 1739.

Dear Boy: I thank you for your concern about my health; which I

would have given you an account of sooner, but Ihat writing does Dot

agree with these waters. I am better since I have been here ; and shall

therefore stay a month longer.

Signor Zamboni compliments, me, through you, much more than I

deserve; but pray do you take care to deserve what he says of you
;

and remember, that praise, when it is not deserved, is the severest satire

and abuse ; and the most effectual way of exposing people's vices and
follies. This is a figure of speech called Irony; which is saying directly

the contrary of what you mean; but yet it is not a lie, because you
plainly show that you mean directly the contrary of what you say; so

that you deceive nobody. For example, if any one were to compliment a

notorious knave for his singular honesty and probity, and an eminent
fool for his wit and parts, the irony is plain, and everybody would
discover the satire. Or, suppose that. I were to commend you for your
great attention to your book, and for your retaining and remembering
what you once learned ; would not you plainly perceive the irony, and
see that I langhed at you? Therefore, whenever you are oommended
for any thing, consider fairly with yourself, whether you deserve it or

not, and if you do not deserve it, remember that you are only abused
and laughed at; and endeavour to deserve better for the future, and to

prevent the irony.

Make my compliments to Mr. Maittaire, and return him my thanks
tor his letter. He tells me. that you are again to go over your Latin and
Greek grammar ; so that, when I return, I expect to find you very per-

fect in it ; but if I do not, I shall compliment you upon your applica-

tion and meinorv. Adieu.
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LETTER XXVIII.

ISLIWCMTH. July 9%.

My dbas Child : We shall now, if you please, enter ^ipon the subject

of geography, and give you a general idea of that science, which 'n

extremely useful and necessary, as it teaches us the situation of town*
and countries, which are continually mentioned, and of which wen ^
by no means be ignorant. You already know that the world is diri-'eO

into four parts, which are Europe, Asia, Africa, and America. We wil

begin with Europe, because it contains the countries and kingdca
most frequently spoken of: such are, Sweden, Denmark, and Russia,

towards the north : Spain, Portugal, Italy and Turkey in Europe, to

the south : and in the middle, England, France, Germany, and the Uni-

ted Provinces.

The knowledge of these things tends to cultivate and to form your
mind ; but the most important business is to form your heart, that is,

to make you an honest man. As such, you will abhor injustice, lies,

\ pride, and avarice. If a person, though possessed of the finest under-

standing and greatest knowledge, should be a liar, cruel, proud and
covetous, he will be hated and detested by every human creature, and
shunned like a wild beast. With respect to covetousness, I yesterday

read in Ovid's Metamorphoses a pretty story on that subject.

A king named Midas, entreated the god Bacchus that every thing he
touched might turn into gold. Bacchus granted the request, so that

whatever he touched was immediately transformed into gold. At first

Midas was highly pleased with his riches, but soon found cause to repent,

for he was very near dying of hunger. When he wanted to eat or drink,

every thing instantly turned into gold. He then perceived the folly of

being so avaricious, and prayed to Bacchus to take back that gift of

which he had been so desirous. The god, out of his goodness, relieved

him, and Midas ate and drank as before.

The moral of this fable teaches us, that covetous people heap up

riches without any view of making use of them : that they often refuse

themselves the necessaries of life, and even die of hunger in the midst

of their gold and riches.

You will find this story in the beginning of the eleventh book of

Metamorphoses.
Adieu, my dear boy.

LETTER XXIX.
ISLBWORTH, July.

My deab Boy: In my last, I gave you an example, taken from Ovid's

Metamorphoses, of the fatal effects of avarice. I now send you another

which is likewise ii the Metamorphoses. It is the history of Rippo-

menes and Atalanta. Atalanta wus a princess of extraordinary beauty,

consequently she had many lovers ; but as she surpassed eve/y body in

swiftness, she gave out that she would marry no man but such as could

outrun her. Many suitors presented themselves; she overcame them
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all, and caused them to be put to death. Hippomenes, son of Mars, was
not, however, discouraged. He accepted the challenge, ran with her,

and she would have surpassed him, had not Venus made him a present
of three golden apples from the garden of the Hesperides, which he
threw in her way. Atalanta, dazzled with the splendour of the apples,

stopped to gather them up ; by which means Hippomenes, who contin-

ued running, won the race. She, therefore, was obliged to accept ofhim
for a husband ; but, eager to consummate their marriage, they lay

together in the temple of Cybele, mother of the gods. That goddess,
indignant at the affront, changed Hippomenes into a lion, and Atalanta
into a lioness. So you see how the love of gold brought misfortune
upon Atalanta. She, who had been insensible to the accomplishment3
and beauty of her other lovers, could not withstand the temptation of

gold.

When you read my letters, I hope you pay attention as well to the

spelling as you do to the histories. You must likewise take notice of
;he manner in which they are written : which ought to be easy and
natural, not strained and florid. For instance, when you are about
sending a billet doux, or love-letter, to Miss Pinkerton, you must only
think of what you would say to her if you were both together, and then
write it ; that renders the style easy and natural; though Borne people
: magi ne the wording of a letter to be a great undertaking, and thini

they must write abundantly better-than thev talk, which is not at all

uecessary. Farewell 1 Y< % are a very good boy, and you learn exceed-
ingly welh

LETTER XXX.
Wtdnesday.

P.:4B Boy: I have lately met with some passages which shew the
opinir.n the ancients had of learning, and how necessary thev thought
it. As I know you think it so too, and are resolved to learn well, I

thought you would be pleased with seeing those passages, which 1 here
serd you in the . -ritrinal Latin.

Pater familios quajsivit ab Aristippo, quid commodi oonsequutums
fe*et tili'i.s rons si eon 1 Uteris institui curaret? Si nullum aliuni fructum
percipiet (respondit ille) hunc certe quod in theatro mm Bedebit lapis

super lapidem. Tunc erant theatri sedilia mannorea. Hoc rsaponso
innuebat vir prudens, eos quorum ingenium excultum non fuisset, lapi-

rluip similes posse videri.
1

/* father of a family asked Aristippus, what advantage hi^ bod
rv i uld reap should he bring him up to learning ? If no other advantage
(answered Aristippus) he will certainly have that of sitting in the
thtfitre not as a stone upon a stone. At that time the seats in the the-

atro were of marble. By this answer, that judicious man hinted, that

persons whose understandings were left unimproved, might be consid-

ered as stones

'

Thus you see, that Aristippus looked upon an ignorant man as little

better than the stone he sat upon. Diogenes considered an ignorant
fellow as a beast- and not without reason.
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Salse ridebat Diogenes Sinopensis, inertiam et incur. imMegarensium,
qui liberos nullis bonis artibus instruebant, curara vero pecorum diligen-

tera habebant ; dicebat enim malie se Megarensis alicujus esse arieteir

quara filiuin.
4k Diogenes of Sinope, with a good deal of humour, used to ridicule

the indolence and neglect of the inhabitants of Megara, who bestowed
no liberal education on their children, yet took particular care of their

cattle ; for, said he, I had much rather be a ram belonging to a man
of Megara than his son.

1 '

Cicero, speaking of learning, says, that one should have it, were it

only for one's own pleasure, independent of all the other advantages of
it.

Si non tantus fructus perciperetur ex liberalium artium studiis, quan-
tum percipi constat, sed ex his delectatio sola peteretur; tamen h;ec

animi remissio judicanda esset libero homine dignissima. Nam caatera

neque temporum sunt, neque setatum, neque locorum : at haac studia

adolescentiam alunt senectutem oblectant, secundas res ornant, adversis

perfugium ac solatium proabent, delectant domi, non impediunt foris,

pernoctant 'lobiscum, peregrinantur, rusticantur.
" Though we did not reap such advantages from the study of letters

as we manifestly do, and that in the acquirement of learning pleasure

only were the object in pursuit
;
yet that recreation of mind should be

deemed very worthy of a liberal man. Other amusements are not
always suitable to time and place; nor are they of all ages and condi-

tions. These studies are nourishment to youth, pleasure to old age, an
ornament to posterity, a refuge and comfort in adversity. They divert

us at home, are of no hindrance abroad; they pass the night with us,

accompany us when we travel, attend upon us in our rural retreats.

Seneca, to shew the advantage and comfort of learning, says,

Si tempus in studia conferas, omne vitaa fastidium effugeres, nee noc-

tem fieri optabis tffldio lucis; nee tibi gravis eris, nee aliis supervacuu*,.
44

If you employ your time in study, you will avoid every disgust in

life. You will not wish for night, nor be weary of the day. You will

be neither a burden to yourself, nor unwelcome to others."

Translate these Latin passages at your leisure 5 and remember how
necessary these great men thought learning was, both for the use, the

ornament, and the pleasure of life.

LETTER XXXI.
July 24, 1789.

Mr Dear Boy : I was pleased with your asking me, the last time I saw
you, why I had left off writing ; for I looked upon it as a sign that you
liked and minded my letters : If that be the case, you shall hear from
me often enough ; and my letters may be of use, if you will give atten-

tion to them ; otherwise it is only giving myself trouble to no purpose;
for it signifies nothing to read a thing once, if one does not mind and
remember it. It is a sure sign of a little mind to be doing one thing, and
at the same time to be either thinking of another, or not thiuking at



all. One should always think of what one is about; when one is learn-

ing, one should not think of play; and when one is at play, one should

Dot think of one's learning. Besides that, if you do not mind your
book while you are at it, it will be a double trouble to you, for you must
learn it all over again.

One of the most important points of life is decency ; which is to do
what is proper, and where it is proper; for many things are proper at

one timeTand in one place, that are extremely improper in another; for

example, it is very proper and decent that you should play some part of

the day ; but you must feel that it would be very improper and inde-

cent, if you were to fly your kite, or play at n:ne pins, while you are

with Mr. Maittaire. It is very proper and decent to dance well ; but

then you must dance only at balls, and places of entertainment; for you
would be reckoned a fool, it you were to dance at church, or at a fune-

ral. I hope, by these examples, you understand the meaning of the

word Decency ; which in French is Bienseance : in Latin, Decorum ,

and in Greek, l\pr-<>v. Cicero aays of it, Sic hoc decorum, quod elucel

invito., movet approbationem eorum quihuncum vivitur, ordine et con-

ttantia, et moderatione dictorum omnium atque factorum : By which
you see how necessary decency i-, to gain the approbation of mankind.
And, as I am Mire you desire to gain Mr. Maittaire's approbation with-

out which you will never have mine, 1 daresay you will mind and give

attention to whatever he saya to yon, and behave yourself Beriously and

decently, while you are with him; afterwards play, run, and jump, aa

much as ever you please.

LETTER XXXII.

Friday.

I)earBoy: I was wry glad when Mr. Maittaire told me, that you
had more attention now than you osed to have : for it is the only way
to reap any benetit by what you learn. Without attention, it is impos-

sible to remember, and without remembering, it is but time and labour

lo>t to learn. I hope, too, that your attention i- not only employed
upon words, but upon the sen-e and meaning of those words; that is,

that when you read, or get any thing by heart, you observe the thoughts

and reflections of the author, as well as his words. This attention will

furnish you with materials, when you come to compose and invent upon
any Mibject \our>elf ; for example, when you read of anger, envy, hatred,

love, pity, or any of the passions, observe what the author says of them,

and what good or ill effects he ascribes to them. Observe, too, the

great difference between prose and verse, in treating the same subjects.

In ver^e, the figures are stronger and bolder, and the diction or expres-

sions loftier or higher, than in prose: nay, the woids in verse are sel

dom put in the same order as in prose. Verse is full of metaphors
similes, and epithets. Epithets (by the way) are adjectives, which
viark some particular quality of the thing or person to which they are

added ; as, for example, Pius ^Etieas, the pious JSneas ; Pius is thf

epithet: Fama Arendax% Fame that lies : Mendax is the epithet : II- * v
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wKVf A^AAevc, Achilles swift of foot ; IIocJac-wKvc is the epithet. This ia

the same in all languages; as, for instance, they say in French, Venni*

pale et bleme, Vamour aveugle ; in English, Pale, livid envy, blind love :

These adjectives are the epithets. Envy is always represented by the

poets as pale, meagre, and pining away at other people's happiness.—

Ovid says of Envy,

Vixque tenet lacrymas, quod nil lacrymabile cernit.

Which means, that Envy can scarce help crying when she sees nothing

to cry at ; that is, she cries when she sees others happy. Envy is cer-

tainly one of the meanest and most tormenting of all passions, since there

is hardly any body that has not something for an envious man to envy :

So that he can never be happy, while he sees any body else so. Adieu.

LETTER XXXIII.

Islbwobth, September 10, 17&&

DeaK 6oy : Since you promise to give attention, and to mind what
you learn, I shall give myself the trouble of writing to you again, and

rhall ende&vour to instruct you in several things, that do not fall under

Mr. Maittaiia's province; and which, if they did, he could teach you

much bettei than I can. I neither pretend nor propose to teach them
you thoroughly

;
you are not yet of an age fit for it : I only mean to

give you a general notion, at present, of some things that you must learn

more particulaily hereafter, and that will then be the easier to you, for

having had a general idea of them now. For example, to give you some

notion of Histoiy.

History is an account of whatever has been done by any country in

general, or by any number of people, or by any one man ; thus the Roman
history is an account of what the Romans did as a nation; the history

of Catiline's conspiracy is an account of what was done by a particular

number of people ; and the history of Alexander the Great, written by

Quintus Curtius, is the account of the life and actions of one single man.

History is, in short, an account or relation of anything that has been

done.

History is divided into sacred and profane, ancient and modern.

Sacred history is the Bible, that is, the Old and New Testament.—

The Old Testament is the history of the Jews, who were God's chosen

people ; and the New Testament is the history of Jesus Christ, the Son

of God.
Profane history is an account of the Heathen Gods, such as you read

in Ovid's Metamorphoses, and which you will know a great deal more

of when you come to read Homer, Virgil, and the other ancient

poets.

Ancient history is the account of all the kingdoms and countries in

the world, down to the end of the Roman empire.

Modern history is the account of the kingdoms and countries of the

world, sir.ce the destruction of the Roman empire.

The perfect knowledge of history is extremely ne« sary ; because, a*
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It informs us of what wa3 done by other people, in former ages, it

instructs us what to Jo in the like cases. Besides, as it is the common
subject of conversation, it is a shame to be ignorant of it.

Geography must necessarily accompany history ; for it would not be

enough to know what things were done formerly, but we must know
where they were done; and geography, you know, is the discription of

the earth, and shews us the situation of towns, countries, and rivers.

—

For example, geography shews that England is in the north of Europe,

that London is the chief town of England, and that it is situated upon
the river Thames, in the country of Middlesex ; and the same of other

towns and countries. Geography is likewise divided into ancient and
modern ; many countries and towns having now very different names
from what they had formerly ; and many towns, which made a great

figure in ancient times, being now- utterly destroyed and not existing : as

thr two famous towns of Troy in Asia, and Carthage in Africa: of

bot! which there are not now the least remair_s.

Riau this with attention, and then go to play with as much atten-

tion
t and 60 farewell.

LETTER XXXIV.

Isliwokth, Septemfjtr 15, 173y.

Dear Bot: History must be accompanied with chronology as well

as geography, or else one has but a very confused notion of it ; tor it

is not sufficient to know what things have been done, which history

teaches us ; and where they have been done, which we learn by geography
;

but one must know when they haw been done, am 1
, that is the particular

business of chronology. I will therefore give you a general notion of it.

Chronology (in French la Ohrtnologie) fixes the date- of facts; that is

It informs OS when such and such things were done; reckoning from
certain periods of time, which are called a?ras or epochs: for example,
in Europe, the two principal soras or epochs by which we reckon, are

from the creation of the world to the birth of Christ, which was four

thousand years ; and from the birth of Christ, to this time, which is one
thousand seven hundred and thirty-nine years ; so that when one speaks
of a thing that was done before the birth of Christ, one says, it was
done in such a year of the world; as for instance, Rome was founded in

the three thousand two hundred and twenU -fifth year of the world
which was about -even hundred and fifty years before the birth of Christ,

And one says, that Charlemagne was made the first Emperor of Ger-
many in the year eight hundred ; that is to say, eight hundred years
after the birth of Christ. So that you see, the two great periods, soras,

or epochs from whence we date everything, are the creation of the
world, and the birth of Jesus Christ.

There is another term in chronology, called centuries, which is only
used in reckoning after the birth of Christ. A century means one hun-
dred yea~s ; consequently there have been seventeen centuries since the
Dirth of Christ, and we are now in the eighteenth century. When anj
oody says, then, for example, that such a thing vac done in the tenti
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century, they mean after the year nine hundred, and befor* the jeat one
thousand, after the birth of Christ. When any body makes a nrstako in

chronology, and says, that a thing was done some years sooner, or some
years later, than it really was, that error is called an Anachronism.
Chronology requires memory and attention; both which you cm 'iave if

you please; and I shall try them both, by asking you questions i.boiu

this letter, the next time I see you.

LETTER XXXV.

Isleworth, September 17, 1739.

Dear Boy : In my two last letters, I explained to you the meaning
end use of history, geography, and chronology, and shewed you the con-

nection they had with one another; that is, how they were joined toge-

ther, and depended each upon the other. We will now consider history

more particulary by itself. The most ancient histories of all are so mixed
with fables, that is, with falsehoods and invention, that little credit is>

to be given to them. All the heathen gods and goddesses that you read

of in the poets were only men and women ; but as they had either found
out some useful invention, or had done a great deal of good in the coun-
tries where they lived, the people, who had a great veneration for them,
made them gods and goddesses when they died, addressed their prayers,

and raised altars to them. Thus Bacchus, the god of wine, was only the

first man who invented the making of wine, which pleased the people so

much, that they made a god of him ; and may be they were drunk when
they made him so. So Ceres, the goddess of plenty, who is always repre-

sented in pictures with wheat sheaves about her head, was only some
good woman who invented ploughing and sowing, and raising corn ; and
the people, who owed their bread to her, deified her, that is, made a god-

dess of her. The case is the same of all the other pagan gods and
goddesses which you read of in profane and fabulous history.

The authentic, that is, the true ancient history, is divided into five

remarkable periods or seras, of the fi^e great empires of the world. The
first empire of the world was the Assyrian, which was destroyed by the

Medes. The empire of the Medes was overturned by the Persians ; and
the empire of the Persians was demolished by the Macedonians, under

Alexander the Great. The empire cf Alexander the Great lasted no lon-

ger than his life; for, at his death, his generals divided the world among
them, and went to war with one another; till at last the Roman empire

arose, swallowed them all up, and Rome became the mistress uf the

world. Remember, then, that the five great empires that succeeded each

other wero tJ-eso:

1. The Assyrian Empire, first established.

2. The Empire of the Medes.

8. The Persian Empire.
1. The Macedonian Empire.
0. The Roman Empire.

If ever you find a word that you do not understand, either in my Id

tors or any where else, I hope you remember to ask your Mamma th*
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meaning jf it. Here are but three in this letter which you are likelj

not to understand : these are,

Connection, which is a noun substantive, that signifie- a joining or

tying together; it comes from the verb to connect, which signifies to join

For example, one says of any two people that are intimate friends,

and much together, there is a great connection between them, or, they

are mightily connected. One says so also of two things that have are
semblance, or a likeness to one another, there is a connection between
them ; as for example, there is a great connection between poetry and
painting, because they both express nature, and a strong and livelj ima-
gination is necessary for both

Deify is a verb, which signifies to make a god ; it comes from tLt

Latin word Detts, God, and Fio, I become. The Roinaa emptrors w<oro

always deified after their death, though most of them were rather devils

when alive.

Authentic, means true; something that may be depended udou, a*

coming from good authority. For example, one says, such a history L
authentic, such a piece of news is authentic; that is, one may dereLd
upon the truth of it.

I have just now received your letter, which is very well written.

LETTER XXXVI.
ISLKWOBTH.

That politeness which I mentioned, my dear child In my former let

ten, regards only your equals and your superiors. There U also a cer-

tain politeness due to your inferiors, of a different kind, 'tis true; but who-
ever is without it is without good nature. We do not need to compli-
ment those beneath us nor to talk of their doing us the honour, etc. but
we ought to treat them with benevolence and mildness. We are all of the

same species, and no distinction whatever i> between ns, except that
which arises from fortune. For example, your footman and Lisette would
be your equals were they as rich as you. Being poor, they are obliged

tosertd you. Therefor-', you must not add to their misfortune by insult-

ing or by ill treating them. If your situation is preferable to theirs, be
thankful to God, without either despising them, or being vain of your
better fortune. You must, therefore, treat all your inferiors with affa-

bility and good manners, and not speak to them in a surly tone, r.or

with harsh expression, as if they were of a different species. A good
neart never reminds people of their misfortune, but endeavour: t^ ..L*-

viate, or, if possible, to make them forget it.

I am persuaded you will always act in that manner, otl.jivLf 1

should not love you so much as I do. Adieu.

LETTER XXXVII.
Isleworth. Sept. It, U8W

Mr t^a GiOld: 1 air. very well pleased witli your last letter. The
writing vu vory good, and the promise you make exceedingly tine.

a*
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You mu"t keep it, for an honest man never breaks his word. You
engage to retain the instructions which I give you. That is sufficient,

for though you do not properly comprehend them at present, age and
reflection will, in time, make you understand them.
With respect to the contents of your letter, I believe you have had

pr» per assistance ; indeed, I do not as yet expect that you can write a
letter without help. You ought, howevei, to try, for nothing is moie
requisite than to write a good letter. Nothing in fact is more easy.

Most persons who write ill, do so because they aim at writing better

than they can, by which means they acquire a formal and unnaturaJ
style. Whereas, to write well, we must write easily and naturally.

F.t instance, if you want to write a letter to me, you should only con-

rider what you would say if you were with me, and then write it in

plain terms, just as if you were conversing. I will suppose, then, that

you sit down to write to me unassisted, and I imagine your letter would
prul .My be much in these words

:

My dear Papa: I have been at Mr. Maittaire's this morning, whrro
I have translated English into Latin and Latin into English, and so

well, that at the end of my exercise he has writ optime. I have like-

wise repeated a Greek verb, and pretty well. After this I ran home,
like a little wild boy, and played till dinner-time. This became a serious

task, for I ate like a wolf: and by that you may judge that I am in

very good health. Adieu.

Well, sir, the above is a good letter, and yet very easily wntten,
because it is exceedingly natural. Endeavour then sometimes to write

to me of yourself, without minding either the beauty of the writing or

the straightness of the lines. Take as little trouble as possible. By
that means you will by degrees use yourself to write perfectly well,

and with ease. Adieu. Oome to m© to-morrow at twelve, or Friday
morning at eight o'clock.

LETTER XXXVIII.

Thursday, Islbwokth.

Dear Boy: As I shall come to town next Saturday, I would have
f.u to ceine to me on Sunday morning about ten o'clock : and I would
->nve you likewise tell Mr. Maittaire, that, if it be not troublesome to

r~-, I ohould be extremely glad to see him at the same time. I would
< c have given him this trouble, but that it is uncertain when I can

wait upon him in town: I do not doubt but he will give me a good
account of you, for I think you are now sensible of the advantages, the

pleasure, and the necessity of learning well; I think, too, you have an
ambition to excel in whatever you do, and therefore will apply yourself.

I must also tell you, that you are now talked of as an cminei.t scholar

for your age ; and therefore your shame will b«r, the greater, if yon
thould not answer the expectations people hare of you. Adieu.
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LETTER XXXIX.
Monday.

l)sajr Boy : It was a great pleasure to me, when Mr. Maittaire toll
3

n.o, yesterday, in your presence, that you began to mind your learning,

thJ to give more attention. If you continue to do so, you will fir
""

two advantages in it : the one your own improvement, the other my
kindne»6 , which you must never expect, but when Mr. Maittaire tells

me you deserve it. There is no doing anything well without applica-

tion and industry. Industry (in Latin Industria, and in Greek ayxivoca)
is defined (that is, described) to befrequens exercitium circa rem hone**

tam, unde aliquis industrius dicitur, hoc est studiosus, rijilins: This
I expect so much from you, that I do not doubt, in a little tii.ie, but
that I shall hear you called Philip the industrious, or, if you like it

better in Greek, QiAnnroc ayxivooc. Most of the great men of antiquity

had some epithet added to their names, describing some particular

merit they had ; and why should not you endeavour to be distinguished

by some honourable appeDation? Parts and quickness, though -.r\

necessary, are not alone sufficient; attention and application trust

nnraplete the business ; and both together will go a great way.

Acclplte ergo animls, atque haec mea flgita diet*.

Adieu.

We were talking yesterday of America, which I told you was tir.st

discovered by Christopher Columbus, a Genoese, through the enrouragr-

ment of Ferdinando and Isabella, king and queen of Spain, in 1401,
that is, at the latter end of the fifteenth century; but I forgot to nil

you, that it took its name of America from one Vespucius Americufl of

Florence, who discovered South America, in 14 (J7. The Spaniard:

began their conquests in America by the islands of St. I>( min* an.

Cuba; and soon afterwards Ferdinando Cortez, with a small anay
landed upon the continent, took Mexico, and beat Montezu: •;, the

Indian emperor. This encouraged other nations to go and try w\ at

they could get in this new-discovered world. The English have b*ol
there, New York, New England, Jamaica, Barbadoes, Carolina, Penn-
sylvania, and Maryland, and some of the Leeward Islands. The Portu-

guese have got the Brazils; the Dutch, Curacoa and Surinam ; and the

French, Martinico and new France.

LETTER XL.

Monday.

Dear Boy : I have lately mentioned chronology to you, though
slightly ; but, as it is very necessary you should know something of it,

I will repeat it now a little more fully, in order to give you a better

notion of it.

Chronology is the art of measuring and distinguishing time, or the

doctrine of epoch/is, which you know, are particular and remarkable
oer.ods of time.
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The word chronology is compounded of the Greek words ^povoc which
signifies time, and Aoyof, which signifies discourse. Chronology and geo-

graphy are called the two eyes of history, because history can never bt

clear and well understood without them. History relates facts ; chro-

nology tells us at what time, or when, those facts were done ; and geo-

graphy shows us in what place or country they were done. The
Greeks measured their time by Olympiads, which was a space of four

years, called in Greek Ohvfiiriac. Tins method of computation had its

rise from the Olympic Games, which were celebrated the beginning ot

every fifth year, on the banks of the river Alpheus, near Olympia, a city

in Greece. The Greeks, for example, would say, that such a thing hap-

pened in such a year of such an Olympiad ; as, for instance, that Alex-

ander the Great did in tbe first year of the 114th Olympiad. The first

Olympiad was 774 years before Christ ; so, consequently, Christ was
born in the first year of the 195th Olympiad.
The period, or nora, from whence the Romans reckoned their time,

was from the building of Rome ; which they marked thus, ab u. o. that

is, ab ZJrbe condlta. Thus, the kings were expelled, and the consular

government established, the 244th ab u. o. that is, of Rome,
All Europe now reckons from the great epocha of the birth of Jesus

Christ, which was 1738 years ago; so that, when anybody asks, in what
year did such or such a thing happen, they mean, in what year since

the birth of Christ.

For example: Charlemain, in French Charlemagne, was made
emperor of the West in the year 800 ; that is, 800 years after the birth

of Christ ; but, if we speak of any exent or historical fact that hap-

pened before that time, we then say, it happened so many years before

Christ. For instance, we say Rome was built 750 years before Christ.

The Turks date from their Hegira, which was the year of the flight

Df tbeir false prophet, Mahomet, from Mecca; and, as we say that such

a thing was done in such a year of Christ; they say, such a tiling was
dore in such a year of the Hegira. Their Hegira begins in the 622d year

OLrist, that is, above 1100 years ago.

There are two great periods in Chronology, from which the nations

of Europe date events. The first is the creation of the world ; the

second, the birth of Jesus Christ.

Those events that happened before the birth of Christ are dated from
the creation of the world. Those events which have happened since

the birth of Christ are dated from that time ; as the present year 1739.

For example

:

A. M.

Noah's flood happened in the year of the world . . . 1856
Babylon was built by Semiramis, in the year .... 1800
Moses was born in the year 2400
Troy was taken by the Greeks in the year . . . 2800
Rome was founded by Romulus in the year .... 3225
Alexander the Great conquered Persia ..... 3^74
Jesus Christ was born in the year of the world . . . 4000
The meaning of a. m. at the top of these figures, is Anno Mundi, &c

xear of the world.
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From the birth of Christ, all Christians date the events that have
happened since that time ; and that is called the Christian cera. Some-
times we say, that such a thing happened in such a year of Christ, and
sometimes we say in such a century. Now, a century is one hundred
year.- from the birth of Christ; so that at the end of every hundred
years a new century begins : and we are, consequently, now in the

eighteenth century.

For example, as to the Christian aera, or since the birth of Christ,

Mahomet, the false prophet of the Turks, who established the Mahom-
etan religion, and writ the Alcoran, which is the Turkish bo.k of

religion, died in the seventh centurv, that is, in the year of
Christ " 632

Charlemain was crowned emperor in the last year of the eighth
century, that is, in the year 800

Here the old Roman empire ended.

William the Cor. ^-eror was crowned king of England in the elev-

enth century, in the year 1066
The Reformation, that is, the Protestant religion, begun by Martin

Luther, in the sixteenth centurv, in the year . . . 1530
Gunpowder invented by one Bertholdus, a German monk, in the

fourteenth century, in the year 1380
Printing invented, at Haerlem in Holland, or at Strasburg, or at

Mentzin Germany, in the fifteenth century, about the year 1440
Adieu.

LETTER XLI.

Bath, October 3, 1789.

My pear Child: I am charmed with all your letters
; that which you

wrc*e without help is very natural, consequently wry good. Your
English translation is a very just one; and as for the Latin, considering

-l.ort a time you have been learning that language, I do not require
it to be any better. In short, hitherto you have gone on as well as pos-
sible; only continue. More particularly, 1 congratulate you on the

*ccuratissimc which Mr. Maittaire has added to your last performances;
ana it is very flattering to be deserving of such commendations. I am
sure that single word must have afforded you more pleasure than two
hours1 play. Besides, how exceedingly satisfactory it is to have done
one's duty in any respect] Nothing is so comfortable a< a Lr <>"<l consoi"

ence; that only can make us easy ami happy. Pray do you know what
conscience is? It is what we feel when we have said or done anything.
For instance, if I had injured any person, or had told a lie, though I

might not be found out, yet I should feel myself guilty ; conscience
would torment me, and I must be unhappy. You have certainly lead
m Ovid's Melamorp* oses, the fable of Prometheus, who stole fire from
beaven to form man. Jupiter punished him, by chaining him to Mount
Caucasus, and by sending a vulture that incessantly gnaws his liver Thin
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fable is an ingenious allegory, pointing out the perpetual torments t •

bad conscience. Prometheus had stolen ; and the vulture that continu-

ally gnaws his liver means his conscience, which continually reproaches

him with that crime. This is called an allegory—when, to represent

one thing, we do it by means of another. Poets often make use ol

allegories. Adieu.

Translate the following letter into French

:

My pear Papa : It is true you do praise me ; but it is also true that

y^Q make me earn those praises, by obliging me to work like a galley

slave. No matter, glory cannot be too dearly purchased: such were
the sentiments of Alexander the Great, and such are those of Philip

the Little.

LETTER XLII.

Bat*, October 17, ITSf

.

My dear Child : Indeed, I believe you are the first boy, to whom
(under the age of eight years) one has ever ventured to mention the

figures of rhetoric, as I did in my last.* But I am of opinion, that we
cannot begin to think too young ; and that the art which teaches at

how to persuade the mind, and touch the heart, must surely deserve

the earliest attention.

You cannot but be convinced, that a man who speaks and writes

with elegance and grace, who makes choice of good words, and adorns
and embellishes the subject upon which he either speaks or writes, will

persuade better, and succeed more easily in obtaining what he wishes,

than a man who does not explain himself clearly, speaks his language
ill, or make use of low and vulgar expressions, and who has neither

grace or eleganoe in any thing that he says. Now it is by Rhetoric that

the art of speaking eloquently is taught ; and, though I cannot think of

grounding you in it as yet, I would wish, however, to give you an idea

of it suitable to your age.

The first thing you should attend to is, to speak whatever languagt

you do speak in its greatest purity, and according to the rules 01

Grammar ; for we must never offend against grammar, nor make use

of words which are not really words. This is not all ; for not to

speak ill, is not sufficient ; we must speak well ; and the best method
of attaining to that is, to read the best authors with attention; and to

observe how people of fashion speak, and those who express themselves

best; for shopkeepers, common people, footmen, and maid-servants, all

speak ill. They make use of low and vulgar expressions, which people

of rank never use. In Numbers, they join the singular and plural

together ; in Genders, they confound masculine with feminine ; and in

Tenses, they often take one for the other, In order to avoid all these

faults, we must read with care, observe the turn and expressions of the

best authors, and not pass a word which we do not understand, or concern-

ing which we hav* the least doubt, without exactly inquiring the meaning

* Not to be four.d.
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of It For example ; when you read Ovid's Metamorphoses with Mr.

Martin, yon should ask him the meaning of every word you do not

know, and also, whether it is a word which may be made use of in.

prose as well as in verse ; for, as I formerly told you, the language of

poetry is different from that which is proper for common discourse

;

and a man would be to blame, to make use of some words in t rose,

which are very happily applied in poetry. In the same manner, when
you read French with Mr. Pelnote, ask him the meaning of ev«ry word
you meet with, that is new to you ; and desire him to give you exam-
ples of the various ways in which it may be used. All this requires

only a little attention ; and yet there is nothing more useful. It is said,

that a man must be born a poet ; but that he can make himself ai.

orator. Nascitur Poeta, Jit Orator. This means, that, to be a Poet,

one must be born with a certain degree of strength and vivacity of

mind ; but that attention, reading and labour, are sufficient to form an

orator. Adieu.

LETTER XLIII.

Bath, October 2«, 1789.

Dkab Boy: Though Poetry differs much from Oratory in many
things, yet it makes use of the same figures in Rhetoric; nay, it abounds
in metaphors, similes, and allegories ; and you may learn the purity of

the language, and the ornaments of eloquence, as well by reading verse

as prose. Poetical diction, that is, poetical language, is more sublime
and lofty than prose, and takes liberties which are not allowed in prose,

and are called Poetical Licences. This difference between verse and
prose you will easily observe, if you read them both with attention.

In verse, things are seldom said plainly and simply, as one would say

them in prose; but they are described and embellished : jus, for example,
what you hear the watchman say often in three words, a cloudy morn-
ing L said thus in verse, in the tragedy of Cato

:

The dawn is overcast, the morning lowers,

And heavily in clouds brings on the day.

This is poetical diction, which would be improper in prose, though
each word separately may be used in prose.

I will give you here a very pretty copy of verses of Mr. Waller's,

which is extremely poetical and full of images. It is to a Lady who
played npjn the lute. The lute, by the way, is an instrument with

many strings, which are played upon by the fingers.

Such moving sounds from such a careless touch

;

Bo little she concerned, and we so much.
The trembling strings about her fingers crowd,
Ax.d tell their joy, for every kiss, aloud.

Small force there needs to make them tremble so,

Touch'd by that hand, who would not tremble too ?

Here Love takes stand, and, while she charms the ear,
Im.r'ies his quiver on the list'ning deer.
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Kuslc so softens and disarms the mind,
That nr»t one arrow can resistance And.
Thus the fair tyrant celebrates the priie,

And acts herself the triumph of her eyes.

Bo Nero nee, with harp in hand, survey'd
Hi3 flaming Rome : and, as it burnt, he played

Mind all the poetical beauties of these verses. He supposes th«

BCLuls of the strings, when she touches them, to be the expression of

their joy for kissing her fingers, Then, he compares the trembling of

the strings to the trembling of a lover, who is supposed to tremble with

joy and awe, when touched by the person he loves. He represents

Love (who, you know, is described as a little boy, with a bow, arrows,

and a quiver,) as standing by her, and shooting his arrows at people's

hearts, while her music softens and disarms them. Then he concludes

with that fine simile of Nero, a very cruel Roman Emperor, who set

Rome on fire, and played on the harp all the while it was burning: for,

as love is represented by the poets as fire and flames ; so she, while

people were burning for love for her, played, as Nero did while Rome,
which he had set on fire, was burning. Pray get these verses by heart

against I see you. Adieu.

You will observe that these verses are all long, or heroic ^erses, that

is. of ten syllables, or five feet • for a foot is two syllables.

LETTER XLIV.

Bath, October 29, 1789.

My deae Child: If it is possible to be too modest, you are; andyo".

deserve more than you require. An amber headed cane, and a pair of

buckles, are a recompence so far from being adequate to your deserts,

that I shall add something more. Modesty is a very good quality, and

which generally accompanies true merit : it engages and captivates the

minds of people ; as, on the other hand nothing is more shocking and

disgustful than presumption and impudence. We cannot like a man
who is always commending and speaking well of himself, and who is

the hero of his own story ; on the contrary, a man who endeavours to

conceal his own merit, who sets that of other people in its true light,

who speaks but little of himself, and with modesty; such a man makes

a favourable impression upon the understanding of his hearers, and

acquires their love and esteem.

There is, however, a great difference between modesty and an awkward
bashfulness; which is as ridiculous as true modesty is commendable. Itisas

absurd to be a simpleton, as to be an impudent fellow ; and one ought

to know how to come into a room, speak to people, and answer them,

without being out of countenance, or without embarrassment. The

English are generally apt to be bashful, and have not those easy, free,

»nd at the same time polite manners, which the French have. A mean
fellow, o - a country bumpkin, is ashamed when he comes into good

company < ae appears embarrassed, does not know what to do with his

hands, is disconcerted when spoken to, answers with difficulty, and

almost stammers ; whereas a gentleman, who is used to the world, come*
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into company with a graceful and proper assurance, speaks even to peo-

ple he does not know, without embarrassment, and in a natural and

easy manner. This is called usage of the world, and good breeding ; a

most necessary and important knowledge in the intercourse of life. It

frequently happens that a man, witli a great deal or sens'", but with
little usage of the world, is not so well received as one of inferior parts.

but with a gentlernan-like behaviour.

These are matters worthy your attention ; reflect on them, and unit*

modesty to a polite and easy assurance. Adieu.

I this instant receive your letter of the 27th, which is very well writ-

ten.

LETTER XLY.
Bath, November 1, 1789.

Drak Boy : Let us return to oratory, or the art of speaking well;

which should never be entirely out of your thoughts, since it is so useful

in every part of life, and so absolutely necessary in most. A man cau

make no figure without it, in parliament, in the church, or in the law
;

and even ir: common conversation, a man that has acquired an easy and
habitual eloquence, who speaks properly and accurately, will have a

great advantage over those who speak incorrectly and inelegantly.

The business of oratory, as I have told you before, is to persuade people;

and you easily feel, that to please people is a great step towards persuad-

ing them. You must then, consequently, be sensible how advantageous
it is for a man who speaks in public, whether it be in parliament, in the

pulpit, or at the bar, (that is, in the courts of law.) to please his hearers

80 much as to gain their attention ; which he can never do without the

help of oratory. It is not enough to speak the language he speaks in,

in its utmost purity, and according to the rules of grammar, but he nui.-t

speak it elegantly, that is, he must use the best and the most expressive

words, and put them in the best order. lie should likewise adorn what he

says by proper metaphor.-, similes, and other figures of rhetoric ; and he

should enliven it, if he can, by quick and sprightly turns of wit. Fjr
example, suppose you had a mind to persuade Mr. Maittaire to give you
a holiday, would you bluntly say to him, Give me a holiday! That
would certainly not be the way to persuade him to it. But you should

endeavour first to please him, and gain his attention, by telling him,

that your expedience of his goodness and indulgence encouraged you U

ask a" favour of him; that, if he should not think proper to grant it, at

least you hoped he would not take it ill that you asked it.

Then you should tell him what it was that you wanted
; that it wa£

a holiday, for which you should give your reasons, as that you had such

or such a thing to do, or such a place to go to. Then you might urg some
arguments, why he should not refuse you ; as, that you have seldom asked

the favour, and that you seldom will ; and that the mint
1

. n_ay sometimes

require a little rest from labour as well as the body. This yon may illus-

trate by a simile, and say, that as the bow is the stronger for being some
times unstrung and unbei so the mind will be capable of more atton-

Hen for being now and then easy and relaxed.
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This is a little oration, fit for such a little orator as you: but, bov-

ever, it will cuk^ you understand what is meant by oratory and elo-

quei :e ; which is to persuade. I hope you will have that talent hereafter

in prefer matters.

LETTER XLVL
Bath, yov«mt>*r ft, . TH.

Dear Boy : I am glad to hear that you went to see the Lord Mayor's

Shaw, for I supposed it amused you, and besides I would have you to

see vverything. It is a good way of getting knowledge, especially ifyou
inquire carefully (as I hope you always do) after the meaning and the

particulars of everything you see. You know then, to be sure, that the

Lord Mayor is the head of the city of London, and that there is a new
Lord Mayor chosen every year ; that the city is governed by the Lord

Mayor, the Court of Aldermen, and the Common Council. There are

six-and-twenty Aldermen, who are the most considerable tradesmen of

the city. The Common Council is very numerous, and consists likewise

of tradesmen ; who all belong to ihe several companies, that you saw
march in the procession, with their colours and streamers. The Lord

Mayor is chosen every year out of the Court of Aldermen. There are

but two lord mayors in England ; one for the city of London, and the

other for the city of York. The mayors of the other towns are only

called mayors, not lord mayors. People who have seen little, are apt

to stare sillily, and wonder at every new thing they see ; but a man who
has beon bred in the world, looks at everything with coolness and sedate-

ness, and makes proper observations upon what he sees.

You need not write to me any more after you receive this, for I shall

go away from hence on Saturday or Sunday next. But you may come
to me in Grosvenor-Square, on Wednesday the 14th, at ten o'clock in

the morning : where you shall find the things you bespoke, and some-

thing much better, as an additional reward for your learning well : For

though people should not do well for the sake of rewards, yet those who
do well ought injustice to be rewarded. One should do well for the

sake of doing well, and virtue is its own reward; that is, the conscious-

ness of having done right makes one happy enough even without any

other reward. Consciousness means that real and inward judgment

that every man forms of his own actions. For example, one says, I am
not conscious of any guilt; that is, my heart does not tell me that I am
guilty, I feel myself innocent, or I am conscious that I deserve to be

punished ; tha* is I feel that I have committed the fault for which I am to

oe punished. It comes from the Latin, conscire, and conscius.—Horace

eays
Nil conscire sibl, nulla pallescere culpa :

Which means to have nothing to reproach one's self with, and not to

turL pale with the remorse of guilt. He says too,

Mens conscla recti

:

That is, a mind conscious of having done right ; the greatest pleasure

*nd happiness that any man can have. Adieu.
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LETTER XLV1I.
Novitmber SO, 1T89.

1)-ab3ot: As you are now reading the Roman History, I hope
jrou do it with that care and attention which it deserves. The utility of

history consists prircipally in the examples it gives us of the virtue and
vices of those who hav. gone before us; upon which we ought to make
the proper observations. History animates and excites us to the love and
the practice of virtue ; by shewing us the regard and veneration that

was always paid to great and virtuous men in the times in which they

lived, and the praise and glory with which their names are perpetuated

and transmitted down to our times. The Roman history furnishes more
examples of virtue and magnanimity, or greatness of mind, than anj
other. It was a common thing to see their consuls and dictators (who,
you know, were their chief magistrates) taken from the plough, to lead

their armies against their enemies; and, after victory, returning to their

plough again, and passing the rest of their lives in modest retirement; a

retirement more glorious, if possible, than the victories that preceded

it ! Many of their greatest men died so poor, that they were buried at

the expense of the public. Curius, who had no money of his own, refu-

sed a great sum of money that the Samnites ottered him, saying, that h:

saw no glory in having money himself, but in commanding those that

had. Cicero relates it thus : Curio adfocum sedenti magnum auri pon
dus Samnites cum attulissent, rcpudiati <ib eo sunt. Non enim aurum
habere praclarum sibi videri, sed its qui haberent aurum, imjierare.

And Fabricius, who had often commanded the Roman armies, and as

often triumphed over their enemies, was found by his fireside, eating

those roots and herbs whicli he had planted and cultivated himself in

his own field. Seneca tells it thus; Fabricius ad focum casnat ilia*

ipsas radices, quas, in agro repurgando triumphalis <Senex, vulsit. Sci

lio, after a victory he had obtained in Spain, found among the prisoners

a young princess of extreme beauty, who, he was informed, was soon to

have been married to a man of quality of that country. He ordered her

to be entertained and attended with the same care and respect as if she

had been in her father's house ; and, as soon as he could find her lover, he
gave her to him, and added to her portion the money that her father

had brought for her ransom. Valerius Maximus says, Eximia* formes
virginem accersitis parentibus, et sponso inviolatam tradidit, et Juvenis,

et Calebs, et Victor. This was a most glorious example of moderation,

continence and generosity, which gained him the hearts of all the people

of Spain ; and made them say, as Livy tells us, Venisse Diis simillimum
juvenem, vincentem omnia, cum armis, turn benignitate, ac benejiciis.

Such are the rewards that always crown virtue ; and such the charac-

ters that you should imitate, if you would be a great and a good man,

which is the only way to be a happy one 1 Adieu.

LETTER XLVIII.
Monday.

Dear Boy : l was very sorry that Mr Maittaire did not give me such

%n accoun* of you yesterday, as I wished and expected. He takes so
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much pains to teach you, that he well deserves from you the returns ol

care and attention. Besides, pray consider, now that you have justly

got the reputation of knowing much more than other loysof your age

do. how shameful it would be for you to lose it, and to let other ' oys,

that are now behind you, get before you. If you would but have atten-

tion, you have quickness enough to conceive, and memory enough to

retain; but without attention while you are learning, all the time you
employ at your book is thrown away ; and your shame will be the

greater, if you should be ignorant, when you had such opportunities of

learning. An ignorant man is insignificant and contemptible ; tobyJy
cares for his company, and he can just be said to live, and that is all.

There is a very pretty French epigram, upon the death of such an igno-

rant, insignificant fellow, the sting of which is, that all that can be <*aid

of him is, that he was once alive, and that he is now dead. Thit> is

the epigram, which you may get by heart.

Colas est mort de maladie,
Tu venx que j'eD pleure le 9ort,

Que (liable veux tu que j'en dise f

Colas vivoit, Colas est mort.

Take care not to deserve the name of Oolas; which I shall certainly giva

you if you do not learn well: and then that name will go about, and
every body will call you Colas; which will be much worse than Frisky.

fou are now reading Mr. Rollin's Ancient History
;
pray remember to

have your maps by you when you read it, and desire Monsieur Pelnote

to shew you in the maps, all the places you read of. Adieu.

LETTER XLIX.

Saturday.

Dear Boy : Since you choose the name of Polyglot, I hope you will

take care to deserve it ; which you can only do by care and application.

I confess the names of Frisky and Colas are not quite so honourable;

but then, remember too, that there cannot be a stronger ridicule, than

to call a man by an honourable name, when he is known not to deserve

it. For example, it would be a manifest irony to call a very ugly fellow

an Adonis, (who, you know, was so handsome that Venus herself fell in

love with him,) or to call a cowardly fellow an Alexander, or an igno-

rant fellow, Polyglot; for every body would discover the sneer; and

Mr. Pope observes very truly, that

" Praise undeserv'd is satire In disguise."

Next to the doing of things that deserve to be written, there is

nothing that gets a man more credit, or gives him more pleasure, than

to write things that deserve to be read. The younger lliny (for there

were two Plinys, the uncle and the nephew) expresses it thus: Equidem

beatos puto, quibus Deorum wunere datum est, autfacere ncribenda^ aut

legend- irribere ; beatissimos vero quibus utrumque.

Pra\ mind your Greek particularly; for to know Greek very well, is
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to be really learned: there is no great credit in knowing Latin, for

everybody knows it ; and it is only a shame not to know it. Besides

that, you" will understand Latin a great deal the better for understand-

ing Greek very well; a great number of Latin words, especially the

technical words, being derived from the Greek. Technical words mean
auch particular words as relate to any art or science ; from the Greek
word rexvji, which signifies art, and rexvinog, which signities artificial.

Thni*, a dictionary that explains the terms of art is called a Lexicon

rechnicuL^. or a Technical Dictionary. Adieu.

LETTER L.

Longford, Jun« 9, 1740.

u*jlr Bcy' I write to you now, in the supposition that you continue

to deserve my Attention, as much as you did when J left London; and
that Mr. Maittaire would commend you is much now, ;i> he did the last

time h< was with me; fur otherwise, you know very well that I should

not concern myself about you. Take care, therefore, that when I coi_e

to town, I may Lot fii.d myself mistaken in the good opinion I enter-

tained of you in my abseil

I hope you have got the linnets and bullfinches you SO much wanted;
and I recommend the bullfinches to your imitation. Bullfinches, you
must know, have no natural note of their own, and never sing unless

taught, but will learn tunes better than any other birds. This they do
by attention and memory; and you may observe that while they are

taught, they listen with gruri care, and never jump about and kick

their heels. Now, I really think it would be a great shame for you to

be outdone by your own bullfinch.

I take it for granted that, by your late care and attention, you are

now perfect in Latin and that you may at present be called,

what Horace desired to be called, Eomanafidicen Lyra. Your Greek,
|0 >. I dare gay, Lev] ! pace with your Latin, and you have all your
paradigms ad unguotn.

You cannot imagine what alterations and improvements I expect to

Snd every day. now that you are more than OCtennit; and, at this age,

aoii. prog red i would be regredi, which would be very shameful.

Adieu! Do not write to me, for I shall be in no settled place to

receive letters while I am in the country.

LETTER LI.

Londos, June 10, 1740.

Deab Boy: As 1 know you love reading, I send you this book for

your amusement, and not by way of task or study. It i> an Historical,
Chronological, and Geographical Dictionary; in which you may find

llmost everything you can desire to know, whether ancient or modern.
As historical, it u -£« you the history of all remarkable persona floV

things; as chronological, it tells you the time when those persons lived,

uirt when those things were done; and as geographical, it describes tbe
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situation of countries and cities. For example, wonld yon know who
Aristides the Just was, you will find there that he was of Athens ; that

his distinguished honesty and integrity acquired him the name of Ju.t;

the most glorious appellation a man can have. You will likewise utid,

that he commanded the Athenian army at the battle of Platapa, wh. re

Mardonius, the Persian general, was defeated, and his army of three

hundred thousand men utterly destroyed ; and that for all these virtues

he was banished Athens by the Ostracism. You will then (it nay
be) be curious to know what the Ostracism is. If you look for it,

you will find that the Athenians, being very jealous of their liberties,

which they thought were the most in danger from those whose virtue

and merit made them the most popular, (that is, recommended them
most to the favor of the people,) contrived this ostracism ; by which, if

six thousand people gave in the name of any one man, writttn upon a

shell, that person was immediately banished for ten years.

As to chronology, would you know when Charlemam was made
Emperor of the West: look for the article Charlemagne, and you will

find that, being already master of all Germany, France, and great part

of Spain and Italy, he was declared emperor in the year 800.

As to the geographical part, if you would know the situation of any
town or country that you read of, as, for instance, Persepolis, you will

find where it was situated, by whom founded, and that it was burned

by Alexander the Great, at the instigation of his mistress, Thais, in a

drunken riot. In short, you will find a thousand entertaining stories to

divert you, when you have leisure from your studies, or your play ; for

one must always be doing something, and never lavish away so valuable

a thing as time ; which, if once lost, c~\. z..w»t be regained. Adieu.

LETTER LII.

PHILIP CHESTERFIELD TO HIS DEAR LITTLE PHILIP STANHOPE.

Your last letter afforded me very great satisfaction, both as it was eie-

gantly penned, and because you promised in it, to take great pains to

attain deservedly true praise. But I must tell you ingenuously, that I

suspect very much your having had, in composing it, the assistance of a

good and able master ; under whose conduct and instruction it will be

your own fault if you do not acquire elegancy of style, learning, and, in

short, every thing else becoming a wise and virtuous person. I ear-

nestly entreat you, therefore, to imitate carefully so good a pattern : and

the more attention and regard you show for him, the more I shall think

you love and respect me.
I shall continue here a fortnight longer, drinking these waters, betore

I return to town ; let me then find you sensibly improved in your learn-

ing. You must summon greater resolution and diligence. I shall bring

sua presents from hence, which you shall receive as rewards of y.iir

npplicati .n and industry, provided I find you deserving of them ; if

otherwise, expect reproof and chastisement for your sloth. Farewell.
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LETTER LIII.

• Tpkbrtoob, July 1 9, 1 1 40.

Dear lk>T : After Sparta and Athens, Thebes and Corinth were the

most considerable cities in Greece. Thebes was in Bceotia, a province

of Greece, famous for its thick, foggy air, and for the dull ess and stu-

pidity of its inhabitants, insomuch that calling a man a J i» tian, was
the same as calling him a stupid fellow : and Horace, speaking of a dull,

heavy fellow, says, Boeotum jurares, crasso in aere natum.
However, Thebes made itself very considerable for a time, under tl.r

conduct of Epaminondas, who was one of the greatest and most virtuoix

characters of all antiquity. Thebes, like all the rest of Greece, fei.

under the absolute dominion of the kings of Macedon, Alexander's suc-

cessors. Thebes was founded by Cadmus, who first brought letters into

Greece. (Edipus was king of Thebes : whose very remarkable story is

worth your reading.

The city of Corinth sometimes made a figure in defence of the com-
mon liberties of Greece : but was chiefly considerable upon account of

its great trade and commerce ; which enriched it so much, and intro-

duced so much luxury, that, when it was burnt by Mummius, the

Roman consul, the number of golden, silver, brass, and copper statues

and vases, that were then melted, made that famous metal, called Coi

inthian brass, so much esteemed by the Romans.
There were, besides, many other little kingdoms and republics in

Greece, which you will be acquainted with when you enter more partio

ularly into that part of ancient history. But to inform yourself a little,

at present, concerning Thebes and Corinth, turn to the following arti

cles in Moreri

:

Thebes, Jocaste, Pelopidas

Cadmus, Sphynx, Corinth,

(Edipe, Epaminondas. Mummius

LETTER LIV.

Turbbidoi, July tV, 1T«U.

Dkar Boy : Since you are so ready at the measure of Greek and

Latin verses, as Mr. Maittaire writes me word you are, he will possibly,

before it is very long, try your invention a little, and set you to make
some of your own composition; you should therefore begin to consider,

not only"the measure of the verses you read, but likewise the thought!

of the poet, and the similes, metaphors, and allusions, which are the

ornaments of poetry, and raise it abo.e prose, and distinguish it from

prose as much as the measure does. This attention to the thoughts aud

diction of other poets, will suggest both matter, and the manner erf

expressing it, to you, when you come to invent, yourself. Thoughts are

the same in every language,"and a good thought in one language, is a

good one in every other ; thus, if you attend to the thoughts and images

In French an* English poetry, they will be of use to you, when yo*
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compose in Latin or Greek. I have met lately with a very pretty copy
of English verses, which I here send you to learn by heart ; but, first, I

^
will give you the thought in prose, that you may observe how it is

expressed and adorned by poetical diction.

The poet tells his mistress Florella, that she is so unkind to him, she
will not even suffer him to look at her; that, to avoid her cruelty, he
addresses himself to other women, who receive liim kindly ; but that,

notwithstanding this, his heart always returns to her, though she uses

him so ill : and then he concludes with Ids beautiful and apt simile, in

which he compares his fate to that of exiles (that is, people who are

banished from their own country) who, though they are pitied in what-
ever country they go to, yet long to return to their own, where they
are i.ure to be used ill and punished.

Why will Florella when I gaxe,
My ravish'd eyes reprove,

And hide from them tlie only face
They can behold with love?

To 6nun her scorn, and ease my care,
[ seek a nymph more kind,

And, while I rove from fair to fair,

Still gentler usage find.

But oh ! how faint is every joy,
Where nature has no part

!

New beauties may my eyes employ,
But you engage ray heart.

So restless exiles, doom'd to roam. \

Meet pity every where

;

(

Yet languish for their native home, /

Though death attends them there. \

The Simile.

You will observe, that these verses have alternate rhymes; that i»,

the third line rhymes to the first, and the fourth line to the second; the

lirst and third lines having four feet each; and the second and fourth

having but three feet each. A foot, in English verse, is two syllables.

To use your ear a little to English verses, and to make you attend
to the sense too, I have transposed the words of the following lines

which [ would have you put in their proper order, and send me in your
uett.

Life consider cheat a when 'tis all I

Hope with fool'd, deceit men yet with favour
Repay will to-morrow trust on think and
Falser former day to-morrow's than the
Worse lies blest be shall when and we says It

Hope new some possess'd cut off with we what.

Adieu.

LETTER L7.

TuNHKinuK, AuynttS, 1740.

Dear Boy : You have done the verses I sent you very well, except-

ing the last line, in which you have not placed the word as the sense
requires; but even there it appears that you have an ear for poetry,

because the line runs as smoothly and as harmoniously, in the order yon
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bive put the words, as it does in the true order, which is necessary for

the sense. TLere is likewise'one fault in your letter, but such a one as

many older persons than you are would have committed. It is where
you say, that I ma\ not accuse you with being one of the Tubs of the

Dan lids; whereas you should have said of instead of with : of comes
a 1 ways after accuse, and with after reproach. Thus, suppose it were
[o.-^l/k- for me to suspect that you were ever giddy; I must either say,

I »<:cusf you of giddiness, or I reproach you with giddiness. In order

to keep y y r ear in poetic tune, I send you a couple of stanzas of Mr.

vf iler'o to a lady, who had sung a song to him of his own making,
it d who sung it so well, that he fell in love with her. The sense of it

prose is this . \\ hen you vouchsafe, Chloris, to sing the song I made,
«rr 1 do it so well, that 1 am caught, like a spirit in my own spell, (that

is, enchantment). My fate is like that of an eagle, who, being shot

with an ar-ow, observes his own feathers on the arrow that kills him.

1 give yo" notice that the rhyme is alternate

So you excel self your Chloria,
You when thought breathe my rouchsafe to

Spirit with this that spell like a
My teaching own caught am of my, L

Mine one are eagle's that fate and
-haft may die that him on the

Of feather own his a e~pied
; he which soar with to high so.

Shaft [ should tell you, is a poetical word for arrow; and *<wr, gig.

nities to 'ise high in the air. The poets often speak of Cupid's shafts,

rneaninf his arrows; the fatal shaft, the deadly shaft, are poetical

expressions for an arrow that has wounded or killed anybody. Saaitta
is Latin for an arrow, and armulo is Latin for the iron point of the

arrow. You will often find in the Latin poet-, letha lit armulo, that is,

the deadly or the mortal point; . thai i-. a poisoned
arrow, before gunpowder was invented, which is about three hundred

IgO, people Used to fight chieflj with bows and arrow-.
Adieu, you are a very good boy.

LETTER LVI.

Tcmbjiipci. Au;\**t 14, 174c.

Dsar Boy: I am very glad to hear from Mr. llaittair*, that you art

ho ready at scanning both Greek and Latin verses; but I hope you mind
the sense of the word-, as well as the quantities. The great advantage
of knowing many language-, c«-n-i.-rs in understanding the sense of
those nations, and authors, who speak and write those languages; but
not ii. being able to repeat the irords like a parrot, without knowing
heir true force and meaning. The poets require jrour attention and
.bservation more than the prose authors; ]><>«-cry being more out of the

common way than prose compositions are. Poets have greater liberties

allowed them than prose writers, which is called the poetical, licence.

Horace 'wys, that poets and paiuters have an equal privelege of
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attempting anything. Pictortbus atque poetis,

temper fuit aqua potestas. Fiction, that is, invention, is said to b€

the soul of poetry. For example ; the poets give life to several inani-

mate things ; that is, to things that have no life ; as, for instance, the}

represent the passions, .as love, fury, envy, &c under hu'ian figures,

which figures are allegorical ; that is, represent the qualities aj-J effect*

of those passions. Thus the poet represents love as a little bcj". called

Cupid, because love is the passion of young people chiefly. He is

represented blind likewise ; because love makes no distinction, and
takes away the judgment. He has a bow and arrows, with which he is

•apposed to wound people, because love gives pain ; and he has a pair

ot wings to fly with, because love is changeable, and apt to fly from one
obje3t to another. Fury is likewise represented under the figures of

three women, called the three Furies, Alecto, Megaera, and Tisiphone.

They are described with lighted torches or flambeaux in their hands

,

because rage and fury is for setting fire to every thing ; they are like-

wise drawn with serpents hissing about their heads ; because serpents

are poisonous and destructive animals. Envy is described as a woman,
melancholy, pale, livid, and pining; because envious people are never

pleased, but always repining at other people's happiness : she is supposed

to feed upon serpents; because envious people only comfort themselves

with the misfortune of others. Ovid gives the following description of

Envy:

— - Videt intus edentem
Vipereas carnes, vitiorum aliment a suorum
Invidiam; yisaque oculos avertit. At Ilia

Surgit humo pigra : semesarumque relinqult

Corpora serpentum ; passuque incedit Inerti.

Utque Deam vidit formaque armisque decoram;
Ingemuit : vultumque ima ad suspiria duxlt.

Pallor in ore sedet : macies in corpore toto

:

Nusquam recta acies: livent rubigiue dentes:
Pectora felle virent , lingua est suffusa veneno,
Risus abest, nisi quern visi movere dolores.

Nee fruitur somno, vigilacibus excita curis:

Sed videt lngratos, intabescitque videndo,
8uccessu8 hominum : carpitque et carpitur una

:

Suppliciumque

This is a beautiful poetical description of that wretched, mean passion

df ouvy, which I hope you will have too generous a mind ever to be

fniectoi with ; but that, on the contrary, you will apply yourself to

virtue and learning, in such a manner as to become an object of envy
yourself. Adieu.

LETTER LVII.

Monday.

Dear Bjt : 8inse, by Mr. Maittaire's care, you learn your Latin and
Greek out of the \ est authors, I wish you would, at the same time that

you construe the words, mind the sense and thoughts of those authors;

whici. will help your invention, when you come to compose yourself,

and at the same time form your taste. Taste, in its proper signification.
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means the (aste of the plate in eating or drinking; but it is metaphori-

cally used for the judgment one forms of any art or science. For exam-

pie, if I say, such a man has agood taste in poetry, I mean that he judges

well of poetry, and distinguishes rightly what is good and what is bad

;

and finds out equally the beauties and the faults of the composition. Or

if I say, that such a man has a good taste in painting I mean the same

thing ; which is, that he is a good judge of pictures ; and will distinguish

not only good ones from bad ones, but very good ones from others not

quite so good, but yet good ones. Avoir le gout bon, means the same

thing in French : and nothing forms so true a taste, as the reading the

hncient authors with attention. Description is a beautiful part of poetry,

and much ri^ed by the best poets: it is likewise called painting, because

it represents things in so lively and strong a manner, that we think we
see them as in a picture. Thus Ovid describes the palace of the Sun. or

Apollo :

Regia Solis erat sublimibus alto columnls,

Clara rnicante auro, flammasque iinitante pyropo.
Cujus ebur nitidutn fastigia summa tenebat

;

Argenti bifores radiabant lumine valvae,

Materiem superabat opus : nam Mulciber illic

JSquora celarat medias cingentia terras,

Terrarumque orbera, coelumque quod imralcet orbi.

Afterwards he describes Phoebus himself sitting upon his throne :

-Purpure4 velatus veste sedebat
•i Selio Phoebus, Claris lucente smaragdis.
A dextralsevaque Dies, et Mensis, et Annu«,
Swculaque, et positae spatiis aequalibus Horae
Verque novum stabat, cinctum florente coroni,
Stabat nuda Jintas, et spicea serta gerebat.
Stabat et Autumnus calcatis sordidus uvis,

Et glacialis Hyems, canos hirsuta capillos.

Observe the invention in this description. As the sun is the gre-*

rale by which we measure time ; and as it marks out the years, tne

n.oD.ha, the days and the seasons; so Ovid has represented Phcebus
u; or l.io throne, as the principal figure, attended by the Years, Days,
tf nth>, and Seasons, which he Ukewise represents as so many persons.

This is p- tperly invention, and invention is the soul of poetry. Poets
nave their name upon that account, from the Greek word Tloieu, which
signifies, t< make or invent. Adieu.

Translate these Latin verses, at your leisure, into English, and send
yoor translation, in a letter, to my house in town. I mean English
r»»v 30 : for T do not expect verse from you yet.

LETTER LVIII.

Drah Bci : I m°ntioned, in my last, description, or painting, as one
of thj shining marks or characteristics of Poetry. The likeness must be
strong and lively ; and make us almost think that we see the thing before
our eyes. Thus, the following description of Hunger, or Famine,
in Ovid, is » striking that one thinks one sees some poor famished
wretch
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-Famem lapidoxo yidit in agro,
Unguibus et raras vellentem dentibus herbas.
Hiring erat crinis, cava lumina, pallor in ore,

Labra incana situ, scabrce rubigine fauces,

Dura cutis, per quam spectari viscera possent

;

Gzsa sub incurvis extabant arida lumbis :

Ventris erat pro ventre locus : pendere putares
Pectus, et a spinae tantuinmodo crate teneri.

Observe the propriety and significancy of the epithets. Lapid4«o is

the epithet to agro ; because a stony ground produces very little grass.

Raras is the epithet to herbas to mark how few and how scarce the herbs

were, that Famine was tearing with her teeth and nails. You will easily

find out the other epithets.

I will now give you an excellent piece of painting, or description, in

English verse ; it is in the Tragedy of Phaedra and Hippolytus. Phaedra
was the second wife of the famous Theseus, one of the first kings of

Athens : and Hippolytus was his son by his former wife. Look for the

further particulars of their story in your dictionary, under the articles

Phedre and Hippolite.

So when bright Venus yielded up her charms,
The blent Adonis languish'd in her arms.
His idle horn on fragrant myrtles hung

;

His arrows scatter'd, and his bow unstrung.
Obscure, in coverts, lie his dreaming hounds,
And bay thefancied boar wi th feeble sounds.
For nobler sports he quits the savage fields.

And all the Hero to the Lover yields.

I have marked the epithets, that you may the better observe them.-

Venus is called bright, upon account of her beauty ; Adonis is called

blest, because Venus was in love with him ; his horn is said to be idle,

because he then laid it by, and made no use of it; the myrtles are called

fragrant, because the myrtle is a sweet-smelling tree; moreover, the myr-
tle is the particular tree sacred to Venus : scattered arrows, because

%

iaid

by here and there, carelessly. The bow unstrung ; it was the custom to

unstring the bow when they did not use it, and it was the stronger for

it afterwards. Breaming hounds : hounds that are used to hunt, often

dream they are hunting : as appears by their making the same noise,

only not so loud, when they sleep, as they do when they are hunting
some wild beast; therefore the sounds are called feeble. Swage fields

so called from the roughness of field sports, in comparison to the tender

ness and softness of love.

Adonis was extremely handsome, and a great sportsman ; he *sed to

employ his whole time in hunting boars, and other wild beasts, ^enua
fell in love with him, and used frequently to come down to h*.io ;

lie

was at last killed by a wild boar, to the great grief of ""enus. Look for

Adonis in your dictionary ; for, though you have -<•«<,(] his story in

Ovid's Metamorphoses, I believe that excellent memorj of yours wants
refreshing. From hence, when a man is extremely handsome, iu Id

aalled, Sy metaphoi, an Adonis. Adieu.
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LETTER LIX.

Saturday.

Pear Boy: Your last translations were very well done; and 1

believe you begin to apply yourself more. This you may depend upon,

that the more you apply, the easier you will find your learning, and the

sooner you will have done with it. But, as 1 have often told you before,

it is not the words only that you should mind, but the sense and beau-

ties of the author.'- you read ; which will furnish you with matter, and
teach you to think justly upon subjects. For example, if you were to

gay, in poetry, that it was morning, you would not barely say it was
morning; that would not be poetical; but you would represent the

morning under some linage, or by description, as thus:

Lo ! from the ro*y East, her purple doors
The Morn unfolds, adord'd with olu*hir~g dowers.
The l?snen'ld stars draw off and disappear, i

Whose bright battalions, lastly, Lucifer V
Brings up, and quits his station in the rear. \

Observe, that the day always rises in the east; and therefore it is sail".

from the rosy east ; rosy is the epithet to east; because the break of

day, or the aurora, i- of a reddish rosy colour. Observe, too, that Luci-

fer is the name of that star that disappears the last in the morning; for

the astronomers have given names to most of the stars. The three last

lines, which have the same rhymes, are called a triplet, which is alwayi
marked as I have marked it. The original Latin is thus in Ovid;

-Ecce ylgil rutllo patefeclt ab ortu
Purpureas Aurora fores, et plena rosarum
Atria. DUfugionl itells, quarum agmina cogit

Lucifer, et cceli station- • xit

Here is another wav of saving that it is morning, as Virgil ezpi

it:
Et Jam prima novo spargebat lumlne terras

Tithoni croceum linquens Aurora cubile
;

Jam sole infuso, jam rebus luce retecsis.

Thus i^ English v.

And now, Aurora, harbinger of uaj,
Rose from the saffron bed where Tithon lay,

And sprinkled o'er the world with MM 6<m It^ht

The sun now shining, all things brought to sight.

Look in your dictionary for the articles Aurora and Tithon, There
you will find their story. Tithon was the husband of Aurora. Aurora,

in poetical language, means the break of day, or the first part of the

morning. Harbinger (by the way) means forerunner, or a person who
is sent before-hand, by another, upon a journey, to prepare things for

him. The king has several harbingers, that go before him upon the road,

to prepare his lodging, and get everything ready. So Aurora, or th«
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morning is called, by a metaphor, the harbinger of day, because it fore-

runs the day.

I expect very good verses, of your making, by the time you are ten

years old ; and then you shall be called Poeta Decennis, which will be

a very uncommon, and consequently, a glorious title. Adieu.

LETTER LX.

VMMMtay,
Dkab Boy : In my last I sent you two or three poetical description!)

of the Morning ; I here send you some other parts of the day. Th«
Noon, or Midday, that is twelve o'clock, is thus described by Ovid :

Feeerat exiguas jam Sol altisslmus umbras.

And in another ^lace,

Jamque dies rerum media* contraxerat umbras
Et sol ex ©quo, meta dista'.at utraque

:

Because the sun at noon, is exactly in the middle of its course, and
being then just perpendicular over our heads, makes the shadows very
short ; whereas, when the sun shines on either side of us, (as it does
mornings and evenings,) the shadows are very long; which you may
observe any sunshiny day that you please. The evening is described

thus by Ovid

:

Jam labor exiguus Phoebo restabat; equique
Pulsabant pedibus spatium declivis Olympi

:

Because the course of the sun, being supposed to be of one day,
Phoebus (that is, the sun) is here said to have little more remaining
business to do ; and his horses are represented as going down hill ; which
points out the evening ; the sun, in the evening, seeming to go down-
wards. In another place, he says,

Jamque dies exactus erat, tempusque subibat,
Quod tu nee tenebras, uec possis dicere lucem

:

For, in the dusk of the evening, one can neither call it day or nigu:
Night is described by Yirgil in this manner

:

Nox erat, et terras animalia fusa per omnes
;

Alituum, pecudumque genus, sopor altus habebat,

WTiat I mean by sending and explaining these things to you, is to use
you to think and reflect a little yourself; and not to repeat words only
like a parrot, without minding or knowing the sense and import of
!h*m. For example, when you read a description of anything, com-
pare it with your own observations ; and ask yourself this question, is

this «a? Have I ever observed it before? And if you have no*
'.foierved it, take the first opportunity you can of doing it. For
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Instance, if y ju have not already observed, that the shadows are long

in the morning and evening, and short at noon, try it yourself, and see

whether it is true or not. When you hear of the rosy m&rn, consider

with yourself why it is so called, and whether it ought to be called so

or not ; and observe the morning early, to see if it is not of a reddish,

rosy colour. When you hear of Night's spreading its sable (that is

black > wings over the world, consider whether the gradual spreading ot

the darkness does not extend itself in the sky like black wings. In

short, use yourself to think and reflect upon everything you hear and

see ; examine everything, and see whether it is true or not, without

taking it upon trust. For example, if you should find in any author,

the blue or azure sun, would you not immediately reflect, that could not

be just, for the sun is always red? and that he who would call it so

must be either blind, or a fool. When you read historical facts, think

of them within yourself, and compare them with your own notions.

For example, when you read of the first Scipio. who, when he conquered

Spain, took a beautiful Spaabh princess prisoner, who was soon to have

been married tc a prince of that country, and returned her to her lover,

not only untouched, but giving her a fortune besides, are you not struck

with the virtue and generosity of that action? And can you help think-

ing with yourself, how virtuous it was in Scipio, who was a young inun,

unmarried, and a conqueror, to withstand the temptation of beauty;

and how generous it was to give her a fortune, to make amends for the

misfortunes of war? Another reflection too, that naturally occurs

upon it. is how virtuous actions never fail to be rewarded by the com-

mendation and applause of all posterity; for this happened above

eighteen hundred years ago; it is still remembered with honour; and
will be so long as letters subsist; not to mention the infinite pleaenn

Scipio must have felt himself, from such a virtuous and heroic action.

I wish you more pleasure of that kind, than ever man had. Adieu.

LETTER LXI.

Bath, October 14, 1740.

Dear Boy: Since I have recommended you to think upon subjects,

and to consider things in their various lights and circumstances, I am
persuaded you have made such a progress, that I si nil sometimes desire

vour opinion upon difficult points, in order to form my own. For
instance, though I have, in general, a great veneration for the manners
and customs of the ancients, yet I am in some doubt whether the

Ostracism of the Athenians was either just or prudent; and should be

glad to be determined by your opinion. You know very well that the

Ostracism was the method of banishing those whose distinguished virtue

made them popular, and consequently (as the Athenians thought) dan-

gerous to the public liberty. And, if six thousand citizens of Athene
gave in the name of any one Athenian, written upon an oyster shell,

(from whence it is called Ostracism,) that man was banished Athens f.-r

ten years. On one hand, it is certain, that a free people cannot be u*

careful or ieal-r»s of their liberty; and it is certain too. that the lo?«
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and applause of mankind will always attend a man of eminent and dis

tinguished virtue; and, consequently, they are more likely to give up

their liberties to sucli a one, than to another of lesser merit. But theT
,

on the other hand, it seems extraordinary to discourage virtue upon iny
account; since it is only by virtue that any society can flourish, ard be

considerable. There are many more arguments, on each side of this?

question, which will naturally occur to you ; and, when you have con-

sidered them well, I desire you will write me your opinion, whether
the Ostracism was a right or a wrong thing; and your reasons for rem*'

of that opinion. Let nobody help you; but give me exactly your _wl
sentiments, and your own reasons, whatever they are.

I hope Mr. Pelnot makes you read Rollin with great care and atten-

tion, and recapitulate to him whatever you have read that day ; I hope,

too, that he makes you read aloud, distinctly, and observe the stop*.

Desire your Mamma to tell him so from me ; and the same to Mr.
Martin : for it is a shame not to read perfectly well.

Make my compliments to Mr. Maittaire ; and take great care that he
gives me a good account of you, at my return to London, or I shall be
very angry at you. Adieu.

LETTER LXII.

Bate, October 20, U40.

Dear Boy : I have often told you already, that nothing will help your
invention more, and teach you to think more justly, than reading, with
care and attention, the Ancient Greek and Latin Authors, especially the

Poets : invention being the soul of poetry ; that is to say, it animates
and gives life to poetry, as the soul does to the body. I have often

told you, too, that Poets take the liberty of personifying inanimate
things; that is, they describe, and represent as persons, the passions,

the appetites, and many other things, that have no figures nor persons
belonging to them. For example, they represent Love as a little boy
with wings, a bow and arrow, and a quiver. Rage and Fury they

represent under the figures of three women, called the three Furies,

with serpents hissing «ibout their heads, lighted torches in their hands,

and their faces red and inflamed. The description of Envy I have
already sent you, and likewise the description of Hunger and Famine,
out of Ovid's Metamorphoses. I now send you, out of the same book,

the beautiful description of the House or Dwelling of Rumour, that is,

common report. You will there find all the particularities of rumour
;

how immediately it spreads itself every where ; how it adds falsehoods

to truths; how it imposes upon the vulgar; and how credulity, error

joy and fear, dwell with it; because credulous people believe lightly

whatever they hear, and that all people in general are inclined to

believe what they either wish or fear much. Pray translate these lines,

at your leisure, into English, and send them me. Consider them your-

ielf too, at the same time, and compare them with the observations

you must already have made upon rumour, or common fame. Have
not you observed how quickly a piece of news spreads itself all over
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the town? how it is first whispered about, then spoken aloud? how
almost everybody, that repeate it, adds something to it ? how the vulgar,

that is, the ordinary people, believe it immediately? and how other

people give credit to it, according as they wish it true or not? All tL>
y.»u will find painted in the following lines; which I lesire you wiu
weigh v *1L Hoc enim abs te rogo, oro, pustulo.Jiagito. Jubeo U Vn|

Orbe locus medio est inter terrasque, fretumqut,
Cce'estesque pla?as, iripUeU confinia *umndi;
Dnde quod est usquam, quamvis rogif nibus absit,

Inspicitur penetratque cava* vox omnia ad *aure*.
Pama tenet, summaque domum sibl legit in arce:
Innumerosque aditus, ac mille foramina tectis

Addidit, et nulhs inclusit llmina portis.

Nocte dieque patent. Tota est ex • aure tonanti.
Tota fremit : vocesque refert : iteratque quod audit.

Nulla quies intus, nullaque, silentia parte
;

Nee amen est clamor, sed parvae murraura Tocls.

Qua a de pelagi, si quis procul audiat, undis
lent : qualemve sonum ; cum Jupiter atraa

Incrcii'iit *nube*, extrema tonitrua reddunt.
Atrii *arba tenent : veniunt Itvt *vulgus, euntque,

ij .<-. cum veris, passim commenta vagantur
Millu rjinnrum ; confu«aque verba volutant.

Bqn - implent sermonibus 'auras:
Hi narrata ferunt alio : mensuraque flcti

t. Kt auditis aliquid novus adjicti auctor:
Illic Cr'dulitas, ill io tsmsrarittt * F>ror,

iu- *L«titia e<=t, cowttrruitique * Tlraoma,
*9ed>t ;

<. ,ue * rtpsnx, dubioque auctore Susurrl.
• d in ccelo rerum, pelagoque geratur,

Et t-L-re, videt; totumque inquirit in orbem.

V :;.— I ha\- underlined (printed in ftalic character*) tbf *pltn*a
wd marked tie substantives they belong to, thus *.

rand ; >

l ull In the midst of this created space,
Betwixt heav'n, earth and skies, there stands a place,
Confining on All three, with triple bound

:

h »' remote, lire view'1 arm
And thither bring their undulating sound.
The palace of loud Fume, her seat of pow'r,
I'll. '.1 on t*.e summit of a lofty U>W*r,
A thousand winding entries long and wido,
Receive of fresh reports a flowing tide.

A thousand crannies in the walls are made;
ite, nor liars exclude the busy tr |

'Tis built of bra-s, the better to •

The spreading sounds, and multiply the news,
- in repeated echoes play,

A mart for ever full, and op.-n night and day.
Nor silence is within, nor voice ex
But a deaf noise of sounds that never cease

;

Confus'd and chiding, like the hollow roar
Of tides receding from the insulted shore.
Or like the ' Token thunder heard from far,

When Jov at distance drives the rolling war.
The courts are filled with a tumultuous din

Of crowds, or Mntng f >rth, or entering in
;

A thorough-fare of news ; where some device
Things never heard, some mingle truth with lies

The troubled air with empty sounds they beat,
Intent to hear and eager to repeat.
Error sits brooding there, with added train
Of vain credulity, and joys as vain :

8*
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Suspicion, with Sedition join'd, are near,

And rumours rais'd, and murmurs mix'd, and panio fear,

Fame sits aloft, and sees the subject ground,
And seas about, and skies above, inquiring all around.

Quiri'B <HU

LETTER LXUI.

Dear Boy : The shortest and best way of learning :. language, is to

know the roots of it; that is, those original, primitive words, of whick

many other words are made, by adding a letter, or a y reposition to

them, or by some such small variation, which makes som.- difference in

the sense : thus, you will observe, that the prepositions, a, ib, abs, e, ex,

pro, prce, per, inter, circum, super, trans, and many others, when added

to the primitive verb, or noun, alter its signification accordingly ; and

when you have observed this in three or four instances, you will know
it in all. It is likewise the same in Greek, when-, when you once know
the roots, you will soon know the branches. Ti is, in the japer I send

you to get by heart, you will observe, that the vvrbfero, I carry, is the

root of sixteen others, whose significations d.rfor from the root, only by

the addition of a letter or two, or a preposition ; which letters or pre-

position make the same alteration to all words t« which thev are added :

as, for example, ex, which signifies out, when j-.'ned to eo, I go, makes,

I go out, exeo ; when joined to traho, I draw. >t make.-, i draw out,

extraho ; and so in all other cases of the same nature. The preposition

per, which signifies thoroughly or completely, a* .veil as by. when joined

to a verb or a noun, adds that signification to it; when addec' to fero, I

oarry, it makes perfero, I carry thoroughly ; when added : /zcio, I do,

it makes perficio, I finish, I do thoroughly, I complete: wnen added to

nouns, it has the same effect ; difficilis, hard
;
perdifiicilis, thoroughly,

completely hard : jucundus, agreeable
;
perjucundus, thoroughly agree-

able. If you attend to these observations, it will save you a great deal

of trouble in looking in the dictionary. As you are now pretty well

master of most of the rules, what you chiefly want, both in Latin and

Greek, is the words, in order to construe authors; and therefore I

would advise you to write down, and learn by heart, every day, foi

your own amusement, besides what you do with Mr Maittaire, ten

words of Greek, Latin and English, out of a dictionary or vocabulary,

which will go a great way in a year's time, considering the words you

know already, and those you will learn besides in construing with Mr
Maittaire. Adieu.

LETTER LXIV.

Dear Bot : I send you here a few more Latin roots, though I am noi

atre that you will like my roots so well as those that grow in your gar-

den ; however, if you will attend to them, they may sa?d you a great

deal of trouble. These few will naturally point out many others to

your own observation; and enable you, by comparison, to find out

most deriveu and compound words, when once you know the- original
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root of them. You are old enough now to make observations upon
what you learn; which, if you would be pleased to do, you cannot
imagine how much time and trouble it would save you. Remember
you are now very near nine years old ; an age at which all boys ought
to know a great deal, but you, particularly, a great deal more, consider-

ing the care and pains that have been employed about you ; and, if you
do not answer those expectations, you will lose your character, which
is the most mortifying thing that can happen to a generous mind.
Every body has ambition of some kind or other, and is vexed when
that ambition is disappointed : the difference is, that the ambition cf

silly people is a silly and mistaken ambition; and the ambition of

people of sense is a right and commendable one. For instance, tin

ambition of a silly boy of your age would be to have tine clothes, and
money to throw away in idle follies: which, you plainly see, would be
no proofs of merit in him, but only a folly in his parents, in dressing

him out like a jackanapes, and giving him money to play the tool with.

Whereas, a boy of good sense places his ambition in excelling other boy?

of his own age, and even older, in virtue and knowledge. His glory is

in being known always to speak the truth, in showing good nature and
compassion, in learning quicker, and applying himself more than other

boys. These are real proofs of merit in him, and consequently proper
objects of ambition ; and will acquire him a <olid reputation and char-

acter. This holds true in men as well as in hoys ; the ambition of a silly

fellow will be to have a fine equipage, a fine hoose, and Cnc clothes;

things which any body thut has as much money may have as well as

he, for they are all to be bought; but the ambition of a man of sense

and honour is, to be distinguished by a character and reputation of

knowledge, truth, and virtue; things which are not to be bought, and
that can only be acquired by a good head and a good heart. Such was
the ambition of the Lacedemonians and the Romans, when they made
the greatest figure; and such I hope yours will always be. Adieu.

LETTER LXV.

You know so much more, and learn so much better than any hoy of

your age, that you see I do not treat you like a boy, but write to you
upon subjects fit for men to think and consider of. When I send you
examples ot the virtues of the ancients, it is not only to inform you of
those pieces of history, but to animate and excite you to follow those

examples. You there see the advantages of virtue ; how it is sure (sooner
o* later)to be rewarded, and with what praisesand encomium* the virtuous

actions of the great men of antiquity have been perpetuated, and trans-

mitted down to us. Julius OflDsar, though a tyrant, and guilty of that

great crime of enslaving his country, had. however, some virtues; and
was distinguished for his clemency and humanity ; of which there is

this remarkable instance—Marcellus, a man of consideration in Rome,
had taken part with Pompey in the civil war between him and CflBsa"

and had even acted with zeal and acrimony against Csesar. However4
afW Cai-ar had conquered Pompey and was returned *j Rome victorious,
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the Senate interceded with him in favor of Maicellua, whom he not
only pardoned, but took into his friendship. Oicerc made an oration
on purpose to compliment Caesar upon this act of good-nature and gene-
rosity; in which, among many other things, he tells him, that he looks
upon his pardoning Harcellus as a greater action than all his victories

:

his words in Latin are these: " Domuisti gentesimmanitate barbaras, mul-
titudine innumerabiles, locis iniinitas, omni copiarum genere abundantes :

sed tamen ea vicisti, quae et naturam et conditionem ut vinci possent, habe-
bant. Nulla est enim tanta vis, tanta copia, quae non ferro ac viribus
debilitari frangique possit. Verum animum vincere ; iracundiam cohi
bere ; victoriam temperare ; adversarium nobilitate, ingenio, virtute

pra3stantem non modo extollere jacentera, sed etiam amplificare ejus

pristinam dignitatem : hasc qui faciat, non ego eum cum summis viris com
paro, sed simillimura Deo judico."

It is certain that humanity is the particular characteristic of a great
mind; little vicious minds are full of anger and revenge, and are inca-

pable of feeling the exalted pleasure by forgiving their enemies, and of
bestowing marks of favour and generosity upon those of whom they hav9
gotten the better. Adieu.

I have underlined [printed in italics] those words that I think you do
n«t understand, to put you in mind to ask the meaning of them.

LETTER LXVL
Thursday.

Mi t>ear Child : You are now reading the Historical Novel of Don
Carlos, writen by the Abbe of St Real. The foundation of it is true

;

the Abue has only embellished a little, in order to give it the turn of a
novel ; ai:d it is prettily written. A propos, I am in doubt whether you
know what a novel is : it is a little gallant history, which must contain
a great deal of love, and not exceed one or two small volumes. The sub-
ject must be a love affair; the lovers are to meet with many difficulties

and obstacles, to oppose the accomplishment of their wishes, but at last

overcome them all ; and the conclusion or catastrophe must leave them
happy. A novel is a kind of abbreviation of a romance ; for a romacce
generally consists of twelve volumes, all filled with insipid love nonsense,
and most incredible adventures. The subject of a romance is sometimes
a story entirely fictitious, that is to say, quite invented ; at other times
a true story, but generally so changed and altered, that one cannot know
it. For example, in Grand Cyrus, Clelia, and Cleopatra, three celebrated
romances, there is some true history; but so blended with falsities and
silly love adventures, that they confuse and corrupt the mind, instead
of forming and instructing it. The greatest heroes of antiquity are there
represented in woods and forests, whining insipid love tales to their

inhuman fair one, who answers them in the same style. In short, the read-

ing of romances is a most frivolous occupation, and time merely throwE
away. The old romances, written two or three hundred years ago, sucb
as Amadis of Gaul, Orlando the Furious, and others, were stuffed wi:b
enchantments, magicians, giants, and such sort of impossibilities;

whereas, the more modern romances keep within the bounds of p'ssi
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bility but not of probability. For I would just as soon believe, that

the great Brutus, who expelled the Tarquins from Rome, was shut

np by some magician in an enchanted castle, as imagine that he was
making ully verses for the beautiful Clelia, as he is represented in the

romance of that name.
Don Carlos, whose name is given to the novel you are now reading,

was son to Philip II. king of Spain,who was himself son of theEmperoi
Charlequin, or Charles V. This Charles V. was, at the same time,

emperor of Germany and king of Spain; he was, besides, master of all

Flanders, and the greatest part of Italy. He reigned long ; but two or

three years before his death, he abdicated the crown, and retired as a

private man to the convent of St Just, in Spain. He ceded the empire
to his brother Ferdinand ; and Spain, America, Flanders and Italy to

his son Philip II., who was very unlike him, for he was proud and cruel,

even towards his son, Don Carlos, whom he put to death.

Don is a title which is given in Spain to every gentleman ; as Mon-
tieur in France, and Signor in Italy. For instance, If yon were in Spain
you would be called Don Philip. Adieu.

LETTER LXVI1.

7% ur*day

Dear Boy: Yon will seldom hear from me without an admonition
to think. All you learn, and all you can read, will he of little use, if

you do not think and reason upon it yourself. One reads to know other

people's thoughts; but if we take them upon trust, without examining

and comparing them with our own. it ii really living upon other peo-

ple's scraps, or retailing other people's goods. To know the thoughts of
others, ii of use, bees thoughts to one's self, and helps one
to form a judgment ; but to repeat other people's thoughts, without

Considering whether they are right or wrong, is the talent only of a par-

rot, or at most a player.

\1 Night were given you as a subject to compose upon, you would do
wry well to look what the best authors have said upon it, in order to

help your own invention; but then you mu>t think of it afterwards your-

self, and express in your own manner, or else you would 1>" at best but

a plagiarv. A plagiary is a man who steals other people's tnonghts ; and
puts them off for his own. You wtold find, for example, the following

•ccount of Night in Virgil

;

Nox erat, et placidum carpebant fessa soporein

Corpora per tarras ; sylvseque et sseva quierant
iEquora : cum medio volvuntur sidera lapsu

;

ini9 aper, pecuden, pictaeqae volucres,

Quwqiie lacus late liquidos, qu«que aspera dumis
Rare tenent ; tomno podta lob nocte silenti

Lenlbent cum*, el cords obiita laborum.

Here you see the effects of night; that it brings rest to men whei
they are wearied with the labours of the day; that the stars mov<
in their reguiar course ; that doek> and birds repose themselves, and
enjoy the quiet of the night. This, upon examination, you would
find to b' all trup- hut then, upon consideration too, you would find
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that it 19 Dot all that is to be said upon night; and many more qualities

and effectu of night would occur to you. As, for instance, though night

is in general the time of quiet and repose, yet it is often the time too fo*

the commission and security of crimes, such as robberies, murders and
violations- which generally seek the advantage of darkness, as favoura-

ble for the escape of the guilty. Night too, though it brings rest and
refreshment to the innocent and virtuous, brings disquiet and horror to

the guilty. The consciousness of their crimes torments them, and denies

them sleep and quiet. You might, from these reflections, consider what
would be the proper epithets to give to night ; as for example,
if you were to represent night in its most pleasing shape, as

procuring quiet and refreshment from labour and toil, you might call

it the friendly night, the silent night, the welcome night, the peaceful
night ; but if, on the contrary, you were to represent it as inviting to

the commission ofcrimes, you would call it the guilty night, the conscious

night, the horrid night ; with many other epithets, that carry along with
them the idea of horror and guilt : for an epithet to be proper must
always be adapted (that is, suited) to the circumstances of the person or

thing to which it is given. Thus Virgil, who generally gives JEneas
the epithet of pious, because of his piety to the gods, and his duty to

his father, calls him Dux ^Eneas, where he represents him making love

to Dido, as a properer epithet for him in that situation ; because making
love becomes a general much better that a man of singular piety.

Lay aside, for a few minutes the thoughts of play, and think of this

seriously.
Amoto quseramus seria ludo.

Adieu.

You may come to me on Saturday morning, before you go to Mr.
Maittaire.

LETTER LXVIII.

Sunday.

Dear Boy: I shall not soon leave the subject of invention and think-

ing; which I would have you apply to, as much as your age and giddi-

ness will permit. Use will make it every day easier to you, and age aud

observation will improve it. Virtue is a subject that deserves your

and every man's attention ; and suppose I were to bid you make some
verses, or give me your thoughts in prose, upon the subject of Virtue,

how would you go about it? Why, you would first consider what Vir-

tue is, and then what are the effects and marks of it, both with regard

to others and to one's self. You would find then, that Virtue consists

in doing good, and in speaking truth; that the effects of it are advan-

tageous to all mankind, and to one's self in particular. Virtue makes ua

pity and relieve the misfortunes of mankind ; it makes us promote jus-

tice and good order in society; and in general, contributes to whatever

tends to the real good of mankind. To ourselves it gives an inward

oorafort and satisfaction, which nothing else can do, and which nothing

can rob us of. All other advantages depend upon others, as much as

npon ourselves. Riches, power, and greatness may be taken away from
qc, v,t- *he violence and injustice of others, or by inevitable accidents, but
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Virtue depends only upon ourselves, and nobody can take it away from
us. Sickness may deprive us of all the pleasure of the body ; but it

cannot deprive us of our Virtue, nor of the satisfaction which we feel

from it. A virtuous man, under all the misfortunes of life, still finds

an inward comfort and satisfaction, which makes him happier than
any wicked man can be, with all the other advantages of life. If a

man has acquired great power and riches by falsehood, injustice, and
oppression, he cannot enjoy tL:-m ; because his conscience will torment
him, and constantly reproach him with the means by which he got
them. The stings of his conscience will not even let him sleep quietly •.

but he will dream of his crimes; and in the day-time, when alone, and
when he has time to think, lie will be uneasy and melancholy. He is

afraid of every thing; for, as he knows mankind must hate him, he has
reason to think thev will hurt him if they can. Whereas, if a virtuous

man be ever so poor, or unfortunate in the world, still his virtue is its

own reward, and will comfort him under all afflictions. The quiet and
satisfaction of his conscience make him cheerful by day, and sleep

sound of nights; he can be alone with pleasure, and is not afraid of his

own thoughts. Besides this, he is universally esteemed and respected;

for even the most wicked people themselves cannot help admiring and
respecting Virtue in other.-. All these, and many other advantages, you
would ascribe to Virtue, if you were to compose upon that subject.

A poet says,
Ipsa quldern Virtus, sibimet pulcherrima merces.

Ai*d Clsudian has the following lines upon that subject:

Ipsa quidem Virtu* pretium sibi, solaque lat*

Fortunse secura nitet: nee facibus ullis

Eripitur; phiu-U'iue petit clarescere vulgi.

Nil opis externw cuoiens, nil indiga laudia :

Divitiis aniiuosa suis, immotaque cunctis
Casibus, ex alia mortalla dt^picit arce.

Adieu.

LETTER LXIX.
Wedneaday.

Dear Boy : You behaved yourself so well at Mr Boden's last Sun-
day, that you justly deserve commendation: besides, you encourage me
to give you some rules of politeness and good breeding, being persuaded
that you will observe them. Know then, that as learning, honour, and
virtue, are absolutely necessary to gain you the esteem and admiration

of mankind; politeness and good-breeding are equally necessary to

make y<" welcome and agreeable in conversation and common life.

Great talents, such as honour, virtue, learning, and part-, are above the

generality of the world; wrho neither possess them themselves, nor

judge of them rightly in others; but all people 'are judges of the lesser

talents such as civility, affability, and an obliging, agreeable address and
manner; because they feel the good effects of them, as making society

easy and pleading. Good sense, must, in many cases, determine good-
breeding; because the same thing that would be civil at one time, and
to one persoD may bo quite otherwise at another time, and to another
person ; but there are some general rules of good-breeding, tnat. hold
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always true, and in all cases. As, for example, it i«* always extremely

rude, to answer only yes, or no, to anybody, without adding sir, my
lord, or madam, according to the quality of the person you speak *o • as

;

in French, you must always say, Monsieur, Milord, Madame, and

Mademoiselle. I suppose you know that every married woman is. in

French, Madame, and every unmarried one is Mademoiselle. It is like-

wise extremely rude, not to give the proper attention, and a }i?il answer
when people speak to you ; or to go away, or be doing something els*

when they are speaking to you ; for that convinces them that you de>

pise them, and do not think it worth your while to hear or answer whai
they say. I dare say I need not tell \ou how rude it is, to take the besi

place in a room, or to seize immediately upon what you like at table,

without offering first to help others ; as if you considered nobody bat

yourself. On the contrary, you should always endeavour to procure all

the conveniences you can to the people you are with. Besides being

civil, which is absolute' y necessary, the perfection of good breeding is,

to be civil with ease, and in a gentleman-like manner. For this, you
should observe the French people, who excel in it, and whose polite-

ness seems as easy and natural as any other part of their conversation

Whereas the English are often awkward in their civilities, and, when
they mean to be civil, are too much ashamed to get it out. But, praj

do you remember never to be ashamed of doing what is right; you
would have a great deal of reason to be ashamed if you were not civil;

but what reason can you have to be ashamed of being civil ? lud why
not say a civil and obliging thing, as easily and as naturally as you would
ask what o'clock it is ? This kind of bashfalness, which is justly railed

by the French, mauvaise honte, is the distinguishing character of an

English booby; who is frightened out of his wits wh m people of fash ;«m

speak to him ; and, when he is to answer them, blusnes, stammers, and

can hardly get out what he would say ; and becomes really ridiculous,

from a groundless fear of being laughed at ; whereas a real well-bred man
would speak to all the kings in the world, with as little concern, and aa

much ease, as he would speak to you.

Remember, then, that to be civil, and to be civil with ease,
;
which in

properly called good-breeding,) is the only way to be beloved, and well

received in company ; that to be ill-bred, and rude, is intolerable, and

the way to be kicked out of company; and that to be bashful, is to be

ridi 3ulous. As I am sure you will mind and practise all this, I expect

that when you are novennis, you will not only be the best scholar, but

the best-bred boy in England of your age. Adieu.

LETTER LXX.

?HILIP CHESTERFIELD TO PHILIP STANHOPE, YET A LITTIJt Ew>

BUT TO-MORROW GOING OCT OF CHILDHOOD.

This is the last letter I shall write to you as to a little boy; for u,

morrow, if I am not mistaken, you will attain your ninth year; so that,

for the future, I shall treat you as a youth. You must now commence a
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different course of life, a different course of studies. No more levity;

childish toys and ] lay-things must be thrown aside, and your mind
directed to serious objects. "What was not unbecoming of a child,

would be disgraceful to a youth. Wherefore, endeavour with all yuar

might to show a suitable change; and, by learning, good manners,

politeness, and other accomplishments, to surpass those youths of your

own age, whom hitherto you have surpassed when boys. Consider, i

entreat you, how shameful it would be for you, should you let them get

the better of you now. For instance, should Onslow, now a Westmin-
ster scholar, heretofore your companion, and a youth of nine years old,

as you are; should he, I say, deservedly obtain a place in school above
you, what would you do? where would you run to hide yourself? You
would certainly be glad to quit a place where you could not remain with

honour. If, therefore, you have any regard for your own reputation,

and a desire to please me, see that, by unremitting attention and labour

you may, with justice, be styled the head of your class. So may the

Almighty preserve you, and bestow upon you his choicest blessings ! I

shall add what Horace wishes for his Tibullus

:

Gratia, fama, valetudo contingat abun.16
;

Kt mundua victos, non deflciente crumeni !

Kalends of May, 1741.

LETTER LXXI.

HMNN|h
Dear Boy: I wish I had as much reason to be satisfied with your

remembering what you have once learned, as with your learning it; but

what signifies your learning anything soon, if you 1'orget it as soon?
Memory depends upon-attention, and your forgetftdneM prooeedfl singly

from a want of attention. For example, I dare say, If I told you that

such a day next week, you should have something that you liked, you
would certainly remember the day, and call upon me for it. And why?
only because you would attend to it. Now a Greek or a Latin Terse is

;i- eaffly retained as a day of the week, if you would give the same
attention to it. I now rememlu-r, and can still repeat, all that I learnt

when I was of your age; but it is because 1 then attended to it, know-
ing that a little attention would save ine the trouble of learning the

same things over and over again. A man will never do anything well,

that cannot command his attention Immediately fr<>m one thing to

another, as occasion require-. If while he is at his business, he think> of

his diversions, or, if while he i> at his diversions, he think- of his busi-

ness, he will succeed in neither, but do both very awkwardly. Hoc age,

was a maxim among the Romans, which means, do what you are about,

and do that only. A little mind is always hurried, by twenty tiling at

once ; but a man of sense does but one thing at a time, and resolves to

excel in it; for whatever is worth doing at all is worth doing well.

Therefore remember to give yourself up entirely to the thing you are

doing, be it what it will, whether your book or your play ; for if jot
navo a right ambition, you will desire to excel all boys of your age, a1
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cricket, or trap -ball, as well as in learning. Yon have one rival in

learning, whom I am sure you ought to take particular care to excel,

%nd that is your own picture. Remember what is written there, and
consider what a shame it would be, if, when you are decennis, yo*i

should not have got farther than when you were octennis. Who would
not take pains to avoid such a disgrace ?

Another thing I must mention to you, which, though it be not of the

same consequence, is, however, worth minding ; and tha*
:
s, the tricK vou

have got of looking close to your book when you read, i^hich is only a

trick, for I am sure you are not short-sighted. It is an ugly trick, and
has a dull look, and, over and above, will spoil your eyes ; therefore

always hold your book as far off as you can when you read, and you
will soon come to read at a great distance. These little things are not

to be neglected ; for the very best things receive some addition, by a

genteel and graceful manner of doing them. Demosthenes, the famous
Grecian orator, being asked which were the three principal parts of aD

orator ; answered, action, action, action ; meaning, that the force and
persuasion of an orator consisted a great deal in his graceful action, and
good elocution. Adieu. You may come to me to-morrow morning,

before you go to Mr. Maittaire.

LETTER LXX11.

Dbar Boy : I believe we are yet well enough together for you to be
glad to hear of my safe arrival on this side of the water, which 1

crossed in four hours' time from Dover to Calais. By the way, Calais

was the last town that the English kept in France, after it was conquered
by Henry V. ; and it was yielded up to France in the reign of the

popish Queen Mary, daughter to Henry VIII. From Calais I went to

Dunkirk, which belonged formerly to the Spaniards, and was taken by
Oliver Cromwell; but afterwards shamefully sold to France, by King
Charles II. From Dunkirk I went to Lisle, which is a very great, rich,

and strong town, belonging to France, and the chief town of French
Flanders. From Lisle I came to Ghent, which is the capital of that

part of Flanders that belongs to the Queen of Hungary, as heiress of

the House of Austria. It is a very large town, but neither rich nor
strong. The Emperor Charles V. was born there, and his statue is upon
a pillar in the middle of a great square. From Lisle, I came here to

Brussels, which is the chief town of Brabant, and a very fine one.

Here the best camlets are made, and most of the fine laces that you see

worn in England. You may follow me through this journey upon your
map ; till you take it sometime hence, in reality.

I expect you to make prodigious improvements in your learning, by
the time I see you again ; for now that you are past nine years old, you
have no time to lose : and I wait with impatience for a good account
of you from Mr. Maittaire. I dare not buy anything for you till then,

for fear «hould be obliged to keep it myself. But if I should havo a
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rery good account, there shall be very good rewards brought over.

Adieu.

Make my compliments to your Mamma ; and when you write to ma
•ond your letters to my house in town.

LETTER LXXIII.

Aix-la-Chafzllb, Jwm S, N. A.

Mi deaf. Child : It is now four days since I arrived here at Aix-la-

Chapelle ; from whence I take the liberty of assuring you of mj
respects; not doubting but you will be so good to forgive me if I impor-

tune you too often with ray letters. I know your time is valuab.e, and

am sensible, that it would be pity to interrupt the course of youi

studies, which I do not question but you pursue with great success and

attention. However, setting aside all raillery, I hope you learn as you
ought; and that Mr. Maittaire is satisfied: otherwise I can assure you,

that I shall be very much dissatisfied.

A propos of learning; I must tell you, that I have seen at Brussels, a

little boy of about your age ; he is son to the Comte de 1' Annoy; ho

knows Latin perfectly; lie play* in comedy, and declaims in French
tragedy most exquisitely well; but this is because he applies, and retains

whatever he has once learned. Besides all this, he is very polite ; and
in the midst of a numerous company, whom he did not know, he was
not in the least disoonoerted, but spoke, and answered each person with

good manners, and with ease.

This town is large, but rather ugly ; it is called in Latin Aqu%$granwm.

It is the first imperial and free city of the empire, and as such has the

privilege of choosing its own magistrates, is governed by them, and is

in possession of other rights, that cannot be infringed by the emperor.

In the year 800, Charlemagne was here crowned Emperor; and the

crown used in that ceremony is still shewn in the cathedral of this

place. It is not famous for anything but its mineral water-, which
ooeasion • great resort of people; they are very heating, and disagree-

able to the taste, having the savour of rotten •

The imperial towns have a voice at the diet of the empire, that is

held at Itatisbon; which is the assembly of the empire; thither tl «

electors, princes, and imperial towns send their deputies, to settle the

affairs oi the empire, jointly with the emperor, as our parliament does

in England. By this you may see, tliAt the empire of Germany i> a fr« e

state, in which no law can be made without the consent of the emperor,
the electors, the sovereign princes, and the imperial towns. You ocght
to know the different forms of government of the different countries in

Europe; and when you read the histories of them, bestow a particular

attention upon that circumstunce. Adieu for this time.

LETTER LXXIV
8PA, July 25, N. S. 1741.

Dear Boy : I have often told you iv» my former letters, (and it is

most certainly true,) f-bat the strictest and most scrupulous honour and
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virtue caD alone make you esteemed and valued by mankind ; that parts

and learning can alone make you admired and celebrated by them; bat
that the possession of lesser talents was most absolutely necessay,
towards making you liked, beloved, and sought after in novate life.

Of these lesser talents, good breeding is the principal and most neces-

sary one, not only as it is very important in itself, but as it adds ^reat

lustre to the more solid advantages both of the heart and the mind. I

have often touched upon good breeding to you before; so that this

letter shall be upon the next necessary qualification to it, which is a

genteel and easy manner and carriage, wholly free from those odd tricks,

ill habits, and awkwardnesses, which even many very worthy and sen-

sible people have in their behaviour. However trifling a genteel man-
ner may sound, it is of very great consequence towards pleasing in pri-

vate life, especially the women, which, one time or other, you will think
worth pleasing ; and I have known many a man from his awkward-
ness, give people such a dislike of him at first, that all his merit could
not get the better of it afterwards. Whereas a genteel manner prepos-
sesses people in your favour, bends them towards you, and makes them
wish to be like you. Awkwardness can proceed but from two causes

;

either from not having kept good company, or from not having attended
to it. As for your keeping good company, I will take care of that ; do
you take care to observe their ways and manners, and *o form your own
upon them. Attention is absolutely necessary for this, as indeed it is

for everything else ; and a man without attention is not fit to live in

the world. When an awkward fellow first comes into a room, it is

highly probable that his sword gets between his legs, and throws him
down, or makes him stumble, at least; when he has recovered this acci-

dent, he goes and places himself in the very place of the whole room
where he should not ; there he soon lets his hat fall down, and, in tak-

ing it up again, throws down his cane; in recovering his cane, his hat.

falls a second time, so that he is a quarter of an hour before he is in

order again. If he drinks tea or coffee, he certainly scalds his mouth,
and lets either the cup or the saucer fall, and spills either the tea 01

coffee in his breeches. At dinner, his awkwardness distinguishes itself

particularly, as he has more to do; there he holds his knife, fork, and
spoon differently from other people, eats with his knife, to the grea:

danger of his mouth, picks his teeth with his fork, and puts his spoon,

which has been in his throat twenty times, into the dishes again. If he
is to carve, he can never hit the joint : but, in his vain efforts to cut

through the bone, scatters the sauce in everybody's face. He generally

daubs himself with soup and grease, though his napkin is commonly
stuck through a button-hole, and tickles his chin. When he drinks, he
infallibly coughs in his glass, and besprinkles the company. Besides all

this, he has strange tricks and gestures ; such as snuffing up his nose,

making faces, putting his finger in his nose, or blowing it and looking

afterwards in his handkerchief, so as to make the company sick, His

!*ands are troublesome to him, when he has uot something in thein, and
lie does not Know where to put them ; bat they are in perpetual motion
between hit bosom and his breeches : he does not wear his clothes, ami
In jhort does, nothing like other people. All this, I own, is not in am
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degree criminal ; bat it is highly disagreeable and ridiculous in corn-

pan), ar.d ought most carefully to be avoided, by whoever desires to

please.

From this account of what you should not do, you may easily judge

what you should do; and a due attention to the manners of people of

fashion, and who have seen the world, will make it habitual and fam)

liaT tc you.

There is, likewise, an awkwardness of expression and words, most
carefully to be avoided ; such as false English, bad pronunciation, old

sayings, and common proverbs ; which are so many proofs of having

kept bad and low company. For example, if, instead of saying that

ta>te< are different, and that every man has his own peculiar one, you
should let off a proverb, and say, That what is one man's meat is another

man's poison: or else, Every one as they like, as the good man said

when he kissed his cow ; everybody would be persuaded that you had
never kept company with anybody above footmen and housemaids.

Attention will do all this, and without attention nothing is to be done

;

want of attention, which is really want of thought, is either folly or

madness. You should not only have attention to everything, but a

quickness of attention, so as to observe, at once, all the people in the

room, their motions, their looks, and their words, and yet without star-

ing at them, and seeming to be an observer. This quick and unobserved
observation is of infinite advantage in life, and is to be acquired with
care ; and, on the contrary, what is called absence, which is thought-

lessness, and want of attention about what is doing, makes a man so like

either a fool or a madman, that, for my part, I see no real difference. A
fool never lias thought ; a madman has lost it ; and an absent man is, for

the time, without it.

Adieu ! direct your next to me, chez Monsieur Chabert, Banqutir, a
Paris ; and take care that I find the improvements 1 expect at mv
return.

LETTER LXXV.

8pa, August 6, tftL

Deab Bot: I am very well pleased with the several performances
you >ent me, and still more BO with Mr. Maittaire's letter, that accom
panied them, in which he gires ine a much better account of you than
he did in his former. Laudari a laudato viro, was always a commend-
able ambition; encourage that ambition, and continue to deserve the

praises of the praise-worthy. While you do so, you shall have what-
ever you will from me ; and when you cease to do so, you shall have
nothing.

I am glad you have begun to compose a little; it will giveycua
habit of thinking upon subjects, which is at least as necessary as t««a1

\ng them, therefore pray send me your thoughts upon this subject:

Non sibi, st 'oti genltum se credere mundo.

It is ". part of Capo's character in Lucan ; who says, that Cato did no*

thin* himself jc*n for himself only> but for all mankind. Let me know
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then, whether you think that a man is born only for his own pleasure
and advantage, or whether he is not obliged to contribute to the good
»f the society in which he lives, and of all mankind in general. This is

certain, that every man receives advantages from society, which he
could not have, if he were the only man in the world; therefore, i> he
not in some measure in debt to society ? and is he not obliged to do for

others what they do for him ? You may do this in English or Latin,

which you please; for it is the thinking part, and not the language, that

I mind in this case.

I warned you, in my last, against those disagreeable tricks and awk-
wardnesses, which many people contract when they are young, by the
negligence of their parents, and cannot get quit of them when they are
old ; such as odd motions, strange postures, and ungenteel carriage. But
there is likewise an awkwardness of the mind, that ought to be, and
with care may be, avoided; as, for instance, to mistake names; to speak
of Mr. What-dVe-call-him, or Mrs. Thingum, or How-d'ye-call-her, is

excessively awkward and ordinary. To call people by improper titles

and appellations is so too ; as, my Lord, for Sir ; and Sir, for my Lord.
To begin a story or narration when you are not perfect in it, and can-
not go through with it, but are forced, possibly, to say, in the middle of
it, " 1 have forgotten the rest," is very unpleasant and bungling. One
must be extremely exact, clear, and perspicuous, in everything one says,

otherwise, instead of entertaining, or informing others, one only tires

and puzzles them. The voice and manner of speaking, too, are not to

be neglected : some people almost shut their mouths when they speak,
and mutter so, that they are not to be understood; others speak so fast,

and sputter, that they are not to be understood neither ; some always
speak as loud as if they were talking to deaf people; and others so low
that one cannot hear them. All these habits are awkward and dis-

agreeable, and are to be avoided by attention; they are the distinguish-
ing marks of the ordinary people, who have had no care taken of their

education. You cannot imagine how necessary it is to mind all these
little things

; for I have seen many people with great talents ill received,
for want of having these talents too; and others well received, onlj
from their little talents, and who have had no great ones. Adieu.

LETTER LXXVI.

SPA, August 8, 1741.

My Dear Boy: I always write to you with pleasure, when I can
write to you with kindness ; and with pain, when I am obliged to chide.
You should, therefore, for my sake as well as your own, apply and
behave yourself in such a manner, that 1 might always receive' good
fcocount of you. The last I had from Mr. Maittaire was so good a one,
that you and I are at present extremely well together; and I depend
apon your taking care, that we shall continue so.

1 am sure vou now hear a great deal of talk about the Queen of Hun
gary, and the wars which she is and will be engaged in; it is therefore
tight that you should know a little of that matter. The last Emperor
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Charles the Sixth, who was father to this Queen of Hungary, was the

last male of the House of Austria ; and fearing that, as he had no sons,

his dominions might, at his death, be divided between his daughters,

and consequently weakened, he settled them all upon his eldest daugh-

ter, the Queen of Hungary, by a public act, which is called the Pragma-
tic Sanction. So that, at the death of the Emperor, she succeeded to

Austria, Bohemia, Silesia, Hungary, Transylvania, Stiria, Carinthia, and
the Tyrol, in Germany 10 all Flanders; and to Parma, Placentia, Milan,

and Mantua, in Italy, besides Tuscany, which is her husband's. The
Hous- of Austria is descended from Rodolph, Count of Hapsbourg, who,
about seven hundred years ago, acquired the Duchy of Austria. His
descendants, partly by conquest, and partly by advantageous marriages,

increased their dominions so considerably, that Charles the Fifth, who
was Emperor about two hundred years ago, was at once in possession

of the Empire, Spain, the West Indies, almost all Italy, and the Seven-
teen Provinces, which before that time composed the Duchy of Bur-
gundy. When he grew old, he grew weary of government, retired into

a monastery in Spain, and divided his dominions between his son Philip

tne Second, King of Spain, and his brother Ferdinand, who was elected

Emperor in his room. To his son Philip, he gave Spain and the West
Indies, Italy and the Seventeen Provinces. To his brother, all he had in

Germany. From that time to this, the Emperors have constantly been
elected out of the house of Austria, as the best able to defend, and sup-

port the dignity of the Empire. The Duke of Tuscany, who by his wift

the Queen of Hungary is now in possession of many of those dominions
wants to be chosen Emperor: but France, that was always jealous 01

the power of the House of Austria, supports the Elector of Bavaria
and wants to have him get some of those dominions from the Queen of
Hungary, and be chosen Emperor : for which purpose they have now
sent an army into Bavaria to his assistance. This short account may
enable you to talk the politics now in fashion; and if you have a mind
to be more particularly informed about the House of Austria, look into

TOUT Historical Dictionary for Rodolph de Hapsbourg, Autriche, and
Charlequint. As Charles the Fifth inherited Spain by his mother, and
the Seventeen Provinces by his grandmother, who, being only daughter
of the last Duke of Burgundy, brought them in marriage to his grand-
father, the Emperor of Maximilian; the following distich was made
upon the good fortune of the BootttOf Austria in their marriages:

Bella gerant alii : tu, felix Austria, nube
;

Nam quae Mars aiiis, dat tibl regna Venus.

And so good night to you, my young politician.

LETTER LXXVn.

Diajr Boy : Since my last, I have changed cncs ; aerably for th€ bet-

ter : from the desarts of Spa to the pleasures of Paris ; which, when you
c< ne here, you will be better able to enjoy than I am. It is a most
magnificent town, not nea- so big as London, but much finer ; the house*'
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being much larger, and all built of stone. It was not only much enlarged-

but embellished, by the magnificence of the last king, Lewis XIV. ; and
a prodigious number of expensive buildings, and useful and charitable

foundations, such as libraries, hospitals, schools, &c, will long remain
the monuments of the magnificence, humanity and good government of

that prince. The people here are well bred, jnst as I would have you
be : they are not awkwardly bashful, and ashamed, like the Eng!i*b

:

but easily civil, without ceremony. Though they are very gay and
lively, they have attention to every thing, and always mind what they are

about. I hope you do so too now, and that my highest expectations of

your improvement will be more than answered, at my return ; for I

expect to find yoa constrne both Greek and Latin, and likewise trans-

late into those languages pretty readily; and also to make verses in

them both, with some little invention of your own. All this may be, if

you please; and I am persuaded you would not have me disappointed

As to the genius of Poetry, I own, if nature had not given it you, you
cannot have it ; for it is a true maxim, that Poeta nascitur, non jit

;

but then, that is only as to the invention, and imagination of a Poet;
for every body can, by application, make themselves masters of the

mechanical part of poetry; which consists in the numbers, rhymes,
measures, and harmony of verr,e. Ovid was born with such a genius

for poetry, that, he says, he could not help thinking in verse, whether he
would or not: and that very often he spoke verses without intending it.

It is much otherwise with oratory; and the maxim there is, Orator fit

;

for it is certain, that, by study and application, every man can make
himself a pretty good orator ; eloquence depending upon observation and

care. Every man, if he pleases, may choose good words instead of bad
ones, may speak properly instead of improperly, may be clear and
perspicuous in his recitals, instead of dark and muddy ; may have grace

instead of awkwardness in his motions and gestures; and, in short, may
be a very agreeable, instead of a very disagreeable speaker, if he will

take care and pains. And surely it is very well worth while to take a

great deal of pains to excel other men in that particular article in which
they excel beasts.

Demosthenes, the celebrated Greek orator, thought it so absolutely

necessary to speak well, that, though he naturally stuttered, and had weak
lungs, he resolved by application and care, to get the better of those

disadvantages. Accordingly, he cured his stammering, by putting small

pebbles into his mouth; and strengthened his lungs gradually, by using

himself every day to speak aloud and distinctly for a considerable time.

He likewise went often to the sea-shore, in stormy weather, when the

sea made most noise, and there spoke as loud as he could, in order to

use himself to the noise and murmurs of the popular assemblies of the

Athenians, before whom he was to speak. By such care, joined to the

constant study of the best authors, he became at last the greatest orator

of his cwn or any other age or country, though he was born without

»l y n« natural talen f
. for it. Adieu 1 Copy Demosthenes.
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LETTER LXXVIII.

Lyons, September 1, N. S. 1T41.

Diar Boy ; I have received your Polyglot letter, with which I am
rery well pleased ; and for which it is reasonable you should be very

well rewarded. I am glad to see invention and languages go together;

for the latter signify very little without the former; bat, well joined,

they are very u>eful. Language is only to express thoughts ; and if a

man is heedless, and does not give himself time to think, his words will

be very frivolous and silly.

I left Paris five days ago ; and, that you may trace me, if you please,

upon your map, I came here through Dijon, the capital of Burgundy : I

shall go from hence to Vienne, the second city in Dauphine, (for Gren-

oble is the capital), and from thence, down the Rhone, to Avignon, the

chief town of the Comtct Venaissin, which belongs to the Pope ; then

to Aix, the principal town of Provence; then to Marseilles; then to

Nimes and Montpellier ; and then back again. This is a very great and

rich town, situated upon two fine rivers that join here, the Rhone and
the Saone. Here is the great manufacture of gold, silver, and talk stuffs,

which supplies almost ah Eoiope. It was famous in the time of the

Romans, and was called, 10 Lariu, Luffdunum,
My rambling makes me both a less frequent, and a shorter correspon-

d mt, than otherwise I should be ; but I am persuaded, that you are now
so sensible how necessary it is to learn and apply yourself that you
want no spur nor admonition to it. Go on then, with diligence, to

improve in learning, ar.l above all, in virtue and honour; and you will

r;ake both me and yourself happy. Adieu.

LETTER LXXIX.

Marseilles, SepUmtter 22, N. S. 1741.

Dear Boy; You find this letter dated from Marseilles, a sea-port

town in the Mediterranean sea. It has been famous and consider-

able, for these two thousand years at least, upon account of its trade and
situation. It is called MamiUa in Latin, and distinguished itself in

favour of the Roman liberty against Julius CsBsar. It was here, too,

that Milo was banished for killing Olodins. You will find the particu-
lars of the-'- facts, if you look in your dictionary for the articles J/ar-
tellies and Milon. It is now a very large and fine town, extremely rich

from its commerce ; it is built in a semicircle round the port, which
is always full of merchant stripe of all nations. Here the king of France
koeps his galleys, which are very long ships, rowed by oars, some of
forty, some of fifty, and threescore oars. The people who row them
are called galley slaves; and are either prisoners taken from the Turks
on the coast of Africa, or criminals, who, for various crimes committed
!n France, are condemned to row in the galleys, either for life, or for a
certaii umber of years. They are chained by the legs with great iron

?hains, two and two together.

The prospect, for two leagues rr>und this place, is the most pleasing
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that can be imagined; consisting of high hills, covered with vineyards,

olive-trees, fig-trees, and almond-trees ; with about six thousand little

country r ouses interspersed, which they all call here det Bastides.

Within abc-.it ten leagues of this place, as you will find in the map, is

Toulon, another sea-port town upon the Mediterranean, not near so big

as this, but much stronger ; there most of the French men-of-war are

built and kept ; and likewise most of the naval stores, such as ropes,

anchors, sails, masts, and whatever belongs to shipping.

If you look into your geographical dictionary for Provence, you will

find the history of this country, which is worth your reading ; and when
you are looking in your dictionary, look for Dauphine too, which is the

next province to this ; and there you will find when Dauphine was uni-

ted to the crown of France, upon condition that the king of France's

eldest son should always be called le Dauphin. You should, in truth,

omit no one opportunity of informing yourself of modern history and

geography, which are the common subjects of all conversation, and, con

gequently, it is a shame to be ignorant of them.

Since you have began composition, I send you here anotboi subject to

compose a few lines upon

:

44 Nil conscire sibi, nulla pailescere culpi."

Whoever observes that rule, will always be very happy. May you do

it I Adieu.

LETTER LXXX.
Paris, JTov. 4, N. S. 1T41.

Dear Boy : Our correspondence has been for some time suspended,

by the hurry and dissipation of this place, which left me no time to

write ; and it will soon cease entirely by my return to England, which

will be, I believe, in about a fortnight. I own I am impatient to see

the great progress which I am persuaded you have made, both in your

learning and behaviour, during my six months' absence. I join beha-

viour with learning, because it is almost as necessary ; and they should

always go together, for their mutual advantage. Mere learning without

good-breeding is pedantry, and good-breeding without learning is but

frivolous ; whereas learning adds solidity to good breeding, and good-

breeding gives charms and graces to learning.

This place is, without dispute, the seat of true good-breeding; the

people here are civil without ceremony, and familiar without rudeness.

They are neither disagreeably forward, nor awkwardly bashful and
shamefaced ; they speak to their superiors with as little concern, and as

much ease, though with more respect, as to their inferiors ; and they

speak to their inferiors with as much civility, though less respect, as to

their superiors. They despise us, and with reason, for our ill-breeding:

on the other hand, we despise them for their want of learning, and we
are in the right of it ; so that you see the sure way to be admired by

both nations, is to join learning and good-breeding. As to learning

consider that you have now but one year more with Mr. Maittaire,

before you go to Westminster school, and that your oredit will depend
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apon the place you are in there at first ; and if you can, at under eleven

vears old, be put in the fourth form, above boys of thirteen or fourteen,

it will give people very favorable impressions of you, aud be of great

advantage to you for the future. As to good-breeding, you cannot
attend to it too soon, or too much; it must be acquired while young, or

it is never quite easy ; and if acquired young, will always last and be
habitual. Horace says, quo semel est imbuta recens servabit odorein

testa diu: to sh:-w the advantage of giving people good habits and im-
pressions in their youth. I say nothing to you now as to honour, vir-

tue, truth, and ail moral duties, which are to be strictly ob;*erved at all

ages and all times ; because I am sure you are convinced of the indis-

pensable necessity off practising them all ; and of the infamy, as well as

the guilt of negbcting, or acting contrary to any of them. May you
excel in them all, that you may be loved by every body as you aie

hitherto by your, &:.

LETTER LXXXI.

Dkab Bot . eiijce you are now in modern history, it is necessary
you should have a general notion of the origin of all the present king-

doms and governmoLtc of Europe, which are the objects of modern
history.

The Romans, as you very well know, were masters of all Europe, as

well as of a great part oT Asia and Africa, till the third and fourth cen-

turies, that is, about fc'-Xteen or fifteen hundred years ago; at which
time the Goths broke in upon tnem, beat them, made themselves mas-
.ers of all Europe, and (bonded the several kingdoms of it.

These Goths were originally the inhabitants of the northern part of

Europe, called Scandinavia, north of Sweden; part of which is to this

lay called Gothland, and belongs to Sweden. They were extremely
numerous, and extremely poor; and finding that their own barren, cold

"ountry, im unable to support raofa Brent numbers of them, they left it,

ind went out in swarms to seek their fortunes in better countries.

When they came into the northern parts of Germany, they beat those
who opposed them, and received those who were willing to join them,
as many of those northern people did ; such as the Vandals, the Hun-, the

Franks, who are all comprehended under the general name of Goths. Those
who went westward were called the Visigoths ; and those who went
eastward the Ostrogoths. Thus increasing in numbers and strength,

they entirely subverted the Roman empire, and made themselves mas-
ters of all Europe : and from hence modern history begins. That part
of the Goths, who were called the Franks, settled themselves in Gar*,
and called it France; the Angli, another set of them, came over .^ts

into Britain, since which time it is called England.
The Goths were a brave but barbarous nation. War was their wt-uie

business, and they had not the least notion of arts, sciences ar_d learning;

on the contrarj, they had an aversion to them, and destroyed, where-
ever they went, all books, manuscripts, pictures statues, and all reccrds
end monuments of former timea; which is the cause that we have s#

few of hose things now remaining ; and, at this time, * man that is u*no-
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rant of, and despises arts and sciences, is provincial!/ called a Goth
or a Vandal.
The Gothic form of government was a wise one; for though they had

kings, their kings were little more than generals in time of war, and had
very little power in the civil government ; and could do nothing without
the consent of the principal people, who had regular assemblies for that

purpose: from whence our parliaments are derived.

Europe continued, for many centuries, in the grossest and darkest

ignorance, under the government of the Goths ; till at last, in the fifteenth

century, that is, about three hundred years ago, learning, arts and sci-

ences, revived a little ; and soon afterwards flourished under Pope Leo
X. in Italy, and under Francis I. in France : what ancient Greek and
Latin manuscripts had escaped the f'iry of the Goths and Vandals weres

then recovered and published ; and paiLtiug and sculpture were carried

to their highest perfection. What contributed the most to thei" im-

provement of learning was the invention of printing, which was dis-

covered at Harlem, in Holland, in the fifteenth century, in the year 1440,

which is just three hundred years ago. Adieu !

Look in your dictionary for the following artiiles

:

Goths, Yandales.
Visigoths, Aianc
Ostrogoths,

LETTER LXXXII.

Feanoe.

France, take it all in all, is the finest country in Europe ; tor it is> very

large, very rich, and very fertile : the climate is admirable ; and never

either too hot, as in Italy and in Spain, nor too cold, as in Sweden and
in Denmark. Towards the north, it is bounded by the Channel ; and,

towards the south, by the Mediterranean sea ; it is separated from Italy

by the Alps ; which are high mountains, covered with snow the great-

est part of the year ; and divided from Spain by the Pyrenean mountains,

which are also very high. France is divided into twelve governments
)f provinces, which are,

Picardy, Burgundy
Normandy, Lyonnois,

The Isle of France, Guienne, or Gascony,

Champagne, Languedoc
;

Brittany, Dauphine,
Orleannois, Provence.

Tlx French are generally very sensible and agreeable, with a great

de&l of vivacity and politeness. It is true, they are sometimes rather

volatile ; but it is a brilliant sort of volatility. They are very brave.

The government of France is an absolute monarchy, or rather despotism

—

that is to say, the king does whatever he pleases, and the people are

absolutely slaves.

Desire your Mamma to shew you the twelve provinces upon the map



A.iother time we will talk of the towns of France, which she will shew
you afterwards.

Picardy.

Picardy is the most northern province of all France. It is an open

eonnvy, and produces hardly anything bnt corn. The capital town is

A miens. Aobeville is another town in that province, considerable for

the manufactory of woollen cloths established there. Calais is also

anc:L.er good town, and a sea-port: there we usually land in our pas-

sage tiona hence to France.

Normandy.

Normandy joins Picardy ; its largest towns are Rouen and Caen —
This province produces vast quantities of apples, with which they make
cyder. As for wine, there, as well as in Picardy, they make but little;

because being so far northward, grapes will not ripen. The Normans are

reckoned litigious, and fond of lawsuits; If they are asked a question

they never return a direct answer ; so that when a man gives an eva»i\ <•

answer, it is become a proverb to My, He answers like a Norman.

The hie of Francs.

Paris, the capital of the whole kingdom, is in the Tsle of France; its

situation is upon the Seine- a small and even a muddy river. It is a
large town, but not, by a great deal, so big as London.

Champagne.

Rheims is the principal town of Champagne; in that town the king,

of France are crowned. This province produces the best wine in France,
Champaign.

Brittany.

Brittany If divided into High and Low. In High Brittany is the town
of Nantz, where the best brandy is made. Here is also St. Malo, a very
good sea-port. In Lower Brittany they speak a kind of language, which
has less similitude t< French than it has to Welsh.

OrUannois.

Orleannois contains several great and fine towns ; Orleans, rendered
famous by Joan of Arc, commonly called the Maid of Orleans, who
drove the English out of France ; Bloia, the situation of which is charm-
ing, and where the best French is spoken ; Tours, that contains a manu-
factory of thick lutestring, called Gros de Tours.

Burgundy.

Dijon is the capital of this province : the wine called Burgundy is or«
of the beat wines in France.

Lyonnois.

Amyous is the capital; it is a very large fine town, and extremely rich,

in account of the mamfaotures established here, of silks, and gold and
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silver stuffs, with which it supplies almost all Europe. Your fine silver

waistcoat comes from thence.

Quienne, or Gascony.

There are many considerable towns in Guienne ; as the town of Bour-
deaux, which is very large and rich. Most of the wine drank at London,
and called in English Claret, comes from thence. It is an excellent

place for good eating
;
you have there ortolans, and red partridge, in great

abundance. In this province is the town of Perigueux, where they make
delicious pasties of red partridges and truffles : Bayonne, from whence
come excellent hams. The Gascons are the most lively people of

France, but rather inclined to lying and boasting : particularly upon the

articles of sense and courage; so that it is said of a man who boasts,

and is presumptuous, He is a Gascon.

Languedoc.

Languedoc is the most southern province of France, and consequently

the warmest. It contains a great number of fine towns ; among others,

Narbonne, famous for its excellent honey ; and Nimes, celebrated on
account of the ancient Roman Amphitheatre, which is still to be seen.

In this province is also situated the town of Montpeilier, the air of

which is so pure, and the climate so fine, that, sick people, even from
hence, are often sent thither for the recovery of their health.

Dauphine.

Grenoble is the capital town. The King of France's eldest son
T
who

is always called Dauphin, takes his title from this province.

Provence.

Provence is a very fine province, and extremely lei'ile. It produces

the best oil, with which it supplies other countries. Tb.3 fields are full

of orange, lemon, and olive trees. The capital is called Aix. In this

province is, likewise, the town of Marseilles, a large and fine c ;.ty, and
celebrated seapor^ situated upon the Mediterranean : here the King of

France's galleys are kept. Galleys are large ships with oars ; and those

who row, are people condemned to it, as a punishment for some crime.

LETTER LXXXIII.

Germany.

Germany is a country of vast extent; the southern ^nrts are not

unpleasant ; the northern exceedingly bad and desert.

It is divided into ten districts, which are called the ten circles of the

Empire. The emperor is head, but not master of the empire; for he

can do but little without the consent of the electors, princes and imperial

free towns ; which altogether, form what is mailed tb? P"ct of the

Empire, that assembles in the town of Ratisbon.

There are nine electors, which are—the Electors of Mentz, Treves,

Col( ?ne, Bohemia, Bavaria, Saxony, Brandenburg, Palatine. Hanover
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These nine elect the eaaperor, for the empire is not hereditary ; that

Is to say, the son does not succeed his father ; but when an emperor
dies, these nine electors assemble and chose another. The electors are
sovereign princes ; those of Mentz, Treves, and Cologne, are eccle-

siastics, being Archbishops. The elector of Bohemia is King of
Bohemia, and his capital town Prague. The elector of Bavaria's
capital is Munich. The elector of Saxony is the most considerable of
all the electors, and his electorate the finest; Dresden is the capital, and
a beautiful town. The elector of Brandenburg is also King of Prussia,
and master of a great extent of country ; the capital town of Branden-
burg is Berlin. The two most considerable towns belonging to the
Elector Palatine are Manheim and Dusseldorp. The elector of Hanover
is also King of England ; the capital town of that electorate is Hanover,
a miserable capital of a miserable country. *

Besides the electors, there are other sovereign princes and powerful
ones, as the landgrave of Hesse Cassel, the Duke of Wirtemberg, &c.

[The rest of this geographical description of Germany is unfortunately
loet.1

LETTER LXXXIV.

My Dear Boy : Let us now resume the subject upon Spain, and
treat of some particulars of which it is proper you should be informed.

Spain is a very fine country, and of great extent, nor above half

peopled, nor above half cultivated ; for the reasons which I mentioned
to you in my last letter, f

It is divided into wren] provinces, which formerly were so many
distinct kingdoms. Valencia, of all of them, is the most beautiful and
fertile, producing excellent wines and delicious fruit.

The province of Andalusia is celebrated for its horses, the finest

shaped and the best of any in Europe. It likewise produces the very
best wool, which we make use of here in manfacturing our biipertinu

cloths.

The town of Gibraltar, which belongs to us, was called in the time
of the Romans, Gades ; and that small strait, which you see on the map
between Gibraltar and Africa, was named Fretum GfadiUmmm, Fable
has rendered that town famous ; for it is pretended that Hercules ter-

minated there his excursions, and that he erected two pillars, on which
he wrote, that there was no going any further, Ne plus ultra; thinking

himself at the end of the world.

Spain had anciently many gold and silver mines, out of which tlm

Romans extracted prodigious sums; hut they have been long since

exhausted ; those of Peru and Mexico compensate for them abundantly.
The Spaniards are haughty and pompous in every thing. The king

liways signs himself, 1 the King, Yo el Rey, as if he were the only king
in the world ; and the king's children an styled the Infants^ as if thens

*Hls Lorlihip is mistaken with regard to the country of Hanover, which Ls tcierablj good
rather pleasant, and not unfruitful.

i Thid letter is wanting.
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were no other infants in the world. The king's connsel is called Junta.

The capital city of Spain is Madrid.

Spain was formerly a free country. Assemblies used to be held there

of the most considerable people, who enjoyed great privileges ; some-

thing like our parliaments. These assemblies were named las Cortes^

but they are of little authority at present : the king is absolute.

Give attention to all these things, and try to remember them.

They are seldom learned at school, and are acquired mostly by reading

and conversation when we are become men ; but if you will only apply

yourself, you will know more of them at your leaving school, than

other young gentlemen do at twenty years of age. Farewell, work
hard. Csesar could not bear an equal ut Rome; why should you bear

an equal at school ?

LETTER LXXXV.

ASIA.

Asia was the largest and most celebrated part of the ancient world.

Adam, the first man, was created there ; and in it the first great monar-
chies had their rise, namely, the Assyrians, Medes, and Persians. The
arts and sciences were also invented there. Asia is at present divided

into six great parts

:

Turkey, China,

Persia, Tartary,

The Empire of the Mogul, or Indostan, Tbe Asiatic Islands.

Turkey in Asia contains an infinite number of countries formerly of

great celebrity ; but now of note only on account of the merchandise
which comes from thence. Almost every place mentioned in the Bible

makes a part of Turkey ; among the rest Palestine, of which the capi-

tal is the famous city of Jerusalem, the seat of the ancient kings of

Judah ; there, by God's command, Solomon built the Temple of the

Jews. The city of Jerusalem was destroyed by Titus, the Roman
emperor.

Persia is also a part of Asia, and a very great empire : the capital

city is Ispahan ; the present emperor's name, Thamas Kouli Kan : he
from a private station, raised himself to the empire by skill and
courage.

The empire of the Great Mogul, otherwise called Indostan, is contigu-

ous to Persia. It is a very great and extremely rich country, with
which we carry on a considerable trade. The capital city is Agra.

Here are also two rivers, famous in antiquity, the Indus, and the

Ganges.
China, a vast empire, is another part of Asia: it has two capital

towns ; one in the northern parts, called Pekin : the other towards the

scnth, called Nankin. Tartary, which is an immense country, belongs

to China. The Tartars conquered China not an hundred years ago.

The Asiatic islands are very numerous the most considerable am
those of Japan, which are extremely rich.
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LETTER LXXXVI.

Mt Dear Child : As, in the description which I sent you of Italy,*

1 have mentioned the Pope, I believe you will wish to know who that

person is. The Pope, then, is an old cheat, who calls himself the Vicar

of Jesus Christ: that is to say, the person who represents Jesus Chris*

upon earth, and has the power of saving people or of damning them
By virtue of this pretended power, he grants indulgences fthat is to say

pardons for sins ; or else he thunders out excommunications ; this means
sending people to the devil. The Catholics, otherwise called Papists,

are silly enough to believe this. Besides which, they believe the

Pope to be infallible : that is, that he never can mistake ; that whatever

he says is true, and whatever he does is right. Another absurdity: tins

Pope pretends to be the greatest prince in Christendom ; and takes

place of all kings. The Protestant kings, however, do not allow this.

The Pope creates the Cardinals, who are seventy-two in number; and

higher in rank than Bishops and Archbishops. The title given to a

Cardial is, your Eminence: and to the Pope^ your Eoliness. When &

Pope dies, the Cardinals assemble to elect another ; and that assembly

is called a Conclave. Whenever a person is presented to the Pope, they

kiss his foot, and not his hand, as we do to other princes. Laws made
by the Pope are called Bulls. The palace he inhabits at Rome is called

the Vatican, and contains the finest library in the world.

The Pope i-, in reality, nothing more than Bishop of Rome; but on

the one side, Weakness and superstition, and, 00 the other, the artifice

and ambition of the clergy, have made Dim what he is; that is to say,

a considerable prince, and oead of the Catholic church.

We Protestants are not weak enough to give in to all this nonsense.

We believe, and with reason, that God alone is infallible; and that he

alone can make people happy or miserable.

Adieu! Divert yourself and be merry; there Id nothing like h

LETTER LXXXVII.

Dear Boy: When 1 wrote to you last, we w< r«- in Egypt.*)1 Now. it'

you please, we will travel a little to the north-east of Egypt, and visit

the famous city of Jerusalem, which we read so much of both in the

Old and New Testament, it is the chief town of Judea, or Palestine, a

country in the Kingdom of Syria; as you will find, if you look into the

map of Asia. It was anciently a very great and considerable cit}
;

wLaro the kings of Judea resided, and where Solomon built the famous

terrp'.c of the Jews. It was often taken and plundered by neighbouring

prir.-^s: but the Babylonians were the first that utterly destroyed it.

tot' the town and the temple was afterwards rebuilt by the Jews, undei

Esdrac? and Zorobabel ; but, at last, W8S entirely burnt and ruined by

the BoiriAa emperor Titus. The emperor Adrian rebuilt it in tne yea*

• That description la not to be found
t That Utter is also wanting.
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182; since when it has been taken and plundered by the Saracens,

retaken by the Christians, and now, at last, belongs to the Turks. It ie

a very inconsiderable place at present, and only famous upon account ol

what it has been formerly ; for Jesus Christ preached tn-> Christian reli-

gion there, and was crucified by the Jews upon Mount Calvary. In ine

eighth century the Saracens got possession of it ; and in the eleventh

century many Christian princes in Europe joined, and went with a con-
siderable army to take it from the Saracens. The war was called the

Holy War; and, as all those who went to it wore a cross upon their

breasts, it was called a Croisado. The ignorance and superstition of

those times made them think it meritorious to take the land, where
Jesus Christ lived and died, out of the hands of Infidels ; that is, those

who did not believe in Christ ; but it was, in truth, a notorious piece

of injustice, to go and attack those who did not meddle with them.
Not far from Judea, you will find, in the map, the vast country of

Arabia; which is divided into three parts: Arabia Deserta, or the

Desert, so called because it is hardly inhabited, and has immense deserts,

where you see nothing but sand : Arabia Petrroa, or the Stony ; and
Arabia Felix, or the Happy : because it is a fine fruitful country, and
produces gums and aromatics of all kinds. Hence comes the common
saying, " All the sweets of Arabia," when you would say that anything
has a very fine smell. Arabia Felix has two famous towns : Medina and
Mecca ; because the famous imposter Mahomet, the great prophet of

the Turks, was born at Medina, and buried at Mecca, where his tomb is

now, to which the Turks often go in pilgrimage. Pilgrimage is a jour-

ney that people take to any place, on a religious account ; and the per-

son who takes that journey is called a pilgrim.

The Roman Catholics often go pilgrimages to our Lady of Loretto in

Italy, and sometimes even to Jerusalem, in order to pray before a cross,

or the figure of some saint or other ; but these are all follies of weak
and ignorant people. Adieu.

LETTER LXXXVIII.

Dkar Bor: In my last letter we trarided no further than Arabia,

oat now we will go still mor<* eastward, and visit Persia; which is at

present a very great and rich country, though it does not now make
che same figure in the world that it did in antiquity. It was then the

greatest kingdom in the known world, and the enemy that Greece
dreaded the most, till it was conquered by Alexander the Great, in the

reign of Darius. It had then four famous great cities, Ecbatana, Susa,

Persepolis, and Babylon. Persepolis was burned to ashes, by Alexan-
der the Great, in a drunken fit, at the instigation of his mistress Thais,

who prevailoJ with him to go with a lighted flambeau in his hand, and
set fire to the town himself. The chief town of Persia at present is

Ispahan ; and the king of Persia is called the Sophy of Persia, who is

now Thamas Kouli Kan. Persia produces great quantities of silk and
cotton ; the cotton grows upon shrubs or bushes, of about three feet

high. The Persian horses are the best in the world, even better than
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the Arabians. The Persians have likewise great numbers of camels,

which arc animals much taller and stronger than horses, with great

Dumps upon the middle of their backs ; they can bear vast burdens, and

can live without drinking. We bring a great many silks, and cotton

atuffs here, fr^m Persia, and particularly carpets for floors, which are

much finer than tiae Turkey carpets. The Persians are of the Mahome-
tan, that is, the Turkish religion ; with this difference only, that the

Persians look upon Hali, a disciple of Mahomet's, as the greatest

prophet, whereas the Turks hold Mahomet to be the greatest. The
ancient Persians worshipped the Sun. The government of Persia, like

all the eastcP kingdoms, is absolute and despotic; the people are

sla 7&s ; and the kings tyrants. Adieu.

LETTER LXXXIX.

Dear Boy : On the east of Persia, you will find in the map Indostan,

or the country of the Great Mogul ; which is a most extensive, fruitful,

and rich country. The two chief towns are Agra and Delhi ; and the

two great rivers are the Indus and the Ganges. This country, as well as

Persia, producer, great quantities of silks and cottons; we trade with it

very much, and our East India company has a great settlement at Fort
St. George. There are al>o great mines of diamonds, of which the

Mogul takes the best for himself, and the others are sold, and most of
them brought into Europe. There are likewise many elephants, whose
teeth make the ivory that you see here. The Sophy of Persia, Thamjtf
Kouli Kan, has lately conquered this country, and carried off manv
millions in jewels ami money. The great empire of China joins on the

east to Indostan; the two principal towns of which are, lYkin in the
north, and Nankin in the south, as you will tee in the map. We carry

on a great trade with China, at the sea-port town of Canton, from
whence we bring all our tea and china. China was conquered ahout a

hundred years ago by the Tartars, who have settled in China, and mads
ittlwiseat of empire. The Chinese are very Ingenious, polite People
China is reckoned the mOfll populous country in the world. Beyond
China, to the east, you will rind the kingdom of Japan, which is an
island, or rat.ier a great number of island- together, which are called

Japan: Jedo is the chief town. It produces gold and silver, and that

fine wood, of which you see screens, cabinets, and tea-tables. It al>o

produces a tine coloured china, which is called Japan china, to distin-

guish it from the Chinese china. Adieu.

LETTER XO.

North of Persia, Indostan, and China, you will find, at the top of the
map of Asia, Tartary, which is a country of prodigious extent The
northern parts of it are extremely barren, and full of deserts : some of
the southern parts of it are tolerably good. The people are extieirel}

ride and barbarous, living chiefly upon raw flesh, and lying general
!j
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npon the ground, or at best in tents. This vast country is divided into
several principalities; but all those princes are dependent upon one,
who is called the Great Cham of Tartary. The ^cinmodities that are
brought from thence into Europe are furs, flax, mask, manna, rhubarb,
and other physical plants.

Another part of Asia, and the only one which we have not yet men-
tioned, is Turkey in Asia, which comprehends all those provinces in Asia
that are under the empire of the Great Turk. They are only consider-
able at present from their extent ; for they are poor, and little inhabited,
upon account of the tyranny of the Turkish government.
Having done with Asia for the present, we will return to Africa,

where hitherto we have only examined Egypt. Africa is, as vou know,
one of the four quarters of the world ; and is divided into nino principal

parts, which are Egypt, Barbary, Biledugerid, Zaara, Nigritia, Guinea,
Nubia, and Ethiopia. The Africans are the most ignorant and unpolished
people in the world, little better than the lions, tigers, leopards, and
other wild beasts, which that country produces in great number*.
The most southern part of Africa is the Cape of Good Hope, whore

the Dutch have a settlement, and where our ships stop always, :n their
way to the East Indies. This is in the country of the Hottentots, the
most savage people in the whole world. The Africans that lie near the
Mediterranean sea sell their children for slaves to go to the West
Indies; and likewise sell all those prisoners that they take in war. We
buv a great many of them to sell again to advantage in the West Indies

LETTER XCI.

Bath, Jwrit, 28, VtA2.

Dear Boy: Your promises give me great pleasure; and your per-

formance of them, which I rely upon, will give me still greater, I am
sure you know that breaking of your word is a folly, a dishonour, and a

crime. It is a folly, because nobody will trust you afterwards; and it

s both a dishonour and a crime, truth being the first duty of religion

and morality ; an * whoever has not truth, cannot be supposed to have
any one good quality, and must become the detestation of God and man.
Therefore I expect, from your truth and your honour, that you will do
that, which, independently of your promise, your own interest and
ambition ought to incline you to do; that is to excel in everything you
undertake. When I was of your age, I should have been ashamed if

any boy of that age had learned his book better, or played at any play
better than I did ; and I would not have rested a moment till I had got
before him. Julius Caesar, who had a noble thirst of glory, used to say,

that he would rather be the first in a village than the second in Rome;
and he even cried when he saw the statue of Alexander the Great, with
the reflection of how much more glory Alexander had acquired, at thirty

years old, than he had at a much more advanced age. These are the

sentimei ts to make people considerable ; and those who have them not,

will pass their lives in obscurity and contempt; whereas, those who
endeavor r to excel all, are at least sure of excelling a great many The
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bd"o way to excel in any thing is only to have a close and undissiunted
attention while you are about it; and then you need not be half tin

time that otherwise you must be ; for long plodding, puzzling applica-

tion, is the business of dulness : but good parts attend regularly, and take a

thing immediately. Consider, then, which you would choose; to attend
diligently while you are learning, and thereby excel all other boys, get *

great reputation, and have a great deal more time to play; or else not
mind your book, let boys even younger than yourself get before you, be
laughed at by them for a dunce, and have no time to play at all ; for, I

assure you, if you will not learn, you shall not play. What is the way,
then, tc arrive at that perfection which you promise me to aim at ? It

is, first, to do your duty towards God and man ; without which everj

thing else signifies nothing: secondly, to acquire great knowledge; with
out which you will be a very contemptible man, though you may be a
very honest one; and, lastly, to be very well bred; without which you
will be a very disagreeable, unplea^ing man, though you should be an
uonest and a learned one.

Remember then these three things, and resolve to excel in them all ; toi

they comprehend whatever is DQCOBOarj and useful for this world or the

next; and in proportion a> you improve in them you will enjoy the

affection and tenderness of, Yours.

LETTER XCII.

Bath, Juiy 24, 174*

Dkar Boy : If you have as much pleasure in deserving and receiving

praise, as 1 have in giving it you, when you do deserve it, this letter

will be very agreeable to you, for I write it merely to give you your just
nommendationa, for your theme, which I received this morning. The.

diction, in all the three languages, is better than I could have expected:
the English, particularly, Kfl not inelegant; the thoughts are just and sen

sible : and the historical example.-* With which you illustrate them are apt

and pertinent. I shewed your performance to some men of letters here

and at the same time told them your age; at both which, considerei

together, they expressed great satisfaction, and some surprise; and said,

that if you went on at this rate, hut for live or six years longer, you
would distinguish yourself extremely, and become very considerable;

but then they added (for I must tell you all) that they observed many
forward boys stop short on a sudden, from giddiness and inattention,

and turn out great blockheads at last I answered for you, that this

would not happen to you, for that you was thoroughly sensihle of the

usefulness and necessity of knowledge: that you knew it could not be

acquired without palm and attention, and that you knew too. that the

next four or five years were the only time in your life in which you
could av^uire it. Of this, I must confess, they doubted a little, and
desired that I would remember to show them some of your exercises a

Fear hence, wf licli I promised I would do; so, pray take care to advance,

est what is so much to your honor now, should then prove to your dis

grace. Kon progredi est regredi, is a very true maxim in most thing!
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but is particularly true with regard to learning. I am very glad Mr
Maittaire puts you upon making themes, for that will use you to thin*

;

and your writing them in English, as well as in Latin and Greek, wih
improve you in your own language, and teach you both to write and
peak it with purity and elegance, which it is most absolutely necessary

o do; for though indeed the justness and strength of the thoughts are

Jie most material points, and that words are but the dress of thoughts, yet,

as a very handsome man, or woman, may be disfigured, and rendered
even disagreeable, by an awkward, slovenly, and ragged dress, so good
thoughts may lose great part of their beauty, if expressed in low, impro-

per, and inelegant words. People mistake very much, who imagine
that they must of course speak their own language well, and that there-

fore they need not study it, or attend to it ; but you will soon find how
false this way of reasoning is, if you observe the English spoken by
almost all English people, who have no learning. Most women, and all

the ordinary people in general, speak in open defiance of all grammar,
use words that are not English, and murder those that are ; and though
indeed they make themselves understood, they do it so disagreeably,

that what they say seldom makes amends for their manner of saying it.

I have this day received a letter from Mr. Maittaire, in which he gives

me a better account of you than usual ; which pleases me so much, that

you shall be well rewarded for it when I see you ; that will be before

it is very long, so you need not write to me any more. Adieu.

As you are now in a way of themes, I send you this to exercise yot r

thoughts upon against I come to town.

Sapore, et fari que sentiat.

It is an epistle from Horace to Tibullus ; if you read the whole epistle,

which is a short and an easy one, with Mr. Maittaire, you will see how
those words are introduced ; then you will consider what are the advan-

tages, and the means of acquiring them. If you can illustrate them by
the examples of soma who possess those talents eminently, it will do well.

And if you can find out a simile, very applicable to the possession, or

the want of those talents, it will adorn the composition.

LETTER XOIII.*

England was originally called Britain, when the Romans, under Julius

Caesar, first invaded it ; the Romans continued in Britain about four

hundred years.

The Romans quitted Britain of themselves ; and then the Scotch, who
^snt by the name of the Picts, (from pingere to paint,) because they

painted their skins, attacked the Britons, and beat them; upon which
the Britons called over the Angli, a people of Saxony, to their assistance

against the Picts. The Angli came and beat the Picts ; but then beat

th3 Britons too, and made themselves masters of the kingdom, which

• The rest of the letters on this subject being now recovered, they are here Incorporated.
In the former editions only one letter was printed, which commenced with tht reigr of Khif
OharlM I.
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from then u n name they called Anglia, from whence it was called

England.
These Saxons divided England into seven kingdoms; which were

the Saxon Heptarchy, from e^rra, seven, and apxuv > chief.

Afterwards the Danes invaded England, and made themselves mas-

ters of it ; bnt were soon driven out again, and the Saxon government
restored.

The last invasion of England was by the Normans, under William the

Conqueror, in 1066 ; that is, about seven hundred years ago.

Though William came in by conquest, he did not pretend to govern

absolutely as a conqueror, but thought it the safest way to conform
himself to the constitution of this country. He was a great man.

His son, William Rufus, so calkd because he had red hair, succeeded

hirn. He was killed accidently by one of his own people as he was
hunting. He died without children, and was succeeded by his younger
brother, Henry the First.

Henry the First was a great king. As he had no sons he was suc-

ceeded by his nephew Stephen.
Stephen was attacked by the Empress Maud, who was daughter to

Henry First, and had consequently a better right to the crown than

Stephen. He agreed to a treat with her, by which she let him reign

for his life, and he obliged himself to settle the crown after his death

upon her bod, Henry the Second, who in effect succeeded him.

Henry the Second was a very great king; he conquered Ireland, and
annexed it to the crown of England. He was succeeded by his son

Richard the First.

Rich the First was remarkable by nothing, but by his playing the fool

in a Croisado to Jerusalem ; a prevailing folly of those times, when the

Christians thought to merit Heaven, by taking Jerusalem from the Turks.

He was succeeded by John.
King John was oppressive and tyrannical; so that the people rose

against him, and obliged him to give them a charter, continuing all their

liberties and privileges; which charter subsists to this day. and is called

Magna Charta. He was succeeded by his son, Henry the Third.

Henry the Third had a long but troublesome reign, being in perpetual

disputes with the people and the nobles; sometimes beating, sometimes
beaten. He was succeeded by his son, Edward the First

Edward the first was one of the greatest kings of England, lie eon
quered the principality of Wales, and annexed it to the crown ol Eng
laDd : since which time the eldest son of the king of England has aiwayn
been Prince of Wales. He beat the Scotch several times. Many of our
best laws were made in his reign. His son, Edward the Second suc-

ceeded him.

Edward the Second was a wretched, weak creature, and always guv«
erned by favourites ; so that he was deposed, put into prison, ai.d so»t
afterwards put to death.

His son, Edward the Third, succeeded him ; and was one of the greatest

kings England ever had. He declared war with France ; and with an
army of thirty thousand men beat the French army of sixty thousand
wen, at the famous battle of Crecy, in Picardy, where above thirtt
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thousand Frenoh were killed. His son, who was called the Black
Prince, beat the French again at the battle of Poictier* and took tl.e

king of France prisoner. The French had above threescore thousand
men

; and the Black Prince had but eight thousand. This king founded
the order of the Garter. His son, the Black Prince, died before him, so
that he was succeeded by his grandson, Richard the Second, son to ths
Black Prince.

This Richard the Second had none of the virtues of his father, or
grandfathers ; but was governed by favourites ; was profuse, necessitous,

and endeavoured to make himself absolute ; so that he was deposed,
put into prison, and soon after put to death by Henry the Fourth, who
succeeded him, and who was the first of the House of Lancastei

.

Henry the Fourth was descended from Edward the Third, by John
of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, and had consequently no hereditary right
to the Crown. He beat both the Scotch and the Welsh. He was a
considerable man.
Henry the Fifth, his son, succeeded him ; and was, without dispute,

one of the greatest kings of England ; though he promised little while
he was Prince of Wales, for he had led a dissolute and riotous life, even
robbing sometimes upon the highway. But, as soon as he came to the
throne, he left those shameful courses, declared war to France, and
entirely routed the French army, six times more numerous than his

own, at the famous battle of Agincourt, in Picardy. He died before he
had completed the conquest of France, and was succeeded by his son,

Henry the Sixth, a minor who was left under the guardianship of his

uncles, the Dnkes of Bedford and Gloucester.
Henry the Sixth was so little like his father, that he soon lost all that

his father had got; and though crowned king of France, at Paris, was
driven out of France ; and of all his father's conquests, retained only
Calais. It was a remarkable accident that gave the first turn to the
successes of the English, in France. They were besieging the town of
Orleans, when an ordinary girl, called Joanne d'Arques, took it into her
head that God had appointed her to drive the English out of France.
Accordingly she attacked, at the head of the French troops, and entirely

beat the English. The French call her, La Pucelle a"
1 Orleans. She

was afterwards taken by the English, and shamefully burned for a

witch. Henry had not better success in England ; for being a weak
man himself, and entirely governed by his wife, he was deposed bj
Edward the Fourth, of the House of York, who had the hereditarv
right to the Crown.
Edward the Fourth did nothing considerable, except against the

Scotch, whom he beat. He intended to have attempted the recovery
of France ; but was prevented by his death. He left two sons under
age; the eldest of which was proclaimed king, by the name of Edward
the Fifth. But the Duke of Gloucester, their uncle and guardian mur-
dered them both, to make way for himself to the throne. He was
Richard the Third, commonly called Crook-Back Richard, because he
was cr "-oked.

Richard the Third was so cruel and sanguinary, that he soon became
ftniversally hated. Henry the Seventh, of the House of Lanraster pro
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ited of the general hatred of the people to Richard, raised an army,
and beat Richard at the battle of Bosworth-field, in Leicestershire,

where Richard was killed.

Henry the Seventh was proclaimed king, and soon aftei married the

daughter of Edward the Fourth ; re-uniting thereby the pretensions of

both the Houses of York and Lancaster ; or, as they were then called,

the White Rose and the Red; the White Rose being the arms of the

House of York ; and the Red Rose, the arms of the house of Lau*
caster. Henry the Seventh was a sullen, cunning, and covetous king,

oppressing his subjects to squeeze money out of them ; and accordingly

died unlamented, and immensely rich.

Henry the Eighth succeeded his father. His reign deserves your

attention ; being full of remarkable events, particularly that of the

Reformation.

He was as profuse as his father was avaricious, and soon spent in

idle shew and pleasures the great sums his father left him. lie was
violent and impetuous in all his passions, in satisfying which, he

stopped at nothing. He had married, in his father's lifetime, Catharine,

princess of Spain, the widow of his elder brother, Prince Arthur; but

growing weary Of her, and being in love with Anne Koleyn, he was
resolved to be divorced from his wife, in order to many Anne. The
Pope would not oonsent to this divorce; at which Henry was BO

incensed, that l*e threw off the Pope's authority in England, declared

himself head of the church, and divorced him>elf. You inu>t know,
that in those days of popery and ignorance, the Pope pretended to

be above all kings, and to depose them when be thought proper. He
was DXiveroal head of the church, and disposed of bishoprics and

nastioel matter* in every country in Europe; to which unreason-

able pretenskn. all princes had been fools enough more or 1

submit. But Henry put an end to those pretension^ in England, and
resolved to retain no part of popery that was consistent either with

bis passions, or bis interest; in oonsecnenm of which, he dissolved the

monasteries and religious houses in England, took away their estates,

kept some for himself, and distributed the rest among the considerable

people of thi< country. This iras the beginning of the Reformation in

England, and happened about two hundred yean ago. A- it b>

-.try yon should know what the Reformation is, I must tell you,

that a little more than two hundred years ago, all Europe were Papists.

till one Martin Luther, a German Augustine monk, began in Germany
to reform religion from the errors, absurdities, and superstitions of
Popery. Many German princes, particularly the elector of Saxony,
embraced his doctrines, and protested against the Church of Rome,
from whence they were called Protestants. Read the article Luther in

your Dictionary.

To return to Henrv the Eighth; he married six wives, one after

another, two of whicfi he beheaded for adultery, and put away two
because he did not like them. He was for some time governed abso-
lutely by his first minister, Cardinal Wolsey, who wa« at las* disgraced,
%nd broke his heart.

He was succeeded by his son, Edward tne sixm, wnu was out nine
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years old ; but his guardians being Protestants, the Reformation was
established in England. He died at fifteen years old, and was succeeded
by his half-sister, Mary.
Queen Mary was daughter of Henry the Eighth, by his first wife,

Catharine of Spain. She was a zealous and cruel Papist, imprisoned
and burnt the Protestants, and did all she could to root out the Reform-
ation in England ; but did not reign long enough to do it. She was
married to Philip the Second of Spain, but having no children, was
succeeded by her sister, Queen Elizabeth.

The reign of Queen Elizabeth is, without dispute, the most glorious

in the English history. She established the Reformation, encouraged
trade and manufactures, and carried the nation to a pitch of happiness
and glory it had never seen before, and has never seen since. She
defeated the fleet which Philip the second of Spain sent to invade
England, and which he called the Invincible Armada. She assisted the
Dutch, who had revolted from the, tyranny of the same king's govern
ment ; and contributed to the establishment of the Republic of th**

United Provinces. She was the support of the Protestant cause in

Europe. In her reign we made onr first settlement in America, which
was Virginia, so called from her, because she was a virgin, and never
married. She beheaded her cousin Mary, Queen of Scotland, who was
continually forming plots to dethrone her, and usurp the kingdom. She
reigned four-and-forty years, with glory to herself, and advantage to

her kingdom. Lord Burleigh was her wise and honest minister during
almost her whole reign. As she died without children, she was suc-

ceeded by her nearest relation, King James the First, the son of Mary,
Queen of Scots, who was beheaded.
With King James the First the family of the Stuarts came to the

throne, and supplied England successively with four very bad kings.

King James had no one of the virtues of his predecessor Queen Eliza-

beth ; but had all the faults and vices that a man, or even a king, can
have. He was a most notorious coward and liar, a formal pedant;
thinking and calling himself wise, without being so in any degree

;

wanting always to make himself absolute, without either parts or cou-
rage to compass it. He was the bubble of his favourites, whom he
enriched, and always in necessity himself. His reign was inglorious

and shameful, and laid the foundation of all the mischief that happened
under the reign of his son and successor, King Charles the First.

Observe, that until King James the First, Scotland had its own kings,

and was independent of England ; but he being king of Scotland when
Queen Elizabeth died, England and Scotland have from that time been
united under the same king.

King Charles the First succeded his father King James the First

;

And, though he was nothing very extraordinary, was still much better

than his father, having both more sense and more courage. He married
a princess of France, daughter to Henry the Great ; who, being a zeal-

ous Papist, and a busy, meddling woman, had an influence over him,
which contributed much to his misfortunes. He had learned from his

father to fancy that he had a right to be absolute ; and had the couraga
<hat his father wanted to try for it. This made him quarrel with parlia-
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ments, and attempt to rise money without them, which no king has a

right to do : but there was then spirit and virtue enough in the nation,

to oppose it. He would likewise, by the advice of a hot-headed parson,

(Archbishop Laud) establish the Common Prayer through the whole
kingdom by force, to which the Presbyterians would not submit.

These, and many other violences, raised a civil war in the nation, in

which he was beaten and taken prisoner. A high court of justice was
erected on purpose for his trial, where he was tried and condemned for

high treason against the constitution; and was beheaded publicly, about
one hundred years ago, at Whitehall, on the 30th of January. This
action is much blamed; but, however, if it had not happened, we had
had no liberties left.

After Charles's death, the parliament governed for a time, but the

jray soon took the power out of their hands : and then Oliver Cromwell,
a private gentleman of Huntingdonshire, and a colonel in that army,
usurped the government, and called himself the Protector. He was a

very brave and a very able man ; and carried the honour of England to

the highest pitch of glory ; making himself both feared and respected by
all the powers in Europe. He got us the island of Jamaica from the

Spaniards, and Dunkirk, which Charles the Second shamefully sold

afterwards to the French. He died in about ten years after he had
usurped the government, which he left to his son Richard, who, being

a blockhead, could not keep it, so that King Charles the Second was
restored, by the means of General Monk, who was then at the head of

the army.
King Charles the Second, who, during the life of Cromwell, had

beea vanderinj about from one country to another, instead of profiting

^y his an -
ersities, had only collected the vices of all ihe countries he had

U*>n in. He had no religion, or, if any, was a Papist; and his brother,

th^ L>uke of York, was \ declared one. He gave all he had to whores
\nd favourites; end was so necessitous, that he became a pensioner to

Prance. He lived unca>ily with his people and his parliament; and was
*t last poisoned As he died without children, he was succeeded by his

brother, the Duke of York, then
King James th^ Beoond; who was a sour, cruel, and tyrannical dispo-

siton, and a zealous Papist. He resolved at once to be above the laws,

make himself absolute, and establish popery ; upon which the nation

very wisely and justly, turned him out, before he had reigned quits

four years ; and called the Prince of Orange from Holland, who had mar-
ried King James's eldest daughter, Mary.
The Prince and Princess of Orange were then declared by parliament

King and Queen of England, by the title of King William the Third, and
Queen Mary; and this is called the Revolution.

Queen Mary was an excellent princess; but she died seven years
before King William, without children. King William was a brave and
warlike king: he would have been glad of more power than he ought
to have ; but his parliaments kept him within due bounds against his

will. To the Revolution we again owe our liberties. King William,
dying without children, was succeeded by Queen Anne, the second
lighter of King James the Second.
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The reign of Queen Anne was a glorious one, by the success of he*

arms against E. *nce, under the Duke of Marlborough. As she died

without children the family of th^ Stuarts ended in her, and the crown
went to the Hous*. v>f Hanover, as the next Protestant family ; so that

she was succeede- by King George the First, father of the present

king.

LETTER XGIV.
Satwrday.

8ir: The fame of your erudition, and other shining qualifications,

having reached to Lord Orrery, he desired me, that you might dine

with him and his son, Lord Boyle, next Sunday ; which I told him you
should. By this time, I suppose, you have heard from him ; if you
have not, you must however go there between two and three to-morrow,
and say, that you came to wait upon Lord Boyle, according to nis Lord-
ship's orders, of which I informed you. As this will deprive me of the

honour and pleasure of your company at dinner to morrow, I will hop«
for it at breakfast, and shall take care to have your chocolate ready.

Though I need not tell one of your age, experience, and knowledge of

the world, how necessary good-breeding is, to recommend one to man-
kind; yet as your various occupations of Greek and cricket, Latin and
pitch-farthing, may possibly divert your attention from this subject, I

take the liberty of reminding you of it, and desiring you to be very well-

bred, at Lord Orrery's. It is good-breeding alone that can prepossess

people in your favour at first sight, more time being necessary to dis-

cover greater talents. This good-breeding, you know, does not consist

in low bows and formal ceremony ; but in an easy, civil and respectfuj

behaviour. You will take care, therefore, to answer with complaisance,

when you are spoken to ; to place yourself at the lower end of the table,

unless bid to go higher; to drink first to the lady of the house, and next

to the master; not to eat awkwardly or dirtily; not to sit when others

stand : and to do all this with an air of complaisance, and not with a

grave, sour look, as if you did it all unwillingly. I do not mean a silly,

insipid smile, that fools have when they would be civil; but an aii of

sensible good-humour. I hardly know any thing so difficult to attain,

or so necessary to possess, as perfect good-breeding ; which is equally

inconsistent with a still formality, and impertinent forwardness, and
an awkward bashfulness. A little ceremony is often necessary ; a cer-

tain degree of firmness is absolutely so ; and an outward modesty is

extremely becoming ; the knowledge of the world, and your own obser-

vations, must, and alone can tell you the proper quantities of each.

Mr. Fitzgerald was with me yesterday, and commended you much

;

go on to deserve commendations, and you will certainly meet with them.

Adieu.

LETTER XCV.
Hmrfagr.

Dear Boy : Good-breeding is so important an article in life, and so

absolutely necessary for you, if you would please, and be well received
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In the world, that I must give you another lecture ipon it,, and possibly

this will not be the last neither.

I only mentioned in my last the general rules of common civility

which whoever does not observe, will pass for a bear, and be as unwel
come as one, in company

;
and there is hardly any body brutal enough

not to answer when they are spoke to, or not to say, sir, my lord, or

madam, according to the rank of the people they speak to. But it is

not enough not to be rude; you should be extremely civil, and distin-

guished for your good-breeding. The first principle of this good-breeding
is never to say any thing that you think can be disagreeable to any body
In company; but, on the contrary, you should endeavour t;> sty what
will be agreeable to them; and that in an easy and natural manner,
without seeming to study for compliments. There is likewise such a
thing as a civil look, and a rude look; and you should look civil, as

well as be so; for if, while you are saying a civil thing, you look gruff

and surly, as most English bumkins do, nobody will be obliged to you
for a civility that seemed to come so unwillingly. If you have occa-

sion to contradict any body, or to set them right from a mistake, it

would be very brrtal to say, That is not so ; I know better; or, You
are out ; but you suould say with a civil look, / beg your pardon, J

believe you mistake ; or, If I may take the liberty oj contradicting you,

I beliere it is ao and so ; for though you may know a thing better than

other people, yet it is very shocking to tell them so directly, without

pomething to soften it; but remember particularly, that whatever you
6ay or do, with ever BO civil an intention, a great deal consists in the

manner n,i.<\ the look, which must be genteel, easy, and natural, and is

easier to be fit tir.n described.

Civility i.i particularly due to all women; and remember, that no
pn-v toatra whatsoever oan justify any man in not being civil to every
woman; M\d the greatest man in England would justly be reckoned
brut*-, it' he were DOt civil to the meanest woman. It is due to their

sex, and is the only protection they have against the superior strength

sfonn; nay, even a little flattery IS allowable with women; and a

man may, without meanness, tell I woman that she is either hand-
somer or wiser than she is. 1 repeat it again to you, observe the French
people, and mind bow easily and naturally civil their address is, and how
agreeabl) they insinuate little civilities in their conversation. They
thir k it BO essential, that they call an honest man and a civil man by the

sai..i Dame, of hounite homme ; and the Romans called civility hutnan-
itas, as thinking it inseparable from humanity. As nobody can instruct

you in good-breeding Better than your Mamma, be sure you mind all

she says to you upon that subject, and depend upon it, that your repu-

tation and success in the world will, in a great measure, depend upon
the degree of good-breeding you are master of. You cannot begin too
early to take that turn, in order to make it natural and habitual to

you; which it is to very few Englishmen, who, neglecting it while
they are young, find out too late, when they are old, how necessary it is,

and then cannot get it right. There is hardly a French cook that is not

better bred than most Englishmen of quality, and that cannot present

himself with more ease, and a better address, in any mixed company
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Remember to practise all this
t
and then, with the learning which 1

hope you will have, yon may arrive at what I reckon almost the perfec-

tion of human nature, English knowledge with French good-breeding.

Adieu

!

LETTER XOVI.

Frtday Morning

L>bab Boy: I am very well pleased with the substance of your
letter ; and as for the inaccuracies with regard to style and grammar,
you could have corrected them all yourself, if you had taken time. I

return it to you here corrected, and desire that you will attend to the

difference, which is the way to avoid the same faults for the future.

I would have your letter, next Thursday, be in English, and let it b<>

written as accurately as you are able ; I mean with respect to the lan-

guage, grammar, and stops ; for, as to the matter of it, the less troulle

you give yourself, the better it will be. Letters should be easy ai i

natural, and convey to the persons, to whom we send them, just y,k t

we would say to those persons, if we were with them. You may as

well write it on the Wednesday, ct your leisure, and leave it to be givjn

to my man, when he comes for it on Thursday.
Monsieur Coudert will go to you three times a-week : Tuesdays a:;l

Saturdays, at three of the clock, and Thursdays at five. He will read

modern history with you ; and, at the same time, instruct you in geo-

graphy and chronology ; without both which, the knowledge of history

is very imperfect, and almost useless. I beg, therefore, that you will

give great attention to them ; they will be of the greatest use to you.

As I know you do not love to stay long in the same place, I flatter

myself, that you will take care not to remain long in that you have got,

in the middle of the third form : It is in your own power to be soon out

of it, if you please : and I hope the love of variety will tempt you.

Pray be attentive and obedient to Mr. Fitzgerald ; I am particularly

obliged to him for undertaking the care of you ; and if you are diligent,

and mind your business when with hiin, you will rise very fast in the

school. Every remove (you know) is to be attended by a reward from
me, besides the credit you will gain for yourself; which, to so great a

soul as yours, I presume, is a stronger inducement that any other reward
can be: but, however, you shall have one. I know very well you will

not be easy till you are got above Master Onslow ; but as he learns very

well, I fear you will never be able to do it, at least not without taking

more pains than, I believe, you will care to take ; but, should that ever

happen, there shall be a very considerable reward for you, besides

fame.

Let me know, in your next, what books you read in your place at

•chooL, and what you do with Mr. Fitzgerald. Adieu.

LETTER X'JVII.

Chkltenham, June 25, 1748.

f>R4»i Roy : Th".* morning I received your letter of the 23d of June.

%ad not of July as you had dated it. I am very glad you have had tha*
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troublesome tooti- drawn
;
you will now, I dare say, be perfectly easy,

and have no interruptions, I nope, from school. I send you back your
theme, the sense of which I am very well satisfied with ; I have cor-

rected tht English of it, which corrections I desire you will observe and
remember. Though propriety and accuracy are commendable in every
language, the\ are particularly necessary in one's own; and distinguish

people of fashion and education from the illiterate vulgar. Those who
speak and write a language with purity and elegance, have a great
advantage over even those who are free from faults, but have yet no
beauty nor happiness of style and expression. Cicero says, very truly,

that it is a very great ornament and advantage to excel other men in the

particular quality, in which men excel beasts, Speech. Direct your next
to me here, and after that to Bath. Adieu 1 and, in proportion as you
deserve it, I shall always be, Yours.

LETTER XOVIII.

!«, *i«4 16, 1748.

Dkah Bot : I received, this morning, your letter and theme ; both which
were so much better written than the former, that I almost read them
at sight. It is therefore plain that you could do better than you did, and
1 aiu sure you can do better still, and desire that you will be pleased to

do so. I send you back your letter for the sake of two gross faults in

orthography, which I have corrected, and which it is fit you should
observe. Those things, which all people can do well if they please, it is

a shame to do ill. As, for example, writing and spelling well only

require care and attention. There are other things which people are

not obliged to «lo at all; but, if they do them at all, are obliged to do
them well, or they make themselves very ridioulooi by attempting

them. A>, for instance, dancing, mnsio, painting; which a man is not

Obliged to know at all ; but then he is obliged by common BOTSe not to do

them at all, unless he does them well. I am very glad to hear f hat you
have increased your fortune, by the acquisition of two Lter pence.

In that article, (in spite of the Old proverb,) I recommend to you, to he

penny wise, and to take a great deal of pains to get more. Money so

got bringa along with it, what seldom aooompanies money, honour. As
you are now got into sense versos, remember, that it is not sufficient to

put a little common sense into hexameters and pentameters; that alone

does not constitute poetry ; but observe, and endeavour to imitate the

poetical diction, the epithets, and the images of the poets; for, though
the Latin maxim is a true one, NimitW poeta, Jit orator ; that relates

only to the genius, the fire, and the invention of the poet, which is cer-

tainly never to be acquired, but must be born with him. But the

mechanical parts of the poetry, such as the diction, the numbers, and
the harmony, they are to be acquired by care. Many words, that are

very properly u-^ed in prose, are much below the dignity of verse. Fre-

quent epithets would be very improper and atfected in prose, but are

almost necessary in verse. Thus you will observe, that Ovid, the poet

vou now read, adds an epithet to almost every substantive: which
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epithet is to point out some particular circumstance or peculiarity »f

the substantive. Virgil commonly gives the epithet of Pius to his hero

iEneas, on account of his remarkable piety, both to his father AnchiseE,

and to the gods ; but then, when he represents him fighting, or making
love, he judiciously changes the epithet, and call him Dux Mneas, a more
proper epithet in those situations. Ovid, in h's epistle from Penelope to

Ulysses, makes her give him the epithet of lentus, because he was so

long coming home,

Hanc tua Penelope lento tibi mittit Ulyssi.

When you read the Poets, attend to all these things, as well as merely

to the literal construction of the language, or the feet of the verse,

I hope you take pains with Mr. Fitzgerald, and improve much in

Greek ; for that, I am sure, is in your power. I will give you Horace's

advice upon that subject.

-Vog exemplaria Grseca
Nocturna versate manu, versate diurna.

Everybody knows Latin, but few people know Greek well ; so that you
will distinguish yourself much more by Greek, than you can by Latin,

and, considering how long you have learned it, you ought to know it as

well.

If you would have me bring you anything from hence, let me know
what, and you shall have it

;
provided that, at my return, I hear an

equally good account of you from Dr. Nichols, Mr. Fitzgerald, and
Monsieur Coudert. Adieu.

LETTER XCIX.

Bath, August 8, 1748.

Dear Boy : I am very sorry to hear from London that you have got

a rash, which I suppose proceeds from an immense quantity of bad flruit

you hava eaten • however, it is well for you that the distemper dis-

charges itself in this way, and you will be the better for it afterwards.

But pray, let all fruit, for some time, be forbidden fruit to you; and let

no Westminster Eve, with either stall or basket, tempt you to taste.

Health, in my mind, deserves more attention than life ; and yet one
would think that few people knew the value of it, by their way of

living. Fruit is yet the only irregularity your age exposes you to ; and

you see the consequences of it ; but they are not to compare to the ill

consequences which attend the irregularities of manhood. Wine ard
women give incurable distempers. Fevers, the gout, the stone, the pox,

are the necessary consequences of debauchery ; and can rational crea-

tures then wilfully bring such misfortunes upon themselves? I am sure

you never will. Mens sana in corpore sano, is the truest description of

human happiness; I think you have them both at present; take care to

keep them; it is in your power to do it.

If I should not be in town before the silly breaking up for Bartholo-

mew-tide. I would have you then go as usual to Dr. Maittaire, to amuw
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yourself with Greek. I have wrote to him about it; and I expert a

much better account of you from him this bieaking up, than I had the

lust. Do not write to me after next Thursday, for I leave this place

next Saturday. You need not send me any theme, since you have not

been well, and I will be satisfied with hearing of your recovery ; but

you may get the two themes I sent you ready against I come to town.

You will observe, they are direct contrary subjects, and I shall be glad

to know what you can urge on each side of the question. Maquis
tamen excidit ausis, is what Ovid says of Pheeton, to excuse his

attempting what he could not perform; and implies that there is some
degree of merit in attempting great things, even though one fails. The
)ther, Aut nunquam tentes, aut per/ice, recommends prudence in all we
undertake, and to attempt nothing that we are not sure to be able to

go t!'r«<;;gh with. Adieu!

LETTER C.

Dcblih, January 26, 1746.

Dk4r Boy : As there are now four mails due from England, one of

which, at least, will, I suppose, bring me a letter from you, I take this

opportunity of acknowledging it before-hand, that you may not accuse

me (as you once or twice have done) of negligence. I am very glad to

find by your letter which I am to receive, that you are determined to

apply yourself seriously to your business; to attend to what you learn,

in order to learn it well ; and to reflect and reason upon what you have
learned, that your learning may be of use to you. These are very good
resolutions, and I applaud you mightily for them. Now for your lest

letter, which I have received: You rebuke me very severely tor not

knowing, or at least not remembering, that you have been some 'line in

the firth form. Here, I confess I am at a loss what to say for myself ;

for, on the one hand, I own it is not probable that you would not, ai

the time, have communicated an event of that importance to me; and,

on the other hand, it is not likely, that, if you had informed me of it,

I could have forgotten it. You Bay that it happened six months ago; in

which, with all due submission to you, I apprehend you are mistaken,

because that must have been before I left England, which I am sure it

was not; and it doef not appear, in any of your original manuscript.
that it happened >ince. May not this possibly proceed from the

o-citaticy of the writer? To this oscitancy of the librarians we owe SO

many mistakes, hiatus's, lacuna), &c, in the ancient manuscripts. It

may here be Deceesarv to explain to you the meaning of the oscitantt*

Hhrarii ; which 1 believe you will easily take. These persons (before

printing was invented) transcribed the works of authors, sometime- for

their own profit, but oftener (as they were generally slaves) for the

profit of their master-, in the first case, dispatch more than accuracy
wks their object, for th»- faster they wrote, the more they got; in the

U»tt©" case (observe this) as it was a task imposed upon them, which
rj.ey did not dare to refuse, they were idle, careless, and incorrect, not

giving themselves the trouble to read over what they had written. The
5
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celebrated AtUcus kept a great number of these transcribing ».a\»es, and
got great sums of money by their labours.

But, to return now to your fifth form, from whence I have ctrayed, i\

may be, too long : Pray what do you do in that country ? Be so kind

as to give me a description of it. What Latin and Greek books do you
read there ? Are your exercises, exercises of invention ? or do you still

put the bad English of the Psalms into bad Latin, and nnly change the

shape of Latin verse, from long to short, and from *hort to long?

People do not improve, singly, by travelling, but by the observations

they make, and by keeping good company where they do travel. So, I

hope, in your travels through the fifth form, you keep company with

Horace and Cicero, among the Romans ; and Homer and Xenophon,
among the Greeks ; and that you are got out of the worst company in

the world, the Greek epigrams. Martial has wit, and is worth your

looking into sometimes; but I recommend the Greek epigrams to your

supreme contempt. Good night to you.

J <ER CI.

Haqoi, April 15, N. S. 17».

Dear Boy : Give the inclosed to Monsieur Coudert : 'tis in answer
to one I received from him ucely, in which he commends you and con-

sequently pleases me. If your praises give me so much pleasure, how
lauch more must they give you, when they came round to you, and are

consequently untainted with flattery 1 To be commended by those, who
themselves deserve to be commended, and for things commendable in

themselves, is in my mind the greatest pleasure any body can feel.

Tacitus expresses it with great strength, in three words, when he relates

that Germamcus used to go about his camp in disguise to hear what his

soldiers and officers said of him ; and overhearing them always speak

well of him, adds, Fruitur fama sui: He enjoys his own reputation.

No man deserves reputation, who does not desire it, and whoever
desires it, may be sure, to a certain degree, to deserve it, and to have
it. Do you therefore win it, and wear it : I can assure you that no man
is well dressed who does not wear it : he had better be in rags.

Next to character, which is founded upon solid merit, the most pleas

ing thing to one's self is to please, and tLat depends upon the manner
of exerting those good qualities tbat form the character. Here tlie

graces are to be called in, to accompany and adorn every word and

action ; the look, the tone of voice, the manner of speaking, the gestures,

must all conspire to form that Je ne SQai ryoi, that every body feels,

although nobody can exactly describe. The >>est way of acquiring it, I

believe, is to observe by what particular circumstances each person

pleases you the best, and imitate that pe~oon in that particular ; foi

what pleases you will probably please another.

Monsieur Dunoyers will come to you this breaking up, not so mu»>l

to teach you so dance, as to walk, stand, and tit well. They are n«i

inch trifles as they are commonly thought, and people are more
Influenced by them than they imagine; therefore, pray mine1 them, an<?
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let sonteel and graceful motion and attitudes become habitual to you.

A.dieu ! i ^hall see you before it is very long.

TETTER OIL

April 80, S. H. 1746.

Dkar Coy: You rebuke me very justly for my mistake, between

Juno and Venus, and I am very glad to be corrected by you. It is

Juno's speech to ^Eolus, in the first book of Virgil, that I meant, and if

I said Venus's, I said very wrong. What led me into the error at the

time might possibly be, that in that speech (if I remember right) Juno

assumes a title of Venus's character, and offers to procure for J2olusby

way of bribe.

Your Easter breaking-up is by good luck, but short, and I hope 1

shall see you in England before your Whitsuntide idleness ; though I

flatter myself you will not make it a time of idleness, at least I will do

my endeavours to prevent it.

I am sure you are now old enough, and I hope and believe that yoa

are wise enough, to be sensible of the great advantage you will receive

for the rest of your life, from application in the beginning of it. It* you

have rogard for your character, if you would be loved and esteemed

hereafter, this is your time, and your only time, to get the materials

together, and to lay the foundation of your future reputation; the

superstructure will be easily finished afterwards. One year's applica-

tion now is worth ten to you hereafter; therefore pray take pains now,

in order to have pleasure afterwards : and mind always what you are

about, be it what it will ; it is so much time saved. Besides, there is

no one surer sign in the world of a little frivolous mind, than to be

thinking of one thing while one is doing another; for whatever is worth

doing is worth thinking of it while one is doing it. Whenever you find

anybody incapable of attei.tion to the same object for a quarter of an

hour together, and easily diverted from it by some tritle, you may
depend upon it that person is frivolous, and incapable of anything great

Let nothing deturn you from the thing you are about, unless it be of

much greater consequence than that tiling.

You will be thirteen by the time I shall see you ; and considering the

care I have taken of you. you ought to be at thirteeu what other boya

are at sixteen; so that I expect to find you about sixteen at my return.

Good-night to you.

LETTER CIII.

Ddbui Castl*, November 12, 1746.

Dk.ui Boy : I have received your two letters, of the 26th October

and 2d November, both which were pretty correct; excepting that you
make use of the word disaffection, to express want of affection ; in

which sense it is seldom or never used, but with regard to the Govern
meet. People whe are against the Government are said to be dis
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affected ; but one never saya such a person is disaffected to his father,

his mother, &c, though in truth it would be as proper ; but usage alone

decides of language ; and that usage, as I have observed before, is the

usage of people of fashion and letters. The common people in every

country speak their own language very ill ; the people of fashion (as

they are called) speak it better, but not always correctly, because they
are not always people of letters. Those wno speak their own language
most accurately are those who have learning, and are at the same time
in the polite world ; at least their language will be reckoned the stan-

dard of the language of that country. The grammatical rules of most
languages are pretty nearly the same, and your Latin grammar will

teach you to speak English grammatically. But every language has its

particular idioms and peculiarities, which are not to be accounted for,

but, being established by usage, must be submitted to ; as for instance,

How do you dz? is absolute nonsense, and has no meaning at all ; but
is used by everybody, for What is the state of your health ? There aie

a thousand expressions of this kind in every language, which, though
infinitely absurd, yet being universally received, it would be still more
absurd not to make use of them. I had a letter by last post from Mr.
Maittaire, in which he tells me, that your Greek grammar goes pretty

well, but that you do not retain Greek words ; without which your
Greek rules will be of very little use. This is not want of memory, I

am sure, but want of attention ; for all people remember whatever they

attend to. They say that "great wits have short memories ;" but I say

that only fools have short ones ; because they are incapable of attention,

at least to anything that deserves it, and then they complain of want
of memory.

It is astonishing to me that you have not the ambition to excel in

everything you do ; which, by attention to each thing, and to no other

at that time, you might easily bring about. Can anything be more
flattering than to be acknowledged to excel in whatever one attempts?

and can idleness and dissipation afford any ple^ure equal to that? Qui
nil molitur inepte, was said of Homer; and in the best thing that can

be said of anybody. Were I in your place, I potest I would be melan-
choly and mortified, if I did not both construe Homer, and play at

pitch, better than any boy of my own age, and in my own form. 1 like

the epigram you sent last very well, and would have you in every letter

transcribe ten or a dozen lines out of some good author ; I leave the

choice of the subject, and of the language, to you. What I mean by it

is, to make you retain so many shining passages of different authors,

which writing them is the likeliest way of doing, provided you will but

attend to them while you write them. Adieu ! Work hard, or you
will pass j our time very ill at my return.

LETTER CIV.

Dublin Castle, November 29, 1745.

Dear Boy: I have received your last Saturday's perform* :.et , with

which I &m very well satisfied. I know nor have heard of no Mr St.
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Maurice here; and young Pain, whom I have made an e. sign, was here

nj'im the spot, as were every one of those I have named in these new
levies.

Now that the Christmas breaking-up draws near, I have ordered Mr.
Desnoyers to go to ymo, during that time, to teach you to dance. I

desire you will partionlazly attend to the graceful motion of your arms;
which, with the mam *r of putting on your hat, and giving your hand,

is all that a gentleman need attend to. Dancing is in itself a v.:y

trilling, silly thing; out it is one of those established follies to wh :L

people of sense are sometimes obliged to conform; and then they should

be able to do it well. And, though I would not have you a dancer, yet,

when you do dance, I would have you dance well, as I would have you
do everything you do well. There is no one thing so trifling, but which
(if it is to be done at all) ought to be clone well ; and I have often told

you, that I wished you even played at pitch, and cricket, better than any
boy at Westminister. For instance, dress is a very foolish thing, and
yet it is a very foolish thing for a man not to be well dressed, according

to his rank and way of life; and it is BO far from being a disparagement
to any man's understandii g, that it fa rather a proof of it, to be as well

dressed as those whom lie lives with : the difference in this case between
a man of sense and a fop, is, that the fop values himself upon his dress,

and the man of sense laughs at it, at the same time that he knows he

must not neglect it. There are a thousand foolish onstoma of this kind,

which, not being crirnir'd, must be complied with, and even cheerfully,

by men of sense. Dioc^nes the Cynic was a wise man for despising

them ; but a fool for showing it. Be wiser than other people, if you
can; but do not tell them so.

It is a very fortunate thing for Sir Charles Hothara, to have fallen

into the hands of one of your age, experience, and knowledge of the

world: I am persuaded you will take Infinite care of him. Good
night.

LETTER CV.

Dublin Castlb, February 8, 1746.

Sir: I have been honored with two letters from you, since I troubled

y»u with my last; and I have likewise received a letter from Mr.
Morel, containing a >hort, but beautiful manuscript, said to be yours;

bit, I OOnfess, I can hardly believe it, because it so wry different from
your common writing: and I will not suppose that yon do not always
write as well as you can; for to do anything ill that one can do w t ll, If

a degree of negligence which I can never suspect you of. I aiirayi

applauded your laudable ambition of excelling in everything you
attempted, and therefore make no doubt but that you will, in a little

time, be able to write full as well as the person (whoever he was) that

wrote that manuscript which is said to be yours. People like you
have a contempt for mediocrity, and are not satisfied with escaping cen-

sure; the} itim at praise, and, by desiring, seldom fail deserving and
acquiring it.

You ; ropose, I find, Demosthenes for your model; and you hav*
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ehoseu very well ; b it remember the pains he took to be what he was
He spoke near the sea, in storms, both to use himself to speak alou<l

and not to be disturbed by the noise and tumult of public assemblies

;

he put stones in his mouth, to help his elocution, which naturally was
not advantageous: from which facts I conclude, that, whenever lie

spoke, he opened both his lips and his teeth : and that he articulated

every word and every syllable distinctly, and full loud enough to be
heard the whole length of my library.

As he took so much pains for the graces of oratory only, I conclude

he took still more for the more solid parts of it. I am apt to think he
applied himself extremely to the propriety, the purity, and the elegancy

of his language ; to the distribution of the parts of his oration ; to the

force of his arguments ; to the strength of his proofs ; and to the pas-

sions, as well as the judgments of his audience. I fancy he began with
exordium, to gain the good opinion and the affections of his audience

;

that afterwards he stated the point in question, briefly, but clearly ; that

he then brought his proofs, afterwards his arguments, and that he con-

cluded with a peroratio, in which he recapitulated the whole suc-

cinctly, enforced the strong parts, and artfclly slipped over the weak
ones ; and at last made his strong push at the passions of his hearers.

Wherever you would persuade or prevail, address yourself to the pas-

sions; it is by them that mankind is to be taken. Cfflsar bade his sol-

diers, at the battle of Pharsalia, aim at the faces of Pompey's men ; they

did so, and prevailed. I bid you strike at the passions ; and if you do,

you too will prevail. If you can once engage people's pride, love, pity,

ambition (or whichever is their prevailing passion) on your side, you
need not fear what their reason can do against you.

I am, with the greatest respect, Your, &c.

LETTER OVI.

Dublin, February 18, 1T46.

Deajb Boy : I received your letter, of the 11th, with great pleasure,

it being well written in every sense. I am glad that you begin to taste

Horace ; the more you read him the better you will like him. His Art
of Poetry is, in my mind, his master-piece; and the rules he there lays

down are applicable to almost every part of life. To avoid extremes, to

observe propriety, to consult one's own strength, and to be consistent

from beginning to end, are precepts as useful for the man as for the

poet. When you read it, have this observation in your mind, and you
will find it holds true throughout. You are extremely welcome to my
Tacitus, provided you make a right use of it ; that is, provided you
read it ; but I doubt it is a little too difficult for you yet. He wrote in

the time of Trajan, when the Latin language had greatly degenerated
from the purity of the Augustan age. Besides, he has a peculiar con-

ciseness of style, that often renders him obscure. But be knew, and
describes mankind perfectly well ; and that is the great and useful know-
ledge. You cannot apply yourself too soon, nor too carefully to it. The
jiore you know men, the less you will trust them. Young pmple have
tommonly an unguarded openness and frankness ; they contract friend
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ihipe easily, »ro credulous to professions, and are always the dupes of

thou. If you v.i.uld have your secret kept, keep it yourself; and, as it

is yo»sible thai your friend may one day or other become your enemy,
take care not to put yourself in his power, while he is your friend. The
same arts and tricks that boys will now try upon you, for balls, bats,

and halfpence, men will make use of with you when you are a man, for

other purposes.

Your French epigram is a pretty one. I send you another in return,

which was made upon a very insignificant, obscure fellow, who left a
•urn of money in his will, for an epitaph to be left upon him.

Colas est mort de maladie,
Tu veux que j'en pleure le sort

;

Que diable veux-tu que j'en dise?
Colas Tiyoit I Colas est mort.

It exposes perfectly well the silly vanity of a fellow, who, though he had
never done an) thing to be spoken of in his lifetime, wanted to have
something said of him after his death. I will give you, into the bar-

gain, a very good English epitaph, upon a virtuous and beautiful young
lady:

Underneath this stone doth lie

A* luui-lr riii-je as could die;
Which, «h<?a alive, did vigour five
Tu u much beauty as could live.

A die a I Work hard ; for your day of trial draws near.

LETTER CVII.

Dcbu», February 26, \14A.

Sun; '.ulbus In Satlra videar nlmu acer.

I (ir.d, Sir, you are one of those; thou I cannot imagine why yo';

think so, unless something that I have said, very innocently, has hap
pened to bo very applicable to somebody or other of your acquaintance.

He makes the satire who applies it, qui capit ille facit : I hope you do
not think I meant you, by anything I have said; because, if you do, it

seems to Imply a consciousness of some guilt, which I dare not pre-

sume to suppose in your case. I know my duty too well, to express,

and your merit too well, to entertain such a suspicion. I have not

lately read the satirical authors you mention, having very little time
here to read. But, u.» -<>on as I return to England, there is a book that

I shall read over carefully ; a book that I published not quite fourteen

years ago; it is a small quarto, and, though I say it myself, there is

something good in it; but at the same time it is so incorrect, so inac-

curate, and b*i *> many faults, that I must have a better edition of it

published, which I will carefully revise and correct. It will soon be
much more generally read than it has been yet; and therefore it is

necessary that it should, prodire in lucem, multo emendatior. I believe

rou have seldom dipped int*, this book ; and, moreover I believe it wiU
oe the last boo* that you will read with proper attention ; otherwise.
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if you would take the trouble, you could help me in tli's nrw edition inoft

than any body. If you will promise me your assistance I will tell you
the book ; till then I shall not name it.

You will find all the Spectators that are good, that is, all Addison's,

in my library, in one large quarto volume of his works ; which is per-

fectly at your service.

Pray tell Monsieur Coderc, (who you, with grammatical purity, say

has been to General Cornwall) that I do not doubt, but mat whole affair

will be set right in a little time. Adieu.

LETTER OVIII.

Dublin Castle, March 10, 1746.

Sir : I most thankfully acknowledge the honour of two or three let

ters from you, since I troubled you with my last ; and am very proud

of the repeated instances you give me of your favour and protection,

which I shall endeavor to deserve.

I am very glad that you went to hear a trial in the Court of King's

Bench ; and still more so, that you made the proper animadversions

upon the inattention of many of the people in the Court. As you

observed very well the indecency of that inattention, I am sure you
will never be guilty of anything like it yourself. There is no surer

sign in the world of a little, weak mind, than inattention. What-
ever is worth doing at all, is worth doing well; and nothing can be

well done without attention. It is the sure answer cf a fool,

when you ask him about anything that was said or done where he

was present, that " truly he did not mind it." And why did not the

fool mind it? What had he else to do there, but to mind what
was doing? A man of sense sees, hears, and retains, every thing that

passes where he is. I desire I may never hear you talk of not minding,

nor complain, as most fools do, of a treacherous memory. Mind, not

only what pe *ple say, but how they say it ; and if you have any sagacity,

you may discover more truth by your eyes than by your ears. People

can say what they will, but they cannot look just as they will; and

their looks frequently discover what their words are calculated to con-

ceal. Observe, therefore, people's looks carefully, when they speak not

only to you, but to each other. I have often guessed, by people's faces,

what they were saying, though I could not hear one word they said.

The most material knowledge of all, I mean the knowledge of the world,

is never to be acquired without great attention ; and I know many old

people, who, though they have lived long in the world, are but children

still as to the knowledge of it, from their levity and inattention. Cer-

tain forms, which all people comply with, and certain arts, which all

people aim at, hide, in some degree, the truth, and give a general

exterior resemblance to almost every body. Attention and sagacity

must see through that veil, and discover the natural chaiwter. You
are of an age now, to reflect, to observe and compare chirjctcrs, and tc

arm yourself against the common arts, at least, of the world. If a man.

with whom you are but barely acquainted, aDd to whom you have made
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ao offois nor given any mnrks of friendship, makes you, on a sudden,

strong professions of his, receive them with civility, but do not repay

them with confidence: h? certai: ly means to deceive you ; for one man
does not fall in love with another at sight. If a man uses strong pro-

restations ^r oath;*, to make you believe a thing, which is of itself so

ikely and probable, that the bare saying of it would be sufficient,

depend upon it he lies, and is highly interested in making you believe

it ; or else he would not take so much pains.

In about five weeks, I propose having the honour of laying myself at

vour feet: which I hope to find grown longer than they were wheL I

left tbijm. Adieu.

LETTER CIX.

Dcblm, March 28, 1746.

Da- k Bo> : You are a mere (Edipus, and 1 do not believe a Sphynx
c<»uld puzzle you ; though, to Bay the truth, consciousness is a great help

In cHscweriefl of that kind. 1 am glad you are sensible the book I

mentioned requires more thai: one i.ew edition before it can be correct;

but as you promise to co-operate with me, I am in great hopes of pub-

lishing a pretty good edition of it in live or six years' time. I most have

the text rery correct, and the character very fair, both which must be

chiefly your care: as for the notes, which I fancy you will desire should

bo bank-note-, I believe I must provide them; which I am very willing

to do, if the book deserves t! m.
You call upon me for the partiality of an author to his own works

;

but take this along with you, that the worst authors are always the

most partial to their own w rks ; but a good author is the severest

- ritic of his own compositions; therefore, as I hope that, in this case,

I am a good author, I can tell you I shall always be correcting, and never

think my work p rfect enough. To leave allegory, which should never

be long, (and, it may be, thi- has been too long.) I tell you very seri-

ously, that I both expect and require a great deal from you, and if you
should disappoint me, I would not advise you to expect much from

me. I ask nothing of you but what is entirely in your own power; to

be an honest, a learned, and a well-bred man, As for the first, I can-

not, I will not doubt it; I think you know already the infamy, the hor-

rors, and the misfortunes that always attend a dishonest ami dishonoura-

ble man. As to learning, that is wholly in your own power; applica-

tion will bring it about ; and you must have it. Good breeding is the

aatural result of common >• i.-e and common observation. Common
sense points out civility, at d observation teaches you the manner of it,

which makes if good breeding. To tell you the truth, I do not know
any thing you fail in so much as in this last ; and a very great failing

it is. Though you have not yet seen enough of the world to be well-

bred, you have sense enough to know what it is to be civil; but I can-

not say that you endeavour much to be so. It is with difficulty tnat

you bring yourself to do the Common offices of civility, which should

always seem willing *nd natural.
5*
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Pray toll your mamma, that I really have not had time to answer hei

letter ; but that I will see what I can do about it when I return to Eng-
land ; and tell her too that she is extremely welcome to send as many
letters as ever she pleases, under my cover.

Send me, in your next, that Ode of Horace that begins with Matr*
scera Cupidinum. Good-night, Sir I

LETTER OX.

April, 5, 1T4A.

Drab Boy : Before it is very long, I am of opinion that you wih ootL

think and speak more favourably of women than you do now. You seem
to think that from Eve downwards, they have done a great deal of mis
chief. As for that lady, I give her up to you : but since her time, his-

tory will inform you, that men have dor.e much more mischief in the

world than women ; and, to say the truth, 1 would not advise you to trust

either, more than is absolutely necessary. But this I will advise you
to, which is, never to attack whole bodies of any kind ; for, besides that

all general rules have their exceptions, you unnecessarily make yourself

a great number of enemies, by attacking a corps collectively. Among
women, as among men, there are good as well as bad ; and it may be

full as many, or more, good than among men. This rule holds as to

lawyers, soldiers, parsons, courtiers, citizens, <fcc. They are all men,
subject to the same passions and sentiments, differing only in the man-
ner, according to their several educations; and it would be as imprudent

as unjust to attack any of them by the lump. Individuals forgive some-

times; but bodies and societies never do. Mauy young peonle think it

very genteel and witty to abuse the clergy ; in which they are extremely

mistaken : since in my opinion, parsons are very like men, and neither

the better nor the worse for wearing a black gown. All general reflec-

tions, upon nations and societies, are the trite, thread-bare jokes of those

who set up for wit without having any, and so have recourse to com-
mon-place. Judge of individuals from your own knowledge of them,

and not from their sex, profession, or denomination.

Though at my return, which I hope will be very soon, I shall not find

your feet lengthened, I hope I shall find your head a good deal so, and

then I shall not much mind your feet. In two or three months after

my return, you and I shall part for orae time; you must go to read

men as well as books, of all languages nJLd nations. Observation and

reflection will then be very necessary to you. We will talk this matter

over fully when we meet ; which I hope will be in the last week of thi

month ; till when, I have the honour of being.

Your most foithful servant.

LETTER OXI.

P*tb, Sept. 29, O. A 1T46.

Dear Boy : I received by the last mail your letter of the 28d N. 8. fr-OD

Heidelberg- nnd am very well pleased to find that you inform yours^j

~~—
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of the particu'srs of the several places you go through. You do mighty
right to see the curiosities in those several places ; such as the Goiden
Bull at Frankfurt, 1 he Tun at Heidelberg, &c. Other travellers see and
taik of them, it is very proper to see them too ; but, remember, that

seeing is the least riaterial object of travelling; hearing and knowing
are the essential point*. Therefore, pray let your inquiries be chietiy

directed to the knowledge of the constitution and particular customs off

the places where you either reside at, or pass through, who they belong
to, by what right and tenure, and since when ; in whom the supreme
authority is lodged; and by what magistrates, and in what manner the
civil and criminal justice is administered. It is likewise necessary

to get as much acquaintance as you can, in order to observe the charac-
ters and manners of the people; for though human nature is in truth the
SAme through the whole human species, yet it is so differently modi-
fied and varied, by education, habit and different customs, that one
should, upon a slight and superficial observation, almost think it dif-

ferent.

As I have never been in Switzerland myself, I must desire you to

inform me, now and then, of the constitution of that country. As, for

Inatanot, Do the Thirteen Cantons, jointly and collectively, form one
government, where the supreme authority is lodged; or, is each can-

ton sovereign in itself, and under no tie or constitutional obligation of
acting in common concert with the other cantons? Can any one can-
ton make war or form an alliance with a foreign power without the con-
sent of the other twelve, or at least a majority Off them? Can one can-
ton declare war to another 1 It every canton is sovereign and inde-

pendent in itself, in whom is the supreme power of that canton lodged I

Is it in one man, or in a certain number of men ? if in one man, what
'.> lie called ? If in a cumber, what are they called, senate, council, or

what? I do not rappoee that yon can yet know the>e things yourself;

but a very little inquiry of those who <\o, will enable you to an>wer me
fow questions in your next. You see, 1 am rare, the nOQOOTJtjr of

knowing these things thoroughly, and consequently the necessity ofcon-
versing much with the people Off the country, who alone can inform
you rightly; lrheroai most of the English, who travel, converse only
with each other, and consequently know no more, when they return to

England, than they did when they left it. This proceeds from a MOM-
vaise honte, which makes them ashamed of going into company ; and
frequently too, from the want of the necessary language (French)
to enable them to bear their part in it. As for the mamoam honte^ I

hope you are above it. Your figure is like other people's: I .suppose
von will care that yur dress shall bo so too, and to avoid any singu-
larity. What then should you be ashamed of; and why not go into a
mixed company, with as much ease and as little concern, M you would
go into your own loom ? Vice and ignorance are the only things 1 know,
which one ought to he tohamed of; keep but clear of them, and yoa
may go any w 1

.re without fear or concern. I have known some people,
«bo from leoXng the pain and inconveniences of this mauvaite honte,
n*\-o rushed into the other extreme, and turned impudent, as oowardi
sometimes grow desperate from the excess of danger ; but thii too u
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carefully to be avoided ; there being nothing more generally shocking
than impudence. The medium between these two extremes maiks out

the well-bred man; he feels himself firm and e*sy in all companies ; is

modest without being bashful, aud steady without being impudent :

if he is a stranger, he observes, with care, the manners and ways of the

people most esteemed at that place, and conforms to them with com-
plaisance. Instead of finding fault with the customs of that place, and
telling the people that the English ones are a th« »usand times better, (as

my countrymen are very apt to do), he commends their table, thei:

dress, their houses, and their manners, a little more, it may be, than he

really thinks they deserve. But this degree of complaisance is neithei

criminal nor abject; and is but a small priu to pay for the good-wil

and affection of the people you converse with. As the generality of

people are weak enough to be pleased with these little things, those

who refuse to please them, so cheap, are, in my mind, weaker than they.

There is a very pretty little French book, written by l'Abbe de Belle-

garde, entitled, LArt de plaire dans la Conversation; and, though I

confess that it is impossible to reduce the art of pleasing to a sy>tem,

yet this book is not wholly useless: I dare say you may get it at Geneva,
if not at Lausanne, and I would advise you to read it. But this princi

pie I will lay down, that the desire of pleasing is at least half the art.

of doing it: the rest depends only upon the manner; which attention,

observation, and frequenting good company, will teach. But if you are

lazy, careless, and indifferent whether you p^jase or not, depend upon it

you never will please.

This letter is insensibly grown too long ; but, as I always flatter my-
self that my experience may be of some use to your youth and inex-

perience, I throw out, as it occurs to me, and shall continue to do so,

everything that I think may be of the least use to you in this important

and decisive period of your life. God preserve you 1

P. S. I am much better, and shall leave this place soon.

LETTER OXII.

P*th, October 4, O. 8. 1746.

DejLR Boy : Thougli I employ so much of my time in writing to you,

I confess I have often my doubts whether it is to any purpose. I know
how unwelcome advice generally is ; I know thst those who want it

most, like it and follow it least ; and I know too, that the advice of

parents, more particularly, is ascribed to the morrsrness, and the imperi-

ousness, or the garrulity of old age. But then, on the other hand, 1

flatter myself, that as your own reason (though too young as yet to sug-

gest much to you of itself) is, however, strong enough to enable you
both to judge of, and receive plain truths; I flatter myself (I say) that

Jrour own reason, young as it is, must tell you, that I can have nc

nterest but yours in the advice I give you; and that, consequently, you
will at least weigh and consider it well; in which case, some ot it will,

I hope, have its desired effect. Do not think that 1 mean to dictate as

a pareuc ; I only mean to advise as a friend, and an indulgent one too
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and do not apprehend that I moan to check your pleasures, of which,

on the contrary, I only desire to be the guide, not the censor. Let my
experience supply your want of it. and clear your way, in the progress

of your youth, of those thorns and 'triers which scratched and disfig-

ure i me in the course of mine. I do not, therefore, so much as hint

to yDU, how absolutely dependent you are upon me : that you neither

bare, nor can have a shilling in the world but from me ; and that, as I

liave no womanish weakness tor your person, your merit must and will

be the only meagre ot my kindness. 1 bay, 1 do not hint these things

to you, because 1 am convinced that you will act right, upon more noble

and generous principles : 1 mean for the sake of doing right, and out of

affection and gratitude to me.
[ have so often recommended to you attention and application to

whatever you learn, that 1 do not mention them now as duties; but 1

\)( iut them out to yo*i as conducive, nay, absolutely necessary to your
pleasures; for can there be a greater pleasure, than to be universally

allowed to excel those o) >ne's own age and manner of lite? And, con-

sequently, can there be any thing more mortifying, than to be excelled

by them i In this Litter case, your shame and regret must be greater

than any body's, because every body knows the uncommon care which
has been taken ot' your education, and the opportunities you have had
ot" knowing more than others ot' your age. 1 do not confine the appli-

cation, which 1 recommend, singly to the view and emulation ot' i

ling others (though that is a very sensible pleasure and a very warrant-

able pride); but 1 mean likewise to excel in the thing itself; for in my
mind, one may as well ri< t know a thing at all, as know it but imper-
fectly. To know a little of any t. a neither satisfaction nor

credit ; but often bring- disgrace or ridicule. Air. Pope say-, very truly,

A little knowledge Is a dangerous thing;
Drink deep or tadte not the Castahan spring.

And what is called a smattering of every thing infallibly constitutes a

coxcomb. 1 have often, <>? late, reflected what an unhappy man 1 must
now have been, if 1 had not acquired in my youth some tund and taste

of learning. What could 1 have done with myself at that age, without

them I 1 must, a- many ignorant people do, have destroyed my health

and faculties by sotting away the evening-; or, by wasting them frivo-

lously in the tattle of women's company, must have exposed myself to

the ridicule and contempt of those very women; or, lastly, 1 must have
hanged myself, as a man once did, for weariness of putting on and
pulling off his shoe- and stocking- every day. My books, and only my
books, are now left me: and I daily find what Oioero says of learning

to be true: M llo'c tUtditi (says he) ttdoleacentiam ahtnt
y
teneetuttm

oblectant, secundum res ormint, adv&nit perfugium ac solatium prcebenl

delectant do>ni, non impediunt fori*, pemoctant nobiscum peregrinantur
y

ru*t:rnf>''tr"

1 do Lot mean, by this, to exclude conversation out of the pleasuiea

of an advanced age; on the contrary, it is a very great and a eery

rational pleawj*. at all ages, but the conversation of the ignorant is no
coin ersation, and gives eveu them no pleasure : they *ire cf their owo
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sterility, and have not matter enough to furnish them with wortTa l»j

keep up a conversation.

Let me, therefore, most earnestly recommend to j^u, to hoarc ups

while you can, a great stock of knowledge ; for though, during the

dissipation of your youth, you may not have occasion to spend much of
it; yet, you may depend upon it, that a time wili come, when you will

want it to maintain you. Puhlic granaries aro filled in plentiful years;

not that it is kuown that the next, or the second, or third year will prove
a scarce one ; but because it is known, that, sooner or later, such a year
will come, in which the grain will be wanted.

I will say no more to you upon this subject
;
you have Mr. Harte with

you to enforce it
;
you have reason to assent to the truth of it; so that,

in short, ** you have Moses and the prophets : if you will not believe

them, neither will you believe though one rose from the dead." Do
not imagine that the knowledge, which I so much recommend to you,

is confined to books, pleasing, useful, and necessary as that knowledge
is: but I comprehend in it the great knowledge of the world, still more
necessary than that of books. In truth, they assist one another recipro-

cally; and no man will have either perfectly, who has not both. The
knowledge of the world is only to be acquired in the world and not

in a closet. Books alone will never teach it you ; but they will suggest

many things to your observation, which might, otherwise escape you;
and your own observations upon mankind, when compared with those

which you will find in books, will help you to fix the true point.

To know mankind well, requires full as much attention and applica-

tion as to know books, and, it may be, more sagacity and discernment

I am, at this time, acquainted with many elderiy people, who have all

passed their whole lives in the great world, but with such levity and
inattention, that they know no more of it now. than they did at fifteen.

Do not flatter yourself, therefore, with the thoughts that you can acquire

this knowledge in the frivolous chit-chat of idle companies; no, you
must go much deeper than that. You must look into people, as well as

at them. Almost all people are born with all the passions, to a certain

degree ; but almost every man has one prevailing one, to which the

others are subordinate. Search every one for that ruling passion
;
pry

into the recesses of his heart, and observe the different workings of the

6ame passion in different people; and when you have found out the pre-

vailing passion of any man, remember never to trust him whore that

passion is concerned. Work upon him by it, if you please; but be upon

your guard yourself against it, whatever professions he may make
you.

I would desire you to read this letter twice over, but that I much
doubt whether you will read once to the end of it. I will trouble you

no longer now ; but we will have more upon this eubject hereaftei.

A.dieu.

OHEbTKRFlET.D.

1 have this moment received your letter from Schaffhausen : in the

date of i*c vou forgot the month.
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LETTER 0XII1

Bath, October 9. O. 3. 1HA

DKAji Bor: Your distresses in your journey from Heidelberg k
Schaffhausen, your lying upon straw, your black bread, and your broken
lerlin4, are proper seasonings for the greater fatigues and distresses,

which you must expect in the course of your travels ; and, if one had a
mind to moralise, one might call them the samples of the accidents, rubs,

and difficulties, which every man meets with in his journey through life.

In this journey, the understanding is the voiture that must carry you
through ; and in proportion as that is stronger or weaker, more or less

in repair, your journey will be better or worse; though at best you will

now and then find some bad roads, and some bad inns. Take care,

therefore, to keep that necessary voiture in perfect good repair ; exam-
ine, improve, and strengthen it every day: it is in the power, and ought
to be the care, of every man to do it; he that neglects it, deserves to

feel, and certainly will feel, the fatal effects of that negligence.

A propos of negligence : I must say something to you upon that sub-
ject. You know I have often told you, that ray affection for you was
not a weak, womanish one ; and, far from blinding me, it makes me but
more quicksighted as to your faults ; those it is not only my right, but
my duty to tell you of; and it is your duty and your interest to correct

them. In the strict scrutiny which I have made into you, I have (thank
God) hitherto not discovered any vice of the heart, or any peculiar

weakness of the head: but I have discovered laziness, inattention, and
indifference ; faults whicli are only pardonable in old men, who, in the
decline of life, when health and spirits fail, have a kind of claim to that

sort of tranquillity. But a young man should be ambitious to shine, and
excel; alert, active, and indefatigable in the means of doing it; and,
like (Jresar, Nil actum repvtans, si quid superesset agendum. You stem
to want that vivida vis aniini, which spurs and excites most young men
to please, to shine, to excel. Without the desire and the pains neces-

sary to be considerable, depend upon it, yon never can be so; a*, with-

out the desire and attention necessary to please, you never can please.

Nullum numen abest, si sit prudentia, is unquestionably true, with
regard to every thing except poetry; and I am very sure that any man
of common understanding may, by proper culture, care, attention, and
labour, make himself whatever he pleases, except a good poet. Your
destination is the great and busy world; your immediate object is the

affairs, the interests, and the history, the constitutions, the customs, and
the manners of the several parts of Europe. In this, any man of com-
mon sense may, by common application, be sure to excel. Ancient and
modern history are, by attention, easily attainable. Geography and
chronology the sain. none of them requiring any uncommon share of

genius or invention. Speaking and Writing, clearly, correctly, and with
tise and grace, aie certainly to be acquired, by reading the best authors
with care, and by attention to the best living models. These are the

qualifications more particularly neces&ary for you, in your department,
which you may be possessed ot^ if you please; and which, I teU you
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fairly, 1 shall be very angry at you, if you are not ; because, as yr ~

have the meaus in your hands, it will be your own fault only.

If care and application are necessary to the acquiring of those quaiiri-

cations, without which you can never be considerable, nor make a tiguro

in the world; they are not less necessary with regard to the lesser

accomplishments, which are requisite to make you agreeable and pleas-

ing in society, in truth, whatever is worth doing at all, is worth doing
well ; and nothing can be done well without attention : 1 therefore carry

the necessity of attention down to the lowest things, even to dancing
and dress. Custom has made dancing sometimes necessary for a young
matt ; therefore mind it while you learn it. that you may learn to do
it well, and not be ridiculous, though in a ridiculous act. Dress is of

the same nature
;
you must dress ; therefore attend to it; not in order

to rival or to excel a fop in it, but in order to avoid singularity, and
consequently ridicule. Take great care always to be dressed like the

reasonable people of your own age, in the place where you are ; whose
dress is never spoken of one way or another, as either too negligent or

too much studied.

What is commonly called an absent nun, U commonly either a very

weak, or a very affected man ; but be he which he will, he is, I am sure,

a very disagreeable man in company. He fails in all the common offices

of civility; he seems not to know those people to-day, whom yesterday

he appeared to live in intimacy with. He takes no part in the general

conversation; but, on the contrary, breaks into it from time to time,

with some start of his own, as if he waked from a dream. This (as I

said before) is a sure indication, either of a mind so weak that it is not

able to bear above one object at a time; or so affected, that it would be

supposed to be wholly engrossed by, and directed to, some very great

and important objects. Sir Isaac Newton, Mr. Locke, and (it may be)

five or six more, since the creation of the world, may have had a right

to absence, from that intense thought which the things they were inves-

tigating required. But if a young man, and a man of the world, who
has no such avocations to plead, will claim and exercise that right of

absence in company, his pretended right should, in my mind, be turned

into an involuntary absence, by his perpetual exclusion out of company.
However frivolous a company may be, still, while you are among them,

do not shew them, by your inattention, that you think them so ; but

rather take their tone, and conform in some degree to their weakness,

instead of manifesting your contempt for them. There is nothing that

people bear more impatiently, or forgive less, than contempt ; and an

injury is much sooner forgotten than an insult. If therefore you
would rather please than offend, rather be well than ill spoken ot;

rather be loved than hated ; remember to have that constant attention

about you, which flatters every man's little vanity ; and the want of

which, by mortifying his pride, never fails to excite his resentment, oi

at least his ill will. For instance ; most people (I might say all people)

have their weaknessess ; they have their aversions and their likings, to

such or such things; so that, if you were to laugh at a m<m for his

aversion to a cat, or cheese, (which are common autipatLu.) or, by

ina tention and negligence, to let them come in his way, where yo-i
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eor'l prevent it, he would, in the first case, think himself insulted, and,

in the second, slighted, and would remember both. Whereas your

care to procure for him what he likes, and to remove <rom him what he

hates, shews him, that lie is at least an object of your attention ; flatters

his vanity, and make* him possibly more your friend, than a mor*>

important service would have done. With regard to women, attentions

still below these are necessary, and, by the custom of the world, in

some measure due, according to the laws of good-breeding.

My long and frequent letters, which I send you, in great doubt of

their success, put me in mind of certain papers, which you have very

lately, and I formerly, sent up to kites, along the string, which wt
called messengers; some of them the wind used to blow away, others

were torn bv the string, and but few of them got up and stuck to the

kite. But I will content myself now, as I did then, if some of my
present mes-eugers do but stick to you. Adieu

!

LETTER OXIV.

Dear Boy : You are by this time (I suppose) quite settled and at

home at Lausanne; therefore pray let me know bow you pan your

time there, and what your studies, your amusements, and your acquaint-
- are. I take it for granted, that you inform yourself daily of the

nature of the government and constitution of the Thirteen Cantons;
and, as I am ignorant of them my-elf, must apply to you tor inform-

ation. I know the names, hut I do not know the nature of some of

the most considerable offices there; such as the Avoyers, the Seize/tier*,

the Bander* te, and the Orot 8auHer. 1 desire, therefore, that you will

let me know what IS the particular business, department, or province

of these several magistrates. But as I imagine that there may be
some, though, I believe, do essential difference, in the governments
of the Cantons. I would not give you the trouble of inform-
ing yourself of each of them; bat confine my inquiries, as you may
TOUT information-, to the Canton you reside in, th.it of Berne, which
I take to be the principal one. I am DOt sure whether the rayd de
Vaud, where you are. being a conquered country, and taken from the

Dukes of Savoy, in the year L686, has the same share in the govern-
ment of the Canton, a- the German part of it has. Pray inform your-
self and me about it.

I have this moment received yours from Berne, of the 2nd October,
X. S. and also one from Mr. Harte, of the same date, under Mr. Burn-

•by's cover. I rind by the latter, and indeed I thought so het'oi _•, that

some of your letters and some of Mr. Harte'-, Lave not rem h d me.
Wherefore, for the future, I de-ire. that both he and you will direct

your letters for me, to be left the* Montiewr Wolters, Agent de 8. M
liril.annique^ a Rotterdam^ who will take care to send them to me sale

The ix .son why you have not received letter- either from me or from
(ir.v. nkop, Was, that we directed them to Lau-anne, where we thought
you lu^g ago: and we thought it to no purpose to direct to you upon
your route, wl >-e it vos little likely that our lett •

. uld meet witl
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you. But you \*ve, since your arrival at Lausanne, I believe, found

letters enough from me ; and it may be more than you have read, at

east with attention.

I am glad that you like Switzerland so well ; and am impatient tc

hear how other matters go, after your settlement at Lausanne. God
61ess von I

LETTER OXV.
London, December 2, O. 8. 1T4§.

Dear Boy : I have not, in my present situation,* time to write to

r^a, either so much or so often as I used, while I was in a place of

much more leisure and profit ; but my affection for you must not bt

judged of by the number of my letters ; and, though the one lessens,

the 01W, I assure you, does not.

I havb just now received your letter of the 25th past, N. S., and, by
the forme* poet, one from Mr. Harte; with both which I am very well

pleased : whJk Mr. Harte's, for the good account which he gives me of

you ; with yonrs, for the good account which you gave me of what I

desired to be informed of. Pray continue to give me farther informa-

tion of the form of government of the country you are now in ; which
I hope you will know most minutely before you leave it. The inequa-

lity of the town of Lausanne seems to be very convenient in this cold

weather ; because going up hill and down will keep you warm. You
say there is a good deal of good company

;
pray, are you got into it ?

Have you made acquaintances, and with whom f Let me know some
of their names. Do you learn German yet, to read, write, and

speak it ?

Yesterday, I saw a letter from Monsieur Bochat to a friend of mine

;

which gave me the greatest pleasure that I have felt this great while
;

because it gives so very good an account of you. Among other things

which Monsieur Bochat says to your advantage, he mentions the tender

uneasiness and concern that you shewed during my illness, for which
(though I will say that you owe it to me) I am obliged to you : senti-

ments of gratitude not being universal, nor even common. As your
affection for me can only proceed from your experience and conviction

of my fondness for you (for to talk of natural affection is talking non-

sense), the only return I desire is, what it is chiefly your interest to

make me ; I mean your invariable practise of virtue, and your indefati-

gable pursuit of knowledge. Adieu 1 and be persuaded that I shall lov*»

vou extremely, while you deserve it; but not one moment longer.

LETTER OXVI.
London, December 9, O. 8. 1746.

Dra.r Boy : Though I have very little time, and though I write by
this post to Mr. Harte, yet I cannot send a packet to Lausanne
without a wor£ or two to yourself. I thank you for your letter of cob-

* His Ltrdahip \\*a, in the year 1746, appointed one of kis Majesty's Secretaries of Stato
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<?ratulation which you wrote me, notwithstanding the pain it gai-e you.

The accident that caused the pain was, I presume, owing to that degree

of giddiness, of which I have sometimes taken the liberty to speak to

you. The post I am now in, though the object of most people's views
nnd desires, was in some degree inflicted upon me; and a certain con-

currence »>f circumstances obliged me to engage in it. But I feel that

:<» jro through with it requires more strength of body and mind than I

have-, were you three or four years older, you should share in my
trouble, and I would have taken you into my office; but I hope you
will employ these three or four years so well, as to make yourself capa-

ble of being of use to me, if I should continue in it so long. The read-

ing, writing, and speaking the modern languages correctly; the know
ledge of the laws of nations, and the particular constitution of the
empire; of history, geography, and chronology, are absolutely necessary

to this business, for which I have always intended you. With these

qualifications you may very possibly be my successor, though not my
immediate one.

I hope you employ your whole time, which few people do ; and that
you put every moment to profit of some kind or other. I call company,
walking, riding. &c., employing one's time, and, upon proper 02casions,

very usefully; but what I cannot forgive in any body is sauntering, and
doing nothing at all, with a thing so precious as time, and so irrecover-

able when lost

Are you acquainted with any ladies at Lausanne? and do you behave
yourself with politeness enough to make them desire your company?

I mu»t finish: God bless you I

LETTER OXVII.

Loudon, February 24, O. S. t 1747.

813 : In order that we may, reciprocally, keep up our French, which,
for want of practice, we might forget, you will permit me to have the
honour oi iteming you of mj reepecta in that language: and be so good
to answer me in the same. Not that I am apprehen-ive of your for-

getting to Bpeak French : since it is probable that two-thirds of your
laily prattle it in that language; and because, if you leave off writing
French, you may perhaps neglect that grammatical purity, and accurate
orthography, which, in other languages, you excel in; and really, even
in French, it is better to write well than ill. However, as this is a lan-

guage very proper for sprightly, gay subjects, I shall conform to that,

and reserve tho.«c which are serious for English. I shall not therefore

mention to you, at present, your Greek or Latin, your study of the Law
of Nature, or the Law of Nations, the Rights of People, or of Indi-

viduals; but rather discuss the subject of your Amusements and Plea-
sures

; for, to say the truth, one must have some. May I be permitted
to inquire of what nature yours are? Do they consist in little com
racvial play at cards in good company? are they little agreeable sup-
pers, at which cheerfulness and decency are united ? or, do you pa)
court to so u* fair one, who requires such attentions a? m&v bo of use
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in contributing to polish yc a ? Make rae your confidant upon this su^>

ject; you sl*all not find a severe censor: on tin. Mtntrary, I wish in

obtain the employment of minister to your pleasures: I will point them
out, and even contribute to them.
Many young people adopt pleasures, for which they have not !>.e least

taste, only because they are called by that ratne. They often mistake

so totally, as to imagine that debauchery is pleasure. You must allow

that drunkenness, which is equally de&inctive to body and mind, is a

fine pleasure. Gaming, that draws you into a thousand scrapes, leave*

vou penniless, and gives you the air and manners of an outrageous

madman, is another most exquisite pleasure; is it not? As to running

after women, the consequences of thit vice, are only the loss of one's

nose, the total destruction of health, and, *:ot infrequently, the being run

through the body.
These, you see, are all trifles

;
yet this is the catalogue of pleasures

of most of those young people, who, never reflecting themselves, adopt,

indiscriminately, what others choose to call by the seducing name of

pleasure. I am thoroughly persuaded you will not fall into such errors
;

and that, in the choice of your amusements, you will be directed by
reason, and a discerning taste. The true pleasures of a gentleman are,

those of the table, but within the bound of moderation
;
good company,

that is to say, people of merit; moderate play, which amuses, without

any interested views ; and sprightly gallant conversations with women
of fashion and sense.

These are the real pleasures of a gentleman ; which occasion neither

sickness, shame, nor repentance. Whatever exceeds them, becomes low
vice, brutal passion, debauchery, and insanity of mind ; all of which,

far from giving satisfaction, bring on dishonour and disgrace. Adieu.

LETTER CXVIII.

London, Mi^ch 6, O S. 1747.

Dear Boy : Whatever you do, will always affect .^e, very sensibly,

one way or another; and I am now most agreeably affected, by two
letters, which I have lately seen from Lausanne, upon your subject; the

one from Madame St. Germain, the other from Monsieur Pampigny:
they both give so good an account of you, that I thought myself obliged,

in justice both to them and to you, to let you know it. Those who
deserve a good character, ought to have the satisfaction of knowing that

they have it, both as a reward and as an encouragement. They write,

that you are not only decrotte, but tolerably well-bred ; and that the

English crust of awkward bashfulness, shyness, and roughness (of which,

by the bye, you had your share) is pretty well rubbed off. I am most
heartily glad of it ; for, as I have often told you, those lesser talents, of

an engaging, insinuating manner, an easy good-breeding, a genteel

behaviour and address, are of infinitely more advantage than they art

generally thought to be, especially here in England. Virtue and learning,

like gold, L^.re their intrinsic value: but if they are not poli>!.t*d, th*»j

certainly lose a great deal of their lustre; and even polished bra^s wi.(
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pass upon more people than rough gold. "What a number of sins does

Lhe cheerful easy good-breeding of the French frequently cover ? Many
of them want common sense, many more common learning ; but, in

general, they make up so much by their manner, for those defects, that

frequently they pass andi --overed. I have often said, and do thiak,

that a Frenchman, who, wiih a fund of virtue, learning and good sense,

has the manners and good W^ing of his country, is the perfection of

human nature. This perfection you may, if you please, and I hope you
wrll arrive at. You know what virtue is: you may have it if you
wih; it is in every man's power; and miserable is the man who has it

not. Good sense, God has given you. Learning you already possess

enough of, to have, in a reasonable time, all that a man need have.

With this, you are t! t)wn out early into the world, where it will be
your own fault if you do not acquire all the other accomplishment!
necessary to complex* and adorn your character. You will do well to

make you compliments to Madame St. Germain and Monsieur Pan*
pigny; and tell them, how sensible you are of their partiality to you, in

the advantageous testimonies which, yon are informed, they have given

of you here.

Adieu. Continue to deserve such testimonies; and then you will no*

only dc. erve, but enjoy my truest atfection.

LETTER CXIX.

Lokdok March 27, 0. S. 1747

Dear l.o?: Pleasure is the rock which most young people split upon:
they launch out with crowded sails in quest 01 it, but without a com-
pass to direct their course, or reason ramoientto Bteer the vessel; for

want of which, pain and -hame, instead of pleasure, arc the returns of

their voyage. i>o not think that I mean to snarl at pleasure, like a

Stoic, or to preach against it, like a parson ; no, I mean to point it out,

and recommend it to you, like an Epicurean: I wish you a great deal
;

and my only view is to hinder you from mi-taking it.

The character which most young men first aim at is, that of a man of

pleasure; but they generally take it upon trust: and instead of consult-

ing their own taste and inclinations, they blindly adopt whatever those

with whom they chiefly converse, are pleased to call by the name of

pleasure; and a man of pleasure, in the vulgar acceptation of that

phrase, means Only, a beastly drunkard, an abandoned whore-master,
and a profligate swearer and ourser. Aa it may be of use to you, 1 am
not unwilling, though at the same time ashamed, to own, that the vices

ot' my youth proceeded much more from my silly resolution of being,

what 1 heard called a man of pleasure, than from my own inclination-.

I always naturally hated drinking; and yet I have often drunk, with

disgust at the time, at 'en led by great sickness the next day, only

because 1 then considered drinking as a necessary qualification for a fine

gentleman, and a man of pleasure.

The same as to gaming. I did not want money, and consequently
hud no occasion to plaj for it; but I thought play another neoessarj
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Ingredient in the composition of a man of pjeasure, and accordingly ]

plunged into it without desire, at first ; sacrificed a thousand real plea

sures to it ; and made myself solidly uneasy by it, for thirty the best

years of my life.

I was even absurd enough, for a little while, to swear, by way of

adorning and completing the shining character which I alfected ; but
this folly I soon laid aside, upon finding both the guilt and the inde-

cency of it.

Thus seduced by fashion, and blindly adopting nominal pleasures, I

lost real ones ; and my fortune impaired, and my constitution shattered,

are, I must confess, the just punishment of my errors.

Take warning then by them : choose your pleasures for yourself, and
do not let them be imposed upon you. Follow narure and not fashion

:

weigh the present enjoyment of your pleasures against the necessary con-
sequences of them, and then let your own common sense determine
your choice.

Were I to begin the world again, with the experience which I now
have of it, I would lead a life of real, not of imaginary pleasures. I

would enjoy the pleasures of the table, and of wine ; but stop short of
the pains inseparably annexed to an excess of either. I would not, at

twenty years, be a preaching missionary of abstemiousness and sobriety

;

and I should let other people do as they would, without formally and
sententiously rebuking them for it ; but I would be most firmly resolved
not to destroy my own faculties and constitution ; in complaisance to

those who have no regard to their own. I would play to give me plea-

sure, but not to give me pain ; that is, I would play for trifles, in mixed
companies, to amuse myself, and conform to custom; but I \v«»u!d take
care not to venture for sums ; which, if I won, I should not be the
better for ; but, if I lost, should be under a difficulty to pa^ ; and when
paid, would oblige me to retrench in several other articles. Not to

mention the quarrels which deep play commonly occasions.

I would pass some of my time in reading, and the rest in the com-
pany of people of sense and learning, and chiefly those above me ; and
I would frequent the mixed companies of men and women of fashion,

which, though often frivolous, yet they unbend and refresh the mind,
not uselessly, because they certainly polish and soften the manners.
These would be my pleasures and amusements, if I were to live the

last thirty years over again ; they are rational oi;es; and, moreover, I

will tell you, they are really the fashionable one* ; tor the others are not,

in truth, the pleasures of what I call people of fashion, but of those
who only call themselves so. Does good compare care to have a man
reeling drunk among them ? Or to see another tearing his hair, and
blaspheming, for having lost, at play, more than he is able to pay ? Or
a whore-master with half a nose, and crippled »>y coarse and infamous
debauchery? N:; those who practise, and much more those who brag
of them, make no part of good company ; and are most unwillingly, if

ever, admitted into it. A real man of fashion and pleasures observes

decency : at least neither borrows nor afFectd vice* : and if he unfortu-

nately has any, he gratifies them with choice, delicacy, and secrecy.

I have not mentioned the pleasures of the mind, (which are the solid
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ai.d i>erm.\nent ones,) because they do not come under the head of what
people corm.rmly call pleasures; which they seem to confine to the

senses. The pleasure of virtue, of charity, and of learning, is true

and lasting pleasure; with which I hope you will be well and long

acquainted. Adun!

LETTER CXX.

Lohdoh, April 8, 0. 8. 1141.

Drib Roy: If I am rightly informed, I am now writing to a fin«

gentleman, in a scarlet coat laced with gold, a brocade waistcoat, and
all other suitable ornaments. The natural partiality of every author

for his own works makes me very glad to hear, that Mr. Harte has
thought this last edition of mine worth so fine a binding; and, as he
has bound it in red, and gilt it upon the back, I hope he will take care

that it shall be Uttered too. A showish binding attracts the eyes, and
engages the attention of everybody ; but with this difference, that

women, and men who are like women, mind the binding more than

the book ; whereas men of sense and learning immediately examine the

inside ; and if they find that it does not answer the finery on the out-

side, they throw it by with the greater indignation and contempt. I

hope that, when this edition of my works shall be opened and read, the
best judges will find connection, consistency, solidity, and spirit in it.

Mr. Harte may recensere and emendare, as much as he pleases; but it

will be to little purpose, if you do not co-operate with him. The work
will be imperfect.

I thank you for your last information of our success in the Mediter-

ranean and you say very rightly, that a secretary of state ought to be well

informed. I hope, therefore, you will take care that I shall. You are

near the busy scene in Italy ; and I doubt not but that, by frequently

looking at the map, you have all that theatre of the war very perfect in

your mind.
I like your account of the salt-works ; which shows that you gave

some attention while you were seeing them. But notwithstanding that,

by your account, the Swiss salt is (I dare say) very good, yet I am apt

to suspect that it falls a little short of the true Attic salt in which there

was a peculiar quickness and delicacy. That same Attic salt seasoned

almost all Gretce, except Bceotia; and a great deal of it was exported
afterwards to Rome, where it was counterfeited by a composition called

Urbanity, which in some time was brought to very near the perfection of

the original Attic salt. The more you are powdered with these two
kinds of salt, the better you will keep, and the more yon will b«

relished.

Adieu' My comj'imento to Mr. Harte and Mr. Eliot
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LETTER OXXI.

London, Ap*-U 14, O. B. LT4J

Dear Boy : If you feel half the pleasure from the consciousness of

doing well, that I do from the informations I have lately iweivod in your
favour from Mr. Harte, I shall have little occasion to exhort or admonish
you any more to do what your own satisfaction and self-love will suffi-

ciently prompt you to. Mr. Harte tells me that you attend, that you
apply to your studies ; and that, beginning to understand, you begin to

taste them. This pleasure will increase, and keep pace with your atten-

tion ; so that the balance will be greatly to your advantage. You may
remember, that I have always earnestly recommended to you, to do
what you are about, be that what it will ; and to do nothing else at the
same time. Do not imagine, that I mean, by this, that you should
attend to and plod at your book all day long; far from it; I mean that

you should have your pleasures too ; and that you should attend to

them for the time, as much as to your studies ; and, if you do not
attend equally to both, you will neither have improvement or satisfac-

tion from either. A man is fit for neither business nor pleasure, who
either cannot, or does not, command and direct yds attention tc the

present object, and, in some degree, banish for that time, t^x oth^r

objects from his thoughts. If at a ball, a supper, or a party of pleasure,

a man were to >e solving, in his own mind, a problen in Euclid, he
would be a very bad companion, and make a very poor \%r itq in that

company ; or if, in studying a problem in his closet, hf were to think

of a minuet, I am apt to believe that he would make f /ery poor mathe-
matician. There is time enough for everything, in the course of the

day, if you do but one thing at once; but there is not time enough in

the \ear, if you will do two things at a time. The Pensionary de Witt,

who was torn to pieces in the year 1672, did the whole business of the

Republic, and yet had time left to go to assemblies in the evening, and
sup in company. Being asked how he could pooribly find time to go
through so much business, and yet amuse himself in the evenings as

he did, ha answered, there was nothing so easy ; for that it was only

doing one thing at a time, and never putting oif av.y thing till to-morrow
that could be done to-day. This steady and undissipated attention to

one object, is a sure mark of a superior genius ; as hurry, bustle, and
agitation, are the never-failing symptoms of a weak and frivolous mind.

When you read Horace, attend to the justness of his thoughts, the

happiness of his diction, and the beauty of his poetry; and do not

think of Puffendorf de Homine et Cive; and, when you are reading

Puffendorf, do not think of Madame de St. Germain; nor of Puften-

dorf, when you are talking to Madame de St. Germain.
Mr. Harte informs me, that he has reimbursed you of part of your

losses in Germany ; and I consent to his reimbursing you of the whole,

new that I know you deserve it. I shall grudge you nothing, nor shall

you want ai /thing that you desire, provided you deserve it; so that

you see, it is in your own power to have whatever you please.

There is a little book which you read here with Moneieur Coderc,
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entitled, Manie're de Men penser dans les Ouvrages d' Esprit, written by
Pere Bonhours. I wish you would read this book again at your leisure

hours ; for it will not only divert you, but likewise form your taste, and

give you a just manner of thinking. Adieu !

LETTER CXXII.

London, June 30, O. S. 1747.

Dear Boy : I was extremely pleased with the account which you
gave me in your last, of the civilities that you received in your Swiss

progress ; and I have written, by this post, to Mr. Burnaby, and to the

Avoyer, to thank them for their" parts. If the attention you met with

pleased you, as I dare say it did, you will, I hope, draw this general

conclusion from it, That attention and civility please all those to whom
they are paid ; and that you will please others in proportion as you are

attentive and civil to them.
Bishop Burnet has wrote his travels through Switzerland ; and Mr.

Stanyan, from a long residence there has written the best account, yet

extant, of the Thirteen Cantons j
but those books will be read no more,

I presume, after you shall have published your account of that country.

I hope you will favour me with one of the first copies. To be serious;

though I do not desire that you should immediately turn author, and

oblige the world with your travels -. yet, wherever you go, 1 would have
you as curious and inquisitive as if you did intend to write them. I do
not mean that you should give yourself so much trouble, to know the

Dumber of houses, inhabitants, sign-poets, and tomb-stones, of every

town that vim go through ; hut that you should inform yourself, as well

as your stay will permit you, whetht-r the town is free, or to whom it

belongs, or in what manner: whether it has any peculiar privileges or

customs; what trade or manufactures; ami BUCh other particulars as

people of :>ense de>ire to know. And there would he no manner of

harm, if you were to take memorandains of snefa thing- in a papei

book to help your memory. The only way of knowing all these things,

is, to keep the hot company, who can best inform you of them.

I am }
,v>t now called away ; so good night.

LETTER CXXIII.

Londo.i, July 20, O. S. 1747.

Dka.r Boy: In your Mamma's letter, which goes here inoloned, you

will find one from my >i>ter. to thank you for the Arquebusade water

.vhich you sent her; and which she takes very kindly. She would not

ihew me her letter to you ; but told me, that it contained good wishes

mid good advice ; and, as I know she will shew your ietter in answer to

hers, I send you here inclosed the draught of the letter which I would
have jol write to her. I hope you will not be offended at my offering

70U my assistance upon this occasion : because, 1 presume, that as yet,

?oo art not much used to write to ladies. A propos of letter-writing
6
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the best models that you can form yourself upon are, Cicero, Cardinal

d'Ossat, Madame Sevigue, and Comte Bussy Rebutin. Cicero's Epistles

to Atticus, and to his familiar friends, are the best examples that yon

can imitate, in the friendly and the familiar style. The simplicity and

the clearness of Cardinal d'Ossat's letters shew how letters of business

ought to be written ; no affected turns, no attempts at wit, obscure 01

perplex his matter ; which is always plainly and clearly stated, as busi-

ness always should be. For gay and amusing letters, for enjouement

and badinage, there are none that equal Comte Bussy's and Madame
Sevigne's. They are so natural, that they seem to be the extempore

conversations of two people of wit, rather tha^i letters which are

commonly studied, though they ought not to be so. I would advise

you to let that book be one in your itinerant library ; it will botl

amuse and inform you.

I have not time to add any more now ; so good night

LETTER OXXIV.
London, Jv?j 80, O. S. 1747.

Dear Boy: It is now four posts since I have received any letter,

either from you or from Mr. Harte. I impute this to the rapidity of

your travels through Switzerland; which I suppose are by this time

finished. „

You will have found by ray late letters, both to you and Mr. Harte,

that you are to be at Leipsig by next Michaelmas; where you will be

lodged in the house of Professor Mascow, and boarded in the neigh-

bourhood of it, with some young men of fashion. The professor will

read you lectures upon Grotius de Jure Belli et Pack, the Institutes oj

Justinian, and the Jus Publicum Imperii; which I expect that you

ahall not only hear, but attend to, and retain. I also expect, that yo«

make yourself perfectly master of the German language ; which yoc

may very soon do there, if you please. I give you fair warning, that

at Leipsig I shall have an hundred invisible spies about you ; and shall

be exactly informed of everything that you do, and of almost every-

thing that you say. I hope that, in consequence of those minute infor-

mations, I may be able to say of you, what Velleius Paterculus says of

Scipio ; that in his whole life, nihil non laudandum aut dixit, aut fecit,

aut sensit. There is a great deal of good company in Leipsig, which 1

would have you frequent in the evenings, when the studies of the day

are over. There is likewise a kind of court kept there, by a Duchess

I )o wager of Courland ; at which you should get introduced. The King

of Poland and his Court go likewise to the iair at Leipsig twice a year

;

and I shall write to Sir. Charles Williams, the king's minister there, to

have you presented, and introduced into good company. But I must

reraino you, at the same time, that it will be to a very little purpose

for you to frequent good company, if you do not conform to, and learn

their manners ; if you are not attentive to please, and well bred, with

the easiness of a man of fashion. As you must attend to your manners,

»o you must not neglect your person ; but take care to be very clean.
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well dresjed, and genteel ; to have no disagreeable attitudes, nor awk-
ward tricks ; which many people use themselves to, and then cannot
leave them off. Do you take care to keep your teeth very clean, by
washing them constantly every morning, and after every meal? This is

very necessary, both to preserve your teeth a great while, and to save
you a great deal of pain. Mine have plagued me long, and are now
tailing out, merely from want of care when I was your age. Do you
dress well, and not too well ? Do you consider your air and manner of

presenting yourself enough, and not too much ? Xeither negligent nor
stiff? All these tilings deserve a degree of care, a second-rate attention

;

they give an additional lustre to real merit. My Lord Bacon says, that

a pleasing tigure is a perpetual letter of recommendation. It is cer-

tainly an agreeable forerunner of merit, and smoothes the way for it.

Remember that I shall see you at Hanover next summer, and shall

expect perfection ; which if 1 do not meet with, or at least something
very near it, you and I shall not be very well together. I shall dissect

and analyse you with a microscope; so that I shall discover the least

speck or blemish. This is fair warning; therefore take your measuree
accordingly. Yours.

LETTER CXXV.

London, August 21, O. & 1747.

Dear Boy: I reckon that this letter lias but a bare chance of finding

you at Lausanne; but I was resolved to ri^k it, as it is the last that I

shall write to you till you are settled at Leipzig. 1 sent you by the last

post, under cover to Mr. Ilarte, a letter ot recommendation to one of

the first people at Munich ; which you will lake care to present to him
in the politest manner; lie will certainly have you presented to the

electoral family ; and I hope you will go through that ceremony with

great respect, rood breeding, and ease. As this is the first court that

ever you will have been at, take care to inform yourself if there be any
particular customs or forms to be observed, that you may not commit
any mistake. At Vienna men always make courtesies, instead of bows,

to the emperor, in France nobody bows at all to the king; nor kisses

his hand; but in Spain and England, bows are made, and hands are

kissed. Thus every court has some peculiarity or other, of which those

who go to them ought previously to inform themselves, to avoid hlun-

ders and awkwardnesses.
I have not time to say any more now, than to wish you a good jour-

ney to Leipsig; and great attention, both there and in going there

A.dieu.

LETTER OXXVI.

London, September SI, O. B. 174..

Dixit Rot : I received, by the last post, your letter of the 8th, N. S.,

ltd I do not wonder that you are surprised at the credulity and super*

«:itV»o rf the Papists at Einsiedlen, and at their absurd stories of theii
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chapel. But remember, at the same time, that errors and mistakes,

however gross, in matters of opinion, if they are sine re, are to be

pitied, but not punished nor laughed at. The blindness of the under-

standing is as much to be pitied, as the blindness of the eye; and there

is neither jest nor guilt in a man's losing his way in either case.

Charity bids us set him right if we can, by arguments and persuasions

;

but charity, at the same time, forbids, either to pui l<h or ridicule his

misfortune. Every man's reason is, and must be, his guide ; and I may
as well expect that every man should be of my size and compl- xion, as

that he should reason just as 1 do. Every man seeks for truth ; but

God only knows who has found it. It is, therefore, as unjust to perse-

cute, as it is absurd to ridicule, people for those several opinions, which
they cannot help entertaining upon the conviction of their reason. It

is the man who tells, or who acts a lie, that is guilty, and not he who
honestly and sincerely believes the lie. I really kuow nothing more
criminal, more mean, and more ridiculous than lying. It is the produc-
tion either of malice, cowardice, or vanity; and generally misses of its

aim in every one of these views ; for lies are always detected sooner or

later. If I tell a malicious lie, in order to affect any man's fortune or

character, I may indeed injure him for some time ; but I shall be sure

to be the greatest sufferer myself at last ; for, as soon as ever I am
detected, (and detected I most certainly shall be,) I am blasted for the

infamous attempt; and whatever is said afterwards, to the disadvantage

of that person, however true, passes for calumny. If I lie, or equivo-

cate, (for it is the same thing,) in order to excuse myself for something
that I have said or done, and to avoid the danger and the shame that I

apprehend from it, I discover at once my fear as well as my falsehood

;

and only increase, instead of avoiding, the danger and the shame; I

show myself to be the lowest and the meanest of mankind, and am sure

to be always treated as such. Fear, instead of avoiding, invites danger

;

for concealed cowards will insult known ones. If one lias had the mis-

fortune to be in the wrong, there is something noble in frankly owning
it ; it is the only way of atoning for it, and the only way of being for-

given. Equivocating, evading, shuffling, in order to remove a present

danger or inconveniency, is something so mean, and betrays so much
fear, that whoever practises them always deserves to be, and often will

be kicked. There is another sort of lies, inoffensive enough in them-
selves, but wonderfully ridiculous ; I mean those lies which a mistaken
vanity suggests, that defeat the very end for which they are calculated,

and terminate in the humiliation and confusion of their author, who is

sure to be detected. These are chiefly narrative and historical lies, all

intended to do infinite honour to their author. He is always the hero of

his own romances ; he has been in dangers from which nobody but him-
self ever escaped ; he has seen with his own eyes, whatever other people

have heard or read of: he has had more bonnesfortunes than ever he
knew women ; and has ridden more miles post in one day, than ever

courier went in twT
o. He is soon discovered, and as scm becomes the

object of universal contempt and ridicule. Remember, then, as long ac

you live, that nothing but strict truth can carry you through the world.
w;t>> ©Jtber your conscience or your honour unwounded. It is not only
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your duty, but your interest : as a proof of which you may alway»
observe, that the greatest fools are the greatest liars. For ray owi
part, I judge of every man's truth by his degree of understanding.

This letter will, I suppose, find you at Leipsig; where I expect and
require from you attention and accuracy, in both which you havt
hitherto been very deficient. Remember that I shall see you in the

summer; shall examine you most narrowly; and will never forget nor
forgive those faults, which it has been in your own power to prevent or

cure ; and be assured that I have many eyes upon you at Leipsig,

besides Mr. Harte's. Adieu !

LETTER CXXVII.

Lojjdos, October 2, 0.3. 17«.

Dear Boy : By your letter of the 18th past, N. S., I find that you
are a tolerably good landscape painter, and can present the several views

of Switzerland to the curious. I am very glad of it, as it is a proof of

some attention; but I hope you will be as good a portrait painter,

which is a much more noble science. By portraits, you will easily

judge, that I do not mean the outlines and the colouring of the Daman
figure; but the inside of the heart and mind of man. This science

requires more attention, observation, and penetration, than the other;
as indeed it is infinitely more useful. Search, therefore, with the greatest

care, into the character- of those whom you converse with ; endeavour to

discover their predominant passions, their prevailing weaknesses, their

vanities, their follies, and their humours, with all the right and wrong, wiss
and silly springs of human actions, which make such inconsistent and
whimsical beingsofasrational creatnres. Amoderateshareofpenetration,
with great attention, will infalliblymakethese necessary disooveries. This
is the true knowledge of the world; and the world is ;i country which
nobody ever yet knew by description ;

one must travel through it one's

self to be acquainted with it. The scholar, who in the dustof his closet

talks or writes of the world, knows no more of it, than that orator did

of war, who judiciously endeavored to instruct Hannibal in it. Courts
and camps are the only places to learn the world in. There alone all kinds

of characters resort, and human nature IS Been in all the various shapes
and modes, which education, custom, and habit give it ; whereas, in all

other places, one lo«-al mode generally prevails, and producing a seem
Lng though not a real sameness of character. For example, one general

mode distinguishes an university, another a trading town, a third a sea-

port town, and so on ; whereas, at a capital, where the Prince or the

Supreme Power resides, some of all these various modes are to be seen,

and seen in action too, exerting their utmost skill in pursuit of their

several objects. Human nature is the same all over the world; but it*

Operations are BO varied by education and habit, that one must see it in

all its dresses in order to be intimately acquainted with it. The pas-

sion of ambition, for instance, is the same in a courtier, a soldier, or an
ecclesiastic; but, from their different educations and habits, they will

take very different methods to gratify it. Civility, which is a disposi-
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tion to accommodate and oblige others, is essentially the same in every
country; but good-breeding, as it is called, which is the manner of
exerting that disposition, is different in almost every country, and merely
local ; and every man of sense imitates and conforms to that local good-
1 "-eecling of the place which he is at. A conformity and flexibility of

.liners is necessary in the course of the world ; that is, with regard to all

things which are not wrong in themselves. The versatile ingenium is

the most useful of all. It can turn itself instantly from one object to ano-
ther, assuming the proper manner for each. It can be serious with the
grave, cheerful with the gay, and trifling with the frivolous. Endeavour
by all means, to acquire this talent, for it is a very great one.

As I hardly know anything more useful, than to see, from time to
time, pictures of one's self drawn by different hands, I send you here a
sketch of yourself, drawn at Lausanne, while you were there, and sent
;:ver here by a person who little thought that it would ever fall into

my hands: and indeed it was by the greatest accident in the world that
it did.

LETTER OXXVIII.

London, October 9, o.S. 1T4T.

Dear Boy: People of your age have, commonly, an unguarded
frankness about them ; which makes them the easy prey and bubbles
of the artful and the experienced; they look upon every knave or fool,

who tells them that he is their friend, to be be really so; and pay that

profession of simulated friendship, with an indiscreet and unbounded
confidence, always to their loss, often to their ruin. Beware, therefore,

now that you are coming into the world, of these proffered friendships.

Receive them with great civility, but with great incredulity too; and
pay them with compliments, but not with confidence. Do not let your
vanity and self-love make you suppose that people become your friends

at first sight, or even upon a short acquaintance. Real friendship is a
slow grower : and never thrives unless ingrafted upon a stock of known
and reciprocal merit. There is another kind of nominal friendship

among young people, which is warm for the time, but by good luck, of
short duration. This friendship is hastily produced, by their being acci-

dently thrown together, and pursuing the course of riot and debauchery.
A fine friendship, truly ; and well cemented by drunkenness and lewdness.
It should rather be called a conspiracy against morals and good manners,
and be punished as such by the civil magistrate. However, they have
ttie impudence and folly to call this confederacy a friendship. They lend

one another money, for bad purposes ; they engage in quarrels, offensive

and defensive, for their accomplices ; they tell one another all they
know, and often more too, when, of a sudden, some accident disperses

them, and they think no more of each other, unless it be to betray and
laugh at their imprudent confidence. Remember to make a great differ-

ence between companions and friends ; for a very o^mplaisant and agree-

able compai ion may, and often does, prove a very improper and a very

dangerous friend. People will, in a great degree, and not without reason

bra their opinion of you, upon that which they have of your fiends :
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and there is a Spanish proverb, which says very justly, Tell me who you
lire 'oith and 1 will tell you who you are. One may fairly suppose, thai

the man who makes a knave or a fool his friend, has something verj

bad to do or to conceal. But, at the same time that you carefully

decline the friendship of knaves and fools, if it can be called friendship,

there is no occasion to make either of them your enemies, wantonly and
unprovoked ; for they are numerous bodies : and I would rather choose

a secure neutrality, than alliance, or war with either of them. You may
be a declared enemy to their vices and follies, without being marked
out by them as a personal one. Their enmity is the next dangerous
tiling to their friendship. Have a real reserve with most every body:
and have a set raing reserve with almost nobody ; for it is very dis-

agreeable to seem reserved, and very dangerous not to be so. Few
people find the true medium ; many are ridiculously mysterious and
reserved upon trifles ; and many imprudently communicative of all they

know.
The next thing to the choice of your friends, is the choice of your

company. Endeavor, as much as you can, to keep company with people

above you: there you rise, as much as you sink with people below you;
fur (as 1 have mentioned before) you are whatever the company you
keep is. Do not mistake, when I say company above you, and think

that I mean with regard to their birth : that is the least consideration;

^ut I mean with regard to their merit, and the light in which the world
considers them.
There are two sorts >f good company; one, which is called thebeau

moTide, and consists of the people who have the lead in courts, and in

the gay parts of life; the other consists of those who are distinguished

by some peculiar merit, or who excell in some particular and valuable

art or science. For my own part, I need to think myself in company
as much above me, when I was with Mr. Addison and Mr. Pope, as it

I had been with all the princes in Europe. What 1 mean by low com-
pany, which should by all means be avoided, is the company of those,

who, absolutely insignificant and contemptible in themselves, think they

are honoured by being in your compan\, and who flatter every vice and
every folly you have, in order to engage you to converse with them.
The pride of being the first of the company is but too common ; hut it

is very silly, and very prejudicial. Nothing in the world lets down -i

character ^ui^ker than that wrong turn.

You may possibly ask me, whether a man has it always in his power
to get the best company? and how? I say, Yes, he has, by deserving it;

provided he is but in circumstances which enable him to appear upon
the footing of a gentleman. Merit and good-breeding will make their

way every where. Knowledge will introduce him, and good breeding

will endear him to the best companies: for, as I have often toll] you,

politeness and good-breeding are absolutely necessary to adorn any, or

all other good qualities or talents. Without them, no knowledge, no
perfection whatever, is seen in its best light. The scholar, without
good-breeding, is a pedant ; the philosopher, a cynic ; the soldier, a

htote; and every man disagreeable.

T long to hear, from my several comepont'ents at Leipsig, of you/
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arrival there, and what impression you make on them at first; fcr 1

have Arguses, with an hundred eyes each, who will watch you nar-

rowly, and relate to me faithfully. My accounts will certainly be true;

it depends upon you, entirely, of what kind they shall be. Adieu.

LETTER CXXIX.

London, October 16, O. 8. 1747.

Dear Bot : The art of pleasing is a very necessary one to possess

;

but a very difficult one to acquire. It can hardly be reduced to rules

;

and your own good sense and observation will teach you more of it than
I can. Do as you would be done by. is the surest method that I know
of pleasing. Observe carefully what pleases you in others, and probably
the same thing in you will please others. If you are pleased with the

complaisance and attention of others to your humours, your tastes, or

your weaknesses, depend upon it the same complaisance and attention,

on your part to theirs, will equally please them. Take the tone of the
company that you are in, and do not pretend to give it; be serious, gay
or even trifling, as you find the present humour of the company; this

is an attention due from every individual to the majority. Do not tell

stories in company ; there is nothing more tedious and disagreeable ; if

by chance you know a very short story, and exceedingly applicable to

the present subject of conversation, tell it in as c'ew words as possible;

and even then, throw out that you do not love U> tell stories; but that

the shortness of it tempted you. Of all things, banish the egotism out

of your conversation, and never think of entertaining people with your
own personal concerns, or private affairs ; though they are interesting

to you, they are tedious and impertinent to every body else; beside?

that, one cannot keep one's own private affairs too secret. Whatever
you think your own excellencies may be, do not affectedly display thein

in company; nor labor, as many people do, to give that turn to the

conversation, which may supply you with an opportunity of exhibiting

them. If they are real, they will infallibly be discovered, without your
pointing them out yourself, and with much more advantage. Never
maintain an argument with heat and clamour, though you think or know
yourself to be in the right: but give your opinion modestly and coolly,

which is the only way to convince ; and, if that does not do, try to

change the conversation, by saying, with good humour, l
' Y»"e shall hardly

convince one another, nor is it necessary that we should, so let us talk

of something else."

Remember that there is a local propriety to be observed in all com-
panies ; and that what is extremely proper in one company, n.iy be, and

often is, highly improper in another.

The jokes, the bonmots, the little adventures, which may do ver}

well in one company, will seem flat and tedious, when related in another

The particular characters, the habits, the cant of one company, ma|
give merit to a word, or a gesture, which would have none at all ii

divested of those accidental circumstances. Here people very com
monly err ; and fond of something that has entertained them in one com
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['ad) , and in certain circumstances, repeat it with emphasis in another,

where it is either insipid, or, it may be, offensive, by being ill-timed or

misplaced. Nay, they often do it with this silly preamble ;
" I will tell

you an excellent thing ;" or, u
I will tell you the best thing in the world."

This raises expectations, which, when absolutely disappointed, make the

relator of this excellent thing look, very deservedly, like a fool.

If you would particularly gain the affection and friendship of par-

ticular p30ple, whether men or women, endeavour to find out the pre-

dominant excellency, if they have one, and their prevailing weakness,

which everybody has; and do justice to the one, and something more
than justice to the other. Men have various objects in which they may
excel, or at least would be thought to excel ; and, though they love to

hear justice done to them, where they know that they excel, yet they

are most and best flattered upon those points where they wish to excel,

and yet are doubtful whether they do or not. As, for example, Cardinal

Richelieu, who was undoubtedly the ablest statesman of his time, or

perhaps of any other, had the idle vanity of being thought the best poet

too; he envied the great Corneille his reputation, and ordered a criti-

cism to be written upon the Cid. Those, therefore, who flattered skil-

fully, said little to Mm of his abilities in state affairs, or at least but en,

passant, and as it might naturally occur. But the incense which they

gave him, the smoke of which they knew would turn his head in their

favour, was as a bel esprit and a poet. Why ? Because he was sure of

one excellency, and distrustful as to the other. You will easily discover

every man's prevailing vanity, by observing his favourite topic of con-

versation; for every man talks most of what he has most a mind to be

thought to excel in. Touch him but there, and you touch him to the

quick. The late Sir Robert Walpole (who was certainly an able man)
was little open to flattery upon that head ; for he was in no doubt hiin-

pclf about it; but his prevailing weakness was, to be thought to have a

polite and happy turn to gallantry; of which he had undoubtedly less

than any man living: it was his favourite and frequent subject of con-

versation: which proved, to those who had any penetration, that it was
his prevailing weakness. And they applied to it with BQOOOaB.

Women have, in general, but one object, which is their beauty; upon
which, scarce any flattery is too gross for them to swallow. Nature
has hardly formed a woman ugly enough to be insensible to flattery

upon her person ; if her face is so shocking, that she must in some
degree, be conscious of it, her figure and her air, she trusts, make
ample amends for it. If her figure is deformed, her face, she thinks,

counterbalances it. If they are both bad, she comforts herself that she

has graces ; a certain manner; &je ne sais quoi, still more engaging
than beauty. This (rath is evident, from the studied and elaborate

dress of the ugliest women in the world. An undoubted, uncontested,

conscious l>eauty, is of all women, the least sensible of flattery upon
that head ; she knows that it is her due, and is therefore obliged tc

nobodj for giving it her. She must be flattered upon her understand-

ing; whk;h, though she may possibly not doubt of herself, yet she

•asr»ect8 that men may distrust.

Do cot mistake me, and think that I mean to recommend to yo»
6*
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abject and oriminaJ flattery: no; flatter nobody'e vices or crimes; ,r

the contraiy, abhor and discourage them. But there is no living in the
world without a complaisant indulgence for people's weaknesses, and
innocent, though ridiculous vanities, [f a man lias a mind to be thought
wiser, and a woman handsomer than they really are, their error is a

comfortable one to themselves, and an innocent one with regard tc

other people ; and I would rather make them my friends, by indulging
4hem in it, than my enemies, by endeavouring (and that to no purpose;
to undeceive them.
There are little attentions likewise, which are inriuitely engaging, and

which sensibly affect that degree of pride and self-love, which is insep-

arable from human nature; as they are unquestionable proofs of the
regard and consideration which we have for the person to whom we pay
them. As, for example, to observe the little habits, the likings, the anti-

pathies, aud the tastes of those whom we would gain ; and then take
care to provide them with the one, and to secure them from the other

;

giving them, genteelly, to understand, that you had observed that they
liked such a dish, or such a room; for which reason you had pre} ared
it : or, on the contrary, that having observed they had an aversion to

such a dish, a dislike to such a person, &c, you had taken care to

avoid presenting them. Such attention to such trifles flatters self-love

much more than greater things, as it makes people think themselves
almost the only objects of your thoughts and care.

These are some of the arcana necessary for your initiation in the great

society of the world. I wish I had known them betu r at your age ; 1

have paid the price of three-and-fifty years for them, and shall not

grudge it, if you reap the advantage. Adieu.

LETTER CXXX.

London, October 30, O. £'. 1747.

Dear Bov: I am very well pleased with your Itinerariiim, which
you sent me from Ratisbon. It shows me that you observe and inquire
as you go, which is the true end of travelling. Those who travel
heedlessly from place to place, observing only their distance from each
other, and attending only to their accommodation at the inn at night, s«t

out fools, and will certainly return so. Those who only mind the raree-

shows of the places which they go through, such as f teeples, clocks,

town-houses, &c. get so little by their travels, that they might as weD
stay at home. But those who observe, and inquire into the situations,

the strength, the weakness, the trade, the manufactures, the govern-
ment, and constitution of every place they go to ; who frequent the best

companies, and attend to their several manners and characters ; those
alone travel with advantage ; and as they set out wise, return wiser.

I would advise you always to get the shortest description or history

of every place where you make any stay ; and suoh a book, Lowcvet
imperfect, will still suggest to you matter for inquiry; upon which you
may get better informations from the people of the pi. re. For
example ; while you are at Leipsig; get some short account (and to be
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eurv there are many such) of the present state of the town, with regard

to its magistrates, its police, its privileges, &c. and then inform yourself

more minutely, upon all those heads in conversation with the mosi

intelligent people. Do the same thing afterwards with regard to the

Electoral* of Saxony : you will find a short history of it in Puffen-

dorfFs Introduction, which will give you a general idea of it and point

out to you the proper objects of a more minute inquiry. In short, be

curious, at'cntive, inquisitive, as to everything; listlessness and indo-

lence are always blameable, but, at your age, they are unpardonable.

Consider how precious, and how important for all the rest of your life,

are your mom* ot* for these next three or four years ; and do not lose

one of them. Do not think I mean that you should study all day long;

I am far from advising or desiring it: but I desire that you would be

doing something or other all day long; and not neglect half hours and
quarters of hours, which, at the year's end, amount to a great sum. For
instance, there are many short intervals during the day, between studies

and pleasures: instead of sitting idle and yawning, in those intervals,

take up any book, though ever so trifling a one, even down to a jest-

book ; it is still better than doing nothing.

Nor do I call pleasures idleness, or time lost, provided they are the

pleasures of a rational being; on the contrary, a certain portion of your
time, employed in those pleasures, in very usefully employed. Such are

public spectacles, assemblies of good company, cheerful suppers, and
even balls ; but then, these require attention, or else your time is quite

lost.

There are a great many people, who think themselves employed all

day, and who, if they were to east up their accounts at night, would
find that they had done just DOthing. Thev have read two or three

hours mechanically, without attending to what they read, and conse-

quently without either retaining it. or reasoning upon it. From thence

they saunter into company, without taking any part in it. and without
observing the characters of the persons, or the subjects of the conversa-

tion ; but are either thinking of some trifle, foreign to the present pur-

pose, or often not thinking at all ; which silly and idle suspension of

thought they would dignity with the name of absence and distraction

They go afterwards, it may be, to the play, where they gape at the com-
pany and the lights ; but without minding the very thing they went to,

the play.

Pray do you be as attentive to your pleasures as to your studies. In

the latter, observe and reflect upon all you read ; and, in the former, be
watchful and attentive to all that you see and hear; and never have it

to say, as a thousand fools do, of things that were said and done before

their faces, that, truly, they did not mind them, because they were
thinking of something else. Why were they thinking of something else?

and if they were, why did they come there ? The truth is, that the fools

were thinking of nothing. Remember the hoc age, do what you are

about, be what it will ; it is either worth doing well, or not at all.

Wherever you are, have (as the low vulgar expression is) your ears and
your eyes about you. Listen to every thing that is said, and see every
thing that is done. Observe the looks and countenances of those who
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speak, which is often a surer way of discovering the truth than from
what they say. But then keep all those observations to yourseJ", for

your own private use, and rarely communicate them to others. O w erve,

without being thought an observer, for otherwise people will be upon
their guard before you.

Consider seriously, and follow carefully, I beseech you, my dear child,

the advice which from time to time I have given, and shaTl continue to

give you ; it is at once the result of my long experience, and the effect

of my tenderness for you. I can have no interest in it but yours. You
are not yet capable of wishing yourself half so well as I wish you ; fol-

low, therefore, for a time at least, implicitly, advice which you cannot

suspect, though possibly you may not yet see the particular advantages

of it ; but you will one day feel them. Adieu.

LETTER OXXXi.
London, JV<k *mb*r «, &. 8. 17*i.

Dear Boy : Three mails are now due from Holland, so that I have no
letter from you to acknowledge; I write to you, therefore, now, as

usual, by way of flapper, to put you in mind of yourself. Doctor Swift,

in his account of the island of Laputa, describes some philosophers there

who were so wrapped up and absorbed in their abstruse speculations,

that they would have forgotten all the common and necessary duties

of life, if they had not been reminded of them by persons who flapped

them, whenever they observed them continue too long in any of those

learned trances. I do not indeed suspect you of being absorbed in

abstruse speculations ; but, with great submission to you, may I not

suspect, that levity, inattention, and too little thinking, require a flapper,

as well as too deep thinking? If my letters should happen to get to

you when you are sitting by the fire and doing nothing, or when you
are gaping at the window, may they not be very proper flaps, to put

you in mind, that you might employ your time much better ? I knew
once, a very covetous, sordid fellow, who used frequently to say,

u Take
care of the pence ; for the pounds will take care of themselves.'" This

was a just and sensible reflection in a miser. I recommend to you to

take care of the minutes; for hours will take care of tb«m selves. I am
very sure, that many people lose two or three hours every day, by not

taking care of the minutes. Never think any portion of time whatso-

ever too short to be employed ; something or other may always be done

in it.

While you are in Germany, let all your historical studiets be relative

to Germany ; not only the general history of the empire as a collective

body ; but the respective electorates, principalities, and towns ; and also,

the genealogy of the most considerable families. A genealogy is no

trifle in Germany ; and they would rather prove their tv, «_. nnd-thirty

quarters, than two-and-thirty cardinal virtues, if there were so inaDy

They are not of Ulysses's opinion, who says very truly,

Genus et proavos, et qua non fecimua lpsi

;

Vlx ea nostra toco.

Good nigLt
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LETTER CXXXII
Lohdow, iroverAir 24, 0. A. i T47.

Dcjb Boy: As ofteD as I write to you, (and that you know is pretty

often) 30 often I am in doubt whether it is to any purpose, and whether
it is not labour and paper lost. This entirely depends upon the degree

of reason and reflection which you are master of, or think proper to

exert. If you give yourself time to think, and have sense enough to

th'nk right, two reflections must necessarily occur to you; the one is,

that I have a great deal of experience, and that you have none : the

oti er is, that 1 am the only man living who cannot have, directly or

indirectly, any interest concerning you, but your own. From which
two undeniable principles, the obvious and necessary conclusion is, that

you ought, for your own -ake, to attend to and follow my advice.

If, by the application v\ liich I recommend to you, you acquire great

knowledge, you alone nro the gainer ; I pay for it. If you should

deserve either a j*ood or a bad character, mine will be exactly wnat it is

cow, and will neither he the better in the tirst case, nor worse in the

latter. You alone will be the gainer or the loser.

W hatever your pleasures maybe, I neither can nor shall envy you

them, as old people are sometimes suspected by young people to do,

and I shall only lament, it they should prove such as are unbecoming a

man of honour, or below a man of sense. But you will be the real suf-

ferer, if they are such. As therefore it is plain that I can have no other

motive than that of affection in whatever I say to you, you ought to

look upon me as your best, and, for some years to come, your only

friend.

True friendship requires certain proportions of age and manners, and

can never subsist where they are extremely different, except in the

relations of parent and child, where affection on one side, and regard on

the other, make up the difference. The friendship which you may con-

tract with people of your own age may he >iiuvre, may be warm; but

must he, for some time, reciprocally unprofitable, as there can be no

experience on either side. The jonng leading the young, is like the

blind leading the blind; "they will both fall into the ditch." The only

sure guide is, he who has often gone the rood which you want to go.

Let me be that guide; who have gone all roads, and who can conse-

quently point out to you the best. If you ask me why I went any of

the bad roads mvself ? I will answer you very truly, That it was for

want of a good guide : ill example invited me one way, and a good guide

was wanting so shew me a better. But if any body, capable of advising

me, had taken the same pains with me, which I have takon, and will

continue to take with you, I should have avoided many follies and incon-

veniences, which undirected youth run me into. My father was neither

desirous nor able to advise me; which is what, I hope, you cannot say

of yours. You see that I make use only of the word advice ;
because 1

would muchrtther have the assent of your reason to my advice, than

the submission of your will to my authority. This, I persuade myself,

will happen, from that degree of sense which I think you ha>«: and

therofore 1 v* Jl go on advising, and with hopes of success.
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Yoa are now settled for some time at Leipsig ; the principal object of

your stay there is the knowledge of books and sciences ; which if you do

not, by attention and application, make yourself master of while you are

there, you will be ignorant of them all the rest of your life ; and, take

my word for it, a life of ignorance is not only a very contemptible, but

a very tiresome one. Redouble your attention, then, to Mr. Harte, in

your private studies of the Liter® Humanio^es, especially Greek. State

your difficulties, whenever you have any ; and do not suppress them,

either from mistaken shame, lazy indifference, or in order to have d >'u»

the sooner. Do the same when you are at lectures with Professor

Mascow, or any other professor; let nothing pass till you are sure that

you understand it thoroughly; and accustom yourself to write down
the capital points of what you learn. When you have thus usefully

employed your mornings, you may, with a safe conscience, divert your-

self in the evenings, and make those evenings very useful too, by pass-

ing them in good company, and, by observation and attention, learning

as much of the world as Leipsig can teach you. Yom will observe and

imitate the manners of the people of the best f.ishiou there ; not that

they are (it may be) the best manners in the world ; but because they

are the best manners of the place where you are, to which a man of

sense always conforms. The nature of things (as I have often told you)

is always and every where the same; but the modes of them vary

more or less, in every country ; and an easy and genteel conformity to

them, or rather the assuming of them at proper times, and in proper

places, is what particularly constitutes a man of the world, and a well-

bred man.
Here is advice enough, I think, and too much, it may be, you will

think, for one letter ; if you follow it, you will get knowle^e, charao

ter, and pleasure by it; if you do not, I only lose operam et oleum,

which, in all events, I do not grudge you.

I send you, by a person who sets out this day for Leipsig, a small

packet from your Mamma, containing some valuable things which you

left behind, to which I have added, by way of new-year's gift, a very

pretty tooth-pick case ; and, by the way, pray take great care of your

teeth, and keep them extremely clean. I have likewise sent yon the

Greek roots, lately translated into English from the French of the Port

Royal. Inform yourself what the Port Royal is. To conclude with a

quibble; I hope you will not only feed upon these Greek roots, but

likewise digest them perfectly. Adieu.

LETTER OXXXIII.

Loudon, December 11, O. S. 1T4T.

Dear Boy : There is nothing which I more wish that you should

know, and which fewer people do know, than the true use and value of

time, It is in everybody's mouth; but in few people's practice. Every
fool, who slatterns away his whole time in nothings, utters, however,

ecme trite commonplace sentence, of which there are millions, to prove,

at once, the value and the fleetness of time. The sun-dials, like wis** all
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o?er Europe, have some ingenious inscription to that effect ; so that

nobody squanders away their time, without hearing and seeing, daily,

how necessary it is to employ it well, and how irrecoverable it is if lost.

But all these admonitions are useless, where there is not a fund of good

sense and reason to suggest them, rather than receive them. By the

manner in which you now tell me that you employ yur time, I natter

myself that you have that fund ; that is the fund which will make you

rich indeed. I do not, therefore, mean to give you a critical essay upon
the use and abuse of time ; but I will only give you some hints with

regard to the use of one particular period of that long time which, I

hope, you have before you ; I mean, the next two years. Rememl^r
then, that whatever knowledge you do not solidly lay the foundation of

before you are eighteen, you will never be the master of while you
breathe. Knowledge is a comfortable and neces>ary retreat and shelter

for us in an advanced age ; and if we do not plant it while young, it

will give us no shade when we grow old. I neither require nor expect

from you great application to books, after you are once thrown out

into the great world. I know it is impossible; and it may even, in

some cases, be improper ; this, therefore, is your time, and your only

time, for unwearied and uninterrupted application. If you shou'd some
times think it a little laborious, consider, that labour is the unavoidable

fatigue of a necessary journey. The more hours a day you travel, the

sooner you will be at your journey's end. The sooner you are qualified

for your liberty, the sooner you shall have it; and yc r manumission
will entirely depend upon the manner in which you employ the inter-

mediate time. I think I offer you a very good bargain, when I prom-
ise you, upon my word, that if you will do every thii g that I would
have you do, till you are eighteen, I will do every thing that you would
have me do, ever afterwards.

I knew a gentleman, who was so good a manager of his time, that he

would not even lose that small portion of it, which the calls of nature

obliged him to pass in the necessary-house; but gradually went through

all the Latin poets, in those moments. He bought, for example, a com-

mon edition of Horace, of which he tore off gradual]) a couple of pages,

carried them with him to that necessary place, read thein first, and

then sent them down as a sacrifice to Cloacina: this was so much time

fairly gained; and I recommend you to follow his example. It is better

than only doing what you cannot help doing at those moments; and it

will make any book, which you shall read in that manner, very present

in your mind. Books of science, and of a grave sort must be read with

continuity ; but there are very many, and even very useful ones, which

may be read with advantage by snatches, and unconnectedly ; such are

all the good Latin poets, except Virgil in his ^Eneid: and -uch are most

of the modern poets, in which you will find many pieces *orth reading,

that will not take up above seven or eight minutes. Bayle's, Moreri's,

and other dictionaries, are proper books to take and shut up for the

little intervals of (otherwise) idle time, that every body has in the

course of th« day, between either their studies or their pleasures

Q^od night.
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LETTER OXXXIV.
London, December 18, O 8. 1T41

Dear Dot: As two mails are now due from Holland, I have nc
letters of yours or Mr. Harte's to acknowledge; so that this letter is the

effect of that szribeudi cacoethes, which ray fears, ray hopes, and my
doubts, concerning you give me. When I have wrote you a very long

letter upon any subject, it is no sooner gone, but I think I have omitted
something in it, which might be of use to you ; and then I prepare the

supplement for the next post: or else some new subject occurs to me,
upon which I fai.cy I can give you some informations, or point out some
rule-> which may be advantageous to you. This sets me to writing

again, though God knows whether to any purpose or not; a few years

more am only ascertain that. But, whatever my success may be, my
anxietj and my care can only be the effects of that tender affection

which I have for you; and which you cannot represent to yourself

greater than it really is. But do not mistake the nature of that affec

don, and think it of a kind that you may with impunity abuse. It is

not natural affection, there being in reality no such thing; for, if there

were, some inward sentiment must necessarily and reciprocally discover

the parent to the child, and the child to the parent, without any exterior

indications, knowledge, or acquaintance whatsoever ; which never hap-

pened since the creation of the world, whatever poets, romance, and
novel writers, avd such sentiment-mongers, may be pleased to say to

the contrary. Neither is my affection for you that of a mother, of

which the only, or at least the chief objects, are health and life : I wish
you them both most heartity ; but, at the same time, I confess they are

by no means my principal care.

My object is to have you fit to live ; which, if you are not, I do not

desire that you should live at all. My affection for you then is, and only

will be, proportioned to your merit; which is the only affection that one
rational being ought to have for another. Hitherto I have discovered

nothing wrong in your heart, or your head : on the contrary, I think I

see sense in the one, and sentiments in the other. This persuasion is

the only motive of my present affection ; which will either increase or

diminish, according to your merit or demerit. If you have the know-
ledge, the honour, and probity which you may have, the marks and
warmth of my affection shall amply reward them ; but if you have them
not, my aversion and indignation will rise in the same proportion; and,

in iliat case, remember, that 1 am under no further obligation, than to

give you the necessary means of subsisting. If ever we quarrel, do not

expect or depend upon any weakness in my nature, for a reconciliation,

as children frequently do, and often meet with, from silly parents; I

have no such weakness about me: and, as I will never quarrel with you
but upon s^rae essential point; if once we quarrel, I will never forgive.

But I hope and believe, that this declaration (for it is no threat) will

pro v e unnecessary. You are no stranger to the principles of virtue;

and, surely, whoever knows virtue must love it. As for knowledge, you
hwe already enough of it, to engage you to acquire more. The igno-

rant only, either despise it, or think that they have enough : those who
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have the most, are always the most desirous to have more, and know
that the most they can have is, alas ! but too little.

Reconsider, from time to time, and retain the friendly advice which I

send you. The advantage will be all your own.

LETTER CXXXV.
Loudon, December 29, O. S. 1WT

Deaj< Boy: T have received two letters from you of the 17th and 22d,

C*. S., by the last cf which I find that some of mine to you must have
.r.iscarried ; for f h*»re never been above two posts without writing to

you or to Mr. Harte, and even very long letters. I have also received a

letter from Mr. Harte, which gives me great satisfaction: it is full of

yoir praises; and he answers for you, that, in two years more, you will

'Ifiservo your ma' umission, and be fit to go into the world, upon
.\ footing that will do you honour, and give me pleasure.

I thank you for your offer of the new edition of Adamus Adami^ but

I do not want it, having a good edition of it at present. When you
have read that, you will do well to follow it with Pere BowjeanVs His-

tcrirc du Traite de Munster, in two volumes quarto; which contains

many important anecdotes concerning that famous treaty, that are not

in Adamus Adami.
You tell iae that your lectures upon the Jus Publicum will be ended

at Easter; but t' en 1 hope that Monsieur Ma-cow will begin them again;

for I would not have you discontinue that study one day while you are

at Leipsig. I suppose that Monsieur Mascow will likewise give you
lectures up- u the I/ijtrumentum Pacis, and upon the capitulations of

the late emperors.—Your German will go on of course; and I take it toi

granted that your stay at Leipsig will make you a perfect master of that

language, both as to speaking and writing; for remember, that knowing
any language imperfectly, is very little better than not knowing it all:

people being as unwilling to speak in a language which they do not

possess thoroughly, as . >thers are to hear them. Your thoughts are

cramped, and appear to great disadvantage, in any language of which you
are not perfect master. Let modern history share part of your time, and
that always accompanied with the maps of the places in question; geogra-

phy and history are very Imperfect separately, and, to be useful, must
be joined.

Go to the Duchess of Curland's as often as she and your leisure will

permit. The company of women of fashion will improve your manners,
though not your unde-standing ; and that complaisance and politeness,

which are so useful in men's company, can only be acquired in wo-
men's.

Remember always, what I have told you a thousand times, that all

the talent- in t' s world will want all their lustre, and some part of

their use too, if they are not adorned with that easy good-breeding, that

eii£Lging manner, and those graces, which seduce and prepossess peo
fie in your favour at first sight. A proper care of your person is by no
ineans to b neglected; always extremely clean; upon proper occasions
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6ne. Your carriage genteel, and your motions graceful. Tafce particu
lar care of your manner and address, when you present yourself in com-
pany. Let them be respectful without meanness, easy without too

much familiarity, genteel without affectation, and insinuating without
any seeming art or design.

Yod need not send me any more extracts of the German constitu-

tion ; which, by the course of your present studies, I know you must
soon be acquainted with ; but I would now rather that your letters

should be a sort of journal of your own life. As, for instance, what
company you keep, what new acquaintances you make, what your plea-

sures are; with your own reflections upon the whole: likewise what
Greek and Latin books you read and understand. Adieu !

LETTER OXXXYI.
January 8, 0. A 3T4*?.

Dea^ Boy : 1 am edified with Jie allotment of your time at Loip-

sig; which is so well employed from morning till night, that a fool

would say, you had none left for yourself; whereas, I am sure you have
sense enough to know, that such a right use of your time is having it

all to yourself; nay, it is even more, for it is laying it out to immense
interest, which, in a very few years, will amount to a prodipous
capital.

Though twelve of your fourteen Commensaux may not be the live-

liest people in the world, and may want (as I easily conceive that they
do) le ton de la bonne compagnie, et les graces, which I wish you, yet

pray take care not to express any contempt, or thrwW out any ridicule

;

which I can assure you, is not more contrary to good manners than t'»

good sense : but endeavour rather to get all the good you can out ol

them ; and something or other is to be got out of every body. The}
will, at least, improve you in the German language; and, as they coir.t

from different countries, you may put them upon subjects, concerning
which they must necessarily be able to give you some useful informa
tions, let them be ever so dull or disagreeable in general : they wil-

know something, at least, of the laws, custoirs, government, and consi-

derable families of their respective countries; all which are better

known than not, and consequently worth inquiring into. There is

hardly any body good for every thing, and there is scarcely any body
who is absolutely good for nothing. A good diemist will oxtract some
spirit or other out of every substance ; and a man of parts will, by his

dexterity and management, elicit something worth knowing oat of
every being he converses with.
As you have been introduced to the Duchess of Courland, pray go

there as often as ever your more necessary occupations will allow you.

I am told she is extremely well bred, and has parts. Now, tin ugh I

would not recommend to you, to go into women's company in search of

solid knowledge, or judgment, yet it has its use in other respects; for it

certainly polishes the manners, and gives une certaine toumure, which

is very necessary in the course of the world ; and which Englishmen

Uavo generally less of than anv people in the world
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I cannot say that your suppers are luxurious, but you must own they

are solid; and a quart of soup, and two pounds of potatoes, will enable

you to pass the night without great impatience for your breakfast next

morning. One part of your supper (the p< >tatoes) is the constant diet

of my old friends and countrymen*, the Irish, who are the healthiest

and the strongest bodies of men that I know in Europe.

As I believe that many of my letters to you and to Mr Harte have
miscarried, as well as some of yours and his to me

;
particularly one of

his from Lefpsig, to which he refers in a subsequent one, and which I

never received; I would have you, for the future, acknowledge the

dates of ill the letters which either of you shall receive from me ; and
I will m tl»e same on my part.

That which I received, by the last mail, from you, was of the 25th

November, N. S. ; the mail before that brought me yours, of which I

have forgot the date, but which inclosed one to Lady Chesterfield : she

will answer it soon, and, in the mean time, thanks you for it.

My disorder was only a very great cold, of which I am entirely reco-

vered. You shall not complain for want of accounts from Mr Greven-

kop, who will frequently write you whatever passes here, in the Ger-

man language and character; which will improve you in both. Adieu.

LETTER OXXXVII.
London, January 15. 0. 8. 1748.

Dear Boy : I willingly accept the new year's gift which you pro-

mise me for next year ; and the more valuable you make it, the more
thankful I shall be. That depends entirely upon you; and therefore I

hope to be presented, every year, with a new edition of you, more cor-

rect than the former, and considerably enlarged and amended.
Since you do not care to be an assessor of the imperial chamber, and

that you desire to • stablishment in England; what do you think of

'eing Greek Professor at one of our universities? It is a very pretty

sinecure, and require* very little knowledge (much less than, I hope, you
have already) of that language. If you do not approve of this, I am at

a loss to know what else to propose to you ; and therefore desire that

you will inform me w^at sort of destination you propose for yourself;

for it is now time to fix it, and to take our measures accordingly. Mr.

Harte tells me that you set up for a UoXitikoc avrjp
; if so, I presume it is in

the view of succeeding me in my office ; t which I will very willingly

resign to you, whenever you shall call upon me for it. But, if you

intend to bo the VoXitikoc, or the Bov%n<popoc avvp, there are some trifling

circumstances upon which you should previously take your resolution.

The first of which is, to be fit for it : and then, in order to be so, make
yourself master of ancient and modern history, and languages. To
Lmw perfectly the constitution, and form of government of every

* Lord Chesterfield, from the time he tu appointed Lord LieuUnant of Ireland. 1711
eed always to call the Irish his countrymen,
t A Secretary of State.
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nation; the growth and the decline of ancient and modem empinas,
and to trace out and reflect upon the causes of both. To know the

strength, the riches, and the commerce of every country. These little

things, trifling as they may seem, are yet very necessary for a politician

to know ; and which therefore, I presume, you will condescend to apply
yourself to. There are some additional qualifications necessary, in the

practical part of business, which may deserve some consideration in

your leisure moments ; such as, an absolute command of your temper,
so as not to be provoked to passion, upon any account

;
patience, to

hear frivolous, impertinent, and unreasonable applications ; with address
enough to refuse, without offending, or, by your manner of granting, to

double the obligation ; dexterity enough to conceal a truth without tell-

ing a lie: sagacity enough to read other people's countenances; and
serenity enough not to let them discover any thing by yours ; a seam-
ing frankness with a real reserve. These are the rudiments of a

politician ; the world must be your grammar.
Three mail// are now due from Holland ; so that I have no letters

from you tc acknowledge. I therefore conclude with recommending
myself to your favour and protection when you succeed. Yours.

LETTER CXXXVIII.

London, January 29, 0. S. 1748.

Dear Boy : I find, by Mr. Harte's last letter, that many of my letters

to you and him, have been frozen up in their way to Leipsig; the thaw
has, I suppose, by this time, set them at liberty to pursue their journey
to you, and you will receive a glut of them at once. Hudibras alludes,

in this verse,

Like words congealed in northern air,

to a vulgar notion, that in Greenland words were frozen in their uttei •

ance ; aud that upon a thaw, a very mixed conversation was heard in

the air, of all those words set at liberty. This conversation was, I

presume, too various and extensive to be much attended to : and may
not that be the case of half a dozen of my long letters, when you receive
them all at once ? I think that I can, eventually, answer that question,
thus: If you consider my letters in their true light, as conveying to

you the advice of a friend, who sincerely wishes your happiness, and
desires to promote your pleasure, you will both read and attend to them

;

but, if you consider them in their opposite, and very false light, as the
dictates of a morose and sermonizing father, I am sure they will be
not only unattended to, but unread. Which is the case, you can best
tell me. Advice is seldom welcome ; and those who want it the most
always like it the least. I hope that your want of experience, of which
you must be conscious, will convince you, that you want advice; ani
that your good sense will incline you to follow it.

Tell me how you pass your leisure hours at Leipsig ; I know you have
not many ; and I have too good an opinion of you to think, that, at thi9

age, y< a would desire more. Have you assemblies, or public spectacles*
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\n<L v>f what kintf are they? Whatever they are, see them all: seeing

every thiug, is the only way not to admire anything too much.
If you over take up little tale-books, to amuse you by snatches, I will

recommend two French books, which I have already mentioned ; they
will entertain you, and not without some use to your mind and your
niHuners. One is, La Maniere de bien penser dans les Outrages d'Esprit.
written by Pert Bouhours ; I believe you read it once in England, with
Monsieur Coderc ; but 1 think that you will do well to read it again, as

I know of no book that will form your taste better. The other is,

VArt de plaire dans la Conversation, by the Abbe de Bellegarde, and
is by no means useless, though 1 will not pretend to say, that the art of
pleasing can be reduced to a receipt; if it could, I am sure that receipt

would be worth purchasing at any price. Good sense, and good nature,

are the principal ingredients ; and your own observation and the good
advice of others, must give the right colour and taste tG it. Adieu I I

shall always love you as you shall deserve.

LETTER CXXXIX.

Lohdoh, February I O. 8. 1748.

Psab Boy : You will receive tibia letter, not from a Secret* w of State

but from a private man ; for whom, at his time of life, quiet was as fit,

and as necessary, as labour and activity are for you at your age, and for

many years yet to come. I resigned the seals, last Saturday, to the

King; who parted with me most graciously, and, (I may add, for he
said so himself) with regret As I retire from hurry to quiet, and to

enjoy, at my ease, the comforts of private and social life, you will ea'u'y

imagine that I have no thoughts of opposition, or meddling with busi-

nehS. Otium cum dignitate is my object. The former 1 now enjoy ; and
I hope that my conduct and character entitle me to some share of the

latter. In short, I am now happy: and I found that I could not be so

in my former public situation.

As I like your correspondence better than that of all the kings, prin-

ces, and ministers, in Europe, I shall now have leisure to carry it on
more regularly. My letters to you will be written, I am sure, by me,
and, I hope, read by you, with pleasure; which, I believe, seldom hap-

pen-, reciprocally, to letters written from and to a secretary's office.

Do not apprehend that mv retirement from business may be a hin-

drance to your advancement in it, at a proper time : on the contrary, it

will promote it; for, having nothing to ask for myself, I shall have the

better title to ask for you. But you have still a surer way than this of
rising, and which is wholly in your own power. Make yourself neces-

sary ; which, with your natural parts, you may, by application, do. We
are in general, in England, ignorant of foreign affairs : and of the inter-

ests, views, pretensions, and policy of other courts. That part of know-
ledge never enters into our thoughts, nor makes part of our education

;

for which reason, we have fewer proper subjects for foreign commis-
sions, than any other country in Europe ; and, when foreign affairs hap-
pen to be debased in Parliament, it is incredible with how much igno-
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ranee. The harvest of foreign affairs being then so great, and the labour-

ers so few, if you make yourself master of them, you will make yourself

necessary ; first as a foreign, and then as a domestic minister for that

department.
I am extremely well pleased with the account which you give me of

the allotment of your time. Do but go on so, for two years longer, and
I will ask no more of you. Your labours will be their own reward; bot
if you desire any other, that I can add, you may depend upon it.

I am glad that you perceive the indecency and turpitude of those of

your Commensaux, who disgrace and foul themselves with dirty w s

and scoundrel gamesters. And the light in which, I am sure, you see all

reasonable and decent people consider them, will be a good warning to

you. Adieu.

LETTER CXL.

Lokdon, February 18. 0. 8. 1T4B.

Dear Boy : Your last letter gave me a very satisfactory account of

your manner of employing your time at Leipsig. Go on so but for two
years more, and, I promise you, that you will outgo all the people of

your age and time. I thank you for your explanation of the Schrifteas

sen, and Amptsassen ; and pray let me know the meaning of the Landsas-

%en. I am very willing that you should take a Saxon servant, who speaks

nothing but German, which will be a sure way of keeping up your Ger-

man, after you leave Germany. But then, I would neither have that man.
nor him whom you have already, put out of livery; which makes them
both impertinent and useless. I am sure, that as soon as you shall have
taken the other servant, your present man will press extremely to be

out of livery, and valet de chambre; which is as much as to say, that he
will curl your hair and shave you, but not condescend to do any thinff

else. I therefore advise you, never to have a servant out of livery; and,

though you may not always think proper to carry the servant who
dresses you abroad in the rain and dirt, behind a coach or before a

chair, yet keep it in your power to do so, if you please, by keeping him
in livery.

I have seen Monsieur and Madame Flemming, who gave me a very

good account of you, and of your manners, which to tell you the plain

truth, were what I doubted of the most. She told me. that you wore
easy, and not ashamed: which is a great deal for an Englishman at your
age.

I set out for Bath to-morrow, for a month ; only to be better than

well, and enjoy, in quiet, the liberty which I have acquired by the resig-

nation of the seals. You shall hear from me more at large from thence;

and now good night to you.

LETTER CXLI.

Bath, February 16, O. 8. 1748.

Dear Bot: The firs'; use that I made of my liberty was *-o come here

where I arrived yesterday. My health, though not fundamentally ba-
1
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?et, for want of proper attention of late, wanted some repairs, which
these waters never fail giving it. I shall drink them a month, ane
return to London, there to enjoy the comforts of social life, instead of

groaning nnder th^ load of business. I have given the description of

trie life that I propose to lead for the future, in this motto, which 1

have put up in the frize of my library in my new house:

^unc reterum libris, nunc somno, et inertibus horis
l>uoere solliciUe jucunda obliria vita.

I must observe to you upon this occasion, that the uninterrupted satis-

faction -which I expect to find in that library, will be chiefly owing to

my haviDg employed some part of my life well at your age. I wish I

had employed it better, and my satisfaction would now be complete;
but, however, I planted while young, that degree of knowledge which
is now ray refuge and ray shelter. Make your plantations still more
extensive; they will more than pay you for your trouble. I do not

regret the time that I passed in p'easures; they were seasonable; they
were the pleasures of youth, and I enjoyed them while young. If 1 had
not, I should probably have overvalued them now, as we are very apt to do
what we do not know; but, knowing them I as do, I know their real

value, and how much they are generally overrated. Nor do I regret

the time that I have passed In business, for the same reason ; those who
see only the outside of it, imagine it has hidden charms, which they

pant after; and nothing but acquaintance can undeceive them. I, who
have txtn behind the scenes, both of pleasure and business, and have
seen all the springs and pullies of those decorations which astonish and
dazzle tho audience, retire, not only without regret, but with content-

ment ai.d satisfaction. But what I do, and ever shall regret, is the time
which, while young, I lost in mere idleness, and in doing nothing. This

is the common effect of the inconsideracy of youth, against which I beg
you will be most carefully upon your guard. The value of momenta,
when cast up, is immense, if well employed; if thrown away, their loss

is irrecoverable. Every moment may be put to some use, and thai with

much more pleasure, than If unemployed. Do not imagine, that by the

employment of time, I mean an uninterrupted application to serious

studies. No; pleasures are, at proper times, both as necessary ami as

useful; they fashion and form you for the world; they teach you charac-

ters, and shew you the human heart in Itf unguarded minutes. But
then remember to make that use of them. I have known many people,

from laziness of mind, go through both pleasure and business with equal

inattention; neither enjoying the one, nor doing the other; thinking

then selves men of pleasure, because they were mingled with those who
were, and men of business, because they had business to do, though they

did not do it. Whatever you do, do it to the purpose; do it thoroughly,

not superficially. Appro/ondissez : go to the bottom of things. Any
thing half uviie or half known, is, in my mind, neither done nor known
%t all. Nay worse, it often misleads. There is hardly any place or any
company, where you may not gain knowledge, if you please; almost

every body knows some one thing, and is glad to talk upon that one
thing. Se*k and you will find, in this world as well as in the next. Se«
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every thing; inquire into every thing; and you may excuse yonr cari-

osity, and the questions you ask, which otherwise might bb thought
impertinent, by your manner of asking them; for most tilings riepeod

a great deal upon the manner. As, for example, / am afraid that .1

am very troublesome with my questions; but nobody can inform me $c

well as you; or some thing of that kind.

Now that you are in a Lutheran country, go to their churches, and
observe the manner of their public worship ; attend to their ceremonies,
and inquire the meaning and intention of every one of thorn. And, as

you will soon understand German well enough, attend to their sermons,
and observe their manner of preaching. Inform yourself of their

church government : whether it resides in the sovereign, or in consis-

tories and synods. Whence arises the maintenance of their cergy;
whether from tithes, as in England, or from voluntary contributions, or
from pensions from the state. Do the same thing when you are in

Roman Catholic countries; go to their churches, see all their cere-

monies : ask the meaning of them, get the terms explained to you. As,
for instance, Prime, Tierce, Sexte, Nones, Matins, Angelus, High Mass,
Vespers, Complies, &c. Inform yourself of their several religious

orders, their founders, their rules, their vows, their habits, their reve-

nues, &c. But, when you frequent places of public worship, as I would
have you go to all the different ones you meet with, remember, that,

however erroneous, they are none of them objects of laughter and ridi-

cule. Honest error is to be pitied, not ridiculed. The object of all the
public worships in the world is the same; it is that great eternal Being
who created every thing. The different manners of worship are by no
means subjects of ridicule. Each sect thinks its own is the best ; and I

know no infallible judge in this world, to decide which is the best.

Make the same inquiries, wherever you are, concerning the revenues,
the military establishment, the trade, the commerce, and the police of
every country. And you would do well to keep a blank paper book,
which the Germans call an Album ; and there, instead of desiring, as

they do, every fool they meet with to scribble something, write down
all these things as soon as they come to your knowledge from good
authorities.

I had almost forgotten one thing, which I would recommend as an
object for your curiosity and information, that is, the administration of
justice; which, as it is always carried on in open court, you may, and
I would have you, go and see it with attention and inquiry.

1 have now but one anxiety left, which is concerning you. I would
have you be, what I know nobody is—perfect. As that is impossible,

I would have you as near perfection as possible. I know nobody in a
fairer way towards it than yourself, if you please. Never were so

much pains taken for any body's education as for your-; ; and uover bad
any body those opportunities of knowledge and improvement which
y<»u have had, and still have, I hope, I wish, I doubt, and fear alter-

nately. This only I am sure of, that you will prove either the greatest

pain or ^e greatest pleasure of, Yours.
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LETTER CXLII.

Bath, February 23, O. 8., 1748.

Dkab Boy : Every excellency, and every virtue, has its kindred vice

3r weakness ; and, if carried beyond certain bounds, sinks into one or

the other. Generosity often runs into profusion, economy into avarice,

courage into rashness, caution into timidity, and so on :—insomuch that,

I believe, there is more judgment required, for the proper conduct of our
virtues, than for avoiding their opposite vices. Vice, in its true light,

is so deformed, that it shocks us at first sight, and would hardly ever

seduce us, if it did not, at first, wear the mask of some virtue. But
virtae is, in itself, so beautiful, that it charms us at first sight ; engages

us more and more upon further acquaintance ; and, as with other beau-

ties, we think excess impossible; it is here that judgment is necessary,

to moderate and direct the effects of an excellent cause. I shall apply

this reasoning, at present, not to any particular virtue, but to an excel-

lency, which, for want of judgment, is often the cause of ridiculous and
blameable effects; I mean, great learning; which, if not accompanied
with sound judgment, frequently carries us into error, pride, and
pedantry. As, I hope, you will possess that excellency in its utmost
extent, and yet without its too common failings, the hints, which my
experience can suggest, may probably not be oseleai to you.

Some learned men, proud of their knowledge, only speak to decide,

and give judgment without appeal; the oonseqnenoe of which is, that

mankind, provoked by the insult, and injured by the oppression, revolt;

and, in order to shake off the tyranny, even call the lawful authority in

question. The more you know, the modester you should be ; and (by

the bye) that modesty is the surest way of gratifying your vanity. Even
where you are sure, seem rather doubtful ; represent, but do not pro-

nounce, and, if you would convince others, seem open to conviction

Yourself.

Others, to shew their learning, or often from the prejudices of a

school-education, where they hear of nothing else, are always talking

of the ancients, as something more than men, and of the moderns, as

something less. They are never without a chissic or two in their pock-

ets ; they stick to the old good sense ; they read none of the modern trash
;

and will shew you, plainly, that no improvement has been made, in

uny one art or science, these last seventeen hundred years. I would by
no means have you disown your acquaintance with the ancients : but

still less would 1 have you brag of an exclusive intimacy with them.
Speak of the moderns without contempt, and of the ancients without
idolatry

;
judge them all by their merits, but not by their ages ; and if

you happen to have an Elzevir cassic in your pocket neither shew it

nor mention it.

Some great scholars, most absurdly, draw all their maxims, both for

publio and private life, from wha'i they call parallel oases in the ancient

authors ; without considering, that, in the first place, there never were.,

since the creation of the world, two cases exactly parallel; and, in the

ueit place, that there never was & case stated, or even known, by any
7
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historian, with every one of its circumstances ; which, however, ought
to be known, in order to be reasoned from. Reason upon the case

itself, and the several circumstances that attend it, and act accordingly

,

but not from the authority of ancient poets, or historians. Take intc

your consideration, if you please, cases seemingly analogous ; but take

them as helps only, not as guides. We are really so prejudiced by our
education, that, as the ancients deified their heroes, we deify their mad-
men ; of which, with all due regard for antiquity, I take Leonidas and
Ourtius to have been two distinguished ones. And yet a solid pedant

would, in a speech in parliament, relative to a tax of two-pence in the

pound upon some community or other, quote those two heroes, as exam-
ples of what we ought to do and suffer for our country. I have known
these absurdities carried so far by people of injudicious learning, that I

should not be surprised, if some of them were to propose, while we are

at war with the Gauls, that a number of geese should be kept in the

Tower, upon account of the infinite advantage which Rome received in

a parallel case, from a certain number of geese in the Capitol. This

way of reasoning, and this way of speaking, will always form a pool

politician, and a puerile declaimer.

There is another species of learned men who, though less dogmatical

and supercilious, are not less impertinent. These are the communica-
tive and shining pedants, who adorn their conversation, even with wo-
men, by happy quotations of Greek and Latin ; and who have contract-

ed such a familiarity with the Greek and Roman authors, that they

call them by certain names or epithets denoting intimacy. As old Ho-
mer; that sly rogue Horace ; Maro, instead of Virgil; and Naso, instead

of Ovid. These are often imitated by coxcombs, who have no learning

at all ; but who have got some names and some scraps of ancient authors

by heart, which they improperly and impertinently retail in all compa-
nies, in hopes of passing for scholars. If, therefore, you would avoid

the accusation of pedantry on one hand, or the suspicion of ignorance

on the other, abstain from learned ostentation. Speak the language of

the company that you are in ; speak it purely, and unlarded with any
other. Never seem wiser, nor more learned, than the people you are

with. Wear your learning, like your watch, in a private pocket: and
do not pull it out and strike it ; merely to show that you have one. If

you are asked what o'clock it is, tell it ; but do not proclaim it hourly

and unasked, like the watchman.
Upon the whole, remember that learning (I mean Greek and Romac

learning) is a most useful and necessary ornament, which it is shameful

not to be master of; but, at the same time most carefully avoid those

errors and abuses which I have mentioned, and which too often attend it.

Remember, too, that great modern knowledge is still more necessary

than ancient ; and that you had better know perfectly the present, thai

the old state of Europe ; though I would have you well acquainted with

both.

I have this moment received your letter of the 17th, N. S. Though.

I confess, there is no great variety in your present manner of life, yei

materials can never be wanting for a letter
;
you see, you hear, or you

read something new every day ; a short account of which, with yom
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3wn reflections thereupon, will make out a letter very well. But, sine*

you desire a subject, pray send me an account of the Lutheran establish-

ment in Germany ; their religious tenets, their church government, the

maintenance, authority, and titles of their clergy.

Vittorio Siri, complete, is a very scarce and very dear book here

;

but I do not want it. If your own library grows too voluminous, you
will not know what to do with it, when you leave Leipsig. Your best

way will be, when you go away from thence, to send to England, by
Hamburgh, all the books that you do not absolutely want. Yours.

LETTER 0XLII1.

Bath, March 1, O. & 1T48.

Drab Boy: By Mr. Harte's letter to Mr. Grevenkop, of the 21st

February, N. S., I find that you had been a great while without receiv-

ing any letters from me; but by this time, I daresay you think you have
received enough, and possibly more than you have read; fori am not
only a frequent, but a prolix correspondent.

Mr. Harte says, in that letter, that he looks upon Professor Mascow
to be one of the ablest men in Europe, in treaty and political know
ledge. I am extremely glad of it; for that is what I would have you
particularly apply to, and make yourself perfect master of. The treaty

part you must chiefly acquire by reading the treaties themselves, and
the histories and memoirs relative to them ; not but that inquiries and
conversations upon those treaties will help you greatly, and imprint

them better in your mind. In this course of reading, do not perplex

yourself, at first, by the multitude of insignificant treaties which are to

be found in the Corps Diplomatique ; but stick to the material ones,

which altered the state of Europe, and made a new arrangement among
the great powers; such as the treaties of Muuster, Nimeguen, Ryswick,
and Utrecht.

But there is one part of political knowledge, which is only to be had
by inquiry and conversation; that is, the present state of every power in

Europe, with regard to the three important points, of strength, revenue,

and commerce. You will, therefore, do well, while you are in Ger-
many, to inform yourself carefully of the military force, the revenue.
and the commerce of every princo and state of the empire; and to write

down those informations in a little book, for that particular purpose.

To give you a specimen of what I mean

:

The Electorate of Hanover.

The revenue is about £500,000 a year.

The military establishment, in time of war, may be about 25,00u

men; but that is the utmost.

The trade is chiefly linens, exported from Stade.

There are coarse woollen manufactures for home-consumption.

The min.?* of Hartz produce about £100,000 in silver, annually.

8no«. 't^ rotations you may very easily get, by proper inquiries, of
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every state in Germany, if you will but prefer useful to frivolous con-

versations.

There are many princes in Germany, who keep very few or no troops,

unless upon the approach of danger, or for the sake of profit, by letting

them out for subsidies, to great powers : In that case, you will inform

yourself what number of troops they could raise, either for their own
defence, or furnish to other powers for subsidies.

There is very little trouble, and an infinite use, in acquiring of this

knowledge. It seems to me even to be a more entertaining subject to

talk upon, than la pluie et le beau terns.

Though I am sensible that these things cannot be known with the ut-

most exactness, at least by you yet, you may, however, get so near the

truth, that the difference will be very immaterial.

Pray let me know if the Roman Catholic worship is tolerated in Sax-

ony, any where but at Court ; and if public mass-houses are allowed

any where else in the electorate. Are the regular Romish clergy allow-

ed ; and have they any convents ?

Are there any military orders in Saxony, and what? Is the White

Eagle a Saxon or a Polish order? Upon what occasion, and when was

it founded? What number of knights?

Adieu ! God bless you ; and may you turn out what I wish f

LETTER CXLIV.
Bath, March 9, O. 8. 1748.

DeaeBoy: I must from time to time, remind you of what I have

often recommended to you, and tff what you cannot attend to too much

;

sacrifice to the Graces. The different effects of the same tilings, said or

done, when accompanied or abandoned by them, is almost inconceivable.

They prepare the way to the heart; and the heart has such an influence

over the understanding, that it is worth while to engage it in our inter-

est. It is the whole of women, who are guided by nothing else : and it

has so much to say, even with men, and the ablest men too, *hat it com-

monly triumphs in every struggle with the understanding. Monsieur <le

Rochefoucault. in his Maxims, says, that Vesprit est wuve*'. laivpe dv
cceur. It he nad said, instead of souvent, presque toujours, I fear he

would have been nearer the truth. This being the case, aim at the

heart. Intrinsic merit alone will not do ; it will gain you the general

esteem of all ; but not the particular affection, that is, the heart, of any.

To engage the affections of any particular person, you must, over and
above your general merit, have some particular merit to that person : by

services done, or offered ; by expressions of regard and esteem ; by com-

plaisance, attentions, &c. for him : And the graceful manner of doing

all these things opens the way to the heart, and facilitates, or rach^r

insures, their effects. From your own observation, reflect what a dis-

agreeable impression an awkward address, a slovenly figure, an ungrace-

ful manner of speaking, whether stuttering, muttering, monotony, or

urawling, an unattentive behaviour, &c. make upon you. at dru sight

in a stranger, and how they prejudice you against him, though tor augr;<
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rou know, he may have great intrinsic sense and merit. And reflect,

on the other hand, how much the opposites of all these things prepos-

sess you. at first sight, in favour of those who enjoy them. You wish

to find all good qualities in them, and are in some degree disappointed if

you do not. A thousand little things, not separately to be defined, con-

spire to form these graces, this je ne sais quoi, that always please. A
pretty person, genteel motions, a proper degree of dress, an harmonious

voice, something open and cheerful in the countenance, but without

laughing ; a distinct and properly varied manner of speaking : All these

things, and many others, are necessary ingredients in the composition

of the pleasing je ne sais quoi, which every body feels, though nobody
can describe. Observe carefully, then, what displeases or pleases you in

others, and be persuaded, that, in general, the same things will please or

displease them in you. Having mentioned laughing, 1 must particu-

larly warn you against it: and I could heartily wish, that you may often

be seen to smile, but never heard to laugh while you live. Frequent

and loud laughter is the characteristic of folly and ill manners ; it is the

manner in which the mob express their silly joy at silly tilings; and
they call it being merry. In my mind, there is nothing so illiberal, and
so ill bred, as audible laughter. True wit, or sense, never yet made any
body laugh; they are above it: They please the mind, and give a cheer-

fulness to the countenance. But it is low buflbonery, or silly accidents,

that always excite laughter; and that is what people of sense and breed-

ing should show themselves above. A man's going to sit down, in the

supposition that he has a chair behind him, and falling down upon his

breech for want of one, sets a whole company a laughing, when all the

wit in the world would not do it; a plain proof, in my mind, how low
and unbecoming a thing laughter is : Not to mention the disagreeable

noise that it makes, and the shocking distortion of the face that it

occasions. Laughter is easily restrained, by a very little reflection; but

as it is generally connected with the idea of gaiety, people do not

enough attend to its absurdity. I am neither of a melancholy nor a cyni-

cal disposition ; and am as willing and as apt to be pleased as any body;
but I am sure that, >ince 1 have had the full use of my reason, nobody has

ever heard me laugh. Many people, at first, from awkwardness and
mauvaise honte, have got a very disagreeable and silly trick of laughing

whenever they speak: and 1 know a man of very good parts, Mr.
Waller, who cannot say the commonest thing without laughing; which
makes those, who do not know him, take him at first for a natural fool.

This, and many other very disagreeable habits, are owing to mauvaist
honte at their first setting out in the world. They are ashamed in com-
pany, and so disconcerted, that they do not know what they do, and try

a thousand tricKs to keep themselves in countenance ; which tricks after-

wards prow habitual to them. Some put their fingers in their nose,

other* scratch their heads, others twirl their hats; in short, every awk-
war ^ lL-bred bcdv has his trick. But the frequency d >es not justify

the thing, and all these vulgar habits and awkwardnesses, though nol

jriminal indeed, are most carefully to be guarded against, as they are

great bars in the way of the art of pleasing. Remember, that to piease, ii

Lwost Vo prevail, or at least a necessary p revious step to it. "You, who
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have your fortune to make, rhould more particularly study this art. Yot
had not, I must te]

1 you, when you left England, les manures preve-

nantes; and I must confess they are not very common in England; but

I hope that your good sense will make you acquire them abroad. If

you desire to make yourself considerable in the world, (as, if you h ive

any spirit, you do,) it must be entirely your own doing ; for I may veiy

possibly be out of the world at the time you come into it. Your own rank

and fortune will not assist you
;
your merit and your manners can alone,

raise you to figure and fortune. I have laid the foundations of them.

by the education which I have given you; but you must build the super

structure yourself.

I must now apply to you for some informations, which I dare say yo*

can, and which I desire you will give me.

Can the Elector of Saxony put any of his subjects to death for high

treason, without bringing them first to their trial in some public cour

of justice?

Can he, by his own authority, confine any subject in prison as long a*

he pleases, without trial ?

Can he banish any subject out of his dominions by his own author-

ity ?

Can he lay any tax whatsoever upon his subjects, without the con-

sent of the states of Saxony ? and what are those states ? how are they

elected ? what orders do they consist of? Do the clergy make part of

them ? and when, and how often do they meet ?

If two subjects of the elector's are at law, for an estate situated in the

electorate, in what court must this suit be tried ? and will the decision

of that court be final, or does there lie an appeal to the imperial cham-

ber at Wetzlaer ?

What do you call the two chief courts, or two chief magistrates, of

civil and criminal justice?

What is the common revenue of the electorate, one year with ano-

ther?

What number of troops does the elector now maintain? and what ia

the greatest number that the electorate is able to maintain ?

I do not expect to have all these questions answered at once ; but

you will answer them, in proportion as you get the necessary and
authentic informations.

You are, you see, my German oracle ; and I consult you with so

much faith, that you need not, like the oracles of old, return ambiguous

answers ; especially as you have this advantage over them, too, that I

only consult you about past and present, but not about what is to

come.
I wish you a good Easter-fair at Leipsig. See, with attention, all the

shops, drolls, tumblers, rope-dancers, and hoc genus omne; but inform

yourself more particularly of the several parts of trade there. Adieu
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LETTER CXLV.
London, March 25, 0. S. 1748.

Dear Boy : I am in great joy at the written and the verbal account*

which I have received lately of you. The former, from Mr. Harte ; the

latter, from Mr. Trevanion, who is arrived here : they conspire to con-

vince me that you employ your time well at Leipsig. I am glad to find

vou consult your own interest, and your own pleasure so much ; for the

knowledge which ycu will acquire in these two years is equally ne^p.s-

*8T\ for both I am likewise particularly pleased to find, that you
Lqtj yourself to that sort of knowledge which is more peculiarly

."•e«;e&sLT) fu; j our destination : for Mr. Harte tells me you have read,

x\iL attention, Caillieres, Pequet, and Richelieu's Letters. The Memoirs
of the Cfjdinal de Retz will both entertain and instruct you : they

relate to a very interesting period of the Freuch history, the ministry of

Cardinal Mazarin, during the minority of Lewis XIV. The characters

of all the considerable people of that time are drawn, in a short, strong,

and masterly manner; and the political reflections, which are most of

thern printed in italics, are the justest that ever I met with: they are

not the laboured reflections of a systematical closet politician, who,
without the least experience of business, >its at home, and writes max-
ims; but they are the reflections which a great and able man formed
from long experience and practice in great bosinoss. They are true con-

clusion^, drawn from facts, not from speculations.

As modern history is particularly your business. I will give you some
rules to direct your study of it. It begins, properly with Charlemagne,
in the year 80(J. But its, in those time of ignorance, the priests ami
monks were almost the only people that could or did write, we hare
scarcely any histories of tho-e times, but such as they have been pleased

to give as, which are compounds of ignorance, superstition, and party

zeal. So that a general notion of what is rather supposed, than really

known to be, the hi>tory of the five or six following centuries, seems to

be sufficient; and much time would be but ill employed in a minute
attention to those legends. But reserve your utmost care, and most
diligent inquiries, from the fifteenth century, and downwards. Then
learning began to revive, and credible histories to be written; Europe
began to take the form, which, to some degree, it still retains : at least

the foundations of the present great powers of Europe were then laid.

Lewis the Eleventh made France, in truth, a monarchy, or, as he need
to say himself. In mit hors tie P<ii;e. Before his time, there were inde-

pendent provinces In France, a-* the Duchy of Brittany, &0. whose princes

tore it to pieces, and kept it in constant domestic confusion. Lewi*
the Eleventh reduced all these petty Btates, by fraud, force, or marriage:
for he scrupled no means to obtain his ends.

About that time, Ferdinand King of Arragon, and Isabella his wife,

Queen of Castile, united the whole Spanish monarchy, and drove the

Aloors out of Spain, who had till then kept position of Granada. About
that time, too, the house of Austria laid the great foundations of itn

subsequent power; fiist, by the marriage of Maximilian with the heiress

of Burgundy; ard then, by ttie marriage of his son Philip, Archduki
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of Austria, with Jane, the daughter of Isabella, Queen of Spain, and
heiress of that whole kingdom, and of the West Indies. By the first of

these marriages, the house of Austria acquired the seventeen provinces

;

and by the latter, Spain and America ; all which centred in the person

of Charles the Fifth, son of the above mentioned Archduke Philip, the

son of Maximilian. It was upon account of these two marriages, that

the following Latin distich was made

:

Bella gerant alii, Tu felix Austria rube
;

Nam quae Mars aliis, dat tibi regna Venus.

This immense power, which the Emperor Charles the Fifth for.nd him-
self possessed of, gave him a desire for universal power, (for pec pie ne?er

desire all till they have gotten a great deal,) and alarmed France; this

sowed the seeds of that jealousy and enmity, which have riourished ever

since between those two great powers. Afterwards the House of Aus-

tria was weakened by the division made by Charles the Fifth of his

dominions, between his son, Philip the Second of Spain, and his brother

Ferdinand ; and has ever since been dwindling to the weak condition in

which it now is. This is a most interesting part of the history of

Europe, of which it is absolutely necessary that you should be exactly

and minutely informed.

There are in the history of most countries, certain very remarkable

SBras, which deserve more particular inquiry and attention than the com-
mon run of history. Such is the revolt of the Seventeen Provinces, in

the reign of Philip the Second of Spain ; which ended in forming the

present republic of the Seven United Provinces ; whose independency
was first allowed by Spain at the treaty of Munster. Such was the

extraordinary revolution of Portugal, in the year 1640, in favour of the

present House of Braganza. Such is the famQiis revolution of Sweden,
when Christian the Second of Denmark, who was also king Sweden, was
driven out by Gustavus Vasa. And such also is that memorable asra

in Denmark, of 1660 ; when the states of that kingdom made a volun-

tary surrender of all their rights and liberties to the Crown ; and changed

that free state into the most absolute monarchy now in Europe. The
Acta Begia, upon that occasion, are worth your perusing. These

remarkable periods of modern history deserve your particular attention,

and most of them have been treated singly by good historians, which
are worth your reading. The revolutions of Sweden, and of Portugal,

are most admirably well written by L'Abbe de Vertot; they are short,

and will not take twelve hours' reading. There is another book which

very well deserves your looking into, but not worth your buying at

present, because it is not portable : if you can borrow or hire it, you

should; and that is, V ffistoire des Traites de Paix, in two volumes,

folio, which make part of the Corps Diplomatique. You will there find

a short and clear history, and the substance of every treaty made in

Europe, during the last century, from the treaty of Vervins. Three

parts in four of this book are not worth your reading, as they relate to

treaties of very little importance ; but if you select the most considera

ble ones, read them with attention, and take some notes, it will be of

great use to you. Attend chiefly to those in which the great powers
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>f Europe are Ihe parties ; such as the treaty of the Pyrenees, between

France and Spa:^; the treaties cf Nimeguen and Ryswick; b"t, above

all, the treaty of Munster should be most circumstantially and minutely

Known to you. as almost ev^ry treaty made since has some reference to

t. Fo* this, I ere Bougeant is the best book you can read, as it takes

in the tnirty years' war, wLich preceded that treaty. The treaty itselt

which is made a perpetual law of the empire, comes in the course of

your lectures upon the Jus Publicum Imperii.

In order to furnish you with materials for a letter, and at the same
time to inform both you and myself of what it is right that we should

know, pray answer me the following questions

:

How many companier are there in the Saxon regiments of foot 1

How many men in each company ?

How many troops in the "egiments of horse and dragoons : and how
oanv men in each?
What number of commissioned and non-commissioned officers in &

company of foot, or in a troop cf horse or dragoons? N. B. Non-com-
missioneo officers are all those below ensigns and cornets

Whil is the daily pay of a Saxon foot soldier, dragoon, and trooper?

What are the several ranks of the Flat Major-general f N. B. The
Ftat Major-general is evtry thing above colonel. The Austrians ha~e

•c brigadiers, and the French have no major generals, in the; r Etat

Mijor. What bav the Saxons? Adieu!

Li'TTER 0XLV1.
L05IH.K, March 27, O. S. 1748.

Dear Boy: This little packet will be delivered to you by one MonMeu'
Duval, who is going to the fair at Leipsig. He l;- a jcweiier, originally

of Geneva, but who has been settled here these eight or ten years, and a

very sensible fellow: pray do be very civil to him.

As I advised you, some time ago, to inform yourself of the civil and
military establishments of as many of the kingdoms and states of Eu-
rope, as you should either be in yourself, or be able to get authentic

accounts of, I send you here a little book, in which, upon the article of

Hanover, I have pointed out the short method of patting down tlwse

informations, by way of helping your memory. The book being Utter-

ed, you can immediately turn to whatever article you want; and, by

adding interleaves to each letter, may extend your minutes to what partic-

ulars you please. You may get such books made anywhere; and ap-

propriate each, if you please, to a particular object. 1 have myself found

great utility in this method. If I had known what to have sent you by

this opportunity I would have done it. The French say, Que les petits

vrisens entretiennentVamitie et que les grands Vaugmentent ; but I

could not recollect that you wanted any thing, or at least any thing that

you cannot get as well at Leipsig as here. Do but continue to deserve,

and, I assure you, that you shall never want any thing I can give.

Do not apprehend that my being out of employment may be my
prejudice to you Many things will happen before you can be tit foi

business; and when you are fit, whatever my situation may be, it will

7*
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always be in my power to help yon in yonr first steps ; afterwards yon
must help yourself by your own abilities. Make yourself necessary, and,

instead of soliciting, you will be solicited. The thorough knowledge of

foreign affairs, the interests, the views, and the manners of the several

r.ourts in Europe, are not the common growth of this country. It is in

your power to acquire them; you have all the means. -Vdieui Yours.

LETTER OXLY11.

Lokdon, April 1,0 S. 114*.

Deak Boy : I have not received any letter, either from you or from
Mr. Harte, these three posts, which I impute wholly to accidents between
this place and Leipsig; and they are distant enough to admit of many.
I always take it for granted that you are well, when I do not hear to the

contrary ; besides, as I have often told you, I am much more anxious
about your doing well, than about your being well; and, when you do
not write, I will suppose that you are doing something more useful.

Your health will continue, while your temperance continues ; and at

your age nature takes sufficient care of the body, provided she is left to

herself, and that intemperance on one hand, or medicines on the other,

do not jrsak in upon her. But it is by no means so with the mind,
which, at your age particularly, requires great and constant care, and
some physic. Every quarter of an hour, well or ill employed, will do it

essential and lasting good or harm. It requires, also a great deal of
exercise, to bring it tc a state of heaitti and vigour. Observe the differ-

ence there is between minds culti/aied, and minds uncultivated, and
you will, 1 am sure, think that you cannot, take too much pains, nor em-
ploy too much of your time in the culture of your own. A drayman is

probably born with as good organs as Milton. Locke, or Newton ; but,

by culture, they are as much more above him as he is above his horse.

Sometimes, indeed, extraordinary geniuses have broken out by the force

di nature, without the assistance of education ; but those instances are

*X30 rare for any body to trust to ; and even they would make a much
greater figure, if they had the advantage of education into the bargain.

If Shakespeare's genius had been cultivated, those beauties, which we so
:ustly admire in him, would have been undisgraced by those extrava-

gancies, and that nonsense, with which they are frequently accompanied.
People are, in general, what they are made, by education and company,
from fifteen to five-and-twenty ; consider well, therefore, the importance
>f your next eight or nine years; your whole depends upon them.
' will tell you sincerely, my hopes and my fears concerning you. I

think you will be a good scholar, and that you will acquire a considera-

ble stock of knowledge of various kinds ; but I fear that you neglect what
are called little, though, in truth, they are very material things ; I mean,
a gentleness of manners, an engaging address, and an insinuating beha-
viour: they are real and solid advantages, and none but those who do
not know the world, treat them as trifles. I am told that you speak
very quick, anf not distinctly; this is a most ungraceful and disagree-

*ble *rick, which you know I have told you of a thousand times
;
pr*y at-
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tend carefully to the correction of it. An agreeable and distinct man-
ner of speaking adds greatly to the matter ; and I have known many a

very good speech unregarded, upon account of the disagreeable manner
in which it has been delivered, and many an indifferent one applauded,
from the contrary reason. Adieu.

LETTER OXLVIII.

Lobdoh, April 15, O. 8. 1T48.

Dzab Bot : Though I have no letters from you to acknowledge since

my last to you, I will not let three posts go from hence without a letter

from me. My affection always prompts me to write to you ; and I am
encouraged to do it, by the hopes that my letters are not quite useless.

You will probably receive this in the midst of the diversions of Leipsig

fair ; at which, Mr. Harte tells me, that you are to shine in tine

clothes, among fine folks. I am very glad of it, as it is time that you
should begin to be formed to the manners of the world in higher life.

Courts are the best schools for that sort of learning. You are beginning

now with the outside of a court; and there is not a more gaudy one
than that of Saxony. Attend to it, and make your observations upon
the turn and manners of it, that you may hereafter compare it with

other courts, which you will see. And, though you are not yet able to

be informed, or to judge of the political conduct and maxims of that

court, yet you may remark the forms, the ceremonies, and the exterior

state of it. At least see every thing that you can see, and know every

thing that you can know of it, by asking questions. See likewise every

thing at the fair, from operas and plays, down to the Savoyard's rare€.

shews. Every thing is worth seeing once ; and the more one sees, the

less one either wonders or admires.

Make my compliments to Mr. Harte, and tell him that I have just now
received his letter, for which I thank him. I am called away, and my
letter is therefore very much shortened. Adieu.

1 am impatient to receive your answers to the many questions that 1

have asked you.

LETTER CXLIX.

Loidoh, April 20, O. S. 1748.

Deas Bot: i am extremely pleased with your continuation of the

history of the Reformation ; which is one those important a)ras that

deserves your utmost attention, and of which you cannot be too min-

utely informed. You have, doubtless, considered the causes of that

great event, and observed that disappointment and resentment had a

much greater share in it, than a religious zeal or an abhorrence of the

srrors and abuses of popery.
Luther, an Augustin monk, enraged that his order, and consequently

liinself, had not the exclusive privilege of selling indulgences, but that

the Dominicans were let into a share of that profitable but infamous

trade turns reformer, and exclaims against the abuses, the corruption,
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and the idolatry, of the church of Rome; which were certainly grosi

enough for him to have seen long before, but which he had at least

acquiesced in, till what he called the rights, that is, the profit, of his

order came to be touched. It is true, the church of Rome furnished him
ample matter for complaint and reformation, and he laid hold of it ably.

This seems to me the true cause of that great and necessary work ; but
whatever the cause was, the effect was good; and the Reformation
spread itself by its own truth and fitness ; was conscientiously received

by great numbers in Germany, and other countries; and was soon after-

wards mixed up with the politics of princes ; and, as it always hap] ens

In religious disputes, became the specious covering of injustice mo
ambition.

Under the pretence of crushing heresy as it was called, the House of

Austria meant to extend and establish its power in the empire : as, on
the other hand, many Protestant Princes, under the pretence of extir-

pating idolatry, or at least of securing toleration, meant only to enlarge

their own dominons or privileges. These views respectively, among the

chiefs on both sides, much more than true religious motives, continued

what were called the religious wars in Germany, almost uninterrnpt

edly, till the affairs of the two religions were finally settled by the treaty

of Munster.
Were most historical events traced up to their true causes, I fear we

should not find them much more noble or disinterested, than Luther's

disappointed avarice ; and therefore I look with some contempt upon
those refining and sagacious historians, who ascribe all, even the most
common events, to some deep political cause ; whereas mankind is made
up of inconsistencies, and no man acts invariably up to his predominant
character. The wisest man sometimes acts weakly, and the weakest
sometimes wisely. Our jarring passions, our variable humors, nay, our

greater or lesser degree of health and spirits, produce such contradictions

in our conduct, that, I believe, those are the oftenest mistaken, wh<
ascribe our actions to the most seemingly obvious motives ; and I am con-

vinced, that a light supper, a good night's sleep, and a fine morning, have
sometimes made a hero of the same man, who, by an indigestion, a rest-

less night, and rainy morning, would have proved a coward. Our best

conjectures, therefore, as to the true springs of actions, are but very

uncertain; and the actions themselves are all that we must pretend to

know from history. That Caesar was murdered by twenty-three conspi-

rators, I make no doubt: but I very much doubt, that their love of

liberty, and of their country, was their sole, or even principal motive;

and I dare say that, if the truth were known, we should find that many
other motives, at least concurred, even in the great Brutus himself; such

as pride, envy, personal pique, and disappointment. Nay, I cannot help

carrying my Pyrrhonism still further, and extending often to historical

facts themselves, at least to most of the circumstances with which they

are related ; and every day's experience confirms me in this historical

incredulity. Do we ever hear the most recent fact related exactly in

the same way, by the several people who were at the same time eye-wit-

nesses of it? No. One mistakes, another misrepresents; and otherb

warp it a little to their own turn of mind, or private vi*ws. A man
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who has been concerned in a transaction, will not write it fairly

;

and a man who has not, cannot. But notwithstanding all this uncer-

tainty, history is not the less necessary to be known, as the best histo-

ries are taken for granted, and are the frequent subjects both of conver
Ration and writing. Though I am convinced that Cesar's ghost never
appeared to Brutus, yet I should be much ashamed to be ignorant of

that fact, as related by the historians of those times. Thus the Pagan
theology is universally received as matter for writing and conversation,

though believed now by nobody; and we talk of Jupiter. Mar<, Apollo,

4c. as gods, though we know, that if they ever existed at all, it wax
only as mere mortal men. This historical Pyrrhonism, then, proves

nothing against the study and knowledge of history ; which, of all

other studies, is the most necessary for a man who is to live in the

world. It only points out to us, not to be too decisive and peremptory;
and to be cautious how we draw inferences, for our own practice, from
remote facts, partially or ignorantly related ; of which we can, at best,

but imperfectly guess, and certainly not know the real motives. The
testimonies of ancient history must noocooarily be weaker than those of

modern, as all testimony grows weaker and weaker, as it is more arm

more remote from us. I would therefore advise you to study ancient

history, in general, as other people do; that is, not to be ignorant of any

of those facts which are universally received, upon the faith of th*j best

historians; and, whether true or false, you have them as other people

have them. But modern history, 1 mean particularly that of the last

three centuries, is what I would have you apply to with the greatest

attention and exactness. There the probability of coming at the tru'h is

much greater, as the testimonies are much more recent; besides, anec-

dotes, memoirs, and original letters, often come to the aid of modern his-

tory. The best memoir- that I know of are tho-e of Cardinal de Bets,

which I have once before recommended to yon; and which 1 advise yon to

read more than once, with attention. There are many political maxi-ns

in these memoirs, moat of which are printed in italics; pray attend

to, and remember them. I never read them but my own experi-

ence confirms the truth of them. Many of them seem trifling to people

who are not used to business ; but those who are, feel the truth of

them.

It is time to put an end to this long rambling letter; in which if any
one thing can be of use to you, it will more than pay the trouble I have
taken to write it. Adieu 1 Yours.

LETTER CL.

Lomdow, Mat/ 10, O.S. 1T4&

Dear Boy : I reckon that this letter will find you just returned from
Dresden where you have made your first court caravanne. What inch

nation for courts this taste of them may have given you, I cannot tell

.

but this I think myself sure of, from your good sense, that in leaving

Dresden, you have left dissipation too ; and have resumed, at Leipsig
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that application, which, if you like courts, can alone enable you to mate
a good figure at them. A mere courtier, without parts or knowledge,
is the most frivolous and contemptible of all beings ; as, on the other
hand, a man of parts and knowledge, who acquires the easy and noble
manners of a court, is the most perfect. It is a trite, common-place
observation, that courts are the seats of falsehood and dissimulation.

That, like many, I might say most, common-place observations, is false.

Falsehood and dissimulation are certainly to be found at courts ; hut
where are they not to be found? Cottages have them, as well as courts;

only with worse manners. A couple of nsighbouring farmers in a vil-

lage will contrive and practise as many tricks, to overreach each other
at the next market, or to supplant each other in the favour of the squire,

as any two courtiers can do to supplant each other in the favor of their

prince.

Whatever poets may write, or fools believe, of rural innocence and
truth, and of the perfidy of courts, this is most undoubtedly true—that

shepherds and ministers are both men ; their nature and passions the
same, the modes of them only different.

Having mentioned common-place observations, I will particularly

caution you against either using, believing, or approving them. The*
are the common topics of witlings and coxcombs ; those, who really have
wit, have the utmost contempt for them, and scorn even to laugh at the
pert things that those would-be wits say upon such subjects.

Religion is one of their favourite topics ; it is all priest-craft; and an
invention contrived and carried on by priests of all religions, for their

own power and profit; from this absurd and false principle flow the

common-place, insipid jokes, and insults upon the clergy. With these

people, every priest, of every religion, is either a public or a concealed

unbeliever, drunkard, and whore-master; whereas, I conceive, that

priests are extremely like other men, and neither the better nor the

worse for wearing a gown or a surplice : but if they are different from
other people, probably it is rather on the side of religion and morality,

or, at least, decency, from their education and manner of life.

Another common topic for false wit, and cool raillery, is matrimony,
Every man and his wife hate each other cordially ; whatever they may
pretend, in public, to the contrary. The husband certainly wishes his

wife at the devil, and the wife certainly cuckolds her husband Whereas,
I presume, that men and their wives neither love nor hate each other

the more, upon account of the form of matrimony which has been said

over them. The cohabitation, indeed, which is the consequence of

matrimony, makes them either love or hate more, accordingly as they

respectively deserve it ; but that would be exactly the *auie, between any
man and woman, who lived together without being married.

These and many other common-place reflections upon nations or

professions in general, (which are at least as often false as true,) are the

poor refuge of people who have neither wit nor invention of their own,
but endeavour to shine in company by second-hand finery. I always

put these pert jackanapes out of countenance, by looking extr-jmdy

grave, when they expect that I should laugh at their pleasantries ; *nd
^ y saying well, and so ; as if they had not done, and that the sting wer*
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rtill t come. This disconcerts them ; as they have no resources iD

them ilves, and have but one set of jokes to live upon. Men of parts

are r /t reduced to these shifts, and have the utmost contempt for thenr
thej find proper subjects enough for either useful or lively conversa
tions ; they can be witty without satire or common-place, and serious

without being dull. The frequeutation of courts checks this petulaney
of manners; the good-breeding and circumspection which are necessary,

and only to be learned there, correct those pertnesses. I do not doubt
but that you are improved in your manners, by the short visit which
fou have made at Dresden; and the ether courts, which I inter. J that

fou shall be better acquainted with, will gradually smooth you up to the
lighest polish. In courts, a versatility of genius and softness of man-
iers are absolutely necessary ; which some people mistake for abject

lattery, and having no opinion of one's own; whereas it is only the

lecent and genteel manner of maintaining your own opinion, and possi-

bly of bringing other people to it. The manner of doing things is often

more important than the things themselves ; and the very same thing may
become either pleasing or offensive, by the manner of saying or doing it.

Materiam superabat opus, is often said of works of sculpture: where,
though the materials were valuable, as silver, gold, &c. the workmanship
was still more so. This holds true, applied to manners ; which adorn
whatever knowledge or parts people may have ; and even make a greater

impression upon nine in ten of mankind, than the intrinsic value of the

materials. On the other hand, remember, that what Horace Bays of good
writing is justly applicable to those who would make a good figure in

courts, and distinguish themselves in the shining parts of life; Saptrt
eat principium etfona. A man who, without a good fund of knowledge
and parts, adopts a court life, makes the most ridiculous figure imagina-

ble. Lie is a machine, little superior to the court clock; and, as this

points out the hours, he points out the frivolous employment of them.

He is, at most, a comment upon the clock ; and according to the boon
that it strikes, tells you now it is levee, now dinner, now supper time,

&c. The end which I propose by your education, and which {if you
please) I shall certainly attain, is to unite in yon all the knowledge of I

scholar with the manners of a courtier; and to join, what is seldom
joined by any of my countrymen, books and the world. They Mr*

common!} twenty years old before they have spoken to any body above
their school-mister, and the fellows of their college. If they happen
*o have learning, it is only Greek and Latin, but not one word of mod
ern history, or modern languages. Thus prepared, they go abroad, a*

they a>\l it; but, in truth, they stay at home all that while; for being

^er) awkward, confoundedly ashamed, and not speaking the languages,

they go into no foreign company, at least none good; but dine end sup

with one another only at the tavern. Such examples, I am sure, yon
will not imitate, but even carefully avoid. You will always take .are

to keep the best company In the place where you are, which is the only

use of travelling : and (by the way) the pleasures of a gentleman are

only to be found in the best company; for that riot which low companj
most falsely and impudently, call pleasure, is only the sensuality of s

•wine.
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I ask hard and uninterrupted study from you bat one year more
after that, you shall have every day more and more time for your amuse*
ments. A few hours each day will then be sufficient for application,

and the others cannot be better employed than in the pleasures of gooo
company. Adieu.

LETTER OLI.

Lokdoh, May 17, O. 8. 1748.

Dea.b Boy: '. received, yesterday, your letter of the 16th, N. S., and
have, in consequence of it, written, this day, to Sir Charles Williams, to

thank him for all the civilities he has shown you. Your first setting

out at court has, I find, been very favourable ; and his Polish Majesty has

distinguished you. I hope you received that mark of distinction with

respect and with steadiness, which is the proper behaviour of a man of

fashion. People of a low, obscure education cannot stand the rays of

greatness ; they are frightened out of their wits when kings and great

men speak to them ; they are awkward, ashamed, and do not know
what nor how to answer ; whereas, les honnetes gens are not dazzled by
superior rank: they know, and pay all the respect that is due to it; but

they do it without being disconcerted ; and can converse just as easily

with a king as with any one of Irs subjects. That is the great advant-

age of being introduced young into good company, and being used t,arly to

converse with one's superiors. How many men have I seen here, who,
after having had the full benefit of an English education, first at school,

and then at the university, when they have been presented to the king,

did not know whether they stood upon their heads or their heels! If

the king spoke to them, they were annihilated ; they trembled, endea-

voured to put their hands in their pockets, and missed them; let

their hats fall, and were ashamed to take them up; and in short,

put themselves in every attitude but the right, that is, the easy and
natural one. The characteristic of a well-bred man is, to converge

with his inferiors without insolence, and with his superiors with respect

and ease. He talks to kings without concern ; he trifles with women of

the first condition, with familiarity, gaiety, but respect; and converses

with his equals, whether he is acquainted with them or not, upon
general common topics, that are not, however, quite frivolous, without

the least concern of mind or awkwardness of body: neither of which can

appear to advantage, but when they are perfectly easy.

The tea-things which Sir Charles Williams has given you, I *ou'.d

have you make a present of to your Mamma, and send them to her by
Duval when he returns. You owe her not only duty, but ikewise

great obligations for her care and tenderness ; and consequently, cannot

take too many opportunities of shewing your gratitude.

I am impatient to receive your account of Dresden, and likewise
,,
vn

answers to the many questions that I asked you.

Adieu for this time, and God bless you I
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LETTER CLII.

Lobdob, May 21, O. 8. V48.

DbjlP Boy : This aDd the two next years make so important a period
i»r your life, that I cannot help repeating to you my exhortations, my
commands, and (what I hope will be still more prevailing with you than
either) my earnest entreaties, to employ them well. Every moment that

you now lose, is so much character and advantage lost ; as, on the other
hand, every moment that you now employ usefully, is so much time
wisely laid out, at most prodigious interest. These two years must lay

the foundations of all the knowledge that you will ever have; you may
build upon them afterwards as much as you please, but it will be too

late to lay any new ones. Let me beg of you, therefore, to grudge no
labour nor pains to acquire, in time, that stock of knowledge, without
which you never can rise, but must make a very insignificant tigure in

the world. Consider your own situation
;
you have not the advantage

of rank or fortune to bear you up; I shall, very probably, be out
of the world before you can properly be said to be in it. What then
will you have to rely on but your own merit? That alone must raise

you, and that alone will raise you, if you have but enough of it. I have
often heard and read of oppressed and unrewarded merit, but I have
oftener (I might say always) seen great merit make its way, and meet
with its reward, to a certain degree at least in spite of all difficulties.

By merit, I mean the moral virtues, knowledge, and manners
; as to the

moral virtues, I say nothing to you, they speak best for themselves, nor
can I suspect that they want any recommendation with you ; I will there-

fore only assure you, that without them you will be most unhappy.
As to knowledge, I have often told yon, and I am persuaded you are

thoroughly convinced, how absolutely necessary it is to you, whatever
your destination may be. But as knowledge lias a most extensive

meaning, and as the life of man is not long enough to acquire, nor his

mind capable of entertaining and digesting, all parts of knowledge, I will

point out those to which you should particularly apply, and which, by
application, you may make yourself perfect master ol. Classical know-
ledge, that is, Greek and Latin, is absolutely necessary for every body,

because every body has agreed to think and to call it sc. And the word
illiterate, in its common acceptation, means a man who is Ignorant of those

two languages. You are by this time, I hope, pretty near master of both,

so that a small part of the day dedicated to them, for two years more,
will make you perfect in that study. Rhetoric, logic, a little geometry,
and a general notion of astronomy, must, in their turns, have their hours
too; not that I desire you should be deep in any one of these; but it is

fit you should know something of them all. The knowledge more par-

ticularly useful and necessary for you, considering vour destination, con-

sists of modern languages, modern history, chronology, and geography
;

the laws of nations, and the jus publicum Imperii. You must abso-

lutely speak all the modern languages, as purely and correctly as tho

natives of the respective countries : for whcever does not speak a lan-

guage perfectly and easily, will never appear to advantage in conversation.
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nor treat with others in it upon equal terms. As for French, you have it

very well already; and must necessarily, from the universal usage of
that language, know it better and better every day : so that I am in no
^ain about that. German, I suppose, you know pretty well by this

time, and will be quite master of it before you leave Leipsig : at Least. I

am sure you may. Italian and Spanish will come in their turn3 , and,

indeed, they are both so easy, to one who knows Latin and French, tn&*

neither of them will cost you much time or trouble. Modern history,

by which I mean particularly the history of the last three n,entTi.riea,

should be the object of your greatest and constant attention, especially

those parts of it which relate more immediately to the great powers of

Europe. This study you will carefully connect with chronology and
geography ; that is, you will remark and retain the dates of every impor-
tant event ; and always read with the map by you, in which you will

constantly look for every place mentioned : this is the only way of retain-

ing geography; for, though it is soon learned by the lump, yet, when only

«o learned, it is still sooner forgot.

Manners, though the last, and it may be the least, ingredient of real

merit, are, however, very far from being useless in its composition ; they

adorn, and give an additional force and lustre to both virtue and know-
ledge. They prepare and smooth the way for the progress of both ; and
are, I fear, with the bulk of mankind, more engaging than either. Re-
member, then, the infinite advantage of manners; cultivate and improve
your own to the utmost : good sense will suggest the great rules to you,

good company will do the rest. Thus you see how much you have to

do ; and how little time to do it in : for when you are thrown out into

the world, as in a couple of years you must be, the unavoidable dissipa-

tion of company, and the necessary avocations of some kind of business

or other, will leave you no time to undertake new branches of know-
ledge: you may, indeed, by a prudent allotment of your time, reserve

some to complete and finish the building ; but you will never find

enough to lay new foundations. I have such an opinion of your under-

standing, that I am convinced you are sensible of these truths ; and that,

however hard and laborious your present uninterrupted application may
seem to you, you will rather increase than lessen it. For God's sake,

my dear boy, do not squander away one moment of your time, for every

moment may be now most usefully employed. Your future fortune,

character, and figure in the worlci, entirely depend upon your use or

abuse of the two next years. If you do but employ them well, what
may you not reasonably expect to be, in time? And if you do not,

what may I not reasonably fear you will be ? You are the only one I

ever knew, of this country, whose education was from the beginning,

calculated for the department of foreign affairs ; in consequence of which,

if you will invariably pursue, and diligently qualify yourself for that

object, you may make yourself absolutely necessary to the government,

and, after having received orders as a minister abroad, send orders, in

your turn, as Secretary of State at home. Most of our ministers al road

have taken up that department occasionally, without having ever

thought of foreign affairs before ; many ofthem, without speaking any one

foreign language; and all of them without manners which are absolutely
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Decenary towards being well received, and making a figure at foreign

courts. They do the bnsiaess accordingly, that is, very ill: they never

get into the secrets of those courts, for want of insinuation and address

:

they do not gness at their views, for want of knowing their interests:

and, at last, finding themselves very unfit for, soon grow weary of their

commissions and are impatient to return home, where they are but too

justly laid aside and neglected. Every moment's conversation may, if

you please, be of use to you; in this view, every public event, which is

the common topic of conversation, gives you an opportunity of getting

some information. For example, the preliminaries of peace, lately con-

cluded at Aix-la-Chapelle, will be the common subject of most conversa-

tions; in which you will take care to ask the proper questions: as, what
;s the meaning of the Assiento contract for negroes, between England and
3pain • what the annual ship; when stipulated ; upon what account sus-

pended, &c. You will likewise inform yourself about Guastalla, now
given to Don Philip, together with Parma and Placentia; who they

Belonged to before ; what claim or pretensions Don Philip had to tbera;

what they are worth; in short, every thing concerning them. The ces-

sions made by the Queen of Hungary to the K'ms of Sardinia, are, by

these preliminaries confirmed and secured to him : yon will inquire,

therefore, what they are, and what they are worth. This is the kind of

cuowledge which you should be most thoroughly master of, and in

A-hich conversation will help you almost as much is books: hut both are

[.est. There ire histories or every considerable treaty, from thai of

W halia to that of Utrecht, inclusively, all which T would advise yon
to read. Pare Boogeant'a, of the treaty of Westphalia, is an excellent

one; those of Nlmeguen, Ryswiok, and Utrecht, are notsn well written;

but are, however, rery useful. LIHxtnire dm Traitm <h Peas, in two
volume-, folio, which I recommended to you some time ago, is a book
that von should often consult, when you hear meation made of any treaty

concluded in tl tenth century.

•i the whole, if you have a mind to be considerable, and to shine
- ter, yon must labour hard now. No quickness of parts, no viva-

city, will do long, or go tar, without a solid fund of knowledge; and that

fund of knowledge will amply repay all the pains that you can take in

acquiring it. Reflect seriously, within yourself upon all this, and ask

yourself whether I can have any view, but your Interest, in all that I

! to you. It is the result of my experience, and rlows from
that tenderness and affection with which, while you deserve them, I shall

be. Tours.
Make m\ compliments to Mr. Ilarte, and tell him, that I have

received Irs letter of the 24th, N. S.

LETTER CLIII.

Lohdow, May SI, 0. A. 1T4S.

Dka.k Boy- I have received, with great satisfaction, your letter o.

the 2>J ih N" S.. from Dresden: it finishes your short but clear account

of tiit Reformation ; which is one of those interesting periods of modern
"ilstory, tnat can no' be too ranch studied nor too minutely known by
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you. There are many great events in history, which, when once they

are over, leave things in the situation in which they found them. As,

for instance, the late war ; which, excepting the establishment in Italy

for Don Philip, leaves things pretty much in statu quo; a mutual

restitution of all acquisitions being stipulated by the preliminaries of the

peace. Such events undoubtedly deserve your notice, but yet not so

minutely as those, which are not only important in themselves, but

equally (or it may be more) important by their consequences too: of

this latter sort were, the progress of the Christian religion in Eur >pe:

the invasion of the Goths ; the division of the Roman empire inU

Western and Eastern ; the establishment and rapid progress of Mahomet
tnism ; and, lastly, the Reformation ; all which events produced the

greatest changes in the affairs of Europe, and to one or other of which,

the present situation of all the parts of it is to be traced up.

Next to these, are those events which more immediately affect partic-

ular states and kingdoms, and which are reckoned merely local, though

their influence may, and indeed very often does, indirectly, extend itself

further, such as civil wars, and revolutions, from which a total change

in the form of government frequently flows. The civil wars in England,

in the reign of King Charles I., produced an entire change of tl e govern-

ment here, from a limited monarchy to a commonwealth, at rirst, and

afterwards to absolute power, usurped by Cromwell, under the pretence

of protection, and the title of Protector.

The Revolution in 1688, instead of changing, preserved our form of

government ; which King James II. intended to subvert, and estaolish

absolute power in the Crown.
These are the two great epochas in our English history, which 1

recommend to your particular attention.

The league formed by the House of Guise, and fomented by the arti-

fices of Spain, is a most material part of the history of France. The
foundation of it was laid in the reign of Henry II., but the superstruc-

ture was carried on through the successive reigns of Francis II., Charles

IX. and Henry III., till at last it was crushed, partly by the arms, but

more by the apostasy of Henry IV.

In Germany, great events have been frequent, by which the imperial

dignity has always either gotten or lost ; and so far they have affected

the constitution of the empire. The House of Austria kept that dignity

to itself for near two hundred years, during which time it was always

attempting to extend its power, by encroaching upon the rights and

privileges of the other states of the empire; till at the end of the

bellum tricennale, the treaty of Munster, of which France is guarantee,

fixed the respective claims.

Italy has been constantly torn to pieces, from the time of the Goths,

by the Popes and the Anti-popes, severally supported by other great

powers of Europe, more as their interests than as their religion led

them by the pretensions also of France, and the House of Austria,

upon Naples, Sicily, and the Milanese ; not to mention the various lesser

causes of squabbles there, for the little states, such as Ferrara, Parma,

Mcnteerrat, &c.
.

The Popes, till lately, have always taken a considerable part, and had
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6reat influence in the affairs of Europe ; their excommunications, bulls,

and indulgences, stood instead of armies, in the time of ignorance and

bigotry; but now, that mankind is better informed, the spiritual author-

ity of the Pope is not only less regarded, but even despised by the

Catholic Princes themselves ; and his Holiness is actually little more
than Bishop of Rome, with large temporalities, which ho is not likely

to keep longer than till the other greater powers in Italy shall tind their

conveniency in taking them from him. Among the modern Popes, Leo
the Tenth, Alexander the Sixth, and Sextus Quintus, deserve your par-

ticular notice. The first, among other things, for his own learning and

taste, and for his encouragement of the reviving arts and sciences in

Italy. Under his protection, the Greek and Latin classics were most
excellently translated into Italian; painting nourished and arrived at its

perfection; and sculpture came so near the ancients, that the works
of his time, both in marble and bronze, are now called Antico-Modcrno,

Alexander the Sixth, together with his natural son, Caesar Borgia

was famous for his wickedness, in which he, and his son too, surpassed

all imagination. Their lives are well worth your reading. They were
poisoned themselves by the poisoned wine which they had prepared for

others ; the father died of it, but Caesar recovered.

Sixtus the Fifth was the son of a swineherd, and raised himself to the

Popedom by his abilities : he was a great knave, but an able and singu-

lar one.

Here is history enough for to-day : you shall have some more soon

Adieu.

LETTER CLIV.

LonDOS, Jwxe 21, O. S. 1748.

Dear Boy: Your very bad enunciation runs so much in my head*

and gives me such real concern, that it will be the subject of this, and,

1 believe, of many more letters. I congratulate both you and myself

that I whs informed of it (a- I hope) in rime to prevent it: and shall

ever think my-elf, as hereafter yon will, I am ran, think yourself, infin-

itely obliged to Sir Oharlee Williams, for informing me of it. Good
God! if this ungraceful and di -agreeable manner of speaking had, either

by your negligence or mine, become habitual to yon, a> in a oonple of

years more it would have been, what a figure would you have made in

company, or in a poblio assembly 1 Who would have liked you in the

one or attended you in the other? Read what Cicero and Quintiliar.

say of enunciation, and see what :i Btress they lay upon the gracefulness

of it; nay. Cicero goes further, and even maintains, that B good figure

is necessary for an orator; and particularly that he mnst not be vastus;

that is, overgrown and clumsy. He Bhewa by it. that he knew mankind
well, and knew the powers of an agreeable figure, and a graceful man-
ner. Men, as well BS women, are much oftener led by their hearts,

than by their understandings. The way to the heart is through the

senses; please their eyes and their ears and the work is half dime. I

have fireqpentiy inown a man's fortune decided for ever by his firs*

sddress. U it is pleasing, people are hurried involuntarily into a per-
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suasion that he has a merit, which possibly he has not ; as, on the othei
hand, if it is ungraceful, they are immediately prejudiced against him,
and unwilling to allow him the merit which it may be he has. Nor is

this sentiment so unjust and unreasonable as at first it may seem; for

ifa man has parts, he must know of what infinite consequence it is to
him to have a graceful manner of speaking, and a genteel and pleasing
address : he will cultivate and improve them to the utmost. Your
figure is a good one

;
you have no natural defect in the organs of speech

;

your address may be engaging, and your manner of speaking graceful,
if you will ; so that if you are not so, neither I, nor the world, can
ascribe it any thing but your want of parts. What is the constant and
just observation as to all actors upon the stage? Is it not, that those
who have the best sense, always speak the best, though they may hap-
pen not to have the best voices ? They will speak plainly, distinctly,

and with the proper emphasis, be their voices ever so bad. Had Koscius
spoken quick, thick, and ungracefully, I will answer for it, that Cicero
would not have thought him worth the oration which he made in his

favour. Words were given us to communicate our ideas by : and there
must be something inconceivably absurd, in uttering them in such a
manner, as that either people cannot understand them, or will not desire
to understand them. I tell you, truly and sincerely, that I shall judge
of your parts by your speaking gracefully or ungracefully. If you have
parts, you will never be at rest till you have brought yourself to a habit
of speaking most gracefully ; for I "aver, that it is in your power. You
will desire Mr. Harte, that you may read aloud to him every day ; and
that he will interrupt and correct you every time that you read too fast,

do not observe the proper stops, or lay a wrong emphasis. You wjll
take care to open your teeth when you speak ; to articulate every word
distinctly ; and to beg of Mr. Harte, Mr. Eliot, or whomsoever you speak
to, to remind, and stop you, if you ever fall into the rapid and unintelli-

gible mutter. You will even read aloud to yourself, and time your utter-

ance to your own ear ; and read at first much slower than you need to
do, in order to correct yourself of that shameful trick of speaking faster

than you ought. In short, if you think right, you will make it your
business, your study, and your pleasure to speak well. Therefore, what
I have said in this, and in my last, is more than sufficient, if you have
ense ; and ten times more would not be sufficient, if you have not ; so
here I rest it.

Next to graceful speaking, a genteel carriage, and a graceful manner
of presenting yourself, are extremely necessary, for they are extremely
engaging; and carelessness in these points is much more unpardonablfl
in a young fellow, than affectation. It shows an offensive indifference
about pleaemg. I am told by one here, who has seen you lately, th*1

you are awkward in your motions, and negligent of your person : I an
sorry for both ; and so will you, when it will be too late, if you continue
so some tune longer. Awkwardness of carriage is very alienating ; and
a total mgMgence of dress and air is an impertinent insult upon custom
and fashion. You remember Mr. * * * very well, I am sure, and you
must consequently remember his extreme awkwardness : which, I can
assure you, has been a great clog to his parts and merit, that have, wUb
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oj.ich difficulty, but barely counterbalanced it at last. Many, to whom
I have formerly commended him, have answered me, that they were
ure he could not have parts, because he was so awkward: so much
are people, as I observed to you before, taken by the eye. Women have
great influence as to a man's fashionable character ; and an awkward
mau will never have their votes ; which, by the way, are very numerous,
and much oftener counted than weighed. You should therefore give
some attention to your dress, and the gracefulness of your motions. J

believe, indeed, that you have no perfect model for either at Leipsig,

to form yourself upon ; but, however, do not get a habit of neglecting
either ; and attend properly to both, when you go to courts, where they
are very necessary, and where you will have good masters, and good
models for both. Your exercises of riding, fencing, and dancing, will

civilise and fashion your body and your limbs, and give you, if you will

but take it, Vair d'un honnete homme.
I will now conclude, with suggesting one reflection to you ; which is,

that you should be sensible of your good fortune, in having one who
interests himself enough in you, to inquire into your bolts, in order to

inform you of them. Nobody but myself would be so solicitous, cither
to know or correct them; so that you might consequently be ignorant
of them yourself ; for our own self-love draws a thick veil between us
and our faults. But when you hear yours from me, you may be sure
that you hear them from one who for your sake only, desires to correct
them ; from one whom you cannot suspect of any partiality but in your
favour; and from one who heartily wishes that his care of you, as a
father, may, in a little time, render every care unnecessary but that of
a friend. Adieu.

P. S. I condole with you for the untimely and violent death ^f th«*

tuneful Matzel.

LETTER CLV.

Lomdos, July 1, 0.8. 1748.

Dkar Boy: 1 am extremely well pleased with the oourae of studio.
which Mr Ilarte informs me you are now in, and with the degm o!

application which he MSTirei DM you have to them. It is your inlere>t

to do so, as the advantage will be all your own. My affection fo* you
makes me both wish and endeavour that you may turr out well; and,
according as you do turn out, I shall either be proud or ashamed of you.
But as to mere interest, in the common acceptation of that word, it

would be mine that you should turn out ill; for you may depend upon
it, that whatever you have from me shall be moat exactly proportioned
to your desert. Deserve a great deal, and you shall have a great deal :

deserve a little, and you shall have but "a little; and be good f^»

nothing at all, and. I assure you, you shall have nothing at all.

S^lid knowledge, aa " have often told you, is the first and great fo^Ld-
ation of your future fortune and character; for I never mention tc you
the two much greater points of Religion and Morality, because I ow-ol
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possibly suspect you as to either of them. This sold knew .edge yoo
are in a fair way of acquiring; you may, if you please; and I will add,
that nobody ever had the means of acquiring it more in their power than
you have. But remember, that manners must adorn knowledge, and
smooth its way through the world. Like a great rough diamond, it may do
very well in a closet by way of curiosity, and also for its intrinsic value

;

but it will never be worn or shine, if it is not polished. It is upon this

article, I confess, that I suspect you the most, which makes me recur to

it so often ; for I fear that you are apt to shew too little attention tc

every body, and too much contempt to many. Be convinced, that then*

are no persons so insignificant and inconsiderable, but may, some time or

other, have it in their power to be of use to you ; which they certainly will

not if you have once shown them contempt. Wrongs are often forgiven,

but contempt never is. Oar pride remembers it forever. It implies a

discovery of weaknesses, which we are much more careful to conceal than
crimes. Many a man will confess his crimes to a common friend, but I

never knew a man who would tell his silly weaknesses to his most inti-

mate one—as many a friend will tell us our faults without reserve, who
will not so much as hint at our follies ; that discovery is too mortifying

to our self-love, either to tell another, or to be told of one's-self. You
must, therefore, never expect to hear of your weaknesses, or your follies,

from any body but me ; those I will take pains to discover, and whenever
I do, shall tell you of them.
Next to manners are exterior graces of person and address; which

adorn manners, as manners adorn knowledge. To say that they please,

engage, and charm, as they most indisputably do, is saying, that one
should do every thing possible to acquire them. The graceful manner
of speaking, is, particularly, what I shall always hollow in your ears, as

Hotspur hollowed Mortimer to Henry IV., and, like him too, I have
aimed to have a starling taught to say, speak distinctly and grace-

fully, and send him you, to replace your loss of the unfortunate Matzel

;

who, by the way, I am told, spoke his language very distinctly and
gracefully.

As by this time you must be able to write German tolerably well, I

desire that you will not fail to write a German letter, in the German
character, once every fortnight, to Mr Grevenkop : which will make
it more familiar to you, and enable me to judge how you improve in

it.

Do not forget to answer me the questions, which I asked you a

great while ago, in relation to the constitution of Saxony ; and also

the meaning of the words Landsassii and Amptsassii.

I hope you do not forget to inquire into the affairs of trade and com-

merce, nor to get the best accounts you can of the commodities and
manufactures, exports and imports, of the several countries where you

may be, and their gross value.

I would likewise have you attend to the respective coirs g"<d, nlve^

tsopper, &c. and their value, compared with our coins ; ibr <vlm)' pur-

pose "* would advise you to put up, in a separate piece of pppe**, one

piece of every kind, wherever you shall be, writing upon it t^e lame

inc* the value. Such a collection will be curious enough in itee":
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and that sort of knowledge will be very useful to you in your way of

business, where the different value of money often comes in question.

I am going to Cheltenham to-morrow, less for my health, which is

pretty good, than for the dissipation and amusement of the journey. I

•ball stay about a fortnight.

L'Abbe Mably's Droit de VEurope, which Mr. Harte is so kind as to

lend me, is worth your reading. Adieu.

LETTER CLVI.

Chkltkkham. July 6, C. 8. 174S.

Lear Boy: Your school-fellow, Lord Pulteney,* set ou tlast week for

Holland, and will, I believe, be at Leipsig soon after tins letter: you will

lake care to be extremely civil to him, and to do him any service that

ynu can while you stay there; let him know that I wrote to you to do
SO. As being older, he should know more than yon ; in that case, take
pains to get up to him ; but if he does not, take care not to let him feel

;iis inferiority. He will find it out of himself without your endeavours;
and that cannot be helped: but nothing is more insulting, more mortify-
ing, and less forgiven, than avowedly to take pains to make a man feel a
nortifying inferiority in knowledge, rank, fortune, <fec. In the two last

Articles, it is uniust. they not being in his power: and in the first it is

.x»th ill-bred ana ill-natured, (jrood-breeding, and good-nature, do
Incline "• rather to raise and help people up to ourselves, than to mor-
tify and depress than ' and, in truth, our own private interest concurs
in it, as it is milking oorsaWe* so xiony friends, instead of so many
enemies. The constant practice ol what the French call les Attention*,

is a most nooemifj ingredient in the art of pleasing; they flatter the self-

love of those to whom they are shewn; they engage, they captivate, more
than things of much greater importance. The duties of social life, every
man is obliged to discharge; but these attentions are voluntary acts,

the free-will offerings of good-breeding and good-nature; they are

received, remembered, and returned as such. Women, particularly,

have a right to them: and any omission, in that respect, is downright ill-

breeding.

1 o yo\ emfh ) j.ur whole time in the most useful manner? I do not
i.ican, do \ou study all dty long? nor do I require it. But I mean, do
you make the most of the respective allotments of your time? While
you study, is it with attention? When you divert yourself, is it with
pirit? Your diversions may, if you please, employ some part of your
time very usefully. It depends entirely upon the nature of them. If

they are futile and frivolous it is time worse than lost, for they will give
rou an habit of futility. All gaining, field-sports, and such sort of amuse-
ments, where neither the under-funding nor the senses have the least

share, I look upon as frivolous, and as the resources of little minds.
who either do not think, or do not love to think. But the pleasures of

/>d l
V ifcJd of ?-• Right Hon. William Pulteney, Earl of Bath. He died before hit faUMt.

b
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a man of parts either flatter the senses or improve the mind ; I ho^ e at

least, that there is not one minute of the day in which you do nothing at

all. Inaction, at your age, is unpardonable.
Tell me what Greek and Latin books you can now read with ease.

Can you open Demosthenes at a venture, and understand him? Can you
get through an Oration of Cicero, or a Satire of Horace, without diffi-

culty ? What German books do you read, to make yourself master of
that language? And what French books do you read for your amuse-
ment ? Pray give me a particular and true account of all this; for I am
not indifferent as to any one thing that relates to you. As, for example,
I hope you take great care to keep your whole person, particularly your
mouth, very clean: common decency requires it ; besides that great clean-

liness is very conducive to health. But if you do not keep your mouth
excessively clean, by washing it carefully every morning, and after every
meal, it will not only be apt to smell, which is very disgusting and inde-

cent ; but your teeth will decay and ache, which is botli a great loss and
a great pain. A spruceness of dress is also very proper and becoming
at your age ; as the negligence of it implies an indifference about pleas-

ing, which does not become a young fellow. To do, whatever you do at

all, to the utmost perfection, ought to be your aim, at this time of your
life : if you can reach perfection, so much the better ; but at least, bv
attempting it, you will get much nearer, than if you never attempted it

at all.

Adieu ! Speak gracefully and distinctly, if you intend to converse

ever with, Yours.

P. S. As I was making up my letter, I received yours of the 6th, N. S.

I like your dissertation upon Preliminary Articles and Truces. Your defi-

nitions of both are true. Those are matters which I would have you be

master of 5 they belong to your future department. But remember too,

that they are matters upon which you will much oftener have occasion

to speak than to write ; and that, consequently, it is full as necessary to

speak gracefully and distinctly upon them as to write clearly and
elegantly. I find no authority among the ancients, nor indeed among the

moderns, for indistinct and unintelligible utterance. The Oracles indeed

meant to be obscure j but then it was by the ambiguity of the expression,

and not by the inarticulation of the words. For, if people had not

thought, at least, they understood them, they would neither have fre-

quented nor presented them as they did. There was likewise among the

ancients, and is still among the moderns, a sort of people called Ventril-

oqv.\ who speak from their bellies, or make the voice seem to come from

some other part of the room than that where they are. But these Ven-

triloqui speak very distinctly and intelligibly. The only thing, then, that

1 can find like a precedent for your way of speaking, (and I would will-

ingly help you to one if 1 could) is the modern urtde persifler, practised

v-ith great success by the petits maitres at Paris. This noble art con-

sists in picking out some grave, serious man, who neither understand*

nor expects raillery, and talking to him very quick, and in inarticulate

sounds ; while the man, who thinks that he did not hear well, or attend

sufficiency, says, Monsieur or Plait-ill a hundred times; which afford?
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matter of much mirth to those ingenious gentlemen. Whether jog
would follow this precedent, I submit to you.

Have you carried no English or French comedies or tragedies with
you to Leipsig? If you have, I insist upon your reciting some passages
of them every day to Mr. Harte, in the most distinct and graceful man-
ner, as if you were acting them upon a stage.

The first part of my letter is more than an answer to your question*

xmcerning Lord Pulteney.

LETTER CLVII.

Lokdon, Ju*y 2G, 0. S. .748.

Diak Boy : There are two sorts of understandings; one of woieh
hinders a man from ever being considerable, and the other commonly
makes him ridiculous; I mean the lazy mind, and the trilling, frivolou

mind. Yours, I hope, is neither. The lazy mind will not take the trou

ble of going to the bottom of any tiling; but, discouraged by the firs 4

difficulties, (and every thing worth knowing or having is attained with
some,) stops short, content- itself with easy, and consequently superficial

knowledge, and prefers a great degree of Ignorance to a sn all degree of
trouble. These people either think, or represent most things as impossi-

ble; whereas, few things are so, to industry and activity. But difficult

em to them impossibilities, or at least they pretend to think them
so, by way of excuse for their laziness. An hours attention tc the same
subject is too laborious for them ; they take every thing in the lifeht in

which it first presents itself, never consider it in all its different views;
and, in short, never think it through. The consequence of this is, that

when they come to speak Upon these Subjects, before people Who have
considered them with attention, they only discover their own ignorance

and laziness, and lay themselres open to answers that put them in con-
fusion. Do not then be discouraged by the first difficulties, but contru

audentior ito ; and resolve to goto the bottom of all those things which
every gentleman ought to know well. Those arts or sciences, which are

peculiar to certain professions, need not be deeply known by those who
are not intended for those professions. As, for instance, fortification

and navigation ; of both which, a superficial and general knowledge,
such as the common course of conversation, with a very little inquiry

on your part, will give you, is sufficient. Though, by the way, a little

more knowledge of fortification may be of some use to you; a< the

events of war, in sieges, make many ot the tt-rins of that BOienoe occur

frequently in common conversation ; and one would he sorry to say, like

the Marquis de Ma-carille in Kotiere's Precicuxts fifeffotfMt, when he

hears of une dsmie lune, Ma fox f c
y

etoit lien une hine touts entiere. But
those things which every gentleman, independently of profession, should

Know, he ought to know well, and dive into all the depth of tbem;
Such are languages, history, and geography, ancient and modern, philos-

ophy, rational logic, rhetoric; and, for you particularly, the constitu

tions, and the civil and military state of every country in Europe. This

I confess, is aprett- large circle of knowledge, attended with some diffi
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culties, and requiring some trouble ; which, however, an active and
industrious mind will overcome, and be amply repaid. The trifli\g and
frivolous mind is always busied, but to little purpose ; it takes little

objects for great ones, and throws away upon trifles that time anr* atten-
tion, which only important things deserve. Knick-knacks, butterflies,

shells, insects, &c. are the subjects of their most serious researches.
They contemplate the dress, not the characters of the company they
keep. They attend more to the decorations of a play than the sense of
it ; and to the ceremonies of a court more than to its politics. Such an
employment of time is an absolute loss of it. You have now, at most,
three years to employ, either well or ill ; for, as I have often told you,
you will be all your life, what you shall be three years hence. For God's
sake then reflect. Will you throw this time away either in laziness, or
in trifles ? Or will you not rather employ every moment jf it in a man-
ner that must so soon reward you with so much pleasure, figure, and
character? I cannot, I will not doubt of your choice. Read only useful

books ; and never quit a subject till you are thoroughly master of it,

but read and inquire on till then. When you are in company, bring the

conversation to some useful subject, but d portee of that company.
Points of history, matters of literature, the customs of particular coun-
tries, the several orders of knighthood, as Teutonic, Maltese, &c. are

surely better subjects of conversation, than the weather, dress, or fiddle-

faddle stories, that carry no information along with them. The charac-
ters of kings and great men are only to be learned in conversation ; for

they are never fairly written during their lives. This, therefore, is an
entertaining and instructive subject of conversation, and will likewise

give you an opportunity of observing how very differently characters

are given, from the different passions and views of those who give them.
Never be ashamed nor afraid of asking questions : for if they lead to

information, and if you accompany them with some excuse, you will

never be reckoned an impertinent or rude questioner. All those things,

in the common course of life, depend entirely upon the manuer; and, in

that respect, the vulgar saying is true, That one man can better steal a

horse, than another look over the hedge. There are few things that may
not be said, in some manner or other; either in a seeming confidence, or

a genteel irony, or introduced with wit ; and one great part of the know-
ledge of the world consists in knowing when and where to make use of

these different manners. The graces of the person, the countenance, and
the way of speaking, contribute so much to this, that I am convinced,

the very same thing, said by a genteel person, in an engaging way, and
gracefully and distinctly spoken, would please ; which would shock, if

muttered out by an awkward figure, with a sullen, serious countenance.

The poets always represent Venus as attended by the three Graces, to inti-

mate that even beauty will not do without. I think they should have
given Minerva three also; for, without them, I am sure learning is very
unattractive. Invoke them, then, distinctly, to accompany all your
words and motions. Adieu.

P. 8. Since I w rote what goes before, I have received your letter, of
no daU ; with the inclosed state of the Prussian forces : of which, J h»,pe.
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you have kept a copy ; this you should lay in a portefeuille, and add to it

all the military establishment! that you can get of other states and king-

doms: the Saxon establishment you may, doubtless, easily find. By the

way, do not forget to send me answers to the questions which I sent yon
pome time ago, concerning both the civil and the ecclesiastical affairs of

Saxony.
Do not mistake rne, and think I only mean that you should speak ele

jrantly with regard to style, and the purity of language ; but I mean, tha
you should deliver and pronounce what you say gracefully and distinctly

:

(•r wbich purpose I will have you frequently read very loud, to Mr
fcWt^. reuito parti of orations, and speak passages of plays ; for, without
a graceful and pleading enunciation, all your elegancy of style, in speak-
ing, is not worth one farthing,

I am very glad that Mr. Lyttelton * approves of ray new house, and
particularly of ray canonical f pillars. My bust of Cicero is a very tine

one, ana well preserved; it will have the best place in my library, unless

at your reiun you bring me over a> good a modern head of your own
;

which I should like still better. I can tell you, that 1 shall examine it

>«• aft^r.tiveij ne ©~er antiquary did an old one.

Mike my compliments to Mr. Ilarte, at whose recovery I rejoice.

LETTER CLVIII.

Loudon, Auqwd 2, O. S. 1748.

Dear Boy : Duval, the jeweller, is arrived, and was with me three

or four days ago. You will easily imagine that I asked him a few ques-

tions concerning you
j
and I will give you the satisfaction of knowing,

that, upon the whole. I WB1 very well pleased with the account he L
r u\«'

me. But, though he seemed to be orach in your interest, yet he fairly

Owned to me that your otterance was rapid, thick, and ungraceful. I

can add OOtbing t<» what I have already said upon this subject : but I

can and do rep. -at the absolute oeoessitj of speaking distinctly ami
j

fully, or else "f not speaking at all. and baling recourse to signs. Se
tells me that you are prettv fat for one of your a^re : this you should at-

tend to in a proper way: for if, while very young, you should grow fat.

it w< uld be troublesome, unwholesome, and ungraceful; you should

therefore, when roo hare time, take wry strong exercise, and in your

diet avoid fattening things. All malt liquors fatten, or at least bloat;

and I hope you do not deal much in them. 1 look upon wine and
water to be, in every respect, much wholesomer.
Duval savs there is a great deal of wr\ good company at Madame Vsr

lentin's and at another lady's I think one Madame Ponce's, at Leipsig.

Do vou ever go to either of those houses, at leisure times? It would

not, in nay mind, be amiss if you did ; and would give you a habit of

• Brother to the late Lord Lyttelton.

t James Brydges, Duke of Cuandos, built a most magnificent and elegant house at Qomnont
about eigh' miles from London. It was superbly furnished with fine pictures statu.*, Ac
which, after his death, were sold by auction. Lord Chesterfield purchased the hall, pillars, t

1
,

1.>or, and staircase with double fl.ghts; wluch are now in Chesu-rfield-house, May tall
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attentions ; they are a tribute which all women expect, and which all

men, who would be well received by them, must pay. And, whatever
the mind may be, manners at least, are certainly improved by the um-
pany of women of fashion.

I have formerly told you, that you should inform yourself of the seve-

ral orders, whether military or religious, of the respective countries
where you may be. The Teutonic Order is the great Order of Germany
of which I send you inclosed a short account. It may serve to suggest

questions to you, for more particular inquiries as to the present state of
it ; of which you ought to be minutely informed. The knights, at pre-

sent, make vows, of which they observe none, except it be that of not
marrying ; and their only object now, is to arrive, by seniority, at the
Commanderies in their respective provinces ; which are, many of them,
very lucrative. The Order of Malta is, by a very few years, prior to the

Teutonic, and owes its foundation to the same causes. These Knights
were first called Knights Hospitaliers of St. John of Jerusalem ; then
Knights of Rhodes ; and in the year 1530, Knights of Malta, the Em-
peror Charles V. having granted them that island, upon condition of

their defending his island of Sicily against the Turks, which they effec

tually did. L'Abbe de Vertot has written the history of Malta, but it

is the least valuable of all his works ; and moreover, too long for you to

read. But there is a short history of all the military orders whatsoever,

which I would advise you to get ; as there is also of all the religious or-

ders ; both which are worth your having and consulting, whenever you
meet with any of them in your way ; as you will very frequently in

Catholic countries. For my own part, I find that I remember things

much better, when I recur to my books for them, upon some particular

occasion, than by reading them tout de suite. As, for example, if I

were to read the history of all the military or religious orders, regularly,

one after another, the latter puts the former out of my head ; but when
I read the history of any one, upon account of its having been the object

of conversation or dispute, I remember it much better. It is the same
in geography, where, looking for any particular place in the map, upon
some particular account, fixes it in one's memory for ever. I hope you
have worn out your maps by frequent use of that sort. Adieu !

A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THE TEUTONIC }Ri>KR.

In the ages of ignorance, which is always the mother of < nperstition,

it was thought not only just, but meritorious, to propagate religion by
fire and sword, and to takeaway the lives and properties of unbelievers.

This enthusiasm produced the several Oroisadoee, in the 11th, 12th, and
follow ng centuries ; the object of which was, to recover the Holy Land
out of the hands of the Infidels; who, by the way, were the lawful pos-

sessors. Many honest enthusiasts engaged in those Croisadoes, from a

mistaken principle of religion, and from the pardons granted by the

Popes for all the sins of those pious adventurers ; but many more knaves

idopted these holy wars, in hopes of conquest and plunder.

After Godfrey of Bouillon, at the head of these knaves and fools, had
*aken Jemsalem. ir the year 1099, Christians of various nations remained
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iD that city ; among the rest, one good honest German, that took partic-

ular care of his countrymen who came thither in pilgrimages. He built

l house for their reception, and an hospital dedicated to the Virgin.

This little establishment soon became a great one, by the enthusiasm of

many considerable people who engaged in it, in order to drive the Sara-

cens out of the Holy Land. This society then begun to take its first

form; and its members were called Marian Teutonic Knights. Marian,

from their chapel, sacred to the Virgin Mary; Teutonic, from the Ger-

man, or Teuton, who was the author of it, f.nd Knights from the wars
which they were to carry on against the infidels.

These Knights behaved themselves so bravely, at first, that Duke
Frederick of Suabia, who was General of the German army in the Holy
Land, sent, in the year 1191, to the Emperor Henry VI. and Pope Celes-

tin III. to desire that this brave and charitable fraternity might be incor-

porated into a regular order of knighthood ; which was accordingly done,

and rules aud a particular habit were given them. Forty Knights, all of

noble families, were at first created by the King of Jerusalem, and other

Princes then in the army. The first Grand Master of this Order wan
Henry Wallpot, of a noble family upon the Rhine. This order soon

began to operate in Europe; drove all the Pagans out of Prussia, and
took posies-ion of it. Soon ofter they got Livonia and Courland, and
invaded even Russia, where they introduced the Christan religion. In

1510, they elected Albert, Marquis of Brandenburg, fortheir Grand Mas-

ter, who, turning Protestant, soon afterwards took Prussia from the

Order, and kept it for himself, with the consent of Sigismund, King of

Poland, of whom it WSS to hold, He then quitted his Grand Ma tcr-

ship, and made himself Hereditary Duke of that country; which is

thence called Ducal Prussia. Tlii> order now consists of twelve Pro-

vinces, viz. Alsatia, Austria, Cohlentz , and Etsch; which are the tour

under the Prussian jurisdiction : Franeonia, 11 MO, Westphalia,
Lorrain Thuringia, Saxony, and Utrecht; which eight are of the Ger-

man jurisdiction. The Dutch now possess all that the order had in

Utrecht. Every one of the provinces have their particular Commander-
us; and the most ancient of these CommandeursU called the Coiaman,-

deur Provincial. These twelve Comianadenrx are all subordinate to the

Grand Master of Germany, as their Chief, and have the right of electing

the Grand Master. The Elector of Oologneis at pr.- en t Grand AI<iitre.

This order, founded by mistaken Christian zeal, upon the anti-chris-

tion principles of violence and persecution, soon grew Btrong, by the

weakness and ignorance of the time; acquired unjustly great p

sions, of which they justly lost the greatest part, by their ambition and
cruelty, which made them feared aud hated by all their neighbours.

I have this moment received your letter of the 4th, N. S., and have
»nly time to tell you that I can by no means agree to your cutting off

four hair. I am very sure that your headaches cannot proceed from
thence. And as for the pimples upon your head, they are only owing
to the heat of the season ; and consequently will not last long. But
jrour own hair is, at your age, such an ornament, and a wig, howevei
well made, such a disguise that will, upon no account wbatsoevei
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nave you cut off your hair. Nature did not give it to you for nothing,

atill less to cause you the headache. Mr. Eliot's hair grew so ill and
bushy, that he was in the right to cut it off. But you have not the

Name reason

LETTER OLIX.

London, AuguM 28, 0. S., 1T4*.

Dear Boy: Your friend, Mr. Eliot, has dined with rae twice since 1

returned here, and I can say with truth, that, while I had the neals, I

never examined or sifted a state prisoner with so much care and curios

ity, as I did him. Nay, I did more ; for, contrary to the laws of tL U
country, I gave him, in some manner, the question ordinary and extracr-

dinary ; and I have infinite pleasure in telling you, that the rack, which
I put b.iin to, did not extort from him one single word that was not such
as I wished to hear of you. I heartily congratulate you upon such au
advantageous testimony, from so creditable a witness. Laudari a lau-

dato viro, is one of the greatest pleasures and honours a rational being
can have ; may you long continue to deserve it ! Your aversion to

drinking, and your dislike to gaming, which Mr. Eliot assures me are

both very strong, give me the greatest joy imaginable, for your sake

:

as the former would ruin both your constitution and understanding, and
the latter your fortune and charactor. Mr. Harte wrote me word soma
time ago, and, Mr. Eliot confirms it now, that you employ your pin

money in a very different manner from that in which pin money is

commonly lavished : Not in gew-gaws and baubles, but in buying good
and useful books. This is an excellent symptom, and gives me very
good hopes. Go on thus, my dear boy, but for these next two years,

and I ask uo more. You must then make such a figure and such a for-

tune in the world as 1 wish you, and as I have taken all these pains to

enable you to do. After that time I allow you to be as idle as ever you
please; because I am sure that you will not then please to be so at all.

The ignorant and the weak are only idle ; but those who have once
acquired a good stock of knowledge, always desire to increase it.

Knowledge is like power, in this respect, that those who have the most,

are most desirous of having more. It does not clog, by possession, but

increases desire ; which is the case of very few pleasures.

Upon receiving this congratulatory letter, and reading your own
praises, I am sure that it must naturally occur to you, how great a

share of them you owe to Mr. Harte's care and attention ; and, conse •

quently, that your regard and affection for him must increase, if there

be room for it, in proportion as you reap, which you do daily, the fruits

of his labours.

I must not, however, conceal from you, that there was one article in

which your own witness, Mr. Eliot, faltered ; for, upon my question-

ing him home, as to your manner of speaking, he could not say that

your utterance was either distinct or graceful. I have alrealy said so

much to you upon this point, that I can add nothing. I will therefore

only repeat this truth, which is, that if yon will not speak distino^y

and gra "-ef'il, nobody will desire to hear you.
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£ im glad to learn that Abbe Mably's Droit Publis de VEurope makes
3 part of you evening amusements. It is a very useful book, and gives

* <*«ear deduction of the affairs of Europe, from the treaty of Munster to

'Jn= time. Pray read it with attention, and with the proper maps,
always recurring to them for the several countries or towns, yielded,

taken or restored. Pere Bougeant's third volume will give you the best

idea of the treaty of Munster, and open to you the several views of the

belligerent and contracting parties, and there never were greater than
at that time. The House of Austria, in the war immediately preceding
that treaty, intended to make itself absolute in the empire, and to over-

throw the rights of the respective states of it. The view of France was
to weaken and dismember the House of Austria to such a degree, as

that it should no longer be a counterbalance to that of Bourbon. Swe-
den wanted possessions on the continent of Germany, not only to supply

the necessities of its own poor and barren country, but likewise to hold

the balance in the empire between the House of Austria and the States.

The House of Brandenburg wanted to aggrandise itself by pilfering in

the fire ; changed sides occasionally, and made a good bargain at last

;

for I think it got, at the peace, nine or ten bishoprics secularised. So
that we may date, from the treaty of Munster, the decline of the House
of Austria, the great power of the House of Bourbon, and the aggran
dizement of that of Brandenburg: which, I am much mistaken, if it

stops where it is now.
Make my compliments to Lord Pulteney, to whom I would have you

be not only attentive, but useful, by setting him (in case he wants it) a

good example of application and temperance. I begin to believe, that,

as I shall be proud of you, Others will be proud too of imitating you.
Those expectations of mine seem now so well grounded, that my disap-

pointment, and consequently my Anger, will be so much the greater \(

they fail ; but as things stand now, I am most affectionately and ten

derly, Yours.

LETTEPw CLX.

Londoi, August 80, O. S. 1748

Dear Boy: Your reflections upon the conduct of France, from the*

treaty of Munster to this time, are very just ; and I am very glad to find,

by them, that you not only read, but that you think and reflect upon
what you read. Many great readers load their memories, without exer-

cising their judgments ; and make lumber-rooms of their heads instead

of furnishing them usefully; facts are heaped upon facts without ordei

>r distinction, and may justly be said to compose that

Rndis lndigestaque moles
Quern dixere chaos.

Qr> ul, then, in the way of reading that you are in; take nothing for

granted, upon the bare authority of the author ; but weigh aud consider,

in your own mind, the probability of the facts, and the justness of the

reflections Consult different authors upon the aame facts, and form
8*
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your opinioL upon the greater or lesser degree of probability aririPg

from the whole ; which, in my mind, is the utmost stretch of hi&toricaJ

faith ; certainty ^1 fear) not being to be found. When a historian pre-

tends to give you the causes and motives of events, compare those

causes and motives with the characters and interests of the parties con-

cerned, and judge for yourself, whether they correspond or not. Con-
sider whether you cannot assign others more probable ; and in that exam-
ination, do not despise some very mean and trifling causes of the actions

of great men; for so various and inconsistent is human nature, so stroiig

and changeable are our passions, so fluctuating are our wills, and so

much are our minds influenced by the accidents of our bodies, that

every man is more the man of the day, than a regular consequential

character. The best have something bad, and something little ; the

worst have something good, and sometimes something great ; for I do
not believe what Velleius Paterculus (for the sake of saying a pretty

thing) says of Scipio, Qui nihil no/i laudandum aut fecit, aut dixit, aut
sensit. As for the reflections of historians, with which they think it

necessary to interlard their histories, or at least to conclude their chap-

ters, (and which, in the French histories, are always introduced with a

tant il est vrai, and in the English, so true it is,) do not adopt them impli-

citly upon the credit of the author, but analyse them yourself, and judge
whether they are true or not.

But, to return to the politics of France, from which I have digressed.

You have certainly made one farther reflection, of an advantage which
France has, over and above its abilities in the cabinet, and the skill of

its negociators ; which is, (if I may use the expression,) its soleness, con-

tinuity of riches and power within itself, and the nature of its govern-

ment. Near twenty millions of people, and the ordinary revenue of

above thirteen millions sterling a-year, are at the absolute disposal of

the Crown. This is what no other power in Europe can say ; so that

different powers must now unite to make a balance against France;

which union, though formed upon the principle of their common inter-

est, can never be so intimate as to compose a machine so compact and
simple as that of one great kingdom, directed by one will, and moved
by one interest. The Allied Powers (as we have constantly seen) have,

besides the common and declared object of their alliance, some separate

and concealed view, to which they often sacrifice the general one;

which makes them, either directly or indirectly, pull different ways.

Thus, the design upon Touion failed in the year 1706, only from the

secret view of the House of Austria upon Naples : which made the Court
of Vienna, notwithstanding the representations of the other Allies to the

contrary, send to Naples the 12,000 men, that would have done the busi-

ness at Toulon. In this last war too, the same causes had the same
effects: the Queen of Hungary, in secret, thought of nothing but recov-

ering of Silesia, and what she had lost in Italy; and, therefore, never

sent half that quota, which she promised, and we paid for, into Flanders;

but left that country to the maritime powers to defend as they could.

Tie King of Sardinia's real object was Savona, and all the Riviera di

Ponente; for which reason he concurred so lamely in the invasion oi

Provence; where thel^ueen of Hungary, likewise, did not send one-third
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A the force stipulated, engrossed as she was, by her oblique views upon
tjie plunder of Genoa, and the recovery of Naples. In so much that the

expeduior into Provence, which would have distressed France to the

greatest degree, and have caused a great detachment from their army in

Flanders, failed shamefully, for want of everyone thing necessary for its

success, buppose, therefore, any four or five powers, who, all together,

enall be equal, or even a little superior, in riches and strength, to that

uno power against which they are united; the advantage will still be

greatly on the side of that single power, because it is but one. The
power and riche> of Charles V. were, in themselves, certainly superior

to those of Francis I., and yet, upon the whole, he was not an overmatch
for him. Charles V.'s dominions, great as they were, were scattered

and remote iroin each other; their constitutions different; wherever he

did not reside, «li-iurbances arose; whereas the compactness of France
made Dp the difference in the strength. This obvious reflection con-

vinced me of the absurdity of the treaty of Hanover, in 1725, between
Prance and England, to which the Dutch afterwards acceded; for it was
made upon tne apprehensions, either real or pretended, that the mar-

ot* Don Carlos with the eldest Archduche.— , now Queen of

Hungary, w<ts settled in the treaty of Vienna, of the same year, between
Spain and the late Emperor Charles VI., which marriage, those consum-
mate politicians said, would revive in Europe the exorbitant power of

Charles V. 1 am sure, I heartily wish it had; a>, in that case, there

had been, what there certainly is not now,—one power in Europe to

ixuinterbalance that of France; and then the maritime powers would, in

reality, have held the balance of Europe in their hands. Even suppos-

ing tiiat the Austrian power would then have been an overmatch for

that of France, (which, by the way, is not clear,) the weight of the mari-

time powers, then thrown into the scale of France, would infallibly have
made the balance at least even. In which oasc too. the moderate efforts

of the maritime powers, on the side of France, would have been sufficient;

whereas, now, they are obliged to exhaust and beggar themselves; and
that too ineffectually, in hopes to support the shattered, beggared, and
insufficient House of Austria.

This has been a long political dissertation; but I am informed that

political subjects are your favourite ones; which I am glad of, consider-

ing your destination. You do well to get your materials all ready, before

you begin your work. As you buy, and (I am told) read books of this

kind, I will point out two or three for your purchase and perusal; I am
not sure that I have not mentioned them before, but that is no matter,

if you have not got them. Memoires pour servir d VHistoiredu \1iem4

SticU, is a most useful book for you to recur to, for all the facts and
chronology of that country : it is in four volumes octavo, and very cor-

rect and exact. If I do not mistake, I have formerly recommended to

you, Les Metnoires du Cardinal de Retz ; however, if vou have notyet
read them, pray do, and ith the attention which they deserve. Yon
will there find the best account of a very interesting period of the min-
ority of Lewis XIV. The characters are drr.vn short, but in a strong

and masterly manner; and the political reflections are the only just and

( "actios U0t» that 1 ever Stwin print: they are well worth your trans

MriMng. Le Oonunsres dm A tic tens, par Monsieur tfuel, Ecftfie d'Jv-
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ranche^ in one little volume octavo, is worth your perusal, as commerce
is a very considerable part of political knowledge. I need not, I am
sure, suggest to you, when you read the course of commerce, either of the

ancients or cf the moderns, to follow it upon your map; for there is no

other way of remembering geography correctly, but by looking perpetu-

ally in the map for the places one reads of, even though one know?
before, pretty near, where they are.

Adieu 1 As all the accounts which I receive of you grow better and

better, so I grow more and more affectionately, Yours.

LETTER CLX1.

London, September 5, O. J. 1148.

7>ear Boy : I have received yours, with the inclosed German lettei

to Mr Gravenkop, which he assures me is extremely well written, con-

sidering the little time that you have applied yourself to that language.

As you have now got over the most difficult part, pray go on diligently,

and make yourself absolutely master of the rest. Whoever does not

entirely possess a language, will never appear to advantage, or even equal

to himself, either in speaking or writing it. His ideas are fettered, and

seem imperfect or confused, if he is not master of all the words and

phrases necessary to express them. I therefore desire, that you will not

fail writing a German letter once every fortnight to Mr. Gravenkop
;

which will make the writing of that language familiar to you ; and more-

over, when you shall have left Germany, and be arrived at Turin, I shall

require you to write even to me in German ; that you may not forget,

with ease, what you have with difficulty learned. I likewise desire,

that while you are in Germany, you will take all opportunities of conver-

sing in German, which is the only way of knowing that, or any other

language, accurately. You will also desire your German master to teach

you the proper titles and superscriptions to be used to people of all

ranks ; which is a point so material, in Germany, that I have known
many a letter returned unopened, because one title in twenty has been

omitted in the direction.

St. Thomas's day now draws near, when you are to leave Saxony and

go to Berlin ; and I take it for granted, that if anything is yet wanting

to complete your knowledge of the state of that Electorate, you will not

fail to procure it before you go away. 1 do not mean, as you will easily

believe, the number of churches, parishes, or towns ; but I mean the con-

Istitution, the revenues, the troops, and the trade of that electorate. A
few questions, sensibly asked, of sensible people, will produce you the

necessary informations; which I desire yc*i will enter in your little book.

Berlin will be entirely a new scene to you, and I look upon it, in a man-

ner, as your first step into the great world ; take care that step be not a

false one, and that you do not stumble at the threshold. You will there

be in more company than you have yet been ; manners and attentions

will therefore be more necessary. Pleasing in company, is the only way
of being pleased in it yourself.

" Sense and knowledge are the first and

necessary foundations for pleasing in company; but they will by no

mean* do alone, and they will never be perfectly welcome, if they art hot
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accompanied with manners and attentions. Yon will best acquire these

by frequenting the companies of people of fashion; but then you must
resolve to acquire them, in those companies, by proper care and obser-

vation ; for I have known people, who, though they have frequented good

company all their lifetime, have done it in so inattentive and unobser-

ving a manner, as to be never the better tor it, and to remain

as disagreeable, as awkward, and as vulgar, as if they had never seen any
person of fashion. When you go into good company (by good company
is meant the people of the "first fashion cf the place) observe carefully

their turn, their manners, their address; and conform your own to tl.em.

But this is not all neither; go deeper still ; observe their characters, and
pry, as far as you can, into both their hearts and their heads. Seek for

their particular merit, their predominant passion, or their prevailing

weakness; and you will then know what to bait your hook with, to

catch them. Man is a composition of so many, and such various ingre-

dients, that it requires both time and care to analyse him : for though
we have all the same ingredients in our general composition, as reason,

will, passions, and appetites; yet the different proportions and combin-
ations of them in each individual, produce that infinite variety of char-

acters, which, in some particular or other, distinguishes every individ-

ual from another. Reason ought to direct the whole, but seldom does.

And he who addres>es himself singly to another man's reason, without

endeavouring to engage his heart in his interest also, Is no more likely

. than a man who should apply only to a king's nominal min-

ister, and neglect his favorite. I will recommend to \our attentive

perusal, now that you are going into the world, two books, which will

letyon as much into the o t' men, as hooks can do. I mean,
Les Reflexions Morales de Monsieur <U la Rochcfou^aull^ and Les Carac-

teres de la Bruyire: hut remember, at the same time, that 1 only recom-

mend them to you as the beat general map-, to assist yon in your jour-

ney, and not as marking out every particular turning and winding that

you will meet with. There your own sagacity and observation must
come to their aid. La Rochefoucault is, I know, blamed, but I think

without reason, for deriving a! is from the source of self-love.

For my own part. I see a great deal of truth, and no harm at all, in that

opinion. It is certain, that we seek our own happiness in every thing

: an<". it is ascertain, that we can only Olid it in doing well, and
in oc of irminp all our actions to the rule of right reason, which is the

greftf hw of nature. It is only a mi-taken self-love that is a blamea-
ble motive, when we take the immediate and indiscriminate gratifica-

tion, of a passion, or appetite, for real happiness. But am I blameable,
if I do a good action, upon account of the happiness which that honest
• •onsciou-ness will give mel Surely not. On thee 01 trary, thai pleasing

aonsoionsnesa is a proof of my rirtne. The reflection, which is the

afotf oensnred in Monsieur de la Rocbefonoanlt'a book, as a very ill-

natureo one ,is this , On trouve </<ms le malhcur de son meillenr ami. y
fu: cnose ou> ru dtpl&i* pas. And why not ? Why may I not feel a very
tender and rta, ooncernfor the misfortune of my friend, and yet at the

F%rLf, timf feel a pleasing consciousness at having discharged my duty
U him, by comfo-ting and assisting him to the utmost of my power iv
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that misfortune ? Give me but virtuous actions, and 1 will not quibble

and chicane about the motives. And I will give any body their choice

of these two truths, which amount ro the same thing ; He who loves

himself best is the honestest man; or, The honestest man loves himself

best.

The characters of La Bruyero are pictures from the life ; most of them
finely drawn, and highly coloured. Furnish your mind with them first,

and when you meet with their likeness, as you will every day, they will

strike you the more. You will compare every feature with the original

;

and both will reciprocally help you to discover the beauties and the

blemishes.

As women are a considerable, or at least a pretty numerous part of
company ; and as their suffrages go a great way towards establishing a
man's character, in the fashionable part of the world, (which is of great

importance to the fortune and figure he proposes to make in it,) it is

necessary to please them. I will therefore, upon this subject, let you
iuto certain Arcana, that will be very useful for you to know, but

which you must, with the utmost care, conceal; and never seem to

know. Women, then, are only children of a larger growth ; they have
an entertaining tattle, and sometimes wit; but for solid reasoning, good
sense, I never knew in my life one that ha"6TTf~or who reasoned or

acted consequentially for four-and-twenty hours together. Some little

passion or humour always breaks upon their best resolutions. Their
beauty neglected or controverted, their age increased, or their supposed
understandings depreciated, instantly kindles their little passions, and
overturns any system of consequential conduct, that in their most rea-

sonable moments they might have been capable of forming. A man of

sense only trifles with them, plays with them, humours and flatters

them, as he does with a sprightly, forward child ; but he neither con-

sults them about, nor trusts them with serious matters ; though he often

makes them believe that he does both ; which is the thing in the world
that they are proud of; for they love mightily to be dabbling in busi-

ness, (which, by the way, they always spoil); and being justly distrust-

ful, that men in general look upon them in a trifling light, they almosf

adore that man, who talks more seriously to them, and who seems to

consult and trust them ; I say, who seems ; for weak men really do, but

wise ones only seem to do it. No flattery is either too high or too low
for them. They will greedily swallow the highest, and gratefully accept

of the lowest ; and you may safely flatter any woman, from her under-

standing, down to the exquisite taste of her fan. Women who are

either indisputably beautiful, or indisputably ugly, are oest flattered

upon the score of their understandings : but those who are in a state of

mediocrity, are best flattered upon their beauty, or at .ea«t their graces

;

for every woman, who is not absolutely ugly, thinks herself ^audsome;
but not hearing often that she is so, is the more grateful, and the ra^re

obliged to the few who tell her so : whereas a decided and conscious

beauty looks upon every tribute paid to her beauty only as her due: but

wants to shine, and to be considered on the side of her understanding •

and a woman who is ugly enough to know that sh9 is ao, knows that

Bho has nothing left for it but her understanding, whien is, consequent, v.
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and probably in more senses than one,) her weak side. But these are

secrete, which you must keep inviolably, if you would not, like

Orpheus, be torn to pieces by the whole sex : on the contrary, a man,
who thinks of living in the great world, must be gallant, polite and
attentive to please the women. They have, from the weakness of men.
mere or less influence in all courts; they absolutely stamp every man's
character in the beau monde, and make it either current, or cry it down,
and -top it in payments. It is, therefore, absolutely necessary«to manage,
please and flatter them: and never to discover the least marks of con-
tempt, which is what they never forgive; but in this they are not sin-

gular, for it is the same with men; who will much sooner forgive an
injustice than an insult. Every man is not ambitious, or courteous, or
passionate; but every man has pride enough in his composition to feel

and resent the least slight and contempt. Remember, therefore, most
carefully to conceal your contempt, however just, wherever you would
not make an implacable enemy. Men are much more unwilling to have
their weaknesses and their imperfections known, than tlu-ir crimes; and
if you hint to a man that you think him silly, ignorant, or even ill-

bred, or awkward, he will hate you more and longer, than if you tell

him plainly, that you think him a rogue. Never yield to that tempts
tion, which to most young men is very strong, of exposing other peo-

ple's weaknesses and infirmities, for the sake either of diverting the

company, or shewing your own superiority. You may get the laugh on
your side by it for the present; but you will make enemies by it for

ever; and even those who laugh with you then, will, upon reflection,

fear, and consequently hate you : he-ides that it is ill-natured, and a

good heart desires rather to conceal than expose other people's weak-
• or misfortunes. If yon have wit. use it to please, and not to

hurt: you may shine, like the sun in the temperate zones, without
scorching. Here it i> wished for; under the Line it Is dreaded.

These are some of the hints which my long experience in the great

world enables me to give you ; and which, if you attend to them, may
prove useful to you. in your journey through it. I wish it may hi- a

prosperous one ; at lea-^t, I am sure that it most he your own fault if it

is not.

Make my compliments to Mr. ITarte, who. I am very sorry to hear,

is not well. I hope by this time he is recovered. Adieu

'

LETTER CLXII.

Lohdoh, September 18, O. 8. 1748.

Dkab Boy: I have more than once recommended to you the Memoirs
of the Cardinal de Retz, and to attend particularly to the political

reflections interspersed in that excellent work. I will now preset s

iltlle upon tw4 .r three of those texts.

In the disturbances at Paris, Monsieur de Beaufort, who was a very

popular, though a ver* weak man, was the Cardinal's tool with th«

populace
Proud of his popularity, he was always fur assembling the people of
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Paris together, thinking that he made a great figure at the head of

them. The Cardinal, who was factious enough, was wise enough, at the

same time, to avoid gathering the people together, except when there

was occasion, and when he had something particular fur them to do.

However, he could not always check Mons-eur de Beaufort; who hav
ing assembled them once very unnecessarily, and without any deter

mined object, they ran riot, would not be kept within bounds by theii

leaders, and did their cause a great deal of harm : upon which the Car
dinal observes most judiciously, Que Monsieur de Beaufort ne savoit

pas, que qui assemble le peuple, Vemeut. It is certain, that great num-

bers of people, met together, animate each other, and will do something,

either good or bad, but oftener bad: and the respective individuals,

who wsre separately very quiet, when met together in numbers, grow
tumultuous as a body, and ripe for any mischief that may be pointed

out to them by the leaders; and, if their leaders have no business for

them, they will find some for themselves. The demagogues, or leaders

of popular factions, should therefore be very careful not to assemble the

people unnecessarily, and without a settled and well-considered object.

Besides that, by making those popular assemblies too frequent, they

make them likewise too familiar, and consequently less respected by

their enemies. Observe any meetings of people, and you will always
find their eagerness and impetuosity rise or fall in proportion to their

numbers : when the numbers are very great, all sense and reason seem
to subside, and one sudden frenzy to seize on all, even the coolest

"»f them.
Another very just observation of the Cardinal's is, That the things

which happen in our own times, and which we see ourselves, do not

surprise us near so much as the things which we read of in times past,

though not in the least more extraordinary ; and adds, that he i« per-

suaded, that when Caligula made his horse a Consul, the people of Rome,
at that time, were not greatly surprised at it, having necessarily beer.

in some degree prepared for it, by an insensible gradation of extrava-

gances from the same quarter. This is so true, that we read every day,

with astonishment, things which we see every day without surprise. We
wonder at the intrepidity of a Leonidas, a Oodrus, and a Curtias; and
are not the least surprised to hear of a sea-captain, who has blown up
his ship, his crew, and himself, that they might not fall into the hands
of the enemies of his country. I cannot help reading of Porsenna and
Regulus, with surprise and reverence, and yet I remember that I saw,

without either, the execution of Shepherd,* a boy of eighteen years old,

who intended to shoot the late king, and who would have been pardoned,

if he would have expressed the least sorrow for his intended crime,

but, on the contrary, he declared, that if he was pardoned he would
attempt it again ; that he thought it a duty which he owed to his

country, and that he died with pleasure for having endeavoured to per-

form it. Reason equals Shepherd to Regulus; but prejudice, and the

recency of the fact, make Shepherd a common malefactor and Regulus 9

hero.

• James Shepherd, a coach-painter's apprentice, was executed at Tyburn foe high trewoa.

March 17 1718, in the reign of George the First.
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Examine carefully, and reconsider all your notions of things ; analyse

them, and discover "their component parts, and see if habit and preju-

dice are not the principal ones ; weigh the matter upon which you are

to form your opinion, in the equal and impartial scales of reason. It if

not to be conceived how many people, capable of reasoning, if the)

would, live and die in a thousand errors, from laziness; they will rather

*dopt the prejudices of others, than give themselves the trouble of form

:og opinions of their own. They say things, at first, because other peoplt

liMve said them, and then they persist in them, because they have said

tbem themselves.

The last observation that I shall now mention of the Cardinal's is

M Thai a secret h? more easily kept by a good many people, than one

comni"u!\ imagines." By this he means a secret of importance, among
people interested in the keeping of it. And it is certain that people of

business kn^w the importance of secrecy, and will observe it, where
they are concerned in the event. To go and tell any friend, wife, or

mistress, any secret with which they have nothing to do, is discovering

lo them such an nnreten f:ve weakness, as must convince them that you
will tell it to iweniy others, and consequently that they may reveal it

without the risk of being discovered. But a secret properly commu-
nicated, only to those who are to be concerned in the thing in

question, will probably be kept by them, though they should be a good
many Littie secrets are commonly told again, but great oues generally

tept. Adiet-

1

LETTER CLXIII.

Lomdoh, September 20, O. S. 174ft.

Dejlr Bot : 1 wait with impatience for your a curate history of the

Chenalierr* Porta Epees, which you promised me in your last, and which
I take to be the forerunner of a larger work that you intend to irive the

public, containing a general account of all the Religious and Military

Order* of Europe. Seriously, you will do well to have a general notion

of all those Orders, ancient and modern ; both as they are frequently the

subject*- of conversation, and as they are more or lens interwoven with

the histories of those times. Witness the Teutonic Order, which, as

soon as it gained strength, began its unjust depredations in Germany,
and acquired such considerable possessions there; and the Order of

Malta also, which continues to this day its piracies upon the Infidels.

Besides one can go into no company in Germany, without running

against Monsieur le Chevalier, or Monsieur le Commandeur tie VOrdre
Teutonique. It is the same in all the other parts of Europe, with regard

the Order of Malta, where you never go into company without meeting

two or three Chevaliers or Commandeurs, who talk of their Preuves.

their Langues, their Caraianes, &c. of all which things I am sure yoi

would not willingly be ignorant. On the other hand, I do nut rueaL

that you should have a profound and minute knowledge of these matters,

which are of a nature that a general knowledge of them is fully sufficient.

I would not recommend you to read Abbe Vertot's History of the Order
>f Malta, in frur quarto volumes ; tbat would be employing a great ieaJ
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of good time very ill. But I would have you know the foundations, the
objects, the insignia, and the short general history of them ail.

As for the ancient religious military orders, which were chiefly

founded in the eleventh and twelfth centuries ; such as Malta, the Teu-
tonic, the Knights Templars, &c, the injustice and the wickedness of those
establishments cannot, I am sure, have escaped your observation. Their
pious object was, to take away by force other people's property, and to

massacre the proprietors themselves, if they refused to give up that pro-
perty, and adopt the opinions of these invaders. What right or pretence
had these confederated Christians of Europe to the Holy Land? I«et

them produce their grant of it in the Bible. Will they say, that the
Saracens had possessed themselves of it by force, and that, consequently,

they had the same right? Is it lawful then to steal goods, because they
were stolen before? Surely not. The truth is, that the wickedness of
many, and the weakness of more, in those ages of ignorance and super-

stition, concurred to form those flagitious conspiracies against the lives

and properties of unoffending people. The Pope sanctiried the villany,

and annexed the pardon of sins to the perpetration of it. This gave rise

to the Oroisadoes ; and carried such swarms of people from Europe to

the conquests of the Holy Land, Peter the Hermit, an active and ambi-
tious priest, by his indefatigable pains, was the immediate author of the

first croisade ; kings, princes, all professions and characters united, from
different motives, in this great undertaking, as every sentiment, except

true religion and morality, invited to it. The ambitious hoped for king-

doms ; the greedy and the necessitous for plunder ; and some were enthu

siasts enough to hope for salvation, by the destruction of a considerable

number of their fellow creatures, who had done them no injury. I can-

not omit, upon this occasion, tellkig you, that the Eastern Emperors at

Constantinople (who, as Christians, were obliged, at least to seem, tc

favour these expeditions,) seeing the immense numbers of the Oroisez,

and fearing that the Western Empire might have some mind to the

Eastern Empire too, if it succeded against the Infidels, as Vappetit

vient en mangeant; these Eastern Emperors, very honestly, poisoned

the waters where the Groisez were to pass, and so destroyed infinite num-
bers of them.
The later Orders of Knighthood ; such as the Garter in England ; the

Elephant in Denmark ; the Golden Fleece in Burgundy ; the St. Esprit,

St. Michel, St. Louis, and St. Lazare, in France, &c, are of a very differ-

ent nature and institution. They were either the invitations to, or the

rewards of, brave actions in fair war ; and are now rather the decora-

tions of the favour of the prince, than the proofs of the merit of the

subject. However, they are worth your inquiries to a certain degree

;

and conversation will give you frequent opportunities for them. Wher-
ever you are, I would advise you to inquire into the respective orders

of that country, and to write down a short account of them. For

example, while you are in Saxony, get an account of VAigle Blant and

of what other orders there may be, either Polish or Saxon ; and, when
you shall be at Berlin, inform yourself of three orders, VAigle Noir, la

Qcnfr mte et le Vrai Merite, which are the only ones that I know of

there. But w* <3never you meet with straggling ribands and stars, as
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you will with a thousand iQ Germany, do not fail to enquire what they

are, and to take a minute of them in your memorandum book ; for it is

a sort of knowledge that costs little to acquire, and yet it is of some use.

Youog people have frequently an incuriousness about them, arising

either from laziness, or a contempt of the object, which deprives them
of several such little parts of knowledge, that they afterwards wish they

bad acquired. If you will put conversation to profit, great knowledge

may be gained by it ; and is it not better (since it is full as easy) to turn

.t upon useful than upon useless subjects? People always talk bestapot

what they know most, and it is both pleasing them, and improving one's

?elf, to pnt them upon that subject. With people of a particular profes-

sion, or of a distinguished eminency in any branch of learning, one is not

at a loss: but with those, whether men or women, who properly con-

stitute what is called the beau monde, one must not choose deep subjects,

nor hope to get any knowledge above that of orders, rank-, families, and

court anecdotes; which are therefore the proper (and oot altogether

useless) subjects of that kind of conversation. Women, especially, are

to be talked to, a* below men, and above children. It you talk to them
too deep, you only confound them, and lose your own labour; if you
talk to them ton frivolously, they perceive and resent the contempt.

The proper tone for them is, what the French call the Entregent, and is,

ia truth, the polite jargon of good company. Thus, if you are a good
•Lemist, yon may extract something out of every thing.

A propoK of the hrau mowh ; 1 must again and again recommend
the Graces to yo u. There is no doing without them in that world ; and,

to make a good figure in that world, is a great step towards making one
in the world of business, particularly that part of it for which you are

destined. An ungraceful manner of speaking, awkward motions, and a

disagreeable address, are great ologa to the ablest man of business ; as the

opposite qualifications are of infinite advantage to him. I am told

there is a very good dancing-master at Leipsig. I would have you dance

a minuet very well, not so much for the sake of the minuet itself, (though
that, if danced at all, ought to he danced Well,) SS that it wi'l give v.mi

a habitual genteel carriage, and manner of presenting your-

Since 1 am upon little things, [ must mention another, whi^h, though
little enough in itself, yet, as it occurs ar leasT"ohce in eve-y day, de-

serves some attention; 1 mean Carving. Do you use yourself to carve

adroitly and genteelly; without hacking half an hour ac*0ss a bone:
without 'bespattering the company with the sauce; and without over-
• urning the glasses into your neighbour's pockets? These awkward-
nesses are extremely disagreeable ; and, if often repeated, bring ridicule.

They are very easily avoided, by a little attention and use.

How trifling soever these things may seem, or really be, in themselves,

they are no longer so, when above half the world thinks them other-

wise. And, as I would have you omnibus omatum—excellere rebus, I

think nothing above or below my pointing out to you, or your excelling

In. You have the means of doing it, and time before you to make use

of theci. Take my word for it, I ask nothing now, but what you will,

twen i years hence, most heartily wish that you had done. Attention

to au lese tilings, for the next two or three years, will save you infinite
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trouble, and endless regrets hereafter. May you, in the whole course of
your life, have no reason for any one just regret ! Adieu.
Your Dresden china is arrived, and I have sent it to your Mamma.

LETTER CLXIV.

London, September 27, 0. S. 1T48.

Dbab Boy: I have received your Latin Lecture upon War, whicli
though it is net exactly the same Latin that Caesar, Cicero, Horace,
Virgil, and Ovid spoke, is, however, as good Latin as the erudite Ger
mans speak or write. I have always observed, that the most learned
people, that is, those who have read the most Latin, write the worst;
and that distinguishes the Latin of a gentleman sen «lar from that of h

pedant. A gentleman has, probably, read no other Latin than that of
the Augustan age; and therefore can write no other : whereas the pedant
has read much more bad Latin than good; and consequently writes so

too. He looks upon the best classical books, as books for school-boys, and
consequently below him ; but pores over fragments of obscure authors,
treasures up the obsolete words which he meets with there, and uses \hem
upon all occasions to shew his reading at the expense of his judgment
Plautus in his favourite author, not for the sake of the wit and the vii

comica of his comedies, but upon account of the many obsolete words,
and the cant of low characters, which are to be met with no where eis6

He will rather use olli than illi, optume than optime, and any bad word,
rather than any good one, provided he can but prove, that, strictly

speaking, it is Latin ; that is, that it was written by a Roman. By this

rule, I might now write to you in the language or Chaucer of Spenser,
and assert that I wrote English, because it was English in their days

:

but I should be a most affected puppy if I did so, and you would not
understand three words of my letter. All these, and such like affected

peculiarities, are the characteristics of learned coxcombs and pedants,
and are carefully avoided by all men of sense.

I dipped, accidentally, the other day, into Pitiscus's preface to his

Lexicon ; where I found a word that puzzled me, and which I did not
remember ever to have met with before. It is the adverb prcefiscind

;

which means, in a good hour ; an expression, which, by the supersti-

tion of it, appears to be low and vulgar. I looked for it : And at last

l found, that it is once or twice made use of in Plautus , upon th«»

strength of which, this learned pedant thrusts it into his pretax.
Whenever you write Latin, remember that every word or phrase which
you make use of, but cannot find in Caesar, Cicero, Livy, Horace, Vir-
gil, and Ovid, is bad, illiberal Latin, though it may have been written

by a Roman.
I must now say something as to the matter of the Lecture ; in whicL

[ confess there is one doctrine laid down that surprises me: It is this
;

Quum vero hostis sit lenta citave morte omnia dira nobis minitant
quocunque bcllantibus negotium est, pa/rum sane interfuerit quo modo
turn obruers et interficere satagamus, si ferociam exuere cunctetur.

Ergo veneno quoque uti fas est, &c, whereas I cannot conoeive that



the ase of poison can, upon any account, come within the lawful mean*
of self-defence. Force may, without doubt, be justly repelled by force

but not by treachery and fraud ; for I do not call the stratagems of war,

such as ambuscades, masked batteries, false attacks, &c, frauds or

treachery : They are mutually to be expected and guarded against; but

poisoned arrows, poisoned waters, or poison administered to your
enemy, (which can only be done by treachery,) 1 have always heard,

-ead and thought, to be unlawful and infamous means of defence, be

Four danger ever so great : But si ferociam exuere cunctetur ; must I

rather die than poison this enemy? Yes, certainly, much rather die

than do a base or criminal action; nor can I be sure, beforehand, that

this enemy may not, in the last moment, ferociam exuere. But the

public lawyers, now, seem to me rather to warp the law, in order to

authorise, than to check, those unlawful proceedings of princes and
states; which, by being become common, appear less criminal; though
onstom can never alter the nature of good and ill.

Pray let do quiboles of Lawyers, no refinements of Casuists, break
i nto the plain notions of right and wrong; which every man's right

. and plain common sense, suggest to him. To do as you would
by, is the plain, sure, and undisputed rule of morality and jus-

tice' Stick to that ; and be convinced, that whatever breaks into it,

in any degree, however speciously it may be turned, and however puzz-

ling it may be to answer it, is, notwithstanding, false in itself, unjust,

and criminal. I do not know a crime in the world, which is not, by
the Casuists among the Jesuits (especially the twenty-four collected, 1

think, by Esoobar) allowed, in some, or many cases, not to be criminal.

The principles first laid down by them are often specious, the reason-

ausible; but the conclusion always a lie: For it is contrary to

that evident and undeniable rule of justice which I have mentioned
above, of not doing to any one what you would not have him do to

you. But, however, these refined pieces of casuistry and sophistry,

being very convenient and welcome to people's passions and appetite-,

they gladly accept the indulgence, without desiring to detect the fallacy

• reasoning: And indeed many, I might say most people, are not

able to do it; which makes the publication of such quibblings and
refinements the more pernicious. I am no skilful casuist, nor subtle

disputant; and yet I would undertake to justify, and qualify, the pro-

fession of a highwayman, step by step, and so plausibly, as to make
many ignorant people embrace the profession, as an innocent, if not

even a laudable one; and to puzzle people of some degree of know-
ledge, to answer me point by point. 1 have seen a book, entitled

Quidlibet ex Quolibet, or the art of making any thing out of any
thing; which is not so difficult, as it would seem, if once one quits

certain plain truths, obvious in gross to e^ery understanding, in order
i- run after the ingenious refinements of warm imaginations and spe-

o uative reasonings. Doctor Berkeley, Bishop of Clovne, a very
v. orthy, ingenious and learned man, has written a book to prove,
»Lat there is no such thing as Matter, and that nothing exists but
in idea that you and I only fancy ourselves eating, drinking, and
sleeping you at Leipsig, and I at London: that we think we have
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flesh and blood, legs, arras, &c, but that we are only spirit. His
arguments are, strictly speaking, unanswerable ; but yet I am so far

from being convinced by them, that I am determined to go on to eat

and drink, and walk and ride, in order to keep that matter, which
I sc mistakenly imagine my body at present to consist of, in as

good flight as possible. Common sense (which, in truth, is very
uncommon) is the best sense I know of: Abide by it, it will counsel
you best. Read and hear, for your amusement, ingenious systems,
nice questions subtilly agitated, with all the refinements that warm
imaginations suggest; but consider them only as exercitations for the
mind, and return always to settle with common sense.

I stumbled, the other day, at a bookseller's, upon Comte de Gabalis,

in two very little volumes, which I had formerly read. I read it over
again, and with fresh astonishment. Most of the extravagances are

taken from the Jewish Rabbins, who broached those wild notions, and
lelivered them in the unintelligible jargon which the Caballists and
Rosicrucr.ans deal in to this day. Their number is, I believe, much les-

sened, but there are still some; and I myself have known two, who
studied and firmly believed in that mystical nonsense. What extra-

vagancy is not man capable of entertaining, when once his shackled
reason is led in triumph by fancy and prejudice ! The ancient Alche-
mists give very much into this stu*f, by which they thought they should
discover the philosopher's stone : and some of the most celebrated Em-
pirics employed it in the pursuit of the universal medicine. Paracelsus,

a bold Empiric, and wild Caballist, asserted that he had discovered it,

and called it his Alkahest. Why, or wherefore, God knows; only that

those madmen call nothing by an intelligible name. You may easily

get this book from the Hague: readjtffor itLJadll both divert and
astonish you; and at the same time teach you nil admirari ; a very
necessary lesson.

Your letters, except when upon a given subject, are exceedingly
laconic, and neither answer my desires nor the purpose of letters ; which
should be familiar conversations, between absent friends. As I desire to

live with you upon the footing of an intimate friend, and not of a pa-
rent, I could wish that your letters gave me more particular accounts ot

yourself, and of your lesser transactions. When you write to me, sup-

pose yourself conversing freely with me, by the fire-side. In that case,

you would naturally mention the incidents of the day ; as where you
had been, who you had seen, what you thought of them, &c. Do this

in your letters : acquaint me sometimes with your studies, sometime?
with your diversions ; tell me of any new persons and characters that

you meet with in company, and add your own observations upon them ;

in short, let me see more of you in your letters. How do you go on with
Lord Pulteney, and how does he go on at Leipsig ? Has he learning,

has he parts, has he application? Is he good or ill-natured? In nhort,

What is he ? at least, What do you think him ? You may tell me without
reserve, for I promise you secrecy. You are now of an age, that I am desi-

rous to begin a confidential correspondence with you ; and as I shall, or.

my part, write you very freely my opinion upon men and things, whir\
t should often be very unwilling that any body but you and Mr. Hm La
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should see ; so. on your part, if you write me without reserve, you may
depend upon my inviolable secrecy. If you have ever looked into the

Letters of Madame de Sevign6, to her daughter, Madame de Grignan, you
must have observed the ease, freedom, and friendship of that correspon-

dence ; and yet, I hope, and believe, that they did not love another bet-

ter than we do. Tellme what books yon are now reading, either by way
• »f study <>r amusement ; how you pass your evenings when at home, and
when3 yon pass them when abroad. I know that you go sometimes to

SlJedame Valentin's assembly; What do you do there? Do you play, or

sup, or is it only la belle conversation ? Do you mind your dancing while
jour dancing-master is with you? As you will be often under the neceo-

->ity of dancing a minuet, I would have you dance it very wefl. Remem-
ber, that the graceful motion of the arms, the giving your hand, and the

putting on and pulling off your hat genteelly, are the material parts of a

gentleman's danoing. But the greatest advantage of dancing well is, that

it necessarily teaches you to present yourself, to sit, stand, and walk, gen-

teelly; all or which are of real importance to a man of faahon.

I should wish that you were polished before you go to Berlin ; where,
as you will be in a great deal of good company, I would have you have
the right manners for it. It is a very considerable article to have le ton

de la bonne compagnie, in your destination particularly. The principal

business of a foreign minister is, to get into the secrets, and to know all

let allures of the courts at which he resides; this he can never bring

about but by such a pleasing address, such engaging manners, and such

an insinuating behaviour, as may make him sought for, and in some
measure domestic, in the best company, and the best families of the

place. He will then, indeed, be well informed of all that passes, either

by the confidences made him, or by the carelessness of people in his

company, who are accustomed to look upon him as one of them, and
consequently not upon their guard before him. For a minister who
only goes to the court he reeidet at, in form, to ask an audience of the

prince or the minister upon his last instructions, put- them upon their

guard, and will never know any thing more than what they have a

mind that lie should know. Here women may be put to Bomem
king's mifltrOM, or a minister's wife or mistress, may give great and
useful informations; and are very apt to do it, being prond to show
that they have been trusted. But then, in this case, the height of that

sort of address, which strikes women, is requisite ; I mean that easy

politeness, genteel and graceful address, and that exterieur brilliunt

which they cannot withstand. There is a sort of men BO like women

.

that they are to be taken just in the same way; I mean those who are

commonly called fine men, ; who swarm at all courts; who have little

reflection, and less knowledge; but, who, by their good -breeding, and
truin-tran of the world, are admitted into all companies; and, by
the imprudence or carelessness of their superiors, pick up secrets worth
blowing, which are easily got out of them by proper address. Adiec
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LETTER OLXV.
Bath, October 12, 0. S. 1748.

Dear Boy : I came here three days ago, upon account of a disorder in

my stomach, which affected my head and gave me vertigos. I already

find myself something better; and consequently do not doubt but that

the course of these waters will set me quite right. But however and wher-

ever I am, your welfare, your character, your knowledge, and your m jrals,

employ ray thoughts more than any thing that can happen to me, or that

f can fear or hope for myself. I am going off the stage, you are coming
upon it; with me, what has been, has been, and reflection now would
come too late ; with you every thing is to come, even, in some manner,

reflection itself; so that this is the very time when my reflections, the

result of experience, may be of use to you, by supplying the want of

yours. As soon as you leave Leipsig, you will gradually be going into

the great world; where the first impressions that you shall give of your-

self will be of great importance to you ; but those which you shall receive

will be decisi ve, for they always stick. To keep good company, especially

at your first setting out, is the way to receive good impressions. If you
ask me what I mean by good company, I will confess to you, that it is

pretty difficult to define; but I will endeavour to make you understand
it as well as I can.

Good company is not what respective sets of company are pleased

either to call or think themselves, but it is that company which all the

people of the place call, and acknowledge to be, good company, notwith-
standing some objections which they may form to some of the individ-

uals who compose it. It consists chiefly (but by no means without
exception) of people of considerable birth, rank, and character; for people

of neither birth nor rank are frequently, and very justly admitted into it,

if distinguished by any peculiar merit, or eminency in any liberal art or

science. Nay, so motely a thing is good company, that many people,

without birth, rank, or merit, intrude into it by their own forwardness,

and others slide into it by the protection of some considerable person

;

and some even of indifferent characters and morals make part of it. But
in the main, the good part preponderates, and people of infamous and
blasted characters are never admitted. In this fashionable good com-
pany, the best manners and _the best language of the place are most
•jnqiiesrionably to be learnt; for they establish and give the tone {o~oolh,

which are therefore called the language and manners of good company:
there being no legal tribunal to ascertain either.

A company, consisting wholly of people of the first quality, cannot,

*br that reason, be called good company, in the common acceptation of

the phrase, unless they are, into the bargain, the fashionable and accre-

dited company of the place ; for people of the very first quality can be as

si ly, as ill-bred, and as worthless, as people of the meanest degree. On
the other hand, a company consisting entirely of people of very low con
dition, whatever their merit or parts may be, can never be called good

company ; and consequently should not be much fre^^ented, though b\

uo means despised.
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A company wholly composed of men of learning, though greatly tc

:.r valued and respected, is net meant by the words good company ; \h :\

cannot have the ea>y manner and tournure of the world, as they dc

not live in it. If you can btar your part well in such a company, it is

extremely right to be in it sometimes, and you will be but more esteem-

ed in other companies for 'laving a place in that. But then do not

let ft"engross you : for if yoi do, you wril be only considered as one of the

ITi.trr.tTlysf profession; whk'h is not the way either to shine, or rise in

the world.

The company of professed wits and poets is extremely inviting to

most vonng men; who if they have wit themselves, are pleased with it,

and if they have none, aro sillily proud of being one of it: but it should

be frequented with moderation and judgment, and you should by no
means give yourself up to it. A wit is a very unpopular denomination,
as it carries terror along with it ; and people in general are as much
afraid of a live wit, in company, aa a woman is of a gun, which she
thinks may go offof i'-elf, and do her a mischief. Their acquaintance

is, however, worth seeking, and their company worth frequenting; but
not exclusively of others, nor to such a degree as to be considered only

as one of that particular set.

But the company, which of all others you should most carefully avoid,

is that low company, which, in every sense of the word, is low indeed
;

Low in rank, low in parts, low in manners, and low in merit. You will,

perhaps, be surprised, that I should think it necessary to warn you
against such company, but yet I do not think it wholly unnecessary,

from the many instances which I have seen, of men of sense and rank,

discredited, veritird, and undone, by keeping such company.
Vanity, that source of many of our follies, and of some oi our crimes,

h?is annk many 1 man into company, in every light infinitely below
himself for the sake of being the first man in it. There he dictate*, is

applauded, admired ; and. for the sake of being the Coryjthcens of that

wretched chorus, disgraces and disqualifies
l

imselfsooo for any better

company. Depend upon it, you will rinkoi rise to the level of the com-
pany which you commonly keep: people will judge of you, and not

unrea-onahly, by that. There ia good sense in the Spanish saying,

"Tell me whom you live with, and I will tell you who you are." Make
it therefore your business, wherever you are, to get into that com-
pany which every body in the place allows to be the best company
next to their own; which is the best definition that I can give yoa
of good company. But here, too, one caution is very necessary ; for

want of which many young men have been ruined, even in good com-
pany.

Good company (as I have before observed) is composed of a great

variety of fashionable people, whose characters and morals are very
different, though their manners are pretty the much same. When a

young man, new in the world, first gets into that company, he very

rightly determines to conform to, and imitate it. But then he too often,

and fatally, mistakes the objects of his imitation. He has often heard
that absurd term ol genteel and fashionable vices. He there sees soma
people who shim*, uud who in general are admired and esteeioed; an4

9
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observes that these people are whoreraasters, drunkards, or gamesters.
upon which he adepts their vices, mistaking their defects for their per-

fections, and thinking that they owe their fashions and their lustre

to those genteel vices. Whereas it is exactly the reverse; for these peo-
ple have acquired their reputation by their parts, their learning, their

good-breeding, and other real accomplishments: and are only blemished
and lowered, in the opinions of all reasonable people, and of their own,
in time, by these genteel and fashionable vices. A whoremaster, in a

flux, or without a nose, is a very genteel person indeed, and well wor-
thy of imitation. A drunkard, vomiting up at night the wine oi th«

day, and stupefied by the headache all the next, is, doubtless, a fine

model to copy from. And a gamester, tearing his hair, and blasphe-

ming, for having lost more than he had in the world, is surely a most
amiable character. No ; these are alloys, and great ones too, which
can never adorn any character, but will always debase the best. Tc
p**ve this , suppose any man, without parts and some other good qual

if</sj to be merely a whoremaster, a drunkard, or a gamester; how
w i . he be looked upon by all sorts of people ? Why, as a most contemp -

M-and vicious animal. Therefore it is plain, that in these mixed
characters, the good part only makes people forgive, but not approve,

the bad.

I will hope and believe, that you will have no vices ; but if, unfortu-

nately, you should have any, at least I beg of you to be content with
your own, and to adopt no other body's. The adoption of vice has, I

am convinced, ruined ten times more young men than natural inclinations.

As I make no difficulty of confessing my past errors, where I think

the confession may be of use to you, I will own, that when I first went
to the university, I drank and smoked, notwithstanding the aversion I

had to wine and tobacco, only because I thought it genteel, and that it

made me look like a man. When I went abroad, I first went to the

Hague, where gaming was much in fashion; and where I observed that

\nany people of shining rank and character gamed too. I was then

/oung enough, and silly enough, to believe that gaming was one of their

accomplishments ; and, as I aimed at perfection, I adopted gaming as a

necessary step to it. Thus I acquired, by error, the habit of a vice,

which, far from adorning my character, has, 1 am conscious, been a

great blemish in it.

Imitate then, with discernment and judgment, the real perfections ot

the good company into which you may get; copy their politeness, their

carriage, their address, and the easy and well bred turn of their conver-

sation ; but remember that, let them shine ever so bright, their vices, if

they have any, are so many spots, which you would no more imitate,

than you would make an artificial wart upon your face, because some very

handsome man had the misfortune to have a natural one upon his: but,

on the contrary, think how much handsomer he would have been with-

out it.

Having thus confessed some of my egaremem, I will now shew you a

little of my right side. I always endeavoured to get into the best com-

pany wherever I was, and commonly succeeded. There I pleased L

some degree, by shewing a desire to please. I took care never to «
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Absent or iUtrait ; hut, on the contrary, attended to every thing that

was said, done, or even looked, in company ; I never failed in the min-
utest attentions, and was never journalitr. These things, and not my
egaremens, made me fashionable. Adieu! This letter is full long

enough.

LETTER CLXVI.

Bath, October 19, 0. 3. 1748.

DiUB Boy: Having, in my last, pointed out what sort of company
you should keep, I will now give you some rules for your conduct in jit";

rules which my owr experience and observation enable me to lay down,
and communicate to y>u. with some degree of confidence. I have often

given you hints of this kind before, but then it has been by snatches ; J

will now be more regular and methodical. I. shall say nothing with
regard to your bodily carriage and address, but leave them to the care

of your dancing-master, and to your own attention to the best models
;

remember, however, that they are of consequence.
Talk often, but never long : in that case, if you do not please, at least

you are sure not to tire your hearers. Pay your own reckoning, but do
not treat the whole company, this being one of the very few cases in

which people do not care to be treated, every one being fully convinced
that he has wherewithal to pay.

Tell stories very seldom, and absolutely never but where they are
very apt and wry short. Omit every circumstance that is not material,
anif beware of digressions. To have frequent recourse to narrative
betrays great want of imagination.

r hold any body by the button, or the hand, in order to be heard
out; for, if people are not willing to hear you, you had much better
hold your tongue than them.

Most long talkers single out some one unfortunate man in company,
(commonly him whom they observe to be the most silent, or their next
neighbour,) to whisper, or at least in a half voice, to convey a continuity
of words to. This is excessively ill-bred, and, in some degree, a fraud ;

conversatioii-.-tock being a joint and common property. But, on the
other hand, if one of these unmerciful talkers lays hold of yon, hear
him with patience, (and at least seeming attention,) if he is worth oblig-

ing; for nothing will oblige him more than a patient hearing; as nothing
would hurt him more than either to leave him in the midst of his dis-

course, or to discover your impatience under your affliction.

Take, rather than give, the tone of the company you are in. If yea
have parts, you will shew them, more or less, upon every subject; and
if you have not, you had better talk sillily upon a subject of other peo-
ple's than of your own choosing.
Avoid as much as you can, in mixed companies, argumentative, po-

lemical conversations
; which though they should not, yet certainly do,

indispose, for a time, the contending parties towards each other; and,
if the coutioversy grows warm and noisy, endeavour to put an end to

it, by some genteel levity or joke. I quieted such a conversation-hub
Hub once, by representing to them that though I was persuaded n^n«
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there present would repeat, out of company, what passed in it, yet \

could not answer for the discretion of the passengers in the street, wh_>

must necessarily hear all that was said.

Above all things, and upon all occasions, avoid speaking of yourself,

if it be possible. Such is the natural pride and vanity of our hearts,

that lfperpetually breaks out, even in people of the best parts, in all the

various modes and figures of the egotism.

Some, abruptly, speak advantageously of themselves, without either

pretence or provocation. They are impudent. Others proceed more
artfully, as they imagine; and forge accusations against themselves, com-
plain of calumnies which they never heard, in order to justify them-
selves, by exhibiting a catalogue of their many virtues. They acknow-
ledge it may, indeed, seem odd, that they should talk in that manner
of themselves ; it is what they do not like, and what they never woulc
have done ; no, no tortures should ever have forced it from them, if the}

had not been thus unjustly and monstrously accused. But, in theso

cases, justice is surely due to one's self, as well as to others ; and when
our character is attacked, we may say in our own justification, wha'
otherwise we never would have said. This thin veil of Modesty drawn
before Vanity, is much too transparent to conceal it, even from very

moderate discernment.

Others go more modestly and more slily still (as they think) to work;
but, in my mind, still more ridiculously. They confess themselves (not

without some degree of shame and confusion) into all the Cardinal Vir-

tues; by first degrading them into weaknesses, and then owning their

misfortune, in being made up of those weaknesses. They ear.not see

people suffer, without sympathising with, and endeavouring to help

them. They cannot see people want, without relieving them, though,

truly, their own circumstances cannot very well afford it. They cannot

help speaking truth, though they know all the imprudence of it. In

short, they know that, with all these weaknesses, they are not fit to live

in the world, much less to thrive in it. But they are now too old to

change, and must rub on as well as they can. This sounds too ridicu-

lous and outre, almost, for the stage ; and yet, take ray word for it, you
will frequently meet with it, upon the common stage of the world. And
here I will observe, by the by, that you will often meet with characters

in nature, so extravagant, that a discreet Poet would not venture to see

them upon the stage in their true and high colouring.

This principle of vanity and pride is so strong in human nature, that

it descends even to the lowest objects ; and one often sees people angling

for praise, where, admitting all they say to be true, (which, by the way,
it seldom is,) no just praise is to be caught. One man affirms that he

has rode post an hundred miles in six hours
;
probably it is a lie : but

supposing it to be true, what then ? Why he is a very good post-boy,

that is all. Another asserts, and probably not without oaths, that he

has drunk six or eight bottles of wine at a sitting ; out of charity, I

will believe him a liar ; for, if I do not, I must think him a beast

Such, and a thousand more, are the follies and extravagances, which

ranity draws people into, and which always defeat their own purpose

;

and as Waller says, upon another subject.



Make the wretch the most despised,

Where most he wishes to b- pri«ed.

The only sure way of avoiding these evils, is never to speak of your-
self at all. Bat when, historically, you are obliged to mention yourself,

take care not to drop one single word, that can directly or indirectly be
constrned a^ fishing for applause. Be your character what it will, it

will be known ; and nobody will take it upon your own word. Never
imagine that anything you can say yourself will varnish your defects,

or add lustre to your perfections! but, on the contrary, it may, and nine
times in ten will, make the former more glaring, and the latter obscure.
If you are silent upon your own subject, neither envy, indignation, nor
ridicule, will obstruct or allay the applause which you may really deserve

;

but if you publish your own panegyric upon any occasion, or in any
shape whatsoever, and however artfully dressed or disguised, they will

all conspire against you, and you will be disappointed of the very enc
you aim at.

Take care never to seem dark and mysterious; which is not only a

very unamiable character, but a very auspicious one too; if you seem
mysterious with others, they will be really so with you, and you will

know nothing. The height of abilities is to have volto sciolto and"pensieri

ttretti ; that is, a frank, open, and ingenuous exterior, with a prudent
interior; to be upon your own guard, and yet. by a seeming natura.

openness, to put people off theirs. Depend upon it nine in t n of every
company you are in will avail themselves of every indiscreet and un-

guarded expression ofyours, if they can turn it to their own advantage.
A pruden

t-
rftsprvA '* thpr^forp as necessary, as a seeming openm

prudent. Always look people in the face when you speak to them : the *

not doing it is thought to imply conscious guilt; besides that you lose

the advantage of observing bj their countenances what impression youi
discourse makes upon them. In order to know people's real sentiments,

I trust much more to my eyes than to my ears: for they can say what-
ever they have a mind I should hear; but they can seldom help looking

hat they have no intention that I should know.
Neither retail nor receive vandal, willingly; defamation of others

may, for the present, gratify the malignity of the pride of our hearts,

cool reflection will draw very disadvantageous conclusions from raoh a

disposition ; and in the case of scandal, a^ in that ut' robbery, the receiver

is always thought as had aa the thief.

Mimickry, which is the common and favourite amusement of little

low minds, is in the utmost contempt with great ones. It is the lowest
and moat illiberal of all buffoonery. Pray, neither practise it yourself,

nor applaud it in others. Besides that the person mimicked is insulted;

and a-* I have often observed to you before, an insult is never forgiven.

I need not (I believe) advise you to adapt your conversation to the
people you are conversing with : for 1 suppose you would not, without
this caution, have talked upon the same subject, and in the same man-
ner, to a minister of state, a bishop, a philosopher, a captain, and a
woman. A man of the world must, like the Cameleon, be able to take
S?cry different 1 ue ; which is by no means a criminal or abject, but a
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necessary complaisance; for it relates only to mainers and not to

morals.

One word only, as to swearing, and that, I hope and believe, is more
than is necessary. You may sometimes hear s»me people, in good com-
pany, interlard their discourse with oaths, by way of embellishment, as

they think, but you must observe, too, that those who do so, are never

those who contribute, in any degree, to give that company the denomi-

nation of good company. They are always subalterns, or people of low
education; for that practice, besides that it has no one temptation to

p.ead, is as silly, and as illiberal, as it is wicked.
Loud laughter is the mirth of the mob, who are only pleased with

silly things ; for true wit or good sense never excited a laugh, since the

creation of the world. A man of parts and fashion is therefore only

seen to smile, but never heard to laugh.

But to conclude this long letter ; all the above-mentioned rules, how-
ever carefully you may observe them, will lose half their effect, if unac-

companied by the Graces. Whatever you say, if you say it with a

supercilious, cynical face, or an embarrassed countenance, or a silly, discon-

certed grin, will be ill received. If,into theb&rgsdn, youmutter it, orutter

it indistinctly and ungracefully, it will be still worse received. If your
air and address are vulgar, awkward, and gauche, you may be esteemed
indeed, if you have great intrinsic, merit; but you will never please;

and, without pleasing, you will rise but heavily. Venus, among the

ancients, was s}7nonyinous with the Graces, who where always supposed

to accompany her ; and Horace tells us, that even Youth, and Mercury,
the God of Arts and Eloquence, would not do without her.

Parum comis sine te Juventas Mercuriusque.

They are not inexorable Ladies, and may be had, if properly and di'.t-

gently pursued. Adieu.

LETTER CLXVII.

Bath, October 29, 0. S. 1748.

Dear Boy : My anxiety for your success increases, in proportion as

he time approaches of your taking your part upon the great stage of thtf

vorld. The audience will form their opinion of you upon your first ap-

pearance, (making the proper allowance for your inexperience, ) and sc

far it will be final, that, though it may vary as to the degrees, it will

never totally change. This consideration excites that restless attention,

with which I am constantly examining how I can best contribute to the

perfection of that character, in which the least spot or blemish would
give me more real concern, than I am now capable of feeling upon any
other account whatsoever.

I have long since done mentioning your great religious and moral
duties ; because I could not make your understanding so bad a compli-

ment, a to suppose that you wanted, or could receive, any new instruc-

tions upoL those two important points. Mr Harte, I am sure, lias nol

neglecWl them ; and, besides, they are so obvious to commm sense an



reason, that commentators may (as they often do) perplex, but cannot
maKc them clearer. My province, therefore, is to supply, by my experi-

ence7~yoirr httrheTiv inevitable inexperience in the ways of the world.
People at your age areic a state of natural ebriety; and want rails, and
gardefous, wherever they go, to hinder them from breaking their necks.

This drunkenness of youth is not only tolerated, but even pleases, if kept
within certain bounds of discretion and decency. These bounds are the

point, which it is difficult for the drunken man himself to find cut; and
there it is that the experience of a friend may not only serve, but save
him.

Carry with you, and welcome, into company, all the gaiety and spirits,

hut a^ little of the giddiness, of youth as you can. The former will

charm ; but the latter will often, though innocently, implacably offend.

Inform yourself of the characters and situations of the company, before

you give way to what your imagination may prompt you to say. There
are, in all companies, more wrong heads than right ones, and many
more who de>erve, than who like censure. Should you therefore ex-

patiate it. the praise of some virtue, which some in company notoriously

want; or declaim against any vice, which others are notoriously infec-

ted with : your reflections, however general and unapplied, will, by
being applicable, be thought personal, and levelled at those people.

This consideration points out to you, sufficiently, not to be suspicion
and captious yourself, nor to suppose that things, because they may be,

are therefore meant at you. The manners of well-bred people secure
one from those indirect and mean attacks ; but if, bj chance, a flippant

woman, or a pert coxcomb, lets off any tiling of tha- kind, it is much
uetier not to seem to understand, than to reply to it.

Cautiously avoid talking of either your own or other people's domes-
tic affairs. Tours are nothing to them but tedious ; theirs are nothing to
you. The subject is a tender one: and it is odds but that you touch
somebody or other's* sore place: for, in this case, there is no trusting to

specious appearances; which may be, and often are, so contrary to the
real situations of things, between men and their wives, parents and their

children, seeming friends, &c. that, with the best intentions in the
world, one often blunders disagreeably.

Remember that the wit, humour, and jokes, of most mixed companies
are local. They thrive Is that, particular soil, but will not often bear
transplanting. Every company Ifl differently circumstanced, has its

particular cant and jargon ; which may give occasion to wit and mirth
within that circle, but would seem flat and insipid in anv other, and there-

fore, will not bear repeating. Nothing makes a man look sillier, than a
pleasantry, not relished or not understood ; and if he meets with a pro-

found silence when he expected a general applause, or, what is worse,
if he is desired to explain the bon mot, his awkward and embarrassed
situation is easier imagined than described. A propos of repeating

;

take great care never to repeat (I do not mean here the pleasantries) in

one company what you hear in another. Things, seemingly indifferent

may, by circulation, have much graver consequences than you wculd
imagine. Besideo, there is a general tacit trust in conversation, by
which a man is obliged not to report anything out of it, though he u
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Dot immediately enjoined secrecy. A retailer of this kind is sure to dra-w
himself into a thousand scrapes and discussions, and to be shily and
uncomfortably received wherever he goes.

You will find, in most good company, some people, who only keep
their place there by a contemptible title enough; these are what we call

very good-natured fellows, and the French, bons diables. The truth is,

they are people without any parts or fancy, and who, having no will of
their own, readily assent to, concur in, and applaud, whatever is said

or done in the company ; and adopt, with the same alacrity, the most
virtuous or the most criminal, the wisest or the silliest scheme, that hap
pens to be entertained by the majority of the company. This foolish, and
often criminal complaisance flows from a foolish cause, the want of any
other merit. I hope that you will hold your place in company by a

nobler tenure, and that you will hold it (you can bear a quibble, I believe,

yet) in capite. Have a will and an opinion of your own, and adhere to

them steadily; but then do it with good humonr, good breeding, and (if

you have it) with urbanity ; for you have not yet beard enough either to

preach or censure.

All other kinds of complaisance are not only blameless, but necessary
in good company. Not to seem to perceive the little weaknesses, and
the idle but innocent affectations of the company, but even to flatter

them, in a certain manner, is not only very allowable, but, in truth, a

sort of polite duty. They will be pleased with you, if you do ; and will

certainly not be reformed by you if you do not. For instance
;
you will

find, in every groupe of company, two principal figures, viz. the fine lady

and the fine gentleman ; who absolutely give the law of wit, language,

fashion, and taste, to the rest of that society. There is always a strict,

and often for the time being, a tender alliance between these two
figures. The lady looks upon her empire as founded upon the divin*

right of beauty, (and full as good a divine right it is, as any king,

emperor or pope, can pretend to) ; she requires, and commonly meets
with, unlimited passive obedience. And why should she not meet with
it ? Her demands go no higher than to have her unquestioned ore
eminence in beauty, wit, and fashion, firmly established. Few soveregi?*

(by the way) are so reasonable. The fine gentleman's claims of nghi
are, mutatis mutandis, the same ; and though, indeed, he is not always
a wit dejure, yet, as he is the wit defacto of that company, he is enti-

tled to a share of your allegiance; and every body expects at least as much
as they are entitled to, if not something more. Prudence bids you
make your court to these joint sovereigns; and no duty, that I know of,

forbids it. Rebellion here is exceedingly dangerous, and inevitably pun-

ished by banishment, and immediate forfeiture of all your wit, manners,
taste, and fashion ; as, on the other hand, a cheerful submission, not with-

out some flattery, is sure to procure you a strong recommendation, and
most effectual pass, throughout all their, and probably the neighbour-

ing, dominions. With a moderate share of sagacity, you win, before

you have been half an hour in their company, easily discover those two
principal figures: both by the deference which you wil! observe the

whole cow.pany pay them, and by that easy, cureless, and serene air,

winch theii consciousness of power gives thera. As in this case. m> id
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all others, aim always at the highest; get always into the highest com*

pany, and address yourself particularly to the highest in it. The search

after the unattainable philosophers stone has occasioned a thousand

useful discoveries, which otherwise would never have been made.

What the French justly call let manieres nobles are only to be acquired

in the very best companies. They are the distinguishing characteris-

tics of men of fashion: people of low education never wear them so

close, but that some part or other of the original vulgarism appears.

Let manieres nobles equally forbid insolent contempt, or low envy and

jealousy. Low people, in good circumstances, fine clothes, and equip-

ages, will insolently show contempt for all those who cannot afford as

tine clothes, as good an equipage, and who have not (as their term is)

as much money in their pockets: on the other hand, they are gnawed
with envy, and cannot help discovering it, of those who surpass them
in any of these articles ; which are far from being sure criterions of

merit. They are likewise jealous of being slighted ; and, consequently,

suspicious and captious; they are eager and hot about trifles because tri-

fles were, at first, their affairs of consequence. Les manieres noble*

imply exactly the reverse of all this. Study them early; you cannot

make them too habitual and familiar to you.

Just as I had written what goes before, I received your letter of the

24th, N". S.. hut I have not received that which you mention for Mr.

Haite. Yours is of the kind that I desire; for I want to see your pri-

vate picture, drawn by yourself, at different sittings; for though, a> i'»

is drawn by yourself', I presume you will take the most advantageous

likeness; yet I think that I have skill enough in that kind of painting

to discover the true features, though ever so artfully coloured, or thrown
into skilful lights and shades.

By your account of the German play, which I do not know whethei

I should call tragedy or comedy, the only shining part of it (since I an>

in a way of quibbling) seems to have been the fox's tail. I presume,

too, that the play has had the same fate with the squib, and has gone
off no more. I remember a squib much better applied, when it was
made the device of the colours of a French regiment of grenadiers; it

was represented bursting, with this motto under it:

—

Peream dum
luceam.

I like the description of your Pic-nic ; where I take it for granted, that

your cards are only to break the formality of a circle, ana your 8ym>
posion intended more to promote conversation than drinking. Such an
amicable collision, -t- Lord Shaftesbury very prettily call it, rubs off and
smooths those rough corners, which mere nature has given to the

smoothest of us. I hope some part, at least, of the conversation is in

German. Apropos ; tell me, do you speak that language correctly, and
do you write it with ease? I have no doubt of your mastering the other

modern languages, which are much easier, and occur much oftener ; for

which reason. I desire that you will apply most diligently to German,
while you are in Germany, that you may speak and write that language

most correctly.

1 expect to meet Mr Eliot in London, in about three weeks, aftei

which y< u will soon see him at Leipsig. Adieu.
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LETTER CLXVIII.

Lohdoh, November 18, O. 8. 174&.

Dbar Boy: Whatever I see, or whatever I hear, my first con sideration

Is, whether it can, in any way, be useful to you. As a proof of this, ]

went accidentally the other day into a print-shop ; where, among many
others, I found one print from a famous design of Carlo Maratti, who
died about thirty years ago, and was the last eminent painter in Europe:
the subject is il Studio del Disegno ; or, the School of Drawing. An
old man, supposed to be the master, points to his scholars, who are

variously employed in perspective, geometry, and the observation of the

statues of antiquity. With regard to perspective, of which there are

some little specimens, he has wrote, Tanto che basti, that is, As much as

/« sufficient; with regard to Geometry, Tanto che basti again: with
egard to the contemplation of the ancient statues, there is written, Non
nai a bastanza ; There never can be enough. But in the clouds, at the

t-p of the piece, are represented .the three Graces; with this just sen-

tence written over them, Senzadi noi ognifaticae vana ; that is, With-
out ?/s, all labour is vain. This, every body allows to be true in painting;

but all people do no seem to consider, as I hope you will, that this truth

is full as applicable to every other art or science; indeed to every thing

that js to be said or done. I will send you the print itself by Mr. Eliot,

when he returns ; and I will advise you to make the same use of it that

the Roman Catholics say they do of the pictures and images of their

saints; which is, only to remind them of those; for the adoration they
disclaim. Nay, I will go farther, as the transition from Popery to

Paganism is short and easy, I will classically and poetically advise you to

invoke, and sacrifice to them every day, and all the day. It must be
owned, that the Graces do not seem to be natives of Great Britain; and,

I doubt, the best of us here, have more of rough than polished diamond.
Since barbarism drove them out of Greece and Rome, they seem to have
taken refuge in France, where their temples are numerous, and their

worship the established one. Examine yourself seriously, why such and
such people please and engage you, more than such and such others, of

equal merit; and you will always find, that it is because the former
have the Graces and the latter not. I have known many a woman, with

an exact shape, and a symmetrical assemblage of beautiful features,

please nobody ; while others, with very moderate shapes and features,

have charmed every body. Why ? because Venus will not charm so

much, without her attendant Graces, as they will without her. Among
men, how often have I seen the most solid merit and knowledge neg-

lected, unwelcome, or even rejected, for want of them ! While fl.msy

parts, little knowledge, and less merit, introduced by the Graces, have
been received, cherished, and admired. Even virtue, which is moral
beauty, wants some of its charms, if unaccompanied by them.

If you ask me how you shall acquire what neither you nor I can define

or ascertain ; I can only answer, by observation. Form yourself, with

regard to others, upon what you feel pleases you in them. 1 can tell

you the importance, the advantage, of having the Graces; but I cannot

pvo them you: I heartily wish I could, and I certainly would; for I uo
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very wiso, philosophical, and retired man thinks upon that subject as 1

do, who have always lived in the world, I send you, by Mr. Eliot, the

famous Mr. Locke's book upon education; in which you will rind the

stress that he lays upon the Graces, which hV calls (and very truly)

good -breeding I have marked all the parts of that book, that are worth
your attention; f<>v as he begins with the child, almost from its birth,

the parts relative to its infancy would be useless to you. Germany is,

still less than England, the seat of the Graces ;
however, yen had as good

Dot say so while you are there. But the place which you are going to,

in s gn i a r degree, is; for I have known as many well-bred, pretty men come
from Twin, as from any part of Europe. The late King Victor Amedee
took great pains to form such of his subjects a.s were of any considera-

tion, both to business and manners; the present king, I am told, follows

his example: this, however, is certain, that in all courts and congresses,

where there are various foreign ministers, those of the King of Sardinia

we generally the ablest, the politest, and les plus delies. You will there-

tore, at Turin, have very good models to form yourself upon: and remem-
ber, that with regard to the best models, as well as to the antique Greek
statues in the print, non mai a ba&tanza. Observe every word, look and
motion • f those who are allowed to be the most accomplished persons

there. Observe their natural and careless, but genteel air; their unem-
barrassed good-breeding; their unassuming, but yet nnproetitnted dig-

nity. Mind their decent mirth, their discreet frankness, and that entre-

gent which, as much above the frivolous as below the important and
the secret, w the proper medium for conversation in mixed companies.

I will observe, by the by, that the talent of that light entrcgent is often

of great use to a foreign minister; not only as it helps him to domesti-

cate himself in many families, but also as it enables him to put by, and
parry some subjects of conversation, which might possibly lay him
under difficulties both what to say and how to look.

Of all the men that ever I knew in my life, (and I knew him extremely
well,) the late Duke of Marlborough possessed the graces in the highest

degree, not to say engrossed them ; and indeed lie got the most by them;
for I will venture, (contrary to the custom of profound historians, who
always assign deep causes for gnat events) to ascribe the better half of

the Duke of Marlborough'- greatness and riches to those graces. He
was eminently illiterate ; wrote bad English and spelled it still worse.

He had no share of what is commonly called Parts: that is, he had no
brightness, nothing shining in his genius. He had, most undoubtedly,

an excellent good plain understanding, with sound judgment. But
these alone, would probably have raised aim but something higher

than t!.ey found him; which was Page to King James the Second's

Queen. There the Graces protected and promoted him; for while he was
an Ensign of the Guards, the Duchess of Cleveland, then favourite mis-

tress to King Charles the Second, struck by those very (J races, gave him
6ve thousanu pounds, with which he immediately bought an annuity for

his life, of five hundred pounds a-year, of my grandfather, Halifax;

wMch wm the foundation of his Nlboeqnent fortune. His figure was
beautiful, Dui his manner was irresistible, by either man or woman II
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was by thii» engaging, graceful manner, that he was enabled, during al
his war, to connect the various and jarring powers of the Grand Alliance,
and to carry them on to the main object of the war, notwithstanding
their private and separate views, jealousies, and wrongheadednesses
Whatever Court he went to, (and he was often obliged to go himself to
some resty and refractorj ones,) he as constantly prevailed, and brought
them into his measures. The Pensionary Heinsius, a venerable old min-
ister, grown grey in business, and who had governed the republic of the
United Provinces for more than forty years, was absolutely governed by
the Duke of Marlborough, as that republic feels to this day. He was
always cool : and nobody ever observed the least variation in his coun-
tenance: he could refuse more gracefully than other people could grant;
and those who went away from him the most dissatisfied as to the sub
stance of their business, were yet personally charmed with him and, ir>

some degree, comforted by his manner. With all his gentleness and
gracefulness, no man living was more conscious of his situation, nor
maintained his dignity better.

With the share of knowledge which you have already gotten, and
with the much greater which I hope you will soon acquire, what may
you not expect to arrive at, if you join all these graces to it? In your
destination particularly, they are in truth, half your business: for, if

you once gain the affections as well as the esteem of the prince or min-
ister of the court to which you are sent, I will answer for it, that will

effectually do the business of the court that sent you ; otherwise it is

up-l.ill work. Do not mistake, and think that these graces which I so

often and so earnestly recommend to you, should only accompany im-
portant transactions, and be worn only lesjours degala : no, they should,

if possible, accompany every, the least thing you do or say; for, if you
neglect them in little things, they will leave you in great ones. I should,

for instance, be extremely concerned to see you even drink a cup of
coffee ungracefully, and slop yourself with it, by your awkward manner
of holding it; nor should 1 like to see your coat buttoned, or your shoes
buckled awry. But I should be outrageous, if I heard you mutter your
words unintelligibly, stammer in your speech, or hesitate, misplace, and
mistake in your narrations; and I should run away from you with
greater rapidity, if possible, than I should now run to embrace you, if ]

found you destitute of all those graces, which I have set my heart upon
their making you one day

f
omnibus ornatum excellere rebv*.

This subject is inexhaustible, as it extends to every thing that is to

be said or done : but I will leave it for the present, as this letter 'a

already pretty long. Such is my desire, my anxiety for your perfection,

that 1 never think I have said enough, though you may possibly think

that I have said too much; and though, in truth, if your own gooc
sense is not sufficient to direct you, in many of these plain points, al)

that L or any body else can say will be insufficient. But where you are

concerned, 1 am the insatiable man in Horace, who covets still a little

corner more to complete the figure of his field. I dread every littl«

correr tfcat may deform mine, in which I would have (if poss:L'e)no one

defect.

I this moment receive yours of the 17th N. S. and cannot oondol*
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with you upon the secession ot your German Commensaux ; who both by

your aud Mr. Harte's description, seem to be des gens d'une aimabU
absence; and, if you can replace them by any other German conversation,

you will be a gainer by the bargain. I cannot conceive, if you under-

stand German well enough to read any German book, how the writing

of the German character can be so difficult and tedious to you, the

twenty-four letters being very soon learned; and I do not expect that

you should write yet with the utmost purity and correctness, as to the

ianguage: what I meant by your writing once a fortnight to Greven-

kop, was only to make the written character familiar to you. However,

I will be content with one in three weeks or so.

I believe you are not likely to see Mr. Eliot again soon, he being still

in Cornwall with his father; who, I hear, is not likely to recover.

Adieu.

LETTER CLXIX.

Lokdon, November 29, 0. S. 174».

Dear Boy: I delayed writing to you till I could give you some
account of the motions of your friend Mr. Eliot; for whom I know you
have, and very justly, the most friendly concern. His father and he

came to town together, in a post-chaise, a fortnight ago, the rest of the

family remaining in Cornwall. His father, with difficulty, survived the

journey, and did last Saturday was seven-night. Both concern and

decency confined your friend, till two days ago, when I .-.aw him; he has

determined, and I think very prudently, to go abroad again ; but how
soon, it ifl yet impossible tor him to know; as he must necessarily put

his own private affairs in some order first; but I conjecture that he may
possibly join you at Turin; sooner, to be sure, not. I am very sorry

that you are likely to he so long without the company and the example
of BO valuable a friend; and therefore 1 hope that you will make it up to

your>elt'. as well as you can at this distance, by remembering and follow-

ing his example. Imitate that application of his, which has made him
know all thoroughly, and to the bottom. He does not content himself

with the surface 01 knowledge; but works in the mine for it, knowing
that it lies deep. Pope Bays, very truly, in his Essay upon Criticism;

A little learning is a dangerous thing;
Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian spring.

I shall send you by a ship that goes to Hamburgh next week (and b?
which Hawkins Bends Mr. II arte some things that he wrote for,; all

those which I propose sending you by Mr. Eliot; together with a very

little box, that I am desired to forward to Mr. Harte. There will be,

likewise, two letters of recommendation for you to Monsieur Audrie,

and Comte Algarotti, at Berlin, which you will take care to deliver to

them, as soon as you shall be rigged aud fitted out to appear there.

They will introduce you into the be>t company; and I depend upoD
yoor owa good seuse for your avoiding of bad. If you fall into bad
Vid low -ompau' there, or any where el?e, you will be irrecoverably lost ',
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whereas, it you keep good company, and company above yourself, ycur
character and your fortune will be immoveably fixed.

I have not time to-day, upon account of the meeting of the parlia-

ment, to make this letter of the usual length ; and indeed, after the
volumes that I have written to you, all I can add must be unnecessary.
However, I shall probably, ex abundantly return soon to my former
prolixity; and you will receive more and more last words from,
Yours.

LETTER OLXX.

Lohdoh, December 6, 0. 8. 1745.

Dear Boy : I am at present under very great concern for the los* sf a

most affectionate brother, with whom I had always lived in the closest

friendship. My brother John died last Friday night, of a fit of the gout,

which he had had for about a month in his hands and feet, and which fell

at last upon his stomach and head. As he grew, towards the last,

lethargic, his end was not painful to himself. At the distance which
you are at from hence, you need not go into mourning upon this occasion,

as the time of your mourning would be near over, before you could put
it on.

By a ship which sails this week for Hamburgh, I shall send you those
things which I proposed to have sent you by Mr. Eliot, viz., a little box
from your mamma ; a less box for Mr. Harte ; Mr. Locke's book upon
Education ; the print of Carle Maratti, which I mentioned to you some
time ago; and two letters of recommendation, one to Monsieur Andrie,
and the other to Comte Algarotti, at Berlin. Both those gentlemen will,

I am sure, be as willing as they are able, to introduce you into the best

company ; and I hope you will not (as many of your countrymen are apt

to do) decline it. It is in the best companies only, that you can learn

the best manners, and that tournure, and those graces, which 1 have so

often recommended to you, as the necessary means of making a figure in

the world.

I am most extremely pleased with the account which Mr. Harte gives

me of your progress in Greek, and of your having read Hesiod, almost

critically. Upon this subject I suggest but one thing to you, of many
that I might suggest ; which is, that you have now got over the diffi-

culties of that language, and therefore it would bo unpardonable, not to

persevere to your journey's end, now that all the rest of your way iz.

down hill.

I am also very well pleased to hear that you have such a knowledge
of, and" taste for curious books, and scarce and valuable tracts. Tin., i?

a kind of knowledge which very well becomes a man of sound and solid

learning, but which only exposes a man of slight and superficial reading,

Lherefore, pray make the substance and matter of such books your firsl

object, and their title pages, indexes, letter, and binding, but your second

It is the characteristic of a man of parts, and good judgment, to know, ar.

give that degree of attention that each object deserves. Whereas littlt

minds mistake little objects for great ones, and lavish away upon tlm

^riner, that time and attention which only the latter deserve. 1 o ^ucL
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mistakes we owe tne numerous and frivolous tribes of insect- mongers,
pheL-Luongers, and pursuers and driers of butterflies, &c. The string

mind distinguishes, not only between the useful and the useless, but like-

wise between the useful and the curious. He applies himself intensely to

the f< inner; he only amuses himself with the latter. Of this little sort of

knowledge, which I have just hinted at. you will find at least as much
as you need wish to know, in a superficial but pretty French book, inti-

tuled, Spectacle de la Xature ; whicn will amuse you while you read it,

and give you a sufficient notion of the various parts of nature ; I would
advise }ou to read it, at leisure hours. But that part of nature, which
Mr. Harte tells me you have begun to study with the Rector mag'nijicus,
:

s of much greater importance, and deserves much more attention; I

mean Zitionomy . The vast and immense planetary system, the aston-

ishing order and regularity of tho»e innumerable worlds, will open a

scene to you, which not onh deserves your attention as a matter of curi-

osity <t rfcther astonishment ; but still more, as it will give you greater,

and consequently juster ideas of that eternal and omnipotent Being,

who contrived, made, and still preserves that universe, than all the

contemplation of this, comparatively, very little orb, which we at

present inhabit, could possibly give you. Upon this subject, Monsieur
Fontenelle'* PlaraliU des Mondes, which you may read in two hours

1

time, will both inform and please you. God bless you ! Yours.

LETTER CLXXI.

London, December 18, 0. 8. Kte.

r>* -s Bo\ The last four posts have brought me no letters, either

froi?' you, or from Mr. Harte; at which I am uneasy; not as a mamma
would be, bur as a father .should be: for I do not want your letters as

bills of health; you are young, strong, and healthy, and I am, cense-

ipVL'ly. in no pain about that : moreover, were either you or Mr. Harte
iL, the other would doubtless write me word of it. My impatience for

yours or Mr. Harte s Letters trues from a very different cause, which is,

my desire to hear frequently of the state and progress of your mind.
You are now at that critical period of life, when every week ought to

product fruit oi tlowers answerable to your culture, which I am Mire has

not been neglected: and it is by your letters, and Mr. Harte's accounts

oi you that, at this distance, I can only judge at your gradations to

maturity. 1 desire, therefore, that one of you two will not fail to write

to me once a-week. The sameness of your present way of life, I easily

ronceive. would not make out a very interesting letter to an mdifferent

bystander; but so deeply concerned as I am in the game you are play-

ing every *.ie ^east move is to me of importance, and helps me to judge
oi the lina, event.

j* * you will be leaving Leipsig pretty soon after you shall have received
this letter, I here send you one inclosed, to deliver to Mr. Mascow. It

is t" thank him for his attention and civility to you, during your stay

with him: and 1 take it for granted, that you will not fail making him
the orope compliments at parting; for the good name tliat we leavs
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behind at one place often gets before us to another, and is »»f great use.

As Mr. Maseow is much known and esteemed in the repuL'iic of letter*.

I think it would be of advantage to you, if you got letters of recommit:
datiou from him to some of the learned men at Berlin. Those testi

monials give a lustre, which is not to be despised; for the most ign<

rant are forced to seem, at least, to pay a regard to learning, as the most
wicked are to virtue. Such is their intrinsic worth.
Your friend Duval dined with me the other day, and complained cn*t

grievously, that he had not heard from you above a year; I bid hit.,

abuse you for it himself; and advised him to do it in verse, which, if he

was ivally angry, his indignation would enable him to do. Be accord
fngly brought me, yesterday, the enclosed reproaches and challenge,

which he desired me to transmit to you. As this is his first essay in

English poetry, the inaccuracies in the rhymes, and the numbers, are

rery excusable. He insists, as you will find, upon being answered ii

verse ; which I should imagine, that you and Mr. Harte, together, coul.1

bring about ; as the late Lady Dorchester used to say, that she and Dr
Radcliffe, together, could cure a fever. This is however sure, that u
now rests upon you ; and no man can say what methods Duvai may
take, if you decline his challenge. I am sensible that you are under
some disadvantages in this proffered combat. Your climate, at this

time of the year especially, delights more in the wood fire, than in the
poetic fire; and I conceive the jfuses, if there are any at Leipsig, to

be rather shivering than singing; nay, I question whether Apoho is

even known there as God of Verse, or as God of Light: perhaps a

little as God of Physic. These will be fair excuses, if your perform-

ance should fall something short ; though I do not apprehend that it

will.

While you have been at Leipsig, which is a place of study, more than
of pleasure or company, you have had all opportunities of pursuing
your studies uninterruptedly ; and have had, I believe, very few temp-
tations to the contrary. But the case will be quite different at Berlin,

where the splendour and dissipation of a court, and the beau monde,
will present themselves to you in gaudy shapes, attractive enough to all

young people. Do not think, now, that, like an old fellow, I am going
to advise you to reject them, and shut yourself up in your closet : quite

the contrary ; I advise you to take your share, and enter into them with
spirit and pleasure ; but then I advise you, too, to allot your time so

prudently, as that learning may keep pace with pleasures; there is fill)

time, in the course of the day, for both, if you do but manage that time
right and like a good economist. The whole morning, tf diligently and
attentively devoted to solid studies, will go a great wny at the year's

end ; and the evenings, spent in the pleasures of good company, will go
as far in teaching you a knowledge, not much less necessary than the

other, I mean the knowledge of the world. Between these two neces-

sary studies, that of Books in the morning, and that of the Worl.' in tire

evening, you see that you will not have one minute to squander or

slattern away. Nobody ever lent themselves more than [ di«L, when I

was young, to the pleasures and dissipation of good company I even
d'd i* too much. But then, I can assure you, that I always ftrmd time
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for serious studies ; and, when I could find it no other way, I took it out

of my sleep ; for I resolved always to rise early in the morning, however
late I went to bed at night ; and this resolution I have kept so sacred,

that, unless when I have been confined to my bed by illness, I have not,

for more than forty years, ever been in bed at nine o'clock in the morn-
ing; but commonly up before eight.

When you are at Berlin, remember to speak German as often as you
can, in company ; for every body there will speak French to you, unless

you let them know that you can speak German, which then they will

choose to speak. Adieu.

LETTER CLXXII.

Lojtdos, December 20, 0. A 1748L

Dear Boy : I received, last Saturday, by three mails which came in

at once, two letters from Mr. Harte, and yours of the 8th, N. S.

It was I who mistook your meaning, with regard to your German
letters, and not you who expressed it ill. I thought it was the writing
of the German character that took up so much of your time, and there-

fore I advised you, by the frequent writing of that character, to make it

easy and familiar to you. But, since it is only the propriety and purity

of "the German language, which make your writing it so tedious and
laborious, I will tell you I shall not be nice upon that article ; and did

not expect that you should yet be master of all the idioms, delicacies,

and peculiarities of that difficult language. That can only come by use,

especially frequent speaking; therefore, when you shall be at Berlin, and
afterwards at Turin, where you will meet many Germans, pray take all

opportunities of conversing in German, in order not only to keep what
you have got of that language, but likewise to improve and perfect your-

self in it. As to the characters, you form them very well, and as you
yourself own, better than your English ones ; but then let me ask you
this question; Why do you not form your Roman characters better? for

I maintain, that it is in every man's power to write what hand he pleases;

and, consequently, that he ought to write a good one. You form, par-

ticularly, your ee and your 11 in zigzag, instead of making them straight,

as thus, ee, 11 ; a fault very easily mended. You will not, I believe, be
angry with this little criticism, when 1 tell you, that, by all the accounts

I have had of late, from Mr. Harte and others, this is the only criticism

that you give me occasion to make. Mr. Harte's last letter, of the 14th,

N. S., particularly, makes me extremely happy, by assuring me, that, in

every respect, you do exceedingly well. I am not afraid, by what I now
aay, of making you too vain ; because I do not think that a just con-

sciousness, and an honest pride of doing well, can be called vanity; for

vanity is either the silly affectation of good qualities which one has not,

or the sillier pride of what does not deserve commendation in itself. By
Mr. Ha'te's account, you are got very near the goal of Greek and Latin,

and therefore I cannot suppose that, as your sense increases, your en-

deavours and your speed will slacken, in finishing the small remains of

tour course. Consider what lustre and eclat it will give you, wheD yov
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return heie, to be allowed to be the best scholar, of a gentler an, n

England ; not to mention the real pleasure and solid comfort whioh such

knowledge will give you throughout your whole life. Mr. Karte tells

me another thing, which, I own, I did not expect: it is, that when you
read aloud, or repeat part of plays, you speak very piopedy and dis-

tinctly. This relieves me from great uneasiness, which I was under
upon account of your former bad enunciation. Go on, and attend most
diligently to this important article. It is, of all Graces, (and they art all

necessary,) the m< >st necessary one.

Comte Pertingue who has been here about a fortnight, far from iis«

avowing, confirms all that Mr. Harte has said o your an vantage. He
thinks that he shall be at Turin much about the time -f your arrival

there, and pleases himself with the hopes of being useful to you:
Though, should you get there before him, he says that Oomte du Per-

ron, with whom you are a favourite, will take that care. You see, by
this one instance, and in the course of your life you will see by a mil-

lion of instances, of what use a good reputation is, and how swift and
advantageous a harbinger it is, wherever one goes. Upon this point,

too, Mr. Harte does you justice, and tells me, that you are desirous of

praise from the praiseworthy : This is a right and generous ambition :

and without which, I fear, few people would deserve praise.

But here let me, as an old stager upon the theatre of the world, sug-

gest one consideration to you; which is, to extend your desire of

praise a little beyond the strictly praiseworthy; or else you may be

apt to discover too much contempt for at least three parts in live of the

world ; who will never forgive it you. In the mass of mankind, I fear,

there is too great a majority of fools and knaves ; who, singly from

their number, must be to a certain degree be respected, though they are

by no means respectable. And a man, who will shew every knave or

fool, that he thinks him such, will engage in a most ruinous war,

against numbers much superior to those that he and his allies can bring

into the field. Abhor a knave, and pity a fool, in your heart; but let

neither of them, unnecessarily, see that you do so. Some complais-

ance and attention to fools is prudent, and not mean; as a silent abhor-

rence of individual knaves is often necessary, and not criminal.

As you will now soon part with Lord Pulteney, with whom, during

your stay together at Leipsig, I suppose you have formed a connection;

I imagine that you will continue it by letters, which I would advise you

to do. They tell me that he is good-natured, and does not want parts

;

which are of themselves two good reasons for keeping it up; but there

is also a third reason, which, in the course of the world, is not to be

despised : His father cannot live long, and will leave him an immense

fortune; which, in all events, will make hist of some consequence, and,

if he has parts into the bargain, of very great consequence; so that his

friendship may be extremely well worth your cultivating, especially as

It will not cost you above one letter in one month.

I do not know whether this letter will find you at Leipsig : At least,

it is the last that I shall direct there. My next to either you or Mr.

El arte will be directed to Berlin; but as I do not know to what bonso

oi street there, I suppose it will remain at the post-house till you st nd
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or it. Upon your arrival at Berlin you will send me your particulai

direction; and also, pray be minute in your accounts of your receptior

there, by those whom I recommend you to, as well as by those to whom
they present you . Remember, too, that you are going to a polite and
literate Court, where the Graces will best introduce you.

Adieu. God bless you, and may you continue to deserve my love, as

much as you now enjoy it

!

P. S. Lady Chesterfield bids me tell you, that she decides entirely iD

your favour, against Mr. Grevenkop, and even against herself: for she
does not think that she could, at this time, write either so good a cha-
racter, or so good German. Pray write her a German letter upon that

subject; in which you may tell her, that, like the rest of the world, yon
approve of her judgment, because it is in your favour; and that you
true Germans cannot allow Danes to be competent judges of your Ian

guage, <fcc.

LETTER OLXXIII.

Lohdok, Dec. 3", 0. S. 174&

Dear Boy: I direct this letter to Berlin, where, I suppose, it will

either find you, or at least wait but a very little time for you. I can-

not help being anxious for your success, at this your first appearance
upon the great stage of the world; for, though the spectators are

always candid enough to give great allowances, and to show great

indulgence to a new actor; yet, from the first impressions which Ik

makes upon them, they are apt to decide, in their own minds, at least

whether he will ever be a good one, or not : If he seems to understand
what he says, by speaking it properly; if he is attentive to his part.

instead of staring negligently about him; and if, upon the whole, lie

seems ambitious to pie—e, they willingly pass over little awkward-
nesses and inaccuracies, which they ascribe to a commendable modesty
in a young and inexperienced actor. They pronounce that he will be a

good one in time ; and, by the encouragement which they give him,
make him so the sooner. This, I hope, will be your case : you have
sense enough to understand your part; a constant attention, and
ambition to excel in it, with a careful observation of the best actors,

will inevitably qualify you, if not for the first, at least for consider-

able parts.

Your dress (as insignificant a thing as dress is in itself) is now become
an object worthy of some attention ; for, I confess, I cannot help form-
ing some opinion of a man's sense and character from his dress ; and I

believe most people do as well as myself. Any affectation whatsoever
in dress, implies, in my mind, a flaw in the understanding. Most of

our young fellows here display some character or other by their dress;

some affect the tremendous, and wear a great and fiercely cocked hat.

an enormous sword, a short waistcoat and a black cravat; these J

•mould be almost tempted to swear the peace against, in my own
defence, if I we» • not convinced that they are but meek asses in lions
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skins. Others go in brown frocks, leather breeches, great oaken cudg >la

in their hands, their hats uncocked, and their hair unpowdered ; and

imitate grooms, stage-coachraen, and country bumpkins, so well, in

their outsides, that I do not make the least doubt of their resembling

them equally in their insides. A man of sense carefully avoids any

particular character in his dress; he is accurately clean for his own
sake ; but all the rest is for other people's. He dresses as well, and in

the same manner, as the people of sense and fashion of the place where

he is. If he dresses better, as he thinks, that is, more than they, he is

a fop ; if he dresses worse, he is unpardonably negligent : But, of the

two, I would rather Ivive a young fellow too much than too little

dressed ; the excess on that side will wear off, with a little age and

reflection; but if he is negligent at twenty, he will be a sloven at forty,

and stink at fifty years old. Dress yourself fine, where others are fine;

and plain where others are plain; but take care always that your

clothes are well made, and fit you, for otherwise they will give you a

very awkward air. When you are once well dressed for the day think

no more of it afterwards ; and, without any stiffness for fear of discom-

posing that dress, let all your motions be as easy and natural as if you

had no clothes on at all. So much for dress, which I maintain to be a

thing of consequence in the polite world.

As to manners, good-breeding, and the Graces, I have so often enter-

tained you upon those important subjects, that I can add nothing to

what I have formerly said. Your own good sense will ^t^gest to yor

the substance of them ; and observation, experience, and g«.»od company,

the several modes of them. Your great vivacity, which I hear of frorr

many people, will be no hindrance to your pleasing in good company

:

on the contrary, will be of use to you, if tempered by good-breeding,

and accompanied by the Graces. But then, I suppose your vivacity

to be a vivacity of parts, and not a constitutional restlessness; for the

most disagreeable composition that I know in the world, is that of

strong animal spirits, with a cold genius. Such a fellow is trouble-

somely active, frivolously busy, foolishly lively; talks much with little

meaning, and laughs more, with less reason: whereas, in my opinion,

a warm and lively genius, with a cool constitution, is the perfection of

human nature.

Do what you will, at Berlin, provided you do but do something all

day long. All that I desire of you is, that you will never slattern away
one minute in idleness, and in doing of nothing. When you are^in

company, learn what either books, masters, or Mr. Harte, can teach

you ; and when you are in company, learn (wht*t company can only

teach you) the characters and manners of mankind. I really ask your

pardon for giving you this advice; because, if you are a rational crea-

ture, and, thinking being, as I suppose, and verily believe you are, it

must be unnecessary, and to a certain degree injurious. If I did not

know by experience, that some men pass their whole time in doing

nothing, I should not think it possible for any being, superior to Mon
Bieur Descartes's automatons, to squander away, in absolute idleness,

one single minute of that small portion of time which is allotted at* if

thii world.
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I hare lately soon one Mr. Oranraer, a very sensible merchant ; who
to!d rae that he had dined with you, and seen you often at Leipsig.

And, yesterday, I saw an old footman of mine, whom I made a messen-
ger; wlio told" me that he had seen you last August. You will easily

imagine, that I was not the less glad to see them because they had seen

you : And I examined them both narrowly, in their respective depart-

ments ; the former as to your mind, the latter, as to your body. Mr.
(Jranmer gave me great satisfaction, not only by what he told me of

himself concerning you, but by what he was commissioned to tell me
from Mr. Mascow. As he speaks German perfectly himself, I asked
him how you spoke it ; and he assured me, very well for the time, and
that a very little more practice would make you perfectly master of

it. The messenger told me, that you were much grown, and, to the

best of his guess, within two inches as tall as I am; that you were
plump, and looked healthy and strong; which was all that 1 could
expect, or hope, from the sagacity of the person.

I send you, my dear child, (and you will not doubt it) very sincerely,

the wishes of the season. May you deserve a great number of happy
New-vears; and, if you deserve, may you have them. Many New.
years, indeed, you may see, but happy ones you cannot see without
deserving them. These, virtue, honour, and knowledge, alone can
merit, alone can procure, Dii tibi dent annos, de te nam ccetera sumes,

was a pretty piece of poetical flattery, where it was said: I hope that,

in time, it may be no flattery when said to you. But I assure you, that

wherever 1 cannot apply the latter part of the line to you with truth,

£ shall neither «ay, think, or wish the former. Adieu t

LETTER CLXXIV.

London, Jan. 10, O. S. 17^«.

Dear &o* • I have received your letter of the 31st December, N. S.

lour thanks for my present, as you call it, exceed the value of the

present ; but the use, which you assure me that you will make of it is

the thanVs which I desire to rec ive. Due attention to the inside of

books, and due contempt for the outside, is the proper relation between
a man of sense and his books.

Now that you are going a little more into the world, I will take this

occasion to explain my intentions as to your future expenses, that you
may know what you have to expect from me, and make your plan

accordingly. I shall neither deny nor grudge you any money, that may
be necessary for either your improvement <>r your pleasures; I mean
the pleasures of a rational being. Under the head of improvement, 1

mean the best books, and the best masters, cost what they will ; 1 also

mean, all the expense of lodgings, coach, dre->, servants, &c, which,

according to the several places where you may be, shall be respectively

necessary to enable you to keep the best company. Under the head of

rational pleasures, I comprehend, first, proper charities, to real and com-
passionate objects of it ; secondly, proper presents to those to whom you
are obliged, or whom you desire to oblige ; thirdly, a conformityofexpense
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to that of the company which you keep ; as in public spectacles
;
your

share of little entertainments; a few pistoles at games of mere com
merce ; and other incidental calls of good company. The oiiij two
articles which I will never supply, are, the profusion of low riot, and the
idle lavishness of negligence and laziness. A fool squanders away,
without credit or advantage to himself, more than a man of sense
spends with both. The latter employs his money as he does his time
and never spends a shilling of the one, nor a minute of the other, >u

in something that is either useful or rationally pleasing to himself' or

ethers. The former buys whatever he does not want, and does not pay
f:>r what he does want. He cannot withstand the charms of a toy-shop

;

snuff-boxes, watches, heads of canes, &c, are his destruction. His ser-

vants and tradesmen conspire with his own indolence to cheat him

;

and, in a very little time, he is astonished, in the midst of all the ridi-

culous superfluities, to find himself in want of all the real comforts and
necessaries of life. Without care and method, the largest fortune will

not, and with them, almost the smallest will, supply all necessary expenses.
As far as you can possibly, pay ready money for everything you buy, and
avoid bills. Pay that money too yourself, and not through the hands
of any servant, who always either stipulates poundage, or requires a
present for his good word, as they call it. Where you must have bills,

(as for meat and drink, clothes. &^.,) pay them regularly every month,
and with your own hand. Never, from a mistaken economy, buy a

thing you do not want, because it is cheap ; or from a silly pride,

because it is dear. Keep an account, in a book, of all that you receive,

and of all that you pay; for no man, who knows what he receives and
what he pays, ever runs out. I do not mean that you should keep an
account of the shillings and half-crowns which you may spend in chair-

hire, operas, &c: they are unworthy of the time, and of the ink that

they would consume ; leave such minuticB to dull, penny-wise fellows
;

but remember, in economy, as well as in every other part of life, to

have the proper attention to proper objects, and the proper contempt
for little ones. A strong mind sees things in their true proportions

;

a weak one views them through a magnifying medium ; which, like the
microscope, makes an elephant of a flea : magnifies all little objects,

but cannot receive great ones. I have known many a man pass for a
miser, by saving a penny, and wrangling for twopence, who was undo-
ing himself at the same time by living above his income, and not
attending to essential articles, which were above his portee. The sure

characteristic of a sound and strong mind, is to find in everything,

those certain bounds, quos ultra citrave nequit cormstere rectum. These

|

boundaries are marked out by a very fine line, which only good sense

and attention can discover; it is much too fine for vulgar eyes. In

manners, this line is good-breeding ; beyond it, is troublesome ceremony;
short of it, is unbecoming negligence and inattention. In morals, it

divides ostentatious puritanism from criminal relaxation ; in religion,

ioerstition from impiety : and, in short, every virtue from its kindred
,\2c or weakness. I think you have sense enough to discover the line;

fceep it always in your eye, and learn to walk upon it; rest upon Mr.
Harte, and he will poise you, till you are able to go alone. By the
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way, there are fewer people who walk well upon that line, than

lpon tlieTHIack rope ; and therefore a good performer shines so much
ihe more.

lour friend Comte Pertingue, who constantly inquires after yoa, has
written to Comte Salmour, the Governor of the Academy at Turin, to

prepare a room for you there, immediately after the Ascension : and
has recommended you to him, in a manner which I hope you will give

him no reason to repent or be ashamed of. As Comte Salmour's son,

now residing at the Hague, is my particular acquaintance, I shall have
regular and authentic accounts of all that you do at Turin.

During your stay at Berlin, I expect that you should inform yourself

thoroughly of the present state of the civil, military and ecclesiastic*,

government of the King of Prussia's dominions; particularly of the

military, which is upon a better footing in that country than in any
other in Europe. You will attend at the reviews, see the troops exer-

cised, and inquire into the numbers of troops and companies in the

respective regiments of horse, foot, and dragoons; the numbers and
titles of the commissioned and non-commissioned officers in the seve-

ral troops and companies ; and also take care to learn the technical

military terms in the German language ; for though you are not to be

a military man, yet these military matters are so frequently the subjects

of conversation, that you will look very awkwardly if you are ignorant

of them. Moreover, they are commonly the objects of negotiation, and, as

such, fall within your future profession. You must also inform yourself of

the reformation which the King ofPrussia has lately made in the law ; by
which be has both lessened the number, and shortened the duration of

Law-suits; a great work, and worthy of so great a Prince! As he is

indisputably the ablest Prince in Europe, every part of his government
deserves your most diligent inquiry, and your most serious attention.

It must be owned, that you set out well, as a young politician, by
beginning at Berlin, and then going to Turin, where you will see the

next ablest monarch to that of Prussia: so that, if you are capable of
making political reflections, those two princes will furnish you with
sufficient matter for them.

I would have you endeavour to get acquainted with Monsieur de
Maupertuis, who is so eminently distinguished by all kinds of learning

and merit, that one should be both sorry and ashamed of having been

even a day in the same place with him, and not to have seen him. If

you should have no other way of being introduced to him I will send-

vou a letter from hence. Monsieur ( agenoni, at Berlin, to whom I

know you are recommended, is a very able man of business, thoroughly
informed of every part of Europe; and his acquaintance, if you deserve

and improve it at you should do, may be of great use to you.

Remember to take the best dancing-master at Berlin, more to taacb

you to sit, stand, and walk gracefully, than to dance 5ne!y. Tlv
Qraoee the Graces ; remember the Graces 1 Adieu 1
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LETTER CLXXV.

Londos, January 84, 0. 8. 1741

Dear Boy : I have received your letter of the 12th, N. S., in which
I was surprised to find no mention of your approaching journey
to Berlin, which, according to the first plan, was to be on the 20th,

ST. S., and upon which supposition I have, for some time, directed my
letters to you, and Mr. Harte, at Berlin. I should be glad that yours
were more minute, with regard to your motions and transactions;

and I desire that, for the future, they may contain accounts of what
and who you see and hear, in your several places of residence ; for I

interest myself as much in the company you keep, and the pleasures

you take, as in the studies you pursue; and therefore, equally
desire to be informed of them all. Another thing I desire, which is,

that you will acknowledge my letter" by their dates, that I may know
which you do, and which you do not receive.

As you found your brain considerably affected by the cold, you wero
very prudent not to turn it to poetry in that situation ; and not lessjudici-

ous in declining the borrowed aid of a stove, whose fumigation, instead oJ

inspiration, would, at best, have produced what Mr. Pope calls a *outer-
kin of wit. I will shew your letter to Duval, by way of justification

for not answering his challenge ; and I think he must allow the validity

of it ; for a frozen brain is as unfit to answer a challenge in poetry, as a
blunt sword is for a single combat.
You may, if you please, and therefore I flatter myself that you will,

profit considerably by your stay at Berlin, in the article of manners and
useful knowledge. Attention to what you will see and hear there,

together with proper inquiries, and a little care and method in taking
notes of what is more material, will procure you much useful know-
ledge. Many young people are so light, so dissipated, and so incurious,

that they can hardly be said to see what they see, or hear what they
hear: that is, they hear in so superficial and inattentive a manner, that
they might as well not see nor hear at all. For instance, if they see a
public building, as a college, an hospital, an arsenal, &c, they content
themselves with the first coup oVceil, and neither take the time nor the
trouble of informing themselves of the material parts of them ; which
are the constitution, the rules, and the order, and economy in the inside.

You will, I hope, go deeper, and make your way into the substance of
things. For example, should you see a regiment reviewed at Berlin or
Potsdam, instead of contenting yourself with the general glitter of the
collective corps, and saying, par maniire <Pacquit, that is very fine, I

hope you will ask, what number of troops or companies it consists of;

what number of officers of the Etat Major, and what number of Subal-
femes ; how many Ban Officiers, or non-commissioned officers, as Ser-

gents, Corporals, Anspensades, frey Corporals, &c, their pay, their cloth-

ing, and by whom ; whether by the Colonels, or Captains, or Commis-
saries appointed for that purpose ; to whom they are accountable ; the
method of recruiting, completing, &c.
The same in civil matters: inform yourself of the jurisdiction of *
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lege, or an academy, and not only of the dimensions of the respective

edifices and let your letters to me contain these informations, in propor-

tion as you acquire them.

I often reflect, with the most flattering hopes, how proud I shall be

of you, if you should profit, as you may, of the opportunities which you
have had, still have, and will have, of arriving at perfection ; and, on
the other hand, with dread of the grief and shame you will give me, if

j on do not. May the first be the case ! God bless you I

IJETTER CLXXVI.

Lotooh, February T, O. 8. 1T4».

D&ar Boy: You are now come to an age capable of reflection, and I

hope you will do, what, however, few people at your age do, exert it for

your own sake, in the search of truth and sound knowledge. I will

confess (for I am not unwilling to discover my secrets to you) that it is

not many years since I have presumed to reflect for myself. Till sixteen

or seventeen I had no reflection ; and for many years after that, I made
do use of what I had. I adopted the notions of the books I read, or the

company I kept, without examining whether theV were lust oruot; and
f rather chose to run the risk ot easy error, than to take the time and
trouble of investigating truth. Thus, partly from laziness, partly from
dissipation, and partly from the mauvaise honte of rejecting fashionable

notions, I was^^as I have since found) hurried away by prejudices,

instead of being guided by reason ; and quietly cherished error, instead

oT~seeking for truth. But since I have taken the trouble of reasoning

for myself, and have had the courage to own that I do so, you cannot
imagine how much my notions of things are altered, and in "how differ-

ent a light I now see them, from that in whic'.i I formerly viewed them,
ugh the deceitful medium of prejudice or authority. Nay, I may

'Xissibly still retain many errors, which, from long habit, have perhapg
grown into real opinions; for it is very difficult to distinguish habits,

early acquired and long entertained, from the result of our reason and
Teflection.

Mvfirst prejudice (for I do not mention the prejudices of boys and
women, such as hobgoblins, ghosts, dreams, spilling salt, &c.) was my
classical enthusiasim_which I received from the books I read, and the

masters who explained them to me. I was convinced there had been
lo common sense nor common honesty in the world for these last fifteen

hundred years; but that they were totally extinguished with the aiicfent
rlri*?k anTl "Ro tnfln government" Homer and Virgil could have no
faults, because they were ancient; Milton and Tasso could have no merit,

becaune they were modern . And I could almost have said, with regard

to the ancients, what Oicero very absurdly and unbecomingly for a phil-

oeophi r, says with regard to Plato, Cum quo errare malim quam cum
zliis rxctt sentire. Whercxs now, without any extraordinary effort of
genius, I have discovered that nature was trie same three thousand
year* agT~as~it is at pres«*oT; that men were but men then as well as
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now; that modes and customs vary often, but that Vumwi r-»t j*. '.*

always the same. And I can no more suppose, that men were Doctor,

braver, or wiser, fifteen hundred or three thousand years ago, than !

can suppose that the animals or vegetables were better then than they

are now. I dare assert too, in defiance of the favourers of the ancients
that Homer's hero, Achilles, was both a brute and a scoundrel, an.1

consequently an improper character for the hero of an epic poem ; as
had so little regard for his country, that he would not act in defence t»*"

it, because he had quarrelled with Agamemnon about a w—e; and tbon

afterwards, animated by private resentment only, he went about k'lling

people basely, I will call it, because he knew himself invulnerable ; and
yet, invulnerable as he was, he wore the strongest armour in the world

;

which I humbly apprehend to be a blunder; for a horse-shoe clapped to

his vulnerable heel would have been sufficient. On the other hand,
with submission to the favourers of the moderns, I assert with Mr.

I Dryden, that the devil is in truth the hero of Milton's "poem ; his plan,

which he lays, pursues, and at last executes, being the subject of the

|

poem. From all which considerations, I impartially conclude, that the

ancients had their excellencies and their defects, their virtues and their

vices, just like the moderns; pedantry and affectation of learning decide
clearly in favour of the former: vanity and ignorance, as peremptorily
in favour of the latter, fteligious prejudices kept pace with my classical

ones; and there was a time when I thought it impossible for the honest
est man in the world to be saved, out of the pale of the Church of England

,

not considering that matters of opinion do not depend upon the will

;

I and that it is as naturaT,~and as allowable, that another man should diffe*

in opinion from me, as that I should differ from him; and that if we art
I both sincere, we are both blameless; and should consequently have
mutual indulgence for each other.

The next prejudices that I adopted, were those of the beau monde
y
in

which, as 1 was determined to shine, I took what are commonly called

the genteel vices to be necessary. I had heard them reckoned so, and,
without farther inquiry, I believed it, or, at least, should have been
ashamed to have denied it, for fear of exposing myself to the ridicule of
those whom I considered as the models of tine gentlemen. But I air

now neither ashamed nor afraid to assert that those genteel vices, a»-

they. are falsely called* are only so many blemishes in the character ot

even a man of the world, and what is called a fine gentleman, and de-

grade him in the opinions' of those very people, to whom he hoped to

\ recommend himself by them. Nay, this prejudice often extends so far,

that I have known people pretend to vices they had not, instead of care
fully concealing those they had.

Use and assert your own reason; reflect, examine, and analyse ev rj

I

thing, in order to form a sound and mature judgement; let no ovrog e<*t

' impose upon your understanding, mislead your actions, or dictate youi
conversation. Be early what, if you are not, you will, when too late,

winh you had been. Oonsult your reason betimes : 1 do not say that it

I

wiVi always prove an unerring guide ; for human reason is not infallible

;

but it will prove the least erring guide that you can follow. Books and
conversation may assist it; but adopt neither blindly and implicitly cr»
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ili toe" troubles, do not decline, as many people do, that of thinking.

The herd"of
"

mankind can hardly be said to think; their notions are

almost all adoptive; and, in general, I believe it is better that it should

5f so as sucli common prejudices contribute more to order and quiet,

t'..an their own separate reasonings would do, uncultivated and unim-

..r.-ved as they are. We have many of those useful prejudice* in

Lils -.ountry, "which I should be very sorry to see removed. The
good Protestant conviction, that the Pope is both Antichrist and the

Whore of Babylon, is a more effectual preservative, in this country,

against popery, than all the solid and unanswerable arguments of Chil-

lingworth.

The idle story of the Pretender's having been introduced in a warm-
ing pan into the Queen's bed, though as destitute of all probability as of

all foundation, has been much more prejudicial to the cause of Jacobit-

isra than all that Mr. Locke and others have written, to show the un-

reasonableness and absurdity of the doctrines of indefeasible hereditary

right, and unlimited passive obedience. And that silly, sanguine notioa,

which is firmly entertained here, that one Englishman can beat thiee

Frenchman, encourages, and has sometimes enabled, one Englishman in

reality to heat two.

A Frenchman ventures his life with alacrity pour Vhonneur du lusi;

were yon to change the object, which he has been taught to have in

view, and tell him that it was pour lebien &e la Patrie, he would verv

probabh run away. Such gross local prejudices prevail with the herd

of mankind : and do not impose upon cultivated, informed, and reflect-

ing mind-. BnJj then they are notions equally false, though not so

glaringly absurd, which are entertained by people of superior and
unproved understandings, merely for want of the necessary pains to

investigate, the proper attention to examine, and the penetration requis-

ite to determine the truth. Those are the prejudices which I would
havej-on guard against, by a manly exertion and attention of your rea-

soning faculty. To mention one instance of a thousand that I could give

you— It is a ireneral prejudice, and has been propagated for these sixteen

hundred years
J
that Arts and Sciences cannot flourish under an absolute

J

government ; and that Genius must necessarily be cramped where Free- |

item is~ restrained. This sounds plausible, but is false in fact. Mechanic
arts, a- Agriculture, &c, will indeed be discouraged, where the profits

and property are, from the nature of the government, in secure. But
why the despotism of a government should cramp the genius of a

Mathematician, an Astronomer, a Poet, or an Orator, I confess I nevei
could discover. It may indeed deprive the Poet, or the Orator, of the

liberty of treating of certain subjects in the manner they would wish
,

but it leaves them subjects enough to exert genius upon, if they have
it. Can an author with reason complain that he is cramped and shack-

led, if he is not at liberty to publish blasphemy, bawdry, or sedition!

all which are equally prohibited in the freest governments, if they are

wise and well regulated ones. This is the present general complaint of

the French aM thors ; but indeed chiefly of the bad ones. No wonder,
eay they, that England produces so many great geniuses; people there

ma* think as they please, and publish what they think. Very tru*.

\aMJLAx *M wu^+ (S^^M-4^^^^ *
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but what hinders them from thinking as they please? If indeed the)

think in manner destructive of all religion, morality, or g«x»d manners,
or to the disturbance of the state, an absolute government vail certainly

more effectually prohibit them from, or punish them frr. publishing such
thoughts, than a free one could do. But how does that cramp the genius
ofan epic, dramatic, or lyric Poet? or how does it corrupt the •ah ^neroe
of an Orator in the pulpii, or at the bar ? The number of good French
autkors, such as Corneille, Racine, Moliere, Boileau. „in\ La Fontaine,
who seemed to dispute it with the Augustan age, flourished T.nder the
despotism of Lewis XIV. ; and the celebrated authors of the .\ugustan
age, did not shine, till after the fetters were rivetted upon che Roman
people by that cruel and worthless Emperor. The revival of letters

was not owing, neither, to any free government, but to the encourage-
mant and protection of Leo X. and Francis I. ; the one as absolute a
pope, and the other as despotic a prince, as ever reigned. Do not mis-
take, and imagine, that while I am only exposing a prejudice, I am
speaking in favour of arbitrary power ; which from my soul I abhor,
and look upon as a gross and criminal violation of the natural rights of
mankind. Adieu.

LETTER CLXXVII.

London, February 88, O. S. 1749.

Dear Boy: I was very much pleased with the account that you gave
me of your reception at Berlin ; but 1 was still better pleased with the
account which Mr. Harte sent me of your manner of receiving that
reception ; for he says that you behaved yourself to those crowned heads
with all the respect and modesty due to them ; but, at the same time,
without beins: any more embarrassed, than if you had been conversing
with your eqjals. This easy respect is the perfection of good-breeding,
which nothing but superior good sense, or a long usage of the world,
can produce ; and as, in your case, it could not be the latter, it is a pleas-

ing indication to me of the former.

You will now, in the course of a few months, have been rubbed at

three of the considerable courts of Europe, Berlin, Dresden, and Vienna;
bo that I hope you will arrive at Turin tolerably smooth, and fit for the
last polish. There you may get the best; there being no court I knovi
of that forms more well-bred and agreeable people. Remember now,
that good-breeding, genteel carriage, address, and even dress, (to a cer-

tain degree,) are become serious objects, and deserve a part of yc r atten-
tion.

The day, if well employed, is long enough for them all. One half of
it bestowed upon your studies, and your exercises, will finish your mind
and your body; the remaining part of it, spent in good company, will

form your manners, and complete your character. What would I not
give to have you read Demosthenes critically in the morning, and under-
stand him b^.ter than any body; at noon, behave yourself better than
any person at court ; and, in the evenings, trifle more agreeably than
any body in mixed companies? All this you may compass if you
please

;
you have the means, you have the opportunities Employ theni,
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for G* -.V* ?ake. while yon may, and make yourself that all-accomplished

raai that I wish to have yon. It entirely depends upon these two
years ; they are the decisive ones.

I send y.ju here inclosed a letter of recommendation to Monsieur
Capello, at Venice, which you will deliver him immediately upon your

arrival, accompanying it with compliments from me to him, and
Madame; both whom you have seen here He will, I am sure, be both

very civil and very useful to you there, as he will also be afterwards at

Rome where he is appointed to go ambassador. By the way, wherever
you are, I would advise you to frequent, as much as you can, the Vene-

tian Ministers; who are always better informed of the courts they inside

at th»n any other minister ; the strict and regular accounts, which they

are obliged to give to their own government, making them very diligent

and inquisitive.

You will stay at Venice, as long as the Carnival lasts; for though I

im impatient to have you at Turin, yet I would wish you to see thor-

oughly all that is to be seen at so singular a place as Venice, and at so

ehowish a time as the Carnival. You will take also particular care to

view :ill those meetings of the government, which strangers are allowed

to see; as the Assembly of the Senate, &c, and also to inform yourself

of that peculiar and intricate form of government. There are books

which give an account of it, among which, the best is Amelot de la

Houssaye, which I would advise you to read previously ; it will not only

give you a general notion of that constitution, but also t'urni-di you wita

materials for proper questions and oral informations upon the place,

which are always the best. There are likewise many very valuable

remains, in sculpture and paintings, of the best masters, which deseive

your attention.

I suppose you will be at Vienna as soon as this letter will get thithei

;

and I suppose, too, that 1 most*not direct above one more to you there.

After which, my next shall be directed to you at Venice, the only place

where a letter will be likely to find you, till you are at Turin; but you

may, and I de-ire that you will write to me, from the several places in

your way, from whence the post goes.

i will send you some other letters, for Venice, to Vienna, or to your

Banker at Venice, to whom you will, upon your arrival there, send foi

them : For I will take care to have you so recommended from place to

place, that you shall not run through them, as most of your countrymen

do, without the advantage of seeing and knowing what best deserves tc

be seen and known ; I mean the men and the manners.

God bless you, and make you answer my wishes: I will now say, m}
hopes 1 Adieu.

LETTER CLXXVIII.

Dear Boy : I direct this letter to your Banker at Venice, the sures4

place for you to meet with it, though I suppose that it will be there some

time before you ; for, as your intermediate stay any where else will be

sh^rt, and as the post from hence, in this season of easterly winds, ia

uncertain I direct r > more letters to Vienna; where I hope both yo
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and Mr. Rarte Mill liave received the two letters •which I sent you
respectively ; with a letter of recommendation to Monsieur Capello, at

Venice, which was inclosed in mine to you. I will suppose too, that

che inland post, on ycur side of the water, has not done you justice ; foi

I received but one single letter from you, and one from Mr. Harte, during

vour whole stay at Berlin; from whence I hoped for, and expected

ery particular accounts.

I persuade myself, that the time you stay at Venice will be properly

employed, in seeing all that is to be seen in that axtraordinary place

;

and in conversing with people who can inform you, not of the raree-

shows of the town, but of the constitution of the government ; for whicH
purpose, I send you the inclosed letters of recommendation from Sii

James Grey, the King's Resident at Venice : but who is now in England.

These, with mine to Monsieur Capello, will carry you, if you will ^c, into

all the best company at Venice.

But the important point, and the important place, is Turin ; for there

I propose your staying a considerable time, to pursue your studies, learn

your exercises, and form your manners. I own, I am not without my
anxiety for the consequence of your stay there, which must be either

very good or very bad. To you it will be entirely a new scene. Wher
ever you have hitherto been, you have conversed, chiefly, with people

wiser and discreeter than yourself; and have been equally out of the

way of bad advice or bad example ; but in the Academy at Turin, you

will probably meet with both, considering the variety of young fellows

about your own age ; among whom it is to be expected that some will

be dissipated and idle, others vicious and profligate. I will believe, til

the contrary appears, that you have sagacity enough to distinguish the

good from the bad characters ; and both sense and virtue enough to shun

the latter, and connect yourself with the former: but however, for

greater security, and for your sake alone, I must acquaint you, that I

have sent positive orders to Mr. Harte, to carry you off, instantly, to a

place wrhich I have named to him, upon the very first symptom, which
he shall discover in you, of drinking, gaming, idleness, or disobedience

to his orders ; so that, whether Mr. Harte informs me or not of the

particulars, I shall be able to judge of your conduct in general, by the

time of your stay at Turin. If it is short, I shall know why ; and I

promise you, that you shall soon find that I do ; but if Mr. Harte lets

vou continue there, as long as 1 propose that you should, I shall then

be convinced, that you make the proper use of your time ; which is the

only thing I have to ask of you. One year is the most that I propose

you should stay at Turin; and that year, if you employ it well, perfects

you. One year more of your late application, with Mr. Harte, will

complete your classical studies. You will be likewise master of your

exercises in that time ; and will have formed yourself so well at that

court, as to be fit to appear advantageously at any other. These will

be the happy effects of your year's stay at Turin, if you behave, and

apply yourself there as you have done at Leipsig; but if either ill

advice, or ill example, affect and seduce you, you are ruined forever. I

look upon that year as your decisive year of probation
;
go through it

well, and you will be all accomplished, and fixed in my tenderest affen-
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ti.^a for erer; but should the contagion of vice or idleness lay hold of

von there, your character, your fortune, my hopes, and consequently mj
favour, are all blasted, and you are undone. The more I love you

now, from the good opinion I have of you, the greater will be my indig-

nation, if I should have reason to change it. Hitherto you have had
every possible proof of my affection, because you have deserved it ; but

v*hen you cease to deserve it, you may expect every possible mark of my
resentment. To leave nothing doubtful, upon this important point, 1

will tell you fairly, beforehand, by what rule I shall judge of your con-

duct by Mr. Harte's accounts. He will not, I am sure, nay, I will

say more, he cannot be in the wrong with regard to you. He can have
no other view but your good ; and you will, I am sure, allow, that he

must be a better judge of it than you can possibly be, at your age.

While he is satisfied, 1 shall be so too ; but whenever he is dissatisfied

with you, I shall be much more so. If he complains, you must be guilty

,

and I shall not have the least, regard for anything that you mav alW>
in your own defence.

I will now tell you what I expect and insist upon from you at Turin

:

First, that you pursue your classical and other studies, every morning,

with Mr. Ilarte, IS long, and in whatever manner Mr. Ilarte shall he

pleased to require: Secondly, that you learn, uninterruptedly, your

exercises, of riding, dancing, and fencing: Thirdly, that you make
yourself master of the Italian language: And, lastly, that you pass your
evenings in the best coin].any. 1 also require a strict conformity to the

boors and rules of the Academy. If you will but finish your year in

this manner at Turin, 1 have nothing further to ask of you ; and I will

give you every thing that you can ask of me: You shall after that be

entirely your own master; I -hall think you -ate; shall lay aside all

authority over you ; and friendship -hall he our mutual and only tie.

Weigh this, I beg of you, deliberately, in your own mind ; and consider,

whether the application, and the degree of restraint, which I require but

for one year more, will not be amply repaid by all the advantages, ami
the perfect liberty, which you will receive at the end of it. Your own
good sense will, [ am sure, not allow you to hesitate one moment in

your choice. God bless you ! Adieu.

P. S. Sir James Grey's letters not being yel sent to me, as I thought

they would, I shall inclose them in my next, which, I believe, will get

to Venice as soon as you.

LETTER CLXXIX.

Lohdom, April, 18, 0. 8. 174S.

\)tLk3, Boy : 1 received, by the la-t mail, a letter from Mr. Harte,
dxted Prague, April the 1st, N. S. ; for which I desire you will leturn
him my thanks, and assure him, that I extremely approve of what he
has d.-ne, and proposes eventually to do, in your way to Turin. Who
would have thought you wvre old enough to have been so well ac-

quainted with tue Heroes ot't\\eBellum Tricennale, as to be looking or.t

for their great grandsons in Bohemia, with that affection with which,!
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am informed, you seek for the Wallsteins, the Kinskis. Ac. As I can-

not ascribe it to your age, I must to your consummate knowledge of his-

tory, that makes every country, and every century, as it were, your
own. Seriously, I am told, that you are both very strong and very cor-

rect in history ; of which I am extremely glad. This is iseful know-
ledge.

Comte du Perron, and Comte Lascaris, are arrived here: the formei
gave me a letter from Sir Charles Williams, the latter brought me your
orders. They are very pretty men, and have both knowledge and man-
ners; which, though they always ought, seldom go together. I ex-

amined them, particularly Comte Lascaris, concerning you ; theii report

is a very favourable one, especially on the side of knowledge ; the quick-

ness of conception, which they allow you, I can easily credit ; but the

attention, which they add to it, pleases me the more, as, I own, I ex-

pected it less. Go on in the pursuit and the increase of knowledge ; nay,

I am sure you will, for you now know too much to stop ; and, if Mr.
Harte would let you be idle, I am convinced you would not. But now
that you have left Leipsig, and are entered into the great world, remem-
ber there is another object that must keep pace with, and accompany
knowledge ; I mean, manners, politeness, and the Graces ; in which Sir

Charles Williams, though very much your friend, owns that you are

very deficient. The manners of Leipsig must be shook off; and in that

respect you must put on the new man. No scrambling at your meals,

as at a German ordinary : no awkward overturns of glasses, plates, and
salt-cellars ; no horse play. On the contrary, a gentleness of manners,
a graceful carriage, and an insinuating address, must take their place,

i repeat, and shall never cease repeating to you, the Grace$
y

the

Graces.

I desi;e that, as soon as ever you get to Turin, you will apply your-
self diligently to the Italian language ; that before you leave that place,

you may know it well enough to be able to speak tolerably when you
get to Rome ; where you will soon make yourself perfectly master of

Italian, from the daily necessity you will be under of speaking it. In
Jie mean time, I insist upon your not neglecting, much less forgetting,

the German you already know ; which you may not only continue but
improve, by speaking it constantly to your Saxon boy, and, as often as

you can, to the several Germans you will meet in your travels. Yon
remember, no doubt, that you must never write to me from Turin, but
in the German language and character.

I send you the inclosed letter of recommendation to Mr. Smith the

King's Consul at Venice ; who can, and I dare say will, be mor; -"«efttl

to you there than anybody. Pray make your court, and behave • <>Z1

best, to Monsieur and Madame Capello ; who will be of great use v> yo
at Rome. Adieu ! Yours tenderly.

LETTER CLXXX.
London, April 19, 0. 8. 1749.

Dear Boy : This letter will, I believe, still find you at Venice, in all

ibe dissipation of Masquerades, Ridottos, Operas, <fcc. With all my
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heart ; they are decent evening's amusements, and very properly suc-

ceed that serious application to which I am sure you devote your
mornings. There are liberal and illiberal pleasures, as well as liberal

and illiberal arts. There are some pleasures, that degrade a gentleman

as much as some trades could do. Sottish drinking, indiscriminate

gluttony, driving coaches, rustic sports, such as fox-chaces, horse-races,

&c., are, in my opinion, infinitely below the honest and industrious

profession of a tailor, and a shoemaker, which are said to deroger.

As you are now in a musical country, where singing, fiddling, and

piping, are not only the common topics of conversation, but almost the

principal objects of attention, I cannot help cautioning you against giv-

ing into those (I will call them illiberal) pleasures, (though music is

commonly reckoned one of the liberal arts,) to the degree that most of

your countrymen do, when they travel in Italy. If you love music,

hear it; go to operas, concerts, and pay fiddlers to play to you; but I

insist upon your neither piping nor fiddling yourself. It puts a gentleman
in very frivolous contemptible light; bring-; him into a great deal of bad
company ; and takes up a great deal of time, which might be much bette r

employed. Few things would mortify me more, than to see you bear-

ing a part in a concert, with a fiddle under your chin, or a pipe in your
mouth.

I have had a great deal of conversation with Comte du Perron, and
Comte Lascaris, upon your rabjeet: and I will tell you, very truly,

what Comte du Perron, (who is, in my opinion, a very pretty num.)
said of you : Hade Ve&prit, un saroir peu commun d son age, une grande
vicarite, et quand il aura writ den munieres il sera par/ait ; car il faut
avouerquHl sent encore le college; mais c-ela tiendra. I was very

glad to hear, from one whom I think so good a judge, that you wanted
nothing but des manures^ which I am convinced you will now soon

acquire, in the company which henoeforwarda you are likely to keep.

But I must add too, that, if you should DOt acquire them, all the rati

will be of little DM to yon. By r/tani?res, I do not mean bare common civi-

lity; every body mnst have that, who would not be kicked out of com-
pany; but I mean engaging! insinuating, shining manners ' distinguished

politeness, an almost irresistible address; a superior gracefulness in al)

you say and do. It is this alone that can give all your other talents

their full lustre and value; and, coaaeouently, it is this which should
now be the principal object of your attention. Observe minutely,

wherever you go, the allowed and established models of good breeding,

and form yourself upon them. Whatever pleases you most in others,

will infallibly please others in you. I have often repeated this to you;
now is your time of putting it in practice.

Pray make my compliments to Mr. Harte, and tell him I have
received his letter from Vienna of the 16th N. S., but that I shall not

trouble him with an answer to it till I have received the other letter

which he promises me, upon the subject of one of my last. I long to

hear fron him, after your settlement at Turin: the months that you are

to pa^s there will be very decisive ones for you. The exercises of the

Academy, ind the manners of courts must be attended to and acquired;

and, at the same time, your other studies continued. I am sure yo'-'

10*
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will not pass, nor desire, one single idle hour there : for I do not fore

see that you can, in any part of your life, put out six months to greatei

interest, than those next six at Turin.

We will talk hereafter about your stay at Rome, and in other parts

of Italy. This only I will now recommend to you ; which is, to extract

the spirit of every place you **» to. In those places, which are only

distinguished by classical fame, and valuable remains of antiquity, have
your classics in your hand and in your head : compare the ancient geo-

graphy, and descriptions, with the modern ; and never fail to take

notes. Rome will furnish you with business enough of that sort; but

then it furnishes you with many other objects, well deserving your
attention ; such as deep ecclesiastical craft and policy. Adieu.

LETTER CLXXXII.

London, April 27. O. S. 174».

Dear Boy: I have received your letter from Vienna, of the 19tb

N". S., which gives me great uneasiness, upon Mr. Harte's account. You
and I have reason to interest ourselves very particularly in every thing

that relates to him. I am glad, however, that no bone is broken or dis-

located ; which being the case, I hope he will have been able to pursue

his journey to Venice. In that supposition I direct this letter to you
at Turin ; where it will either find, or, at least, not wait very long for

you ; as I calculate that you will be there by the end of next month,

N. S. I hope you reflect how much you have to do there, and that you
are determined to employ every moment of your time accordingly.

You have your classical and severer studies to continue with Mr. Harte

;

you have your exercises to learn ; the turn and manners of a court to

acquire; reserving always some time for the decent amusements and
pleasures of a gentleman. You see I am never against pleasures; I

loved them myself, when I was of your age, and it is as reasonable that

you should love them now. But I insist upon it, that pleasures are

Very combinable with both business and studies, and have a much bet-

ter relish from the mixture. The man who cannot join business and
pleasure, is either a formal coxcomb in the one, or a sensual beast in

the other. Your evenings I therefore allot for company, assemblies,

balls, and such sort of amusements ; as I look upon those to be the best

schools for the manners of a gentleman ; which nothing can give but

use, observation and experience. You have, besides, Italian to learn,

to which I desire you will diligently apply ; for though French is, 1

believe, the language of the court at Turin, yet Italian will be very

necessary for you at Rome, and in other parts of Italy ; ac 1 if you are

well grounded in it while you are at Turin, (as you easily may, for it is

a very easy language,) your subsequent stay at Rome will make yoc

perfect in it. 1 would also have you acquire a general notion of forti-

fication ; I mean so far as not to be ignorant of the terms, which you

will often hear mentioned in company; such as Ravelin, Bastion^

Glacis, Contrescarpe, &c. In order to this, I do not propose that you

•houl 1 make a study of fortification, as if you were to be an engineer
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hut a very easy way of knowing, as mnch as you need know of them
will be to visit often the fortifications of Turin, in company with som€
old officer or engineer, who will show and explain to you the Severn]

works themselves; by which means you will get a clearer notion ol

them than if you were to see them only upon paper for seven years

together. Go to originals whenever you can, and trust to copies and

descriptions as little as possible. At your idle hours, while you are at

Turin, pray read the History of the House of Savoy, which was pro-

du'Mid a great many very great men. The late king, Victor Amedee,
was undoubtedly one, and the present king is, in my opinion, another
In general, I believe that little princes are more likely to be great men
than those whose more extensive dominions and superior strength flat-

ter them with a security : which commonly produces negligence and
indolence. A little prince, in the neighbourhood of great ones, must be

alert, and look out sharp, if he would secure his own dominions : much
more still if he would enlarge them. He must watch for oonjunc' ares,

or endeavour to make them. No princes have ever possessed this art

better than those of the House of Savoy ; who have enlarged their

dominions prodigiously within a century, by profiting of conjunctures.

I send you here enclosed, a letter mora Oomte Lascaris, who is a

warm friend of yours: I desire that you will answer it very soon and

cordially; and remember to make your compliments in it to Comte du
Perron. A young man should never be wanting in those attentions

;

they cost little, and bring in a great deal, by getting you people's pood
word and affection. They gain the heart, to which I have alwsy*
advised you to apply yours- If particularly; it guides ten thousand tor

one that reason influences.

1 cannot end this letter, or (I believe) any other, Without repc

my recommendation of tin Qraem, They are to be met with at 1

tor God's sake, sacrifice to them, and they will be propitious. People
mi-take grossly, to imagine that the least awkwardness, either in matter

or manner, mind or body, is an indifferent tiling, and col worthy of

attention. It may possibly be a weakness in me, (but iii .-hurt we are

all SO made): 1 cunt'.-— to you fairly, that when \nu shall come home,
and that I first see you, if 1 find you ungraceful in your address, and
awkward in your person and dress, it will be impossible t->, me U) love

vim half so well as 1 should otherwise do, let your intrinsic merit and
knowledge be ever Ml great. It that would be your case with me, as

it really would, judge how much worne it might be with others, who
have not the (tame affectum and partiality for you, and to whose hearts

you most make your own way.

Remember to write to me constantly, while you are in Italy, in the

German language and character, till you can write to me in Italian;

WhicH will not lie till you have been some time at Rome
Adieu, my dear boy : may you turn out what Mr. Harte and I wish

*ft I must add. that, ; f you do uot, it will be bo fh jour own fault

Mid vuur own misfortune.
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LETTER OLXXXII.

London, May 16, O.AM
Dear Boy : This letter will, I hope, find you settled to your seriou*

studies, *md your necessary exercises at Turin, after the hurry and the

dissipation of the Carnival at Venice. I mean that your stay at Turin

should, and I flatter myself that it will, be an useful and ornamental

period of your education; but at the same time i must tell you, that

all my affection for you has never yet given me so much anxiety, as

that which I now feel. While you are in danger, I shall be in fear;

and you are in danger at Turin. Mr. Harte will, by his care, arm you

as well as he can against it ; but your own good sense and resolution

can ^one make you invulnerable. I am informed, there are now many
English at the Academy at Turin ; and I fear, those are just so many
dangers for you to encounter. Who they are, I do not know; but J

well know the general ill conduct, the indecent behaviour, and the

illiberal views, of ray young countrymen abroad; especially wherever

they are in numbers together. Ill example is of itself dangerous

enough ; but those who give it, seldom stop there ; they add their

infamous exhortations and invitations ; and, if they fail, they have

recourse to ridicule, which is harder for one of your age and inexpe-

rience to withstand, than either of the former. Be upon your guard,

therefore, against these batteries, which will all be played upon you.

You are not sent abroad to converse with your own countrymen:

among them, in general, you will get little knowledge, no languages,

and, I am sure, no manners. I desire that you will form no connec-

tions, nor (what they impudently call) friendships, with these people;

which are, in truth, only combinations and conspiracies against good

morals and good manners. There is commonly, in young people, a

facility that makes them unwilling to refuse any thing that is asked of

them; a mauvaise honte, that makes them ashamed to refuse; and, at

the same time, an ambition of pleasing and shining in the company
they keep : these several causes produce the best effect in good com-

pany, but the very worst in bad. If people had no vices but their

own, few would have so many as they have. For my own part, J

would sooner wear other people's clothes than their vices ; and they

would sit upon me just as well. I hope you will have none ; but if

ever you have, I beg, at least, they may be all your own. Vices of

adoption are, of all others, the most disgraceful and unpardonable.

There are degrees in vices, as well as in virtues ; and I must do my
countrymen the justice to say, that they generally take their vices in the

lower degree. Their gallantry is the infamous mean debauchery of

stews, justly attended and rewarded by the loss of their health, as weE
as their character. Their pleasures of the table end in beastly drunken-

ness, low riot, broken windows, and very often (as they well deserve) bro

ken bones. They game for the sake of the vice, not of the amusement

and therefore carry it to excess ; undo, or are undone by their companions

By such conduct, and in such company abroad, they come home, thi

unimproved, illiberal, and ungentlemanlike creatures, that one dailv seen
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them , that is, in the park, and in the streets, for one never meets them
in £Ood company ; where they have neither manners to present them-
selves, nor merit to be received. But, with the manners of footmen and
grooms, they assume their dress too ; for you must have observed them
in the street* here, in dirty blue frocks, with oaken sticks in their hands,

and their hair greasy and unpowdered, tucked up under their hats of an
enormous size. Thus finished and adorned by their travels, they become
the disturbers of play-houses ; they break the windows, and commonly
the landlords, of the taverns where they drink : and are at once the sup-

port, the terror, and the victims, of the bawdy-houses they frequent.

These poor mistaken people think they shine, and so they do indeed;

but it is as putrefaction shines, in the dark.

I am not now preaching to you, like an old fellow, upon either reli-

gious or moral texts; I am persuaded that you do not want the best

instructions of that kind : but I am advising you as a friend, as a man
of the world, as one who would not have you old while you are young,

but would h;ive you to take all the pleasures that reason points out, and
that decency warrants. I will therefore suppose, for argument's Bake,

(tor upon no other account can it be supposed), that all the vices above
mentioned were perfectly innocent in themselves: they would still

degrade, vilify, and sink those who practised them ; would obstruct

their rising in the world, by debasing their characters ; and give them a

low turn of mind, and manners, absolutely inconsistent with their mak-
ing any figure in upper life, and great business.

What I have now ^aid, together with your own good sense, is, I hope,

sufficient to arm you against the seduction, the invitations, or the profli-

gate exhortations (for I cannot call them temptations) of those unfortunate

young people. On the other hand, when they would engage you in

ichetnee content yourself with a decent but steady refusal ; avoid

controversy upon such plain points. You are too young to convert

them ; and, I trust, too wise to be converted, by them. Slum them
not only in reality, but even in appearance, it' you would be well

received in good company; for people will always be shy of receiving a

man, who comes from a place where the plague rages, let him look ever

bo healthy. There are some expressions, both in French and English,

and some characters, both in those two and in other countries, which
have, I dare say, misled many young men to their ruin. Une honnete

debauche, une jolie debauche; an agreeable rake, a man of pleasure.

Do not think that this means debauchery and profligacy: nothing like

it. It means, at most, the accidental and unfrequent irregularities of

youth and vivacity, in opposition to dulness, formality, and want of

spirit. A commerce galant, insensibly formed with a woman of fashion;

a glass of wine or two too much, unwarily taken, in the warmth and

joy of good company ; or some innocent frolic, by which nobody is

injured, are the utmost bounds of that life of pleasure, which a man of

sense and decency, who has a regard for his character, will allow him-

self, or be allowed by otheis. Those who transgress them in the hope*

af shining, miss their aim, and become infamous, or at least contemptible.

The length or shortness of your stay at Turin will sufficiently inform

ue (even tuough Mr. liarte sho ild not) of vour conduct there; frn, a*
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[ have told you before, Mr. Harte has the strictest orders to cany yot
away immediately from thence, upon the first and least symptom of
infection that he discovers about you ; and I know him to be too con-

scientiously scrupulous, and too much your friend and mine, not to

execute them exactly. Moreover, I will inform you, that I shall have
constant accounts of your behaviour, from Comte Salraour, the Gov-
ernor of the Academy ; whose son is now here, and my particular

friend. I have, also, other good channels of intelligence, of which J do
not apprise you. But, supposing that all turns out well at Turin, yet,

as I propose your being at Kome, for the Jubilee, at Christmas, 1 desire

'hat you will apply yourself diligently to your exercises of dancing,

fencing, and riding at the Academy ; as well for the sake of your health

and growth, as to fashion and supple you. You must not neglect your
dress neither, but take care to be- Men mis. Pray send for the best

operator for the teeth, at Turin, where I suppose there is some famous
one ; and let him put yours in perfect order; and then take cure to keep
them so, afterwards, yourself. You had very good teeth, and 1 hope
they are so still ; but even those who haVe bad ones, should keep them
clean ; for a dirty mouth is, in my mind, ill manners. In short, neglect

nothing that can possibly please. A thousand nameless little things,

which nobody can describe, but which every body feels, conspire to

form that whole of pleasing ; as the several pieces of a Mosaic work
though separately of little beauty or value, when properly joined, fo rm
those beautiful figures which please every body. A look, a gesture, an

attitude, a tone of voice, all bear their parts in the great work of pleas-

ing. The art of pleasing is more particularly necessary in your intended

profession, than perhaps in any other ; it is, in truth, the first half of

your business ; for if you do not please the court you are sent to, you
will be of very little use to the court you are sent from. Please the

eyes and the ears, they will introduce you to the heart ; and nine times

in ten, the heart governs the understanding.

Make your court particularly, and shew distinguished attentions, to

such men and women as are best at court, highest in the fashion, ano

in the opinion of the public ; speak advantageously of them behind their

backs, in companies whom you have reason to believe will tell them
again. Express your admiration of the many great men that the House
of Savoy has produced: observe, that nature, instead of being exhausted

by those efforts, seems to have redoubled them, in the person of the

present King, and the Duke of Savoy; wonder, at this rate, where it

will end, and conclude that it must end in the government of all Europe.

Say this, likewise, where it will probably be repeated ; but say it unaffect-

edly, ard, the last especially, with a kind of enjouement. These little arts

are'very aUowable, and must be made use of in the course of the world;

they are pleasing to one party, useful to the other, and injurious to nobody

What J have said witli regard to my countrymen in general, does not

extend to them all without exception; there are some who have both

merit and manners. Your friend, Mr. Stevens, is among the latter ; and

I approve of your connection with him. You may happen to meet

with scne others, whose friendship may be of great use to you here

after, eiu»*- from their superior talents, or their rank and foitune; cui
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Ofvate them . but then I desire that Mr. Harte may be the judge oi those

persons.

Adieu, my dear child ! Consider seriously the importance of tha
'wo next years, to your character, your figure, and your fortune.

LETTER CLXXXIII.

Lohdoh, May 22, 0. J, 174t.

Dkar Boy : I recommended to you, in my last, an innocent piece

of art; that of flattering people behind their hacks, in presence of those,

who, to make their own court, much more than for your sake, will not
fail to repeat, and even amplify the praise to the party concerned. This
is, of all flattery, the most pleasing, and consequently the most effectual.

There are other, and many other inoffensive arts of this kind, which
are necessary in the course of the world, and which he who practices

the earliest, will please the most, and rise the soonest. The spirit and
vivacity of youth are apt to neglect them as Qselees, or reject them as

troublesome. But subsequent knowledge and experience of the world
reminds us of their importance, commonly when it is too late. The
principal of these things, is the mastery of one's temper, and that cool-

ness of mind, and serenity of countenance, which hinders us from dis-

covering, by words, actions, or even looks, those passions or sentiments
by which we are inwardly moved or agitated ; and the discovery of
which gives cooler and abler people such infinite advantages over us,

not only in great business, but in all the most common occurrences of

life. A man who dors not possess himselt enough to hffflr fliosgTOOabio

things, without viable marks of anger and change of countenance, or

agreeable ones, without sudden bursts of joy and expansion of counte
nance, is at the mercy of every artful knave, or pert coxcomb; the for

mer will provoke or please you by design, to catch unguarded words or
looks; by which he will easily decypher the secrets of your heart, of
which you should keep the key yourself, and trust it with no man liv-

ing. The latter will, by his absurdity, and without intending it, pro-
duce the same discoveries, of which other people will avail themselves.
You will say, possibly, that this coolness most he constitutional, and
consequently does not depend upon the will: and I will allow that con-
stitution has some power over us; but I will maintain, too, that people
very often, to excuse themselves, very unjustly accuse their constitu-

tions. Care and reflection, if properly used, will get the better: and a
i ian may as surely get a habit of letting his reason prevail over his

constitution, as of letting, as most people do, the latter prevail over the
former. If you find yourself subject to sudden starts of passion or
madness (for I see no difference between them, but in their duration),

resolve within yourself, at lea.>t, never to speak one word, while you
feel that emotion within you. Determine, too, to keep your counte-
nance as unmoved and unembarrassed as possible ; which steadiness

you may get a habit of, by constant attention. I should desire nothing
better, in any negotiation, than to have to do with one of those men
of warn\ qnick passions ; which I would take care to set in motion
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'Byartfc.p$y artful provocations, I/would extort rash unguarded expressions ; and,

by hinting at all the several things that I could suspect, infallibly dis-

cover the true one, by the alteration it occasioned in the countenance
of the person. Volto sciolto con pensieri stretti, is a most useful max-
im in business. It is so necessary at some games, such as Berlan Quinze,

&c, that a man who had not the command of his temper and counte-

nance, would infallibly be outdone by those who had, even though they

played fair. Whereas, in business, yon always play with sharpers; to

whom, at least, you should give no fair advantages. It may be objected,

that I am now recommending dissimulation to you; I both own and
justify it. It has been long said, Qui nescit dissimulare nescit regnare

:

Tgo still farther, and say, that without some dissimulation, no business

can be carried on at all. His simulation that is false, mean, and cri-

minal : that is the cunning which Lord Bacon calls, crooked or left-

handed wisdom, and which is never made use of but by those who have
hot true wisdom. And the same great man says, that dissimulation is

only to hide our own cards, whereas simulation is put on, in order to look

into other people's. Lord Bolingbroke, in his " Idea of a Patriot King,"

which he has lately published, and which I will send you by the first

opportunity, says very justly, that simulation is a stiletto, not only

an unjust but an unlawful weapon, and the use of it very rarely to be
excused, never justified. Whereas dissimulation is a shield, as secrecy

is armour ; and it is no more possible to preserve secrecy in business,

without some degree of dissimulation, than it is to succeed in business

without secrecy. He goes on, and says, that those two arts, of dissi-

mulation and secrecy, are like the alloy mingled with pure ore : a little

is necessary, and will not debase the coin below its proper standard

;

but if more than that little be employed, (that is, simulation and cun-

ning,) the coin loses its currency, and the coiner his credit.

Make yourself absolute master, therefore, of your temper and your
countenance, so far, at least, as that no visible change do appear in either,

whatever you may feel inwardly. This may be difficult, but it is by no
means impossible; and, as a man of sense never attempts impossibilities

on one hand, on the other, he is never discouraged by difficulties : od

the contrary, he redoubles his industry and his diligence, he perseveres

and infallibly prevails at last. In any point which prudence bids yc

pursue, and which a manifest utility attends, let difficulties only animate

your industry, not deter you from the pursuit. If one way has failed,

try another ; be active, persevere, and you will conquer. Some people

. are to be reasoned, some flattered, some intimidated, and some teazed into

a thing; but, in general, all are to be brought into it at last, if skilfully

applied to, properly managed, and indefatigably attacked in their several

weak places. The time should likewise be judiciously chosen; every

man has his mollia tempora, but that is far from being all day long;

and you would choose your time very ill, if you applied to a man about

one business, when his head was full of another, or when his heart was

full cf grief, anger, or any other disagreeable sentiment.

1In_j»rder to judge of the inside of others, study your own ; for men iL

general are very much alike; and though one has one prevailing passion,

and another has another, yet their operations are much the same ; and
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whatever engages or disgusts, pleases 01 offends you, in others, will

mutatis mutandis, engage, disgust, please, or offend others, in you
Observe, with the utmost attention, all the operations of your own
mind, the nature of your passions, and the various motives that deter-

m.ne your will; and you may, in a great degree, know all mankind.
For in>tance, do you find yourself hurt and mortified when another

makes you feel his superiority, and your own inferiority, in knowledge,
psrt.s, rank, or fortune? You will certainly take great care not to make
a person, whose good will, good word, interest, esteem, or friendship,

you would gain, feel that superiority in you, in case you have it. If dis-

agreeable insinuations, sly sneers, or repeated contradictions, teaze and
irritate you, would you use them where you wish to engage and please?

Surely not, and 1 hope you wish to engage and please, almost univer-

sally. The temptation of saying a smart and witty thing, or bon mot,
and the malicious applause with which it is commonly received ; has

made people who can >ay them, and, still oftener, people who think they

can, but cannot and yet try, more enemies, and implacable ones too,

than any one other thing that I know of. When such thing-, then, shall

happen to he said at your expense, (as sometimes they certainly will,)

reflect seriously upon the sentiments of uneasiness, anger, and resent-

ment, which they excite in you; and consider whether it can be prudent,

by the same mean-, to excite the same sentiments in others against you.

It is a decided folly to lose a friend for a jest; but, in my mind, it is not

a much less degree of f>lly, to make an enemy of an indifferent and
neutral person, for the sake of a bon mot. "When things of this kind

happen to be said of you, the most prudent way is to seem not to sup
pose that they are meant at you, hut to dissemble and conceal whatevei
degree of anger you may feel inwardly; hut, should they be BO plair

that you cannot be BUpposed ignorant of their meaning, to join in th'

laugh of the company against yourself; acknowledge the hit to be a fail

one, ami the jot a good one, and play oil" the whole thing in seeming
good humor; but by no means reply in the same way; which only

shows that you are hint, and publishes the victory winch you might
have concealed. Should the thing said, indeed injure your honour or
moral character, there is but one proper reply; which I hope you never
will have occasion to make.
As the female part of the world has some influence, and often too

much, over the male, your conduct with regard to women, (1 mean
women of fashion, for I cannot suppose you capable of conversing with
any others,) deserves some share in your reflections. They are a nu
merous and loquacious body: their hatred would be more prejudicial

than their friendship can be advantageous to you. A general complai-

aance and attention to that sex is therefore established by custon and
certainly necessary. But where you would particularly please any
one, whose situation, interest, or connections, can be of use to you,

rou must show particular preference. The least attentions please, the

greatest charm them. The innocent but pleasing flattery of their per-

sons, however gross, is greedily swallowed and kindly digested: but a

•eeming regard for their understandings, a seeming desire of, and defer-

ence for, their advice, together with a seeming confidence in their mora)
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rirtues, turns their heads entirely in your favour. Nothing shoe-:" tiiunt

bo much as *,he least appearance of that contempt which they art apt to

suspett men of entertaining of their capacities; and you may he very
6ure of gaining their friendship if you seem to think it worth gaining.

Here dissimulation is very often necessary, and even simulation some
Limes allowable ; which, as it pleases them, may he useful to you, and is

njurious to nobody.

This torn sheet,* which I did not observe when I began upon it, as it

alters the figure, shortens too the length of my letter. It may very well

afford it: my anxiety for you carries me insensibly to these lengths. I

am apt to flatter myself, that my experience, at the latter end of my life,

may be of use to you at the beginning of yours ; and I do not grudge the

greatest trouble, if it can procure you the least advantage I even repeat

frequently the same things, the better to imprint them on your young,
and, I suppose, yet giddy mind ; and I shall think that part of my time
the best employed, that contributes to make you employ yours well.

God bless you, child

!

LETTER OLXXXr?.
Losdoh, June 1«, O. 8. 1T41.

Deajr Boy : I do not guess where this letter will find you, but I hope
it will find you well : I direct it eventually to Laubach ; from whence I

suppose you have taken care to have your letters sent after you. I re-

ceived no account from Mr. Harte by last post, and the mail due this day
is not yet come in : so that my informations come down no lower than
the 2d June N. S., the date of Mr. Harte's last letter. As I am now easy

bout your health, I am only curious about your motions, which, I hope,

oave been either to Inspruck or Verona ; for I disapprove extremely of

your proposed long and troublesome journey to Switzerland. Wherever
you may b3, I recommend to you to get as much Italian as you can,

Defore you go either to Rome or Naples : a little will be of great use to

you upon the road ; and the knowledge of the grammatical part, which
you can easily acquire in two or three months, will not only facilitate

your progress, but accelerate your perfection in that language, when you
go to those places where it is generally spoken ; as Naples, Rome, Flor-

ence, <fec.

Should the state of your health not yet admit of your usual applica-

tion to books, you may, in a great degree, and I hope you will, repair

that loss, by useful and instructive conversations with Mr. Harte: you
may, for example, desire him to give you, in conversation, the outlines,

at least, of Mr. Locke's Logic ; a general notion of ethics, and a verbal

epitome of rhetoric; of all which Mr. Harte will give you clearer ideas

in half an hour, by word of mouth., than the books of most of the dull

fellows who hav? written upon those subjects would do in a week.

I have waited so long for the post, which I hoped would come, that

the post, which is just going out, obliges me to cut this letter 9bcrt.
rW biess you, my dear child ! and restore you soon to perfect health I

* The ongina is written upon a sheet of paper, the corner of which li tori..
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i&y cj'v.}.iiruents to Mr. Harte; to whose care your life is i.he least

'Ling that you owe.

LETTER CLXXXV.

Lohdoh, Jwm 22, O. & 174i.

Dxlb Boy : The outside of your letter of the 7th N. S., directed by
r<'iir own hand, gave me more pleasure than the inside of any other

fetter ever did. 1 received it yesterday at the same time with one from
Mr. liarte of the 6th. They arrived at a very proper time, for they

found a con>ultation of physicians in my room, upon account of a fever

which I had for four or live days, but which has now entirely left me.
As Mr. Harte says, that your lungs now and then give you a little pain;
and that your swellings came and go variably ; but as he mentions noth-

ing of your coughing, spitting, or sweating, the doctors take it for grant-

ed, that you are entirely free from those three bad symptoms: and from
thence conclude, that the pain which you sometimes feel upon your
lungs, is only symptomatical of your rheumatic disorder, from the pres-

sure of the muscles, which hinders the free play of the lungs. But,

however, as the lungs are a point of the utmost importance and delicacy,

they insi.st upon your drinking, in all events, asses' milk twice a-day,

and goats' whey as often as you plea>e, the oftener the better: in your
common diet, they recommend an attention to pectorals, such as sago,

barley, turnips, <fcc. These rules are equally good in rheumatic as in

consumptive oases; you will therefore,! hope, strictly observe them;
fori take it for granted that you are above the silly likings or dislikings,

in which silly people indulge their tastes, at the expense of their healths.

I approve of your going to Venice, a< much as I disapproved of your
going to Switzerland. 1 suppose that you are by this time arrived;

and, in that supposition, I direct this letter there. But if you should
rind the heat too great, or the water offensive, at this time of the year, I

would have yon go immediately to Verona, and stay there till the great

heats are over, before you return to Venice.
The time which you will probably pass at Venice will allow you to

make yourself master of that intricate and singular form of government,
of which few of our travellers know any thing. Read, ask, and see

every thing that is relative to it. There are likewise many valuable

remains of the remotest antiquity, and many fine pieces of the Antico
Modemo; all which deserve a different sort of attention from that which
your countrymen commonly give them. They go to see them, as they
go to see the liona, and kings on horseback, at the Towrer here, only to

say that they have seen them. You will, I am sure, view them in an-

other light; you will consider them as you would a poem, to which
indeed they are akin. You will observe, whether the sculptor has ani-

mated his stone, or the painter his canvas, into the just expression of

those sentiments and passions which should characterise and mark their

leveral figures. You will examine, likewise, whether in their groups
there be a unity of action, or proper relation; a truth of dress and man
aers Sculpture and oairting are very justly called liberal arts ; a livelj
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and strong imagination, together with a just observation, being abso
lutely necessary to excel in either ; which, in my opinion, is by no
means the case of music, though called a liberal art, and now in Italy
placed even above the other two; a proof of the decline of that country.
The Venetian school produced many great painters, such as Paul Ven.
nese, Titian, Palma, &c, of whom you will see, as well in private houses,
as in churches, very fine pieces. The Last Supper, of Paul Veronese,
in the church of St. George, is reckoned his capital performance, na<]

deserves your attention; as does also the famous picture of the Corii- ro

Family, by Titian. A taste for sculpture and painting is, in my min I. as

becoming, as a taste for fiddling and piping is unbecoming a man of fash-

ion. The former is connected with history and poetry ; the latter, witi.

nothing that I know of, but bad company.
Learn Italian as fast as ever you can, that you may be able to under-

stand it tolerably, and speak it a little, before you go to Rome and
Naples. There are many good historians in that language, and excellent

ranslations of the ancient Greek and Latin authors ; which are called

:he Collana; but the only two Italian poets, that deserve your acquaint-
ance, are Ariosto and Tasso ; and they undoubtedly have great merit.

Make my compliments to Mr. Harte, and tell him that I have consulted
about his leg, and that if it was only a sprain, he ought to keep a tight

bandage about the part, for a considerable time, and do nothing else to

it. Adieu ! Jubeo te bene valere.

LETTER CLXXXVI.

London, July 6, O. S. 1740

Dear Boy : As I am now no longer in pain about your health, which
I trust is perfectly restored ; and as, by the various accounts I have had
of you, I need not be in pain about your learning; our correspondence
may, for the future, turn upon less important points, comparatively

;

though still very important ones : I mean, the knowledge of the world,

decorum, manners, address, and all those (commonly called little) accom-
plishments, which are absolutely necessary to give greater accomplish-
ments their full value and lustre.

Had I the admirable ring of Gyges, which rendered the wearer invib-

ble; and had I, at the same time, those magic powers, which were very
common formerly, but are now very scarce, of transporting myself, by a

wish, to any given place; my first expedition would be to Venice, there

to reconnoitre you, unseen myself. I would first take you in the morning,
at breakfast with Mr. Harte, and attend to your natural and unguarded
conversation with him ; from whence, I think, I could pretty well judge
of your natural turn of mind. How I should rejoice if I overheard you
asking him pertinent questions upon useful subjects ! or making judicious

reflections upon the studies of that morning, or the occurrences of the

former day! Then fc would follow you into the different companies of

the day, and carefully observe in what manner you presented yourself to,

and behaved yourself with, men of sense and dignity ; whether your
address was respectful, and yet easy; your air modest, and yet unem
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barrassed; and I would, at the same time, penetrate into their thoughts,

in order to know whether your first abord made that advantageous im-

pression upon their fancies, which a certain address, air, and manners,
never fail doing. 1 would afterwards follow yon to the mixed compa-
nies of the evening; such as assemblies, suppers, &c, aud there watch
if you trilled gracefully and genteelly: if your good-breeding and polite-

ness made way for your parts and Knowledge. With what pleasure

should 1 hear people cry out, Che garbato-Cavahere, com? e pulito, dis-

iniolto, spiritoso! If all these things turned out to my mind, 1 would
immediately assume my own shape, become visible, and embrace you
but if the contrary happened, 1 would preserve my invisibility, make the

best of my way home again, and sink my disappointment upon you and
the world. As, unfortunately, these supernatural powers of Genii, Fai

ries, Sylphs, ami Gnomes, have had the fate of the oracles they succeeded,

and have ceased for some time, 1 must content myself, (till we meet nat-

urally, and in the common way,) with Mr. Harte's written accounts of

vou, and the verbal ones which 1 now and then receive from people who
have seen you. However, 1 believe it would do you no harm, if you
would always imagine that 1 were present, and saw and heard every
thing you did and said.

There is a certain concurrence of various little circumstances, which
compose what the French call Vnimable ; and which, now that you ar€

entering into the world, you ought to make it your particular study to

acquire. Without them, your learning will be pedantry, your conver-
sation often improper, always unpleasant, and your figure, however good
in it-elf, awkward and unengaging. A diamond, while rough, has indeed
its intrinsic value; but, till polished, is of no use, and would neither be

sought for nor worn. Its great lustre, it is true, proceeds from its solid-

ity, and strong cohesion of parts; but without the last polish, it would
remain for ever a dirty, rough mineral, in the cabinets of some few
curious collectors. You have, 1 hope, that solidity, and cohesion of

parts; take now as much pains to get the lustre. Good company, if you
make the right Use or it, will cut you into shape, and give you the true

brilliant polish. A propos of diamonds; 1 have sent you, by Sir James
Gray, the King's Minister, who will be at Venice about the middle of

September, my own diamond buckles; which are titter for your young
feet, than for m\ old ones: they will properly adorn you; they would
only expose me. If Sir James tind- any laxly whom he can trust, and
who will be at Venice before him, he will send them by that person;
but if he phould not, and that you should be gone from Venice before

he gets there, he will in that ease give them to your banker,, Monsieur
O-rnet, to forward to you, wherever you may then be. You are now
01 a* ago, ajt which the adorning your person is not only not ridiculous,

but
; roper and becoming. Negligence would imply either an inditl'er-

en> « a'.-out pleasing, or else an insolent security of pleasing, without
usi;i£ those means to which others are obliged to have recourse. A
borough cleanliness in your person is as necessary, for your own health,

v> it is not to be offensive to other people. Washing yourself, and rub
uv your body and limbs frequently with a flesh-brush, will con/luce a§

-uucu to health as to cleanliness. A particular attention to the cleanli
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ness of your mouth, teeth, hands, and nails, is but common decency, in

order not to offend people's eyes and noses.

I send you here inclosed a letter of recommendation to the Duke of
Nivernois. the French Ambassador at Rome; who is, in my opinion,
one of the prettiest Lien I ever knew in my life. I do not know a better
model for you to form yourself upon

;
pray observe and frequent him as

much as you can. He will shew you what manners and graces are. I

shall, by successive posts, send you more letters, both for Rome and
Naples, where it will be your own fault entirely, if you do not keep the
very best company.
As you will meet swarms of Germans wherever you go, I desire that

you will constantly converse with them in their own language, which
will improve you in that language, and be, at the same time, an agree-
able piece of civility to them.
Your stay in Italy will, 1 do not doubt, make you critically master oi

Italian ; 1 know it may, if you please, for it is a very regular, and con-
sequently a very easy language. Adieu ! God bless you 1

LETTER OLXXXVII.

London, July 20, 0. S. 1748.

Deae Bot : I wrote to Mr. Harte last Monday, the 17th, O. S., in an
swer to his letter of the 20th June, N. S., which I had received but the
day before, after an interval of eight posts ; during which, I did not
know whether you or he existed, and indeed I began to think that you
did not. By that letter you ought at this time to be at Venice ; where
1 hope you are arrived in perfect health, after the baths of Tieffer, in

case you have made use of them: I hope they are not hot baths, if your
lungs are still tender.

Your friend, the Comte d'Einsiedlen, is arrived here : he has been at

my door, and 1 have been at his ; but we have not yet met. He will

dine with me some day this week. Comte Lascaris inquires after you
very frequently, and with great affection

;
pray answer the letter which

I forwarded to you a great while ago from him. You may inclose your
answer to me, and I will take care to give it him. Those attentions

ought never to be omitted ; they cost little, and please a great deal ; but
the neglect of them offends more than you can yet imagine. Great
merit, or great failings, will make you be respected or despised ; but
trifles, little attentions, mere nothings, either done, or neglected, will

make you either liked or disliked, in the general run of the world.
Examine yourself why you like such and such people, and dislike such
and such others ; and you will find, that those different sentiments pro
ceed from very slight causes. Moral virtues are the foundation of society

in general, and of friendship in particular; but attentions, manners, and
graces, both adorn and strengthen them. My heart is so set upon your
pleaaiug, and consequently succeeding, in the worWl, that possibly I hv*e
already (and probably shall again) repeat the same things over and ovu
to you. However, to err, if I do err, on the surer side, I shall ooiitli.Qti

U. communicate to you those observations ipon the world which 1 »n>
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experience has enabled me to make, and which I have generally found

to hold true. Your youth and talents, armed with my experience, may
go a great way ; and that armour is very much at your service, if yon
piease to wear it. I premise that it is not my imagination, but my
memory, that gives you these rules: I am not writing pretty, but useful

reflections. A man of sense soon discovers, because he carefully observes,

where, and how long, he is welcome; and takes care to leave the com-
pany, at least as soon as he is wished out of it. Fools never perceive

where they are either ill-timed or ill-placed.

I am this moment agreeably stopped, in the course of my reflections,

by the arrival of Mr. Harte's letter of the 13th July, N. S., to Mr. Graven
kop, with one inclosed for your Mamma. 1 find by it that many of his

and your letters to me must have miscarried ; for he says, thai I have
had regular accounts of.you: whereas all those accounts have been only,

his letter of the 6th and yours of the 7th June, N. IS.; his of the 20th

June, N. S., to me; and now his of the 13th July, N. S., to Mr. Greven-
kop. However, since you are so well, as Mr. Harte says you are, all is

well. 1 am extremely glad that you have no complaint upon your lungs;

but I desire that you will think you have, for three or four months to

come. Keep in a course of asses' or goats' milk, for one is as good as

the other, and possibly the latter is the best; and let your common food

be as pectoral as you can conveniently make it. Pray tell Mr. Harte

that, according to his desire, I have wrote a letter of thanks to Mr. Fb>
miau. I hope you write to him too, from time to time. The letters of

recommendation of a man of Lis merit and learning will, to be sure, be

of great 086 to you among the learned world in Italy; that is, provided

you take care to keep up to the character he gives you in them; other-

wise they will only add to your disgrace.

Consider that yon have lost a good deal of time by your illness; fetch

it up now that yon are well. At present you should be a good econo-

mist of your moments, of which company and Bights will claim a con-

siderable share; so that those which remain for .study must lit- not only

attentively, but greedily employed. But indeed 1 do not snspect yot

of one single moment's idleness in the whole day. Idleness is only the

refuge of weak minds, aud the holiday of fools. 1 do not call good com-

pany and liberal pleasures, idleness; far from it : In commend to you a

good share of both.

1 send you here inclosed a letter for Cardinal Alexander Albani, which

yju will give him, as soon as you get to Rome, and before you deliver

any others; the Purple expects that preference; go next to the Due de

Nivernois, to whom you are recommended by several people at Paris, as

well as by my self. Then you may carry your other letters occasionally.

Remember to pry narrowly into every part of the government of

Venice: inform yourself of the History of that Republic, especially of

its most remarkable a-ras ; such as the Ligue de Cambray, in 15UW. by

which it had like to have been destroyed; and the conspiracy formed

by the llarquis de Bedmar, the Spanish Ambassador, to subject ii to the

Crown of Spain. The famous disputes between that Republic and the

Pc, 2 are worth your knowledge; and the writings of the celebrated

and learned Fra Paolo di Swrpi, upon that occasion, worth your read
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ing. It was once the greatest commercial power in Europe, ami m thi

14th and 15th centuries made a considerable figure ; but at present its

commerce is decayed, and its riches consequently decreased ; and, far

from meddling now with the affairs of the Continent, it owes its security

to its neutrality and inefficiency ; and that security will last no longer,

than till one of the great Powers in Europe engrosses the rest of Italy

;

an event which this century possibly may, but which the next probably

will see.

Your friend Comte d'Ensiedlen, and his Governor, have been with me
ttis moment, and delivered me your letter from Berlin, of February the

ibth, N. S. I like them both so well, that I am glad you did ; and still

gladder to hear what they say of you. Go on, and continue to deserve

the praises of those who deserve praises themselves. Adieu.

I break open this letter to acknowledge yours of the 30th June, N. S.,

which I have but this instant received, though thirteen days antecedent

in date to Mr. Harte's last. I ne\ er in my life heard of bathing four

hours a day ; and I am impatient to hear of your safe arrival at Venice,

after so extraordinary an operation.

LETTER OLXXXVIII.

Lomdon, July 80, 0. 8. 174».

Dkae Boy: Mr. Harte's letters and yours drop in upon me most
irregularly ; for I received, by the last post, one from Mr. Harte, of the

9th, N. S., and that which Mr. Grevenkop had received from him, the

post before, was of the 13th ; at last, 1 suppose, I shall receive them all.

I am very glad that my letter, with Dr. Shaw's opinion, has lessened

your bathing; for since I was born, I never heard of bathing four hours

a-day ; which would surely be too much, even in Medea's kettle, if you
wanted (as you do not yet) new boiling.

Though, in that letter of mine, I proposed your going to Inspruck, it

was only in opposition to Lausanne, which I thought much too long and

painful a journey for you; but you will have found, by my subsequent

letters, that I entirely approved of Venice: where I hope you have now
been some time, and which is a much better place for you to reside at,

till you go to Naples, than either Tieffer or Laubach. I love capitals

extremely; it is in capitals that the best company is always to be found;

and consequently, the best manners to be learned. The very best pro-

vincial places have some awkwardness, that distinguish their manners

from those of the metropolis. A propos of capitals, I send you here two
letters of recommendation to Naples, from Monsieur Finochetti, the Nea-
politan Minister at the Hague ; and in my next I shall send you two more,

from the same person, to the same place.

I have examined Comte d'Einsiedlen so narrowly concerning you, that

I Vive extorted from him a confession, that you do not care to speak

German, unless to such as understand no other language. At this rate,

you will never speak it well, which I am very desirous that you should

do. and of which you would, in time, find the advantage. Whoever hat
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act the command of a language, and does not speak it with facility, wift

always appear below himself, when he converses in that language; the

want of words and phrases will cramp and lame his thoughts. As you
ttjw know German enough to express yourself tolerably, speaking it very

often will soon make you speak it very well : And then you will appea*

in it whatever you are. What with your own Saxon servant and the

iwarin? of Germans you will meet with wherever you go, you may have
opportunities of conversing in that language half the day ; and I do very

seriously desire that you will, or else all the pains that you have alread)

taken about it are lost. You will remember likewise, that, till you can

«mte in Italian, you are always to write to me in German.
Mr Harte's conjecture concerning your distemper seems to be a very

reasonable one; it agrees entirely with mine, which is the universal

rule by winch every man judges of another man's opinion. But, what-
ever ma) have been the cause of your rheumatic disorder, the effects

are still to be attended to ; and as there must be a remaining acrimony
in your blood, you ought to have regard to that, in your common diet

as well as in your medicines; both which should be of a sweetening
alkaline nature, and promotive of perspiration. Rheumatic complaints

we very apt to return, and those returns would be very vexatious and
detrimental to you, at your age, and in your course of travels. Your
time is, now particularly, inestimable; and every hour of it, at present,

worth more ti\nn a year will be to you twenty years hence. You are

now laying tin foundation of your future character and fortune; and
one single ston*- wanting in that foundation is of more consequence than

fifty in the «upnr structure; which can always be mended and embel-
lished if the foundation is solid. To carry on the metaphor of build

ding: I would wish you to be a Corinthian edifice, upon a Tuscan
foundation; the latter having the utmost strength and solidity to sup-

port, and the farmer all possible ornaments to decorate. The Tuscan
column is coarse, clumsy, and unpleasant; nobody looks at it twice;
the Corinthian duted column is beautiful and attractive; but without
a solid foundation, can hardly be seen twice, because it must soon tum-
ble down. Tom affectionately.

LETTER CLXXXIX.

LOHDO*, Augu«t 7, O. S. 174».

Dia* Boy: By Mr. Earte's letter to me of the 18th July, N. S.,

rhich I received by the last post, I am at length informed of the par-
ticulars both of your past distemper, and of your future motions. As
to the former, 1 am now oonvloned, and so is Dr. Shaw, that your lungs
were only symptomatically alfected ; and that the rheumatic tendency
is wlut you are chiefly now to guard against, but (for greater security)
with due attention still to your lungs, as if they had been, and still

were, a liUle affected. In either case, a cooling, pectoral regimen is

equally good. By cooling, I mean cooling in its consequences, not cold
•o the palate; for nothing is more dangerous than very cold liquors, at

the very rime that one longs for them the nost ; which is, when one if

11
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very hot. Fruit, when full ripe, is very wholesome ; bit then it nrisl

be within certain bounds as to quantity; for I have kncwn many of
my countrymen die of bloody-fluxes, by indulging in too great a quan-
tity of fruit, in those countries, where, from the goodness and ripeness

of it, they thought it could do them no harm. Ne quid nimis, is a
most excellent rule in every thing ; but commonly the least observed,

by people of your age, in any thing.

As to your future motions, I am very well pleased with them, and
greatly prefer your intended stay at Verona, to Venice, wLoro almost

stagnating waters must, at this time of the year, corrupt the air.

Verona has a pure and clear air, and, as I am informed, a great deal of

good company. Marquis Maffei, alone, would be worth goi^g there for.

You may, I think, very well leave Verona about the m'ddle of Septem-
ber, when the great heats will be quite over, and then make the best

of your way to Naples; where, I own, I want to have you by way of

precaution, (I hope it is rather over caution,) in case of the last remains

of a pulmonio disorder. The amphitheatre at Verona is worth your
attention; as are also many buildings there and at Vicenza, of the

famous Andrea Palladio, whose taste and style of buildings were truly

antique. It would not be amiss, if you employed three or four days

in learning the five orders of Architecture, with their general propor-

tions ; and you may know all that you need know of tliem in that

time. Palladio's own book of Architecture is the best you can make
use of for that purpose, skipping over the lowest mechanical part of it,

such as the materials, the cement, &c.
Mr. Harte tells me, that your acquaintance with the Classics is

renewed ; the suspension of which has been so short, that I dare say it

has produced no coldness. I hope, and believe, you are now so much
master of them, that two hours every day, uninterruptedly, for a year

or two more, will make you perfectly so; and I think yoi cannot now
allot them a greater share than that of your time, considering the many
other things you have to learn and to do. You must Ijiow how to

speak and write Italian perfectly : you must learn some Logic, some
Geometry, and some Astronomy ; not to mention your Exercises, where
they are to be learned ; and, above all, you must learn the World, which
is not soon learned ; and only to be learned by frequenting good and
various companies.

Consider, therefore, how precious every moment of time is to you
now. The more you apply to your business, the more yoa will taste

your pleasures. The exercise of the mind in the morning whets the

appetite for the pleasures of the evening, as much as the exercise of the

body whets the appetite for dinner. Bu5iness and pleasure, rightly

understood, mutually assist each other ; instead of being enemies, as

silly or dull people often think them. ITo man tastes pleasures truly,

who does not earn them by previous business ; and few people do busi-

ness well, who do nothing else. Remember *hat when I speak of plea-

sures, I always mean the elegant pleasure, of a rational being, and not

•he brutal ones of a swine. I mean la tonne Chere, short of gluttony

;

wwie, infinitely short of drunkenness; play, without the last gaming;

in
J
gallantry, without debauchery. There is a line in all these things.
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w! j.]i men of sense, for greater security, take care to *cep a good deal

on the right side of; for sickness, pain, contempt and infamy, lie imme-
diately on the other side of it. Men of sense and merit, in all othet

respects, may have had some of these failings ; but then those few
examples, instead of inviting us to imitation, should only put us the

more upon our guard against such weaknesses : and whoever thinks them
fashionable, will not be so himself; I have often known a fashionable

man have some one vice ; but I never in my life knew a vicious man a

fashionable man. Vice is as degrading as it is criminal. God bless

fou, ray dear f*hi]d !

LETTER CXC.

Losdob, Auffu* 80, O. 8. 174V.

Dear Box : Let us resume our reflections upon men, their charactera,

their manners, in a word, our reflections upon the world. They may
help you to fors yourself, and to know others; a knowledge very use-

ful at all ages, \>.ry rare at yours. It seems as if it were nobody's busi-

ness to communicate it to young men. Their masters teach them,
eingly, the languages, or the sciences of their several departments ; and
are indeed generally incapable of teaching them the world: their

parents are often so too, or at least neglect doing it; either from avo-

cations, indifference, or from an opinion, that throwing them into the

world (as they call it) is the best way of teaching it them. This last

notion is in a great degree true ; that is, the world can doubtless never

be well known by theory : practice is absolutely necessary ; but surely

it is of great use to a young man, before he sets out for that country,

full of mazes, windings, and turnings, to have at least a general map
of it, made by some experienced traveller.

There is a certain dignity of manners absolutely necessary, to make
even the most valuable character either respected or respectable.

Horse-play, romping, frequent and loud tits of hiughter, jokes, wag-
gery, and indiscriminate familiarity, will sink both merit and know-
ledge into a degree ol contempt. They compose at most a merry fel-

low ; and a merry fellow was never yet a respectable man. Indiscri-

minate familiarity either offends your superiors, or else dubbs you their

dependent, and led captain. It gives your interiors just, but trouble-

some and improper claims of equality. A joker is near akin to a
buffoon ; and neither of them is the least related to wit. Whoever is

admitted or sought for, in company, upon any other account than that

of hi* merit and manners, i.- never respected there, bat only made use
of. We will have such-a-one, for he sings prettily ; we will invite such-

a-one to a ball, for he dance.- well : we will have such-a-one at supper,
for he is always joking and laughing ; we will ask another, because he
plays deep at all games, or because he can drink a great deal. Theso
are all vilifying distinctions, mortifying preferences, and exclude all

ideas of esteem and regard. Whoever is had (as it is called) in company
for the sake of any one thing singly, is singly that thing, and will never
be considered in any other light ; consequently never respected, let his

merits be what they will
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This dignity of manners, which I recommend so mnch to yon, is

not only as different from pride, as true courage is from blustering, or

true wit from joking; but is absolutely inconsistent with it; for noth-

ing vilifies and degrades more than pride. The pretensions of the

proud man are oftener treated with sneer and conu-mpt, than with
indignation ; as we offer ridiculously too little to a tradesman, who asks

ridiculously too much for his goods; but we do not haggle with one

who only asks a just and reasonable price.

Abject flattery and indiscriminate assentation deer.*Jo as much as

indiscriminate contradiction and noisy debate disgust. But a modest
assertion of one's own opinion, and a complaisant acquiescence to other

people's, preserve dignity.

Vulgar, low expressions, awkward motions and address, vilify, as they

imply either a very low turn of mind, or low education and low com-
pany.

Frivolous curiosity about trifle?, and a laborious attention to little

objects, which neither require nor deserve a moment's thought, lowei

a man ; who from thence is thought (and not unjustly) incapable of

greater matters. Cardinal de Retz, very sagaciously, marked out Car-

dinal Chigi for a little mind, from the moment that ho told him he had
wrote three years with the same pen, and that it was an excellent good

one still.

A certain degree of exterior seriousness in looks and motions gives

dignity, without excluding wit and decent cheerfulness, which are

always serious themselves. A constant smirk upon the face, and a

whiffling activity of the body, are strong indicetions of futility. Who-
evei is in a hurry, shews that the thing he is &boit is too big for him.

Haste and hurry are very different things.

I have cmly mentioned some of those things which may, and do, in

the opinion of the world, lower and sink charactf rs, in other respects

valuable enough, but I have taken no notice of those that affect and sink

the moral characters. They are sufficiently obvi »:is. A man who has

patiently been kicked may as well pretend to courage, as a man blasted

by vices and crimes may to dignity of any kind. But an exterior de-

cency and dignity of manners will even keep su< h a man longer from

sinking, than otherwise he would be : of s ich consequence is the

to irpeirov, even though affected and put on ! Pray read frequently, and
with the utmost attention, nay, get by hea-t, if you can, that incompar-

able chapter in Cicero's Offices, upon the To npenov, or the Decorum.
It contains whatever is necessary for the dignity of manners.

In my next I will send you a general map of courts ; a region yet

unexplored by you ; but which you are one day to inhabit. The ways
are generally crooked and full of turnings, sometimes strewed with

flowers, sometimes choked up with briars; rotten ground and deep pita

frequently lie concealed under a smooch and pleasing surface ; all the

paths are slippery, and every slip is dangerous. Sense and discretion

'nust accompany you at your first setting out ; but, notwithstanding

those, till experience is your guide, you "ill every now and then step

out of your way, or stumble.

Lady Chesterfield has just now received your German letter, for v hick
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she thanks you ; she says the language is very correct ; and I can plainlv

see that the character is well formed, not to say better than youi
English character. Continue to write German frequently, that it may
beo>me q.iite familiar to you. Adieu.

LETTER CXCI.

Losdoh, August, 81, 0. S. 1749.

Diae Boy : By the last letter that I received from Mr. Harte, of the

81st July, N. S., I suppose you are now either at Venice or Verona,

and perfectly recovered of your late illness : which, I am daily more
and more convinced, had no consumptive tendency; however, for some
time still, faites comma sHl y en avoit, be regular, and live pec-

torally.

Yuu will soon be at courts, where, though you will not be concerned,

yet reflection and observation upon what you see and hear there may
be of use to you, when hereafter you may come to be concerned in

courts yourself. Nothing in courts is exactly as it appears to be; often

very different ; sometimes directly contrary. Interest, which is the

real spring of every thing there, equally creates and dissolves friendship,

produces and reconciles enmities; or, rather, allows of neither real

friendships nor enmities; for, as Dryden very justly observes, Politi-

cian* neither lov* nor hate. This is so true, that you may think you

connect yourself with two friends to-day, and be obliged to-morrow to

make your option between them as enemies; observe, therefore, such

a degree of reserve with your friends, as not to put yourself in their

power, if they should become your enemies ; and such a degree of

moderation with your enemies, as not to make it impossible for them
to become your friends.

Courts are, unquestionably, the seats of politeness and good-breeding;

were they not so, they would be the seats of slaughter and desolation.

Those who now smile upon and embrace, would affront and stab each

other, if manners did not interpose; but ambition and avarice, the two
prevailing passions at courts, found dissimulation more effectual than

violence; and dissimulation introduced that habit of politeness, which
distinguishes the courtier from the country gentleman. In the former

case the strongest body would prevail ; in the latter, the strongest mind.

A man of parts and efficiency need not flatter every body at court;

but he must take *reat care to offend nobody personally; it being in the

power of every many to hurt him, who cannot serve him. Homer sup-

poses a chain let down from Jupiter to the earth, to connect him with
mortals. There is, at all courts, a chain which connects the prince or

the minister with the page of the back-stairs, or the chamber-maid.

The king's wife, or mistress, has an influence over him ; a lover lias an
influence over her; the chambermaid, or the valet de chambre, has an

licence over both; and so ad infinitum. You must, therefore, not

treat a link of that chain, by which you hope to climb up to the prince

Yf u mudt renounce courts, if you will not connive at knaves, ar.d
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tolerate fools. Their number makes them considerable. Yc^ elionld

as little quarrel as connect yourself with either.

Whatever you say or do at court, you may depend upon it, will be
known ; the business of most of those, whc crowd levees and anti-

chambers, being to repeat all that they see or hear, and a great deal
that they neither see nor hear, according as they are inclined to the
persons concerned, or according to the wishes of those to whom they
hope to make their court. Great caution is therefore necessary ; and if,

to great caution, you can join seeming frankness and openness, you will

unite what Machiavel reckons very difficult, but very necessary to be
united ; volto sciolto £ pensieri stretti.

Women are very apt to be mingled in court intrigues ; but they
deserve attention better than confidence; to hold by them is a very
precarious tenure.

I am agreeably interrupted in these reflections by a letter which I

have this moment received from Bar^nFirmian. It contains your pane-
gyric, and with the strongest protestations imaginable that he does you
only justice. I received this favourable account or )oa with pleasure,

and I communicate it to you with as much. While you deserve praise,

it is reasonable you should know that you meet with it ; and I make no
doubt, but that it will encourage you in persevering to deserve it. This
is one paragraph of the Baron's letter. "Ses mozurs dans un age si ten-

dre, reglees selon toutes les loix oVune morale exacte et sensee; son appli-

cation (that is what I like) d tout ce qui s'appelle etude serieuse, et Belles

Lettres, eloignee de Vombre mime oVun Faste Pedantesque, le randent tret

digne de vos tendres soins ; et f ai Vhonneur de vous assurer que chacun
se louera beaucoup de son commerce ais'e, et de son amitie; f en ai profit^
avec plasir iei et d Vienne, et je me crois tres heureux de la permission,

quHl m Ja accordee, de la continuer par la voie de lettres*."—Reputation,
like health, is preserved and increased by the same means by whioh it is

acquired. Continue to desire and deserve praise, and you will certainly

find it. Knowledge, adorned by manners, will infallibly procure it.

Consider, that you have but a little way farther to get to your journey's
end ; therefore, for God's sake, do not slacken your pace ; one year and
a-half more of sound application, Mr. Harte assures me, will finish this

work ; and when this work is finished well, your own will be very easily

done afterwards. LesManieres et les Graces are no immaterial parts of
hat work ; and I beg that you will give as much of your attention to

them as to your books. Every thing depends upon them ; senza di noi
ogni fatica I tana. The various companies you now go into will pro-
cure thorn you, if you will carefully observe, and form yourself upon
those who have them.
Adieu I God bless you ! and may you ever deserve that affection with

which I am now, Yours I

• "Notwithstanding his great youth, his manners are regulated by the most aaexception-
able rules of sense, and of morality. His application {that is what I lite) to every kind of

serious studr as well as to polite literature, without even the least appearance of ostenta-
tious pedantry, render hlra worthy of your most tender affection ; and 1 have the honour ot

assuring you, that every one cannot but b- pleased with the acquisition of his acquaintaace,
»>r of his friendship. I have profited of it, ooth here and at Vienna ; and shall esteem mjaell
Tery happy to make use of the permission he has given me of continuing it by lettar."
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LETTER CXCII.

Lo«do», September 6, 0. 8. 1T4».

£>«ab Boy: 1 have received yours from Laubach, of the 17th of Aq-
gust, N. S., with the inclosed tor Comte Lascaris; which I have given

him, and with which he is extremely pleased, as I am with your account

of Carniola. I am very glad that you attend to, and inform yourself 0%
the political objects of the country you go through. Trade and manu-
faa ures are very considerable, not to say the most important ones; for.

though armies and navies are the shining marks of the strength of

countries, they would be very ill paid, and consequently fight very ill

if manufactures and commerce did not support them. You have cer-

tainly observed in Germany the inefficiency of great powers, with great

tracts of country and swarms of men ; which are absolutely useless, if

not paid by other powers, who have the resources of manufactures and
commerce. This wc have lately experienced to be the case of the two
Empresses of Germany and Russia: England, France, and Spain, must
pay their respective allies, or they may as well be without them.

I have not the least objection to your taking, into the bargain, the

observation of natural curiosities ; they are very welcome, provided they

do not take up the rv^ra of better things. But the forms of government,

the maxims of polk), the strength or weakness, the trade and commerce
of the several countries you see or hear of are the important objects, which
I recommend to your most minute inquiries, and most serious attention.

I thought that the republic of Venice had by this time laid aside that silly

and frivolous piece of policy, of endeavouring to conceal their form of

government; which any body may know, pretty nearly, by taking the

pains to read four or five books, which explain all the great parts of it;

and as for some of the little wheels of that machine, the knowledge of

them would be as little useful to others as dangerous to themselves.

Their best policy (I can tell them) is to keep quiet, and to offend no one

great power, by joining with another. Their escape, after the Ligue of
Cambray, should prove a useful lesson to them.

I a:u glad you frequent the assemblies at Venice. Have you seen

Monsieur and Madame Capello: and how did they receive you? Let

me know who are the ladies whose houses you frequent the most.

Have you seen the Comptesse d'Orselska, Princess of Holstein ? Is Comte
Algarotti, who was the tenant there, at Venice?
You will, in many parts of Italy, meet with numbers of the Preten-

der's people (English, Scotch and Irish fugitives,) especially at Rome

;

probably the Pretender himself. It is none of your business to deolare

war to these people ; as little as it is your interest, or, I hope, yonr

inclination, to connect yourself with them ; and therefore I recommend
to you a perfect neutrality. Avoid them as much as you can with

decency and good manners ; but when you cannot, avoid any political

conversation or debates wilh them ; tell them that you do not concern

yourse'f with political matters : that you are neither maker nor a de-

poser of kings ; that when you left England, you left a king in it, and

h&*e co* «ino* heard either of his death, or of any revolution that ha*
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happened; and that you take kings and kingdoms as yon find them;
but enter no further into matters with them, which can be of no use,

and might bring on heats and quarrels. When you speak of the old

Pretender, you will call him only the Chevalier de Ft. George; but

mention him as seldom as possible. Should he chance to speak to you
at any assembly, (as, I am told, he sometimes does to the English,) be

sure that you seem not to know him ; and answer him civilly, but

always either in French or in Italian ; and give hLu, in the former, the

appellation of Monsieur, and in the latter, of Sigaore. Should you
meet with the Cardinal of York, you will be under no difficulty ; for

he has, as Cardinal, an undoubted right to Eminenza. Upon the

whole, see any of those people as little as possible ; when you do see

them, be civil to them, upon the footing of strargers ; but never be

drawn into any altercations with them, about the imaginary right of

their king, as they call him.

It is to no sort of purpose to talk Lo those people of the natural rights

of mankind, and the particular constitution of this country. Blinded

by prejudices, soured by misfortunes, and tempted by their necessities,

they are as incapable of reasoning rightly, as they have hitherto been

of acting wisely. The late Lord Pembroke never would know any

thing that he had not a mind to know ; and, in this ctse, I advise you

to follow his example. Never know either the father or the two sons,

any otherwise than as foreigners; and so, not knowing their pretensions,

you have no occasion to dispute them.

I can never help recommending to you the utmost attention and care,

to acquire les Manures, la Tournure, et les Graces, (Tun galant homme,
et d'un Jiomme de cour. They should appear in every look, in every

action ; in your address, and even in your dress, if you would either

please or rise in the world. That you may do both (and both are in

your power) is most ardently wished you, by Yours.

P. S. I made Comte Lascaris shew me your letter, which I liked very

well ; the style was easy and natural, and the French pretty correct.

There were so few faults* in the orthography, that a little more obser-

vation of the jest French authors would make you a correct master of

that necessary language.

I will not conceal from you, that I have lately had extraordinary good

accounts of you, from an unexpected and judicious person, who pro-

mises me, that, with a little more of the world, your manners and

address will equal your knowledge. This is the more pleasing to me,

as those were the two articles of which I was the most doubtful. These

oommendations will not, I am persuaded, make you vain and coxcomi-

cal, but only encourage you to go on in the right way.

LETTER CXCIII.

LcnK'H, September It, O. S. 1TO

.

Dear Boy: It seems extraordinary, but it is very true, that icy

tnxiety for you increase* in proportion to the good accounts ^hich )
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receive of yea from all hands. I promise myself so much from yon,

th»t I dread the least disappointment. You are now so near the port,

which 1 have so long wished and laboured to bring you safe into, that my
concern would be doubled, should you be shipwrecked within sight of

it. The object, therefore, of this letter is, (laying asi(le all the authority

of a parent,) to conjure you as a friend, by the affection you have for

me, (and surely you have reason to have some,) and by the regard you
have for yourself, to go on, with assiduity and attention, to complete

that work, which, of late, you have carried on so well, and which is

now so near being finished. My wishes and my plan were to make
you shine and distinguish yourself equally in the learned and the polite

world. Few have- be&n 'able to do it. Deep learning is generally

tainted with pedantry, < r at least unadorned by manners: as, on the

other hand, polite manners, and the turn of the world, are too often

unsupported by knowledge, and consequently end contemptibly, in the

frivolous dissipation of drawing-rooms and ruelles. You are now
got over the dry and difficult parts of learning; what remains requires

much more time than trouble. You have lost time by your illness;

yon must regain it now or never. I therefore most earnestly desire,

for your own sake, that for these next six months, at least six hours

every morning, uninterruptedly, may be inviolably sacred to your stu-

dies with Mr. Harte. I do not know whether he will require so much
;

but I know that I do, and hope you will, and consequently prevail with

him to give you that time; I own it is a good deal: but when both

you and he consider that the work will be so much better, and so much
Booner done, by such an assiduous and continued application, you will,

neither of you, think it too much, and each will find his account in

it. So much fr the mornings, which from your own good sense, and

Mr. Ilarte's tenderness and care of you, will, I am sure, be thus well

employed. It is not only reasonable, but useful too, that your evenings

should be devoted to amusements and pleasures: and therefore 1 not

only allow, but recommend, that they should be employed at assem-

blie's, balls, spectacles, and in the best companies; with this restriction

only, that the consequences of the evening's diversions may not break

in upon the morr.ir.r's studies, by breakfastings, visits, and idle parties

into the country. At your age, you need not be ashamed, when any of

these morning parties .ire proposed, to say that you must beg to be ex-

cused, for you are obliged to devote your mornings to Mr. Harte ; that

I will have it so; and that you dare not do otherwise. Lay it all upon
me; though I am persuaded it will be as much your own inclination as

it is mine. But those frivolous, idle people, whose time hangs upon
their own hands, and who desire to make others lose theirs too, are not

to be reasoned with : and indeed it would be doing them too much
honour. The slortest civil answers are the best; I cannot, I dare not,

instead of Twill not ; for if you were to enter with them into the neces-

sity jf study, and the usefulness of knowledge, it would only furnish

them with matter for silly jests ; which, though I would not have you
jiind, I would not have you invite. I will suppose you at Rome study-

mg &k hours uninterruptedly with Mr. Harte, every morning, and passing

ro :r evenings with the best company of Rome, observing their manner.
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and forming your own ; and I will suppose a number of idle, sauntering
illiterate English, as there commonly is there, living entirely with one
another, supping, drinking, and sitting up late at each other's lodgings

;

commonly in riots and scrapes, when drunk ; and never in good company
when sober. I will take one of these pretty fellows, and give you the
dialogue between him and yourself; such as, I dare say, it will be on
his side; and such as, I hope, it will be on yours.

Englishman. Will you come and breakfast with me to-morrow ; there
will be four or live of our countrymen ; we havo provided chaises, and
we will drive somewhere out of town after breakfast?

Stanhope. 1 am very sorry I cannot ; but I am obliged to be at home
all morning.
Englishman. Why then we will come and breakfast with you.
Stanhope. I can't do that neither; I am engaged.
Englishman. Well, then, let it be the next day.

Stanhope. To tell you the truth, it can be no day in the morning; for

I neither go out, nor see any body at home before twelve.
Englishman. And what the devil do you do with yourself till twelve

o'clock ?

Stanhope. I am not by myself, I am with Mr. Harte.
Englishman. Then what the devil do you do with him ?

Stanhope. We study different things ; we read, we converse.
Englishman. Very pretty amusement indeed! Are you to take Ci-

ders then ?

Stanhope. Yes, my father's orders, I believe I must take.

Englishman. Why hast thou no more spirit, than to mind an old fel-

low a thousand miles off?

Stanhope. If I don't mind his orders he won't mind my draughts.

Englishman. What does the old prig threaten then ? threatened folks

live long : never mind threats.

Stanhope. No, I can't say that he has ever threatened me in his life

;

but I believe I had best not provoke him.
Englishman. Pooh 1 you would have one angry letter from the old

fellow, and there would be an end of it.

Stanhope. You mistake him mightily ; he always does more than he
says. He has never been angry with me yet, that I remember, in his

life : but if I were to provoke him, I am sure he would never forgive me

;

he would be coolly immoveable, and I might beg and pray, and write my
heart out to no purpose.

Englishman. Why then he is an old dog, that's all T can say ; and
pray are you to obey your dry-nurse too, this same, what's his name-
Mr. Harte ?

Stanhope. Yes.

Englishman. So he stuffs you all morning with Greek, and Latin, and
Logic, and all that. Egad I have a dry-nurse too, but I never looked

infr a book with him in my life; I have not so much as seen the face

of him this week, and don't care a louse if I never see it again.

Stanhope. My dry-nurse never desires any thing of me that is not rea-

sonable, and for my own good ; and therefore I like to be with him
Englishman. \ cry sententious and edifying, upon my word I at '.*.i a

rate vou will be reckoned a very good young man.
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8tanh*n,a. Why, that will do me no harm.

Enqlvmrmm. Will you be with us to-morrow in the evening then f

We shall be ten with you ; and I have got some excellent good wine;

and we'll be very merry.

Stanhope. I am very much obliged to you, but I am engaged for all

the evening, to-morrow; first at Cardinal Albani's ; and then :o sup

At the Venetian Ambassadress's.

Englishman. How the devil can you like being always with these

foreigners? I never go amongst them, with all their formalities and

oeremunies. 1 am never easy in company with them, and I don't know
why, but I am ashamed.

Stanhope. I am neither ashamed nor afraid ; I am very easy with

thera ; they are very easy with me ; I get the language, and I see their

characters, by conversing with them ; and that is what we are sent

abroad for, is it not ?

Englishman. I hate yoar modest women's company; your women of

feshion as they call 'em ; I don't know what to say to them for my part.

Stanhope. Have yor ever conversed with them ?

Englishman. No; I never converged with them; but I have been

sometimes in their company, though much against my will.

Stanhope. But at least they have done you no hurt; which is, proba-

bly, more than you can say of the women you do converse with.

Englishman. That's true, I own ; but for all that, I would rather keep

company with ray surgeon half the year, than with your women of

fashion the year round.

Stanhope. Tastes are different, you know, and every man follows his

own.
Englishman. That's true ; but thine's a devilish odd one, Stanhope.

&.11 morning with thy dry-nurse ; all the evening in formal fine com-

pany ; and all day long afraid of old Daddy in England. Thou art a

queer fellow, and I am afraid there is nothing to be made of thee.

Stanhope. I am afraid so too.

Englishman. Well then : good night to you : you have no objection,

I hope, to my being drunk to-night, which I certainly will be.

Stanhope. Not in the least; nor to your being sick to-morrow, which
you as certainly will be ; and so good night too.

You will observe, that I have not put into your mouth those good
arguments, which upon such an occasion would, I am sure, occur to you;

as piety and affection towards me; regard and friendship for Mr. Harte;

respect for your own moral character, and for all the relative duties of

man, son, pupil, and citizen. Such solid arguments would be thrown
away upon such shallow puppies. Leave them to their ignorance, and
to their dirty, disgraceful vices. They will severely feel the effects of

them, when it will be too late. Without the comfortable refuge of

learning, and with all the sickness and pains of a ruined stomach, and a

rotten carcase, if they happen to arrive at old age, it is an uneasy and
ignominious one. The ridicule which such fellows endeavour to throw
upon those who are not like thera, is, in the opinion of all men of sense,

the most authentic panegyric. Go on, then, my dear child, in the waj
you arc in, only for a year and a half more ; that is all I ask of tod
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After that, I promise that yon shall be your own master, and that I wiL
pretend to no other title than that of your best and truest friend. You
shall receive advice, but no orders, from me; and in truth you will want
no other advice but such as youth and inexperience must necessarily

require. You shall certainly want nothing thai i.» requisite, not only

for your conveniency, but also for your pleasures, which I always desire

shall be gratified. You will suppose that I me&n the pleasures d'un

honnete homme.
While you are learning Italian, which I hope you do with diligence,

pray take care to continue your German, which you may have frequent

opportunities of speaking. I would also have you keep up your knowl-

edge of the Jus Publicum Imperii, by looking over, now and then,

those inestimable manuscripts, which Sir Charges Williams, who arrived

here last week, assures me you have made upon that subject. It will

be of very great use tc you, when you come to be concerned in foreign

affairs ; as you shall bfe (if you qualify yourself for them) younger than

ever any other was : I mean before you are twenty. Sir Charles tells

me, that he will answer for your learning; and that, he believes, you
will acquire that address, and th^ee graces, which are so necessary to

give it its full lustre and value. But he confesses, that he doubts more
of the latter than of the former. The justice which he does Mr. Harte,

in h:s panegyrics of him, makes me hope, that there is likewise a great

deal of truth in his encomiums of you. Are you pleased with, and
proud of the reputation which you have already acquired ? Surely you
are, for I am sure I am. Will you do any thing to lessen or forfeit it ?

Surely you will not. And will you not do all you can to extend and
increase it ? Surely you will. It is only going on for a year and half

longer, as you have gone on for the two years last past, and devoting

half the day only to application ; and you will be sure to make the

earliest figure and fortune in the world, that ever man made. Adieu.

LETTER OXCIV.

Lohdoh, Sept, 'A 0. 8. 1T49.

Dear Boy: If I had faith in philters and love potions, I should

•uspect that you had given Sir Charles Williams some, by the manner

in which he speaks of you, not only to me, but to every body else. 1

will not repeat to you what he says of the extent and correctness of

your knowledge, as it might either make you vain, or persuade you that

you had already enough of what nobody can have too much. You will

easily imagine how many questions I asked, and how narrowly I sifted

6im upon your subject ; he answered me, and I daresay with truth,

just as I could have wished ; till, satisfied entirely with his accounts

of your character and learning, I inquired into other matters, intrinsi-

cally indeed of less consequence, but still of great consequence to every

man, and of more to yon than to almost any man : I mean, your ad-

dress, manners, and air. To these questions, the same truth which he

had observed before, obliged him to give me much less atisfactory

tnsw^rs. And as he thought himself, in frier iship both to you and
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me, obliged to tell me the disagreeable as well as the agreeable truths,

apon the same principle I think myself obliged to repeat them to yon.

He toJii rne then, that in company you were frequently most provak-

inqly inattentive, absent, and distrait: that you came into a room, and
presented yourself, very awkwardly : that at table you constantly threw
down knives, forks, napkins, bread, &c, and that you neglected your
person and dress, to a degree unpardonable at any age, and much more
*o at yours.

These things, howsoever immaterial they may seem to people who do

not know the world, and the nature of mankind, give me, who know
them to be exceedingly material, very great concern. I have long dis-

trusted you, and therefore frequently admonished you, upon these

articles ; and I tell you plainly, that I shall not be easy till I hear a very

different account of them. I know no one thing more offensive to a

company, than that inattention and distraction. It is showing them the

utmost contempt; and people never forgive contempt. No man is dis-

trait with the man he fears, or the woman he loves; which is a proof

that every man can get the better of that distraction, when lie thinks it

worth his while to do so; and, take my word tor it, it is always worth
his while. For my own part, I would rather be in company with a dead

man, than with an absent one; for if the dead man gives me no plea-

sure, at least he shows me no contempt; whereas, the absent man,
silently inlned, but very plainly, tells me that he does not think me
worth hi- Hitention. Besides, can an absent man make any observations

upon the characters, customs and manners of the company? No. He
may be in the best companies all his lifetime, (if they will admit him,

which, if I were they, I would not.) and never be one jot the wiser. I

never will converse with an absent man; one may as well talk to a

deaf one. It is, in truth, a practical blunder, to address ourselves to a

man who we see plainly neither hears, minds, or understands us. More-
over, I aw, that no man is, in any decree, fit for either busine— or

conversation, who cannot and does riot direct, and command his atten-

tion to the present object, be that what it will. You know, by expe-

rience, that I grudge no expense in your education, but I will positively

not keep you a Flapper. You may read, in Dr. Swift, the description

of these ilapwrs, and the use they were of to your friends the Lapu
tans; whose minds (Gulliver says) are so taken Dp with intense Bpeen

lations, that they neither can speak nor attend to the discourses ot

others, without being roused by some external taction upon the organs

of speech and hearing ; for which reason, those people who are able to

afford it, a^ays keep a flapper in their family, as one of their domes-
tics ; nor e^r walk about, or make visits without him. This flapper ia

likewise en ployed diligently to attend his master in his walks ; and,

upon occas.on, to give a soft flap upon his eyes, because he is always sc

wrapped Sp in cogitation, that he is in manifest danger of falling dcwn
every preuji^e, and bouncing his head against every post, and, in the

streets, of jostling others, or being jostled into the kennel himself. If

Christian will undertake this province into the bargain, with all my
heart ; but I will not allow him any increase of wages upon that score.

In sho^t, I give you fair warning, that, when we meet, if you are a!«senl
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in mind, 1 will soon be absent in body; for it will be impossible for mc
co stay in the room ; and if at table you throw down your knife, olate,

bread, &c., and hack the wing of a chicken for half an hour, without
being able to cut it off, and your sleeve all the time in another dish. I

must rise from table to escape the fever you would certainly give me.
Good God ! how I should be shocked, if you came into my room, for

the first time, with two left legs, presenting yourself with all the graces

and dignity of a tailor, and your clothes hanging upon you, like those iD

Monmouth street, upon tenter-hooks I whereas, I expect, nay, require, to

see you present yourself with the easy and genteel air of a man of fashion,

who has kept good company. I expect you not only well dressed but very

well dressed ; I expect a gracefulness in all your motions, and something
particularly engaging in your address. All this I expect, and all this

it is in your power, by care and attention, to make me find ; but to tell

you the plain truth, if I do not find it, we shall not converse very much
together ; for I cannot stand inattention and awkwardness ; it would
endanger my health. You have often seen, and I have as often made
you observe* L**'s distinguished inattention and awkwardness. Wrap-
ped up, like a Laputan, in intense thought, and possibly sometimes in

no thought at all, (which, I believe, is very often the case with absent

people,) he does not know his most intimate acquaintance by sight, 01

answers them as if he were at cross purposes. He leaves his hat in

one room, his sword in another, and would leave his shoes in a third,

if his buckles, though awry, did not save them : his legs and arms, by

his awkward management of them, seem to have undergone ihe Ques-

tion extraordinaire ; and his head, always hanging upon one or other

of his shoulders, seems to have received the first stroke upon a block.

T sincerely value and esteem him for his parts, learning, and virtue

;

but, for the soul of me, I cannot love him in company. TMs will be

universally the case, in common life, of every inattentive, awkward
man, let his real merit and knowledge be ever so great. W hen I was
of your age, I desired to shine, as far as I was able, in every part of

life ; and was as attentive to my manners, my dress, and my air, in com-

pany of evenings, as to my books and my tutor in the mornings. A
young fellow should be ambitious to shine in every thine \ and, of the

two, always rather overdo than underdo. These things are ^y no means
trifles : they are of infinite consequence to those who are to be thrown

into the great world, and who would make a figure or a fortune in it.

It is not sufficient to deserve well ; one must please well too. Awk-
ward, disagreeable merit will never carry any body far. "Wherever you

find a good dancing-master, pray let him put you upon y»?r haunches
;

not so much for the sake of dancing, as for coming into a room, and

presenting you-self genteelly and gracefully. Women, whom you ought

to endeavour to please, cannot forgive vulgar and awkward air and ges-

tures ; il leurfaut du brillant. The generality of men are pretty like

them, and are equally taken by the same exterior graces.

I am very glad that you have received the diamond buckles safe; all

I desire in return fax them is, that they may be buckled even upon your

feet, and that your stockings may not hide them. I should be sorry

that you were an egregious fop ; but, I protest, that, of the two, J
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w uid rather hare you a fop than a sloven. I think negligence in my
>wn dress, even at ray age, when certainly I expect no advantages from

ray dress, would be indecent with regard to others. I have done with

fine clothes; but I will have ray plain clothes lit me, and made like

other people's. In tne evenings, I recommend to you the company of

women of fashion, who have a right to attention and will be paid it.

Their company will smooth your manners, and give you a habit of at-

tention and respect, of which you will find the advantage among men.

My plan for you, from the beginning, has been to make you shine

equally in the learned, and in the polite world ; the former part is almost

completed to my wishes, and will, I am persuaded, in a little time more,

be quite so. The latter part is still in your power to complete ; and I

flatter myself thai you will do it, or else the former part will avail you

very little; especially in your department, where the exterior address

and graces do half the business ; they must be the harbingers of your

merit, or your merit will be very coldly received ; all can, and do judge

of the former, few of the latter.

Mr. Harte tells me that you have grown very much since your illness

;

if you get up to five feet ten, or even nine inches, your figure will pro-

bably be a good one; and if well dressed and genteel, will probably

please; which is a much greater advantage to a man than people com-
monly think. Lord Bacon calls it a letter of recommendation.

I would wish you to be the omnia homo, Vhomme universel. You are

nearer it, if you please, than ever any body was at your age ; and if you
will but, for the course of this next year only, exert your whole atten-

tion to your studies in the morning, and to your address, manners, air,

and tournure in the evenings, you will be the man I wish yon, and
the man that is rarely seen.

Our letters go, at best, so irregularly, and so often miscarry totally,

that, for greater security, I repeat the same tilings. So, though I ac-

knowledged by last putt Mr. Ilarte's letter of the 8th September, N. S.,

I acknowledge it again by tins to you. If this should find you still at

Verona, let it inform yoo that I wish you would set out soon for Naples

;

unless Mr. Harte should think it better for you to stay at Verona, or any
other place on this side Koine, till you go there for the Jubilee. Nay,
if he likei it better, I am very willing that you should go directly from

Verona to Rome; for you cannot have too much of Rome, whether

upon account of the language, the curiosities, or the company. My
ody reason for mentioning Naples, is for the sake of the climate, upon
account of your health; >ui if Mr. Harte thinks that your health is

now so well restored as to be above climate, he may steer your course

wherever he thinks proj er; and, for aught I know, your going directly

to Rome, and consequently staying there so much the longer, may be

as well as anything else. I think you and I cannot put our affairs in

better hands than in Mr. Harte's ; and I will stake his infallibility against

the Pope's, with some odds on his side. A propos of the Pope; remem-
ber to be presented to him before you leave Rome, and go through the

necessary ceremonies for it, whether of kissing his slipper or his b—h;
for I would never deprive myself of any thing that I wanted to do or

tee, by refusing to comply with an established custom. When I was in
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Catholic countries, I never declined kneeling in their choreics at th«

elevation, nor elsewhere, when the Host went by. It is a complaisance
due to the custom of the place, and by no means, as some silly people
have imagined, an implied approbation of their doctrine. Bodily atti-

tudes and situations are things so very indifferent in themselves, that I

would quarrel with nobody about them. It may, indeed, be improper
for Mr. Harte to pay that tribute of complaisance, upon account of his

character.

This letter is a very long, and possibly a very tedious one ; but my
anxiety for your perfection is so great, and particularly at this critic.*il

and decisive period of your life, that I am only afraid of omitting, buv
never of repeating, or dwelling too long upon anything that I think

may be of the least use to you. Have the same anxiety for yourself,

that I have for you, and all will do well. Adieu ! my dear child.

LETTER OXOV.

Londom, September %;
t 0. 8. Y149.

Dear Boy : A vulgar, ordinary way of thinking, acting, or speaking,

implies a low education, and a habit of low company. Young people

contract it at school, or among servants, with whom they are too often

used to converse ; but after they frequent good company, they must want
attention and observation very much, if they do not lay it quite aside

;

and, indeed, if they do not, good company will be very apt to lay them
aside. The various kinds of vulgarisms are infinite : I cannot pretene

to point them out to you ; but I will give some samples, by which vol

may guess at the rest.

A vulgar man is captious and jealous ; eager and impetuous about

trifles. He suspects himself to be slighted, thinks every thing that is

said meant at him : If the company happens to laugh, he is persuaded

they laugh at him ; he grows angry and testy, says something very im-

pertinent, and draws himself into a scrape, by shewing what he calls %

proper spirit, and asserting himself. A man of fashion does not suppose

himself to be either the sole or principal object of the thoughts, looks, or

words of the company ; and never suspects that he is either slighted or

laughed at, unless he is conscious that he deserves it. And if (which

very seldom happens) the company is absurd or ill-bred enough to do

either, he does not care twopence, unless the insult be so gross and plain

as to require satisfaction of another kind. As he is above trifles, he is

never vehement and eager about them; and, wherever they are con-

cerned, rather acquiesces than wrangles. A vulgar man's conversation

always savours strongly of the lowness of his education and company.

It turns chiefly upon his domestic affairs, his servants, the excellent

order he keeps in his own family, and the little anecdu' t-8 of the neigh-

bourhood ; all which he relates with emphasis, as interesting matters.

He is a man gossip.

Vulgarism in language is the next and distinguishing characteristic of

bad company, and a bad education. A man of fashion avoids nothing
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mth more care than that. Proverbial expressions and trite sayings an
the flowers of the rhetoric of a vulgar man. Would he say that men
differ in their tastes ; he both supports and adorns that opinion by the

good old saying, as he respectfully calls it, that what is one man's mtat,

is another man's poison. If any body attempts being smart, as he calls

it, upon him, he gives them tit for tat, aye, that he does. He has

always some favourite word for the time being; which, for the sake of

osing often, he commonly abuses. Such as vastly angry, vastly kind,

vastly handsome, and vastly ugly. Even his pronunciation of proper

words carries the mark of the beast along with it. He calls the earth

yearth ; he is obleiged, not obliged to you. He goes to wards, and not

to>r<irds, such a place. He sometimes affects hard words, by way of

ornament, which he always mangles like a learned woman. A man of

fashion never has recourse to proverbs, and vulgar aphorisms ; uses

neither favourite words nor hard words; but takes great care to speak
very correctly and grammatically, and to pronounce properly ; that is,

according to the usage of the best companies.

An awkward address, ungraceful attitudes and actions, and a certain

left-handedness, (if I may use that word,) loudly proclaim low education

and low company
; for it is impossible to suppose that a man can have

frequented good company, without having catched something, at least,

of their air and motions. A new raised man is distinguished in a regi-

ment by his awkwardness ; but he must be impenetrably dull, if, in a

month or two's time, he cannot perform at least the common manua
exercise, and look like a soldier. The very accoutrements of a man of

fashion are grievous encumbrances to a vulgar man. He is at a loss

what to do with his hat, when it is not upon his Lead; his cane (if un-

fortunately he wears one) is at perpetual war with every cup of tea or

coffee he drinks ; destroys them first, and the? accompanies them in

their fall. His sword is formidable only to his own legs, which would
possibly carry him fast enough out of the way of any sword but his own.
His clothes tit him so ill, and constrain him so much, that he seems
rather their prisoner than their proprietor. He presents himself in

company like a criminal in a court <»i justice; his very air condemns
Aim ; and people of fashion will no more connect themselves with the

one, than people of character will with the other. This repulse drives

and sinks him into low company ; a gulf from whence no m*>n, sfter a

certain age, ever emerged.
Let manieres nobles et aisees, la toumure d'un hcmme de condition, le

ton de la bonne compagnie, les graces, le j« n<i sais quoi, qui plait, are as

necessary to adorn and introduce your intrinsic merit and knowledge, as

the polish is to the diamond ; which, without that polish, would never
be worn, whatever it might weigh. Do not imagine that these accom-
plishments are only useful with women ; they are much more so with
*nen. In a public assembly, what an advantage has a graceful speaker,
with genteel motions, a handsome figure, and a liberal air, over one who
shall speak full as much good sense, but destitute of these ornaments ?

In business, how prevalent are the graces, how detrimental is the want of

them f By the help of these I have known some men refuse favours less

offensively than others granted them. The utility of them in courts and
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negotiations is inconceivable. You gain the hearts, and consequently

the secrets, of nine in ten, that you have to do with, in spite even of

their prudence ; which will, nine times in ten, be the dupe of their

hearts and of their senses. Consider the irapoitar
i- e of these things as

they deserve, and you will not lose one ininut*- in the pursuit of them.

You are travelling now in a country once so famous both for arts and

arms, that (however degenerate at present) it still deserves your atten-

tion and reflection. View it therefore wit*, care, compare its former

with its present state, and examine into the causes of its rise and its

decay. Consider it classically and politica^y, and do not run through

it, as too many of your young countrymen Jo, musically, and (to use a

ridiculous word) hmck-hnachically . No piping nor fiddling, I beseech

you ; no days lost in poring upon almost imperceptible Intaglio* and

Cameos : and do not become a Virtuoso of small wares. Form a taste of

Painting, Sculpture, and Architecture, if you please, by a careful exami-

nation of the works of the best ancient and modern artists ; those are

liberal arts, ind a real faste and knowledge of them become a man of

fashion very well. But, beyond certain bounds, the man of taste ends,

and the 'rivolous Virtuoso begins.

Stur mend Mendes, the good Samaritan, dined with me yesterday.

He has mare good-nature and generosity than parts. However, I will

show him all the civilities that his kindness to you so justly deserves.

He tells ne that you are taller than I am, which I am very glad of: I

desire that you may excel me in every thing else too ; and, far from re-

pining, I shall rejoice at your superiority. He commends your friend

Mr. Stevens extremely ; of whom too I have heard so good a character

from other people, that I am very glad of your connection with him.

It may prove of use to you hereafter. When you meet with such sort

3f Englishmen abroad, who, either from their parts or their rank, are

likely
c

.o make a figure at home, I would advise you to cultivate them,

and get their favourable testimony of you here, especially those who
are to return to England before you. Sir Charles Williams has puffed

you (as the mob call it) here extremely. If three or four more people

of part* do the same, before you come back, your first appearance in

London will be to great advantage Many people do, and indeed ought,

>o take things upon trust; many more do, who need not; and few dare

dissent from an i?«tablished opinion. Adieu

!

r.ETTER OXOVJ

Lohdoh, October 2, O. & 1T4».

Dear Boy : I received by the iasT post your letter of the 22d Septem

oer, N. S., but I have not received that from Mr. Harte, to which yo*

refer, and which you say contained your reasons for leaving Verona
and returning to Venice; so that I am entirely ignorant of them. In-

deed the irregularity and negligence of the post provoke me, as thej

break the thread of the accounts I want to receive from you, and of the

instructions and orders which I send you, almost every post. Of these

last twentv nosts I am sure that I have wrote eighteen, either to you o»
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% Mr. Harte, and it does not appear, by your letter, that all or even

%ny of my letters have been received. I desire for the future, that both

;ou and Mr. Harte will constantly, in your letters, mention the dates ot

mine. Had it not been for their miscarriage, you would not have been

in the uncertainty you seem to be in at present, with regard to your

future motions. Had you received my letters, you would have been by

this time at Naples : but we must now take things where they are.

Upon the receipt, then, of this letter, you will, as soon as conveniently

you can, set out for Rome: where you will not arrive too long before

the Jubilee, considering the difficulties of getting lodgings, and other

accommodations there at this time. I leave the choice of the rouU to

you; but I do by no means intend that you should leave Rome after

the Jubilee, is you seem to hint in your letter: on the contrary, I will

have Rome your headquarters for six month- at least ; till you shall have,

in a manner, acquired the Jus Civitat'ts there. More things are to be

seen and learned there, than in any other town m Europe: there are

the best masters to instruct, and the best companies to polish you. In

the spring you may make (if you please) frequent excursions to Naples;

but Rome must still be your headquarters, till the heats of June drive

you from thence to some other place in Italy, which we shall think of

by that time. As to the expense which you mention, I do not regard

it in the (cast; from your infancy to this day, I never grudged any

expense in your education, and >till Less do it now, that it is become
more important and decisive. I attend to the objects of your expenses,

but not to the Bums. I will certainly not pay one shilling tor your los-

ing your nose, your money, or your reason; that is, 1 will not contri-

bute to women, gaming, and drinking. Hut I will most cheerfully

supply, not only every necessary, but every decent expense you can

make. 1 do not care what the best marten OOSt, I would have you as

well drest, lodged, and attended, as any reasonable man of fashion is in

his travels. I would have you have that pocket-money that should

enable you to make the proper expense (Tun ho/,ne f e homme. In short,

I bar no expense, that has neither vice nor tolly for its object; and

under those two reasonable restriction-, draw and welcome.

As for Tu.in, you may go there hereafter, as a traveller, for a month
or two ; but you cannot conveniently reside there as an academician, foi

reasons which I have formerly communicated to Mr. Harte, and which

Mr. Villettea, since his return here, has shown me in a still stronger

light than he had di ne by his letters from Turin, of which 1 sent copies

to Mr. Harte, though probably he never received them.

After you have left Rome, Florence is one of the places with which

you should be thoroughly acquainted. I know that there is a great deal

of gaming there ; b «t, at the same time, there are, in every place, some
people whose fortunes are either too small, or whose understandings are

too good to allow them to play for any thing above trifles; and with

those people yoi will associate yourself, if you have not (as I am assured

tou have not. in the least) the* spirit of gaming in you. Moreover, at

suspected places, such as Florence, Turin, and Paris, I shall be more
attentive to your draughts, and such as exceed a proper and handsome
expense will not be answered • for I can easily know whether you game
or not without being told.
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Mr. Harte will determine your route to Rome, as he shall thiDk best;
whether along the coast of the Adriatic, or that of the Mediterranean,
it is equal to me ; but you will observe to come back a different way
from that you went.

Since your health is so well restored, 1 am not sorry that you have
returned to Venice, for I love capitals. Every thing is best at capitals

;

the best masters, the best companions, and the best manners. Many
other places are worth seeing, but capitals only are worth residing at.

I am very glad that Madame Capello received you so well : Monsieur J

was sure would : pray assure them both of my respects, and of my sen-

sibility of their kindness to you. Their house will be a very good one
for you at Rome ; and I would advise you to be domestic in it if you
can. But Madame, I can tell you, requires great attentions. Madame
Micheli has written a very favourable account of you to my friend the
Abbe Grossa Testa, in a letter which he showed me, and in which there
are so many civil things to myself, that I would wish to tell her how
much I think myself obliged to her. I approve very much of the allot-

ment of your time at Venice
;
pray go on so for a twelve month at

least, wherever you are. You will find your own account in it.

I like your last letter, which gives me an account of yourself, and your
own transactions ; for though I do not recommend the egotism to you,
with regard to any body else, I desire that you will use it with me, and
with me only. I interest myself in all that you do ; and as yet (except-

ing Mr. Harte) nobody else does. He must of course know all, and I

desire to know a great deal.

I am glad you have received, and that you like the diamond buckles
I am very willing that you should make, but very unwilling that you
should cut, a figure with them at the Jubilee ; the cutting a figure
being the very lowest vulgarism in the English language ; and equal in

elegancy to Yes, my Lady, and No, my Lady. The word vast, and
vastly, you will have found by my former letter that I had proscribed
out of the diction of a gentleman ; unless in their proper signification

of size and bulk. Not only in language, but in ev^ry thing else, take
great care that the first impressions you give of yourself may be not
only favourable, but pleasing, engaging, nay, seducing. They are often

decisive ; I confess they are a good deal so with me: and I cannot wish
for farther acquaintance with a man whose first abord and address dis

please me.
So many of my letters have miscarried, and I know so little which,

that I am forced to repeat the same thing over and over again eventually.

This is one. I have wrote twice to Mr. Harte, to have your picture

drawn in miniature, while you were at Venice; and send it me in a let-

ter: it is all one to me whether in enamel or in water-colours, provided
it is but very like you. I would have you drawn exactly as you are,

and in no whimsical dress : and I lay more stress upon the likeness of
the picture, than upon the taste and skill of the painter. If this be not

already done, I desire that you will have it done forthwith before you
leave Venice; and inclose it in a letter to me, which letter, for greater

aecurity, I would have you desire Sir James Gray to inclose in his packet

to the office ; as I, for the same reason, send this under his cover. If

the picture be done upon vellum, it will be the most portable. Sotvf
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me, at the same time, a thread of silk of your own length exactly. I

am tolicitous about your figure ; convinced, by a thousand instances,

that a good one is a real advantage. Mens sana in corpore sane, is the

first and greatest blessing; I would add et pulchro, to complete it. May
you have that and every other ! Adieu.

Have you received ray letters of recommendation to Cardinal Alban)

And the Duke de Nivernois, at Rome?

LETTER CXCVII.

Lo»do», October 9, O. 8. lT4t.

Dear Boy If thi3 letter finds you at all, of which I am very doubtful,

it will find you at Venice, preparing for your journey to Rome; which,

by my last letter to Mr. Harte, I advised you to make along the coast of

the Adriatic, through Rimini, Loretto, Ancona, &c, places that are all

worth seeing, but not worth staying at. And such I reckon all place.*

where tlve eyes only are employed. Remains of antiquity, public build-

ings, paintings, sculptures, &c, ought to be seen, and that with a proper

degree of attention ; but this is soon done, for they are only outsides

It ip not so with more important objects ; the insides of which must be

seen; and they require and deserve much more attention. The charac-

ter?, the heads, and the hearts of men, are the useful science of which I

would have you perfect master. That science is best taught and best

learnt in capitals, where every human passion has its object, and exerts

all its force or all its art in the pursuit. I believe there is no place in

th/* world, where every passion is busier, appears in more shapes, and is

conducted with more art, than at Rome. Therefore, when you are there,

do not imagine that the Capitol, the Vatican, and the Pantheon, are the

pikicipal objects of your curiosity. But for one minute that you bestow
upon those, employ ten days in informing yourself of the nature of that

government, the rise and decay of the papal power, the politics of that

court, the Brigue* of the Cardinals, the tricks of the Conclaves ; and, in

general, every thing that relates to the interior of that extraordinary

government, founded originally upon the ignorance and superstition o'

mankind, extended by the weakness of some princes, and the ambitiOL.

of others; declining of late in proportion as knowledge has increased;

and owing its present precarious security, not to the religion, the affec-

tion, or the fear of the temporal powers, but to the jealousy of each
other. The Pope's excommunications are no longer dreaded ; his indul-

gences little solicited, and sell very cheap; and his territories formidable

to bo |>ower, are coveted by many, and will, most undoubtedly, within

a century, be scantled out among the great powers, who have now a

footing in Italy, whenever they can agree upon the division of the bears
akin. Pray inform yourself thoroughly of the history of the Popes and
the Popedom ; which, for many centuries, is interwoven with the history

of all Europe. Read the best authors who treat of these matters, and
•M«ria)lv t^a Paolo, de Beneficiis, a short, but very material book. You
will tind atlionre «ome of all the rrligious orders in the Christian world
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Inform yourself carefully of their origin, their founders, their rules, the' -

reforms, and even their dresses : get acquainted with some of all or

them, but particularly with the Jesuits ; whose society J look upon to oe

the most able and best governed society in the world. Get acquainted,

if you can, with their General, who always resides at Rome ; and who,
though he has no seeming power out of his own society, has (it may be)

more real influence over the whole world, than any temporal prince in

t. They have almost engrossed the education of youth ; they are, in

general, confessors to most of the princes of Europe ; and they are the

principal missionaries out of it ; which three articles give them a most
extensive influence, and solid advantages ; witness their settlement in

Paraguay. The Catholics in general declaim against that society ; and
yet are all governed by individuals of it. They have, by turns, been
banished, and with infamy, almost every country in Europe ; and have
always found means to be restored, even with triumph. In short, I

know no government in the world that is carried on upon such deep
principles of policy, I will not add morality. Converse with them, fre-

quent them, court them ; but know them.
Inform yourself too of that infernal court, the Inquisition ; which,

though not so considerable at Rome as in Spain and Portugal, will, how-
ever, be a good sample to you of what the villany of some men can con-

trive, the folly of others receive, and both together establish; in spite

of the first natural principles of reason, justice and equity.

These are the proper and useful objects of the attention of a man of

sense, when he travels ; and these are the objects for which I have sent

you abroad; and I hope you will return thoroughly informed of them.

I receive this very moment Mr. Harte's letter of the 1st October, N. 8.,

but I never received his former, to which he refers in this, and you refer

in your last; in which he gave me the reasons for your leaving Verona
so soon ; nor have I ever received that letter in which your case was
stated by your physicians. Letters to and from me have worse luck

than other people's ; for you have written to me, and I to you, for these

last three months, by way of Germany, with as little success as before.

I am edified with your morning applications, and your evening gal-

lantries at Venice, of which Mr. Harte gives me an account. Pray go

on with both there, and afterwards at Rome; where, provided you arrive

n the beginning of December, you may stay at Venice as much longer

as you please.

Make my compliments to Sir James Gray and Mr. Smith, with my ac-

knowledgments for the great civilities they show you.

I wrote to Mr. Harte by the last post, October the 6th, O. S., and wil

write to him in a post or two upon the contents of his laet. Adieu i

Point de distractions ; and remember the Graces.

LETTER CXCVIII.

Lohdom, GvU,b«r 17, 0. 8. 1T4».

iJcarBot: I have, at last, received Mr. Harte's letter of the 19th Sep

tember, N. S., from Verona. Your reasons for leaving that place wer*
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very good onas ; and as yon staid there long enongh tc see what was to

be seen, Venice (as a capital) is, in my opinion, a much better place for

your residence. Capitals are always the seats of arts and sciences, and
the best companies. I have stnck to them all my lifetime, and I advise

you to do so too.

You will have received, in my three or four last letters, my directions

for your farther motions to another capital ; where I propose that your
str.y shall be pretty considerable. The expense, I am well aware, will

be so too; but that, as I told you before, will have no weight, when your
improvement and advantage are in the other scale. I do not care a groat

what it is, if neither vice nor folly are the objects of it, and if Mr. Harte
gives his sanction.

T am very well pleased with your account of Carniola; those are the

kind of objects worthy of your inquiries and knowledge. The produce,

tl.e taxes, the trade, the manufactures, the strength, the weakness, the

g< -vernment of the several countries which a man of sense travels through,

are the material points to which he attends; and leaves the steeples, the

market-places, and the signs, to the laborious and curious researches of

Dutch and German travellers.

Mr. Harte tells me, that he intends to give you, by means of Signor

Vicentini, a general notion of civil and military architecture ; with which
I am very well pleased. They are frequent subjects of conversation

;

and it is very right that you should have some idea of the latter; and a

good taste of the former; and you may very soon learn as much as you
need know of either. If you read about one-third of Palladio's Book of

Architecture, with some skilful person, and then, with that person, ex-

amine the best buildings by those rules, you will know the different pro-

portions of the different orders; the several diameters of their columns;
their intercolumniations, their several uses, &c. The Corinthian Order
is chiefly used in magnificent buildings, where ornament and decoration

are the principal objects; the Doric is calculated tor strength, and the

Ionic partakes of the Doric strength, and of the Corinthian ornaments.
The Composite and the Tuscan orders are more modern, and were un
known to the Greeks ; the one is too light, the other too clumsy. You
may soon be acquainted with the considerable parts of Civil Architec-

ture; and for the minute and mechanical parts of it, leave them to

masons, bricklayers, and Lord Burlington, who has, to a certain extent,

lessened himself' by knowing them too well. Observe the same method
as to military architecture ; understand the terms, know the general

rules, and then see them in execution with some skilful person. Go
with some engineer or old officer, and view, with care, the real fortifica-

tions of some strong place ; and you will get a clearer idea of bastions,

half-moons, horn-works, ravelins, glacis, &c, than all the masters in the

world could give you upon paper. And thus much I would, by all meant?,

have you know of both civil and military architecture.

I wouli also have you acquire a liberal taste of the two liberal ark» ol

Paintinp :d Sculpture; but without descending into those minvtia.
which our modern Virtuosi most affectedly dwell upon. Observe tht

great parts attentively ; see if nature be truly represented ; if the passions

Are strongly expressed ; if the characters are preserved ; and leave the
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trifling parts, with their little jargon, to affected pnppies. I would «d«

vise yoa also, to read the history of the painters and sculptors, ani 1

know none better than Felibien's. There are many in Italian : you w'l
inform yourself which are the best. It is a part of history very enter-

taining, curious enough, and not quite useless. All these sort of things

I would have you know, to a certain degree; but remember, that they

must only be the amusements, and not the business of a man of p.i?*o.

Since writing to me in German would take up so much of your time,

of which I would not now have one moment wasted, I will accept of you?

composition, and content myself with a moderate German letter once a

fortnight, to Lady Chesterfield, or Mr. Gravenkop. My meaning was,

only that you should not forget what you had already learned of the

German language and character; but, on the contrary, that, by frequent

use, it should grow more easy and familiar. Provided you take care uf

that, I do not care by what means : but I do desire, that you will, every

day of your life, speak German to some body or other, (for you will meet

with Germans enough,) and write a line or two of it every day to keep

your hand in. Why should you not (for instance) write your little memo-
randums and accounts in that language and character? by which too you
would have this advantage into the bargain, that, if mislaid, few but your-

self could read them.

I am extremely glad to hear that you like the assemblies at Venice w41
enough to sacrifice some suppers to them; for I hear that you do vot

dislike your suppers neither. It is therefore plain, that there is coive-

body or something at those assemblies, which you like better than y^ir

meat. And as I know that there is none but good company at th».»o as-

semblies, I am very glad to find that you like good company so well. I

already imagine that you are a little smoothed by it ; and that you hsvfS

either reasoned yourself, or that they have laughed you out of your ab-

sences and distractions; for I cannot suppose that you go there to ir>ult

them. I likewise imagine, that you wish to be welcome where you wish

to go ; and consequently, that you both present and behave yourjolf

there en galant homme, et pas en bourgeois.

If you have vowed to any body there, one of those eternal passions,

which I have sometimes known, by great accident, last three months, I

can tell you, that without great attention, infinite politeness, and enga-

ging air and manners, the omens will be sinister, and the goddess unpr>

pitious. Pray tell me what are the amusements of those assemblies

Are they little commercial play, are they music, are they la belle conver-

sation, or are they all three ? Yfile-t~on le par/ait amour? Y debite-t-on

les beaux sentimens t Ou est-ce qu'on y parle Epigramine t And pray

ivhich is your department? Tutis depone in auribus. Whichever it is,

ndeavour to shine, and excel in it. Aim, at least, at the perfection of

»very thing that is worth doing at all ; and you will come ne^r it than

pou would imagine; but those always crawl infinitely short of it. shorn

%im is only mediocrity. Adieu.

P. B. By an uncommon diligence of the post, I have this aoi*-* * »»

wived n>urs of the 9th
»
N - s -
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LETTER CX^ T
X.

Lohdok , October 24, O. A 1741.

Dkab Bot By my last I only acknowledged, by this I answer, your
letter of the 9 ,h October, N. S.

I an very glad that you approved of my letter of September the 12th,

0. £., because it is upon that footing that I always propose living with
ron. I will advise you seriously, as a friend of some experience, and I

will converse with you cheerfully as a companion ; the authority of a
parent shall for ever be laid aside; for, wherever it is exerted, it is use-

less ; since, if you have neither sense nor sentiments enough to follow

my advice as a friend, your unwilling obedience to my orders as a father,

will be a very awkward and unavailing one both to yourself and me.
Tacitus, speaking of an army that awkwardly and unwillingly obeyed its

generals, only from the fear of punishment, says, they obeyed indeed,

Sed ut qui mallent jussa Imperatorum interpretari, quam exequi. For
my own part, I disclaim such obedience.

You think, I find, that you do not understand Italian; but I can tell

you, that, like the Bourgeois Gentilhomme, who spoke prose without
knowing it, you understand a great deal, though you do not know that

you do; for whoever understands French and Latin so well as you do,

understand* at leas! half the Italian language, and has very little occa-

skn f<>r a dictionary. And for the idioms, the phrases, and the delica-

cies of it, conversation and a little attention will teach them you, and
that soon; therefore, pray speak it in company, right or wrong, a tort

otid travers, as soon as ever you have got words enough to ask a com-
mon question, or give a common answer. If you can only say buon
ffiorno, say it, instead of saying bon jour, I mean to every Italian ; the

answer to it will teach you more words, and insensibly you will be very
sov»n master of that ea-y language. You are quite right in not neglect-

ing your German for it, and in thinking that it will be of more use to you;
it certainly will, in the course of your business; but Italian has its use
too, and is an ornament into the bargain; there being many very polite

and good authors in that language. The reason you assign for having
hitherto met with none of my swarms of Germans in Italy, is a very solid

one; and I can easily conceive, that the expense necessary tor a traveller

must amount to a number of Thaler*^ Groschen, and Kreutzers, tremen-
dous to a German fortune. However, you will find several at Rome,
cither ecclesiastics, or in the suite of the Imperial Minister; and more,
when you come into the Milanese, among the Queen of Hungary's Offi-

cers. Besides, you have a Saxon servant, to whom I hope you speak
nothing but German.

1 have had the most obliging letter in the world from Monsieur Capello,

'.a which lie speaks very advantageously of you, and promises you his

protection at Rome. I 1 ave wrote him an answer by which I hope I

uave domesticated you at his hotel there; which I advise you to frequent

as much a? yoo can. 11 est vrai qu'il ne paie pas beaucoup de safigure;
t»at be lias sense and knowledge a* bottom, with a great experience of

1%
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business, having been already Ambassador at Madrid, Vienna, and Lon-

don. And I am very sure that he will be willing to give you any inform-

ations, in that way, that he can.

Madame was a capricious, whimsical, fine lady, till the small-pox,

which she got here, by lessening her beauty, lessened her humours too

;

but, as I presume it did not change her sex, I trust to that for her having

_-ch a share of them left, as may contribute to smooth and polish you.

She, doubtless, still thinks, that she has beauty enough remaining, to

entitle her to the attentions always paid to beauty; and she has certainly

rank enough to require respect. Those are the sort of women who polish

a young man the most, and who give him that habit of complaisance,

and that flexibility and versatility of manners, which prove of great use

to him with men, and in the course of business.

You must always expect to hear, more or less, from me, upon that

important subject of manners, graces, address, and that undefinable je

ne sais quoi that ever pleases. I ha^e reason to believe that you want

nothing else ; but I have reason to fear too, that you want those : and

that want will keep you poor in the midst of all the plenty of knowledge

which you may have treasured up. Adieu.

LETTER CO.

Lohdon, November 8, O. 8. 1749.

Dear Boy : From the time that you have had life, it has been the

principal and favourite object of mine, to make you as perfect as the im-

perfections of human nature will allow : in this view, I have grudged no

pains nor expense in your education; convinced that education, more
than nature, is the cause of that great difference which you see in the

characters of men. While you were a child, I endeavoured to form your

heart habitually to virtue and honour, before your understanding was
capable of showing you their beauty and utility. Those principles, which

you then got, like your grammar rules, only by rote, are now, I am per-

suaded, fixed and confirmed by reason. And indeed they are so plain

and clear, that they require but a very moderate degree of understanding,

either to comprehend or practise them. Lord Shaftesbury says, very

prettily, that he would be virtuous for his own sake, though nobody were

to know it; as he would be clean for his own sake, though nobody were

to see hi in. I have therefore, since you have had the use of your reason,

never written to you upon those subjects : they speak best for them-

selves; and I should now just as soon think of warning you gravely not

to fall into the dirt or the fire, as into dishonour or vice. This view of

mine, I consider as fully attained. My next object was sound and useful

learning. My own care first, Mr. Harte's afterwards, and of late (I will

own it to your praise) your own application, have more than answered

my expectations in that particular; and, I have reason to believe, will

answer even my wishes. All that remains for me then to wish, to re-

commend, to aculeate, to order, and to insist upon, is good-breediug-

with it whid ., all your other qualifications will be lame, unadorned,

and to a certain degree unavailing. And here I fear, and have too mucl-
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reason to belie ?e, that you are greatly deficient. The remainder of this

letter, therefore, shall be (and it will not be the last by a great many)
apon th>»t subject.

A friend of yours and mine has very justly defined good-breeding to

ie, the result of much good sense, some good nature, and a Little self-denial

for the sake of others, and with a view to obtain the same indulgence from
them. Taking this for granted, (as 1 think it cannot be disputed,) it is

astonishing t<- i.e, that any body who has good-sense and good-nature,

(and I believe )ou have both,) can essentially fail in good-breeding. As
to the modes of it, indeed, they vary according to persons, and places,

and circumstances; and are only to be acquired by observation and ex-

perience; but the substance of it is every where and eternally the same.
Good manners are, to particular societies, what good morals are to society

in general; their ctment and their security. And, as laws are enacted

to enforce good mors.'.*, or at least to prevent the ill effects of bad ones;
so there are certain rules of civility, universally implied and received, to

enforce good manners, and punish bad ones. And indeed there seems
to me to be less difference, both between the crimes and between the

punishments, than at first one would imagine. The immoral man, who
invades another man's property, is justly banged for it; and the ill-bred

man, who, by his ill manner-, invades and disturbs the quiet and com-
forts of private life, is by common ooneent as justly banished society.

Mutual complaisances, attentions, and sacrifices of little conveniences,

are as natural an implied compact between civilised people, as protection

and obedience are between kings and subjects : whoever, in either case,

violates that compact, justly forfeits all advantages arising from it. For
ray own part, I really think, that, next to the consciousness of doing a

good action, that of doing a civil one is the most pleasing; and the epi-

thet which I should covet the most, next to that of Aristides, would be

that of well-bred. Thus much for good-breeding in general: I will now
consider some of the various modes and degrees of it.

Very few, scarcely any, are wanting in the respect which they should

shew to those whom they acknowledge to be infinitely their supe-

riors ; such as crowned heads, princes, and public persons of distin-

guished and eminent posts. It is the manner of shewing that respect

which is different. The man of fashion, and of the world, expresses it

in its fullest extent; but naturally, easily, and without concern: whereas
a man, who is not used to keep good company, expresses it awkwardly;
.one sees that he is not used it, and that it costs him a great deal : but I

never saw the worst-bred man living guilty of lolling, whistling, scratch-

ing his head, and such-like indecencies, in company that he respected.

In sucn companies, therefore, the only point to be attended to is, to shew
that respect, which every body means to shew, in an easy, unembarrassed,
and graceful manner. This is what observation and experience must
teach you.

Id mixed companies, whoever is admitted tt make part of them, is,

for tbe time at least, supposed to be upon a footing of equality with the

rest: ana consequently, as there is no one principal object of awe and
r*»[>ent, people are apt to take a greater latitude in their behaviour, and
to U Vws upon their guard; and so they may, provided it be within
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certain bounds, which are upon no occasion to be transgressed. But,
upon these occasions, though no one is entitled to distinguished mark*
of respect, every one claims, and very justly, every mark of civility and
good-breeding. Ease is allowed, but carelessness and negligence are strict-

ly forbidd m. If a man accosts you, and talks to you ever so dully or fri-

volously, it is worse than rudeness, it is brutality, to shew him, by a man-
ifest inattention to what he says, that you think him a fool or a block-

head, and not worth hearing. It is much more so with regard to women;
who, of whatever rank they are, are entitled, in consideration of their

wx, not only to an attentive, but an officious good-breeding from men.
Their little wants, likings, dislikes, preferences, antipathiej, fancies, whims,
and even impertinencies, must be officiously attended to, flattered, and, if

possible, guessed at and anticipated by a well-bred man. You must
never usurp to yourself those conveniences and agremens which are of
common right ; such as the best places, the best dishes, &c, but, on the

contrary, always decline them yourself, and offer them to others ; who,
in their turns, will offer them to you ; so that, upon the whole, you Will

in your turn enjoy your share of the common right. It would be end-
less for me to enumerate all the particular instances in which a well-bred

man shews his good-breeding in good company ; and it would be injurious

to you to suppose, that your own good sense will not point them out to

you; and then your own good-nature will recommend, and your self-

interest enforce the practice.

There is a third sort of good-breeding, in which people are the most apt

to fail, from a very mistaken notion that they cannot fail at all. I mean
with regard to one's most familiar friends and acquaintances, or those

who really are our inferiors; and there, undoubtedly, a greater degree
of ease is not only allowed, but proper, and contributes much to the

comforts of a private, social life. But that ease and freedom have their

bounds too, which must by no means be violated. A certain degree of

negligence and carelessness becomes injurious and insulting, from the

real or supposed inferiority of the persons : and that delightful liberty

of conversation among a few friends is soon destroyed, as liberty often

has been, by being carried to licentiousness. But example explains

things best, and I will put a pretty strong case. Suppose you and me
alone together ; I believe you will allow that I have as good a right to

unlimited freedom in your company, as either you or I can possibly have
in any other ; and I am apt to believe too, that you would indulge me in

that freedom, as far as any body would. But, notwithstanding this, do
you imagine that I should think there were no bounds to that freedom?
1 assure you, I should not think so ; and I take myself to be as much
tied down by a certain degree of good manners to you, as by other de-

grees of them to other people. Were I to shew you, by a manifest inat-

tention to what you said to me, that I was thinking of something else

the whole time ; were I to yawn extremely, snore, or break wind in your

company, I should think that I behaved myself to you like a beast, and
should not expect that you would care to frequent me. No. The most
familiar and intimate habitudes, connections, and friendships, require a

degree of good-breeding, both to preserve and cement them. If ever a

man and his wife, or a man and his mistn ss, who pass nights as well a*
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Jays together, absolutely lay aside all good-breeding, their intimacy wi^
Boon degenerate into a coarse familiarity, infallibly productive of con-
tempt or disgust. T! *» best of us have our bad sides, and it is as impru-
dent, as it is ill-bred, to ^xhibit them. I shall certainly not use ceremony
with you ; it would be • lisplaced between us : but 1 shall certainly ob-
serve that degree of go d-breeding with you, which is, in the first place,

decent, and which, I am sure, is absolutely necessary to make us like on
mother's company long.

I will say no more, now. upon this important subject of good-breeding,
upon which I have already dwelt too long, it may be, for one letter; and
upon which I shall frequently refresh your memory hereafter; but I will

conclude with these axioms :

That the deepest learnii.tr, without good-breeding, is unwelcome and
tiresome pedantry, and of use no where but in a man's own closet; and
consequently of little or no use at all.

That a man, who is not perfectly well-bred, is unfit for good company,
and unwelcome in it; will consequently dislike it soon, afterwards re-

nonuce it; and be reduced to solitude, or, what is worse, low and bad
company.
That a mAn, who is rot well-bred, is full as unfit for business as for

company.
Make then, ray dear c! ild, I conjure you, good-breeding the great ob-

ject of your thoughts and actions, at least half the day. Observe care-
fully the behaviour and manners of those who are distinguished by their

good-breeding; imitate, nay, endeavour to excel, that you may at leasr

reach them; and be convinced that good-breeding is, to all worldly
qualifications, what charity is to all Christian virtues. Observe how it

adorns merit, and how often it covers the want of it. May you wear it

to adorn, and not to cover you 1 Adieu.

LETTER CCI.

London, November 14, O. & 174S.

Dear Boy : There is a natural good-breeding, which occurs to everj
<nan of common sense, and is practised by every man of common good-
nature. This good-breeding is general, independent of modes ; and con
sists in endeavours to please and oblige our fellow-creatures by all good
offices, short of moral duties. This will be practised by a good-natured
American savage, as essentially as by the best bred European. But then,
I do not take it to extend to the sacrifice of our own conveniences, for

the sake of other people's. Utility introduced this sort of good-breeding,
as it introduced commerce ; and established a truck of the little agremeru
and pleasures of life. I sacrifice such a conveniency to you, you sacrifice

another to me; this commerce circulates, and every individual finds hie

account in it upon the whole. The third sort of good-breeding is local,

and is variously modified, in not only different countries, but in different

towns of the same country. But it must be founded upon the two
forme'- sorts: they are the mat*er: to which, in this case, fashion an*1
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custom only give the different shapes and impressions. Whoever La*
the two first sorts will easily acquire this third s^rr of good-breeding,
which depends singly upon attention and observation. It is, properly,

the polish, the lustre, the last finishing stroke^ -.»f good-breeding. It is

to be found only in capitals, and even there it varies : the good-breeding
of Rome differing, in some things, from that of Paris ; that of Paris

;
in

others, from that of Madrid ; and that of Madrid, in many things, from
that of London. A man of sense, therefore, carefully attends to the local

manners of the respective places where he is, and takes for his models
those persons whom he observes to be at the head of fashion and good-
breeding. He watches how they address themselves to their superiors,

how they accost their equals, and how they treat their inferiors ; and
lets none of those little niceties escape him, which are to good-breeding

what the last delicate and masterly touches are to a good picture ; and
of which the vulgar have no notion, but by which good judges distin-

guish the master. He attends even to their air, dress, and motions, and
imitates them, liberally, and not servilely; he copies, but does not mimic.
These personal graces are of very great consequence. They anticipate

the sentiments, before merit can engage the understanding; they capti-

vate the heart, and gave rise, I believe, to the extravagant notions of

charms and philters. Their effects were so surprising, that they were
reckoned supernatural. The most graceful and best-bred men, and the

handsomest and genteelest women, give the most philters ; and, as I

verily believe, without the least assistance of the devil. Pray be not

only well dressed, but shining in your dress ; let it have du brillant: I

do not mean by a clumsy load of gold and silver, but by the taste and
fashion of it. The women like and require it ; they think it an attention

due to them : but, on the other hand, if your motions and carriage are

not graceful, genteel, and natural, your fine clothes will only display your
awkwardness the more. But I am unwilling to suppose you still awk-
ward ; for surely, by this time, you must have catched a good air in good
company. When you went from hence you were naturally awkward;
but your awkwardness was adventitious and Westraonasterial. Leipsig,

I appr.hend, is not the seat of the graces ; and I presume you acquired

none there. But now, if you will be pleased to observe what people of

the first fashion do with their legs and arms, heads and bodies, you will

reduce yours to certain decent laws of motion. You danced pretty well

here, and ought to dance very well before you come home; for what one
is obliged to do sometimes, one ought to be able to do well. Besides,

la belle dame donne du brillant d un jeune homme. And you should

endeavour to shine. A calm serenity, negative merit and graces, do not

become your age. You should be alerte, adroit, vif ; be wanted, talked

of, impatiently expected, and unwillingly parted with in company. I

should be glad to hear half a dozen women of fashion say, Oil est done U
petit Stanhope ? Que ne vient-il? Ilfaut avouer quHl est aimable. All

this I do not mean singly with regard to women as the principal object;

but with regard to men, and with a view of your making yourself cousi-

dt '-hie. For, with very small variations, the same things that please wo-

men please men: and a man, whose manners are softened and polished by

«vomen of fashion, and who is formed by them to an habitual attention
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and complaisance, will p/ease, engage, and connect men, much easier and

more than he would otherwise. You must be sensible that you cannot

ripe in the world, without forming connections, and engaging different

characters to conspire in your point. You must make them your de-

pendents, without their knowing it, and dictate to them while you seem

to be directed by them. Those necessary connections can never be

formed, or preserved, but by an uninterrupted series of complaisance, at-

tentions, politeness, and some constraint. You must engage their hearts,

if you would have their support
;
you must watch the mollia tempora.

and captivate them by the agremens, and charms of conversation. Peo-

ple will not be called out to your service, only when you want them;

and, if you expect to receive strength from them, they must receive either

pleasure or advantage from you.

I received in this instant a letter from Mr. Harte, of the 2d, N.S., which

I will answer soon; in the mean time, I return him my thanks for it,

through you. The constant good accounts which he gives me of you,

will make me suspect him of partiality, and think him le medecin 'tanl

mieux. Consider, therefore, what weight any future deposition of his.

against yon, must nece.->sarily have with me. As, in that case, he will

be a very unwilling, Le must consequently be a very important witness

Adieu

!

LETTER CCII.

Diar Boy: My last was upon the subject of good-breeding; but, I think,

It rather set before you the unfitness and disadvantages of ill-breeding,

than the utility and necessity of good ; it was rather negative than posi-

tive. This, therefore, should go further, and explain to you the necessity,

which you, of all people living, lie under, not only of being positively

and actively well-bred, but of shining and distinguishing yourself by

your good-breeding. Consider your own situation in every particular,

and judge whether it is not essentially your interest, by your own good-

breeding to others, to secure theirs to you: and that, let me assure you,

is the only way of doing it; for people will repay, and with interest too,

inattention with inattention, neglect with neglect, and ill manners with

worse ; which may engage you in very disagreeable affairs. In the next

place, your profession requires, more than any other, the nicest and most
distinguished good-breeding. You will negotiate with very little suc-

cess, if you do not previously, by your manners, conciliate ami engage
the affections of those with whom you are to negotiate. Can you ever

get into the confidence and the secrets of the courts where you may
happen fcc reside, if you have not those pleasing, insinuating manners,

which alone can procure them ? Upon ray word, I do not say too much,
when I say, tLat superior good-breeding, insinuating manners, and gen-

teel address, are half your business. Your knowledge will have but very

little in '. enoe upon the mind, if your manners prejudice the heart against

you ; but, on the other hand, how easily will you dupe the understand-

ing, where yoi? have first engaged the heart? and hearts are, by no means
in be gained by that mere common civility which every body practises
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Bowing again to those who bow to you, answering drily those whc p~tai
to you, and saying nothing offensive to any body, is such negative good-
breeding, that it is only not being a brute; as it w<-uld be but a ve^y
poor commendation of any man's cleanliness, to say, that he did not
stink. It is an active, cheerful, officious, seducing, good-breeding, that

must gain you the good-will and first sentiments of men, and the affec-

tions of the women. You must carefully watch and attend to their

passions, their tastes, their little humours and weaknesses, and alter au
(Levant. You must do it at the same time, with alacrity and empresse-

ment, and not as if you graciously condescended to humour their weak

For instance, suppose you invited any body to dine or sup with you,
you ought to recollect if you had observed that they had any favourite

dish, and take care to provide it for them ; and, when it came, you
should say, You seemed to me, at such and such a place, to give this

dish a preference, and therefore I ordered it: this is the ibine that 1
observed you liked, and therefore I procured some. The more trifling

these things are, the more they prove your attention for the person, and
are consequently the more engaging. Consult your own breast, and
recollect how these little attentions, when shown you by others, flatter

that degree of self-love and vanity, from which no man living is free.

Reflect how they incline and attract you to that person, and how you
are propitiated afterwards to all which that person says or does. The
same causes will have the same effects in your favour. Women, in a
great degree, establish or destroy every man's reputation of good-breed-
ing; you must, therefore, in a manner, overwhelm them with these

attentions : they are used to them, they expect them, and, to do them
iustice, they commonly requite them. You must be sedulous, and
rather over officious than under, in procuring them their coaches, their

chairs, their conveniences in public places : not see what you should

not see ; and rather assist, where you cannot help seeing. Opportuni-
ties of showing these attentions present themselves perpetually ; but if

they do not, make them. As Ovid advises his lover, when he sits in

tl<*« Circus near his mistress, to wipe the dust off her neck, even if

the.'o be none: Si nullus, tamen excute nullum. Your conversation

with women should always be respectful ; but, at the same time, engoue,

and always addressed to their vanity. Every tiling you say or do
should convince them of the regard you have (whether you have it

or not) for their beauty, their wit, or their merit. Men have pos-

sibly as much vanity as women, though of another kind ; and both

art and good-breeding require, that, instead of mortifying, you should

please and flatter it, by words and looks of approbation. Suppose
(which is by no means improbable) that, at your return to England,

I should place you near the person of some one of the royal family

,

in that situation, good-breeding, engaging address, adorned with all

the graces that dwell at courts, would very probably make you 9

favourite, and, from a favourite, a minister; but all the knowledge
and learning in the world, without them, never would. The pene-

tration of princes seldom goes deeper then the surfaoe. It is the

•xterior that always engages their hearts ; and I would never advi«*
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yon to give yourself much trouble about their understanding. Prin-

ces in general (I iman those Porphyrogenets who are born and bred
in purple) are about the pitoh of women; bred up like them, and
nre to be addressed and gained in the same manner. They always
see, they seldom weigh. Your lustre, not your solidity, must takj

them
;
your inside will afterwards support and secure what your out-

side has acquired. With weak people (and they undoubtedly are

three parts in four of mankind) good-breeding, address, and manners
are every thing ; they can go no deeper ; but let me assure you that

they are a great deal even with people of the best understandings.

Where the eyes are not pleased, and the heart is not flattered, the

mind will be apt to stand out. Be this right or wrong, I confess I

am so made myself. Awkwardness and ill-breeding shock me to that

degree, that where I meet with them, I cannot find in my heart to

inquire into the intrinsic merit of that person: I hastily decide in

myself, that he can have none ; and am not sure, that I should not
even be sorry to know that he had any. I often paint you in my
imagination, in your present lontanama ; and, while 1 view you in

the light of ancient and modern learning, useful and ornamental knowl-
edge, 1 am charmed with the prospect ; but when 1 view you in

anther light, and represent you awkward, ungraceful, ill-bred, with
\ ulgar air and manners, shambling towards me with inattention and
distractions, I shall not pretend to describe to you what I feel; but
will do as a skilful painter did formerly—draw a veil before the

countenance of the Father.

I daresay you know already enough of Architecture, to know that

the Tuscan is the strongest and most solid of all the orders ; but, at the

same time, it is the coarsest and clumsiest of them. Its solidity does
extremely well for the foundation and base floor of a great edifice; but
it the whole building be Tuscan, it will attract no eyes, it will stop no
pMMagm.it will invite no interior examination; people will take it

for granted that the finishing and furnishing cannot be worth seeing,

where the front is so unadorned and clumsy. But if, upon the solid

Tuscan foundation, the Doric, the Ionic, and the Corinthian Orders
rise gradually with all their beauty, proportions, and ornaments, the

fabric seizes the most incurious eye, and stops the most careless pas-

senger; who solicits admission as a favour, nay, often purchases it.

Just so will it rare with your little fabric, which, at present, I fear, has
more of the Tuscan than of the Corinthian Order. You must abso-
lutely change the whole front, or nobody will knock at the door. The
several parts, which must compose this new front, are elegant, easy,

natural, superior, good-breeding; an engaging address; genteel mo-
tions ; an insinuating softness in your looks, words, and actions ; a
spruce, lively air, fashionable dress; and all the glitter that a young
fellow should have.

I am >ure you would do a great deal for my sake ; and therefore con-

sider, at ) ^ur return here, what a disappointment and concern it would
oe to me> if I could not safely depute you to do the honours of my
house and table ; and if I should be ashamed to present you to thoss

**ho fre<p<mt both. Should you be awkward, inattentive, and distrait,

12*
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and happen to meet Mr. L** at my table, the consequences of that meet-

ing must be fatal
;
you would run your heads against eaoh other, cut

each other's Sngers, instead of your meat, or die by the precipitate

infusion of scalding soup.

This is really so copious a subject, that there is no end of being

either serious or ludicrous upon it. It is impossible, too, to enumerate
or state to you the various cases in good-breeding ; they are infinite

;

there is no situation or relation in the world so remote or so intimate,

that does not require a degree of it. Your own good sense must point

it out to you; your own good nature must incline, and your interest

prompt you to practise it ; and observation and experience must give

you the manner, the air and the graces which complete the whole.

This letter will hardly overtake you, till you are at or near Rome. I

expect a great deal in every way from your six months' stay there. My
morning hopes are justly placed in Mr. Harte, and the masters he will

give you ; my evening ones, in the Roman ladies : pray be attentive to

both." But I must hint to you, that the Roman ladies are not les fem-
mes savantes, et ne vous embrasseront point pour Vamour du Grec.

They must have il garbato, il leggiadro, it disinvolto, il lusinghiero,

quel non so che, che piace, che alletta, che incanta.

I have often asserted, that the profoundest learning, and the politest

manners, were by no means incompatible, though so seldom found

united in the same person; and I have engaged myself to exhibit you,

as a proof of the truth of this assertion. Should you, instead of that,

happen to disprove me, the concern indeed would be mine, but the loss

will be yours. Lord Bolingbroke is a strong instance on my side of the

question; he joins to the deepest erudition, the most elegant politeness

and good-breeding that ever any courtier and man of the world was
adorned with. And Pope very justly called him " All-accomplished

St. John," with regard to his knowledge and his manners. He had, it

is true, his faults ; which proceeded from unbounded ambition, and

impetuous passions ; but they have now subsided by age and experi-

ence ; and I can wish you nothing better than to be, what he is now,
without being what he has been formerly. His address pre-engages,

his eloquence persuades, and his knowledge informs all who approacli

him. Upon the whole, I do desire, and insist, that, from after dinner,

till you go to bed, you make good-breeding, address, and manners, your

serious object and your only care. Without them, you will be nobody

;

with them, you may be any thing.

Adieu, my dear child 1 My compliments to Mr. Harte.

LETTER OOIII.

London, Novemb(r 94, O. 8., lT4t.

L>sar Bor : Every rational being (I take it for granted) proposes to

himself some object more imDortant than mere respiration and obscure

animal existence. He desires to distinguish himself among his fellow-

creature* ; and, alicui negotio intentus, prceclari facinoris, aut arlu

hmm
t
faman qucsrit. Oasar, when embarking in a storm, said, that U
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vras not necessary he should live ; but that it was absolutely necetsary

he should get to the place to which he was going. And Pliny leaves

mankind this only alternative; either of doing what deserves tc be

written, or of writing what deserves to be read. As for those who do

neither, eoruui ritam mortemque juxta cestumo ; quoniam de utraqut

siletur. You have, I am convinced, one or both of these objects in

view ; but you must know and use the necessary means, or your pur-

suit wiU be vain and frivolous. In either case, sapere est principium et

font; but it is by no means all. That knowledge must be adorned, it

must have lustre as well as weight, or it will be oftener taken for taad

than for gold. Knowledge you have, and will have : 1 am easy upon
that article. But my business, as your friend, is not to compliment
yon upon what you bava, but to tell you with freedom what you want;
and I must tell you plainly, that I fear you want every thing but

knowledge.
I have written to you so often, of late, upon good-breeding, address,

les manures liantes, tho graces, &c, that I shall contine this letter to

another subject, pretty near akin to them, and which, I am sure, yon
are full as deficient in; I mean Style.

Style is the dress of thoughts ; and let them be ever so just, if your

style is homely, coarse, and vulgar, they will appear to as much dis

advantage, and be as ill received as your person, though e\er si well

DropoTttDTied, would, if dressed in rags, dirt, and tatters, it is not

every understanding that can judge of matter; but every ear can and
does judge, more or less, of style : and were I either to speak or write

to the public, I should prefer moderate matter, adorned with all the

beauties and elegancies of style, to the strongest matter in the world,

ill-worded and ill-delivered. Your business is negotiation ?bn>ad, and

oratonr
in the House of Commons at home. What figure ran you

make, in either case, if your style be inelegant, I do not say oad ? Ima-

gine yourself writing an office-letter to a Secretary of State, vnIpcu let-

ter is to be read by the whole Cabinet Council, and very poasiblf after-

wards laid before Parliament ; any one barbarism, solecism, or \ uigarisiu

in it, would, in a very few days, circulate through the whole kh.gdom,
to your disgrace and ridicule. For instance, I will suppose you had

written the following letter from the Uague to the Secretary of State

at London; and leave you to suppose the consequences of it:

My Lord : I had, last night, the honour of your Lordship's letter ot

the 24th; and will set about doing the orders contained therein; and
if so be that I can get that affair done by the next post, I will not fail for
to give your Lordship an account of it, by next post. I have told the

Fronch Minister, as how that i/ that affair be not soon concluded, yor.r

Lordship would think it all long of him; and that he must have

neglected for to have wrote to his court about it. I must beg leave t"

put your Lordship in mind, as how, that I am now mil three qaarlen

in arrear; and if so be that I do not very soon receive at least ore L&ii

year, I shall cut a very bad figure ; for this here place is very dear. 1

bhall be vastly beholden to your Lordship for that there mark of yo^:

ivs "ur : a r.d so I rest or remain, Your, &c.
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You will tell me, possibly, that this is a caricaiura of an illiberal

and inelegant style : I will admit it ; but assure you, at the game time,

that a dispatch with less than half these faults would blow you up for

ever. It is by no means sufficient to be free from faults, in speaking

and writing; but you must do both correctly and elegantly. In faults

of this kind, it is not Me optimus qui minimis arguetur ; but he is

unpardonable who has any at all, because it is his own fault: he
need only attend to, observe, and imitate the best authors.

It is a very true saying, that a man must be born a poet, bet

that he may make himself an orator; and the very first principle

of an orator is, to speak, his own language particularly, with the

utmost purity and elegance. A man will be forgiven even great

errors in a foreign language; but in his own, even the least slips

are justly laid hold of and ridiculed.

A person of the House of Commons, speaking two years ago upon
naval affairs, asserted, that we had then the finest navy upon the

face of the yearth. This happy mixture of blunder and vulgarism,

you may easily imagine, was matter of immediate ridicule; but I

can assure you that it continues so still, and will be remembered as

long as he lives and speaks. Another, speaking in defence of a gen-

tleman, upon whom a censure was moved, happily said, that he

thought that gentleman was more liable to be thanked and rewarded,

than censured. You know, I presume, that liable can never be used

in a good sense.

You have with you three or four of the best English authors, Dry-
den, Atterbury, and Swift ; read them with the utmost care, and with

a particular view to their language, and they may possibly correct that

curious infelicity of diction, which you acquired at "Westminster. Mr.
Harte excepted, I will admit, that you have met with very few Eng-
lish abroad, who could improve your style ; and with many, I daresay,

who speak as ill as yourself, and, it may be, worse
;
you must, there-

fore, take the more pains, and consult your authors and Mr. Harte the

more. I need not tell you how attentive the Romans and Greeks, par-

ticularly the Athenians, were to this object. It is also a study among
the Italians and the French; witness their respective academies and
dictionaries for improving and fixing their languages. To our shame
be it spoken, it is less attended to here than any polite country ; but

that is no reason why you should not attend to it ; on the contrary,

it will distinguish you the more. Cicero says, very truly, that it is

glorious to excel other men in that very article, in which men excel

brutes; speech.

Constant experience has shewn me, that great purity and elegance of

style, with a graceful elocution, cover a multitude of faults, in 9ither a

speaker or a writer. For my own part, I confess, (and I believe most
people are of my mind,) that if a speaker should ungracefully mutter or

stammer out to me the sense of a angel, deformed by barbarism and

solecisms, or larded with vulgarisms, he should never speak to me a

decond time, if I could help it. Gain the heart, or you gain nothing;

tlif> eyes and the ears are the only roads to the heart. Merit and knowl-

edge will not gain hearts, though they will secure them wher. gaired
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Pray, Lave that truth ever in your mind. Engage the eyes.., by your
addres??, nir, and motions : sooth the ears, by the elegance and harmony
of youT diction ; the heart will certainly follow ; and the whole man,
or woman, will as certainly follow the heart. I must repeat it to you,

over and over again, that with all the knowledge wThich you may have
at present, or hereafter acquire, and with all the merit that ever man
had, if you have not a graceful address, liberal and engaging manners,

a prepossessing air, and a good degree of eloquence in speaking and
writing, you will be nobody ; but will have the daily mortification of

seeing people, with not one-tenth part of your merit or knowledge, get

the start of you, and disgrace you, both in company and in business.

You have read Quintilian, the best book in the world to form an
orator; pray read Cicero de Oratore

y
the best book in the world to

finish one. Translate and re-translate from and to Latin, Greek and
English ; make yourself a pure and elegant English style ; it requires

nothing but application. I do not find that God has made yen a poet

;

and I am very glad that he has not : therefore, for God's sake, make
yourself an orator, which you may do. Though I still call you boy, I

consider you no longer as such j and when I reflect upon the prodi-

gious quantity of manure that has been laid upon you, I expect that

you should produce more at eighteen, than uncultivated soils do at

eight-and-twenty.

Pray tell Mr. Ilarte that 1 ;iave received his letter of the 13th, N. S.

Mr. Smith was much in the right not to let you go, at this time of the

year, by sea; in the summer you may navigate as much as you please,

%s, for example, from Leghorn to Genoa, &c. Adieu.

LETTEPw CCIV.

Lohdon, November Ski, O. 8. 174».

Dbab Boy : While the Roman republic flourished, while glory waa
pursued, and virtue practised, and while even little irregularities and
indecencies, not coirni>;il>ie by law, were, however, not thought below
the public care ; Censors were established, discretionally to supply, in

particular cases, the inevitable defects of the law, which must, and can
only be general. This employment 1 assume to myself with regard to

yov.r little republic, leaving the legislative power entirely to Mr. Harte;
I hope, and believe, that he will seldom, or rather never, have occasion
to exert his supreme authority ; and I do by no means suspect you of

any faults that may require that interposition. But, to tell you the plain

truth, I am of opinion, that my censorial power will not be useless to

you, nor a sinecure to me. The sooner you make it both, the better for

us both. I can now exercise this employment only upon hearsay, or, at

most, written* evidence ; and therefore shall exercise it with great

lenity, and some diffidence ; but when we meet, and that I can form
my judgment upon ocular and auricular evidence, I shall no more let

the least impropriety, indecorum, or irregularity pass uncensured, than
try predecessor Cato did. I shall read you with the attention of a cri

tic, not with the partiaMty of an author : different in this respect.
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indeed, froin most critics, that I shall seek for faults, only to correct,

and not to expose them. I have often thought, and still thirh, that

there are few things which people in general know less, than how to

love and how to hate. They hurt those they love, by a mistaken indul-

gence, by a blindness, nay, often a partiality to their faults : Where
they hate, they hurt themselves, by ill-timed passion and rage. For-
tunately for you, I never loved you in that mistaken manner. From
your infancy, I made you the object of my most serious attention, and
not my plaything. I consulted your real good, not your humours or

fancies ; and I shall continue to do so while you want it, which will

probably be the case during our joint lives; for, considering the differ-

ence of our ages, in the course of nature, you will hardly have acquired

experience enough of your own, while I shall be in a condition of lend-

ing you any of mine. People in general will much better bear being

told of their vices or crimes, than of their little failings and weaknesses.

They, in some degree, justify or excuse (as they think) the former, by
strong passions, seductions, and artifices of others; but to be told of, or

to confess, their little failings and weaknesses, implies an inferiority

of parts, too mortifying to that self-love and vanity, which are inseparable

from our natures. 1 have been intimate enough with several people to

tell them that they had said or done a very criminal thing; but I never

was intimate enough with any man, to tell him, very seriously, that he

had said or done a very foolish one. Nothing less than the relation

between you and and me can possibly authorise that freedom ; but for-

tunately for you, my parental rights, joined to my censorial powers,

give it me in its fullest extent, and my concern for you will make me
exert it. Rejoice, therefore, that there is one person in the world who
can and will tell you what will be very useful to you to know, and yet

what no other man living could or would tell you. Whatever I shall

tell you, of this kind, you are very sure, can have no other motive than

your interest ; I can neither be jealous nor envious of your reputation

or fortune, which I must be both desirous and proud to establish and

promote ; I cannot be your rival either in love or in business ; on the

contrary, I want the rays of your rising, to reflect new lustre upon my
setting light. In order to this, I shall analyse you minutely, and cen

sure you freely, that you may not (if possible) have one single spot,

when in your meridian.

There is nothing that a young fellow, at his first appearance in the

world, has more reason to dread, and consequently should take more
pains to avoid, than having any ridicule fixed upon him. It degrades

him with the most reasonable part of mankind ; but it ruins him with

the rest ; and I have known many a man undone, by acquiring a ridi-

culous nick-name: I would not, for all the riches in the world, that you
should acquire one when you return to England. Vices and crimes

excite hatred and reproach; failings, weaknesses, and awkwardnesses,

excite ridicule ; they are laid hold of by mimics, who, though very con-

temptible wretches themselves, often, by their buffoonery, fix ridicule

upon their betters. The little defects in manners, elocution, address.

and air, 'and even of figure, though very unjustly,) are the objects of

ridicule, md the causes of nick-names. You tannot imagine the grie/
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it would give me, and the prejudice it would do yot., if, by way of di»

languishing you from others of your name, you should happen to be
called Muttering Stanhope, Absent Stanhope, Ill-bred Stanhope, or

Avkward, Left-legged Stanhope: therefore, take great care to put it

out of the power of Ridicule itself to give you any of these ridiculous

epithets; for, if you get one, it will stick to you, like the envenomed
shirt. The very first day that I see you, I shall be able to tell you, and
certainly shall tell you, what degree of danger you are in ; and I hope
that my admonitions, as censor, may prevent the censures of the public.

Admonitions are always useful; is this one or not? You are the best

judge ; it is your own picture which I send you, drawn, at my request,

by a lady at Venice : pray let me know how far, in your conscience,

you think it like; for there are some parts of it which I wish may, and
others, which I should be sorry were. I send you, literally, the
ropy of that part of her letter, to her friend here, which relates to

you *

Tell Mr. Ilarte that I have this moment received his letter of the
22d, X. S., and that I approve extremely of the long stay you have
made at Venice. I love long residences at capitals; running post

thro'igh different places is a most unprofitable way of travelling, and
admits of no application. Adieu.
You see, by this extract, of what consequence other people think these

things. Therefore, I hope you will no longer look upon them as trifles.

It is the character of an able man to despise little things in great busi-

tess: but then he knows what things are little, and what not. He does
nwt suppose things are little, because they are commonly called so : but
by the consequences that may or may not attend them. If gaining peo-
ple's affections, and interesting their hearts in your favour, be of conse
quence, as it undoubtedly is, he knows very well that a happy concur-
rence of all those, commonly called little things, manners, air, address,

graces, &c, is of the utmost consequence, and will never be at rest till

he has acquired them. The world is taken by the outside of things, and
we must take the world as it is ; you nor I cannot set it right. I know,
at th.s time, a man of great quality and station, who has not the parts

• "In compliance to your orders, I hare examined young Stanhope carefully, and think 1
have penetrated into his character. This Is his portrait, which I take to be a faithful one.
Hi" fax .3 pleasing, his countenance sensible, and his look clever. His figure is at present
rather too square; but if he shoots up, which he has matter and years for, he will then be
of a fcjod size. He haa, undoubtedly, a great fund of acquired knowledge; I am assured
that he is truster of the learned languages. As for French, I know he speaks it perfectly,
and, I am told, German as well. The questions he asks are judicious, and denote a thirst
after knowledge. I cannot say that he appears equally desirous of pleasing, for he seems to
neglect attentions and the graces. He d jes not come into a room well, nor has he that easy,
noble carriage, which would be proper for him. It is true, he as is yet young, and inexpe-
rienced ; one may therefore reasonably hope, that his exercises, which he has not yet gone
through, and good company, in which he is still a novice, will polish, and give all that is

wanting to complete him. What seems necessary for that purpose, would be an attachment
to some woman of fashion, and who knows the world. Some Madame de l'Ursay would be
the proper person. In short, I can MRirt you, that he has every thing which Lord Chester
field can wish him, excepting that carri;i>re, those graces, and the style used in the best com-
pany; which he will certainly acquire in rfme, and by frequenting the polite world. If he
should not, rt would be great pity, sin so well deserves to possess them. You know
their importance. My Lord, his father, knows It too, he being master of them all. To con-
elude, i/ littie Stanhope acquires the graces, I promise you he will make his way; If not, ht
will be stopped In a course, the goal of wb>h he might attain with honour."
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of a porter; but raised himself to the station he is in, singly by Laving
* graceful figure, polite manners, and an engaging address : which, by
the way, he only acquired by habit ; for he had not sense enough to get
them by reflection. Parts and habit should conspire to complete you.
Tou will have the habit of good company, and you have reflects a in

our power.

LETTER COV.

London, December 5, O. 3. 1749.

Dear Boy : Those who suppose, that men in general act rationally,

oecause they are called rational creatures, know very little of the world

,

and if they act themselves upon that supposition, will, nine times in ten,

find themselves grossly mistaken. That man is, animal bipes, implume,
rwibile, I entirely agree ; but for the rationale, I can only allow it him
in actu primo, (to talk logic,) and seldom in actu secundo. Thus, the
speculative, cloistered pedant, in his solitary cell, forms systems of things?

as they should be, not as they are ; and writes as decisively and absurdly
upon war, politics, manners, and characters, as that pedant talked, who
was so kind as to instruct Hannibal in the art of war. Such closet

politicians never fail to assign the deepest motives for the most trifling

actions ; instead of often ascribing the greatest actions to the most tri«

fling causes, in which they would be much seldomer mistaken. They
read and write of kings, heroes, and statesmen, as never doing any thing
but upon the deepest principles of sound policy. But those who see an 1

observe kings, heroes and statesmen, discover that they have headaches,
indigestions, humours, and passions, just like other people ; every one of
which, in their turns, determine their wills, in defiance of their reason.

Had we only read in the Life of Alexander, that he burnt Persepolis, it

would doubtless have been accounted for from deep policy : we should
have been told, that his new conquest could not have been secured with-
out the destruction of that capital, which would have been the constant

6eat of cabals, conspiracies, and revolts. But, luckily, we are informed
at the same time, that this hero, this demi-god, this son and heir of Ju-
piter Ammon, happened to get extremely drunk with his w—e ; and,

by way of frolic, destroyed one of the finest cities in the world. Read
men, therefore, yourself, not in books, but in nature. Adopt no systems,

but study them yourself. Observe their weaknesses, their passions, their

humours, of all which their understandings are, nine times in ten, the

dupes. You will then know that they are to be gained, influenced, or

led, much oftener by little things than by great ones ; and, consequently,

you will no longer think those things little, which tend to such great

purposes.

Let us apply this now to the particular object of this letter; I mean,
speaking in, and influencing public assemblies. The i ature of our con-

stitution makes eloquence more useful, and more necessary, in this coun-
try, than in any other in Europe. A certain degree of good sense and
knowledge is requisite for that, as well as for every thing else ; but be-

yond that, the purity of diction, the elegance of style, tho harmony of

periods, a pleasing elocution, and a graceful action, are the tiling which
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a public speaker should attend to the most ; because his audience cer-

tainly does, and understands them the best ; or rather indeed under-

stands little else. The late Lord Chancellor Cowper's strength, as an

orator, lay by no means in his reasonings, for he often hazarded very

weak ones. Bat such was the purity and elegance of his style, such the

propriety and charms of his elocution, and such the gracefulness of his

action, that he never spoke without universal applause : the ears and

the eyes gave him up the hearts and the understandings of the audience.

On the contrary, the late Lord Townshend always spoke materially, with

argument and knowledge, but never pleased. Why ? His diction was
not only inelegant, but frequently ungrammatical, always vulgar ; his

cadences false, his voice unharmonious, and his action ungraceful. No-

body heard him with patience ; and the young fellows used to joke upon
him, and repeat his inaccuracies. The late Duke of Argyle, though the

weakest reasoner, was the most pleasing speaker I ever knew in my life.

He charmed, he warmed, he forcibly ravished the audience ; not by his

matter certainly, but by bis manner of delivering it. A most genteel

figure, a graceful, noble air, an harmonious voice, an elegance of style,

and a strength of emphasis, conspired to make him the most affecting,

persua>ive, and applauded speaker I ever saw. I was captivated like

others; but when I came home, and coolly considered what he had said,

stripped of all those ornaments in which he had dressed it, I often found the

matter flimsy, the arguments weak, and I was convinced of the power
ofthose adventitious concurring circumstances, which ignorance of man
kind only calls trifling ones. Cicero, in his book de Oratore, in order to

raise the dignity of that profession, which he well knew himself to be at

the head of, asserts, that a complete orator must be a complete every

thing, lawyer, philosopher, divine, &c. That would be extremely well,

it' it were possible: but man's life is not long enough ; and I hold him to

be the completest orator, who speaks the best upon that subject which
O'curs; whose happy choice of words, whose lively imagination, whose
elocution and action adorn and grace his matter; at the same time that

they excite the attention and engage the passions of his audience.

You will be of the House of Commons as soon as you a^e of age ; and
you must first make a figure there, if you would make a figure, or a for

tune, in your country. This you can never do without that correctness*

and elegance in your own language, which you now seem to neglect,

and which you have entirely to learn. Fortunately for you, it is to be

learned. Care and observation will do it; but do not flatter yourself

that all the knowledge, sense, and reasoning in the world, will ever

make you a popular and applauded speaker, without the ornaments and

the graces of style, elocution, and action. Sense and argument, though

coarsely delivered, will have their weight in a private conversation,

with two or three people of sense ; but in a public assembly they will

have none, if naked and destitute of the advantages I ha\e mentioned.

Cardinal de Retz observes, very justly, that every numerous assembly is a

mob, influenced by their passions, humours and affections, which no-

thing but eloquence ever did or ever can engage. This is so important

X consideration for every body in this country, and more particularly for

yor , that I earnestly recommend it to your most serious care and atten
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tion. Mind your diction, in whatever language you either write or

speak ; contract a habit of correctness and elegance. Consider youi
style, even in the freest conversation, and most familiar letters. After,

at least, if not before, you have said a thing, reflect if you could not
have said it better. Where you doubt of the propriety or elegance of a

word or a phrase, consult some good dead or living authority in that

language. Use yourself to translate, from various languages, ini^> En
glish : correct those translations till they satisfy your ear, as well as your
understanding. And be convinced of this truth, that the best sen»e and
reason in the world will be as unwelcome in a public assembly, without
these ornaments, as they will in public companies, without the assistance

of manners and politeness. If you will please people, you must please

them in their own way; and, as you cannot make them what they should

be, you must take them as they are. I repeat it again, they are only to

be taken by agremens, and by what natters their senses and their hearty.

Rabelais first wrote a most excellent book, which nobody liked ; then,

determined to conform to the public taste, he wrote Gargantua and
Pantagruel, which every body liked, extravagant as it was. Adieu.

LETTER OOVI.

London, December 9, 0. 8. 1T49.

Dear Boy : It is now above forty years since I have never spok°,n

nor written one single word, without giving myself at least one moment's
time to consider, whether it was a good or a bad one, and whether I

could not find out a better in its place. An unharmonious and rugged

period, at this time, shocks my ears ; and I, like all the rest of the world,

will willingly exchange and give up some degree of rough sense, for a

good degree of pleasing sound. I will freely and truly own to you,

without either vanity or false modesty, that whatever reputation I have

acquired as a speaker, is more owing to my constant attention to my
diction than to my matter, which was necessarily just the same as other

people's. When you come into Parliament, your reputation as a speaker

will depend much more upon your words, and your periods, than upon
the subject. The same matter occurs equally to every body of common
sense, upon the same question; the dressing it well, is what excites the.

attention and admiration of the audience.

It is in Parliament that I have set my heart upon your making a

figure : it is there that I want to have you justly proud of yourself, and

to make me justly proud of you. This means that you must be a good

speaker there ; I use the word must, because I know you may if you
will. The vulgar, who are always mistaken, look upon a speaker and a

comet with the same astonishment and admiration, taking them both

for preternatural phenomena. This error discourages many young men
from attempting that character; and good speakers are willing to have

their talent considered as something very extraordinary, if not a peculiar

gift of orod t> his elect. But let you and me analyse and simplify this

good speaker; let us strip him of those adventitious plumes, with which
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nia own pride, and fhe ignorance of others, have decked him ; and w
hall find the true definition of him to be no more than this : A man o.

good common seo**\ who reasons justly, and expresses himself elegantly

on that subject upol which he speaks. There is, surely, no witchcraft

in this. A man of ,ense, without a superior and astonishing degree of

parts, will n<*t talk oonsense upon any subject; nor will he, if he has

the least taste or apj iication, talk inelegantly. What then does all this

mighty art and mystery of speaking in Parliament amount to? "Why,

no more than this: that the man who speaks in the House of Commons,
speaks in tnat House, and to four hundred people, that opinion, upon a
given subject, which he would make no difficulty of speaking in any
house in England, round the tire, or at table, to any fourteen people

whatsoever; better judges, perhaps, and severer critics of what he says,

than any fourteen gentlemen of the House of Commons.
I have spoken frequently in Parliament, and not always without some

applause; and therefore I can assure you, from my experience, that there

is very little in it. The elegance of tlte style, and the turn of the periods,

make the chief impression upon the hearers. Give them but one or two
round and harmonious periods in a >[>eech, which they will retain and
repeat; and they will go home as well satisfied, as people do from an

opera, humming all the v ay one or two tavourite tunes that have struck

their ears, and were easily caught. Most people have ears, but few have

judgment; tickle those ears, and, depend upon it, you will catch their

judgments, such as they are.

Cicero, conscious that he was at the top of his profession, (for in his

time eloquence was a profession, in order to set himself oil", defines, in

his Treatise de Oratore, an orator to be such a man as never was, nor

never will be; and, by his fallacious argument. Bays, that he must know
every art and science whatsoever, or how shall he speak upon them?
But, with submission to so great an authority, my definition of an orator

is extremely different from, and 1 believe much truer than his. 1 call

that man an orator, who reasons justly, and expresses himself elegantly,

upon whatever subject he treats. Problems in geometry, equation! ic

algebra, processes in chemistry, and experiments in anatomy, are never,

that I have heard of, the objects of eloquence; and therefore 1 humbly
conceive, that a man may be a very fine speaker, and yet know nothing

of geometry, algebra, chemistry, or anatomy. The subjects of all Par-

liamentary debates, are subjects of common sense singly.

Thus i write whatever occurs to me, that 1 think may contribute

either to form or inform you. May my labour not be in vain! and it

wih not, if you will but have half the concern for yourself that I hav*

fo • you. Adieu.

LETTER CCVII.

L NDO«, December 12, 0. S. \14S.

Dbar Boy . Lord Clarendon, in his history, says of Mr. John Hamp-
den, that h-e had a head to contrive, a tongue to persuade, and a hand to

tnecuU ar.y mischief. I shall not now enter into the justness of tbil
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character of Mr. Hampden, to whose brave stand against the illegal tie

inand of ship-money we owe our present liberties ; but I mention it- tc

you as the character, which, with the alteration of one single word,
good, instead of mischief, 1 would have you aspire to, and use youi
utmost endeavours to deserve. The head to contrive, God must to a

certain degree have given you ; but it is in your own power greatly to

improve it, by study, observation, and reflection. As for the tongue to

persuade, it wholly depends upon yourself; and without it the best head
will contrive to very little purpose. The hand to execute depends like-

wise, in my opinion, in a great measure upon yourself. Serious reflec-

tion will always give courage in a good cause; and the courage arising

from reflection is of a much superior nature to the animal and constitu-

tional courage of a foot soldier. The former is steady and unshaken,

where the nodus is dignus vindice; the latter is oftener improperly than
properly exerted, but always brutally.

The second member of my text (to speak ecclesiastically) shall be the

subject of my following discourse; the tongue to persuade—as judicious

preachers recommend those virtues, which they think their several au-

diences want the most ; such as truth and continence, at court ; disin-

terestedness, in the city; and sobriety, in the country.

You must certainly, in the course of your little experience, have felt

the different effects of elegant and inelegant speaking. Do you not

suffer, when people accost you in a stammering or hesitating manner, in

an untuneful voice, with false accents and cadences
;
puzzling and blun-

dering through solecisms, barbarisms, and vulgarisms ; misplacing even

their bad words, and inverting all method? Does not this prejudice

you against their matter, be it what it will; nay, even against their

persons ? I am sure it does me. On the other hand, do you not feel

yourself inclined, prepossessed, nay even engaged in favour of those who
address you in the direct contrary manner? The effects of a correct and

adorned style, of method and perspicuity, are incredible towards persua-

sion; they often supply the want of reason and argument, but, wheu
used in the support of reason and argument, they are irresistible. The
French attend very much to the purity and elegance of their style, even

in common conversation ; insomuch that it is a character, to say of a

man, quHl narr* Hen. Their conversations frequently turn upon the

delicacies of their language, and an academy is employed in fixing it.

The Crusca, in Italy, has the same object ; and 1 have met with very

few Italians, who did not speak their own language correctly and ele-

gantly. How much more necessary is it for an Englishman to do so,

who is to speak it in a public assembly, where the laws and liberties of

his country are the subjects of his deliberation ? The tongue that would

persuade there, must not content itself with mere articulation. You
know what pains Demosthenes took to correct his naturally bad elocu-

tion
;
you know that he declaimed by the sea side in storms, to prepare

himself for the noise of the tumultuous assemblies he was to speak to

;

and you can now judge of the correctness and elegance of his style. He
thought all these things of consequence, and he thought right; pray do

you think so too ? It is of the utmost consequence to you to be of that

opinion. If you have the least defect in your elocution, take the utmost
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mtg and pains to correct it. Do not neglect your style, whatever lan-

guage you speak in, or whoever you speak to, were it your footman.

Seek always for the best words and the happiest expressions you can

6nd. Do not content yourself with being barely understood ; but adorn
your thoughts, and dress them as you would your person ; which, how-
ever well proportioned it might be, it would be very improper and inde-

cent to exhibit naked, or even worse dressed than people of your sort are.

I have sent you, in a packet which your Leipsig acquaintance, Duval,

sends to his correspondent at Rome, Lord Bolingbroke's book*, which
he published about a year ago. I desire that you will read it over and
over again, with particular attention to the style, and to all those beau-

ties of oratory with which it is adorned. Till I read that book, I confess

I did not know all the extent and powers of the English language. Lord
Bolingbroke has both a tongue and a pen to persuade; his manner of

speaking in private conversation is full as elegant as his writings ; what-
ever subject he either speaks or writes upon, lie adorns with the most
6plendid eloquence ; not a studied or laboured eloquence, but such a

flowing happiness of diction, which (from care perhaps at first) is become
so habitual to him, that even his most familiar conversations, if taken

down in writing, would bear the press, without the least correction either

as to method or style. If his conduct, in the former part of his life, had
been equal to all his natural and acquired talents, he would most justly

have merited the epithet of all-accomplished. He is himself sensible of

his past errors: those violent passions, which seduced him in his youth,

have now subsided by age; and take him as he is now, the character of

all-accomplished is more his due, than any man's I ever knew in mv
life.

"Rut he has been a most mortifying instance of the violence of human
passions, and of the weakness of the most exalted human reason. His
virtues and his vices, his reason and his passions, did not blend them-
selves by a gradation of tints, but formed a shining and sodden contrast.

l!tr« the darkest, there the most splendid colours; and both rendered
more shining from their proximity. Impetuosity, excess, and almost
ea^avagance, characterised not only his passions, but even his senses.

His youth was distinguished by all the tumult and storm of pleasures,

m which he most licentiously triumphed, disdaining all decorum. His
hae imagination has often been heated and exhausted with his body, in

-elebrating and deifying the prostitute of the night; and his convivial
joys were pushed to all the extravagance of frantic Bacchanals. Those
passions were interrupted but by a stronger, ambition. The former im-
paired both his constitution and his character, but the latter destroyed
both his fortune and his reputation.

He has noble and generous sentiments, rather than fixed reflected

principles of good nature and friendship ; but they are more violent
than lasting, and suddenly and often varied to their opposite extremes,
with regard to the same persons. He receives the common attentions
of civility as obligations, which he returns with interest; and resents
wit'j passion the little inadvertencies of human nature, which he repay§

• Letters ca the Spirit of Patriotism, on the Idea of a Patriot Bang

.
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with interest too. Even a difference of opinion \ipon a philosophical

subject would provoke, and prove him no practical philosopher at least.

Notwithstanding the dissipation of his youth, and the tumultuous
agitation of his middle age, he has an infinite fund of various and almost
universal knowledge, which, from the clearest and quickest conception,

and happiest memory, that ever man was blessed with, he always carries

about him. It is his pocket-money, and he never has occasion to draw
upon a book for any sum. He excels more particularly in history, as

his historical works plainly prove. The relativo political and commer-
cial interests of every country in Europe, particularly of his own, are

better known to him, than perhaps to any man in it ; but how steadily

he has pursued the latter, in his public conduct, his enemies, of all par-

ties and denominations, tell with joy.

He engaged young, and distinguished himself in business; and his

penetration was almost intuition. I am old enough to have heard
him speak in Parliament. And T remember, that, though prejudiced

against by him by party, I felt all the force and charms of his elo-

quence. Like Belial in Milton, " he made the worse appear the bet-

ter cause." All the internal and external advantages and talents of an

orator are undoubtedly his. Figure, voice, elocution, knowledge ; and,

above all, the purest and most florid diction, witli the justest meta-

phors and happiest images, had raised him to the post of Secretary at

War, at four and twenty years old, an age at which others are hardly

thought fit for the smallest employments.
During his long exile in France, he applied himself to study with his

characteristical ardour ; and there he formed and chiefly executed the

plan of a great philosophical work. The common bounds of human
knowledge are too narrow for his warm and aspiring imagination. He
must go extraflammantia mania Mundi,.and explore the unknown arc

1

unknowable regions of Metaphysics ; which open an unbounded field

for the excursion of an ardent imagination ; where endless conjectures

supply the defect of unattainable knowledge, and too often usurp both

its name and its influence.

He has had a very handsome person, with a most engaging address

in his air and manners ; he has all the dignity and good-breeding winch
a man of quality should or can have, and which so fow, in this

country at least, really have.

He professes himself a Deist; believing in a general Providence,

but doubting of, though by no means rejecting (as is commonly sup-

posed) the immortality of the soul, and a future state.

Upon the whole, of this extraordinary man, what can we say, but,

alas, poor human nature!
In your destination, you will have frequent occasions to speak in

public; to Princes and States abroad; to the House of Commons at

home; judge, then, whether eloquence is necessary for you or not;

not only common eloquence, which is rather free from faults, thar

adorned by beauties; but the highest, the most shining degree ol

eloquence. For God's sake, have this object always in your view,

and in your thoughts. Tune your tongue early to persuasion ; and

let no jarring, dissonant accents ever fall from it. Contract an haWt
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of speaking well, upon every occasion, and neglect yourself in no
on/3. Eloquence and good-breeding, alone, with an exceeding small

decree of parts and knowledge, will carry a man a great way ; witb
voir parts and knowledge then, how far will they not carry you!
Adieu.

LETTER CCVIII.

Lo»do», December lfi, O. 8. 1749.

Dkab But: This letter will, I hope, find you safely arrived, and
well settled at Rome, after the usual distresses and accidents of a

winter journey ; which are very proper to teach you patience.

Your stay there, I look upon as a very important peri>>d of your
life ; and I do believe, that you will fill it up well. I none yon
will employ the mornings diligently with Mr. Harte, in acquiring

weight ; and the evenings in the best companies at Rome, in acquir-

ing lustre. A formal, dull father, would recommend to you to piod

Dut the evenings, too, at home, over a book by a dim tape- • but I

recommend to you the evenings for your pleasures, which are as

much a part of your education, and almost as necessary a one, as

your morning studies. Go to whatever assemblies or spectacles peo-

ple of fashion go to, and when you are there, do as they do. En-
deavor to outshine those who shine there the most; get the Garbo,

the Gentilezz<i; the Leggeadria of the Italians; make love to the most
impertinent beauty of condition that you meet with, and be gallant

with all the rest. Speak Italian, right or wrong, to every body ; and
if you do but laugh at yourself first for your bad Italian, nobody else

will laugh at you for it. That is the only way to speak it perfectly
;

which I expert you will do, because I am sure you may, before you leave

Rome. View the most curious remains of antiquity, with a bhunoal
spirit ; and the) will clear up to you many passages of the classical

authors; particularly the Trajan and Antonine Columns; where you
find the warlike instruments, the dresses, ami the triumphal ornaments
of the Romans. Buy also the prints and explanations of all those

respectable remains of Roman grandeur, and compare them with the

ori^inaK Most young travellers are contented with a general view of

those tilings, say they are very fine, and then go about their bu>ine>s.

I hope you will examine them in a very different way. Approfondissez
every thing you see or hear ; and learn, if you can, the ichy and the

wherefore. Inquire into the meaning and the objects of the innumer-
able processions, which you will see at Rome at this time. Assist at

all the ceremonies, and know the reason, or at least the pretences of

them, and, however absurd they may be, see and speak of them with
great decency. Of all things, I beg of you not to herd with your own
countrymen, but to be always either with the Romans, or with the for-

eign Ministers residing at Rome. You are sent abroad to see the man-
ners and characters, and learn the languages of foreign countries; and
not to converse with English, in English ; which would defeat all those

ends. Among your graver company, I recommend (&> I have done be
fore) the Jesuits to you ; whose learning and address will both pleas*

and impf^ve you: inform yourself, as much as you can, tf the hist' ry
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policy, and practice of that society, from the time of its founder, Igna-

tius of Loyola, who was himself a mad-man. If you would know their

morality, you will find it fully and admirably stated, in Les Lettres <Tvn

Provincial, by the famous Monsieur Pascal; and it is a book very web
worth your reading. Few people see what they see, or hear what they

hear; that is, they see and hear so inattentively and superficially, that

they are very little the better for what they do see and hear. This, I

dare say, neither is, nor will be your case. You will understand, reflect

upon, and consequently retain, what you see and hear. You have still

two years good, but no more, to form your character in the world deci-

sively ; for, within two months after your arrival in England, it will be

finally and irrevocably determined, one way or another, in the opinion

of the public. Devote, therefore, these two years to the pursuit of per-

fection ; which ought to be every body's object, though in some parti-

culars unattainable ; those who strive and labour the most, will come
the nearest to it. But, above all things, aim at it in the two important

arts of speaking, and pleasing ; without them, all your other talents are

maimed and crippled. They are the wings upon which you must soar

above other people ; without them you will only crawl with the dull

mass of mankind. Prepossess by your air, address, and manners
;
per-

suade by your tongue ; and you will easily execute, what your head

has contrived. I desire that you will send me very minute accounts

from Rome, not of what you see, but of who you see ; of your plea-

sures and entertainments. Tell me what companies you frequent mo*t.

and how you are received. Mi dica anche se la lingua Italiana v.

bene, e se lo parla facilmente ; ma in ogni caso bisogna parlarlo semprc

per poter aliafine parlarlo bene epulito. Le donne Vinsegnano meglio

assai dei maestri. Addio Garo Ragazzo, si ncordi del Garbo, della

GentiUzza^ e della Leggiadria: cose tante necessarie ad un Gavaliero.

LETTER CCIX.

Londok, December 19, O. 8. 1749.

Deab Boy : The knowledge of mankind is a very useful knowledge
for every body ; a most necessary one for you, who are destined to an

active, public life. You will have to do with all sorts of characters

;

you should, therefore, know them thoroughly, in order to manage them
ably. This knowledge is not to be gotten systematically

;
you must

acquire it yourself by your own observation and sagacity: I will give

you such hints as I think may be useful land-marks in your intended

progress.

I have often told you (and it is most true) that, with regard to man-
kind, we must not draw general conclusions from certain particular

principles, though, in the main, true ones. We must rot suppose, that,

because a man is a rational animal, he will therefore always act ration-

ally; or, because he has such or such a predominant passion, that he will

act invariably and consequentially in the pursuit of it. No: We art

complicated machines : and though we have one main spring, that gives

motion to the whole, we have an infinity of little wheels, which, in their
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tarns, retard, precipitate, and sometimes stop that motion. Let ns ex-

amplify. I will suppose Ambition to be (as it commonly is) the pre-

dominant passion of a minister of state ; and 1 will suppose that minis-

ter to be an able one. Will he, therefore, invariably pursue the object

cf that predominant passion? May I be sure that he will do so and so,

because he ought? Nothing lees. Sickness, or low spirits, may damp
this predominant passion ; humour and peevishness may triumph over it;

inferior passions may, at time*, surprise it, and prevail, is this ambitious

statesman amorous < Indiscreet and unguarded confidences, made in

tender moments to his wife or his mistress, may defeat all his schemes.

Is he avaricious? Some great lucrative object, suddenly presenting

itself, may unravel all the work of his ambition, is he passionate ?

Contradiction and provocation (sometimes, it may be, too, artfully in-

terded,) may extcrt rash and inconsiderate expressions, or actions de-

structive of his main object. Is he vain, and open to flattery? An
artful, flattering favourite may mislead him; and even laziness may, at

certain moment-, make him neglect or omit the necessary steps to that

height at which he wants to arrive. Seek first, then, for the predomi-
nant passion of the character which you mean to engage and influence,

and address yourself to it; but without defying or despising the inferior

passions; get them in your interest too, for now and then they will have
their turns. In many cases, you may Dot have it in your power to con-

tribute to the gratification of the prevailing passion; then take the next

Dest to your aid. There are many avenues to every man; and when
you cannot get at him through the great one, try the serpentine ones,

and you will arrive at last.

There are two inconsistent passions, which, however, frequently ac-

company each other, like man and wife; and which, like man and wife

too, are commonly clogs upon each other. I mean ambition and avarice:

the latter is often the true cause of the former, and then is the predomi-

nant passion. It seems to have been so in Cardinal Mazarin, who did

any tiling, submitted to any thing, and forgave any thing, for the sake

of plunder, lie loved and courted power, like a usurer, because it car-

ried profit along with it. Whoever should have formed his opinion, or

taken his measures, singly, from the ambitious part of Cardinal Mazarin's

character, would have found himself often mistaken. Some who had
found thi-j out, made their fortunes, by letting him cheat them at play.

On the contrary, Cardinal Richelieu's prevailing passion seems to have
been ambition, ami his immense riches, only the natural consequences

of that ambition gratified ; and yet, 1 make no doubt, but that ambition

had now and then its turn with the former, and avarice with the latter.

Richelieu (by the way) is so strong a proof of the inconsistency of human
nature, that 1 cannot help observing to you, that while he absolutely

governed both his king and his country, and was. in a great degree, the

arbiter of the fate of all Europe, he was more jealous of the great repu-

tation of Corueille than of the power of Spain; and more flattered with

being thought (what he was not) the best poet, than with being thought

iwhat he certainly was) the greatest statesman in Europe; and affairs

stood still while he was concerting the criticism upon the Cid. Could
one think this >ossible, if one did not know it to be true? Though men
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are all of one composition, the several ingredients are bo differently

proportioned in each individual, that no two are exactly alike ; and no

one at all times like himself. The ablest man will sometimes do weak
things; the proudest man, mean things; the honestest man, ill things;

and the wickedest man, good ones. Study individuals then, and if you
take (as you ought to do) their outlines from their prevailing passion,

iuspend your last finishing strokes till you have attended to, and disco-

vered the operations of their inferior passions, appetites, and humours.

A man's general' character may be that of the honestest man of the world

:

do not dispute it
;
you might be thought envious or ill-natured ; but, at

the same time, do not take this probity upon trust, to such a degree, as

to put your life, fortune, or reputation in his power. This honest man
may happen to be your rival in power, in interest, or in love ; three

passions that often put honesty to most severe trials, in which it is too

often cast ; but first analyse this honest man yourself ; and, then, only,

you will be able to judge how far you may, or may not, with safety

trust him.
Women are much more like each other than men : they have, in truth,

but two passions, vanity and love; these are their universal character-

istics. An Agrippina may sacrifice them to ambition, or a Messaliua to

lust; but those instances are rare; and, in general, all they say, and all

they do, tends to the gratification of their vanity or their love. He who
flatters them most, pleases them best ; and they are the most in love with

him, who they think is the most in love with them. Xo adulation is too

strong for them; no assiduity too great; no simulation of passion too

gross ; as, on the other hand, the least word or action that can possibly

be construed into a slight or contempt, is unpardonable, and never for-

gotten. Men are, in this respect, tender too, and will sooner forgive an

injury than an insult. Some men are more captious than others : some
are always wrong-headed ; but every man living has such a share of

vanity, as to be hurt by marks of slight and contempt. Every man does

not pretend to be a poet, a mathematician, or a statesman, and consi-

dered as such ; but every man pretends to common sense, and to fill his

place in the world with common decency ; and, consequently, does not

easily forgive those negligences, inattentions and slights which seem to

call in question, or utterly deny him both these pretensions.

Suspect, in general, those who remarkably affect any one virtue; who
raise it above all others, and who, in a manner, intimate that they pos-

sess it exclusively. I say suspect them, for they are commonly impos-

tors; but do not be sure that they are always so ; for I have sometimes

known saints really religious, blusterers really brave, reformers of man-
ners really honest, and prudes really chaste. Pry into the recesses

of their hearts yourself, as far as you are able, and never implicitly

adopt a character upon common fame ; which, though generally righc

as to the great outlines of characters, is always wrong in some parti-

culars.

Be upon your guard against those, who, upon very slight acquain-

tance, obtrude their unasked and unmerited friendship and confidence

upon you ; for they probably cram you with them only for their own
eating; b"t, at the same time, do not roughly reject them upon that
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genei-ai supposition. Examine further, and see whether those unex-

pected offers flow from a warm heart and a silly head, or from a design-

ing head and a cold heart ; for knavery and folly have often the same
symptoms. In the first case, there is nc danger in accepting them,
zaleant quantvm valere possunt. In the latter case, it may be useful

to seem to accept them, and artfully to turn the battery upon him who
raised it.

There is an incontinency of friendship among young fellows, who are

associated by their mutual pleasures only ; which has, very frequently,

bad consequences. A parcel of warm hearts, and inexperienced heads,

heated by convivial mirth, and possibly a little too much wine, vow,
and really mean at the time, eternal friendships to each other, and indis-

creetly pour out their whole souls in common, and without the ieast

reserve. These confidences are as indiscreetly repealed as they were
made ; for new pleasures and new places soon dissolve this ill-cemented

connection ; and then very ill uses are made of these rash confidences,

hear your part, however, in young companies; nay, excel, if you can,

in all the social and convivial joy and festivity that become youth.
Trust them with your love-tales, if you please ; but keep your serious

views secret. Trust those only to some tried friend, more experienced
than yourself, and who, being in a different walk of life from you, is

not likely to become your rival; for I would not advise you to depend
so much upon the heroic virtue of mankind, as to hope, or believe,

that your competitor will ever be your friend, as to the object of that

competition.
These are reserves and cautions very necessary to have, but very

imprudent to show ; the tolto sciollo should accompany them. Adieu.

LETTER COX.

Dkajj Box : Great talents, and great virtues, (if you should have
them,) will procure you the respect and the admiration of mankind

;

but it is the lesser talents, the leniores virtutes^ which must procure
you their love and affection. The former, unassisted and unadorned by
the latter, will extort praise; but will, at the same time, excite both
fear and envy ; two sentiments absolutely incompatible with love and
affection.

Cffisar had all the great vices, and Cato all the great virtues, that men
could have. But Caesar had the leniores virtutes, which Cato wanted
and wh ;

.cr made him beloved, even by his enemies, and gained him the

hearvs at mankind, in spite of their reason: while Cato was not even
beloved b\ his friends, notwithstanding the esteem and respect which
tbyy oouid not refuse to his virtues; and I am apt to trunk, that if Cfflsai

had wanted, and Cato possessed, those leniores virtutes, the former woulc
not have attempted, (at least with success,) and the latter could havi
protected, the lit^-ties of Rome. Mr. Addison, in his Cato, says o/

CflBsar (and I beneve with truth,)

Cane on his Tirtues, they've undone his country.
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By which he means, those lesser, but engaging virties, of gertlenes^
affability, complaisance) and good humour. The knowledge of a scholar,

the courage of a hero, and the virtue of a Stoic, wil be admired ; but
?? the knowledge be accompanied with arrogance, the courage with fe-

rocity, and the virtue with inflexible severity, the man will never be
loved. The heroism of Charles XII. of Sweden (if his brutal courage
deserves that name) was universally admired, but the man no where
beloved. Whereas Henry IV. of France, who had full as much courage,
and was much longer engaged in wars, was generally beloved upon ac-

count of his lesser and social virtues. We are all so formed, that out
understandings are generally the dupes of our hearts, that is, of our
passions ; and the surest way to the former is through the latter, which
must be engaged by the leniores virtutes alone, and the manner of exert-

ing them. The insolent civility of a proud man is (for example) if pos-

sible, more shocking than his rudeness could be ; because ho shews you,

by his manner, that he thinks it more condescension in him; and that

his goodness alone bestows upon you what you have no pretence to

claim. He intimates his protection, instead of his friendship, by a gra-

cious nod, instead of an usual bow; and rather signifies his consent that

you may, than his invitation that you should sit, walk, eat, or drink
with him.
The costive liberality of a purse-proud man insults the distresses it

sometimes relieves ; he takes care to make you feel your own misfor-

tunes, and the difference between your situation and his ; both which
he insinuates to be justly merited : yours, by your folly ; his. by his

wisdom. The arrogant pedant does not communicate, but promulgates
his knowledge. He does not give it you, but he inflicts it upon you

;

and is (if possible) more desirous to show you your own ignorance than
his own learning. Such manners as these, not only in the particular

instances which I have mentioned, but likewise in all others, shock and
revolt that little pride and vanity which every man has in his heart;

and obliterate in us the obligation for the favour conferred, by remind-
ing us of the motive which produced, and the manner which accompa-
nied it.

These faults point out their opposite perfections, and your own good
sense will naturally suggest them to you.
But besides these lesser virtues, there are what may be called the

lesser talents, or accomplishments, which are of great use to adorn and
recommend all the greater ; and the more so, as all people are judges of

the one, and but few are of the other. Every body feels tha impression,

which an engaging address, an agreeable manner of speaking, and an
easy politeness, makes upon them ; and they prepare the way for thf

favourable reception of their betters. Adieu.

LETTER CCXI.

Lokdon, D4cernbtr 16, 0. H. 174*.

My dear Friend: The new year is the season, in which custom seems
more particularly to authorise civil and harmless lies, under the name of
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compliments. People reciprocally profess wishes which tney seldom
form ; and concern, which they seldom feel. This is not the case be-

tween you and me, where truth leaves no room for compliments.

Dii tibi dent annos, de te nam ccetera sumes ; was said formerly to

one, by a man who certainly did not think it. With the variation of

one word only, 1 will with great truth say it to you. I will make the
first part conditional, by changing, in the second, the nam into si. May
you live as long as you are tit to live, but no longer I or may you rather

die. before you cease to be fit to live, than after ! My true tenderness

for you makes me think more of the manner than of the length of your
life, and forbids me to wish it prolonged, by a single day, that should
bri'i^ guilt, reproach, and shame upon you. 1 have not malice enough
in mj nature, to wish that to my greatest enemy. You are the princi-

pal object, of all my cares, the only object of all my hopes: I have now
reason to believe, that you will reward the former, and answer the

latter, in that case, may you live long, for you must live happy; de U
nam catera sumes. Conscious virtue is the only solid foundation of all

happiness; for riches, power, rank, or whatever, in the common accep-
tation of the word, is supposed to constitute happiness, will never quiet,

much less cure, the inward pangs of guilt. To that main wish, 1 will

add those of the good old nurse of Horace, in his epistle to Tibullus:

Saperc, you have it in a good degree already. Et fari ut possit qua
tentiat. Have you that? More, much more is meant by it, than com-
mon speech, or mere articulation. I fear that still remains to be wished
for, and I earnestly wish it you. Gratia and Fama will inevitably ac-

company the above-mentioned qualifications. TheValetudo is the only
one that is not in your own power: Heaven alone can grant it you, and
may it do so abundantly ! As for the mundus victus, non dejiciente cru-

rnena, do you deserve, and I wdl provide them.
It is with the greatest pleasure that I consider the fair prospect which

you have before you. You have seen, read, and learned more, at youi
ge, than most young fellows have done at two or three and twenty
Your destination is a shining one, and leads to rank, fortune, and dis-

tinction. Your education has been calculated for it; and, to do you
justice, that education has not been thrown away upon you. You want
but two things, which do not want conjuration, but only care, to acquire;
eloquence and manners; that is, the graces of speech, and the graces of

behaviour. You may have them; they are as much in your power as
rowdering your hair is ; and will you let the want of them obscure (as

it certainly will do) that shining prospect which presents itself to you!
1 am sure }

rou will not. They are the sharp end, the point of the nail

that you are driving, which must make way hist for the larger and more
solid Darts to enter. Supposing your moral character as pure, and your
fcn >w',edge as sound, as 1 really believe them both to be

;
you want no-

tii nw tor that perfection, which I have so constantly wished you, and
taken so much pains to give you, but eloquence and politeness. A man,
who is not born with a poetical genius, can never be a poet, or at best
an extremely bad one; but every man, who can speak at all, can speak
elegantly and cor ectly if he pleases, by attending to the best authors
and orators ; and, indeed, I would advise those, who do not speak ele-
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gantly, not to speak at all ; for I am sure they will get more by their
silence than by their speech. As for politeness; whoever keeps good
company, and is not polite, must have formed a resolution, and taka
some pains not to be so ; otherwise he would naturally and insensialy
take the air, the address, and the turn of those he converses with. You
will, probably, in the course of this year, see as great a variety of good
company, in the several capitals you will be at, as in any one year of
our life; and consequently must (I should hope) catch some of their

manners, almost whether you will or not ; but, as I dare say you will

endeavour to do it, I am convinced you will succeed, and that I shall

have pleasure of finding you, at your return here, one of the best bred
men in Europe.

I imagine, that when you receive my letters, and come to those pares
of them which relate to eloquence and politeness, you say, or at least

think, What, will he never have done upon those two subjects ? Has he
not said all he can say upon them ? Why the same thiDg over and over
again? If you do think or say so, it must proceed from your not yet
knowing the infinite importance of those two accomplishments, which I

cannot recommend to you too often, nor inculcate too strongly. But if,

on the contrary, you are convinced of the utility, or rather the necessity
of those two accomplishments, and are determined to acquire them, my
repeated admonitions are only unnecessary ; and I grudge no trouble
which can possibly be of the least use to you.

I flatter myself, that your stay at Rome will go a great way towards
answering all my views : I am sure it will, if you employ your time,
and your whole time, as you should. Your first morning hours, I would
have you devote to your graver studies with Mr. Harte ; the middle part
of the day I would have employed in seeing things ; and the evenings
in seeing people. You are not, I hope, of a lazy inactive turn, in either
body or mind; and, in that case, the day is full long enough for every
thing ; especially at Rome, where it is not the fashion, as it is here and
at Paris, to embezzle at least half of it at table. But if, by accident,

two or three hours are sometimes wanting for some useful purpose,
borrow them from your sleep. Six, or at most seven hours sleep is, for

a constancy, as much as you or any body can want ; more is only lazi-

ness and dozing ; and is, I am persuaded, both unwholesome and stupe-

ying. If, by chance, your business, or your pleasures, should keep you
p till four or five o'clock in the morning, I would advise you, however,

to rise exactly at your usual time, that you may not lose the precious

morning hours ; and that the want of sleep may force you to go to bed
earlier the next night. This is what I was advised to do when very

young, by a very wise man ; and what, I assure you, I always did in

the most dissipated part of my life. I have very often gone *x> bed at

six in the morning, and rose, notwithstanding, at eight : by which means
I got many hours in the morning that my companions lost; and the want
of sleep obliged me to keep good hours the next, or at least the third

night. To this method I owe the greatest part of my reading • for,

from twenty to forty, I should certainly have read very little, if I had
not boon up while my acquaintances were in bed. Know the true valne

of time; snatch, se ; ze, and enjoy every moment of it. No idleness, no
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li-nneee, do procrastination ; never pnt off till to-morrow what you can
do to-day. That was the rule of the famous and unfortunate Pensionary
De Witt; who, by strictly following it, found time, not only to do the
whole business of the republic, but to pass his evenings at assemblies
and suppers, as if he had had nothing else to do or think of.

Adieu, my dear friend, for such I shall call you, and as such I shall,

for the future, live with you; for I disclaim all titles which imply an
authority, that, I am persuaded, you will never give me occasion to

exercise.

Multot et felicts, mo^t sincerely, to Mr. Harte.

LETTER CCXII.

Lo»do«, January 8, O. 8. 1T60.

Dsar Loi : I have seldom or never written to you upon the subject

•f religior and morality
;
your own reason, I am persuaded, has given

you true notions of both ; they speak best for themselves ; but if they

wanted assistance, you have Mr. Harte at hand, both for precept and
example ; to you- own reason, therefore, and to Mr. Harte, shall I refer

you, for the reality of both, and confine myself in this letter to the

decency, the utility, and the necessity of scrupulously preserving the

appearance? of both. When I say the appearances of religion, I do not

•nean that you should talk or act like a missionary, or an enthusiast,

nor that you should take up a controversial cudgel against whoever
attacks the 3ect you are of; this would be both useless and unbecoming
your age ; but 1 mean that you should by no means seem to approve,

encourage, cr applaud, those libertine notions, which strike at religions

equally, and which are the poor threadbare topics of half-wits, and
minute philosophers. Even those who are silly enough to laugh at

their jokes, are still wise enough to distrust and detest their characters
;

for, putting moral virtues at the highest, and religion at the lowest,

religion must still be allowed to be a collateral security, at least to

virtue, and every prudent man will sooner trust to two securities than
to one. Whenever therefore, you happen to be in company with those

pretended Esjrits forts, or with thoughtless libertines, who laugh at all

religion, to shew their wit, or disclaim it, to complete their riot; let no
word or look of yours intimate the least approbation ; on the contrary,

let a silent gravity express your dislike : but enter not into the subject

and decline such unprofitable and indecent controversies. Depend upon
this truth, that every man is the worse looked upon, and the less trusted

for being thought to have no religion ; in spite of all the pompous and
•pecious epithets he may assume, of Esprit fort, Freethinker, or Moral
Philosopher; and a wise Atheist (if such a thing there is) would, for hia

own interest and character in this world, pretend to some religion.

Your moral character must be not only pure, but, like Caesar's wife,

uu.-uspe<*,ed. The least speck or blemish upon it is fatal. Nothing
degrade*: i.nd vilifies more, for it excites and unites detestation and con-

teupt. There are, however, wretches in the world profligate eDougl
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to explode all notions of moral good and evil ; to maintain tb*t the/ vet

merely local, and depend entirely upon the customs and fashions of

different countries ; nay, there are still, if possible, more unaccountable
wretches ; I mean those who affect to preach and propagate such absurd
and infamous notions without believing them themselves. These are

the devil's hypocrites. Avoid, as much as possible, the company of

iuch people ; who reflect a degree of discredit and infamy upon ail who
converse with them. But as you may, sometimes, by accideDt, fall into

such company, take great care that no complaisance, no good-humor,
no warmth of festal mirth, ever make you seem even to acquiesce, much
less to approve or applaud, such infamous doctrines. On the other

hand, do not debate nor enter into serious argument upon a subject so

much below it : but content j ourself with telling these Apostles, that

you know they are not serious ; that you have a much better opinion of

them than they would have you have ; and that, you are very sure,

they would not practise the doctrine they preach. But put your private

mark upon them, and shun them for ever afterwards.

There is nothing so delicate as your moral character, and nothing
which it is your interest so much to preserve pure. Should you be
suspected of injustice, malignity, perfidy, lying, &c, all the parts and
knowledge in the world will never procure you esteem, friendship, or

respect. A strange concurrence of circumstances has sometimes raised

very bad men to high stations, but they have been raised like criminals

to a pillory, where their persons and their crimes, by being more con-

spicuous, are only the more known, the more detested, and the more
pelted and insulted. If, in any case whatsoever, affectation and osten-

tation are pardonable, it is in the case of morality ; though even there, I

would not advise you to a pharisaical pomp of virtue. But I will

recommend to you a most scrupulous tenderness for your moral charac-

ter, and the utmost care not to say or do the least thing that may ever
so slightly taint it. Show yourself, upon all occasions, the advocate,

the friend, but not the bully of virtue. Colonel Charti-ws, "sphom you
have certainly heard of (who was, I believe, the most notorious blasted

rascal in the world, and who had, by all sorts of crimes, amassed
immense wealth), was 50 sensible of the disadvantage of a bad charac-

ter, that I heard him onct> say, in his impudent profligate manner, thac

though he would not give one farthing for virtue, he would give ten

thousand pounds for a character; because he should get a hundred
thousand pounds by it; whereas, he was so blasted, that he had
no longer an opportunity of cheating people. Is it possible, then, that

an honest man can neglect what a wise rogue would purchase so

dear ?

There is one of the vices above mentioned, into which people of good
education, and, in the main, of good principles, sometimes fall, from
mistaken notions of skill, dexterity, and self-defence; I mean lying*,

though it is inseparably attended with more infamy and loss than any
other. The prudence and necessity of often concealing the truth,

insenei; iy seduces people to violate it. It is the only art of mean
capacities, and the only refuge of mean spirits. Whereas, conceding
the trith, upon poper occasions, is as prudent, and as innocent, as
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telling a lie, upon any occasion, is infamous and foolidh. T will state yoa
a case in your own department. Suppose you are employed at a foreign

court, and that the minister of that court is absurd or impertinent
enough to ask you what your instructions are ? will you tell him a lie,

which as soon as found out (and found out it certainly will be) must
destroy your credit, blast your character, and render you useless there?
So. Will you tell him the truth then, and betray your trust? As
certainly, Xo. But you will answer with firmness, That you are sur-

prised at such a question, that you are persuaded he does not expect
an answer to it ; but that, at all events, he certainly will not have one.

Such an answer will give him confidence in you; he will conceive an
opinion of your veracity, of which opinion you may afterwards make
very honest and fair advantages. But if, in negotiations, you are
looked upon as a liar and a trickster, no confidence will be placed in

you, nothing will be communicated to you, and you will be in the
situation of a man who has been burnt in the cheek ; and who. from
that mark, cannot afterwards get an honest livelihood if he would, but
must continue a thief.

Lord Bacon, very justly, makes a distinction between simulation and
dissimulation ; and allows the latter rather than the former; but still

observes, that they are the weaker sort of politicians who have recourse

to either. A man who has strength of mind, and strength of parts,

wants neither of them. 4 Certainly (says he) the ablest men that ever
were, have all had an openness and frankness of dealing, and a name of
ce- tai:.U and veracity ; but then, they were like horses well managed

;

f<>: t; e\ could tell, passing well, when to stop or turn; and at such
times, when they thought the case indeed required some dissimulation,

if then they used it, it came to pass, that the former opinion spread

abroad, of their good faith and clearness of dealing, made them almost

invisible.

There are people who indulge themselves in a sort of lying, which
they reckon innocent, and which in one sense is so; for it hurts nobody
but themselves. This sort of lying is the spurious offspring of vanity,

begotten upon folly: these people deal in the marvellous ; they have seen

some things that never existed ; they have seen other things which they

never really saw, though they did exist, only because they were thought
worth seeing. Has anything remarkable been said or done in any
place, or in any company? they immediately present and declare them-
selves eye or ear witnesses of it. They have done feats themselves,

unattempted, or at least unperformed by others. They are always the

heroes of their own fables; and think that they gain consideration, or

at least present attention, by it. Whereas, in truth, all that they get is

ridicule and contempt, not without a good degree of distrust: for one
must naturally conclude, that he who will tell any lie from idle vanity,

will not scruple telling a greater for interest. Had I really seen anv
thing so very extraordinary, as to be almost incredible, I would keep it

to myself, rather than, by telling it, give any body room to doubt, for

one minuU, ot my veracity. It is most certain, that the reputation of

chastity i> not so necessary for a woman, as that of veracity is for &

<uati ; and with reason ; for it is possible for a woman to be virtucis

18
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though not strictly chaste, but it is not possible for a man to be virtu-

ous without strict veracity. The slips of the poor women are some-
times mere bodily frailties ; but a lie in a man is a vice of the mind and
of the heart. For God's sake be scrupulously jealous of the purity of
your moral character; keep it immaculate, unblemished, unsullied; and
it will be unsuspected. Defamation and calumny never attack, where
there is no weak place; they magnify, but they do not create.

There is a very great difference between the purity of character, which
I so earnestly recommend to you, and the stoical gravity and austerity
of character, which I do by no means recommend to you. At your
age, I would no more wish you to be a Cato, than a Olodius. Be, and
be reckoned, a man of pleasure, as well as a man of business. Enjoy
this happy and giddy time of your life ; shine in the pleasures, and in

the company of people of your own age. This is all to be done, and
indeed only can be done, without the least taint to the purity of your
moral character ; for those mistaken young fellows, who think to shine
by an impious or immoral licentiousness, shine only from their stink
ing, like corrupted flesh, in the dark. Without this purity, you can
have no dignity of character; and without dignity of character it

is impossible to rise in the world. You must be respectable, if you will

be respected. I have known people slattern away their character,
without really polluting it ; the consequence of which has been, that
they have become innocently contemptible; their merit has been
dimmed, their pretensions unregarded, and all their views defeated.
Character must be kept bright, as well as clean. Content yourself with
mediocrity in nothing. In purity of character, and in politeness oi

manners, labour to excel all, if you wish to equal many. Adieu.

LETTER COXIII.

Loroos, January 11, O. 8. 1T60,

My Dear Friend : Yesterday I received a letter from Mr. Hai te, of

the 31st December, N. S., which I will answer soon ; and for which I

desire you to return him my thanks now. He tells me two things,

that give me great satisfaction; one is, that there are very few
English at Rome ; the other is, that you frequent the best foreign com-
panies. This last is a very good symptom ; for a man of sense is never
desirous to frequent those companies, where he is not desirous to please,

or where he finds that he displeases; it will not be expected in those

companies, that, at your age, you should have the Garbo, the Disinvol-

tura, and the Leggiadria of a man of five and twenty, who has been
long used to keep the best companies; and therefore do not be discour-

aged, and think yourself either slighted or laughed at, because you see

others, older and more used to the world, easier, more familiar, and
consequently rather better received in those companies than vourself.

In time your turn will c*'ie ; and if you do but shew an inclin&iion, a

desire to please, though you should be embarrassed or even err in the

means, which must necessarily happen to you at first, yet the will (to

ise a vulgar er^ression} will be taken for the deed; and people, instead
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*f laughing at yon, will be glad to instruct you. Good sense oan only

give you the great outlines of good-breeding: but observation and usage

can alone give you the delicate touches, and the fine colouring. You will

naturally endeavour to show the utmost respect to people of certain

ranks and characters, and consequently you will shew it; but the pro-

per, the delicate manner of showing that respect, nothing but observa-

tion and time can give.

I remember, that when, with all the awkwardness, and rust of Cam-
bridge about me, I was first introduced into good company, I was
frightened out of my wits. I was determined to be, what I thought,

civil ; I made fine low bows, and placed myself below every body ; but
when 1 was spoken to, or attempted to speak myself, obstupui, steter-

untque coma, et vox faucibus hcesit. If I saw people whisper, I was
sure it was at me ; and I thought myself the sole object of either the

ridicule or the censure of the whole company, who, God knows, did not

trouble their heads about me. In this way I suffered, for some time,

like a criminal at the bar; and should certainly have renounced all

polite company for ever, if I had not been so convinced of the absolute

necessity of forming my manners upon those of the best companies, that

I determined to persevere, and suffer any tiling, or every thing, rather

than not compass that point. Insensibly it grew easier to me; and I

began not to bow so ridiculously low, and to answer questions without
great hesitation or stammering: if, now and then, some charitable peo-

ple, Meing my embarrassment, and being desauvre themselves, came
and spoke to me, I considered them as angels sent to comfort me; and
that gave me a little courage. I got more soon afterwards, and was
intrepid enough to go up to a fine woman, and tell her that I thought it

a warm day; she answered me, very civilly, that she thought so too;

upon which the conversation ceased, on my part, for some time, till

she, good-naturedly resuming it, spoke to me thus :
" I see your embar-

rassment, and I am sure that the few words you said to me cost you a

great deal ; but do not be discouraged for that reason, and avoid good
company. We see that you desire to please, and that is the main
point

; you want only the manner, and you think that you want it still

more than you do. You must go through your noviciate before you can
profess good-breeding: and, if you will be my novice, I will present you
my acquaintance as such."

You will easily imagine how much this speech pleased me, and how
awkwardly 1 answered it; I hemmed once or twice (for it gave roe a

bur in my throat) before I could tell her, that I was very much obliged

to her ; thai it was true, that I had a great deal of reason to distrust my
owl. behaviour, not being used to fine company; and that I should be
proud of being her novice, and receiving her instructions.

As soon as I had fumbled out this answer, she called up three or four

people to her, and said, M Savez-vous (for she was a foreigner, and I was
abroad) que j'ai entrepris ce jeune homme, et qu'il le faut rassurer ? Pour
raoi, je crois en avoir fait la conquete, car il s'est emancipe dans le moment
au point de me dire, en tretalant, qu'il faisoit chaud. II faut que voua
ui'aidiez a le d§rouiller. II lui faut necessairement une passion, et s'il

ne m'en juge pas digne, nous lui en chercherons quelque autre. Az
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feste, mon novice, n'allez pas vous encanailler avec des filles d'opera el

des comediennes, qui vous epargneront les fraix et du sentiment et de
/a politesse, mais qui vous en couteront bien plus a tout autre egard.
Je vous le dis encore ; si vous vous encanaillez, vous etes perdu, mon
ami. Ces malheureuses ruineront et votre fortune et votre sante, cor-

romperont vos mosurs, et vous n'aurez jamais le ton de la bonne com-
pagnie."* The company laughed at this lecture, and I was stunned
with it. I did not know whether she was serious or in jest. By turns

I was pleased, ashamed, encouraged, and dejected. But when 1 found
afterwards, that both she, and those to whom she had presented me,
countenanced and protected me in company, I gradually got more assur-

ance, and began not to be ashamed of endeavouring to be civil. J

copied the best masters, at first servilely, afterwards more freely, and at

last I jokied habit and invention.

All this will happen to you, if you persevere in the desire of pleasing

and shining as a man of the world , that part of your character is the
only one, about which I have at present the least doubt. I cannot
entertain the least suspicion of your moral character; your learned

character is out of question. Your polite character is now the only
remaining object that gives me the least anxiety; and you are now in

the right way of finishing it. Your constant collision with good com-
pany will, of course, smooth and polish you. I could wish that you
would say, to the five or six men or women with whom you are the most
acquainted, that you are sensible that, from youth and inexperience,

you must make many mistakes in good-breeding ; that you beg of them
to correct you, without reserve, wherever they see you fail ; and that

you shall take such admonition as the strongest proofs of their friend-

ship. Such a confession and application will be very engaging to those
to whom you make them. They will tell others of them, who will be
pleased with that disposition^ and, in a friendly manner, tell you of any
little slip or error. The Duke de Nivernoisf would, I am sure, bo
charmed, if you dropped such a thing to him ; adding, that you loved
to address yourself always to the best masters. Observe also the dif-

ferent modes of good-breeding of several nations, and conform yourself

to them respectively. Use an easy civility with the French, more
ceremony with the Italians, and still more with the Germans; but let

it be without embarrassment, and with ease. Bring it, by use, to be
habitual to you; for, if it seems unwilling and forced, it will never
please. Omnis Aristippum decuit color, et res. Acquire an easiness

and versatility of manners, as well as of mind ; and, like the camelou,
take the hue of the company you are w'th.

There is a sort of veteran women of condition, who, having livea

• " Do you know that I have undertaken this young man, and he must be encouraged? As
for me, I think I have made a conquest of him ; for he just now ventured to toll me, although
tremblingly. fcV\at it is warm. You will assist me in polishing him. He r.iust necessarily
have a passi c for somebody; if he does not think me worthy of being the object, he will

seek out some other. However, my novice, do not disgrace yourself by frequenting opera
girls and actresses ; who will not require of you sentiments and politeness, but will be yont
ruin in every respect. I repeat it to you, my friend, if you should get into low, mean com
pany, you will be undone. Those creatures will destroy your fort ne and your health, cor
rupt y }ur morals, and you will never acquire the style of good company."
T At mat time Ambassador from the Court of France to Rom*.
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always in the grande mondt, and having possibly had some gallantries,

together with the experience of five-and-twenty, or thirty years, form a

young fellow better than all the rules that can be given him. These
women, being past their bloom, are extremely flattered by the least

attention from a young fellow; and they will point out to him those

manners and attentions that pleased and engaged them, when they

were in the pride of their youth and beauty. Wherever you go, make
some of those women your friends; which a very little matter will do.

Ask their advice, tell them your doubts or difficulties, as to your
behaviour ; but take great care not to drop one word of their experi-

ence ; for experience implies age ; and the suspicion of age, no woman,
let he** be ever so old, ever forgives. I long for your picture, which Mr.

Harte tells me is now drawing. I want to see your countenance, your air,

and e ,ren your dress ; the better they all three are, the better: I am not

wise enough to despise any one of them. Your dress, at least, is in

your own power, and I hope that you mind it to a proper de£"ee.

Your*1

, Adieu.

LETTER CCXIV.

Lohdob, January 18, O. 8. 1780.

Mt Dear Friend : 1 consider the solid part of your little edifice as so

near being finished and completed, that my only remaining care is about

the embellishments ; and that must now be your principal care too.

Adorn yourself with all those graces and accomplishments, which.

without solidity, an- frivolous; but without which, solidity is, to a great

degree, useless. Take one man, with a very moderate degree of know-
ledge, but with a pleasing figure, a prepossessing address, graceful in

all that he -ays and does, polite, liant, and, in short, adorned with all

the lesser talents: and take another man, with sound sense and pro-

band knowledge, but without the above-mentioned advantages ; the

former will not only get the better of the latter, in every pursuit of

every kind, but in truth there will be no sort of competition betweei
them. But can every man acquire these advantages? I say, Yes, if hi

please; suppose he is in a situation, and in circumstances, to frequen

good company. Attention, observation, and imitation, will mo*
infallibly do it.

When you see a man, whose first dbord strikes you, prepossesses yc-
in his favour, and makes you entertain a good opinion of him, you do
not know why : analyse that dbord, and examine, within yourself, the

several parts that composed it; and you will generally find it to be the

result, the happy assemblage of modesty unembarrassed, respect without
timidity, a genteel, but unaffected attitude of body and limbs, an open,

oheerful, but unsmirking countenance, and a dress, by no means negli-

gent, and yet not foppish. Copy him, then, not servilely, but as some
of the greatest masters of painting have copied others; insomuch that

their copies have been equal to the originals, both as to beauty and
freedom. When you see a mm, who is universally allowed to since aa

an ag'ceable, well-bred man, and a fine gentleman (as, for example, the

Duke de Nivernois), attend to him, watch him carefully; observe in
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what manner he addresses himself to his superiors, how he lives ^ith
his equals, and how he treats his inferiors. Mind his turn of conversa
tion, in the several situations of morning visits, the table, and the

evening amusements. Imitate, without mimicking him; and be his

duplicate, but not his ape. You will find that he takes care never to

say or do anything, that can be construed into a slight, or a negligence

;

or that can, in any degree, mortify people's vanity and self-love; on the

contrary, you will perceive that he makes people pleased with him, by
making them first pleased with themselves : he shews respect, regard,

esteem and attention, where they are severally proper : he sows them
with care, and he reaps them in plenty.

These amiable accomplishments are all to be acquired by use and
imitation; fo. we are, in truth, more than half what we are, by imita-

tion. The great point is, to choose good models, and to study them
with care. People insensibly contract, not only the air, the manners,

and the vices, of those with whom they commonly converse, but their

virtues too, and even their way of thinking. This is so true, that I

have known very plain understandings catch a certain degree of wit,

by constantly conversing with those who had a great deal. Persist,

therefore, in keeping the best company, and you will insensibly become
like them; but if you add attention and observation, you will very

soon become one of them. The inevitable contagion of company shews
you the necessity of keeping the best, and avoiding all other ; for in

every one, something will stick. You have hitherto, I confess, had
very few opportunities of keeping polite company. Westminster school

is, undoubtedly, the seat of illiberal manners and brutal behaviour.

Leipsig, I suppose, is not the seat of refined and elegant manners.

Venice, I believe, has done something ; Rome, I hope, will do a great

deal more ; and Paris will, I dare say, do all that you want ; always

supposing, that you frequent the best companies, and in the intention

of improving and forming yourself ; for without that intention nothing

will do.

I here subjoin a list of all those necessary, ornamental accomplish-

ments (without which, no man living can either please, or rise in the

world) which hitherto I fear you want, and which only require you/

care and attention to possess.

To speak elegantly, whatever language you speak in ; without which,

nobody will hear you with pleasure, and consequently you will speak to

very little purpose.

An agreeable and distinct elocution : without which nobody will hear

you with patience: this every body may acquire, who is not born with

some imperfection in the organs of speech. You are not ; and therefore

it is wholly in your power. You need take much less pains for it than

Demosthenes did.

A distinguished politeness of manners and address ; which common
sense, observation, good company, and imitation, will infallibly give you

if you will accept it.

A genteel carriage and graceful motions, with the air of a man of

fashion. A good dancing-master, with some care on your part, and

some imitatta of those who excel, will soon bring this about.
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To be extremely clean in your person, and perfectly well dressed,

according to the fashion, be that what it will. Your negligence of your
dress, while you were a school-boy was pardonable, but would not be
ao now.
Upon the whole, take it for granted, that, without these accomplish-

ments, all you know, and all you can do, will avail you very little.

Adieu.

LETTER COXV.

Losdom, January 85, 0. & 1750.

Mt Dear Friend : It so long since I have heard from you, that 1

uppose Rome engrosses every moment of your time ; and if it engrosses

it in the manner I could wish, I willingly give up my share of it. I

would rather prodesse quam conspici. Put out your time but to good
interest; and I do not desire to borrow much of it. Your studies, the

respectable remains of antiquity, and your evening amusements cannot

and indeed ought not, to leave you much time to write. You will,

probably, never see Rome again; and therefore you ought to see it well

dow; by seeing it well, I do not mean only the buildings, statues, and
paintings, though they undoubtedly deserve your attention : but I mean
seeing into the constitution and government of it. But these thing-

certainly occur to your own common sense.

How go your pleasures at Rome? Are you in fashion there; that is,

do you live with the people who are? the only way of being so your-

self, in time. Are you domestic enough in any considerable house to be

called le petit Stanhope f Has any woman of fashion and good-breed-

ing taken the trouble of abusing and laughing at you amicably to your
face ? Have you found a good decrotteuse ? For those are the steps by
which you must rise to politeness. I do not presume to ask if you
have any attachment, because I believe you will not make me your

confident: but this I will say, eventually, that if you have one, ilfau*

bien payer d'attentions et de petit* soin, if you would luive your

aacrifice propitiously received. Women are not so much taken by

beauty as men are, but prefer those men who show them the mosl

attention.

Would you engage the loTely fair f

With gentlest manners treat her
;

With tender looks and graceful air,

In softest accents greet her.

Verse were but vain, the Muses fall,

Without the Grace's aid
;

The God of Verse could not prevail

To stop the flying maid.

Attention by attentions gain,

And merit care by cares

;

8o shall the nymph reward your pain;

And Venus crown your prayers.*
Probahtmtm.

• Thesr thre« stamas are the late Karl of ChesUrflald's.
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A man's address and manner weigh much more with them than hi*

beauty ; and, without them, the Abbati and Monsignori will get the bet-

ter of you. This address and manner should be exceedingly respectful,

but at the same time easy, and unembarrassed. Your chit-chat or entre-

gent with them neither can, nor ought to be very solid ; but you should
take care to turn and dress up your trifles prettily, and make them every
now and then convey indirectly some little piece of flattery. A fan, a
riband, or a head-dress, are great materials for gallant dissertations, to

one who has got le ton leger et aimdble de la bonne compagnie. At all

events, a man had better talk too much to women, than too little ; they

take silence for dulness, unless where they think that the passion they
have inspired occasions it ; and in that case they adopt the notion, that

Silence in lore betrays more woe
Than words, though ne'er so witty

:

The beggar that is dumb, we know,
Deserves a double pity.

A propos of this subject ; what progress do you make in that language,

in which Charles the Fifth said, that he would choose to speak to his

mistress? Have you got all the tender diminutives, in etta, ina, and
ettina; which, I presume, he alluded to? You already possess, and, I

hope, take care not to forget, that language which he reserved for his

horse. You are absolutely master, too, of that language in which he
said he would converse with men; French. But, in every language,

pray attend carefully to the choice of your words, and to the turn of

your expression. Indeed, it is a point of very great consequence. To
be heard with success, you must be heard with pleasure : words are the

dress of thoughts; which should no more be presented in rags, tatters,

and dirt, than your person should. By the way ; do you mind your
person and your dress sufficiently ? Do you take great care of your
teeth ? Pray have them put in order by the best operator at Rome. Are
you be-laced, be-powdered, and be-feathered, as other young fellows are,

and should be? At your age, il faut du brillant, et mime un peu de

fracas, mats point de mediocre ; il faut un air vif aise et noble. Avec
les hommes, un maintien respectueux et en meme terns respectable; avec

les femmes, un caquet leger, enjoue, et badin, mais toujours fort poli.

To give you an opportunity of exerting your talents, I send you, here

inclosed, a letter of recommendation from Monsieur Villettes, to Madame
de Simonetti at Milan ; a woman of the first fashion and consideration

there ; and I shall in my next send you another from the same person to

Madame Clerici, at the same place. As these two ladies' houses are the

resort of all the people of fashion at Milan, those two recommendations
will introduce you to them all. Let me know, in due time, if you have
received these two letters, that I may have them renewed, in case of

accidents.

Adieu, my dear friend 1 Study hard ; divert yourself heartily ; distin

guish carefull; between the pleasures of a man of fashion, and the vices

of a scoundr^
;
pursue the former, and abhor the latter, like a man of
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LETTER CCXYI.

London, Februai y 5, O. S. 1760.

My dear Friend: Very few people are good economists of their for-

tone, and still fewer of their time; and yet, of the two, the latter is the
most precious. I heartily wish you to be a good economist of both:
and you are now of an age to begin to think seriously of those two im-
portant articles. Young people are apt to think that they have so mnch
time before them, that they may squander what they please of it, and
yet have enough left ; as very great fortunes have frequently seduced
people to a ruinous profusion. Fatal mistakes, always repented of, but
always too late ! Old Mr. Lowndes, the famous Secretary of the Trea-
sury in uie reigns of King William, Queen Anne, and King George the
First, u ed to say, take care of the pence, and the pounds will take care

of themselves. To this maxim, which he not only preached, but prac-
tised, his two grandsons, at this time, owe the very considerable fortunes
that he left them.

This holds equally true as to time ; and I most earnestly recommend
to you the care of those minutes and quarters of hours, in the course of

the day, which people think too short to deserve their attention ; and
yet, if summed up at the end of the year, would amount to a very con-
siderable portion of time. For example : you are to be at such a place

at twelve, by appointment; you go out at eleven, to make two or three
visits first; those persona are not at home: instead of sauntering away
that intermediate time at a coffee-house, and possibly alone, return home,
write a letter, beforehand, for the ensuing post, or take up a good hook,
I do not mean Descartes, Malebranehe, Locke, or Newton, by way of
dipping; but some book of rational amusement, and detached piece-, as

Horace, Boileau, Waller, La Brnyere, &c. This will be so much time
saved, and by no means ill employed. Many people lose a great deal of
time by reading; for they read frivolous and idle books, such as the ab-
surd romances of the two last centuries; where characters, that never
existed, are insipidly displayed, and sentiments, that were never felt,

pompously described : the oriental ravings and extravagances of the
Arabian Nights, and Mogul Tales: or, the new flimsy brochures that now
swarm in France, of Fairy Tales, Reflexions sur le Caiur et VEsprit, Meta-
physiqu* de VAmour, Analyse des beaux Sentiment, and such sort of idle

frivolous stuff, that nourishes and improves the mind just as much as

whipped cream would the body. Stick to the best established books in

every language; the celebrated poets, historians, orators, or philosophers.
By these means (to use a city metaphor) you will make fifty per cent, of
that time, of which others do not make above three or four, or probably
nothing at all.

Many people lose a great deal of their time by laziness; they loll and
yawn in a great chair, tell themselves that they have not time to begin
any thing then, and that it will do as well another time. This is a most
unfortunate disposition, and the greatest obstruction to both knowledge
and business. At your age, you have no right nor claim to laziness; I

have, if I please, being emeritus. You are but just listed in the world.
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and must be active, diligent, indefatigable. If ovei you propose com-
manding with dignity, you must serve up to it with diligence. Never
put off till to-morrow what you can do to-day.

Dispatch is the soul of business ; and nothing contributes more tc

dispatch, than method. Lay down a method for every thing, and stick

to it inviolably, as far as unexpected incidents may allow. Fix one cer-

tain hour and day in the week for your accounts, and keep them
together in their proper order ; by which means they will require very
little time, and you can never be much cheated. Whatever letters and
papers you keep, docket and tie them up in their respective classes, so
that you may instantly have recourse to any one. Lay down a method
also for your reading, for which you allot a certain share of your morn-
ings

; let it be in a consistent and consecutive course, and not in that
desultory and immethodical manner, in which many people read scraps
of different authors, upon different subjects. Keep a useful and short
commonplace book of what you read, to help your memory only, and
not for pedantic quotations. Never read history without having maps,
and a chronological book, or tables, lying by you, and constantly recur-

red to ; without which, history is only a confused heap of facts. One
method more I recommend to you, by which I have found great benefit,

even in the most dissipated part of my life ; that is, to rise early, and
at the same hour every morning, how late soever you may have sat up
the night before. This secures you an hour or two, at least, of reading
or reflection, before the common interruptions of the morning begin

;

and it will save your constitution, by forcing you to go to bed early, at

least one night in three.

You will say, it may be, as many young people would, that all this

order and method is very troublesome, only fit for dull people, and a
disagreeable restraint upon the noble spirit and fire of youth. I deny
it ; and assert, on the contrary, that it will procure you both more time
and more taste for your pleasures ; and, so far from beiDg troublesome
to you, that, after you have pursued it a month, it would be trouble-

some to you to lay it aside. Business whets the appetite, and gives a

taste to pleasures, as exercise does to food ; and business can never be
done without method ; it raises the spirits for pleasures ; and a spectacle,

a ball, an assembly, will much more sensibly affect a man who has em-
ployed, than a man who has lost, the preceding part of the day ; nay,

I will venture to say, that a fine lady will seem to have more charms to

a man of study or business, than to a saunterer. The same listlessness

runs through his whole conduct, and he is as insipid in his pleasures,

as inefficient in every thing else.

I hope you earn your pleasures, and consequently taste them ; for, by
the way, I know a great many men, who call themselves men of plea-

sure, but who, in truth, have none. They adopt other people's indis-

criminately, but without any taste of their own. I have known them
often inflict excesses upon themselves, because they thought them gen-

teel ; though they sat as awkwardly upon them as other people's clothes

would have done. Have no pleasures but your own, and then you will

shine in them. What are yours? Give me a short history of them.
Tenet t vui votre win d table, et dans les bonnes compagnies t y brille*
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WU4 du cote de la politesse, de Venjouement, du badinage! Etes-vom
galantt Filez-tous le par/ait amour? Est- il question de fiechir par
vos soins et par vos attentions les rigueurs de quelque fiere Princessef
You may safely trust me ; for, though I am a severe censor of vice and
folly, I am a friend and advocate for pleasures, and will contribute aL
in my power to yours.

There is a certain dignity to be kept up in pleasures, as well as in

business. In love, a man may lose his heart with dignity; but if he
loses his nose, he loses his character into the bargain. At table, a man
may with decency have a distinguishing palate; but indiscriminate

voraciousness degrades him to a glutton. A man may play with
decency; but if he games, he is disgraced. Vivacity and wit make
man shine in company; but trite jokes and loud laughter reduce him
to a buffoon. Every virtue, they say, has its kindred vice ; every plea-

sure, I am sure, has its neighbouring disgrace. Mark carefully, there-

fore, the line that separates them, and rather stop a yard short, than
6tep an inch beyond it.

I wish to God that you had as much pleasure in following my advice,

as I have in giving it you ! and you may the more easily have it, as I

give you none that is inconsistent with your pleasure. In all that I say
to you, it is your interest alone that I consider : trust to my experience

;

you know you may to my affection. Adieu.

I have received no letter yet from you or Mr. Harte.

LETTER COXVII.

Lomdom, February 8, O. B. 1760.

Mt Dear Friend : You have, by this time, 1 hope and believe, made
such a progress in the Italian language, that you can read it with
ease ; I mean, the easy books in it ; and indeed, in that, as well as

in every other language, the easiest books are generally the best; for,

whatever author is obscure and difficult in his own language, cer-

tainly does not think clearly. This is, in my opinion, the case of a
celebrated Italian author; to whom the Italians, from the admiration
they have of him, have given the epithet of il divino ; I mean Dante.
Though I formerly knew Italian extremely well, I could never under-
stand him; for which reason I had done with him, fully convinced
that he was not worth the pains necessary to understand him.
The good Italian authors are, in my mind, but few ; I mean, authors

of invention; for there are, undoubtedly, very good historians, and
excellent translators. The two poets worth your reading, and, I was
going to say, the only two, are Tasso and Ariosto. Tasso's Gierusa
lemme Liberata is altogether unquestionably a fine poem, though it has
some low, and many false thoughts in it ; and Boileau very justly

makes it the mark of a bad taste, to compare le Clinquant Tasse d
COr dt Yirgile. The image, with which he adorns the introduction
U his epic poem i low and disgusting ; it is that of a froward, sick.
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puking child, who is deceived into a dose of necessary physic by d*
bon-bon. These verses are these:

Cosi all* egro fanciul porgiamo aspersi
Di soavi licor gli orli del vaso

:

Succhi amari ingannato intanto ei beve,
E dall' inganno suo vita riceve.

However, the poem, with all its faults about it, may justly be called

a fine one.

If fancy, imagination, invention, description, &c, constitute a poet,

Ariosto is, unquestionably, a great one. His Orlaudo, it is true, is a

medley of lies and truths, sacred and profane, wars, loves, enchantments,
giants, mad heroes, and adventurous damsels , but then, he gives it you
very fairly for what it is, and does not pretend to put it upon you for

the true Epopee, or Epic Poem. He says :

Le Donne, I Cavalier, I'arme, gli amori
Le cortesie, l'audaci imprese, io canto.

The connections of his stories are admirable, his reflections just, his

sneers and ironies incomparable, and his painting excellent. When
Angelica, after having wandered over half the world aloue with
Orlando, pretends, notwithstanding,

ch'el fior virginal cosi avea salvo,

Come 8elo portd dal matern' alvo.

The author adds, very gravely,

Forse era ver, ma non perd credibile

A cbi del senso suo fosse Signore.

Astoipho's being carried to the moon by St. John, in order to look loi

Orlando's lost wits, at the end of the 34th book, and the many lost

tilings that he finds there, is a most happy extravagancy, and contains.

at the same time, a great deal of sense. I would advise you to read

this poem with attention. It is, also, the source of half the tales, novels,

and plays, that have been written since.

The Pastor Fido of Guarini is so celebrated, that you should read it

;

hut in reading it, you will judge of the great propriety of the charac-

ters. A parcel of shepherds and shepherdesses, with the true pastoral

timplicity, talk metaphysics, epigrams, concetti, and quibbles, by the

hour, to each other.

The Aminto del Tasso, is much more what it is intended to be, a Pas
toral : the shepherds, indeed, have their concetti, and their antitheses

but are not quite so sublime and abstracted, as those in Pastor Fido. 1

think that you will like it much the best of the two.

Petrarca is, in my mind, a sing-song love-sick poet; much admired,

however, by the Italians: but an Italian, who should think no better of

him than I do, would certainly say, that he deserved his Laura better

r.han his Lauro ; and that wretched quibble would be reckoned an ex-

cellent piece of Italian wit.

The Italian prose-writers, (of invention I mean,} which I would r»
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eominend to your acquaintance, are Machiavello an d Boccacio ; the former,

for the established reputation which he has aoquired, of a consummate
politician, (whatever my own private sentiments may be of either his

politics or his morality): the latter, tor his great invention, and for his

natural and agreeable manner of telling his stories.

Guicciardini, Bendvoglio, Davila, &c, are excellent historians, and
deserved being read with attention. The nature of history checks, a
little, the flights of Italian imaginations; which, in works of inven-

tion, are very high indeed. Translations curb them still more: and
their translations of the classics are incomparable

;
particularly the first

ten, translated in the time of Leo the Xth, and inscribed to him, under
the title of Collana. That original Collana has been lengthened
since ; and, it I mistake not, consists, now, of one hundred and ten

\ol umes.
From what I have said, you will easily guess, that I meant to put you

upon your guard : and not let \ our fancy be dazzled and your taste cor-

rupted by the concetti, the quaintnesses, and false thoughts, which are

too much the characteristics of the Italian and Spanish authors. I think

you are in no great danger, as your taste has been formed upon the best

ancient models, the Greek and Latin authors of the best ages, who in-

aulge themselves in none of the puerilities I have hinted at. I think I

may say, with truth, that true wit, sound taste, and good sense, are now
l& it were engrossed by France and England. Your old aquaintances
the Germans, I fear, are a little below them; and your new acquaint-

bnces the Italians, are a great deal too much above them. The
former, I doubt, crawl a little ; the latter, I am sure, very often fly out
of sight.

I recommehtled to you, a good many years ago, and I believe you
then read, La manure de bien penser dam les outrages d1

esprit, par It

Pire JJouhours ; and I think it is very well worth your reading again,

now that you can judge of it better. I do not know any book that

contributes more to form a true taste ; and you find there, into the

bargain, the most celebrated passages both of the ancients and the

moderns, which refresh your memory with what you have formerly
read in them separately. It is followed by a book much of the same
wize, by the same author, entitled, Suite des Pensees ingenieuses.

To do justice to the best English and French authors, they have not
given into that false taste; they allow no thoughts to be good, that are

not j'ist, and founded upon truth. The age of Lewis XIV. was very
iike the Augustan ; Boileau, Moliere, la Fontaine, Racine, &c, established

the true, and exposed the false ta>te. The reign of King Charles II.,

(meritorious in no other respect,) banished false taste out of England,
sr.-l proscribed pans, quibbles, acrostics, &c. Since that, false wit has

renewed its attacks, and endeavoured to recover its lost empire, both
in England and France; but without success; though, 1 must say, with
more success in France than in England. Addison, Pope, and Swift,

Luve .igorously defended the rights of good sense, which is more than
can be said of their contemporary French authors, who have of late had
a great Wndency to le faux brillant, le raffinement, el Vsntortillement.
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And Lord Roscommon wonld be more in the right now, than he was
then, in saying, that

The English bullion of one sterling line,

Drawn to French wire, would through whole pages snine.

Lose no time, my dear child, I conjure you, in forming your taste,

your manners, your mind, your every thing : you have but two years'

time to do it in ; for, whatever you are, to a certain degree, at twenty,
you will be, more or less, all the rest of your life. May it be a long

and happy one. Adieu.

LE1TER COX7III.

Losdon, February 'tl
t i\ d. lTBo.

My dear Friend : if the Italian of your letter to Lady Chesterfield

was all your own, I am very well satisfied with the progress which you
have made in that language in so short a time; according to that gra-

dation, you will, in a very little time more, be master of it. Except
at the French Ambassador's, I believe you hear only Italian spoke ; for

the Italians speak very little French, and that little generally very ill.

The French are even with them, and generally Italian as ill; for \

never knew a Frenchman in my life who could pronounce the Italian

ce, ci, or ge, gi. Your desire of pleasing the Roman ladies will of cource

give you not only the desire, but the means of speaking to them ele-

gantly in their own language. The Princess Borghese, I am told, speaks

French both ill and unwillingly ; and therefore you should make a merit

to her of your application to her language. She is, by a kind of pre-

scription, (longer than she would probably wish,) at the head of th*5

beau monde at Rome; and can, consequently, establish or destroy s

young fellow's fashionable character. If she declares him amabile e

leggiadro, others will think him so, or, at least, those who do nor wiil

not dare to say so. There are in every great town some such women,
whose rank, beauty, and fortune have conspired to place them at th^

head of the fashion. They have generally been gallant, but within con-

tain decent bounds. Their gallantries have taught, both them and their

admirers, good-breeding; without which they could keep ip no dignity,

but would be vilified by those very gallantries which put them in vogue.

It is with these women, as with ministers and favorites at court; thty

decide upon fashion and characters, as these do of fortunes and prefer-

ments. Pay particular court, therefore, wherever you are, to these

female sovereigns of the beau monde : their recommendation is a pass-

port through all the realms of politeness. But then, remember that

they require minute officious attentions. You should, if possible, guess

at and anticipate all their little fancies and inclinations : make yourself

familiarly and domestically useful to them, by offering yourself for all

their little commissions, and assisting in doing tiie honours of their

houses, and entering with seeming unction into all their little griev-

ances, bustles, and views ; for they are always busy. If you are once

len Jiccato at the Palazzo Borghese, you will soon be in fashion at
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Some ; and being in fashion, will soon fashion yon ; for that is what
you must now think of very seriously.

I am sorry that there is no good "dancing-master at Rome, to form
your exterior air and carriage ; which, I doubt, are not yet the genteel-

est in the world. But you may, and 1 hope you will, in the meantime,
observe the air and carriage of those who are reckoned to have the best

and form your own upon them. Ease, gracefulness, and dignity, com-
pose the air and address of a man of fashion ; which is as unlike the

affected attitudes and motions of a petit rnaitre, as it is to the awk-
ward, negligent, clumsy, and slouching manner of a booby.

I am extremely pleased with the account Mr. Harte has given me of

the allotment of your time at Rome. Those five hours every morning,

which you employ in serious studies with Mr. Harte, are laid out with

great interest, and will make you rich all the rest of your life. I do
not look upon the subsequent morning hours, which you pass with your
Ciceroni, to be ill-disposed of; there is a kind of connection between
them ; and your evening dhersions in good company are. in their way,
as useful and necessary. This is the way for you to.ha/e uoth weight

and lustre in the world ; and this is the object which J ^dway3 had iu

view in your education.

Adieu, my friend ! go on and prosper.

Mr. Grevenkop has just received Mr. Harte's lettei cl the 19tb N. 8.

LETTER COXIX.

Lo>ix *, March 8, 0. 8., 1760.

Young as you are, I hope you are in haste to live; by living, I mean
living with lustre and honour to yourself, with utility to society ; doing

what may deserve to be written, or writing what may deserve to be
read ; I should wish both. Those who consider life in that light, will

not idly lavim one moment. The present moments are the only ones

we are sure of, and as such the most valuable ; but yours are doubly so,

at your age ; for the credit, the dignity, the comfort, and the pleasure

of all your future moment", depend upon the use you make of your
present ones.

I am extremely satisfied with your present manner of employing your
time; but will you always employ it as well? I am far from meaning
always in the same way; but 1 mean as well in proportion, in the vari-

ation of age and circumstances. You now study five hours every
morning ; I neither suppose that you will, nor desire that you should do

so for the rest of your life. Both business and pleasure will justly and
equally break in upon those hours. But then, will you always employ
the leisure they leave you in useful studies? if you have but an hour,

will you improve that hour, instead of idling it away ? While you have
uol a friend and monitor with you as Mr. Harte, I am sure you will.

But suppose that business and situations should, in six or seven months
call Mr. Harte away from you ; tell me truly, what may I expect and
depend up. on from you, when left to yourself? May I be sure that you
wiL employ some part of every day, in adding something to that stock
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of knowledge which he will have left you ? May I hope that you will

allot one hour in the week to the care of your own affairs, to keep them
in that order and method which every prudent man does ? But, above
all, may I be convinced that your pleasures, whatever they may be, will

be confined within the circle of good company, and people of fashion ?

Those pleasures I recommend to you ; I will promote them, I will pay
for them ; but I will neither pay for, nor suffer, the unbecoming, dis-

graceful, and degrading pleasures (they cannot be called pleasures), of

low and profligate company. I confess the pleasures of high life are

not always strictly philosophical ; and 1 believe a Stoic would blame
my indulgence; but I am yet no Stoic, though turned of five-and-

fifty ; and I am apt to think that you are rather less so, at eighteen.

The pleasures of the table, among people of the first fashion, may indeed

sometimes, by accident, run into excesses : but they will never sink into

a continued course of gluttony and drunkenness. The gallantry of high

life, though not strictly justifiable, carries, at least, no external marks
of infamy about it. Neither the heart nor the constitution is corrupted

by It ; neither nose nor character lost by it; manners, possibly, improved.

Play, in good company, is only play, and not gaming ; not deep, and

consequently not dangerous nor dishonourable. It is only the inter-

acts of other amusements.
This, I am sure, is not talking to you like an old man, though it is

talking to you like an old friend ; these are not hard conditions to ask

of you. I am certain you have sense enough to know how reason

able they are on my part, how advantageous they are on yours ; but

have you resolution enough to perform them ? Can you withstand the

examples, and the invitations, of the profligate, and their infamous mis-

sionaries? For I have known many a young fellow seduced by a man-
vaise honte, that made him ashamed to refuse. These are resolutions

which you must form, and steadily execute for yourself, whenever you
lose the friendly care and assistance of your Mentor. In the meantime,

make a greedy use of him ; exhaust him, if you can, of all his know-
ledge ; and get the prophet's mantle from him, before he is taken away
himself.

You seem to like Rome; How do you go on there? Are you got

into the inside of that extraordinary government? Has your Abbate
Foggini discovered many of those mysteries to you? Have you made
an acquaintance with some eminent Jesuits? I know no people iD the

world more instructive. You would do very well to take one or two
such sort of people home with you to dinner every day : It would be

only a little minestra and macaroni the more ; and a three or four hours'

conversation de suite produces a thousand useful informations, which

short meetings and snatches at third places do not admit of ; and many
of those gentlemen are by no means unwilling to dine gratis.

Whenever you meet with a man eminent in any way, feed him, and

feed upon him at the same time ; it will not only improve you, but give

you a reputation of knowledge, and of loving it in others.

I have been lately informed of an Italian book, which I believe ma>

be of use to you, and which, I dare say, you may get at Rome, written

bj ^ue Alberti, about fourscore, or a hundred years ago, a thick quarto.
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It is a classical description of Italy ; from whence, I am assured, that

Mr. Addison, to save himself trouble, has taken most of his remark?
and classical references. I am told that it is an excellent book for a
traveller in Italy.

What Italian books have you read, or are you reading? Ariosto, I

hope, is one of them. Pray apply yourself diligently to Italian ; it is so

easy a language, that speaking it constantly, and reading it often, must,
in six months more, make you perfect master of it: in which case you
will never forget it ; for we only forget those things of which we know
but little.

But, above all things, to all that you learn, to all that you say, and to

all that you do, remember to join the Graces. All is imperfect with-

out them ; with them every thing is at least tolerable. Nothing could
hurt me more than to find you unattended by them. How cruelly

should I be shocked, if, at our first meeting, you should present your-
self to me without them! Invoke them, and sacrifice to them every
moment; they are always kind, where they are assiduously courted.

For God's sake aim at perfection in every thing: Nil actum reputans
it quid superesset agendum. Adieu. Yours most tenderly.

LETTER CCXX.

Lokbom, March 19, O. 8., 1760.

My dear Friend : I acknowledge your last letter of the 24th Febru
ary, N. S. In return for your earthquake, I can tell you that we have
had here, more than our share of earthquakes; for we had two very

strong ones in eight-and-twenty days. They really do too much
honour to our cold climate; in your warm one, they are compensated
by favours from the sun, which we do not enjoy.

I did not think that the present Pope was a sort of man to build

seven modern little chapels at the expense of so respectable a piece of

antiquity as the Colliseum. However, let his Holinees'a taste of virtu

be ever so bad, pray get somebody to present you to him before you
leave Rome; and without hesitation ki>s his dipper, or whatever else

the etiquette of that Court requires. I would have you see all those

ceremonies; and I presume that you are, by this time, ready enough at

Italian to understand and answer il Santo Padre in that language. I

hope, too, that you have acquired address and usage enough of the

world to be presented to any body, without embarrassment or disappro-

bation. If that is not yet quite perfect, as I cannot suppose it is

entirely, custom will improve it daily, and habit at last complete it. I

liave for some time told yon, that the great difficulties are pretty well

conquered. You have acquired knowledge, which is the principium et

fons; but you have now a variety of lesser things to attend to, which
collectively make one great and important object. You easily guess

that I mean the graces, the air. address, politeness, and, in short, the

whole toumure and agremens of a man of fashion . so many little things

conspire to form that toumure, that though separately they seem too

insignificant to mention, y*4
. aggregately they are too material for me (who

think for yoitJowr- U *>,e very lowest things,) to omit. For instance,

14
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Do yon use yourself to carve, eat and drink genteelly, and m ith e*sc 1

Do you take care to walk, sit, stand, and present yourelf gracefully f

Are you sufficiently upon your guard against awkward attitudes, and
illiberal, ill-bred, and disgusting habits, such as scratching yourself,

putting your fingers in your mouth, nose, and ears ? Tricks always
acquired at schools, often too much neglected afterwards ; but, however,
extremely ill-bred and nauseous. For I do not conceive that any man
has a right to exhibit, in company, any one excrement more than
another. Do you dress well, and think a little of the brillant in your
person? That too is necessary, because it is prevenant. Do you aim
at easy, engaging, but, at the same time, civil or respectful manners,
according to the company you are in? These, and a thousand other
things, which you will observe in people of fashion better than I can
describe them, are absolutely necessary for every man ; but still more
for you, than for almost any man living. The showish, the shining, the
engaging parts of the character of a fine gentleman, should (considering
your destination) be the principal objects of your present attention.

When you return here, I am apt to think that you will find something
better to do than to run to Mr. Osborne's at Gray's Inn, to pick up
scarce books. Buy good books, and read them ; the best books are the
commonest, and the last editions are always the best, if the editors are
not blockheads, for they may profit of the former. But take care not
to understand editions and title pages too well. It always smells of
pedantry, and not always of learning. What curious books I have,
they are indeed but few, shall be at your service. I have some of the
old Collana, and the Machiavel of 1550. Beware of the Bibliomanie.

In the midst of either your studies or your pleasures, pray never lose

view of the object of your destination : I moan the political affairs of
Europe. Follow them politically, chronologically, and geographically,
through the newspapers, and trace up the facts which you meet with
there to their sources : as, for example, consult the treaties Neustadt and
Abo, with regard to the disputes, which you read of every day in the
public papers, between Russia and Sweden. For the affairs of Italy,

which are reported to be the objects of present negotiations, recur to

the quadruple alliance of the year 1718, and follow them down through
their several variations to the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle 1748; in which
(by the by) you will find the very different tenures by which the Infant
Don Philip, your namesake, holds Parma and Placentia. Consult,
also, the Emperor Charles the Sixth's Act of Cession of the kingdoms
of Naples and Sicily, being a point which, upon the death of the present
King of Spain, is likely to occasion some disputes. \o not lose the

thread of these matters; which is carried on with ^reat <rase, bfct, if

once broken, is resumed with difficulty.

Pray tell Mr. Harte, that I have sent his packet to Baron Firmian by
Count Einsiedlen, who is gone from hence this day for Germany, and
passes through Vienna in his way to Italy ; where he is in hopes of
crossing upon you somewhere or other. Adieu, my friend.
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LETTER CCXXI.

Londoh, March 29, 8. 1760.

My d* vf Fkieio> Ton arc now, I suppose, at Naples, in a new scene

jf VirtH, examining nil the curiosities of Herculaneum, watching the

eruptions of Mount \ esuvius, and surveying the magnificent churches
and public buildings, by which Naples is distinguished. You 1,3 -^e a

court there into the bargain, which, I hope, you frequent and attend to

^olite manners, a versatility of mind, a complaisance even to enemies,

and tL* volto sciolto, with the pensieri stretti, are only to be learned at

courts . and must be well learned by whoever would either shine or

thrive in them. Though they do not change the nature, they smooth
and soften the manners of mankind. Vigilance, dexterity, and flexi

biiity supply the place of natural force ; and it is the ablest mind, not the

strongest body, thai prevails there. Monsieur and Madame Fogliani will,

1 am sure, shew you all the politeness of courts; for I know no better

bred people than they are. Domesticate yourself there while you stay

at Naples, and lay aside the English coldness and formality. You have
also a letter to Comte Mahony, whose house I hope you frequent, as it is

the resort of the best company. His sister, Madame Bulkeley, is now
here ; and had I known of your going so soon to Naples, I would have
got you, ex abundanti, a letter from her to her brother. The conversa-

tion of the moderns in the evening is full as necessary for you, as that of

the ancients in the morning.
You would do well, while you are at Naples, to read some very short

history of that kingdom. It has had great variety of masters, and has

occasioned many wars; the general history of which will enable you to

a.>k many proper questions, and to receive useful informations in return.

Inquire into the manner and form of that government; for constitution

it has none, being an absolute one; but the most absolute governments
have certain customs and forms, which are more or less observed by their

respective tyrants. In China it is the fashion for the emperors, absolute

as they are, to govern with justice and equity ; as in the other oriental

monarchies, it is the custom to govern by violence and cruelty. The
King of France, as absolute, in fact, as any of them, is by custom only
more gentle ; for I know of no constitutional bar to his will. England
is now the only monarchy in the world, that can properly be said to

have a constitution ; for the people's rights and liberties are secured by
laws ; and I cannot reckon Sweden and Poland to be monarchies, those
two kings having little more to say than the Doge of Venice. I do not
proume to say any thing of the constitution of the empire to you, who
are jurisperitorum Germanicorum facile princeps.

When you write to me, which, by the way, you do pretty seldom, tell

me rather whom you see, than what you see. Inform me of your even-
ing transactions and acquaintances ; where, and how you pass your
evenings ; what people of learning you have made acquaintance with :

and, if you will tru^t me with so important an affair, what belle passion
inflames you. I interest myself most in what personally concerns you
<no*t ; and this is a very critical year in your life. To talk like a virtu
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oso, your canvas is, I think, a good one, and Raphael -Jyrte has drawn
the outlines admirably ; nothing is now wanting but tho colouring of
Titian, and the graces, the morbidezza of Guido ; but that 13 a great deal.
You must get them sood, or you will never get them at all. Per la lin-

gua Italiana, sono sicuro cftella rCe adesso pro/essore, a **>qra> tale eh*io

nen ardisca dirls altra cosa in quelCa lingua se non. J idio.

LETTER CCXXII.

London, April 26, O. 3. 1T60

My dear Friend: As your journey to Paris approaches, and as that
period will, one way or another, be of inrinite consequence to 701, m v

letters will henceforward be principally calculated for that meridian.
You will be left there to your own discretion, instead of Mr. 9artt-'«,

and you will allow me, I am sure, to distrust a little the discretion of
eighteen. You will find in the Academy a number of young ellows
much less discreet than yourself. These will all be your acquaintances;
but look about you first, and inquire into their respective characters,
before you form any connections among them ; and, cceteris paribus,
single out those of the most considerable rank and family. Shew them
a distinguishing attention; by which means you will get into their re-

spective houses, and keep the best company. All those French young
fellows are excessively etourdis ; be upon your guard against scrapes
and quarrels : have no corporal pleasantries with them, no jeux de mains,
no coups d-e chambriere, which frequently bring on quarrels. Be as lively

as they, if you please, but at the same time be a little wiser than they.
As to letters, you will find most of them ignorant; do not reproach them
with that ignorance, nor make them feel your superiority. It is not
their faults, they are all bred up for the army ; but, on the other hand,
do l'Ot allow their ignorance and idleness to break in upon those morn
ing hours which you may be able to allot to your serious studies. No
breakfastings with them, which consume a great deal of time; but tell

them (not magisterially and sententiously) that you will read two or
three hours in the morning, and that for the rest of the day you are very
much at their service. Though, by the way, I hope you will keep wiser
company in the evenings.

I must insist upon your never going to what is called the English
coffee-house at Paris, which is the resort of all tl e scrub English, and
also of the fugitive and attainted Scotch and Irish

;
party quarrels, and

drunken squabbles, are very frequent there ; and I do not know a more
degrading place in all Paris. Coffee-houses and taverns are by no means
creditable at Paris. Be cautiously upon your guard against the infinite

number of fine-dressed and fine-spoken chevaliers dHndustrie and avan-
turiers which swarm at Paris: and keep every body civilly at arm's
length, of whose real character or rank you are not previously informed.
Monsieur le Comte or Monsieur le Chevalier in a handsome laced coat,

et tres Men mis, accosts you at the play, or seme other public place ; he
conceives at first sight an infinite regard for you: he sees that you are a
stranger of the firs'; distinction ; he offers you his services, and wishes
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aothing more ardenLy than to contribute, as far as may be in his little

power, to procure you les agremens de Paris. He is acquainted with
some ladies of condition, qui preferent une petite societe agreable, et de*

petits 9ouper8 aimables d1 honnetes gens, au tumulte et d la dissipation

de Paris ; and he will with the greatest pleasure imaginable have the

honour of introducing you to those ladie^ of quality. Well, if you were
to accept of this kind offer, and go with him, you would find au troisieme

a handsome, painted and p d strumpet, in a tarnished silver or gold

second-hand robe
;
playing a sham party at cards for livres, with three

or four sharpers well dressed enough, and dignified by the titles ot Mar-
quis, Comte, and Chevalier. The lady receives you in the most polite

and gracious manner, and with all those complimens de routine which
every French woman has equally. Though she loves retirement, and
shuns le grand monde, yet she confesses herself obliged to the marquis
for havinp procured her so inestimable, so accomplished an acquaintance

as yourself; but her concern is how to amuse you: for she never suffers

play at her house for above a livre; if you can amuse yourself with that

low play tid supper, d la bonne heure. Accordingly you sit down to

that little play, at which the good company takes care that you shall

vin fifteen or sixteen livres, which gives them an opportunity of cele-

brating both your good luck and your good play. Supper comes up,

and a good one it is, upon the strength of your being able to pay for it.

La Marquise en fait les honneurs au mieux, talks sentiments, mceurs et

morale; interlarded with enjouement, and 'accompanied with some ob-

lique ogles, which bid you not despair in time. Alter supper, pharaon,

lansquenet, or quinze, happen accidentally to be mentioned : the Marquise
exclaims against it, and vows she will not suffer it, but is at last prevailed

upon by being assured que ce ne sera que pour des riens. Then the

wished-for moment is come, the operation begins: you are cheated, at

best, of all the money in your pocket, and if you stay late, very probably
robbed of yoi » watch and snuff-box, possibly murdered for greater .secu-

rity. Thi* J oan a.>.»ure you, is not au exaggerated, but a literal descrip-

tion of wha» happens every day to some raw and inexperienced stranger

at Paris. Remember to. receive all these civil gentlemen, who take su«h

a fancy to you at first sight, very coldly, and take care always to be pre-

viously engaged, whatever party they propose to you. You may happen
sometimes, in very great and good companies, to meet with some dex-

terous gentlemen, who may be very desirous, and also very sure, to win
your money, if they can but engage you to play with them. Therefore

Lay it down as an invariable rule never to play with men, but only with

women of fashion, at low play, or with women and men mixed. But.

at the same time, whenever you are asked to play deeper than you would,

do not refuse it gravely and sententiously, alleging the folly of staking

what would be very inconvenient to one to lose, against what one does

not want to win ; but parry those invitations ludicrously, et en badinant.

Bay that, if you were sure to lose, you might possibly play, but that as

vou may as well win, you dread Vembarras des richesses, ever since you
nave seen what an encumbrance they were to poor Harlequin, and that,

therefore, you are determined never to venture the winning above two
.o'rs a-day ; this sort of light trifling way of declining invitations to vic«
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and folly, is more becoming your age, and at the same time more effeo-

tual, than grave philosophical refusals. A young fellow who seems to

have no will of his own, and who does every thing that is asked of him,
is called a very good-natured, but at the same time is thought a very
silly young fellow. Act wisely, upon solid principles, and from true

motives, but keep them to yourself, and never talk sententiously. When
you are invited to drink, say that you wish you could, but that so little

makes you both drunk and sick, que le jeu ne taut pas la chandelle.

Pray shew great attention, and make your court to Monsieur tie la

Gueriniere ; he is well with Prince Charles, and many people of the
first distinction at Paris ; his commendations will raise your character

there, not to mention that his favour will be of use to you in the Aca-
demy itself. For the reasons which I mentioned to you in my last, I

would have you be interne in the Academy for the first six months

;

but after that, I promise you that you shall have lodgings of your own
dans un hotel garni, if in the meantime I hear well of you, and that

you frequent, and are esteemed in the best French companies. You
want nothing now, thank God, but exterior advantages, that last polish

that tournure du monde, and those graces, which are so necessary to

adorn, and give efficacy to, the most solid merit. They are only to be
acquired in the best companies, and better in the best French com-
panies than in any other. You will not want opportunities, for I shall

send you letters that will establish you in the most distinguished com-
panies, not only of the beau monde, but of the beaux esprits, too.

Dedicate, therefore, I beg of you, that whole year to your own advan-
tage and final improvement, and do not be diverted from those objects

by idle dissipations, low seduction, or bad example. After that year,

do whatever you please; I will interfere no longer in your conduct*
for I am sure both vou and I shall be safe then. Adieu.

LETTER OOXXIII.

Londos, April SOtA, 0. 8. 1760.

My Dear Friend : Mr. Harte, who in all his letters gives you some
dash of panegyric, told me in his last a thing that pleases me extremely;
which was, that at Rome you had constantly preferred the established

Italian assemblies to the English conventicles set up against them by
dissenting English ladies. That shews sense, and that you know what
you are sent abroad for. It is of much more consequence to know the
mores multorum hominum than the urbes. Pray continue this judi-

cious conduct wherever you go, especially at Paris, where, instead of
thirty, you will find above three hundred English, herding together

and conversing with no one French body.
The life of les Milords Anglois is regularly, or, if you will, irregu-

larly, this. As soon as they rise, which is very late, they breakfast

together, to the utter loss of two good morning hours. Then they go
by coacLfuls to the Palais, the Invalides, and Notre-Dame ; from thence
*o the English coffee-house, where they make up their tavern party foi

tinner. From dinner, where they drink quick, they adjourn in clusters
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U> 'he play, where they crowd up the stage, drest up in very fine

clothes, very ill-made by a Scotch or Irish tailor. From the play to

jhe tavern again where they get very drunk, and where they either

quarrel among themselves, or sally forth, commit some riot in the streets,

and are taken up by the watch. Those who do not speak French before
th<?y go, are sure to learn none there. Their tender vows are addressed
to their Irish laundress, unless by chance some itinerant Englishwoman,
eloped from her husband, or her creditors, defrauds her of them. Thus,
they return home, more petulant, but not more informed, than when
they left it; and shew, as they think, their improvement, by affectedly

both sneaking and dressing in broken French.

Bunc tu Romane caveito.

Connect yourself, while you are in France, entirely with the Frencn,
improve yourself with the old, divert yourself with the young ; con-
form cheerfully to their customs, even to their little follies, but not to

their vices. Do not however remonstrate or preach against them, for

remonstrances do not suit with your age. In French companies in

general you will not find much learning, therefore take care not to

brandish yours in their faces. People hate those who make them feel

tL*ir own inferiority. Conceal all your learning carefully, and reserve

it for the company of les Gens d'Egluse, or les Gens de Robe ; and even
ti en let them rather extort it from you, than find you over willing to

diaw it. You are then thought, from that seeming unwillingness, to

hive still more knowledge than it may be you really have, and with the

additional merit of modesty into the bargain. A man who talks of, or

even hints at, his bonnes fortunes, is seldom believed, or, if believed,

much blamed; whereas a man who conceals with care is often supposed
to have more than he has, and his reputation of discretion gets him
others. It is just so with a man of learning; if he affects to shew it,

it is questioned, and he is reckoned only superficial; but if afterwards

it appears that he really has it, he is pronounced a pedant. Real merit

of any kind, ubi est non potest diu celari ; it will be discovered, and
nothing can depreciate it, but a man's exhibiting it himself. It may
not always be rewarded as it ought, but it will always be known.
You will in general find the women of the beau monde at Paris

more instructed than the men, who are bred up singly for the army,
and thrown into it at twelve or thirteen years old ; but then that

8ort of education, which makes them ignorant of books, gives them a
great knowledge of the world, an easy address, and polite manners.

Fashion is more tyrannical at Paris than in any other place in the

world; it governs even more absolutely than their king, which is saying

a great deal. The least revolt against it is punished by proscription.

You must observe, and conform to all the minuticB of it, if you will be
in fashion there yourself; and if you are not in fashion, you are nobody.
Get therefore, at all events, into the company of those men and women
qui donnent le ton ; and though at first you should be admitted upon
that shining theatre only as a persona muta, persist, persevere, and yor
will soon have a part given you. Take great care never to tell in oc€
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company what you see or hear in another, much less to divert the
present company at the expense of the last; but let discretion and
secrecy be known parts of your character. They will carry you much
farther, and much safer than more shining talents. Be upon your
guard against quarrels at Paris ; honour is extremely nice there,

though the asserting of it is exceedingly penal. Therefore point de
mauvaises plaisanteries, point de jeux de main, et point de raillerie

piquante.

Paris is the place in the world where, if you please, you may the best

unite the utile and the dulce. Even your pleasures will be your im-
provements, if you take them with the people of the place, and in high
life. From what you have hitherto done every where else, I have just

reason to believe, that you will do every thing that you ought at Paris.

Remember that it is your decisive moment ; whatever you do there

will be known to thousands here, and your character there, what-
evei it is, will get before you here. You will meet with it at Lon-
don. May you and I both have reason to rejoice at that meeting

!

Adieu.

LETTER OOXXIV.

Lo«do», M<*y 8, 0. A 1T50.

My Dear Friend: At your age the love of pleasures is extiemely
natural, and the enjoyment of them not unbecoming: but the danger,

at your age, is mistaking the object, and setting out wrong in the

pursuit. The character of a man of pleasure dazzles young eyes ; they

do not see their way to it distinctly, and fall into vice and profli-

gacy. I remember a strong instance of this a great many pears ago.

A young fellow, determined to shine as a man of pleasure, was at

the play, called the Libertine destroyed, a translation of Le Festin de

Pierre of Moliere's. He was so struck with what he thought the

fine character of the libertine, that he swore he would be the Liber-

tine destroyed. Some friends asked him, whether he had not better

content himself with being only the libertine, but without being des-

troyed t to which he answered with great warmth, " No, for that

being destroyed was the perfection of the whole." This, extravagant

as it seems in this light, is really the case of many an unfortunate

young fellow, who, captivated by the name of pleasures, rushes indis-

criminately, and without taste, into them all, and is finally destroyed.

I am not stoically advising, nor parsonically preaching to you to be a

Stoic at your age ; far from it : I am pointing out to you the paths to

pleasures, and am endeavouring only to quicken and heighten them for

you. Enjoy pleasures, but let them be your own, and then you will

taste them ; but adopt none ; trust to nature for genuine ones. The
pleasures that you would feel you must earn ; the man who gives him-
self up to all, feels none sensibly. Sardanapalus, I am convinced, never

felt any in his life. Those only who join serious occupations with plea-

sures, feel either as they should do. Alcibiades, though addicted to the

most shameful excesses, gave some time to philosophy, and some to busi-

ness Julius Caesar joined business with pleasure so properly, that the}
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mutually assisted each other ; and though he was the husband of all

the wives at Rome, he found time to be one of the best scholars, almost

the best orator, and absolutely the best general there. An uninterrupted

life of pleasures is as insipid as contemptible. Some hours given every

day to serious business must whet both the mind and the senses, to

enjoy those of pleasure. A surfeited glutton, an emaciated sot, and an
enervated rotten whoremaster, never enjoy the pleasures to which they

devote themselves • but they are only so many human sacrifices to false

gods. Th»- pleasures of low life are all of this mistaken, merely sen-

sual, and disgraceful nature ; whereas, those of high life, and in good
company, (though possibly in themselves not more moral,) are more
delicate, more refined, less dangerous, and less disgraceful; and, in the

couimor course cf things, not reckoned disgraceful at all. In short,

pleasure musi not, nay, cannot, be the business of a man of sense and
character • but it may be, and is. his relief, his reward. It is particu-

larly so with regard to the women, who have the utmost contempt for

those men, that, having Bu character nor consideration with their own
sex, frivolously pass th» ir whole time in ruelles and at toilettes. They
look upon them as their lumber, and remove them whenever they can

get better furniture. Women choose their favourites more by the ear

than by any other of their senses, or even their understandings. The
man whom they hear the most commended by the men, will always be
the best received by them. Such a conquest flatters their vanity, and
vanity is their universal, if not their strongest passion. A distinguished

shining character is irresistible with them; they crowd to, nay, they

even quarrel for the danger, in hopes of the triumph. Though, by the

way, (to use a vulgar expression.) she who conquers only catches a tar-

tar, and becomes the slave of her captive. Mais e'est la leur affaire.

Divide your time between useful occupations and elegant pleasures.

The morning seems to belong to study, business, or serious conversations

with men of learning and figure ; not that I exclude an occasional hour
at a toilette. From sitting down to dinner, the proper business of the

day is pleasure, unless real business, which must never be postponed

for pleasure, happens accidentally to interfere. In good company, the

pleasures of the table are always carried to a certain point of delicacy

and gratification, but never to excess and riot. Plays, operas, balls,

suppers, gay conversations in polite and cheerful companies, properly

conclude the evenings ; not to mention the tender looks that you may
direct, and the sighs that you may offer, upon these several occasions,

to some propitious or unpropitious female deity, whose character and
manners will neither disgrace nor corrupt yours. This is the life of a

min of real sense and pleasure; and by this distribution of your time,

wd choice of your pleasures, you will be equally qualified tor the busy,

cr the lean monde. You see I am not rigid, and do not require that

you and I should be of the same age. What I say to you, therefore,

should have the more weight, as coming from a friend, not a father.

But low company, and their low vices, their indecent riots and profli-

gacy, I never will bear, nor forgive.

I have lately received two volumes of treaties, in German and Latin,

from Hawkins, witl your orders, under your own hand, to take oar*

14*
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of tlinm for you, which orders I shall most dutifully and punctaally

obey, and they wait for you in my library, together with your great

collection of rare books, which your Mamma sent me upon removing
from her old house.

I hope you not only keep up, but improve in your German, for it

will be of great use to you when you come into business, and the

more so, as you will be almost the only Englishman who either can
speak or understand it. Pray speak it constantly to all Germans, where-
evcr you meet them, and you will meet multitudes of them at "Paris.

Is Italian now become easy and familiar to yon ? Can you speak • t

with the same fluency that you can speak German? You <.annct

oonceive what an advantage it will give you in negotiations, to pos-

sess Italian, German and French perfectly, so as to understand nil

the force and Jinesse of those three languages. If two men of equa'

talents negociate together, he who best understands the language ie

which the negociation is carried on, will infallibly get the better of

the other. The signification and force of one single word is often of

great consequence in a treaty, and even in a letter.

Remember the graces, for without them ogni fatica h tana. Adieu.

LETTER OOXXV.

Londom, May IT, 0. H. 1<60.

My dear Friend : Your apprenticeship is near out, and you are soon
to set up for yourself; that approaching moment is a critical one for

you, and an anxious one for me. A tradesman who would succeed in

his way, must begin by establishing a character of integrity and good
manners : without the former, nobody will go to his shop at all

;

without the latter, nobody will go there twice. This rule does not
exclude the fair arts of trade. He may sell his goods at the best price

he can, within certain bounds. He may avail himself of the humour,
the whims, and the fantastical tastes of his customers ; but what he
warrants to be good must be really so, what he seriously asserts must
be true, or his first fraudulent profits will soon end in a bankruptcy. It

is the same in higher life, and in the great business of the world. A
man who does not solidly establish, and really deserve, a character of

truth, probity, good manners, and good morals, at his first setting o~t
in the world, may impose, and shine like a meteor for a very short time,

but will very soon vanish, and be extinguished with contempt. People
easily pardon, in young men, the common irregularities of the senses

;

but they do not forgive the least vice of the heart. The heart never
grows better by age; I fear rather worse; always harder. A young
liar will be an old one ; and a young knave, will only be a greatei

knave as he grows older. But should a bad young heart, accompaniec
with a good head, (which by the way very seldom is the case,) really

reform in a more advanced age, from a consciousness of its folly, as wel'

as of its guilt : such a conversion would only be thought prudentiai

and political, but never sincere. I hope in God, and I verily believe,

that you want no moral virtue But the possession of all th»* moral
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rirtaes, in aetu primo, as the logicians call it, is not sufficient
;
yon

must have them in actu secundo too ; nay, that is not sufficient neither^

you must have the reputation of them also. Your character in the

world must be built upon that solid foundation, or it will soon fall, and
upon your own head. You cannot, therefore, be too careful, too nice,

too scrupulous, in establishing this character at first, upon which your
whole depends. Let no conversation, no example, no fashion, no bon
mot, no silly desire of seeming to be above, what most knaves anc1

many fools, call prejudices, ever tempt you to avow, excuse, extenuate,

or laugh at the least breach of morality; but shew upon all occasions,

and take all occasions to shew, a detestation and abhorrence of it. There,

though young, you ought to be strict; and there only, while young, it

becomes you to be strict and severe. But there too, spare the persons,

while you lash the crimes. All this relates, as you easily judge, to the

vices of the heart, such as lying, fraud, envy, malice, detraction, &c,
and I do not extend it to the little frailties of youth, flowing from high

spirits and warm blood. It would ill become you, at your age, to de-

claim against them, and sententiously censure a gallantry, an accidental

excess of the table, a frolic, an inadvertency; no, keep as free from
them yourself as you can: but say nothing against them in others.

They certainly mend by time, often by reason; and a man's worldly
character is not affected by them, provided it be pure in all other

respects.

To come now to a point of much less, but yet of very great conse
quence at your first setting out. Be extremely upon your guard against

vanity, the common failing of inexperienced" youth ; but particularly

against that kind of vanity that dubs a man a coxcomb; a character

which, once acquired, is more Indelible than that of the priesthood.

It is not to be imagined by how many different ways vanity defeats its

own purposes. One man decides peremptorily upon every subject,

betrays his ignorance upon many, and shews a disgusting presumption
upon the rest. Another desires to appear successful among the women;
he hints at the encouragement he has received, from those of the most
distinguished rank and beauty, and intimates a particular connection

with some one; if it is true, it is ungenerous; if false, it is infamous:
but in either case he destroys the reputation he wants to get. Some
flatter their vanity by little extraneous objects, which have Dot the least

relation to themselves; such as being descended from, related to, or

acquainted with people of distinguished merit, and eminent characters.

They talk perpetually of their grandfather >uch-a-one, their uncle such-

8 one. and their intimate friend Mr. Such-a-one, with whom, possibly,

-I'.y M*e ha"rdly acquainted. But admitting it all to be as they would
h°.?t- i^ w\at then? Have they the more merit for those accidents'

Certain u >.. On the contrary, their taking up adventitious, proves

their want oC intrinsic merit ; a rich man never borrows. Take this

rule for granted, as a never-failing one—That you must never seem tc

fcffe^t tt>e character in which you have a mind to shine. Modesty is

the only sure bait when you angle for praise. The affectation of courage
will make even a brave man pass only for a bully ; as the affectation of

v\t wiL uak . a man of parts pass for a coxcomb. By this modesty ]
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do not mean timidity and awkward bashfulness. On the contrary, t*
inwardly firm and steady, know your own value whatever it may be,

and act upon that principle ; but take great care to let nobody discover
that you do know your own value. Whatever real merit you have,
other people will discover, and people always magnify their own dis-

coveries, as they lessen those of others.

For God's sake revolve all these things seriously in your thoughts,
before you launch out alone into the ocean of Paris. Recollect the
observations that you have yourself made upon mankind, compare and
connect them with my instructions, and then act systematically and
consequentially from them ; not au jour la journee. Lay your little

plan now, which you will hereafter extend and improve by your own
observations, and by the advice of those who can never mean to mislead
you ; I mean Mr. Harte and myself.

LETTER COXXVI.

London, May 24, 0. S. 1H>0.

My dear Friend : I received yesterday your letter of the 7th, N. S.,

from Naples, to which place I find you have travelled, classically, criti-

cally, and da virtuoso. You did right, for whatever is worth seeing at

all, is worth seeing well, and better than most people see it. It is a
poor and frivolous excuse, when any thing curious is talked of that one
has seen, to say, I saw it. but really I did not much mind it. Why did
they go to see it, if they would not mind it; or why not mind it when
they saw it? Now that you are at Naples, you pass part of your time
there, en honnete homme, da garbato cavaliere, in the court, and the
best companies. I am told that strangers are received with the utmost
hospitality at Prince 's, que lui ilfait bonne chere, et que Madame la

Princesse donne chere entiere ; mais que sa chair est plus que hazardee
ou mortifiee meme ; which in plain English means, that she is not only

tender, but rotten. If this be true, as I am pretty sure it is, one may
say to her in a little sense, juvenumque prodis, publico, cura.

Mr. Harte informs me, that you are clothed in sumptuous apparel ; a

young fellow should be so, especially abroad, where fine clothes are so

generally the fashion. Next to their being fine, they should be well

made, and worn easily : for a man is only the less genteel for a fine coat,

if, in wearing it, he shows a regard for it, and is not as easy in it as if it

were a plain one.

I thank you for your drawing, which I am impatient to see, and which
I shall hang up in a new gallery that I am building t%b Blackheat!-, an
very fond of; but I am still more impatient for another ^oj>y, which i

wonder I have not yet received, I mean the copy oi y/n ?Ajuntenane/\

I believe, were that a whole length, it would still fall s good deal short

of the dimensions of the drawing after Dominiohino, which you say is

about eight feet high; and T take you, as well as myself, to be of the

family of the Piccolomini. Mr. Bathurst tells me, that he thinks you
ratier taller than I am; if so, you may very possibly get up to five feet

eight inches, which J would compound for, though I would wish yot»
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Cv9 feet ten. In truth, what do I not wish yon, that has a tendency tc

p^-fection ? I say a tendency only, for absolute perfection is not in

human nature, so that it would be idle to wish it. But I am v°iry'

willing to compound for your coming nearer to perfection than Lie

generality of your coteinporaries: without a compliment to you, I think

you bid fair for that. Mr. Harte affirms, (and, if it were consisten

with his character, would, I believe, swear) that you have no vices of

the heart
;
you have undoubtedly a stock of both ancient and modern

learning, which, 1 will venture to say, nobody of your age has, and
which must now daily increase, do what you will. What then do you
want towards that practicable degree of perfection which I wish you
Nothing but the knowledge, the turn, and the manners of the world : I

mean the beau monde. These it is impossible that you can yet have
ciite right; they are not given, they must be learned. But then, on
the other hand, it is impossible not to acquire them, if one has a mind
to them ; for they are acquired insensibly, by keeping good company, if

one has but the least attention to their characters and manners. Every
man becomes, to a certain degree, what the people he generally con-
verses with are. He catches their air, their manners, and even their

way of thinking. If he observes with attention, he will catch them
soon, but If he does not, he will at long run contract them insensibly.

I know nothing in the world but poetry, that is not to be acquired by
application and care. The sum total of this is a very comfortable one
for you, as it plainly amounts to this, in your favour, that you now want
nothing but what even your pleasures, if they are liberal ones, will teach

you. 1 congratulate both you and myself, upon your being in such a

situation, that, excepting your exercises, nothing is now wanting but

pleasures to complete you. Take them, but (as I am sure you will) with
people of the first fashion, wherever you are, and the business is done;
your exercises at Paris, which I am sure you will attend to, will supple

and fashion your body; and the company you will keep there will, with
some degree of observation on your part, soon give you their air, address,

manners, in short, le ton de la bonne compagnie. Let not these con-

siderations, however, make you vain : they are only between you and
me: but as they are very comfortable ones, they may justly give you a

manly assurance, a firmness, a steadiness, without which a man can

neither be well-bred, or in any light appear to advantage, or really what
he is. They may justly remove all timidity, awkward bashfulness, low
diffidence of one's self, and mean abject complaisance to every or any
body's opinion. La Bruyere says, very truly, on ne taut dans ce monde,
que ce que Von veut valoir : it is a right principle to proceed upon in

the world, taking care only to guard against the appearances and
jutward symptoms of vanity. Your whole then, you see, turns upon
the company you keep for the future. I have laid you in variety of

the best at Paris, where, at your arrival, you will find a cargo of letters

to very different sorts of people, as beaux esprits, savants, et belles dames.

These, if you will frequent them, will form you, not only by their exam-
ples, but by their advice, and admonitions in private, as I have desired

then to do; and consequently add to what you have, the only one thing

now needful.
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Pray tell me what Italian books you have read, and whether that An
guage is now become familiar to you. Read Ariosto and Tasso through,

and then you will have read all the Italian poets, who, in my opinion,

are worth reading. In all events, when ycu get to Paris, take a good
Italian master to read Italian with you three times a-week ; not only to

keep what you have already, which you would otherwise forget, but

also to perfect you in the rest. It is a great pleasure, as well as a great

advantage, to be able to speak to people of all nations, and well, in their

own language. Aim at perfection in every thing, though in most things

it is unattainable; however, they who aim at it, and persevere, will

come much nearer it, than those whose laziness and despondency make
them give it up as unattainable. Magnis tamen excidit ausis is a degree

of praise which will always attend a noble and shining temerity, and a

much better sign in a young fellow, than serpere humi, tutus nimiurt*

timidusque procellce. For men as well as women,

born to be controlled,

Stoop to the forward and the bold.

A man who sets out in the world with real timidity and diffidence hao

uot an equal chance for it; he will be discouraged, put by, or trampled

upon. But to succeed, a man, especially a young one, should have in-

ward firmness, steadiness, and intrepidity ; with exterior modesty and
seeming diffidence. He must modestly, but resolutely, assert his own
rights and privileges. Suaviter in modo, but fortiter in re. He should

have an apparent frankness and openness, but with inward caution and
closeness. All these things will come to you by frequenting and observ-

ing good company. And by good company, I mean that sort of company
which is called good company by every body of that place. When all

this is over, we shall meet ; and then we will talk over, tete-d-tete, the

various little finishing strokes, which conversation and acquaintance oc-

casionally suggest, and which cannot be methodically written.

Tell Mr. Harte that I have received his two letters of the 2d and 8th,

N". S., which, as soon as I have received a third, I will answer. Adieu.

my dear 1 I find you will do.

LETTER OOXXVII.

Londoh, June 5, 8. 1T50.

My dear Friend : I have received your picture, which I have long

waited for with impatience : I wanted to see your countenance, from
whence I am very apt, as I believe most people are, to form some gene-

ral opinion of the mind. If the painter has taken you as well as he has

done Mr. Harte, (for his picture is by far the most like I ever saw in my
iife,) I draw good conclusions from your countenance, which has both

spirit and Jinesse in it. In bulk you are pretty well increased since I

saw you ; if your height has not increased in proportion, I desire that

you will make haste to complete it. Seriously, I believe that your ex-

ercises at Paris wih make you shoot up to a good size; your legs, by all

kccounts, seem to promise it. Dancing excepted, the wholesome part is
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the best part of those Academical exercises. TU degraissent leur homme.
A propoB of exercises, I have prepared every thing for yonr reception at

Monsieur de la Gueriniere's, and your room, &c, will be ready at youi

arrival. I am sure you must be sensible how much better it will be for

you to be interne in the Academy for the first six or seven months a\

least, than to be en hotel garni, at some distance from it, and obliged to

go to it every morning, let the weather be what it will, not to mention

the loss of time too; besides, by living and boarding in the Academy,
you will make an acquaintance with half the young fellows of fashion at

Paris ; and in a very little while be looked upon as one of them in all

French companies : an advantage that has never yet happened to any
ne Englishman that 1 have known. 1 am sure you do not suppose that

the difference of the expense, which is but a trifle, has any weight with

me in this resolution. You have the French language so perfectly, and
you will acquire the French tournure so soon, that I do not know any
body likely to pass their time so well at Paris as yourself. Our young
countrymen have generally too little French, and too bad address, either

to present themselves, or be well received In the be*t French companies;
and, as a proof of it, there is no one instance of an Englishman's having

ever been suspected of a gallantry with a French woman of condition,

though every French woman of condition is more than suspected of

having a gallantry. But they take up with the disgraceful and danger-

ous commerce of prostitutes, actresses, dancing-women, and that sort of

trash ; though, if they had common address, better achievements would
be extremely easy. Un arrangement, which is, in plain English, a gal-

lantry, is, at Paris, as necessary a part of a woman of fashion's establish-

ment, as her house, stable, coach, &c. A young fellow must therefore

be a very awkward one, to be reduced to, or of a very singular taste, to

prefer drabs and danger to a commerce (in the course of the world not

disgraceful) with a woman of health, education, and rank. Nothing
sinks a young man into low company, both of women and men, so surelj

as timidity and diffidence of himself. If he thinks that lie shall not, he
may depend upon it he will not pleaso. But with proper endeavours to

pleaee. and a degree of persuasion that he shall, it is almost certain that

he will. How many people does one meet with every where, who, with
very moderate parts, and very little knowledge, push themselves pretty

far, singly by being sanguine, enterprising, and persevering? They will

take no denial from man or woman ; difficulties do not discourage them

;

repulsed twice or thrice, they rally, they charge again, and nine times
in ten prevail at last. The same means will much sooner, and more
certainly, attain the same ends, with your parts and knowledge. You
have a fund to be sanguine upon, and good forces to rally. In business

(talents supposed) nothing is more effectual or successful, than a good,
though concealed opinion of one's self, a firm resolution, and an unwea-
ried perseverance. None but madmen attempt impossibilities ; and
whatever is possible, is one way or another to be brought about. If

one method fails, try another, and suit your methods to the characters
you have to do with. At the treaty of the Pyrenees, which Cardinal
iiazarin, and Don Louis de Haro, concluded, dans VIsle des Faisans, the

latter carr*>i some very int^rtant points by his constant and cool per-

"^veranoe
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The Cardinal had all the Italian vivacity and impatience ; Don Louis
all the Spanish phlegm and tenaciousness. The point which the Car-
dinal had most at heart was, to hinder the re-establishment of the

Prince of Conde, his implacable enemy ; bat he was in haste to con-
clude, and impatient to return to court, where absence is always dan-
gerous. Don Louis observed this, and never failed at every conference
to bring the affair of the Prince of Conde upon the tapis. The Car-
dinal for some time refused even to treat upon it. Don Louis, with the

same sang froid, as constantly persisted, till he at last prevailed ; con-
trary to the intentions and the interest both of the Cardinal and of his

court. Sense must distinguish between what is impossible, and what
is only difficult ; and spirit and perseverance will get the better of the

latter. Every man is to be had one way or another, and every woman
almost any way. I must not omit one thing, which is previously

necessary to this, and, indeed, to every thing else ; which is attention,

a flexibility of attention ; never tc be wholly engrossed by any past 01

future object, but instantly directed to the present one, be it what it

will. An absent man can make but few observations ; and those will

be disjointed and imperfect ones, as half the circumstance must necess-

arily escape him. He can pursue nothing steadily, because his absences

make him lose his way. They are very disagreeable, and hardly to be
tolerated in old age ; but in youth they cannot be forgiven. If you find

that you have the least tendency to them, pray watch yourself very

carefully, and you may prevent them now ; but if you let them grow
into habit, you will find it very difficult to cure them hereafter, and a

worse distemper I do not know.
I heard with great satisfaction the other day, from one who has been

lately at Kome, that nobody was better received in the btst companies
than yourself. The same thing, I dare say, will happen to you at

Paris ; where they are particularly kind to all strangers, who will be

civil to them, and shew a desire of pleasing. But they must be flat-

tered a little, not only by words, but by a seeming preference given

to their country, their manners, and their customs ; which is but a

very small price to pay for a very good reception. Were I in Africa, I

would pay it to a negro for his good- will. Adieu.

LETTER COXXVIII.

Lohdox, June 11, 0. 8. 17&o.

My dear Friend : The President Montesquieu, (whom you will bo

acquainted with at Paris), after having laid down in his book, L*
VEsprit des Lois, the nature and principles of the three different kinds

of government, viz., the democratical, the monarchical, and the despotic,

frreats of the education necessary for each respective form. His chapter

upon the education proper for the monarchical, I thought worth trans-

cribing, and sending to you. You will observe that the monarchy

which he has in his eye is FraLce.

44 In monarchies, the principal branch of education is not taught in

colleges or academies. It commences, in some measure, at our set
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Ung out in the world ; for this is the school of what we tall honour,
that universal preceptor, which ought every where to be our guide.

u Here it is that we constantly hear three rules or maxims ; viz..

That we should have a certain nobleness in our virtues, a kind or

frankness in our morals, and a particular politeness in our beha-
viour.

u The virtues we are here taught, are less what we owe to others,

than to ourselves ; they are not so much what draws us towards
society, as what distinguishes us from our fellow-citizens.

44 Here the actions of men are judged, not as virtuous, but as shin-

ng ; not as just, but as great; not as reasonable, but as extraor-

dinary
44 When honour here meets with any thing noble in our actions, it is

either a judge that approves them, or a sophister by whom they are

excused.
u

It allows of gallantry, when united with the idea of sensible affec-

tion, or with that of conquest ; this is the reason why we never meet
with so strict a purity of morals in monarchies as in republican

goverrments.
44

It allows of cunning and craft, when joined with the notion of
greatness of soul or importance of affairs; a^, for instance, in politics,

,'it'i w; >e finenesses it is far from being offonded.
44

It does not forbid adulation, but when separate from the idea of a
' *< : fortune, and connected only with the sense of our mean condi-

tio.
u With regard to morals, I have observed, that the education of mon-

archies ought to admit of a certain frankness and open carriage.

Truth, therefore, in conversation, is here a necessary point. But is it

for the sake of truth? By no means. Truth is requisite only, because
a person habituated to veracity has an air of boldness and freedom.
And, indeed, a man of this j.tamp seems to lay a stress only on the
things themselves, not on the manner in which they are received.

M Hence it is, that in proportion as this kind of frankness is com-
mended, that of the common people is despised, which has nothing
but truth and simplicity for its object.

41 In tine, the education of monarchies requires a certain politeness of

behaviour. Man, a sociable animal, is formed to please in society; and
a person that would break through the rules of decency, so as to shock
those he conversed with, would lose the public esteem, and become
incapable of doing any good.

44 But politeness, generally speaking, does not derive its original from
ho pure a source. It arises from a desire of distinguishing ourselves.

It is pride that renders us polite; we are flattered with bei»g taken
notice of for a behaviour that shews we are not of a mean condition,

and that we have not been bred up with those who in all ages are con-

lidered as the scum of the people.
44 Politeness, in monarchies, is naturalised at court. One man exces-

sively great renders every body else little. Hence that regard which is

paid to our fe.low -subjects ; hence that politeness, equally pleasing to

those by wh«-*-3, as to those towards whom it is practised; because it
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gives people to understand, that a person actually belongs, or at least

deserves to belong, to the court.

"A court air consists in quitting a real for a borrowed greatness.

The latter pleases the courtier more than the former. It inspires him
with a certain disdainful modesty, which shews itself externally, but

whose pride insensibly diminishes in proportion to his distance from the

ource of this greatness.

"At court we find a delicacy of taste in every thing, a delicacy arising

from the constant use of the superfluities of life, from the variety, and
especially the satiety of pleasures, from the multiplicity and even con-

fusion of fancies, which, if they are not agreeable, are sure of being

well received.

"These are the things which properly fall within the province of

education, in order to form what we call a man of honour, a man
possessed of all the qualities and virtues requisite in this kind 01

government.
"Here it is that honour interferes with every thing, mixing even

with people's manner of thinking, and directing their very princi-

ples.

" To this whimsical honour it is owing that the virtues are only just

what it pleases ; it adds rules of its own invention to every thing pre-

scribed to us ; it extends or limits our duties according to its own
fancy, whether they proceed from religion, politics or morality.

" There is nothing so strongly inculcated in monarchies, by the laws,

by religion, and honour, as submission to the Prince's will , br.t this

very honour tells us, that the Prince never ought to command a dis-

honorable action, because this would render us incapable of serving

him.
" Orillon refused to assassinate the Duke of Guise, but offered tofipht

him. After the massacre of St. Bartholemew, Charles IX. having sent

orders to the governors in the several provinces for the Huguenots to be

murdered, Viscount Dorte, who commanded at Bayonne, wrote thus to

the king: u Sire, Among the inhabitants of this town, and your Majesty's

troops, I could not find so much as one executioner ; they are honest

citizens and brave soldiers. We jointly, therefore, beseech your

Majesty to command our arms and lives in things that are practicable."

This great and generous soul looked upon a base action as a thi^g

impossible.
" There is nothing that honour more strongly recommends to the

nobility, than to serve their prince in a military capacity. And indeed

this is their favorite profession, because its dangers, its success, and

even its miscarriages are the road to grandeur. Yet this very law of

its own making, honour chooses to explain; and in case of any arrront,

it requires or permits us to retire.

" It insists also, that we should be at liberty either to seek or to

eject euylojx ents; a liberty which it prefers even to an ample

brtune.

"Honour, therefore, has its supreme laws, to which education is obliged

o conform. The chief of these are, that we are permitted to set

« value upon our fortune, but are absolutely forbidden to set any upoo
urn n»ea.
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44 The second is, that when we are raised to a post or preferment, we
should never do or permit anything which may seem to imply that we
look upon ourselves as inferior to the rank we hold.

''The third is, that those things which honour forbids are more rigor-

ously forbidden, when the laws do not concur in the prohibition ; and
those it commands are more strongly insisted upon, when they happer
not to be commanded by law.

Though our government differs considerably from the French, inas-

much as we have fixed laws, and constitutional barriers, for the security

of our liberties and properties; yet the President's observations hold
«retty near as true in England as in France. Though monarchies may

('.iTer a good deal, kings differ very little. Those who are absolute

tlosire to continue so, and those who are not, endeavor to become so;

hence the same maxims and manners almost in all courts : voluptuous-

4 es8 and profusion encouraged, the one to sink the people into into

>r.lol« nee, the other in*o poverty, consequently into dependence. The
o-urt is called the woiid here as well as at Paris; and nothing more is

meant, by saying that a man knows the world, than that lie knows
:ourts. In all courts yon wust expect to meet with connections with-

out friendship, enmities witnout hatred, honour without virtue, appear-

ances saved, and realities sacrificed; good manners with bad morals;
and all vice and virtues so disguised, that whoever has only reasoned
upon both would know neither when he first met them at court. It is

well that you should know the map of that country, that when you
come to travel in it, you may do it with greater safety.

From all this you will of yourself draw this obvious conclusion, That
you are in truth but now going to the great and important school, the

world; to which Westminister and Leipsig were only the little prepara-

tory schools; as ICary-le-bone, Windsor, &c, are to them. What you
have already acquired will only place you in the second form of this new
school, instead of the first. But if you intend, as I suppose you do. to get

into the shell, you have very different things to learn from Latin and
Gre«k: and which require much more sagacity and attention than tlwse

two dead languages; the language of pure and simple nature; the language
of nature variously modified, and corrupted by passions, prejudices, and
habits; the language of simulation and dissimulation: very hard, but

very necessary to decipher. Homer has not half so many, nor so diffi-

cult dialects, as the great book of the school you are now going to.

Observe therefore progressively, and with the greatest attention, what
the best scholars in the form immediately above yon do, and so on,

until you get into the shell yourself. Adieu.

Pray tell Mr. Harte, that I have received his letter of the 27th May,
N. S., and that I advise him never to take the English newswriters lite-

rally, who never yet inserted any one thing quite right. I have boti

his patent and his mandamus, in both which he is Walter, let the news
papers call hir what V^ey ploase
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LETTER CCXXIX.

Londok, July 9, O. & 1760.

My dear Friend : T should not deserve that appellation in return

from you, if I did not freely and explicitly inform you of every corri-

gible defect which I may either hear of, suspect, or at any time dis-

cover in you. Those who, in the common course of the world, will call

themselves your friends ; or whom, according to the common notions

of friendship, you may possibly think such, will never tell you of your
faults, still less of your weaknesses. But, on the contrary, more de-

sirous to make you their friend, than to prove themselves yours, they

will flatter both, and, in truth, not be sorry for either. Interiorly, most
people enjoy the inferiority of their best friends. The useful and
essential part of friendship, to you, is reserved singly for Mr. Harte and
myself: our relations to you stand pure and unsuspected of all private

views. In whatever we say to you, we can have no interest but yours.

We are therefore authorised to represent, advise, and remonstrate ; and
your reason must tell you that you ought to attend to and believe us.

I am credibly informed, that there is still a considerable hitch or hob-
ble in your enunciation ; and that when you speak fast you sometimes
speak unintelligibly. I have formerly and frequently laid my thoughts

before you so fully upon this subject, that I can say nothing new upon
it now. I must therefore only repeat, that your whole depends upon it.

Your trade is to speak well, both in public and in private. The man-
ner of your speaking is full as important as the matter, as more people

have ears to be tickled, than understandings to judge. Be your pro-

ductions ever so good, they will be of no use, if you stifle and strangle

them in their birth. The best compositions of Corelli, if ill executed and
played out of tune, instead of touching, as they do when well performed,

would only excite the indignation of the hearers, when murdered by an
anskilful performer. But to murder your own productions, and that
%.oram populo, is a Medean cruelty, which Horace absolutely forbids.

Remember of what importance Demosthenes, and one of the Gracchi,

thought enunciation ; and read what stress Cicero and Quintilian lay

upon it ; even the herb-women at Athens were correct judges of it.

Oratory, with all its graces, that of enunciation in particular, is full as

necessary in our government, as it ever was in Greece or Rome. No
man can make a fortune or a figure in this country, without speaking,

and speaking well in public. If you will persuade, you must first

please ; and if you will please, you must tune your voice to harmony,
you must articulate every syllable distinctly, your emphasis and cadences

must be strongly and properly marked ; and the whole together must
be graceful and engaging: If you do not speak in that manner, you had
much better not speak at all. All the learning you have, or ever can

\ ave, is not worth one groat without it. It may be a comfort and
an amusement to you in your closet, but can be of no use to you in the

world. Let me conjure you, therefore, to make this your only object,

till you have absolutely conquered it, for that is in your power ; think

of nothing else, read and speak for nothing else. Read aloud, though
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alone, and read articulately and distinctly, as if you were reading in

public, and on the most important occasion. Recite pieces of eloquence,

declaim scenes of tragedies to Mr. Harte, as if he were a numerous
audience. If there is any particular consonant which you have a diffi-

culty in articulating, as I think you had with the i?, utter it millions and
millions of times, till you have uttered it right. Never speak quick, till

you have first learned to speak well. In short, lay aside every book,

acd every thought, that does not directly tend to this great object, abso-

lutely decisive of your future fortune and figure.

The next thing necessary in your destination, is writing correctly,

elegantly, and in a good hand too; in which three particulars, I am
sorry to tell you, that you hitherto fail. Your handwriting is a very
bad one, and would make a scurvy figure in an office-book of letters, or

even in a lady's pocket-book. But that fault is easily cured by care,

since every man, who has the use of his eyes and of his right hand,
can write whatever hand he pleases. As to the correctness and ele-

gance of your writing, attention to grammar does the one, and to the
best authors the other. In your letter to me of the 27th June, N. S.,

you omitted the date of the place, so that I only conjectured from the

contents that y-»u were at Rome.
Thus I have, with the truth and freedom of the tenderest affection,

told you all voir defects, at least all that I know or have heard of.

Thank God. ihey arc all very curable; they must be cured, and I am
sure, you will cure them. That once done, nothing remains for you to

acquire, or for me to wish you, but the turn, the manners, the address,

and the graces, of the polite world ; which experience, observation, and
good company, will insensibly give you. Few people at your age have
read, seen, and known, so much as you have ; and consequently few are
so near as yourself to what I call perfection, by which I only mean
being vevy near as well as the best. Far, therefore, from being discou-
raged by what you still want, what you already have should encourage
you to attpu.pt, and convince you that by attempting you will inevi-

tably obtain it. The (timcnlties which you have surmounted were much
greater than any you have now to encounter. Till very lately, your
way has been only througL thorns and briars; the few that now remain
are mixed with roses. Plea-un i- now the principal remaining part of

your education. It will soften and polish your manners; it will make
you pursue and at last overtake the graces. Pleasure is necessarily recip-

rocal ; no one feels, who does not at the same time give it. To t>6

pleased, one must please. What pleases you in others, will in gene-
ral please them in you. Paris is indisputably the seat of the graces ;

they will even court you, if you are not too coy. Frequent and observe
the best companies there, and you will soon be naturalised among them:
you will soon find how particularly attentive they are to the correct

ness and elegance of their language, and to the graces of their enun
ciation : they would even call the understanding of a man in question,
who should neg.ect or not know the infinite advantages arising from
them. Narrer, reciter, deolamer rien, are serious studies among them,
and well deserve to be so every where. The conversations, even among
the vomen freouentlv 4 m upon the elegancies apd minutest de'iracW
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of the French language. An enjouement, a gallant turn, prevails in all

their companies, to women, with whom they neither are, nor pretend

to be, in love ; but should you (as may very possibly happen) fall really

in love there with some woman of fashion and sense, (for I do not sup-

pose you capable of falling in love with a strumpet,) and that your
rival, without half your parts or knowledge, should get the better of

you, merely by dint of manners, enjouement, badinage, &c, how womd
you regret not having sufficiently attended to those accomplishments

which you despised as superficial and trifling, but which you would
then find of real consequence in the course of the world ! And men,

as well as women, are taken by those external graces. Shut up your

books then now as a business, and open them only as a pleasure : but

let the great book of the world be your serious study; read it over

and over, get it by heart, adopt its style, and make it your own.
When I cast up your account as it now stands, I rejoice to see the

balance so much in your favour ; and that the items per contra are s»*.

few, and of such a nature, that they may be very easily "ancelled. ^»
y

way of debtor and creditor, it stands thus

:

Creditor. By French. Debtor. To English.

German Enunciation.

Italian. Manners.

Latin.

Greek.

Logic.

Ethics.

History.

C Naturae.

Jus < Gentium.

( Publicum.

This, my dear friend, is a very true ace >nut, and a very encouraging

one for you. A man who owes so little ca,n clear it off in a very littlt

time, and, if he is a prudent man. will ; whereas a man who, by lonfc

negligence, owes a great deal, despairs of ever being able to pay ; and

therefore never looks into his account at all.

When you go to Genoa, pray observe carefully all the environs of it

and view them with somebody who can tell you all the situations and
operations of the Austrian army, during that famous siege, if it deserves

to be called one; for in reality the town never was besieged, nor had

the Austrians any one thing necessary for a siege. If Marquis Cen-

turioni, who was last winter in England, should happen to be there,

go to him with my compliments, and he will shew you all imaginable

civilities.

I could have sent you some letters to Florence, but that I knew Mr.

Mann would be of more use to you than all of them. Pray make him
my (v»iipliments. Cultivate yoj Italian, while you are at Florence,

where it is spoken in its utmost purity, but ill pron Minced.

Pray save me the seed of some of the best melons you eat, aud put

it up dry in paper. You need not send it me ; but Mr. Harte will bring
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It In his pocket when he comes over. I shoald likewise be glad of

some cuttings of the best figs, especially la fica gentile, and the Mal-

tese ; but as this is not the season for them, Mr. Mann will, I dare

say, undertake that commission, and sent them to me at the proper
time by Leghorn. Adieu. Endeavour to please others, and divert your
wiif as much as ever you can, en honnete et galant homme.

P. S. I send you the inclosed to deliver to Lord Rochford, upon your
rrival ft Turin.

LETTER CCXXX.

Loaooi, Aug. 6, 0. & 1750.

My dear Friend: Since your letter from Sienna, which gave me a

very imperfect account both of your illness and your recovery, I have
not received one word either from you or Mr. Harte. I impute this to

the carelessness of the post singly: and the great distance between us

at present exposes our letters to those accidents. But when you come
to Paris, from whence the letters arrive here very regularly, I shall

insist upon you writing to me constantly once a-week; and that upon
the same day, for instance, every Thursday, that I may know by what
mail to expect your letter. I shall also require you to be more minute
in your account of yourself than you have hitherto been, or than I have
required ; because of the informations which I received from time to

time from Mr. Harte. At Paris you will be out of your time, and must
get up for yourself; it is then that I shall be very solicitous to know
how you carry on your business. While Mr. Harte was your partner,

the care was his share, and the profit yours. But, at Paris, if you will

have the latter, you must take the former along witli it. It will be
quite a new world to you; very different from the little world that you
have hitherto seen ; and you will have much more to do in it. You
must keep your little accounts constantly every morning, if you would
not have them run int< confusion, and swell to a bulk that would
frighten you from ever looking into them a* all. You must allow some
time for Learning what yon do not know, and some for keeping what
you do know; and you must leave a great deal of time for your plea-

sures; which (I repeat it again) are now become the most neoestarj
part of your education. It is by conversations, dinners, suppers, enter-

tainments, &c. in the best companies, that you must be formed for the

Torld. Les manures, les agremens, les graces, cannot be learned by
tneory. i hey are only to be got by use among those who have them

,

and they are now the main object of your life, as they are the necessary

steps to your fortune A man of the best parts, and the greatest learn

mg, if he does not know the world by his own experience and observa-

tion, will te very absurd ; and consequently very unwelcome in com-
pany. He may say very good things; but they will probably be so ill-

timed, misplaced, or improperly addressed, that he had much better

hv.ld his tongue. Full of his own matter, and uninformed of, or inat

tentive to, the particular circumstances and situations of the company,
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he vents it indiscriminately ; he puts some people out of countenance

;

he shocks others ; and frightens all, who dread what may come out next.
The most general mle that I can give you for the world, and which
your experience will convince you of the truth of, is, Never to give the
tone to the company, but to take it from them ; and to labour more tc

put them in conceit with themselves, than to make them admire you.
Those whom you can make like themselves better, will, I promise yea
like you very well.

A system-monger, who, without knowing anything of the world by
experience, has formed a system of it in his dusty cell, lays it down, for

example, that (from the general nature of mankind) flattery is pleasing.

He will therefore flatter. But how? Why, indiscriminately. And,
Instead of repairing and heightening the piece judiciously, with soft

colours and a delicate pencil with a coarse brush, and a great deal of
white wash, he daubs and besmears the piece he means to adorn. His
flattery offends even his patron ; and is almost too gross for his mistress.

A man of the world knows the force of flattery as well as he does ; but
then he knows how, when, and where to give it; he proportions his

dose to the constitution of the patient. He flatters by application, by
inference, by comparison, by hint, and seldom directly. In the course
of the world, there is the same difference, in everything, between sys-

tem and practice.

I long to have you at Paris, which is to be your great school
;
you

will be then in a manner within reach of me.
Tell me, are you perfectly recovered, or do you still find any remain-

ing complaint upon your lungs? Your diet should be cooling, and at

the same time nourishing. Milks of all kinds are proper for you ; wines
of all kinds bad. A great deal of gentle, and no violent exercise, is good
for you. Adieu. Gratia, fama, et naletudo, contingat alunde!

LETTER COXXXI.

Lovbov, October 29, 0. 8. 1760.

My dear Friend : This letter will, I am persuaded, find you, and I

hope safely, arrived at Montpelier ; from whence I trust that Mr. Harte'o

indisposition will, by being totally removed, allow you to get to Paris

before Christmas. You will there find two people, who, though bcth
English, 1 recommend in the strongest manner possible to your atten-

tion ; and advise you to form the most intimate connections with them
both, in their different ways. The one is a man whom you already

know something of, but not near enough : it is the Earl of Huntingdon

;

who, next to you, is the truest object of my affection and esteem ; and
who (I am proud to say it) calls me, and considers me as his adopted
father. His parts art as quick as his knowledge is extensive ; and if

quality were wortl patting into an account, where every other item is

bo much more valuable, he is the first almost in this country: the figure

he will make in it, soon after he returns to it, will, if I am not more mis-

taken than ever I was in my life, equal his birth and my hopes. Such
a connection will be of infinite advantage to you ; and, I can assure vou.
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that he is extremely disposed to form it upon my account ; and will,

I hope and believe, desire to improve and cement it upon your own.
In our parliamentary government, connections are absolutely neces-

sary ; and, if prudently formed and ably maintained, the success of them
is infallible. There are two sorts of connections, which I would always
advise you to have in view. The first I will call equal ones , by which
I mean those, where the two connecting parties reciprocally Und their

account, from pretty near an equal degree of parts and abhities. In
those, there must be a freer communication ; each must see that the
other is able, and be convinced that he is willing to be of use to him.
Honour must be the principle of such connections ; and there must be a
mutual dependence, that present and separate interest shall not be able

to break them. There must be a joint system of action ; and, in case

of different opinions, each must recede a little, in order at last to form
an unanimous one. Such, I hope, will be your connection with Lord
Huntingdon. You will both come into Parliament at the same time

;

and if you have an equal share of abilities and application, you and he,

with other young people, with whom you will naturally associate, may
form a band which will be respected by any administration, and make a

figure in the public. The other sort of connections I call unequal ones;
that is, where the parts are all on one side, and the rank and fortune on
the other. Here, the advantage is all on one side ; but that advantage
must be ably and artfully concealed. Complaisance, an engaging man-
ner, and a patient toleration of certain airs of superiority, must cement
them. The weaker party must be taken by the heart, his head giving
no hold ; and he must be governed, by being made to believe that he
governs. These people, skilfully led, give great weight to their leader.

I have formerly pointed out to you a couple that I take to be proper ob-

jects for your skill: and you will meet with twenty more, for they are

very rife.

The other person whom I recommended to you is a woman ; not as a

woman, for that is not immediately my business ; besides, I fear that

she is turned of fifty. It is Lady Hervey, whom I directed you to call

upon at Dijon, but who, to my great joy, because to your great

advantage, passes all this winter at Paris. She has been bred all her
life at courts ; of which she has acquired all the easy good-breeding and
politeness, without the frivolousness. She has all the reading that a
woman should have ; and more than any woman need have ; for she

understands Latin perfectly well, though she wisely conceals it. A§
she will look upon you as her son, I desire that you will look upon her
as my delegate : trust, consult, and apply to her without reserve. No
woman ever had more than she has, le ton de la parfaitement bonne
eompagnie, les manures engageantes, et U je ne sais quoi qui plait.

Desire her to reprove and correct any, and every, the least error and
inaccuracy in your manners, air, address, &c. No woman in Europe
can do it so well; none will do it more willingly, or in a more proper

and obliging manner. In such a case, she will not put you out of

countenance, by telling you of it in company ; but either intimate it by
some sign, or wait for an opportunity when you are alone together.

She is also in the ben French company, where she will not only intro-

15
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duce, but puff you, if I may use so low a word. And I can assure jo*
that it is no little help, in the beau monde, to be puffed there by a
fashionable woman. I send you the inclosed billet to carry her, only
as a certificate of the identity of your person, which I take it for
granted she could not know again.

You would be so much surprised to receive a whole letter from me
without any mention of the exterior ornaments necessary for a gentle-
man, as manners, elocution, air, address, graces, &c. that, to comply
with your expectations, I will touch upon them ; and tell you, that
when you come to England, I will shew you some people, whom I do
not now care to name, raised to the highest stations singly by those
exterior and adventitious ornaments ; whose parts would never have
entitled them to the smallest office in the excise. Are they then neces-
sary, and worth acquiring, or not ? You will see many instances of this

kind at Paris, particularly a glaring one, of a person* raised to the
highest posts and dignities in France, as well as to be absolute sovereign
of the beau monde, singly by the graces of his person and address ; by
woman's chit-chat, accompanied with important gestures; by an impos-
ing air, and pleasing abord. Nay, by these helps, he even passes for a

wit, though he hath certainly no uncommon share of it. I will not
name him, because it would be very imprudent in you to do it. A
young fellow, at his first entrance into the beau monde, must not offend
the king defacto there. It is very often more necessary to conceal con-
tempt than resentment, the former being never forgiven, but the latter

sometimes forgot.

There is a small quarto book, entitled, Hktoire Chronologique de la

France, lately published by Le President Henault ; a man of parts and
learning, with whom you will probably get acquainted at Paris. I

desire that it may always lie upon your table, for your recourse as often
as you read history. The chronology, though chiefly relative to the
history of France, is not singly confined to it ; but the most interesting
events of all the rest of Europe are also inserted, and many of them
adorned by short, pretty, and just reflections. The new edition of Les
Memoires de Sully, in three quarto volumes, is also extremely well
worth your reading, as it will give you a clearer and truer notion of one
of the most interesting periods of the French history, than you can yet
have formed from all the other books you may have read upon the sub-
ject. That prince, I mean Henry the Fourth, had all the accomplish-
ments and virtues of a hero, and of a king, and almost of a man. The
last are the most rarely seen. May you possess them all 1 Adieu.
Pray make my compliments to Mr. Harte, and let him know that J

have this moment received his letter of the 12th, N. S., from Antibes.
It requires no immediate answer ; I shall therefore delay mine till ]

have an ther from him. Give him the inclosed, which I have received
from M? Eiiot.

• BC. le Marechal de Richelieu
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LETTER CCXXXII.

London, November 1, O. 8. 1T3#.

My Dear Frieitd : I hope that this letter will not find you still at

Montpeiier, but rather be sent after you from thence to Paris, where, I

am persuaded, that Mr. Harte could find as good advice for his leg as at

Montpeiier, if not better ; but if he is of a different opinion, I am sure

you ought to stay there as long as he desires.

While you are in France, I could wish that the hours you allot for

historical amusement should be entirely devoted to the history of

France. One always reads history to most advantage in that country

to which it is relative ; not only books, but persons being ever at hand
to solve doubts and clear up difficulties. I do by no means advise you
to throw away your time in ransacking like a dull autiquarian, the

minute and unimportant parts of remote and fabulous times. Let block-

heads read what blockheads wrote. And a general notion of the history

of France, from the conquest of that country by the Franks, to the

reign of Louis the Eleventh, is sufficient for use, consequently sufficient

for you. There are, however, in those remote times, some remarkable

seras, that deserve more particular attention; I mean those in which
some notable alterations happened in the constitution and form of gov-

ernment. As, for example, the settlement of Clovis in Gaul, and the

form of government which he then established; for. by the way, that

form of government differed in this particular from all the other Gothic

governments, that the people, neither collectively nor by representatives,

had any share in it. It was a mixture of monarchy and aristocracy;

and what were called the States General of France consisted only of the

nobility and clergy, till the time of Philip le Bel, in the very beginning

of the fourteenth century, who first called the people to those assemblies,

by no means for the good of the people, who were only amused by this

pretended honour; but, in truth, to check the nobility and clergy, and

induce them to grant the money he wanted for his profusion ; this was

a scheme of Enguerrand de Marigny, his minister, who governed both

him and his kingdom to such a degree, as to be called the coadju-

tor and governor of the kingdom. Charts Martel laid aside these

assemblies, and governed by open force. Pepin restored them, and
attached them to him, and with them the nation; by which mean- he

deposed Childeric, and mounted the throne. This is a second period

worth your attention. The third race of kings, which begins with

Hugnes" Capet, is a third period. A judicious reader of history will

save himself" a great deal of time and trouble by attending with care

only to those interesting periods of history, winch famish remarkable

events, and make eras; and going slightly over the common run of

events. Some people read history, as others read the Pilgrim's Pro-

gress; giving equal attention to, and indiscriminately loading their

memories with every part a'nke. But i would have you read it in a

different manrer: take the shortest general history vou can find of

every cc-Ltry and mark down in that history the most important

periods, such a^ conquests, changes of kings, and alterations of the form

of government ; and then have recourse to more extensive uistoriea. ro
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particular treatises, relative to tnose great points. Consider them well,

trace up their causes, and follow their consequences. For Stance,
there is a most excellent, though very short history of France, by Le
Gendre. Read that with attention, and you will know enough of the
general history ; but when you find there such remarkable periods as

are above mentioned, consult Mezeray, and other the best and minutest
historians, as well as political treatises upon those subjects. In later

times, Memoirs, from those of Philip de Commines, down to the innu-

merable ones in the reign of Louis the Fourteenth, have been of great

use, and thrown great light upon particular parts of history.

Conversation in France, if you have the address and dexterity to turn

it upon useful subjects, will exceedingly improve your historical know-
ledge; for people there, however classically ignorant they maybe, think

it a shame to be ignorant of the history of their own country : they read
that, if they read nothing else, and having often read nothing else, are

proud of having read that, and talk of it willingly ; even the women are

well instructed in that sort of reading. I am far from meaning by this,

that you should always be talking wisely, in company, of books, his-

tory, and matters of knowledge. There are many companies which you
will, and ought to keep, where such conversations would be misplaced
and ill-timed; your own good sense must distinguish the company and
the time. You must trifle only with triflers ; and be serious only with
the serious, but dance to those who pipe. Cur in theatrum Cato severe

venisti ? was justly said to an old man : how much more so would it

be to one of your age ? From the moment that you are dressed and go
out, pocket all your knowledge with your watch, and never pull it out

in company unless desired : the producing of the one unasked, implies

that you are weary of the company ; and the producing of the other

anrequired, will make the company weary of you. Company is a

republic too jealous of its liberties, to suffer a dictator even for a quar-

ter of an hour ; and yet in that, as in all republics, there are some few
who really govern; but then it is by seeming to disclaim, instead of

Attempting to usurp the power : that is the occasion in which manners,
dexterity, address, and the undefinable je ne sais quoi triumph ; if pro-

perly exerted, their conquest is sure, and the more lasting for not being

perceived. Remember, that this is not only your first and greatest, but
ought to be almost your only object, while you are in France.

I know that many of your countrymen are apt to call the freedom anJ
vivacity of the French, petulancy and ill-breeding; but, shou'd you
think so, I desire upon many accounts that you will not say so; I Admit
that it may be so in some instances of petit* maitres etourdis, and in sorot

voung people unbroken to the world ; but I can assure you, that you
will find it much otherwise with people of a certain rank and age, upon
whose model you will do very well to form yourself. We oall their

steady assurance, impudence : why ? Only because whac we call

modesty is awkward bashfulness, and mauvake hontc. For my part,

I see no impudence, but, on the contrary, infinite utility and advan-

tage, in presenting one's self with the same coolness and unconcern in

any, and every compaiy, till one can do that, I am very sure that one

can never present one ? self weil. Whatever is done under .tonceri)
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and embarrassment, mnst be ill done ; and, till a man is absolutely easy

and unconcerned in every company, he will never be thought to have

kept good, nor be very welcome in it. A steady assurance, with seem-

ing modesty, is possibly the most useful qualification that a man can

have in every part of life. A man would certainly make a very consi-

derable fortune and figure in the world, whose modesty and timidity

should often, as bashfulness always does, (put him in the deplorable and

lamentable situation of the pious JEneas, when obstupuit, steteruntqut

ccmoB ; et v&xfaucibus hasit) ! Fortune (as well as women)

born to be controlled,

Stoops to the forward and the bold.

Assurance and intrepidity, under the white banner of seeming modesty
clear the way for merit, that would otherwise be discouraged by diffi-

culties in its journey; whereas barefaced impudence is the noisy and
blustering harbinger of a worthless and senseless usurper.

You will think that I shall never have done recommending to you
these exterior worldly accomplishments, and you will think right, for I

never shall; they are of too great consequence to you for me to be

indifferent or negligent about them: the shining part of your future

figure and fortune depends now wholly upon them. These are the

acquisitions which must give efficacy and success to those you have
already made. To have it said and believed that you are the m»»st

learned man in England, would be no more than was said and believed

of Dr. Bentley; but to have it said, at the same time, that you are alsc

the best bred, most polite, and agreeable man in the kingdom, would bo

such a happy composition of a character as I never yet knew any one
man deserve; and which I will endeavour, as well as ardently wish,

that you may. Absolute perfection is, I well know, unattainable ; but
I know too, that a man of parts may be unweariedly aiming at it, and
arrive pretty near it. Try, labour, persevere. Adieu.

LETTER OOXXXIIL

Lorooa, November 8, 0. 8. 1750.

My deab Friend : Before you get to Paris, where you will soon be

left to your own discretion, if you have any, it is necessary that we
should understand one another thoroughly; which is the most probable

way of preventing disputes. Money, the cause of much mischief in the

world, is the cause of most quarrels between fathers and sons ; the for-

mer commonly thinking, that they cannot give too little, and the latter,

that they cannot have enough ; both equally in the wrong. You must do
me the justice to acknowledge, that I have hitherto neither stinted nor

f-udged any expense that could be of use, or real pleasure to j ou ; and
can assure you, by the way, that you have travelled at a much more

considerable expense than I did myself; but I never so much as thought

of that, while Mr. Harte was at the head of your finances ; being verj

sure that the sums granted were scrupulously applied to the uses foi

which tl?y were intended. But the case will soon be altered, and yon
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will be your own receiver and treasurer. However, I promise yon,

that we will not quarrel singly upon the quantum, which shall b«

cheerfully and freely granted ; the application and appropriation of it

will be the material point, which I am now going to clear up and
finally settle with you. I will fix, or even name, no settled allowance

;

though I well know in my own mind what would be the proper one

;

but I will first try your draughts, by which I can in a good degree

judge of your conduct. This only I tell you in general, that if the

channels through which my money is to go are the proper ones, the

source shall not be scanty ; but should it deviate into dirty, muddy, and
obscure ones, (which by the by, it cannot do for a week without my
knowing it,) I give you fair and timely notice, that the source will

instantly be dry. Mr. Harte, in establishing you at Paris, will point

out to you those proper channels : he will leave you there upon the foot

of a man of fashion, and I will continue you upon the same; you will

have your coach, your valet de ohambre, your own footman, and
a valet de place ; which, by the way, is one servant more than I had. I

would have you very well drest, by which I mean drest as the gene-

rality of people of fashion are ; that is, not to be taken notice of, for

being either more or less fine than other people : it is by being well

drest, not finely drest, that a gentleman should be distinguished. You
must frequent les spectacles, which expense I shall willingly supply.

You must play a des petits jeux de commerce in mixed companies ; that

article is trilling ; I shall pay it cheerfully. All the other articles of

pocket money are very inconsiderable at Paris, in comparison of what
they are here, the silly custom of giving money wherever one dines or

sups, and the expensive importunity of subscriptions, not being yet

introduced there. Having thus reckoned up all the decent expenses of

a gentleman, which J will most readily defray, I come now to those

which I will neither bear nor supply. The first of these is gaming, of

which, though I have not the least reason to suspect you, I think it

necessary eventually to assure you, that no consideration in the world
shall ever make me pay your play debts ; should you ever urge to me
that your honour is pawned, I should most immoveably answer you,

that it was your honour, not mine, that was pawned ; and that your
creditor might e'en take the pawn for the debt.

Low company, and low pleasures, are always much more costly than

Jberal and elegant ones. The disgraceful riots of a tavern are much
more expensive, as well as dishonourable, than the sometimes pardonable

excesses in good company. I must absolutely hear of no tavern scrapes

and squabbles.

I come now to another and very material point; I mean women ; and
I will not address myself to you upon this subject, either in a religious,

a moral, or a parental style. I will even lay aside my age, remember
yours, and speak to you as one man of pleasure, if he had parts too,

would speak to another. I will by no means pay for whores, and their

never-failing consequences, surgeons ; nor will I, upon any account, keep
singers, dancers, actresses, and id genus omne; and, independently of the

expense, I must tell you, that such connections would give me, and all

••risible people, the utmost contempt for your parts and address : a yourp
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fellow must have as little sense as address, to venture, or more properly
to sacrifice, his health, and ruin his fortune, with such sort of creatures

;

in such a place as Paris especially, where gallantry is both the profession

and the practice of every woman of fashion. To speak plainly, I will

not forgive your understanding c s and p s ; nor will your con-

stitution forgive them you. Those distempers, as well as their cures,

fall nine times in ten upon the lungs. This argument, I am sure, ought
to have weight with you ; for I protest to you, that if you meet with
any such accident, I would not give one year's purchase for your life.

Lastly, there is another sort of expense that I will not allow, only be-

cause it is a silly one ; I mean the fooling away your money in baubles
at toy-shops. Have one handsome snuff-box, (if you take snuff,) and one
handsome sword ; but then no more pretty and very useless things.

By what goes before, you will easily perceive, that I mean to allow
you whatever is necessary, not only for the figure, but for the pleasures

of a gentleman, and not to supply the profusion of a rake. This, you
most confess, does not savour of either the severity or parsimony of old

a^e. I consider this agreement between us, as a subsidiary treaty on
my part, for services to be performed on yours. I promise you, that 1

will be as punctual in the payment of the subsidies, as England has been
during the last war; but then I give you notice at the same time, that I

require a much more scrupulous execution of the treaty on your part,

than we met with on that of our allies ; or else that payment will be

Hopped. I hope all that I have now said was absolutely unnecessary,
and that sentiments more worthy and more noble than pecuniary ones,

would of themselves have pointed out to you the conduct I recommend
;

hut, at all events, I resolved to be once for all explicit with you, that, in

the worst that, can happen, you may not plead ignorance, and complain
that I had not sufficiently explained to you ray intentions.

Having mentioned the word rake, I must say a word or two more
on that subject, because young people too frequently, and always fatally,

are apt to mistake that character for that of a man of pleasure ; whereas,
there are not in the world two characters more different. A rake is a

composition of all the lowest, most ignoble, degrading, and shameful
vices ; they all conspire to disgrace his character, and to ruin his fortune

;

while wine and the p—x contend which shall soonest and most effectu-

ally destroy his constitution. A dissolute, flagitious footman, or porter,

makes fuL as good a rake as a man of the first quality. By the by, let

me tell you, that in the wildest part of my youth, I never was a rake,

but. on the contrary, always detested and despised that character.

A man of pleasure, though not always so scrupulous as he should be,

and as one day he will wish he had been, refines at least his pleasures

»jv taste, accompanies them with decency, and enjoys them with dignity.

Few men can be men of pleasure, every man may be a rake. Remember
that I shall know every thing you say or do at Paris, as exactly as if, by
the force of magic, I could follow you everywhere, like a Sylph or a

Gnome, invisible myself. Seneca says, very prettily, that one should ask

nothing of God, but what one should be willing that men should know;
nor of men, but what one should be willing that God should know ; ]

advise you to say and do nothing at Paris, but what you would be wiU-
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ng that I should know. I hope, nay, I believe, that will be the case.

^ense, I dare say, you do not want; instruction, I am sure, you have

never wanted: experience you are daily gaining: all which together

jiust inevitably (I should think) make you both respectable et oimable,

the perfection of a human character. In that ^ase nothing shall be

wanting on my part, and you shall solidly experience all the extent and

tenderness of my affection for you; but dread the reverse of both I

Adieu 1

P. S. When you get to Paris, after you have been to wait on Lord

Albemarle, go to see Mr. Yorke, whom I have particular reasons for de-

airing that you should be well with, as I shall hereafter explain to you.

Let him know that my orders, and your own inclinations, conspired to

make you desire his friendship and protection.

LETTER OOXXXIV.

My deab Fbiend : I have sent you so many preparatory letters for

Paris, that this, which will meet you there, shall only be a summary of

them all.

You have hitherto had more liberty than any body of your age ever

had ; and I must do you the justice to own, that you have made a oet-

fcer use of it than most people of your age would have done ; but then,

though you had not a jailer, you had a friend with you. At Paris, you

will not only be unconfined, but unassisted. Your own good sense

must be your only guide : I have great confidence in it, and am con-

vinced that I shall receive just such accounts of your conduct at Paris

as I could wish ; for I tell you beforehand, that I shall be most minutely

informed of all that you do, and almost of all that you say there.
(

En-

joy the pleasures of youth, you cannot do better : but refine and dignify

them like a man of parts ; let them raise, and not sink; let them adorn

and not vilify your character ; let them, in short, be the pleasures of a

gentleman, and taken with your equals at least, but rather with youi

superiors, and those chiefly French.

Inquire into tbe characters of the several Academicians, before you

form a connection with any of them : and be most upon your guard

against those who make the most court to you.

You cannot study much in the Academy ; but you may study usefully

there, if you are an economist of your time, and bestow only upon good

books those quarters and halves of hours, which pccur to every body

in the course of almost every day ; and which, at the year's end, amount

to a very considerable sura of time. Let Greek, without fail, f-hare

some part of every day ; I no not mean the Greek poets, the catches of

Anacreon, or the tender complaints of Theocritus, or even the porcer-

like language of Homer's heroes ; of whom all smattwrers in GreeK know

a little, quote often, and talk of always ; but I mean Plato, Aristotele*,

Demosthenes, and Thucydides, whom none but adepts know. It is

Greek that must distinguish you in the learned world, Latin alone will

aot : and G eek musf be sought to be retained, for it never occurs like
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^atin. When you read history or other books of amusement, let every
.anguage yon are master of have its turn, so that you may not only

-etain, but improve in every one. I also desire that you will converse
in German and Italian, with all the Germans and the Italians with
whom you converse at all. This will be a very agreeable and flattering

thing to them, and a very useful one to you.

Pray apply yourself diligently to your exercises ; for though the do
ing them well is not supremely meritorious, the doing them ill is illibe-

ral, vulgar and ridiculous.

I recommend theatrical representations to you ; which are excellent

at Paris. The tragedies of Corneille and Racine, and the comedies of

Moliere, well attended to, are admirable lessons, both for the heart and
the head. There is not, nor ever was, any theatre comparable to the

French. If the music of the French operas does not please your Italian

ear, the words of them, at least, are sense and poetry, which is much
more than I can say of any Italian opera that I ever read or heard in

my life.

I send you the enclosed letter of recommendation to Marquis Matig-

non, which I would have you deliver to him as soon as you can; you
will, I am sure, feel the good effects of his warm friendship for me, and
Lord Bolingbroke ; who has also wrote to him upon your subject. By
that, and by the other letters which I have sent you, you will be at

once so thoroughly introduced into the best French company, that you
must take some pains if you will keep bad; but that is what I do not

suspect you of. You have, I am sure, too much right ambition, to

prefer low and disgraceful company, to that of your superiors, both in

rank and age. Your character, and consequently your fortune, abso-

lutely depends upon the company you keep, and the turn you take at

Paris. I do not, in the least, mean a grave turn ; on the contrary, a

gay, a sprightly, but, at the same time an elegant and liberal one.

Keep carefully out of all scrapes and quarrels. They lower a charac

ter extremely ; and are particularly dangerous in France ; where a man
is dishonoured by not resenting an affront, and utterly ruined by resen*

ing it. The young Frenchmen are hasty, giddy, and petulant ; extremely

national, and avantageux. Forbear from any national jokes or reflec

tions, which are always improper, and commonly unjust. The colder

northern nations generally look upon France, as a whistling, singing,

dancing, frivolous nation ; this notion is very far from being a true one,

though many petite maitres by their behaviour seem to justify it; but

those very petite maitres, when mellowed by age and experience, very

often turn out very able men. The number of great generals and
statesmen, as well as excellent authors, that France has produced, is au

undeniable proof, that it is not that frivolous, unthinking, empty nation

that northern prejudices suppose it. Seem to like and approve of

everything at first, and I promise you, that you will like and approve
of many things afterwards.

I expect that you will write to me constantly, once every week, which
I desire may be every Thursday : and that your letters may inform me
of your personal transactions • not of what you see, but of whom yo?

»ee, and what you do.
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3e your own monitor, now that yon will have no other. As w

enunciation, I must repeat it to you again and again, that thei 3 is uo

one thing so necessary: all other talents, without that, are absolutely

useless, except in your own closet.

It sounds ridiculously to bid you study with your dancing-master

;

and yet 1 do. The bodily carriage and graces are of infinite conse

quence to every body, and more particularly to you.

Adieu for this time, my dear child. Yours tenderly.

LETTER COXXXV.

Lomxw, November IS, O. 8. 1160.

My dbae Fbdjnd: You will possibly think, that this letter turns

upon strange, little, trifling objects ; and you will think right, if you

consider them separately ; but, if you take them aggregately, you will

be convinced, that as parts, which conspire to form that whole, called

the exterior of a man of fashion, they are of importance. I shall

not dwell now upon these personal graces, that liberal air, and that

engaging address, which I have so often recommended to you; but

descend still lower, to your dress, cleanliness, and care of your person.

When you come to Paris, you may take care to be extremely well

dressed ; that is, as the fashionable people are ; this does by no means

consist in the finery, but in the taste, fitness, and manner of wear-

ing your clothes ; a fine suit ill-made, and slatternly, or stiffly worn,

far from adorning, only exposes the awkwardness of the wearer. Get

the best French tailor to make your clothes, whatever they are, in

the fashion, and to fit you: and then wear them, button them, or

unbutton them, as the genteelest people you see do. Let your man
learn of the best friseur to do your hair well, for that is a very

material part of your dress. Take care to have your stockings well

gartered up, and your shoes well buckled ; for nothing gives a more

slovenly air to a man than ill-dressed legs. In your person you must

be accurately clean ; and your teeth, hands, and nails, should be super-

latively so ; a dirty mouth has real ill consequences to the owner, for it

infallibly causes the decay, as well as the intolerable pain of the teeth

.

and it is very offensive to his acquaintance, for it will most inevitable

stink. I insist, therefore, that you wash your teeth the first thing you

do every morning, with a soft spunge and warm water, for four or five

minutes ; and then wash your mouth five or six times. Mouton, whom
I desire you will send for upon your arrival at Paris, will give you an

opiate, and a liquor to be used sometimes. Nothing looks more ordi-

nary, vulgar, and illiberal, than dirty hands, and ugly, uneven, and rag-

ged r ails : I do not suspect you of that shocking, awkward trick, of

biting yours ; but that is not enough : you must keep the ends of them

smooth and clean, not tipped with black, as the ordinary peopVs always

are. The ends of your nails should be small segments of circles, which,

by a very little care in the cutting, they are very easily brought to

•?ery time that you wipe your hands, rub the skin round your nailt

backwards, that it may not grow up, and shorten your nails too nvncb
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Hie cleanliness of the rest of your person, which, bj che way, will con-

duce greatly to your health, I refer from time to time to the bagnio.

My mentioning these particulars arises (1 freely own) from somo suspi-

cion that the hints are not unnecessary ; for, when you were a school-

boy, you were slovenly and dirty above your fellows. I must add

another caution, which is, that, upon no account whatever, you put

your fingers, as too many people are apt to do, in your nose or ears.

It is the most shocking, nasty, vulgar rudeness, that can be offered to

company ; it disgusts one, it turns one's stomach ; and, for my own
pari, I would much rather know that a man's fingers were actually in

his breecn, than see them in his nose. Wash your ears well every

morning, and blow your nose in your handkerchief whenever you have
occasion ; but, by the way, without looking at it afterwards. There
should be in the least, as well as in the greatest parts of a gentleman,

les rruznitres nobles. Sense will teach you some, observation others:

attend carefully to the manners, the diction, the motions, of people of

che first fashion, and form your own upon them. On the other hand,

observe a little those of the vulgar, in order to avoid them : for though
the things which they say or do may be the same, the manner is always
totalh different: and in that, and nothing else, consists the character-

istic o: a man of fashion. The lowest peasant speaks, moves, dresses,

eats, and drinks, as much as a man of the first fashion ; but does them all

quite differently ; so that by doing and saying most things in a manner
opposite to that of the vulgar, you have a great chance of doing and
saying them right. There are gradations in awkwardness and vulgarism,

as there are in every thing else. Les manUres de robe, though not quite

right, are still better than les manUres bourgeoises ; and these, thougn
bad, are still better than les manitres de campagne. But the language,

the air, the dress, and the manners of the court, are the only true

standard des manures nobles, et oVun honnete homme. Ex pede Ilercu-

lem is an old and true laying, and very applicable to our present sub-

ject ; for a man of parts, who has been bred at courts, and used to

keep the best company, will distinguish himself, and is to be known
from the vulgar, by every word, attitude, gesture, and even look. I

cannot leave these seeming minutice. without repeating to you the neces-

sity of your carving well ; which is an article, little as it is, that is use-

Ac! t«rice every day of one's life; and the doing it ill is very trouble-

some 'o one's self, and very disagreeable, often ridiculous, to others.

Hn^ng said all this, I cannot help reflecting, what a formal dull

fellow, or a cloistered pedant, would say, if they were to see this letter:

they would look upon it with the utmost contempt, and say, that surely

a father might find much better topics for advice to a son. I would
admit it, if I had given you, or that you were capable of receiving, no
better; but if sufficient pains have been taken to form your heart and
improve your mind, and, as I hope, not without success, I will tell

those solid gentlemen, that all these trifling things, as they think them,
collect ?ely form that pleasing je ne sais quoi, that ensemble, which they

are utlcr strangers to both in themselves and others. The word aimabU
la not anown in their language, or the thing in their manners. Great
.sage ct the world, great attention, and a great desire of pleasing, caa
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alone give it ; and it is no trifle. It is from old people's looking npon
these things as trifles, or not thinking of them at all, that so many
young people are so awkward, and so ill-bred. Their parents, often

careless and unmindful of them, give them only the common run of

education, as school, university, and then travelling ; without examin-
ing, and very often without being able to jvdge, if they did examine,
what progress they make in any one of these stages. Then, they carelessly

comfort themselves, and say, that their sons will do like other people's

sons; and so they do, that is, commonly very ill. They corivot none
of the childish nasty tricks, which they get at school ; nor the illiberal

manners which they contract at the university ; nor the frivolous and
superficial pertness, which is commonly all that they acquire by their

travels. As they do not tell them of these things, nobody else can

;

so they go on in the practice of them, without ever hearing, or

knowing, that they are unbecoming, indecent, and shocking. For,

as I have often formerly observed to you, nobody but a father can
take the liberty to reprove a young fellow grown up, for those kind
of inaccuracies and improprieties of behaviour. The most intimate

friendship, unassisted by the paternal superiority, will not authorise

it. I may truly say, therefore, that you are happy in having me for

a sincere, friendly, and quick-sighted monitor. Nothing will escape

me: I shall pry for your defects, in order to correct them, as curi-

ously as I shall seek for your perfections, in order to applaud am"

reward them, with this difference only, that I shall publicly mention

•

the latter, and never hint at the former, but in a letter to, or $

tite~&-tete with you. I will never put you out of countenance before

company; and I hope you will never give me reason to be out of

countenance for you, as any one of the above-mentioned defects

would make me. Prcstor non curat de minimis, was a maxim in the

Roman law; for causes only of a certain value were tried by him;
but there were inferior jurisdictions, that took cognisance of the

smallest. Now I shall try you, not only as praetor in the greatest,

bat as censor in lesser, and as the lowest magistrate in the least cases.

I have this moment received Mr. Harte's letter of the 1st November,
N. S., by which I am very glad to find that he thinks of moving toward*?

Paris, the end of this month, which looks as if his leg were better ; be-

sides, in my opinion, you both of you only lose time at Montpelier; \e
would find better advice, and you better company, at Paris. In the

mean time, I hope you go into the best company there is at Montpelier;
and there always is some at the Intendant's, or the Commandant's.
You will have had full time to learn les petites chansons Languedocitnnet
which are exceedingly pretty ones, both words and tunes. I remember,
when I was in those parts, I was surprised at the difference which I

found between the people on one side, and those on the other side of

the Rh6ne. The Provencaux were, in general, surly, ill-bred, ugly, and
•warthy ; the Languedocians the very reverse : a cheerful, well bred,

handsome people. Adieu I Yours most affectionately.

P. S. Upon reflection, I direct this letter to Paris ; I think you mus»
oave left Montpelier before it could arrive there.
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LETTER CCXXXVI.

London, November 19, O. 8. 1760.

Mr deab Feiend. I was very glad to find, by your letter of the 12tli,

5J. S., that you bad informed yourself so well of the state of the French

marine at Toulon, and of the commerce at Marseilles; they are object*

-.bat deserve the inquiry and attention of every man, who intends to be

MDcerned in public affairs. The French are now wisely attentive to

both; their commerce is incredibly increased within these last thirty

years ;
they have beaten us out of great part of our Levant trade ; their

East India trade has greatly affected ours; and, in the West Indies, their

Martinico establishment supplies, not only France itself, but the greatest

part of Europe, with sugars : whereas our islands, as Jamaica, Barba-

does, and the Leeward, have now no other market for theirs but England.

New France, or Canada, has also greatly lessened our fur and skin trade.

It is true (as you say) that we have no treaty of commerce subsisting (I

do not say with Marseilles) but with France. There was a treaty of

commerce made between England and France, immediately after the

treaty of Utrecht; but the whole treaty was conditional, aud to depend
upon the Parliament's enacting certain things which were stipulated in

two of the articles ; the Parliament, after a very famous debate, would
not do it; so the treaty fell to the ground : however, the outlines of that

treaty are, by mutual and tacit consent, the general rules of our present

commerce with France. It is true too, that our commodities, whieh go

to France, must go in our bottoms ; the French having imitated, in many
respects, our famous Act of Navigation, as it is commonly called. This

act was made in the year 1652, in the Parliament held by Oliver Crom-
well. It forbids all foreign ships to bring into England any merchandise

or commodities whatsoever, that were not of the growth and produce of

that country to which those ships belonged, under penalty of the forfei-

ture of such ships. This act was particularly levelled at the Dutch, who
were, at that time, the carriers of almost all Europe, and got immensely

by freight. Upon this principle, of the advantages arising from freight,

there is a provision in the same act, that even the growth and produce

of our own colonies in America shall not be carried from thence to any
other country in Europe, without first touching in England; but this

clause has lately been repealed, in the instances of some perishable com-
modities, such as rice, &c, which are allowed to be carried directly fror.

our American colonies to other countries. The act also provides, that

cwo-thirds, I think, of those who navigate the said ships, shall be British

subjects. There is an excellent, and little book, written by the famous
Monsieur Huet, Eveque d'Avranches, Sur leCommerce desAnciens, which
is very well worth your reading, and very soon read. It will give you t

dear notion of the rise and progress of commerce. There are many
other books, which take up the history of commerce where Monsieur
d'Avranches leaves it, and briug it down to these times : I advise you
to read some of them with care ; commerce being a very essential pari

of political knowledge in every country; but more particularly in thU
wnut owes all its riches and power to it.
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T come now to another part of your letter, which is the orthography,
if I may call bad spelling orthography. You spell induce, enduce ; and
grandeur, you spell gramdure ; two faults of which few of my house-
maids would have been guilty. I must tell you, that orthography, in

the true sense of the word, is so absolutely necessary for a man of letters,

or a gentleman, that one false spelling may fix ridicule upon him for the
rest of his life ; and I know a man of quality, who never recovered the
ridicule of having spelled wholesome without the w.
Beading with care will secure every body from false spelling ; fcr

books are always well spelled, according to the orthography of the times
Some words are indeed doubtful, being spelled differently by different
authors of equal authority ; but those are few ; and in those cases every
man has his option, because he may plead his authority either way; but
where there is but one right way, as in the two words above mentioned,
it is unpardonable, and ridiculous, for a gentleman to miss it; even a
woman of a tolerable education would despise and laugh at a lover, who
should send her an ill-spelled billet-doux. I fear and suspect, that you
have taken it into your head, in most cases, that the matter is all, and
the manner little or nothing. If you have, undeceive yourself, and be
convinced that, in every thing, the manner is full as important as the
matter. If you speak the sense of an angel, in bad words, and with a
disagreeable utterance, nobody will hear you twice, who can help it.

If you write epistles as well as Cicero, but in a very bad hand, and very
ill spelled, whoever receives will laugh at them ; and if you had the
figure of Adonis, with an awkward air and motions, it will disgust, in-

stead of pleasing. Study manner therefore in every thing, if you would
be any thing. My principal inquiries of my friends at Paris, concerning
you, will be relative to your manner of doing whatever you do. I shall

not inquire whether you understand Demosthenes, Tacitus, or the Jus
Publicum Imperii ; but I shall inquire, whether your utterance is pleas-
ing, your style not only pure, but elegant, your manners noble and easy,
your air and address engaging: in short, whether you are a gentleman,
a man of fashion, and fit to keep good company, or not ; for, till I am
satisfied in these particulars, you and I must by no means meet; 1 could
not possibly stand it. It is in your power to become all this at Paris,
if you please. Consult with Lady Hervey and Madame Monconseil upon
all these matters ; and they will speak to you, and advise you freely.

Tell them, that bisogna eompatire ancora, that you are utterly new in
the world, that you are desirous to form yourself, that you beg they will
reprove, advise, and correct you, that you know that none can do* it so
well ; and that you will implicitly follow their directions. This, to-
gether with your careful observation of the manners of the ^est com-
pany, will really form you.
Abbe Guasco, a friend of mine, will come to you as soon as he know t

of your arrival at Paris; he is well received in the best companies tYerft,

and will introduce you to them. He will be desirous to lo /cu ax>
service he can; he is active and curious, and c<m s"y^ vom nfr r-.atioi
upon most things. He is a sort of complaisant of ui3 P asi dent Mnntes
quieu, to whom you have a letter.

I imagine that this letter will not wait for you very long at Paris
where [ reckon you will be in about a fortnight. Adieu.
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LETTER CCXXXVII.

Lohix«, December 24, 1760.

yy dkah Friejtd : At length you are become a Parisian, and con-

aequently must be addressed in French
;
you will also answer me in the

same language, that I may be able to judge of the degree in which you
possess the elegance, the delicacy, and the orthography of that Ian

guage, which is, in a manner, become the universal one of Europe. I

am assured that you speak it well, but in that well there are gradations.

He, who in the provinces might be reckoned to speak correctly, would
at Paris be looked upon as an ancient Gaul. In that country of mode,
ven language is subservient to fashion, which varies almost as often as

their clothes.

The affected, the refined, the neological, or new fashionable style

are at present too much in vogue at Paris. Know, observe, and occa
sionally converse (if you please) according to those different styles ; but

do not let your taste be infected by them. Wit too is there subser

vient to fashion ; and actually at Paris, one must have wit, even in

despite of Minerva. Every body runs after it; although, if it does not

come naturally and of itself, it never can be overtaken. But, unfortu-

nately for those who pursue, they seize upon what they take for wit,

and endeavour to pass it for such upon others. This is, at best, the lot

of Ixion, who embraced a cloud instead of the goddess he pursued.
Fine sentiments, which never existed, ialse and unnatural thoughts,

obscure and far-sought expressions, not only unintelligible, but which
it is even impossible to decipher, or to guess at, are all the consequences
of this error; and two-thirds of the new French books which now
appear, are made up of those ingredients. It is the new cookery or

Parnassus, in which the still is employed instead of the pot and the

spit, and where quintessences and extracts are chiefly used. N. B.
The Attic salt is proscribed.

You will now and then be obliged to eat of this new cookery, but dc
not suffer your taste to be corrupted by it. And when you, in your turn,

are desirous of treating others, take the good old cookery of Lewis the

Fourteenth's reign for your rule. There were at that time admirable
head cooks, such as Oorneille, Boileau, Racine, and La Fontaine.

Whatever they prepared was Bimple, wholesome, and solid. But lay-

ing aside all metaphors, do not sutler yourself to be dazzled by false

brilliancy, by unnatural expressions, nor by those antitheses so much in

fashion : as a protection against such innovations, have a recourse to

your own good sense, and to the ancient authors. On the other hand,
do not laugh at those who give into such errors; you are as yet too

voung to act the critic, or to stand forth a severe avenger of the vio-

lated rights of good sense. Content yourself with not being perverted,

but do not think of converting others ; let them quietly enjoy their

errors in taste, as well as in religion. Within the course of the last

century and an half, taste in France has (as well as that kingdom itself

)

anderpone many vicissitudes. Under the reign of (I do not say) Lewis
the Thirteenth, but of Cardinal de Richelieu, good taste first began to

iLAke its way. It was refined under that of Lewis the Fourteenth : s
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great king at least, if not a great man. Corneille was the restorer of
true taste, and the founder of the French theatre; although rathei
inclined to the Italian Concetti, and the Spanish Agudeze. "Wit
ness those epigrams which he makes Chimene utter in the greatest
excess of grief.

Before his time, those kind of itinerant authors, called Troubadours,
or Eomanciers, were a species of madmen, who attracted the admira-
tion of fools. Towards the end of Cardinal de Richelieu's reign, and
the beginning of Lewis the Fourteenth's, the Temple of Taste was
established at the hotel of Rambouillet; but that taste was not judi-

ciously refined : this Temple of Taste might more properly have been
named, a Laboratory of Wit, where good sense was put to the torture, in

order to extract from it the most subtile essence. There it was that
Voiture labored hard, and incessantly, to create wit. At length,
Boileau and Moliere fixed the standard of true taste. In spite of the
Scuderys, the Oalprenedes, &c, they defeated and put to flight Arta-
menes, Juba, Oroondates, and all those heroes of romance, who were
notwithstanding (each of them) as good as a whole army. Those mad-
men then endeavored to obtain an asylum in libraries ; this they could
not accomplish, but were under a necessity of taking shelter in the
chambers of some few ladies. I would have you read one volume of
Cleopatra, and one of Clelia ; it will otherwise be impossible for you to

form any idea of the extravagances they contain : but God keep you
from ever persevering to the twelfth.

During almost the whole reign of Lewis the Fourteenth, true taste

remained in its purity, until it received some hurt, although undesign-
edly, from a very fine genius, I mean Monsieur de Fontenelle ; who,
with the greatest sense, and the most solid learning, sacrificed rather
too much to the graces, whose most favourite child and pupil he was.
Admired with reason, others tried to imitate him : but, unfortunately
for us, the author of the Pastorals, of the History of Oracles, and of the
French Theatre, found fewer imitators than the Chevalier d'Her did
mimics. He has since been taken off by a thousand authors : but never
really imitated by any one that I know of.

At this time, the seat of true taste in France seems to me not well

established. It exists, but torn by factions. There is one party of petits
maitres, one of half-learned women, another of insipid authors, whose
works are verba et voces, et prceterea nihil ; and, in short, a numerous
and very fashionable party of writers, who, in a metaphysical jumble,
introduce their false and subtle reasonings upon the movements and the

sentiments of the soul, the heart, and the mind.
Do not let yourself be overpowered by fashion, nor by particular sets

of people, with whom you may be connected ; but try all the different

coins before you receive any in payment. Let your own good sense

and reason judge of the value of each : and be persuaded, that nothing

can be beautiful unless true: whatever brilliancy is not the result of the

solidity and justness of a thought, it is but a false glare. The Italian

saying upon a diamond is equally just with regard to thoughts, Quanto
piii sodezza, tanto piil splendore.

All this ought not to hinder you from conforming externally to thu
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aiodes and tones of the different companies in wmch you may cha, .c*

to be. With the petite maitres speak epigrams ; false sentiments, with

frivo.'cco women; and a mixture of all these together, with professed

beaux esp* Its. I would have yon do so ; for at your age you ought not

to aim at changing the tone oi the company, but conform to it. Exa-

mine well, however; weigh all maturely withio yourself; and do not

mistake the tinsel of Tasso for the gold of Virgil.

You will find at Paris gocd authors, and circles distinguished by the

solidity of their reasoning. You will never hear trifling, affected, and
far-sought conversations, at Madame de Monconseil's, nor at the hotels

of Matiguon and Coigni, where she will introduce you. The President

Montesquieu will not speak to you in the epigrammatic style. His

book, the Spirit of the Laws written in the vulgar tongue, will equally

please and instruct you.

Frequent the theatre whenever Corneille, Racine, and Moliere's pieces

are played. They are according to nature and to truth. I do not

mean by this to give an exclusion to several admirable modern plays,

particularly Cenie,* replete witn sentiments that are true, natural, and

applicable to one's self. If you choose to know the characters of people

now in fashion, read Crebillon the younger, and Marivaux's works.

The former is a most excellent painter; the latter has studied, and
knows the human heart, perhaps too well. Crebillon's Egaremens du
Cceur et de VEsprit is an excellent work in its kind ; it will be of infi-

nite amusement to you, and not totally useless. The Japanese history

of Tanzal and Neadarne. by the same author, is an amiable extrava-

gancy, interspersed with the most just reflections. In short, provided

you do not mistake the objects of your attention, you will find raattei

at Paris, to form a good and true taste.

As I shall let you remain at Paris without any person to direct your
conduct, I flatter myself that you will not make a bad use of the confi-

dence 1 repose in you. I do not require that you should lead the lite of

a Capuchin Friar; quite the contrary: I reootnmend pleasures to you;

but I expect that they shall be the pleasures of a gentleman. Those
add brilliancy to a young man's character ; but debauchery vilifies and
degrades it. I shall have very true and exact accounts of your conduct,

and, according to the informations I receive, shall be more, or less, or

not at all yours. Adieu.

P. S. Do not omit writing to me once a-week; and let your answer
ta his letter be in French. Connect yourself as much as possible with
the foreign ministers; which is properly travelling into different coun-
tries, without going from one place. Speak Italian to all the Italians,

and German to all the Germans you meet, in order not to forget thoaj

two languages

I wish you, my dear friend, as many happy new years as you deserve,

tJki not one more. May you deserve a great number

!

* Imitated Id Engl.sh by Mr. Francis, in a play called Eugenia.
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LETTER COXXXVIII.

Lohdoh, January 8, G. 3. Ittt.

My DEAR Friend : By your letter of the 5th, N. 9 , 1 find that youi
debut at Paris has been a good one; you are entered into good com-
pany, and I dare say you will not sink into bad. Frequent the houses
where you have been once invited, and have none of that shyness
which makes most of your countrymen strangers, where they might be
intimate and domestic if they pleased. Wherever you have a general
invitation to sup when you please, profit of it, with decency, and
go every now and then. Lord Albemarle will, I am sure, be extremely
kind to you; but his house is only a dinner house; and, as I am
informed, frequented by no French people. Should he happen to employ
you in his bureau, which I much doubt, you must write a better nan<3

than your common one, or you will get no credit by your manuscripts
;

for your hand is at present an illiberal one ; it is neither a hand of
business nor of a gentleman, but the hand of a school-boy writing his

exercise, which he hopes will never be read.

Madame de Monconseil gives me a favourable account of you ; and so

do Marquis de Matignon and Madame du Boccage ; they all say that you
desire to please, and consequently promise me that you will ; and they
judge right; for whoever really desires to please, and has (as you now
have) the means of learning how, certainly will please : and that is the
great point of life ; it makes all other things easy. Whenever you are

with Madame de Monconseil, Madame du Boccage, or other women of
fashion, with whom you are tolerably free, say frankly and naturally,

Je iCai point oVusage du monde, fy suis encore bien neuf; je souhaiterou
ardemment de plaire, maisje ne sais gueres comment m'y prendre. Ayet
la bonte, Madame, de me /aire part de voire secret de plaire d tout le

monde. fenferai ma fortune, et il vous en restera pourtant toujours,

plus quHl ne vous en/aut* When, in consequence of this request, they
shall tell you of any little error, awkwardness, or impropriety, you
should not only feel, but express the warmest acknowledgment. Though
nature should suffer, and she will at first hearing them, tell them, Que
la critique la plus severe est d voire egard la preuve la plus marquee de
leur amitie.f Madame du Boccage tells me, particularly, to inform you,
QuHl me /era toujours plaisir et honneur de me venir voir : il est vrai

qu'a son age le plaisir de causer estfroid; maisje tacherai de luifaire
connoissance avec desjeunes gens, &c.\ Make use of this invitation, and
as you live in a manner next door to her, step in and out there frequent-

ly. Monsieur du Boccage will go with you, he tells me, with great

pleasure, to the plays, and point out to you whatever deserves your

*"I know little of the world, I am quite a novice <n 't: and although very desirous of
pleasing, I am at a loss for the means. Be so g">od. Madam, as to let me Into your secret
of pleasing everybody shall owe my succsas co .t, ana you will always bare more than
falls to your share."
t"That you will Icok upon the most severe criticisms is 'ie greatest ?roof >f their

friendship."

% " I shall always receive the honour of his visits with pleasure: It is true, that at lis age
the pleasures of conversation are cold; but I will endeavour to Dring nim %'qaalmeJ with
young people, Ac."
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knowing there. This is worth your acceptance too ; he has a very good
taste. I have not yet heard from Lady Hervey upon yonr subject; but

as you inform me, that you have already supped with her once, I look

upon you as adopted by her ; consult her in all your little matters ; tell

her any difficulties that may occur to you ; ask her what you should do
or say in such or such cases : she has Vusage du monde en perfection,

and will help you to acquire it. Madame de Berkenrode est paitrie de

graces, and your quotation is very applicable to her. You may be there,

I dare say, as often as you please, and I would advise you to sup there

once a-week.
You say, very justly, that as Mr. Harte is leaving you, you shall

want advice more than ever : you shall never want mine ; and as you
have already had so much of it, I must rather repeat than add to what
T have already given you ; but that I will do, and add to it occasionally,

as circumstances may require. At present I shall only remind you of

your two great objects, which you should always attend to ; they are

Parliament and foreign affairs. With regard to the former, you can do
nothing while abroad, but attend carefully to the purity, correctness,

and elegance of your diction ; the clearness and gracefulness of your
utterance, in whatever language you speak. As for the parliamentary
Knowledge, I will take care of that when you come home. "With regard

lo foreign affairs, everything you do abroad may and ought to tend that

way. Your reading should be chiefly historical; I do not mean of re-

mote, dark, and fabulous history, still less of jimcrack natural history

of fossils, minerals, plants, &c, but I mean the useful, political, and con-

stitutional history of Europe, for these last three centuries and an half.

The other thing necessary for your foreign object, and not less neces-

sary than either ancient or modern knowledge, is a great knowledge of

the world, manners, politeness, address, and le ton de la bonne compagnie.
(n that view, keeping a great deal of good company, is the principal

point to which you are now to attend. It seems ridiculous to tell you,

but it is most certainly true, that your dancing-master is at this time

the man in all Europe of the greatest importance to you. You must
dance well, in order to sit, stand, and walk well ; and you must do all

these well in order to please. What with your exercises, some reading,

and a great deal of company, your day is, I confess, extremely taken

up ; but the day, if well employed, is long enough for everything ; and
I am sure you will not slattern away one moment of it in inaction. At
your age, people have strong and active spirita, alacrity and vivacity in

all they do ; are impigri, indefatigable, and quick. The difference is,

that a young fellow of parts exerts all those happy dispositions in the
pursuit of proper objects; endeavours to excel in the solid, and in the

howiafa parts of life ; whereas a silly puppy, or a dull rogue, throws
away all his youth and spirit upon trifles, where he is serious, or upon
disgraceful vices, while he aims at pleasures. This I am sure will not

be your case
;
your good sense and your good conduct hitherto are your

guarantees with me for the future. Continue only at Paris as you have
begun, and your stay there will make you, what I 1> ve always wished
you to be, as near perfection as our nature permits.

Adieu, my dear ; remember to write to me once a-week, not as to «

father, but, without reserve, as to a friend.
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LETTER COXXXIX.

Londom, January 14, O. 8. 1TM.

Mr dear Frieio>: Among the many good things Mr. Harte has told

me of you, two in particular gave me great pleasure. The first, that

you are exceedingly careful and jealous of the dignity of your character;

that is the sure and solid foundation upon wnich you must both stand

and rise. A man's moral character is a more delicate thing than a

woman's reputation of chastity. A slip or two may possibly be forgiven

her, and her character may be clarified by subsequent and continued

good conduct : but a man's moral character once tainted is irreparably

destroyed. The second was, that you had acquired a most correct and
extensive knowledge of foreign affairs, such as the history, the treaties,

and the forms of government of the several countries of Europe. This

sort of knowledge, little attended to here, will make you not only use-

ful, but necessary, in ycur future destination, and carry you very far.

He added, that you wanted from hence some books relative to our laws
and constitution, our colonies, and our commerce ; of which you know
less than of those of any other part of Europe. I will send you what
short books I can find of that sort, to give you a general notion of those

things : but you cannot have time to go into their depths at present,

you cannot now engage with new folios
;
you and I will refei the con-

stitutional part of this country to our meeting here, when we will ente?

seriously into it, and read the necessary books together. In the mean
time, go on in the course you are in, of foreign matters ; converse with
ministers and others of every country, watch the transactions of every
court, and endeavour to trace them up to their source. This, with your
physics, your geometry, and your exercises, will be all that you can
possibly have time for at Paris ; for you must allow a great deal for

company and pleasures : it is they that must give you those manners,
that address, that tournure of the beau monde, which will qualify you
for your future destination. You must first please, in order to get the

confidence, and consequently the secrets, of the courts and ministers for

whom and with whom you negociate.

I will send you by the first opportunity a short book written by Lord
Bolingbroke, under the name of Sir John Oldcastle, containing remarks
upon the History of England ; which will give you a clear general

notion of our constitution, and which will serve you, at the same time,

like all Lord Bolingbroke's works, for a model of eloquence and style.

I will also send you Sir Josiah Childe's little book upon trade, which
may properly be called the Commercial Grammar. He lays down the

true principles of commerce, and his conclusions from them are gene-

rally very just.

Since you turn your thoughts a little towards trade and commerce,
which I am very glad you do, I will recommend a French book to you,

which you will easily get at Paris, and which I take to be the best book
in the world of that kind : I mean the Dictionnaire de Commerce de

Savory, in three volumes in folio ; where you will find every one thing

that relates to trade, commerce, specie, exchange, &c, most clearly

stated; and not only relative to France, but to the whole world. Yo:
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will easily suppose, that I do not advise you to read such a book tout

detuitt; but I only mean that you should have it at hand, to have
recourse to occasionally.

With this great stock of both useful and ornamental knowledge,
which you have already acquired, and which, by your application and
industry, you are daily increasing, you will lay such a solid foundation

of future figure and fortune, that if you complete it by all the accom-
plishments of manners, graces, &c, I know nothing which you may not
aim at, and in time hope for. Your great point at present at Paris, to

which all other considerations must give way, is to become entirely a
man of fashion : to be well-bred without ceremony, easy without neg-

ligence, steady and intrepid with modesty, genteel without affectation,

insinuating without meanness, cheerful without being noisy, frank with-
out indiscretion, and secret without mysteriousness ; to know the pro-

per time and place for whatever you say or do, and to do it with an air

of condition : all this is not so soon nor so easily learned as people
imagine, but requires observation and time. The world is an immense
folio, which demands a great deal of time and attention to be read and
understood as it ought to be

;
you have not yet read above four or five

pages of it ; and you will have but barely time to dip now and then in

other less important books.

Lord Albemarle has, I know, wrote to a friend of his here, that you
do not frequent him so much as he expected and desired; that he fears

somebody or other has given you wrong impressions of him ; and that

I may possibly think, from your being seldom at his house, that he has
been wanting in his attentions to you. I told the person who told ine

this, that, on the contrary, you seemed, by your letters to me, to be
extremely pleased with Lord Albemarle's behaviour to you : but that

you were obliged to give up dining abroad during your course of experi-

mental philosophy. I guessed the true reason, which I believe was.
that, as no French people frequent his house, you rather chose to dine
at other places, where you were likely to meet with better company
than your countrymen: and you were in the right of it. However, I

would have you shew no shyness to Lord Albemarle, but go to him,
and dine with him oftener than it may be you would wish : for the
sake of having him speak well of you here when he returns. He is a

good deal in fashion here, and his puffing you (to use an awkward ex-

pression) before you return here, will be of great use to you afterwards.
People in general take characters, as they do most things, upon trust,

rather than be at the trouble of examining them themselves; and the
decision of four or five fashionable people, in every place, are final,

more particularly with regard to characters, which all can hear, and
but few judge of. Do not mention the least of this to any mortal; and
take care that Lord Albemarle do not suspect that you know any thing
of the matter.

Lord Huntingdon and Lord Stormount are, I hear, arrived at Paris

;

rou have, doubtless, seen them. Lord Stormount is well spoken of
hers ; however, in your connections, if you form any with them, shew
rather a preference to L^rd Huntingdon, for reasons which you wili

•sasily guest
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Mr. Harte goes this week to Cornwall, to take possession of his lir-

mg; r,e has been installed at Windsor; he will return here in about t

month, when your literary correspondence with him will be regularly
carried on. Your mutual concern at parting was a good sign for both.

I have this moment received good accounts of you from Paris. Gc
on vous etes en bon train. Adieu.

LETTER CCXL.

Lohmr, January 31, 0. A i«Bl.

My dear Friend : In all my letters from Paris, I have the pleasure
of finding, among many other good things, your docility mentioned
with emphasis ; this is the sure way of improving in those things,

which you only want. It is true they are little, but it is as true

too that they are necessary things. As they are mere matters of
usage and mode, it is no disgrace for any body of your age to be
ignorant of them ; and the most compendious way of learning them
is, fairly to avow your ignorance, and to consult those who, from
long usage and experience, know them best. Good sense, and good
nature, suggest civility in general ; but in good-breeding there are a

thousand little delicacies, which are established only by custom ; and
it is these little elegances of manners, which distinguish a courtier

and a man of fashion from the vulgar. I am assured by different

people, that your air is already much improved ; and one of my cor-

respondents makes you the true French compliment of saying, tPose

vous promettre quHl sera bientot comme un de nos autres. However
unbecoming this speech may be in the mouth of a Frenchman, I am
very glad that they think it applicable to you ; for I would have you
not only adopt, but rival, the best manners and usages of the pkce you
are at, be they what they will; that is, the versatility of manners,
which is so useful in the course of the world. Choose your models
well at Paris, and then rival them in their own way. There are fash-

ionable words, phrases, and even gestures, at Paris, which are called du
bon ton; not to mention certaines petites politesses et attentions, qui
ne sont rien en elle-memes, which fashion has rendered necessary.

Make yourself master of all these things ; and to such a degree, as to

make the French say, qu'on diroit que c'est un Frangois ; and when
hereafter you shall be at other courts, do the same thing there ; and
conform to the fashionable manners and usage of the place ; that is

what the French themselves are not apt to do ; wherever they go, they
retain their own manners, as thinking them the best: but, granting
them to be so, they are still in the wrong not to conform to those of
the place. One would desire to please, wherever one is ; and nothing
is more innocently flattering than an approbation, and an imitation of
the people one converses with.

I hope your colleges with Marcel go on pros^rously. In these ridi-

culous, though, at the same time, really important lectures, pray attend,

and desire your professor also to attend, more particularly to the chap-
ter of the arms. It is thev that decide of a

t
man's being gente*. ©i
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otherwise, more than any other part of the body. A twist, or stiffness

in the wrist, will make any man in Enrope look awkward. The next

thing to be attended to is, yonr coming into a room, and presenting

yourself to a company. This gives the first impression ; and the first

impression is often a lasting one. Therefore, pray desire Professor

Marcel to make you come in and go out of his room frequently, and in

the supposition of different companies being there ; such as ministers,

women, mixed companies, &c. Those who present themselves well,

have a certain dignity in their air ; which, without the least seeming
mixture of pride, at once engages, and is respected.

I should not so often repeat, nor so long dwell upon such trifles, with
any body that had less solid and valuable knowledge than you have.

Frivolous people attend to those things, par preference ; they know
nothing else : my fear with you is, that, from knowing better things,

you should despise these too much, and think them of much less con-

sequence than they really are ; for they are of a great deal, and more
especially to you.

Pleasing and governing women may, in time, be of great service to

you. They often please and govern others. A propos, are you in love
with Madame de Berkenrode still, or has some other taken her place in

your affections ? I take it for granted, that qua te cumque domat Venus,
non erubescendis adurit ignibus. Un arrangement honntte sied bien d
un galant homme. In that case, I recommend to you the ntmost dis-

cretion, and the profoundest silence. Bragging of, hinting at, intimat-

ing, or even affectedly disclaiming and denying such an arrangement,
will equally discredit you among men and woman. An unaffected

silence upon that subject is the only true medium.
In your commerce with women, and indeed with men too, une cer-

tains douceur is particularly engaging; it is that which constitutes that

character which the French talk of so much, and so justly value, I

mean Vaimable. This douceur is not so easily described as felt. It is

the compound result of different things; a complaisance, a flexibility,

but not a servility of manners; an air of softness in the countenance,
gesture, and expression, equally, whether you concur or differ with the
person you converse with. Observe those carefully who have that
douceur that charms you and others ; and your own good sense will

soon enable you to discover the different ingredients of which it is com-
posed. You must be more particularly attentive to this douceur, when-
ever you are obliged to refuse what is asked of you, or to say what in

itself cannot be very agreeable to those to whom you say it. It is then
the necessary gilding of a disagreeable pill. Vaimable consists in a
thousand of these little things aggregately. It is the suaviUr in modo,
whicli I nave so often recommended to you. The respectable, Mr. Hartc
assures me, you do not want, and I believe him. Study then carefully,

and acquire perfectly, the aimable, and you will have everything.
A bbf Guasco, who is another of your panegyrists, writes me word,

that he 'jos taken ^ou to dinner at Marquis de St. Germain's; where
roa will Df welcome as often as you please, and the oftener the better.

?rofit ot that, upon the principle of travelling in different countries,
r-ithout changing places. He says, too, that he will take yon to the
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parliament, when any remarkable cause is to be tried. That is rery
well

;
go through the several chambers of the parliament, and see and

hear what they are doing
;
join practice and observation to your theo-

retical knowledge of their rights and privileges. No Englishman has
the least notion of them.

I need not recommend you to go to the bottom of the constitutional

and political knowledge of countries ; for Mr. Harte tells me, that you
have a peculiar turn that way and have informed yourself most cor-

rectly of them.
I must now put some queries to you, as to a juris publici peritus,

whieh I am sure you can answer me, and which I own I cannot answei
jiyself : they are upon a subject now much talked of.

1*2, Are there any particular forms requisite for the election of a

King of the Romans, different from those which are necessary for the
election of an Emperor ?

2d, Is not a King of the Romans as legally elected by the votes of a
majority of the electors, as by two-thirds, or by the unanimity of the
electors ?

3d, Is there any particular law or constitution of the empire, that
distinguishes, either in matter or in form, the election of a King of the
Romans from that of an Emperor? And is not the golden bull of
Charles the Fourth equally the rule for both ?

4Jh, Were there not, at a meeting of a certain number of the electors,

(I have forgotten when,) some rules and limitations agreed upon con-

cerning the election of a King of the Romans ? And were those restric-

tions legal, and did they obtain the force of law ?

How happy am I, my dear child, that I can apply to you for know-
ledge, and with a certainty of being rightly informed 1 It is know-
ledge, more than quick, flashy parts, that makes a man of business.

A man who is master of his matter, will, with inferior parts, be too

hard in Parliament, and indeed anywhere else, for a man of better

parts, who knows his subject but superficially : and, if to his know-
ledge he joins eloquence and elocution, he must necessarily soon be at

the head of that assembly ; but without those two, no knowledge ia

sufficient.

Lord Huntingdon writes me word that he has seen you, and that you
have renewed your old school-acquaintance. Tell me fairly your opinion

of him, and of his friend Lord Stormount : and also of the other English

people of fashion you meet with. I promise you inviolable secrecy on
ray part. You and I must now write to each other as friends, and
without the least reserve ; there will for the future be a thousand
things in my letters, which I would not have any mortal living but

yourself see or know. Those you will easily distinguish, and neither

shew nor repeat ; and I will do the same by you.

To come to another subject, (for I have a pleasure in talking over

every subject with you): flow deep are you in Italian? Do you un
derstand Ariosto, Tasso, Boccacio, and Machiavelli ? If you do. you
know enough of it, and may know all the rest, by reading, when }ou
have time. Little or no business is written in Italian, except in Italy

;

%nd if you kno\i enough of it, to understand the few Italian letters, that
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inay in time come in your way, and to speak Italian tolerably to those

very few Italians who speak no French, give yourself no farther trouble

about that language till you happen to have full leisure to perfect your-

self in it. It is not the same with regard to German
;
your speaking

and writing it well, will particularly distinguish you from every other

man in England ; and is, moreover, of great use to any one who is, as

probably you will be, employed in the Empire. Therefore, pray culti-

vate them sedulously, by writing four or five lines of German every day,

and by speaking it to every German you meet with.

Ycu have now got a footing in a great many good houses at Paris, in

which I advise you to make yourself domestic. This is to be done by a

certain easiness of carriage, and a decent familiarity. Not by way of

putting yourself upon the frivolous footing of being sans conseqennce, but
Dy doing in some degree, the honours of the house and table, calling

yourself en badinant legalopin dHci, saying to the masters or mistress,

ted est de mon departement ; je m*en charge ; avouez, que je nCen

acquitte d merteille. This sort of badinage has something engaging and
liant in it, and begets that decent familiarity, which it is both agreeable

and useful to establish in good houses, and with people of fashion.

Mere formal visits, dinners, and suppers, upon formal invitations, are

not the thing ; they add to no connection, nor information ; but it is the

ea-y, careless ingress, and egress at all hours, that forms the pleasing and
profitable commerce of life.

The post is so negligent, that I lose some letters from Paris entirely,

and receive others much later than I should. To this I ascribe my
having received no letter from you for above a fortnight, which, to my
impatience, seems a long time. I expect to hear from you once a-week.

Mr. Ilarte is gone to Cornwall, and will be back in about three weeks.

I have a packet of books to send you by the the first opportunity, which
I belie%e, will be Mr. Yorke's return to Paris. The Greek books come
from Mr. Harte, and the English ones from your humble servant.

Read Lord Bolingbroke's with great attention, as well to the style as to

the matter. I wish you could form yourself such a style in every lan-

guage. Style is the dress of thoughts ; and a well-dressed thought, like

a well-dressed man, appears to great advantage. Yours. Adieu.

LETTER CCXLI.

LoiDOir, January », O. 8. 1761.

My dear Friend : A bill for ninety pounds sterling was brought me
the other day, said to be drawn upon me by you: I scrupled paying it

at first, not upon account of the sum, but because you had sent me no

letter of advice, which is always done in those transactions; and still

more, because I did not perceive that you had signed it. The person who
preserved it, desired me to look again, and that I should discover your

name at the bottom; accordingly I looked again, and, with the help of

my magnifying glass, did perceive that what I had first taken only for

iomebody's mark, was, in truth, your name, written in the worst and

•mallest hand I ever saw in my life.

16
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However, I paid it at a venture ; though I would almost rather lose

the money, than that such a signature should be yours. All gentlemea
and all men of business, write their names always in the same way, that

their signature may be so well known, as not to be easily counterfeited

;

and they generally sign in rather larger character than their common
hand ; whereas your name was in a less, and a worse, than your com-
mon writing. This suggested to me the various accidents which may
very probably happen to you, while you write so ill. For instance, if

you were to write in such a character to the Secretary's office, your
letter would immediately be sent to the decipherer, as containing mat-
ters of the utmost secrecy, not fit to be trusted to the common charac-

ter. If you were to write so to an antiquarian, he (knowing you to be

a man of learning) would certainly try it by the Runic, Celtic, or Scla-

vonian alphabet; never suspecting it to be a modern character. And,
if you were to send a poulet to a fine woman, in such a hand, she
would think that it really came from the poulailler ; which, by the by,

is the etymology of the word, poulet ; for Henry the Fourth of France
used to send billets-doux to his mistresses by his poulailler, under pre-

tence of sending them chickens ; which gave the name of poulets to

those short, but expressive manuscripts. I have often told you that

every man who has the use of his eyes and of his hand, can write what-
ever hand he pleases ; and it is plain that you can, since you write both
the Greek and German characters, which you never learned of a writ-

ing-master, extremely well, though your common hand, which you
learned of a master, is an exceedingly bad and illiberal one, equally

unfit for business or common use. I do not desire that you should

write the laboured, stiff character of a writing-master : a man of busi-

ness must write quick and well, and that depends singly upon use. 1

would therefore advise you to get some very good writiDg-master at

Paris, and apply to it for a month only, which will be sufficient ; for,

upon my word, the writing of a genteel plain hand of business is of

much more importance than you think. You will say, it may be, that

when you write so very ill, it is because you are in a hurry to which I

answer, Why are you ever in a hurry? A man of sense may be in

haste, but can never be in a hurry, because he knows, that whatever he

does in a hurry, he must necessarily do very ill. He may be in haste

to dispatch an affair, but he will care not to let that haste hinder his

doing it well. Little minds are in a hurry, when the object proves (as

it commonly does) too big for them ; they run, they hare, they puzzle,

confound, and perplex themselves ; they want to do everything at once,

and never do it at all. But a man of sense takes the time necessary

for doing the thing he is about, well ; and his haste to dispatch a busi-

ness, only appears by the continuity of his application to it : he pursue*

t with a cool steadiness, and finishes it before he begins any other. I

own your time is much taken up, and you have a great many different

things to do ; but remember, that you had much better do half of them

well, and leave the other half undone, than do them all indifferently.

Moreover, the few seconds that are saved in the course of the day, by

writing ill ins> ead of well, do not amount to an object of time, by any

neans equivalent to the disgrace or ridicule of writing the scrawl of a
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common whore. Consider, that if your very bad writing tonld famish
me with matter of ridicule, what will it not do to others, who do not

view you in that partial light that I do ? There was a Pope, I think it

was Cardinal Chigi, who was justly ridiculed for his attention to little

tLmgs, and his inability in great ones : and therefore called maxima* in

minimis, and minimus in maximis. Why ? Because he attended to

little things when he had great ones to do. At this particular period

of your life, and at the place you are now in, you have only little thing9

to do ; and you should make it habitual to you to do them well, that

they may require no attention from you when you have, as I hope you
will have, greater things to mind. Make a good handwriting familiar

to you now, that you may hereafter have nothing but your matter to

think of, when you have occasion to write to kings and ministers.

Dance, dress, present yourself, habitually well now, that you may have
none of those little things to think of hereafter, and which will be all

necessary to be done well occasionally, when you will have greater

things to do.

As I am eternally thinking of every thing that can be relative to you,

one thing has occurred to me, which I think necessary to mention to you,

in order to prevent the difficulties which it might otherwise lay you
under: it is this; as you get more acquaintances at Paris, it will be im-

possible for you to frequent your first acquaintances, so much as you did,

while you had no others. As, for example, at your first debut, I suppose

you were chiefly at Madame Monconseil's, Lady Ilervev's and Madame
du Boccage's. Now, that you have got so many other houses, you
cannot be at theirs so often as you used ; but pray take care not to give

them the least reason to think that you neglect or despise them, for the

hake of new and more dignified and shining acquaintances; which would
t>e ungrateful and imprudent on your part, and never forgiven on theirs.

Call upon them often, though you do not stay with them so long as for-

merly ; tell them that you are sorry you are obliged to go away, but that

you have such and such engagements, with which good-breeding obliges

you to comply; and insinuate that you would rather stay with them.

In short, take care to make as many personal friends, and as few pergonal

enemies, as possible. I do not mean, by personal friends, intimate and
confidential friends, of which no man can hope to have half a dozen in

the whole course of his life; but I mean friends, in the common accepta-

tion of the word; that is, people who speak well of you, and who would
rather do you good than harm, consistently with their own interest, and
no farther. Upon the whole, 1 recommend to you, again and again, let

graces. Adorned by them, you may, in a manner, do what you please;

it will be approved of; without them, your best qualities will lose half

their efficacy. Endeavour to be fashionable among the French, which
will soon make you fashionable here. Monsieur de Matignon already

calls you U pftit Francois. If you can get that name generally at Paris,

It will put y a d la mode Adieu, my dear child.
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LETTER COXLII.

London, February 4, 0. 8. 1181.

My dear Friend : The accounts which I receive of you from Pan*
grow every day more and more satisfactory. Lord Albemarle has wrote
a sort of panegyric of you, which has been seen by many people here,

and which will be a very useful forerunner for you. Being in fashion

is an important point for any body any where ; but it would be a very
great one for you to be established in the fashion here before you return.

Your business will be half done by it, as I am sure you would not give

people reason to change their favourable presentiments of you. The
good that is said of you will not, I am convinced, make you a coxcomb

;

and, on the other hand, the being thought still to want some little ac-

complishments, will, I am persuaded, not mortify you, but only animate
you to acquire them : I will, therefore, give you both fairly, in the fol-

lowing extract of a letter which I lately received from an impartial and
discerning friend

:

"Permit me to assure you. Sir, that Mr. Stanhope will succeed. He
has a great fund of knowledge, and an uncommonly good memory,
although he does not make any parade of either the one or the other.

Ho is desirous of pleasing, and he will please. He has an expressive

countenance ; his figure is elegant, although little. He has not the least

awkwardness, though he has not as yet acquired all the graces requisite

;

which Marcel and the ladies will soon give him. In short, he wants
nothing but those things, which, at his age, must unavoidably be want-
ing; I mean, a certain turn and delicacy of manners, which are to bo
aoquired only by time, and in good company. Ready, as he is, he will

soon learn them
;
particularly as he frequents such companies as are

the most proper to give them."
By this extract,' which I can assure you is a faithful one, you and 1

have both of us the satisfaction of knowing, how much you have, and
how little you want. Let what you have, give you (if possible) rather

more seeming modesty, but at the same time more interior firmness and
assurance ; and let what you want, which you see is very attainable,

redouble your attention and endeavours to acquire it. You have, in

truth, but that one thing to apply to : and a very pleasing application it

is, since it is through pleasures that you must arrive at it. Company,
suppers, balls, spectacles, which shew you the models upon which you
should form yourself, and all the little usages, customs, and delicacies,

which you must adopt, and make habitual to you, are now your only

schools and universities; in which young fellows and fine women will

give you the best lectures.

Monsieur du Boccage is another of your panegyrists ; and he tells me
that Madame Boccage a pris avec vous le ton de mie et de bonne ; and
that you like it very well. You are in the right of it; it is the way ot

improving: endeavour to be upon that footing with every woman you
converse with ; excepting where there may be a tender point of connec-

tion ; a point which 1 have nothing to do with ; but if such a one there

is, I hope she has not de mauvais ni de vilains bras, which I agree with

you in thinking a very disagreeable thing.
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1 have sent you, by the opportunity of Pollok, t e courier, who was
once my servant, two little parcels of Greek and English books ; and
Bhall send you two more by Mr. Yorke : but 1 accompany tliem with
this caution, that, as you have not much time to read, you should em-
ploy it in reading what is the most necessary, and that is, indisputably,

modern historical, geographical, chronological, and political knowledge;
the present constitution, maxims, force, riches, trade, commerce, charac-

ters, parties, and cabals of the several courts of Europe. Many who are

reckoned good scholars, thougii they know pretty accurately the govern-

ments of Athens and Koine, are totally ignorant of the constitution of

any one country now in Europe, even of their own. Bead just Latin

and Greek enough to keep up your classical learning, which will be an
ornament to you while young, and a comfort to you when old. But the

true useful knowledge, and especially for you, is the modern knowledge
above mentioned, it is that must qualify you both for domestic and
foreign business, and it is to that, therefore, that you should principally

direct your attention ; and I know, with great pleasure, that you do so.

I would not thus commend you to yourself, if 1 thought commendations
would have upon you those ill effects, which they frequently have upon
weak minds. I think you are much above being a vain coxcomb, over-

rating your own merit, and insulting others with the superabundance of

it. On the contrary, I am convinced, that the consciousness of merit

makes a man of sense more modest, though more tirm. A man who
displays his own merit is a coxcomb, and a man who does not know it

is a fool. A man of sense knows it, exerts it, avails himself of it, but

never boasts of it; and always seems rather to under than over value it,

though, in truth, he sets the right value upon it. It is a very true maxim
of La Bruyere's, (an author well worth your studying,) quon ne vaut

dans ce monde, que ce que Von veut valoir. A man who is really ditti-

dent, timid, and bashful, be his merit what it will, never can push him-
self in the world; his despondency throws him into inaction; and the

forward, the bustling, and the petulant, will always get the better of

him. The manner makes the whrle difference. What would he impu-
dence in one manner, is only a proper and decent assurance in another.

A man of sense, and of knowledge in the world, will as>ert his own
rights, and pursue his own objects, as steadily and intrepidly, as the

most impudent man living, and commonly more so; but then he has art

enough to give an outward air of modesty to all he does. This engages
and prevails, whilst the very same things shock and fail, from the over-

bearing or impudent manner only ot' doing them. 1 repeat my maxim,
Suaviter in modo, sed fortiter in re. Would you know the characters,

modes, and manners of the latter end of the last age, which are very like

those of the present, read La Bruyere. But would you know man, inde-

pendently of modes, read La Rochefoucault, who, I am afraid, paints him
very exactly.

Give the inclosed to Abbe Guasco, of whom you make good use, to

go about with you, and see things. Between you and me, he has mors
knowledge than parts. Mais un habile homme sait tirer parti de tout

and every body if good for something. President Montesquieu is, in

*very sense, a most useful acquaintance. He has parts, joined to great
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reading and knowledge of the world. Puisez dams cette source twit que
vou8 pourrez.

Adieu. May the graces attend you ! for without them ogni fatica i

tana. If they do not come to you willingly, ravish them, and force
them to accompany you in all you think, all you say, and all you do.

LETTER COXLIII.

London, February 11, O. 8., 1151

My dear Friend : When you go the play, which I hope you do often,
for it is a very instructive amusement, you must certainly have observed
the very different effects which the several parts have upon you, accord-
ing as they are well or ill acted. The very best tragedy of Corneille's,

if well spoken and acted, interests, engages, agitates, and affects your
passions. Love, terror, and pity alternately possess you. But, if ill

spoken and acted, it would only excite your indignation or your laugh
ter. Why ? It is still Corneille's ; it is the same sense, the same matter,
whether well or ill acted. It is then merely the manner of speaking
and acting that makes this great difference in the effects. Apply this to
yourself, and conclude from it, that if you would either please in a
private company, or persuade in a public assembly, air, looks, gestures,

graces, enunciation, proper accents, just emphasis, and tuneful cadences,
are full as necessary as the matter itself. Let awkward, ungraceful, in-

elegant, and dull fellows say what they will in behalf of their solid mat-
ter, and strong reasonings ; and let them despise all those graces and
ornaments which engage the senses and captivate the heart; they will

find (though they will possibly wonder why) that their rough, unpolished
matter, and their unadorned, coarse, but strong arguments, will neither
please nor persuade ; but, on the contrary, will tire out attention, and
excite disgust. We are so made, we love to be pleased, better than to

be informed; information is, in a certain degree, mortifying, as it im-
plies our previous ignorance ; it must be sweetened to be palatable.

To bring this directly to you : know that no man can make a figure in

this country, but by Parliament. Your fate depends upon your success
there as a speaker: and, take my word for it, that success turns much
more upon manner than matter. Mr. Pitt, and Mr. Murray the Solicitor-

General, uncle to Lord Stormount, are, beyond comparison, the best
speakers ; why ? only because they are the best orators. They alone can
inriame or quiet the House; they alone are so attended to, in that nu-
merous and noisy assembly, that you might hear a pin fall while either

of them is speaking. Is it that their matter is better, or their arguments
stronger, than other people's? Does the House expect extraordinary
informations from them ? Not in the least : but the House expects
pleasure from them, and therefore attends ; finds it, and therefore ap-
proves Mr. Pitt, particularly, has very little parliamentary knowledge

j

his master is general y flimsy, and his arguments often weak ; but hio

eloquence is superior, his action graceful, his enunciation just and har-
monious

; his periods are well turned, and every word he makes use of

\s the very best, and the most expressive, that c;in be useu in that place,

rhis, and not his matter, made him Paymaster, in spite of both king and
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ministers. From this draw the obvious conclusion. The same thing

holds full as true in conversation ; where even trifles, elegantly expressed,

well looked, and accompanied with graceful action, will ever please, be-

yond all the homespun, unadorned sense in the world. Reflect, on one
side, how you feel within yourself, while you are forced to suffer the

tedious, muddy, and ill-turned narration of some awkward fellow, even
though the fact may be interesting ; and, on the other hand, with what
pleasure you attend to the relation of a much less interesting matter,

vrhen elegantly expressed, genteelly turned, and gracefully delivered.

By attending carefully to all these agremens in your daily conversation,

they will become habitual to you, before you come into Parliament ; and
you will have nothing then to do, but to raise them a little when you
come there. I would wish you to be so attentive to this object, that I

would not have you speak to your footman, but in the very best words
that the subject admits of, be the language what it will. Think of your
words, and of their arrangement, before you speak ; choose the most
elegant, and place them in the best order. Consult your own ear, to

avoid cacophony, and, what is very near as bad, monotony. Think also

of your gesture and looks, when you are speaking even upon the most
trifling subjects. The same things, differently expressed, looked, and
delivered, cease to be the same things. The most passionate lover in

the world cannot make a stronger declaration of love, than the Bourgeois

gentilhomme does in this happy form of words, Mourir oVamour me font
belle Marquise vos beaux yeux. I defy any body to say more ; and yet I

would advise nobody to say that, and I would recommend to you,

rather to smother and conceal your passion entirely than to reveal it

in these words. Seriously, this holds in every thing, as well as in

that ludicrous instance. The French, to do them justice, attend very
minutely to the purity, the correctness, and the elegance of their

style in conversation, and in their letters. Bun narrer is an object

of their study ; and though they sometimes carry it to affectation,

they never sink into inelegance, which is much the worst extreme
of the two. Observe them, and form your French style upon theirs : for

elegance in one language will reproduce itself in all. I knew a young
man, who, being just elected a Member of Parliament, was laughed at

for being discovered, through the key-hole of his cliamber-door, speak-

ing to himself in the glass, and forming his looks and gestures. I could

not join in that laugh ; but, on the contrary, thought him much wiser

than those who laughed at him; for he knew the importance of those

little graces in a publio assembly, and they did not. Your little person,

(which I am told by the way is not ill turned,) whether in a laced coat

or a blanket, is specifically the same ; but yet, I believe, you choose to

wear the former, and you are in the right, for the sake of pleasing more.
The worst-bred man in Europe, if a lady let fall her fan, would certainly

take it up and give it her ; the best-bred man in Europe could do no more.
The difference, however, would be considerable; the latter would please

by 'oing it gracefully; the former would be laughed at for doing it

nwKwardly. I repeat it, and repeat it again, and shall never cease re-

peating it to you; air, manners, graces, style, elegance, and all tkos*

ornaments, must now be the only objects of your attention; it is now,
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or never, that you must acquire theiu. Postpone, therefore, all other

considerations ; make them now your serious study
;
you have not one

moment to lose. The solid and the ornamental united, are undoubtedly
best; but were I reduced to make an option, 1 should without hesitation

choose the latter.

I hope you assiduously frequent Marcel*, and carry graces from him

;

nobody had more to spare than he had formerly. Have you learned to

carve ? for it is ridiculous not to carve well. A man who tells you
gravely that he cannot carve, may as well tell you that he cannot blow
his nose : it is both as necessary, and as easy.

Make my compliments to Lord Huntingdon, whom I love and horrur
extremely, as I dare say you do ; I will write to him soon, though 1

believe he has hardly time to read a letter; and my letters to those I

love are, as you know by experience, not very short ones : this is one
proof of it, and this would have been longer, if the paper hail .*,en so

Good night then, my dear child.

LETTER CCXLIV.

London, February 28, 0. &, 1751.

My deak Feiend : This epigram in Martial,

Non amo te, Sabidi, nee possum dicere quare;
Hoc tantum possum dicere, non amo te,

aas puzzled a great many people, who cannot conceive how it is pos-

sible not to love any body, and yet not to know the reason why. I think

I conceive Martial's meaning very clearly, though the nature of epigram,
which is to be short, would not allow him to explain it more fully ; and
I take it to be this : O Sabidis, you are a very worthy deserving man

;

you have a thousand good qualities, you have a great deal of learning

;

I esteem, I respect, but for the soul of me I cannot love you, though I

cannot particularly say why. You are not aimable : you have not those

engaging manners, those pleasing attentions, those graces, and that ad-

dress, which are absolutely necessary to please, though impossible to

define. I cannot say it is this or that particular thing that hinders me
from loving you, it is the whole together ; and upon the whole you are

not agreeable.

How often have I, in the course of my life, found myself in this situ-

ation, with regard to many of my acquaintance, whom I have honoured
and respected, without being able to love. I did not know why,
because, when one is young, one does not take the trouble, nor allow
one's self the time to analyse one's sentiments, and to trace them up
to their source. But subsequent observation and reflection have taught

me why. There is a man, whose moral character, deep learning, and
superior parts, I acknowledge, admire, and respect ; but whom it is so

impossible for me to love, that I am almost in a fever whenever I am in

his company. His figure (without being deformed) seems made to dis-

• A that time the most celebrated dancing-master at Parii.
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grace or ridicule the common structure of the human body. His legs

and armi. are never in the position which, according to the situation of

his body, they ought to be in, but constautly employed in committing

acts of hostility upon the graces. He throws any where, but down his

throat, whatever he means to drink, and only mangles what he ineaus

to carve, inattentive to all the regards of social life, he mistimes 01

misplaces every thing. He disputes with heat, and indiscriminately,

mindless of the rank, character, and situation of those with whom he

disputes; absolutely ignorant of the several gradations of familiarity or

respect, lie is exactly the same to his superiors, his equals, and his in-

feriors ; and therefore, by a necessary consequence, absurd to two of

the three. Is it possible to love such a man? No. The utmost I can

do for him, is to consider him as a respectable Hottentot.

I remember that, when I came from Cambridge, I had acquired,

among the pedants of that illiberal seminary, a sauciness of literature,

a turn to satire and contempt, and a strong tendency to argumentation

and contradiction. But I had been but a very little while in the world,

before I found that this would by no means do; and I immediately
adopted the opposite character: I concealed what learning I had; I

applauded often, without approving; and I yielded commonly without

conviction. Suaviter in modo was my law and my prophets; and if I

pleased (between you and me) it was much more owing to that, than to

any superior knowledge or merit of my own. A propos, the word plea-

ting puts one always in mind of Lady Uervey; pray tell her. that I

declare her responsible to me for your pleasing; that I consider her as a

pleasing Falstaff, who not only pleases, herself, but is the cause of pleas-

ing in others : that I know she can make any thing of any body; and
that, as your governess, if she does not make you please, it must be

only because t»iie will not, and not because she cannot. I hope you are

du bois dont on en fait ; and if so, she is so good a sculptor, that I air.

sure she can give you whatever form she pleases. A versatility of man-
ners is as necessary in social, ;ls a versatility of parts is in political life.

One must often yield, in order to prevail ; one must humble one's self,

to be exalted; one must, like St Paul, become all things to all men, to

gain some ; and, by the way, men are taken by the same means, mut<iti»

mutandii, that women are gained—by gentleness, insinuation, and sub-

mission : and these lines of Mr. Drydeu will hold to a minister as well

as to a mistress

:

The prostrate loyer, when he lowest lies,

But stoops to conquer, and but kneels to rise.

In tLe course of the world, the qualifications of the cameleon are
often accessary ; nay, they must be carried a little farther, and ex-
erted a little sooner; for you should, to a certain degree, take the
hue of eithei the man or the woman that you want, and wish to be
upon terms with. A promos, have you yet found out at Paris, any
friendly anu i ospitable Madame de Lursay, qui veut Men se charger
da soin de vous eduquerf And have you had any occasion of repre
senting to her, qu'elle fai&oit done des nauds? But I ask your pai
don, Sir, for the abruptness of the question, and acknowledge that .

16*
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%m modelling with matters that are out of my department, flow
jver, in matters of less importance, I desire to he de vos secret* Is

fi&ele depositaire. Trust me with the general turn and colour of
your amusements at Paris. Is it le fracas du grand monde, comedies,

bals, operas, cour, &c. t Or is it des petites societes, moins bruyantes,
mats pas pour cela moins agreables ? Where are you the most etabli ?

Where are you le petit Stanhope ? Voyez-vous encore jour, d quelque
arrangement honnete t Have you made many acquaintances among the
young.Frenchmen who ride at your academy ; and who are they ? Send
to me this sort of chit-chat in your letters, which, by the by, I wish you
would honour me with somewhat oftener. If you frequent any oi the

myriads of polite Englishmen who infest Paris, who are they ? Have
you finished with Abbe Nolet, and are you aufait of all the properties}

and effects of air ? Were I inclined to quibble, I would say, that the

effects of air, at least, are best to be learned of Marcel. If you have
quite done with l'Abbe Nolet, ask my friend TAbbe Sallier to recom-
mend to you some meagre philomath, to teach you a little geometry and
astronomy ; not enough to absorb your attention, and puzzle your in-

tellects, but only enough not to be grosslv ignorant of either. I have of

late been a sort of an astronome malgre moi, by bringing in last Mon-
day into the House of Lords, a bill for reforming our present Calendar,

and taking the New Style. Upon which occasion I was obliged to talk

some astronomical jargon, of which I did not understand one word, but

got it by heart, and spoke it by rote from a master. I wished that I

had known a little more of it myself; and so much I would have you
know. But the great and necessary knowledge of all is, to know your-

self and others: this knowledge requires great attention and long

experience ; exert the former, and may you have the latter ! Adieu 1

P. S. I have this moment received your letters of the 27th February,

and the 2d March, N. S. The seal shall be done as soon as possible. ]

am glad that you are employed in Lord Albemarle's bureau; it will

teach you, at least, the mechanical part of that business, such as fold-

ing, entering, and docketing letters ; for you must not imagine that you
are let into the Jin Jin of the correspondence, nor indeed it is it the.t

you should, at your age. However, use yourself to secrecy as to t.\e

letters you either read or write, that in time j
tou may be trusted with

secret, very secret, separate, apart, &c. I am sorry that this business

interferes with your riding; I hope it is seldom; but I insist upon its

not interfering with your dancing-master, who is at this time the most
useful and necessary of all the masters you have or can have.

LETTER COXLV.

My dear Friend : I mentioned to you, some time *j?o, a 3encence,

which I would most earnestly wish you always to retain in your

thoughts, and observe in your conduct: It is suaviter in mode, fortiter

in re. I do not know any one rule so unexceptionably useful and neces-

sary in every part of life. I shall therefore take it for my text to-day ?
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and »fl old men iov© preaching, and I have some right to preach to yon,

I here present you with my sermon upon these words To proceed

then regularly and pulpitically\ I will first shew you, my beloved, the

necessary connection of the two members of my text, suaviter in modo ;

fortiter in re. In the next place, I shall set forth the advantages and
utility resulting from a strict observance of the precept contained in

my text; and conclude with an application of the whole. The suaviter

in modo alone would degenerate and sink into a mean, timid complai-

sance, and passiveness, if not supported and dignified by the fortiter in

re, which would also run into impetuosity and brutality, if not tempered
and softened by the suaviter in modo : however, they are seldom united.

The warm, choleric man, with strong animal spirits, despises the sua-

viter in modo, and thinks to carry all before him by the fortiter in re.

He may, possibly, by great accident, now and then succeed, when lie

has only weak and timid people to deal with ; but his general fate will

be, to sliock, otfend, be hated, and fail. On the other hand, the cunning
crafty man thinks to gain all his ends by the suaviter in modo only:

he becomes all things to all men ; he seems to have no opinion of his

own, and servilely adopts the present opinion of the present person; he
insinuates himself only into the esteem of fools, but it soon detected,

and surely despised by every body else. The wise man (who differs as

much from the cunning, as from the choleric man) alone joins the

suaviter in modo with the fortiter in re. Now to the advantages aris-

ing frorn the strict observance of this precept:

If you are in authority, and have a right to command, your com-
mands delivered S'/aviter in modo will be willingly, cheerfully, and con-
sequently well obeyed; whereas, if given only fortiter, that is brutally,

they will rather, as Tacitus says, be interrupted than executed. For
my own part, if I bid my footman bring me a glass of wine, in a rough
insulting manner, I should expect that, in obeying me, he would con-
trive to spill some of it upon me; and I am sure I should deserve it.

A cool, steady resolution should shew, that where you have a right to

command you will be obeyed; but, at the same time, a gentleness in

the manner of enforcing that obedience should make it a cheerful one,

and soften, as much as possible, the mortifying consciousness of inferio-

rity. If you are to ask a favour, or even to solicit your due, you must
do it suaviter in modo, or you will give those who have a mind to refuse

you either, a pretence to do it, by resenting the manner; but, on the
other hand, you must, by a steady perseverance and decent tenacious-

ness, shew the fortiter in re. The right motives are seldom the true

ones of men's actions, especially of kings, ministers, and people in high
stations; who often give to importunity and fear, what they would
refuse to justice or to merit. By the suaviter in modo engage their

hearts, if you can ; at least prevent the pretence of offence : but take
care to shew enough of the fortiter in re to extort from their love of
ease, or their fear, what you might in vain hope for from their justice

or good nature. People in high life are hardened to the wants and dis

tresses of manic' nd, as surgeons are to their bodily pains ; they see and
near of them al day long, and even of so many simulated ones, that

they d< uot know which are real, and which not, Otl er sentiment*
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are therefore to be applied to, than those of mere justice and humanity
,

their favour must be captivated by the suaviter in modo : their love of
ease disturbed by unwearied importunity, or their fears wrought upon
by a decent intimation of implacable, cool resentment ; this is the true

fortiter in re. This precept is the only way I know in the world of
being loved without being despised, and feared without being hated.

It constitutes the dignity of character which every wise man must
endeavour to establish.

Now to apply what has been said, and so conclude.

If you find that you have a hastiness in your temper, which unguard-
edly breaks out into indiscreet sallies, or rough expressions, to either

your superiors, your equals, or your inferiors, watch it narrowly,
check it carefully, and call the suaviter in modo to your assistance : at

the first impulse of passion, be silent till you can be soft. Labour even
to get the command of your countenance so well, that those emotions
may not be read in it; a most unspeakable advantage in business ! On
the other hand, let no complaisance, no gentleness of temper, no weak
desire of pleasing on your part, no wheedling, coaxing, nor flattery, on
other people's, make you recede one jot from an;* point, thot reason and
prudence have bid you pursue ; but return to the charge, persist, perse

vere, and you will find most tilings attainable that are possible. A
yielding, timid, meekness, is always abused and insulted by the unjust

and the unfeeling; but when sustained by the fortiter in re, is always
respected, commonly successful. In your friendships and connections,

as well as in your enmities, tins rule is particularly useful ; let your
firmness and. vigour preserve and invite attachments to you ; but, at the

same time, let your manner hinder the enemies of your friends and
dependents from becoming yours; let your enemies be disarmed by the

gentleness of your manner, but let them feel, at the same time, the

steadiness of your just resentment; for there is a great difference

between bearing malice, which is always ungenerous, and a resolute

self-defence, which is always prudent and justifiable. In negociations

with foreign ministers, remember the fortiter in re ; give up no point,

accept of no expedient, till the utmost necessity reduces you to it, and
even then, dispute the ground incli by inch ; but then, while you are

contending with the minister fortiter in re, remember to gain the man
by the suaviter in modo. If you engage his heart, you have a fait

chance for imposing upon his understanding, and determining his will

Tell him, in a frank, gallant manner, that your ministerial wrangles dc

not lessen your personal regard for his merit ; but that, on the contrary,

his zeal and ability in the service of his master, increase it; and that

of all things, you desire to make a good friend of so good a se: vant. Bj

these means you may, and will very often be a gainer : you never car

be a loser. Some people cannot gain upon themselves to be easy \nd

civil to tl -^se who are either their rivals, competitors, or oppoeers.

though, independently of those accidental circumstances, they wovud

like and esteem them. They betray a shyness and an awkwardness it,

company with them, and catch at any little thing to expose them ;
am*

bo, from temporary and only occasional opponents, make them their

personal enemies. This is exceedingly weak and detrimental, *w
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indeed, is all humour in business; which can only be carried on success-

rally, by unadulterated good policy and right reasoning. In such situa-

tions I would be more particularly and noblement, civi], easy, and frank

with the man whose designs I traversed; this is commonly called gene-

rosity and magnanimity, but is, in truth, good sense and policy. The
manner is often as important as the matter, sometimes more so ; a

favour may make an enemy, and an injury may make a friend, acord-
ng to the different manner in which they are severally done. The
countenance, the address, the words, the enunciation, the graces, add

freat efficacy to the suaviter in modo, and great dignity to the fortiter

\n re, and consequently they deserve the utmost attention.

From what has been said, I conclude with this observation, that gen-

tlemen of manners, with firmness of mind, is a short, but full descrip-

tion of human perfection on this side of religious and moral duties.

That you may be seriously convinced of this truth, and shew it in your

life and conversation, is the most sincere and ardent wish of, Yours

LETTER CCXLVI.

Lohdom, March 11, O. S. 1751.

Mt deak Friend: 1 received by the last post a letter from Abbe
Guasco, in which he joins his representations to those of Lord Albe-

marle, against your remaining any longer in your very bad lodgings at

the Academy ; and, as I do not find that any advantage can arise to you
from being interne in an academy, which is full as far from the riding-

house, and from all your other masters, as your lodgings will probably

be, I agree to your removing to an hotel garni ; the Abb6 will help von

to find one, as 1 desire him by the inclosed, which you will give him. I

must, however, annex one condition to your going into private lodg-

ings, which is, an absolute exclusion of English breakfasts and suppers

at them ; the former consume the whole morning, and the latter employ
the evenings very ill, in senseless toasting d VAngloise in their infer-

nal claret. You will be sure to go to the riding-house as often as pos-

sible, that is, whenever your new business at Lord Albemarle's does

not hinder you. But, at all events, I insist upon your never missing

Marcel, wh( is at present of more consequence to you than all the

"bureaux in Europe ; for this is the time for you to acquire tous ces petit*

riens, which, though in an arithmetical account, added to one another

ad infinitum, they would amount to nothing, in the account of the

world amount to a great and important sum. Les agremens et les

graces, without which you will never be anything, are absolutely made
ap of all those Hens, which are more easily felt than described. By
the way you may take your lodgings for one whole year certain,

by which means you may get them much cheaper ; for though I intend

to see you here in less than a year, it will be but for a little time, and

you will return to Paris again, where I intend you shall stay till the

end of April twolveraonth, 1752, at which time, provided you have got

all la politesse, le* manures, lee. attentions, et les graces du beau mon'fe

I snail place you in some business suitable to your destination.
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I have received, at last, your present of the carton, from Doininichino.

by Planchet. It is very finely done ; it is pity that he did not take in al

the figures of the original. I will hang it up, where it shall be your own
again some time or other.

Mr. Harte is returned in perfect health from Cornwall, and has taken
possession of his prebendal house at Windsor, which is a very pretty one.

As I dare say you will always feel, I hope you will always express, the

strongest sentiments of gratitude and friendship for him. Write to him
frequently, and attend to the letters you receive from him. He shall be
with us at Blackheath, alias Babiole, all the time that 1 propose you shall

be there, which, I believe, will be the month of August next.

Having thus mentioned to you the probable time of our meeting, I will

prepare you a little for it. Hatred, jealousy, or envy, make most people
attentive to discover the least defects of those they do not love; they

rejoice at every new discovery they make of that kind, and take care to

publish it. I thank God, I do not know what those three ungenerous
passions are, having never felt them in my own breast; but love has just

the same effect upon me, except thaf I conceal, instead of publishing, the

defects which my attention makes me discover in those I love. I curi-

ously pry into them ; I analyse them ; and, wishing either to find them
perfect, or to make them so, nothing escapes me, and I soon discover

every the least gradation towards, or from that perfection. You must
therefore expect the most critical examen that ever any body underwent

:

I shall discover your least, as well as your greatest defects, and I shall

very freely tell you of them, Non quod odio habeam, sed quod amem.
But I shall tell them you tete-d-tete, and as Micio, not asDemea; and I

will tell them to nobody else. I think it but fair to inform you before-

hand, where I suspect that my criticisms are likely to fall ; and that is

more upon the outward, than upon the inward man ; I neither suspect

your heart nor your head: but to be plain with you, I have a strange

distrust of your air, your address, your manners, your toumure, and
particularly of your enunciation and elegance of style. These will be all

put to the trial ; for while you are with me, you must do the honours of

my house and table ; the least inaccuracy or inelegance will not escape

me ; as you will find by a look at the time, and by a remonstrance after-

wards when we are alone. You will see a great deal of company of all

sorts at Babiole, and particularly foreigners. Make, therefore, in the

mean time, all these exterior and ornamental qualifications your peculiar

care, and disappoint all my imaginary schemes of criticism. Some au-

thors have criticised their own works first, in hopes of hindering others

from doing it afterwards : but then they do it themselves with so much
tenderness and partiality for their own production, that not only the

production itself, but the preventive criticism is criticised. I am not

one of those authors ; but, on the contrary, my severity increases with

my fondness for my work ; and if you will but effectually correct all the

faults I shall find, I will insure you from all subsequent criticisms from
other quarters.

Are you got a little into the interior, into the constitution of things at

Paris? Have yo« seen what you have seen thoroughly? For, by the

way, few people see what they see, or hear what they hear. For frxam-
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le, if yon go to les Intalides, do you content yourself with seeing the
building, the hall where three or four hundred cripples dine, and the
galleries where they he; or do you inform yourself of the numbers, the
conditions of their admission, their allowance, the value and nature of
the fund by which the whole is supported? This latter I call seeing, the
tanner is only staring. Many people take the opportunity of les vacances,

lo go and see the empty rooms, where the several chambers of the par-
liament did sit; which rooms are exceedingly like all other large rooms;
when you go there, let it be when they are full; see and hear what is

doing in them; learn their respective constitutions, jurisdictions, objects,

aLd methods of proceeding; hear some causes tried in every one of the
different chambers ; Approfondiss^z les choses.

1 am glad to hear that you are so well at Marquis de St. Germain's*,
of whom I hear a very good character. How are you with the other
foreign ministers at Paris ? Do you frequent the Dutch ambassador or
ambassadress ? Have you any footing at the Nuncio's, or at the Impe-
rial and Spanish ambassadors? It is useful. Be more particular in your
letters to me, as to your manner of passing your time, and the company
you keep. Where do you dine and sup oftenest? whose house is most
your home ? Adieu. Les graces, les graces.

LETTER COXLV1I.

London, March 18, O. S. 1751.

My deak Fkiend: I acquainted you in a former letter, that I had
brought a bill into the House of Lords for correcting and reforming our
present calendar, which is the Julian; and for adopting the Gregorian.
I will now give you a more particular account of that affiiir ; from which
reflections will naturally occur to you, that I hope may be useful, and
which I fear you have not made. It was notorious, that the Julian cal-

endar was erroneous, and had overcharged the solar year with eleven
days. Pope Gregory the Thirteenth corrected this error; his reformed
calendar was immediately received by all the Catholic powers of Europe,
and afterwards adopted by all the Protestant ones, except Russia, Sweden,
and England. It was not, in ray opinion, very honourable for England
to remain in a gross and avowed error, especially in such company; the
inconveniency of it was likewise felt by all thoee who had foreign cor-

respondenoes, whether political or mercantile. I determined, therefore,
to attempt the reformation; I consulted the best lawyers and the most
skilful astronomers, and we cooked up a bill for that purpose. But then
my difficulty began: I was to bring in this bill, which was necessarily
composed of law jargon and astronomical calculations, to both which I

am an utter stranger. However, it was absolutely necessary to make
the House of Lords think that I knew something of the matter; and also
to make them believe that they knew something of it themselves, which
thej do not. For my own part, I could just as soon have talked Celtic
<>r Sclavonian to them, as astronomy, and they would have understood

* At that time Ambassador from the King of Sardinia at tke court of Franc*.
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me fall as well : so I resolved to do better than speak to the purpose,
and to please instead of informing them. I gave them, therefore, onh
an historical account of calendars, from the Egyptian down to the

Gregorian, amusing them now and then with little episodes ; but I was
particularly attentive to the choice of my words, to the harmony and
roundness of my periods, to my elocution, to my action. This succeeded,

and ever will succeed ; they thought 1 informed, because I pleased them

;

and many of them said, that I had made the whole very clear to them

;

when, God knows, I had not even attempted it. Lord Macclesfield, who
had the greatest share in forming the bill, and who is one of the greatest

mathematicians and astronomers in Europe, spoke afterwards with infi-

nite knowledge, and all the clearness that so intricate a matter would
admit of: but as his words, his periods, and his utterance, were not near
so good as mine, the preference was most unanimously, though most
unjustly, given to me. This will ever be the case; every numerous
assembly is mob, let the individuals who compose it be what they will.

Mere reason and good sense is never to be talked to a mob ; their pas-

sions, their sentiments, their senses, and their seeming interests, are

alone to be applied to. Understanding they have collectively none, but
they have ears, and eyes, which must be flattered and seduced ; and this

can only be done by eloquence, tuneful periods, graceful action, and all

the various parts of oratory.

When you come into the House of Commons, if you imagine that

speaking plain and unadorned sense and reason will do your business,

you will find yourself most grossly mistaken. As a speaker, you will be

ranked only according to your eloquence, and by no means according to

your matter ; everybody knows the matter almost alike, but few can
adorn it. I was early convinced of the importance and powers of elo-

quence ; and from that moment I applied myself to it. I resolved not

to utter one word, even in common conversation, that should not be
the most expressive, and the most elegant, that the language could sup-

ply me with for that purpose ; by which means I have acquired such a

certain degree of habitual eloquence, that I must now really take some
pains, if I would express myself very inelegantly. I want to inculcate

this known truth into you, which you seem by no means to be con-

vinced of yet, that ornaments are at present your only objects. Youi
sole business now, is to shine, not to weigh. Weight without lustre it

lead. You had better talk trifles elegantly to the most trifling woman,
than coarse inelegant sense to the most solid man : you had better re-

turn a dropped fan genteelly, than give a thousand pounds awkwardly

;

and you had better refuse a favour gracefully, than grant it clumsily.

Manner is all, in everything : it is by manner only that you can please,

and consequently rise. All your Greek will never advance you from

Secretary to Envoy, or from Envoy to Ambassador; but your address,

your manner, your air, if good, very probably may. Marcel can be of

much more use to you than Aristotle. I would, upon my word, much
rather that you had Lord Bolingbroke's style, and eloquence, in speak

ing and writing, than all the learning of the Academy of Sciences, Ov-

Royal Society, and the two Universities urited.

Having mentioned Lord Bolingbroke's style, which is, undoubtedly.
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infinitely superior to anybody's ; I would have you read his works,

which you have, over and over again, with particular attention to his

style. Transcribe, imitate, emulate it, if possible: that would be of

real use to you in the House of Commons, in negociations, in conversa-

tion ; with that, you may justly hope to please, to persuade, to seduce,

to impose; and you will fail in those articles, in proportion as you fall

short of it. Upon the whole, lay aside, during your year's residence at

Paris, all thoughts of all that dull fellows call solid, and exert your

utmost care to acquire what people of fashion call shining. Preneb

Veclut et le brillant oVun galant homme.
Among the commonly called little things, to which you do not attend,

your handwriting is one, which is indeed shamefully bad and illiberal;

it is neither the hand of a man of business, nor of a gentleman, but of a

truant school-boy; as soon, therefore, as you have done with Abbe
Nolet, pray get an excellent writing-master, (since you think that you
cannot teach yourself to write what hand you please.) and let him teach

you to write a genteel, legible, liberal hand, and quick ; not the hand
of a precureur, or a writing-master, but that sort of hand in which the

first Commit in foreign bureaus commonly write; for I tell you truly,

that were I Lord Albemarle, nothing should remain in my bureau writ-

ten in your present hand. From hand to arms the transition is natural;

is the carriage and motion of your arms so too ? The motion of the

arms is the most material part of a man's air, especially in dancing; the

feet are not near so material. If a man dances well from the waist up>

wards, wears his hat well, and moves his head properly, he dances well.

Do the women say that you dress well ? for that is necessary too for a

young fellow. Have you un gout vif, or a passion for anybody ? I do

not ask for whom: an Iphigenia would both give you the desire, and
teach you the means to please.

In a fortnight or three weeks you will see Sir Charles Hotham at

Paris, in his way to Toulouse, where he is to stay a year or two. Pray
be very civil to him, but do not carry him into company, except pre-

senting him to Lord Albemarle ; for, as he i9 not to stay at Paris above
a week, we do not desire that he should taste of that dissipation: you
may shew him a play and an opera. Adieu, my dear child.

LETTER CCXLVIII.

Londob, March 85, O. & 1791.

My dear Friend: What a happy period of your life i9 this? Plea
sure is now, and ought to be, your business. While you were younger,
dry rules, and unconnected words, were the unpleasant objects of your
labours. When you grow older, the anxiety, the vexations, the disap-

oointments inseparable from public business, will require the greatest

share of your time and attention; your pleasures may, indeed, conduce
to your business, and your business will quicken your pleasures, but
atill your time must, at least, be divided: whereas now it is wholly
your own, and cannot be so well employed as in the pleasures of a gen
deraan The world ia now the only book you want, and almost th§
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only one you ought to read : that necessary hook can only be read in

company, in public places, at meals, and in ruelles. You must be in the

pleasures, in order to learn the manners of good company. In premedi-
tated, or in formal business, people conceal, or at least endeavour to con-
ceal, their characters ; whereas pleasures discover them, and the heart
breaks out through the guard of the understanding. Those are often

propitious moments, for skilful negociators to improve. In your desti-

nation particularly, the able conduct of pleasures is of infinite use; to

keep a good table, and to do the honours of it gracefully, and sur le ton

de la bonne compagnie, is absolutely necessary for a foreign minister.

There is a certain light table chit-chat, useful to keep off improper and
too serious subjects, which is only to be learned in the pleasures of good
company. In truth, it may be trifling ; but, trifling as it is, a man of
parts and experience of the world will give an agreeable turn to it. L'arl
de badiner agreablement is by no means to be despised.

An engaging address, and turn to gallantry, is often of very great

service to foreign ministers. Women have, directly or indirectly, a

good deal to say in most courts. The late Lord Strafford governed,
for a considerable time, the court of Berlin, and made his own for

tune, by being well with Madame de Wartenberg, the first King of
Prussia's mistress. I could name many other instances of that kind.

That sort of agreeable caquet de femmes, the necessary forerunners

of closer conferences, is only to be got by frequenting women of the
first fashion, et qui donnent le ton. Let every other book then give
way to this great and necessary book, the world; of which there

are so many various readings, that it requires a great deal of time
and attention to understand it well : contrary to all other books, you
must not stay home, but go abroad to read it; and, when you seek

it abroad, you will not find it in booksellers' shops and stalls, but in

courts, in hotels, at entertainments, balls, assemblies, spectacles, &c.
Put yourself upon the footing of an easy, domestic, but polite fami-

riarity and intimacy, in the several French houses to which you have
been introduced. Cultivate them, frequent them, and shew a desire

of becoming enfant de la maison. Get acquainted as much as you
can with Us gens de cour ; and observe, carefully, how politely they
can differ, and how civilly they can hate ; how easy and idle they
can seem in the multiplicity of their business; and how they can
lay hold of the proper moments to carry it on, in the midst of their

pleasures. Courts, alone, teach versatility and politeness; for there

is no living there without them. Lord Albemarle has, I hear, and
am very glad of it, put you into the hands of Messieurs de Bissy.

Profit of that, and beg of them to let you attend them in all the

companies of Versailles and Paris. One of them, at least, will natur-

ally carry you to Madame de la Vali&res, unless be is discarded by
this time, and Gelliot* retaken. Tell them frankly, que vous cherche*

d vous former* que vous Stes en mains de maitres, sHls veulent bien s>en

donner la peine. Your profession has this agreeable peculiarity in it,

which is. that it is connected with, and promoted by pleasures ; and it

• A famous opera-singer at Paris
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>* the only one, in which a thorough knowledge of the world, polite

CLanners, and an engaging address, are absolutely necessary. If a lawyer
knows his law, a parson his divinity, and a financier his calculations,

each may make a figure and a fortune in his profession, without great

knowledge of the world, and without the manners of gentlemen. But
your profession throws you into all the intrigues and cabals, as well as

pleasures, of courts: in those windings and labyrinths, a knowledge of

the world, a discernment of characters, a suppleness and versatility of

mind, and an elegance of manners, must be your clue
;
you must know

how to soothe and lull the monsters that guard, and how to address and
gain the fair that keep, the golden fleece. These are the arts aLd the

accomplishments absolutely necessary for a foreign minister; in which it

must be owned, to our shame, that most other nations outdo the Eng-
lish ; and, ceteris paribus, a French minister will get the better of an
English one, at any third court in Europe. The French have something
more liant, more insinuating and engaging in their manner, than we
have. An English minister shall have resided seven years at a court,

without having made any one personal connection there, or without
being intimate and domestic in any one house. He is always the Eng-
lish minister, and never naturalised. He receives his orders, demands
an audience, writes an account of it to his court, and his business is

done. A French minister, on the contrary, has not been six weeks at

court, without having, by a thousand little attentions, insinuated him-
self into some degree of favour with the Prince, his wife, his mistress,

his favourite, and his minister. He has established himself upon a fami-

liar and domestic footing in a dozen of the best houses of the place,

where he lias accustomed the people to be not only easy, but unguarded
before him ; he makes himself at home there, and they think him so.

By these means he knows the interior of those courts, and can almost
write prophecies to his own, from the knowledge he has of the charac-

ters, the humours, the abilities, or the weaknesses of the actors. The
Cardinal d'Gssat was looked spoil at Rome as an Italian, and not as a

French Cardinal; and Monsieur d'Avaux, wherever he went, was never
considered as a foreign minister, but as a native, and a personal friend.

Mere plain truth, sense, and knowledge, will by no means do alone in

courts ; art and ornaments must come to their assistance. Humours
must be flattered; the mollia tempora must be studied and known :

confidence acquired by seeming frankness, and profited of by silent skill.

And, above all, you must gain and engage the heart, to betray the un-
derstanding to you. H(* tihi erunt artes.

The death of the Prince of Wales, who was more beloved for his

affability and good-nature, than esteemed for his steadiness and conduct,

has given concern to many, and apprehensions to all. The great differ-

ence of the ages of the King and Prince George presents the prospect

of a minority ; a disagreeable prospect for any nation ! But it is to be
hoped, and is most probable, that the King, who is now perfectly recov-

ered of V late indisposition, may live to see his grandson of age. He
is, serious , a most hopeful boy : gentle and good-natured, with good
sound sense. This event has made all sorts of people here historians,

as well as politicians. Our histories are rummaged for all the particular
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circumstances of the six minorities we have had since the conquest, m.
those of Henry III. Edward III. Richard II. Henry VI. Edward V. and
Edward VI. ; and the reasonings, the speculations, the conjectures, and
the predictions, you will easily imagine, must be innumerable and end-

less, in this nation, where every porter is a consummate politician. Dr.
Swift says, very humourously, that " Every man knows that he under-
stands religion and politics, though he never learned them ; but that

many people are conscious that they do not understand many other

ioiences, from having never learned them." Adieu.

LETTER 00XLIX.

London, April 7, O. S. 1751.

My drab Friend : Here you have altogether, the pocket books, the
compasses, and the patterns. When your three graces have made their

option, you need only send me, in a letter, small pieces of the three
mohairs they fix upon. If I can find no way of sending them safely,

and directly to Paris, I will contrive to have them left with Madame
Morel, at Calais, who, being Madame Monconseil's agent there, may find

means of furthering them to your three ladies, who all belong to your
friend Madame Monconseil. Two of the three, I am told, are hand-
some ; Madame Polignac, I can swear, is not so ; but, however, as the
world goes, two out of three is a very good composition.
You will also find, in the packet, a compass ring set round with little

diamonds, which I advise you to make a present of to Abbe Guasco,
who lias been useful to you, and will continue to be so; as it is a mere
bauble, you must add to the value of it by your manner of giving it

him. Shew it him first, and, when he commends it, as probably he
will, tell him tha* it is at his service, et que comme il est toujours par
vote et far chemins, il est absolument necessaire qu'il aie une boussole.

All those little gallantries depend entirely upon the manner of doing
them ; as, in truth, what does not ? The greatest favours may be done
so awkwardly and bunglingly as to offend; and disagreeable things may
be done so agreeably as almost to oblige. Endeavour to acquire this

great secret ; it exists, it is to be found, and is worth a great deal more
than the grand secret of the alchemists would be if it were, as it is not,

to be found. This is only to be learned in courts, where clashing views,

jarring opinions, and cordial hatreds, are softened, and kept within
decent bounds, by politeness and manners. Frequent, observe, and
learn courts. Are you free of that of St. Cloud? Are you often at

Versailles? Insinuate and wriggle yourself into favor at those places.

L'Abbe de la Ville, my old friend, will help you at the latter; your
three ladies may establish you in the former. The good-breeding de la

tille et de la cour are different ; but without deciding which is intrinsi-

cally the best, that of the court is, without doubt, the most necessary

for you, who are to live, to grow, and to rise in courts. In two years'

time, which will be as soon as you are fit for it, I hope to be able to

plant you in the soil of a young court here : where, if you have all the

address, the suppleness and versatility of a good courtier, you will hare
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* great chance of thriving and flourishing. Young favour is easily

acquired, if the proper means are employed; and, when acquired, it >a

warm, if not durable ; and the warm moments must be snatched and
improved. Quitte pour ce qui en petit arriver aprit. Do not mention
this view of mine for you to any one mortal; but learn to keep your
own secrets, which, by the way, very few people can do.

If your course of experimental philosophy with Abbe Nblet is over, I

would have you apply to Abb6 Sallier, for a master to give you a

general notion of astronomy and geometry ; of both of which you may
know as much, as I desire you should, in six months1 time. I only

desire that you should have a clear notion of the present planetary sys-

tem, and the history of all the former systems : Fontenelle's Plurality
des Mondes will almost teach you all you need know upon that subject.

As for geometry, the seven first books of Euclid will be a sufficient por-

tion of it for you. It is right to have a general notion of those abstruse

sciences, so as not to appear quite ignorant of them, when they hap-

pen, as sometimes they do, to be the topics of conversation ; but a deep

knowledge of them requires too much time, and engrosses the mind too

much. 1 repeat it again and again to you, Let the great book of the

world be your principal study. Nocturna versate manu, versate diurna;

which may be rendered thus in English : Turn over men by day, and
women by night. I mean only the best editions.

Whatever may be said at Paris of my speech upon the bill for the

reformation of the present calender, or whatever applause it may have

met with here, the whole, I can assure you, is owing to the words and to

the delivery, but by no means to the matter; which, as I told you in a

former letter, I was not master of. I mention this again, to shew yon
the importance of well-chosen words, harmonious periods, and good
delivery; for, between you and me, Lord Macclefield's speech was, in

truth, worth a thousand" of mine. It will soon be printed, and I will

send it you. It is very instructive. You say, that you wish to speak

but half as well as I did
;
you may easily speak full as well as ever I

did, if you will but give the same attention to the same objects that I

did at your age, and for many years afterwards ; I mean correctness,

purity, and elegance of style, harmony of periods, and gracefulness of

delivery. Read over and over again the third book of Cicero de Ora-

tore, in which he particularly treats of the ornamental parts of oratory;

they are indeed properly oratory, for all the rest depends only upon
common sense, and some knowledge of the subject you speak upon.

But if you would please, persuade, and prevail in speaking, it must be

by the ornamental parts of oratory. Make them therefore habitual to

you ; and resolve never to say the most common things, even to your
footman, but in the best words you can find, and with the best utter-

ance. This, with les manures, la tournure, et les usages du beau mondt^

are the only two things you want ; fortunately they are both in your

power may you have them both 1 Adieu.
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LETTER CCL.

London, April 15, 0. A 1781.

My dear Feiend : What success with the graces, and in the accomplish-

ments, elegancies, and all those little nothings so indispensably neces-

sary to constitute an amiable man ? Do you take them, do you make a

progress in them ? The great secret is the art of pleasing ; and that

art is to be attained by every man who has a good fund of common
sense. If you are pleased with any person, examine why ; do as he
does ; and you will charm others by the same things which please you
in him. To be liked by women, you must be esteemed by men ; and to

please men, you must be agreeable to women. Vanity is unquestion-

ably the ruling passion in women ; and it is much flattered by the

attentions of a man, who is generally esteemed by men ; when his merit

has received the stamp of their approbation, women make it current,

that is to say, put him in fashion. On the other hand, if a man lias

not received the last polish from women, he may be estimable among
men, but will never be amiable. The concurrence of the two sexes is as

necessary to the perfection of our being, as to the formation of it.

Go among women with the good qualities of your sex, and you 'will

acquire from them the softness and the graces of theirs. Men will then

add affection to the esteem which they before had for you. Women
are the only refiners of the merit of men ; it is true, they cannot add
weight, but they polish and give lustre to it. A propos, 1 am assured,

that Madame de Blot, although she has no great regularity of features,

is, notwithstanding, excessively pretty ; and that, for all that, she has as

yet been scrupulously constant to her husband, though she has now
been married above a year. Surely she does not reflect, that woman
wants polishing. I would have you polish one another reciprocally.

\>rce, assiduities, attentions, tender looks, and passionate declarations,

on your side, will produce some irresolute wishes, at least, on hers ; and
?/hen even the slightest wishes arise, the rest will soon follow.

As I take you to be the greatest juris peritus and politician of the

whole Germanic body, I suppose you will have read the King of Prus-

sia's letter to the Elector of Mayence, upon the election of a King of the

Romans; and on the other side, a memorial, entitled, Impartial Repre-

sentation of what is just with regard to the Election of a King of ths

Romans, &c. The first is extremely well written, but not grounded

upon the laws and customs of the empire. The second is very ill writ-

ten, (at least in French,) but well grounded : I fancy the author is some
German, who has taken into his head that he understands French. I

am, however, persuaded, that the elegance and delicacy of the King of

Prussia's letter will prevail with two-thirds of the public, in spite of the

solidity and truth contained in the other piece. Such is the force of an

elegant and delicate style

!

I wish you would be so good as to give me a more particular and cir-

cumstantial account of the method of passing your time at Paris. For

instance, where it is that you dine every Friday, in company with that

nmiable and respectable old man, Fontenelle? Which is the house
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where jm think yourself at home? For one always has such a one,

where one is better established, and more at ease than any wheve else.

Who are the young Frenchmen with whom you are most intimately

connected ? Do you frequent the Dutch ambassador's. Have you pene-

trated yet into Count Caunitz's house ? Has Monsieur de Pignatelli the

honour of being one of your humble servants ? And has the Pope's

Nuncio included you in the Jubilee ? Tell me also freely how you are

with Lord Huntingdon: Do you see him often? Do you conneot
yourself with him ? Answer all these questions circumstantially in your
first letter

.

I am told that Du Clos's book is not in vogue at Paris, and that it is

violently criticised : I suppose that is because one understands it ; and
being intelligible is now no longer the fashion. I have a very great

respect for fashion, but a much greater for this book ; which is, all at

once, true, solid, and bright. It contains even epigrams ; what can one
wish for more ?

Mr. ***will, I suppose, have left Paris by this time, for his resi-

dence at Toulouse. I hope he will acquire manners there ; I am sure
he wants them. He is awkward, he is silent, and has nothing agree-

able in his address, most necessary qualifications to distinguish one's

self in business, as well as in the polite icorld f In truth, these two
thing are so oonnected, that a man cannot make a figure in business,

who is not qualified to shine in the great world ; and to succeed per-

fectly in either the one or the other, one must be in utrumque para-
tut. May you be that, my dear friend 1 and so we wish you a good
night.

P. S. Lord and Lady Blessington, with their son Lord Mountjoy, ,vill

be at Paris next week, in their way to the south of France; I send yon
a little packet of books by them. Pray go wait upon them, as soon
as you hear of their arrival, and shew them all the attentions you can.

LETTER CCLI.

Lobdobt, April 22, O. i]. 1751.

My DKA.R Friend: 1 apply to you now, as to the greatest virtuoso o*

this, or perhaps any other age ; one whose superior judgment and dis-

tinguishing eye hindered the King of Poland from buying a bad picture

at Venice, and whose decisions in the realms of nirttl are final, and with-

out appeal. Now to the point. I have had a catalogue sent me, d'une
Vente a l'airaable de Tableaux des plus Grands Maitres, appartenans au
Sieur Araignon Aperen, valet de chambre de la Reine, sur le quai de la

Megisserie, au coin de l'Arche Marion. There I observe two large pic-

tures of Titian, as described in the inclosed page of the catalogue, No. 18,

which I should be glad to purchase upon two conditions; the first is

that they be undoubted originals of Titian, in good preservation ; and
the other that they come cheap. To ascertain the first, (but without
disparaging your skill,) I wish you would get some undoubted connois
*eops to examine them carefully; and if. upon such critical examination.
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they should be unanimously allowed to be undisputed originals of Titian,

and well preserved, then comes the second point, the price : I will not
go above two hundred pounds sterling for the two together ; but as much
less as you can get them for. I acknowledge that two hundred pounds
seems to be a very small sum for two undoubted Titians of that size ; but,

on the other hand, as large Italian pictures are now out of fashion at

Paris, where fashion decides of every thing, and as these pictures are
too large for common rooms, they may possibly come within the price

above limited. I leave the whole of this transaction (the price excepted,
which I will not exceed) to your consummate skill and prudence, with
proper advice joined to them. Should you happen to buy them for that

price, carry them to your own lodgings, and get a frame made to the
gecond, which I observe has none, exactly the same with the other frame,
and have the old one new gilt ; and then get them carefully packed up,

and sent me by Rouen.
I hear much of your conversing with les beaux esprits at Pari? : I am

?ery glad of it; it gives a degree of reputation, especially at Paris; and
their conversation is generally instructive, though sometimes affected.

It must be owned, that the polite conversation of the men and women of
fashion at Paris, though not always very deep, is much less futile and friv-

olous than ours here. It turns at least upon some subject, something of
taste, some point of history, criticism, and even philosophy ; which, though
probably not quite so solid as Mr. Locke's, is, however, better, and more
becoming rational beings, than our frivolous dissertations upon the
weather, or upon whist. Monsieur du Clos observes, and I think very
mstly, qu'il y a a present en France une fermentation universelle de la

raison qui tend a se developper. Whereas, I am sorry to say, that here
that fermentation seems to have been over some years ago, the spirit

evaporated, and only the dregs left. Moreover, les beaux esprits at Paris
are commonly well-bred, which ours very frequently are not : with the
former your manners will be formed ; with the latter, wit must generally

be compounded for at the expense of manners. Are you acquainted with
Marivaux, who has certainly studied, and is well acquainted with the

heart ; but who refines so much upon its plis et replis, and describes

them so affectedly, that he often is unintelligible to his readers, and
sometimes so, I dare say, to himself? Do you know Crebillon le fist
He is a fine painter, and a pleasing writer; his characters are admirable,
and his reflections just. Frequent these people, and be glad, but not
proud of frequenting them: never boast of it, as a proof of your own
merit, nor insult, in a manner, other companies, by telling them affect-

edly what you, Montesquieu, and Fontenelle were talking of the other
day; as I have known many people do here, with regard to Pope and
Swift, who had never been twice in company with either: nor carry
into other companies the ton of those meetings of beaux esprits. Talk
literature, taste, philosophy, &c, with them, d la bonne heure; but then,
with the same ease, and more enjouement, talk pompons, moires. <&c., with
Madame de Blot, if she requires it. Almost every subject in the world
has its proper time and place; in which no one is above or below dis-

cussion. The point is, to talk well upon the subject you talk upon ; and
the most trifling, frivolous subjects will still give a man of parts an op-
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portunity of shewing them. Vusage du grand monde can alone teach

that. That was the distinguishing characteristic of Alcibiades, and a

happy one it was, that lie could occasionally, and with so much ease,

adopt the most different, and even the most opposite habits and manners,
that each seemed natural to him. Prepare yourself for the great world,

as the athletce used to do for their exercises: oil (if I may use that

expression) your mind and your manners, to give them the necessary
suppleness and flexibility ; strength alone will not do, as young people
are too apt to think.

How do your exercises go on? Can you manage a pretty vigoroua
tauieur between the pillars ? Are you got into stirrups yet? Faites-

vous asaaut avx armesT But, above all, what does Marcel say of you?
Is he satisfied \ Pray be more particular in your accounts of yourself,

for though I have frequent accounts of you from others, I desire to have
your own too. Adieu. Yours, truly and friendly.

LETTER CCLII.

Lovdov, May 8, O. S. 170i.

My dear Friend : 1 wo accounts, which I have very lately received

of you, from two good judges, have put me into great spirits, as they

have given me reasonable hopes that you will soon acquire all that I

believe you want: I mean, the air, the address, the graces, and the

manners of a man of fashion. As these two pictures of you are rery

unlike that which I received, and sent you some months ago, I will name
the two painters: the first is an old friend and acquaintance of mine,

Monsieur d'Aillon. His picture is, I hope, like you; for it is a \ery
good one : Monsieur T<>llot's is still a better, and so advantageous a one,

that I will not send you a copy of it, for fear of making you too vain.

80 far only I will tell you, that there was but one but in either of their

accounts; and it was this: I gave d'Aillon the question, ordinary and
extraordinary, upon the important article of manners; and extorted this

from him :
" But, since you will know it, he still wants that last beauti-

ful varnish, which raises the colours, and gives brilliancy to the piece.

Be persuaded that he will acquire it : he has too much sense not to know
its value: and, if I am not greatlv mistaken, more persons than one are

now endeavouring to give it him.*1 Monsieur Tollot says, "In order to be

exactly all that you wish him, he only wants those little nothings, those

graces in detail, and that amiable ease, which can only be acquired by
usage of the great world. I am assured that he is, in that respect, in

good hands. I do not know whether that does not rather imply, in fine

arms." Without entering into a nice discussion of the last question, 1

congratulate you and myself upon your being so near that point at which
[ so anxiously wish you to arrive. I am sure that all your attention and
endeavours will be exerted ; and, if exerted, they will succeed. Mr.
Tollc. says, that you are inclined to be fat, but I hope you will decline

it as much as you can; not by taking any thing corrosive to make yor.

lean, but by taking as little as you can of those things that would make
you fat. Dnn* no chocolate ; take vour coffee without cream : vou

17
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cannot possibly avoid suppers at Paris, unless you avoid company t»»o,

which I would by no means have you do ; but eat as little at supper a?

you can, and make even au allowance for that little at your dinners.

Take occasionally a double dose of riding and fencing; and, now that

summer is come, walk a good deal in the Tuileries : it is a real incon-

venience to any body to be fat, and, besides, it is ungraceful for a young
ellow. A propog, I had like to have forgot to tell you, that I charged

ollot to attend particularly to your utterance and diction ; two points

of the utmost importance. To the first he says,
k4 His enunciation is not

bad, but it is to be wished that it were still better; and he expresses

himself with more fire than elegance. Usage of good company will in-

struct him likewise in that." These, I allow, are all little things, sepa-

rately ; but, aggregately, they make a most important and great article

in the account of a gentleman. In the House of Commons you can never

make a figure without elegance of style, and gracefulness oi utterance

;

and you can never succeed as a courtier at your own court, or as a

minister at any other, without those innumerable petite riens dans let

manures, et dans les attentions. Mr. Yorke is by this time at Paris

;

make your court to him, but not so as to disgust, in the least, Lord
Albemarle ; who may possibly dislike your considering Mr. Yorke as

the man of business, and him as only pour orner la scene. Whatever
your opinion may be upon that point, take care not to let it appear

;

but be well with them both, by shewing no public preference tc

either.

Though I must necessarily fall into repetitions, by treating the

same subject, so often, I cannot help recommending to you again the

utmost attention to your air and address. Apply yourself now to

Marcel's lectures, as diligently as you did formerly to Professor Mas-

cow's; desire him to teach you every genteel attitude that the human
body can be put into ; let him make you go in and out of his room
frequently, and present yourself to him, as if he were by turns dif-

ferent persons ; such as a minister, a lady, a superior, an equal, ac

inferior, &c. Learn to seat genteelly in different companies; to loll

genteelly, and with good manners, in those companies where you are

authorised to be free ; and to sit up respectfully where the same free

dom is not allowable. Learn even to compose your countenance oc-

casionally to the respectful, the cheerful and the insinuating. Take

particular care that the motions of your hands and arms be easy and

graceful ; for the genteelness of a man consists more in them than in

any thing else, especially in his dancing. Desire some women to tell

you of any little awkwardness that they observe in. your carriage

;

they are the best judges of those things ; and if they are satisfied,

the men will be so too. Think now only of the decorations, ire

you acquainted with Madame Geoff'rain, who has a great deal of wU;
and who, I am informed, receives only the very best company in

her house? Do you know Madame du Pin, who, I remember, ha-l

beauty, and I hear has wit and reading? I could wish you to con*

verse only with those, who, either from their rank, their merit, or

their beauty, require constant attention ; for a young man can never

improve in company where he thinks he may neglect himself. A
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new bow must be constantly kept bent; when it grows older, and
has taken the right turn, it may now and then be relaxed.

1 have this moment paid your draught of £89 15s. ; it was signed

in a very good hand ; which proves that a good hand may be writ-

ten without the assistance of magic. Nothing provokes me much
more, than to hear people indolently say that they cannot do, wha
is in every body's power to do, if it be but in their will. Adieu

LETTER COLin.

Loitdom, May «, O. A. 1751.

My deab Fbiknd : The best authors are always the severest critics of

their own works; they revise, correct, file, and polish them, till they
think they have brought them to perfection. Considering you as my
work, I do not look upon myself as a bad author, and am therefore a

severe critic. I examine narrowly into the least inaccuracy or inele-

gance, in order to correct, not to expose them, and that the work may
be perfect at last. You are, I know, exceedingly improved in your air,

address, and manners, since you have been at Paris; but still there is, I

believe, room for farther improvement, before you come to that perfec-

tion which I have set my heart upon seeing you arrive at : and till that

moment, I must continue filing and polishing. In a letter that I receiv-

ed by last post, from a friend of yours at Paris, there was this para-

graph :
M

I have the honour to assure you, without flattery, that Mr.
Stanhope succeeds beyond what might be expected from a person of

his age. He goes into very good company; and that kind of manner,
which was at first thought to be too decisive and peremptory, is now
judged otherwise; because it is acknowledged to be the effect of an
ingenuous frankness, accompanied by politeness, and by a proper defer-

ence. He studies to please, and succeeds. Madame du Puisieux was
the other day speaking of him with complacency and friendship. You
will be satisfied with Dim in all respects." This is extremely well, and
I rejoice at it: one little circumstance only may, and I hope will, be
altered for the better. Take pains to undeceive those who thought that
petit ton un peu decide et un pen brusque ; as it is not meant so, let it

not appear so. Compose your countenance to an air of gentleness and
douceur, use some expressions of diffidence of your own opinion, and
deference to other people's; such as, "If I might be permitted to say
—I should think—Is it not rather so? At least I have the greatest rea-

son to be diffident of myself." Such mitigating, engaging words do by
no means weaken your argument; but, on the contrary, make it more
powerful, by making it more pleasing. If it is a quick and hasty manner
of speaking that people mistake pour decide et brusque, prevent their mis-
takes for the future, by speaking more deliberately, and taking a softer

tone of voice: as in this case you are free from the guilt, be free from the

suspicion too. Mankind, as I have often told you, are more governed by
appearances, than by realities: and, with regard to opinion, one had bet-

ter be really rough and hard, with the appearance of gentleness and soft

ness than just the reverse. Few people have penetration enough to dis
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cover, attentioD enough to observe, or even concern enough to examine
beyond the exterior; they take their notions from the surface, and go
no deeper: they commend, as the gentlest and best-natured man in the
world, that man who has the most engaging exterior manner, though
possibly they have been but once in his company. An air, a tone of
voice, a composure of countenance to mildness and softness, which are
all easily acquired, do the business; and without farther examination,
and possibly with the contrary qualities, that man is reckoned the gen
tlest, the modestest, and the best-natured man alive. Happy the man,
who, with a certain fund of parts and knowledge, gets acquainted with
the world early enough to make it his bubble, at an age when most peo-
ple are the bubbles of the world ! for that is the common case of youth.
They grow wiser when it is too late; and, ashamed and vexed at hav
ing been bubbles so long, too often turn knaves at last. Do not there-

fore trust to appearances and outside yourself, but pay other people
with them ; because you may be sure that nine in ten of mankind do,

and ever will trust to them. This is by no means a criminal or blame-
able simulation, if not used with an ill intention. I am by no means
blameable in desiring to have other people's good word, good will, and
affection, if I do not mean to abuse them. Your heart, I know, is good,
your sense is sound, and your knowledge extensive. What then remains
for you to do? Nothing, but to adorn those fundamental qualifications,

with such engaging and captivating manners, softness, and gentleness,

as will endear you to those who are able to judge of your real merit, and
which always stand in the stead of merit with those who are not. I

do not mean by this to recommend to you le fade doucereux, the insi-

pid softness of a gentle fool : no, assert your own opinion, oppose other

people's when wrong ; but let your manner, your air, your terms, and
your tone of voiee, be soft and gentle, and that easily and naturally, not

affectedly. Use palliatives when you contradict; such as, I may be mis-

taken, I am not sure, but 1 believe, I should rather think, &c. Finish

any argument or dispute with some little good humoured pleasantry,

to shew that you are neither hurt yourself, nor meant to hurt your
antagonist ; for an argument, kept up a good while, often occasions a

temporary alienation on each side. Pray observe particularly, in those

French people who are distinguished by that character, cette douceur
de mozurs et de manieres, which they talk of so much, and value so

justly; see in what it consists; in mere trifles, and most easy to be
acquired, where the heart is really good. Imitate, copy it, till it be-

comes habitual and easy to you. Without a compliment to you, I take

it to be the only thing you now want: nothing will sooner give it you
than a real passion, or, at least, un gout vif, for some woman of fashion

;

and, as I suppose that you have either the one or the other by thi«

time, you are consequently in the best school. Besides this, if you were
to say to Lady Hervey, Madame Monconseil, or such others as you look

npon to be your friends, It is said that I have a kind of manner which
ie rather too decisive and too peremptory; it is not, however, my inten-

tion that it should be so ; I entreat you to correct, and even publicly

to punish me whenever I am guilty. Do not treat me with the leas*

indulgence, but criticise to the utmost. So clear-sighted a judge as yon
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aas a right to be severe; and I promise you that the criminal will en-

deavour to correct himself.

Yesterday I had two of your acquaintances to dine with me, Baron
P. and his companion Monsieur S. I cannot say of the former, quHl
est paitri de graces ; and I would rather advise him to go and settle

quietly at home, than to think of improving himself by farther travels

Ce n'est pas le bois dont on en fait. His companion is much better,

though he has a strong tocco di tedesco. They both spoke well of you,

and so far I liked them both. Comment vont nos affaires avec l'airaable

petite Blot? Se prete-t-elle a vos fleurettes? etes-vous cense etre sur les

rangs? Madame du— est elle votre Madame de Lursay, et fait-elle

quelquefois des noeuds ? Seriez-vous son Meilcour? Elle a, dit-on, de
la douceur, de l'esprit, des manieres; il y a a apprendre dans un tel ap-

prentissage.* A woman like her, who has always pleased, and often

been pleased, can best teach the art of pleasing ; that art, without
which ogni fatica i vana. Marcel's lectures are no small part of that

art: they are the engaging forerunner of all other accomplishments.
Dress is also an article not to be neglected, and I hope you do not

neglect it; it helps in the premier abord, which is often decisive. By
dress, I mean your clothes being well made, fitting you, in the fashion

and not above it; your hair well done, and a general cleanliness and
spruceness in your person. I hope you take infinite care of your teeth

;

the consequences of neglecting the mouth are serious, not only to one's

self but to others. In short, my dear child, neglect nothing ; a little

more will complete the whole. Adieu. I have not heard from you
these three weeks, which I think a great while.

LETTER CCLFV.

Lobdos, May 10, 0. S. 1751.

My drar Friend : I received yesterday, at the same time, your letters

of the 4th and 11th N. S., and being much more careful of my commis-
sions than you are of yours, I do not delay one moment sending you my
final instructions concerning the pictures. The man you allow to be a

Titian, and in good preservation; the woman is an indifferent and a

damaged picture; but as I want them for furniture for a particular room,
companions are necessary ; and therefore I am willing to take the woman
f'-r better for worse, upon account of the man ; and if she is not too much
d imaged, 1 can have ner tolerably repaired, as many a fine woman is, by
a skilful hand here ; but then I expect that the lady should be, in a

manlier, thrown into the bargain with the man; and, in this state of

affairs, the woman being worth little or nothing, I will not go above
fourscore Ionia fur the two together. As for the Rembrandt you mention,

* How go you on with the amiable little Blot? Does she listen to your flattering tale? Are
fou n»-ml>eit<l among the list of her admirers? Is Madame your Madame de Lursay?
Does nhe aoniet.mes knot, and are you her Meilcour? They say she has softness, sense, and
tor aging naanners ; In such an apprenticeship much may be learned.
This w.ioie passage, and several others, allude to Crebillon's Eyarempns du Catur et d«

*K*prit, a sentimental no el written about that time, and then much in vojrue at Paris.
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though it is very cheap, if gooii. 1 do not care for it. I love la belle na
ture ; Rembrandt paints caricaturas. Now for your own commissions
which you seem to have forgotten. You mention nothing of the patterns

which you received by Monsieur Tollot, though I told you in a former
letter, which you must have had before the date of your last, that 1

should stay till 1 received the patterns pitched upon by your ladies ; foi

as to the instructions which you sent me in Madame Monconseil's hand,
couid find no mohairs* in London that exactly answered that descrip-

tion : I shall, therefore, wait till you send me (which you raav easily do
in a letter) the patterns chosen by your three graces.

I would, by all means, have you go now and then, for two or three

days, io Marechal Coigny's, at Orli; it is but a proper civility to that

family, which lias been particularly civil to you ; and, moreover, I would
have you familiarise yourself with, and learn the interior and domestic
n-anneis of, people of that rank and fashion. I also desire that you will

fiequent Versailles and St. Cloud, at both which courts you have been
received with distinction. Profit of that distinction, and familiarise

yourself at both. Great courts are the seats of true good-breeding; you
aie to live at courts, lose no time in learning them. Go and stay some-
times at Versailles for three or four days, where you will be domestic in

th-e best families, by means of your friend Madame de Puisieux ; and
m.ne, 1 A.bbe de la Ville. Go to the King's and the Dauphin's levels,

arid distinguish yourself from the rest of your countrymen, who, I da e

say, uever go there when they can help it. Though the young FrencL •

m*© ot fashion may not be worth forming intimate connections with
thty ara well worth making acquaintance of; and I do not see how you
can avo<d it, frequenting so many good French houses as you do, where,

to be sbre, many of them come. Be cautious how you contract friend-

ships, b.tt be desirous, and even industrious, to obtain a universal ac-

quaintance. Be easy, and even forward, in making new acquaintances;

that is die only way of knowing manners and characters in general

which in, at present, your great object. You are enfant de famille in

three ministers' houses ; but I wish you had a footing, at least, in thir-

teen : a«id that, I should think, you might easily bring about, by that

common chain, which, to a certain degree, connects those you do not

with those you do know. For instance, I suppose that neither Lord
Albema/le, nor Marquis de St. Germain, would make the least difficulty

'o present you to Comte Caunitz, the Nuncio, &c. R faut etre rompu
mi morule, which can only be done by an extensive, various, and almost

universal acquaintance.
When you have got your emaciated Philomath, I desire that his tri-

angles, rhomboids, &c, may not keep you one moment out of the good
company you would otherwise be in. Swallow all your learning m th*

morning, but digest it in company in the evenings. The reading -f tei

new characters is more your business now, than the reading of twenty
old books; showish and shining people always get the better "f nl]

•>tlurs, though eve- so solid. If you would be a great man in the '•'orlc

when y r are old *hine and be showish in it while you are frnw

* By mohairs, we suppose his Lonlmip moans tabbie*-
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enow every body, and endeavour to please every body, I mean exteriorly,

for fundamentally it is impossible. Try to engage the heart of every
woman, and the affections of almost every man you meet with. Madame
Monconseil assures me, that you are most surprisingly improved in your
air, manners, and address: go on, my dear child, and never think that

you are come to a sufficient degree of perfection; Nil actum reputans,

ni quid superesset agendum; and in those shining parts of the character

of a gentleman, there is always something remaining to be acquired.

Modes and manners vary in different places, and at different times
;
you

must keep pace with them, know them, and adopt them, wherever you
6nd them. The great usage of the world, the knowledge of characters,

the brillant d'un galant homme, is all that you now want. Study Mar-
cel and the beau monde with great application, but read Homer and
Horace only when you have nothing else to do. Pray who is la belle

Madame de Case, whom I know you frequent? I like the epithet given
her very well : if she deserves it, she deserves your attention too. A
man of fashion should be gallant to a fine woman, though he does not
make love to her, or may be otherwise engaged. On lui doit des poli-

tesses, on fait I'eloge de ses charmes, et il n'en est ni plus ni moms pour
tela: it pleases, it flatters

;
you get their good word, and you lose nothing

by it. These gentillesses should be accompanied, as indeed every thing

MM should, with an air : un air, un ton de douceur et de politesse. Les
graces must be of the party, or it will never do; and they are so easily

had, that it is astonishing to me that every body has them not ; they are

sooner gained than any woman of common reputation and decency.

Pursue them but with care and attention, and you are sure to enjoy

them at last: without them, I am sure, you will never enjoy any body
else. You observe, truly, that Mr. * * * * is gauche ; it is to be hoped
that will mend with keeping company; and is yet pardonable in him, as

just come from school. But reflect what you would think of a man,
who bad been any time in the world, and yet should be so awkward.
For God's sake, therefore, now think of nothing but shining, and even
distinguishing yourself in the most polite courts, by your air, your ad-

dress, your manners, your politeness, your douceur, your graces. With
those advantages (and not without them) take my word for it, you will

get the better of all rivals, in business as well as in ruelles. Adieu.
Send me your patterns, by the next post, and also your instructions to

Grevenkop about the seal, which you seem to have forgotten.

LETTER CCLV.

Lokdoh, May 16, O. & ITSi.

My dear Fkiend : In about three months from this day, we shall

probably meet. I look upon that moment as a young woman does upon
her bridal night; I expect the greatest pleasure, and yet cannot help

fearing some little mixture of pain. My reason bids me dou >t a little,

of what my imagination makes me expect. In some articles I am very

sure that my most sLUguine wishes will not be disappointed ; and those

sre the most materia ones. In others, I fear something or other, whict
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I can better feel than describe. However, I will attempt it. I fear thi

want of that amiable and engaging je ne sais quoi, which as some philo-

»ophers have, unintelligibly enough, said of the soul, is all in all, and
all in every part ; it should shed its influence over every word and action.

I fear the want of that air, and first abord, which suddenly lays hold of

the heart, one does not know distinctly how or why. I fear an inaccu

racy, or, at least, inelegance of diction, which will wrong, and lower,

the best and justest matter. And, lastly, I fear an ungraceful, if not an
unpleasant utterance, which would disgrace and vilify the whole. Should
these fears be at present founded, yet the objects of them are (thank

God) of such a nature, that you may, if you please, between this and
our meeting, remove every one of them. All these engaging and endear-

ing accomplishments are mechanical, and to be acquired by care and
observation, as easily as turning, or any mechanical trade. A common
country fellow, taken from the plough, and enlisted in an old corps, soon

lays aside his shambling gait, his slouching air, his clumsy and awk-
ward motions : and acquires the martial air, the regular motions, and
whole exercise of the corps, and particularly of his right and left hand
man. How so? Not from his parts; which were just the. same before as

after he was enlisted ; but either from a commendable ambition of being

like, and equal to those he is to live with ; or else fron. the fear of being

punished for not being so. If then both or either of these motives

change such a fellow, in about six months1
time, to such a degree, as

that he is not to be known again, how much stronger should both these

motives be with you, to acquire, in the utmost perfection, the whole

exercise of the people of fashion, with whom you are to live all your life?

Ambition should make you resolve to be at least their equal in that

exercise, as well as the fear of punishment; which most inevitably will

attend the want of it. By that exercise, I mean the air, the manners,

the graces, and the style of people of fashion. A friend of yours, in a

letter I received from him by the last post, after some other commenda-
tions of you, says, 11 est etonnant, que pensant avec tant de solidite qu'U

fait, et ayant le gout aussi sur et aussi delicat qu'il l'a, il s'exprime avec si

peu d'elegance et de delicatesse. II neglige meme totalement le choix des

mots et la wurnure des phrases.* This I should not be so much sur-

prised or concerned at, if it related only to the English language*

which hitherto you have had no opportunity of studying, and but few
of speaking, at least to those who could correct your inaccuracies. But
if you do not express yourself elegantly and delicately in French and
German, (both which languages I know you possess perfectly, and speak
eternally,) it can be only from an unpardonable inattention, to what
you most erroneously think a little object, though, in truth, it is one of

the most important of your life. Solidity and delicacy of thought must
be given us: it cannot be acquired, though it may be improved; but

elegance and delicacy of expression may be acquired by whoever will

take the necessary care and pains. I am sure you love me so well, that

yo" ""ould be very sorry when we meet, that I should be either disap-

• It is surprising that, thinking with so much solidity as he does, and haTtng •c true am
refined a tas -e, he should express himself with so little elegance anl de**f\« lit erei

totally uegl< ;ts the choice of words and turn of phrases.
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pointed or mortified ; and I love you so well, that, I assure you, I should

be both, if I should find you want any of those exterior accomplish-

ments which are the indispensably necessary steps to that figure,

and fortune, which I so earnestly wish you may one day make in the

world.

I hope you do not neglect your exercises of riding, fencing, and danc-

ing, but particularly the latter: for they all concur to degourdir, and to

five a certain air. To ride well, is not only a proper and graceful ac-

complishment for a gentleman, but may also save you many a fall here-

after ; to fence well, may possibly save your life; and to dance well, ia

absolutely necessary, in order to sit, stand, and walk well. To tell you
the truth, ray friend, I have some little suspicion, that you now and
then neglect or omit your exercises, for more serious studies. But now
non est his locus, every thing has its time; and this js yours lor your
exercises ; for when you return to Paris I only propose your continuing

your dancing ; which you shall two years longer, if you happen to be
where there is a good dancing-master. Here I will see you take some
lessons with your old master Desnoyers, who is our Marcel.

What says Madame du Pin to you ? I am told she is very handsome
still ; I know she was some few years ago. She has good parts, reading,

manners, and delicacy : such an arrangement would be both creditable

and advantaneous to you. She will expect to meet with all the good-
breeding and delicacy that she brings ; and as she is past the glare and
eclat of youth, may be the more willing to listen to your story, if you
tell it well. For an attachment, I should prefer her to la petite Blot

;

and, for a mere gallantry, I should prefer la petite Blot to her; so that

they are consistent, et Vun rtempeche pas Vautre. Adieu. Remember
la douceur et Us graces.

LETTER CCLVI.

Londom, May 28, O. 8. 1TS1.

My deak Fkiend : I have this moment received your letter of the 25th

N. S., and being rather something more attentive to my commissions,
than you are to yours, return you this immediate answer to the question

you ask me about the two pictures ; I will not give one livre more than
what I told you in my last; having no sort of occasion for them, and
not knowing very well where to put them if I had them.

I wait with impatience for your final orders about the mohairs ; the

mercer, persecuting me every day, for three pieces which I thought
pretty, and which I have kept by me eventually, to secure them, in case

your ladies should pitch upon them.
If I durst! what should hinder you from daring? One always dares

If there are hopes of success; and even if there are none, one is no
loser by daring. A man of fashion knows how, and when, to dare.

Ee begins his approaches by distant attacks, by assiduities, and by
attentions. If he is not immediately and totally repulsed, he continues
to advance. After certain steps success is infallible; and none but very

illy felkms can then either doubt, or not attempt it. Is it the respect-

able character f iiadame de la Valiere which prevents your daring
17*
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or are yon intimidated at the fierce virtue of Madame dn Pint Doe*
the invincible modesty of the handsome Madame Case dkcourage, more
than her beauty invites you ? Fie for shame ! Be convinced that the

most virtuous woman, far from being offended at a declaration of love,

is flattered by it, if it is made in a polite and agreeable manner. It is

possible that she may not be propitious to your vows; that is to say,

if she has a liking or a passion for another person. But, at all events,

she will not be displeased with you for it; so that, as there is no
danger, this cannot even be called daring. But if she attends, if shv
listens, and allows you to repeat your declaration, be persuaded that if

you do not dare all the rest, she will laugh at you. I advise you to be-

gin rather by Madame du Pin, who has still more than beauty enough
for such a youngster as you. She has, besides, knowledge of the world,

sense, and delicacy. As she is not so extremely young, the choice of

her lovers cannot be entirely at her option. I promise you, she will

not refuse the tender of your most humble services. Distinguish her

then by attentions, and by tender looks. Take favourable opportunities

of whispering, that you wish esteem and friendship were the only

motives of your regard for her; but that it derives from sentiments of

a much more tender nature : that you made not this declaration with

out pain ; but that the concealing your passion was a still greater tor

ment.
I am sensible, that in saying this for the first time, you will look silly,

abashed, and even express yourself very ill. So much the better : for,

instead of attributing your confusion to the little usage you have of the

world, particularly in these sort of subjects, she will think that excess

of love is the occasion of it. In such a case, the lover's best friend is

self-love. Do not then be afraid : behave gallantly. Speak well, and

you will be heard. If you are not listened to the first time, try a

second, a third, and a fourth. If the place is not already taken, de-

pend upon it, it may be conquered.

I am very glad you are going to Orli, and from thence to St. Cloud
;

go to both, and to Versailles also, often. It is that interior domestio

familiarity with people of fashion, that alone can give you Vusage du
monde, ei les manures aisees. It is only with women one loves, or mer
jne respects, that the desire of pleasing exerts itself; and without the

desire of pleasing no man living can please. Let that desire be the

ipring of all your words and actions. That happy talent, the art of

pleasing, which so few do, though almost all might possess, is worth all

your learning and knowledge put together. The latter can never raise

you high without the former ; but the former may carry you, as it has

carried thousands, a great way without the latter.

I am glad that you dance so well, as to be reckoned by Marcel among
his best scholars; go on, and dance better still. Dancing well is pleas-

ing pro tanto, and makes a part of that necessary whole, which is com-

posed of a thousand parts raanj of them of les infinimet.t petit* quoi

qifinfiniment necessaires

I shall never have done upov. chis subject, which is^ indispensably

necescary towards your making any figure or fortune in the world;

both which I have set ray heart upon, and for both which you now
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%bsolotely want no one thing but the art of pleasing; and I must

not conceal from you, that you have still a good way *o go before

you arrive at it. You still want a thousand of those little attentions

that imply a desire of pleading: you want a douceur of air and ex-

pression that engages : you want an elegance and delicacy of expres-

sion, necessary to adorn the best sense and most solid matter : in

short, you still want a great deal of the brillant and the poli. Get

them at any rate: sacrifice hecatombs of books to them: seek for

them in company, and renounce your closet till you have got them.

I never received the letter you refer to, if ever you wrote it. Adiei,

*t bon sci'r, Momeigneur.

LETTER CCLVII.

Qremwich, June 6, (J. S. 1751.

My dear Friend: Solicitous and anxious as I have ever been to

form your heart, your mind, and your manners, and to bring you as

near perfection as the imperfection of our natures will allow, I have
exhausted, in the course of our correspondence, all that mv own
mind could suggest, and have borrowed from others whatever I

thought could be useful to you; but this has necessarily ueen inter-

ruptedly and by snatches. It is now time, and you are ot an age
to review and to weigh in your own mind aii that you have heard,

and all that you have read, upon these subjects; and to form your
own character, your conduct, and your manners, for the rest of your
life ; allowing for such improvements as a farther knowiedge of the

world will naturally give you. In this view I would recommend to

you to read, with the greatest attention, such Dooks as treat parti-

cularly of those subjects ; reflecting seriously upon them, and then
comparing the speculation with the practice.

For example, if you read in the morning some of La Rochefoucault's
maxims ; consider them, examine them wed, and compare them with
the real characters you meet with in the evening. Read La Bruyero in

the morning, and see in the evening whether his pictures are like. Study
the heart and the mind cf man, and begin with your own. Meditation
and rejection must lay the foundation of that knowledge: but experi-

ence and practice must, and alone can, complete it. Books, it is true,

point out the operations of the mind, the sentiments of the heart, the

influence of the passions; and so far th«y are of previous use: but
without subsequent practice, experience, and observation, they are as

ineffectual, and would even lead you into as many errors in faet, as a
map wouid do, if you were to take your notions of the towns and pro-
vinces from their delineations m it. j± man would reap very little

benefit by his travels, if he ia&oj Uiem only in his closet upon a map
of the whole world. Next 10 she iwo books that I have already men-
tioned, I **

) not know a better for you to read, and seriously reflect

apon, than Avw (Tuns Mire d un Fils, par la Marquise de Lambert.
She was a woman of a superior understanding and knowledge of the

WDrld. had always kept the best company, was solicitous that her sob
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should make a figure and a fortune in the world, and knew bettor than

any body how to point out the means. It is very short, and will take

you much less time to read, than you ought to employ in reflecting

upon it, after you have read it. Her son was in the army, she wished
he might rise there ; but she well knew, that, in order to rise, he must
first please: she says to him, therefore, With regard to those upon
whom you depend, the chief merit is to please. And, in another

place, In subaltern employments, the art of pleasing must be your sup-

port. Masters are like mistresses : whatever services they may be in-

debted to you for, they cease to love when you cease to be agreeable.

This, I can assure you, is at least as true in courts as in camps, and pos-

sibly more so. If to your merit and knowledge you add the art of

pleasing, you may very probably come in time to be Secretary of State;

but, take my word for it, twice your merit and knowledge, without the

art of pleasing, would, at most, raise you to the important post of Resi-

dent, at Hamburgh or Ratisbon. I need not tell you now, for I often

have, and your own discernment must have told you, of what number
less little ingredients that art of pleasing is compounded, and how the

want of the least of them lowers the whole ; but the principal ingre-

dient is, undoubtedly, la douceur dans le manieres: nothing will give

you this more than keeping company with your superiors. Madame
Lambert tells her son, Let your connections be with people above you

;

by that means you will acquire a habit of respect and politeness. With
one's equals, one is apt to become negligent, and the mind grows tor-

pid. She advisei him too, to frequent those people, and to see their

inside; In order tc judge of men, one must be intimately connected;

thus you see them without a veil, and with their mere every-day merit.

A happy expression ! It was for this reason that I have so often ad-

vised you to establish and domesticate yourself, wherever you can, in

good houses of people above you, that you may see their every-day

character, manners, iiabits, &c. One must see people undressed, to judge

truly of their shape ; when they are dressed to go abroad, their clothes

are contrived to conceal, or at least palliate the defects of it: as full-

bottomed wigs were contrived for the Duke of Burgundy, to conceal

his hump-back. Happy those who have no faults to disguise, nor weak-
nesses to conceal I there are few, if any such ; but unhappy those, who
know little enough of the world to judge by outward appearances.

Courts are the best keys to characters : there every passion is busy,

every art exerted, every character analysed
;
jealousy, ever watchful,

not only discovers, but exposes, the mysteries of the trade, so that even

bystanders y apprennent d deviner. There too the great art of pleasing

is practised, taught, and learned with all its graces and delicacies. It

is the first thing needful there: It is the absolutely necessary harbinger

of merit and talents, let them be ever so greit. There is no advancing

a step without it. Let misanthropes and would-be philosophers declaim

as much as they please against the vices, the simulation, and dissimu-

lation of courts ; those invectives are always the result of ignorance,

ill-humour, or envy. Let them show me a cottage, where there are not

the same vices of which they accuse courts ; with this difference on?y,

that in a cottage they appear in their native deformity, and that iD
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courts, manners and good-breeding make them less shocking, and blunt

their edge. No, be convinced that the good-breeding, the tournure,

la douceur dans les manieres, which alone are to be acquired at courts

*rf nor the shewish trifles only which some people call or think them
:Lev are h solid good; they prevent a great deal of real mischief; they

«. chit, adorn and strengthen friendships ; they keep hatred within

bounds . they promote good humour and good-will in families, wher
ti.* want of good-breeding and gentleness of manners is commonly th

original cause of discord. Get then, before it is too late, a habit of

these mitiores zirtutes : practice them upon every, the least occasion,

that they may be easy and familiar to you upon the greatest; for they

lose a great degree of their merit if they seem laboured, and only called

in upon extraordinary occasions. I tell you truly, this is now the only

doubtful part of your character with me; and it is for that reason that

I dwell upon it so much, and inculcate it so often. I shall soon see

whether this doubt of mine is founded ; or rather I hope I shall soon

«ee that it is not.

This moment I receive your letter of the 9th N. S. I am sorry to

find that you have had, though ever so slight, a return of your Carniolan

disorder; and I hope your conclusion will prove a true one, and that

this will he the last. I will send the mohairs by the first opportuuity.

As for the pictures, I am already so full, that I am resolved not to buy
one more, unless by great accident I should meet with something sur-

prisingly good, and as surprisingly cheap.

I should have thought that Lord * * *, at his age, and with his parts

and address, need not have been reduced to keep an opera w c , in

such a place as Paris, were so many women of fashion generously serve

as volunteers. I am still more sorry that he is in love with her; for

that will take him out of good company, and sink him into bad; uich

as fiddlers, pipers, and id genus omne ; most unedifying and unbecoming
company for a man of fashion!

Lady Chesterfield makes you a thousand compliments. Adieu, my
dear child.

LETTER COLVIII.

GmKEnriCH, Jwi* 10, 0. S. 1TB1

My deab Friend: Your ladies were so slow in giving their specifio

orders, that the mohairs, of which you at last sent me the patterns,

were all sold. However, to prevent farther delays, (for ladies are apt

to be very impatient, when at last they know their own minds,) I have

taken the quantities desired of three mohairs, which come nearest to

the description you sent me some time ago, in Madame Monconseil's

own hand; and I will send them to Calais by the first opportunity. In

giving la petite Blot her piece, you have a fine occasion of saying fine

things, if so inclined.

Lady Hervey, who is your puff and panegyrist, writes me word thai

she saw you lately dance at a ball, and that you dance very genteelly.

I am extremely glad to hear it; for, (by the maxim, that omne majut
coiutnet in %e minus) if you dance genteelly, I presume, yon walk, sit.
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and stand genteelly too; things which are much more easy, thougL

much more necessary, than dancing well. I have known many very

genteel people, who could not dance well; but I never knew any body

dance very well, who was not genteel in other things. You will pro-

bably often have occasion to stand in circles, at the levees of princes

and ministers, when it is very necessary de payer de sa personne, et

d'Stre bien plante, with your feet not too near nor too distant from

each other. More people stand and walk, than sit genteelly. Awk-
ward, ill-bred people, being ashamed, commonly sit bolt upright, and

stiff; others, too negligent and easy, se vautrent dans leur fauteuil,

which is ungraceful and ill-bred, unless where the familiarity is extreme;

but a man of fashion makes himself easy, and appears so, by leaning

gracefully, instead of lolling supinely; and by varying those easy atti-

tudes, instead of that stiff immobility of a bashful booby. You cannot

conceive, nor can I express, how advantageous a good air, genteel

motions, and engaging address are, not only among women, but among
men, and even in the course of business ; they fascinate the affections,

they steal a preference, they play about the heart till they engage it.

I know a man, and so do you, who, without a grain of merit, know
ledge, or talents, has raised himself millions of degrees above his level,

singly by a good air, and engaging manners; insomuch that the very

Prince who raised him so high, calls him, mon aimable vaut-rien;* but

of this do not open your lips, pour cause. I give you this secret, as the

gtrongest proof imaginable of the efficacy of air, address, tournure, it

tout ces petits riens.

Your other puff and panegyrist, Mr. Harte, is gone to Windsor, in his

way to Cornwall, in order to be back soon enough to meet you here : I

really believe he is as impatient for that moment as I am, et c'est tout

dire: but, however, notwithstanding my impatience, if by chance you

should then be in a situation, that leaving Paris would cost your heart

too many pangs, I allow you to put off your journey, and to tell rne^as

Festus did Paul, at a more convenient season I will speak to thee. You

see by this, that I eventually sacrifice my sentiments to yours, and this

in a very uncommon object of paternal complaisance. Provided always,

and be it understood, (as they say in acts of Parliament,) that qua te

eumque domat Venus, non erubescendis adurit ignibus. If your heart

will let you come, bring with you only your valet de chambre, Christian,

and your own footman; not your valet de place, whom you may dis-

miss for the time, as also your coach; but you had best keep on your

lodgings, the intermediate expense of which will be but inconsiderable,

and you wn. want them to leave your books and baggage in.
_
Bring

only the clothes you travel in, one suit of black, for the mourning for

the Prince will not be quite out by that time, and one suit of your fine

clothes, two or three of your laced shirts, and the rest plain ones ; of

other things, as bags, feathers, &c, as you think proper. Bring no

books, Luiess two or three for your amusement upon the road; for we
must apply singly to English, in which you are certainly no puriste;

and * will supply you sufficiently with the proper English author* I

•The Manichal i« Richelieu.
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Bball probably keep you here till about the middle of October, and cer-

tainly not longer; it being absolutely necessary for you to pass the

next winter at Paris; so that, should any fine eyus shed tears for youi

departure, you may dry thera by the promise of your return in two
months
Have you got a master for Geometry? If the weather is very hot, you

may leave your riding at the manege till you return to Paris, unless you
think the exercise does you more good than th6 heat can do you harm ; but

I desire you will not leave off Marcel for one moment; your fencing

likewise, if you have a mind, may subside for the summer; but you
will do well to resume it in the winter, and to be adroit at it, but by
no means for offence, only for defence m case of necessity. Good night.

Yours.

P S.—I forgot to give you one commission, when you come here,

vhi*n is, not to fail bringing the graces along with you.

LETTER OOLIX.

Grkeswich, Jwit 18, 0. 3. 17C1.

Mr drab Friend : Lc$ bieiueances* are a most necessary part of the

knowledge of the world. They consist in the relations of persons, tilings,

time, and place
;
good sense points thera out, good company perfects

them, (supposing always an attention and a desire to please,) and good
policy recommends them.
Were you to converse with a King, you ought to be as easy and unem-

barrassed as with your own valet de chainbre ; but yet, every look, word
and action, should imply the utmost respect. What would be proper
»nd well-bred with others, much your superiors, would be absurd and
-\-Lr6d with one so very much so. You must wait till you are spoken
io : vod must receive, not give, the subject of conversation; and you
oust even take care that the given subject of such conversation do not
:f&ri vou into any impropriety. The art would be to carry it, if possible,

to some indirect flattery; such as commending those virtues in some
other person, in which that Prince either thinks he does, or at least

would be thought by others to excel. Almost the same precautions are

necessary to be used with Ministers, Generals, &c, who expect to be

treated with very near the same respect as their masters, and commonly
deserve it better. There is. however, this difference, that one may begin

the conversation witli thera, if on their side it should happen to drop.

provided one does not carry it to any subject, upon which it is improper
either for them to speak, or be spoken to. In these two cases, certain

attitudes and actions would be extremely absurd, because too easy, and
donsequently disrespectful. As. for instance, if you were to put your
arms across in your bosom, twirl your snuff-box, trample with your feet,

ir^Uch your head, Ajc, it would be shockingly ill-bred in tbat company;

• Thii tingle word Implies decorum, good-breeding, and propr ny.
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and, indeed, not extremely well-bred in any other. The great diffloultj

in those cases, though a very surmountable one by attention and custom,
is to join perfect inward ease with perfect outward respect.

In mixed companies with your equals, (for in mixed companies all

people are to a certain degree equal.) greater ease and liberty are allowed;

but they too have their bounds within bienseance. There is a social

respect necessary : you may start your own subject of conversation with
modesty, taking great care, however, de ne jamais parler de cordes dans
la maison d^un pendu*. Your words, gestures, and attitudes, have a

greater degree of latitude, though by no means an unbounded one. You
may have your hands in your pockets, take snuff, sit, stand, or occasion-

ally walk, as you like : but I believe you would not think it very biense-

ant to whistle, put on your hat, loosen your garters or your buckles, lie

down upon a couch, or go to bed, and welter in an easy-chair. Theso
are negligences and freedoms which one can only take when quite alone

;

they are injurious to superiors, shocking and offensive to equals, brutal

and insulting to inferiors. That easiness of carriage and behaviour,

which is exceedingly engaging, widely differs from negligence and inat-

tention, and by no means implies that one may do whatever one pleases

;

it only means that one is not to be stiff, formal, embarrassed, disconcerted,

and ashamed, like country bumpkins, and people who have never been

in good company ; but it requires great attention to, and a scrupulous

observation of les bienseances : whatever one ought to do, is to be done
with ease and unconcern ; whatever is improper must not be done at all.

In mixed companies also, different ages and sexes are to be differently

addressed. You would not talk of your pleasures to men of a certain

age, gravity, and dignity; they justly expect, from young people, a degree

of deference and regard. You should be full as easy with them as w.th

people of your own years : but your manner must be different ; inorb

respect must be implied ; and it is not amiss to insinuate, that from ih.ea-

you expect to learn. It flatters and comforts age, for not being adc
to take a part in the joy and titter of youth. To women you f»Lcrii

always address yourself with great outward respect and attention, what-

ever you feel inwardly; their sex is by long prescription entitled to it;

and it is among the duties of bienseance : at the same time that respect

is very properly, and very agreeably, mixed with a degree of enjouemen\

if you have it : but then, that badinage must either directly or indirect^

tend to their praise, and even not be liable to a malicious construction

to their disadvantage. But here, too, great attention mast be had to

the difference of age, rank, and situation. A Marechale of fifty must

not be played with like a young coquet of fifteen ; respect and serioiu

enjouement% if I may couple those two words, must be used with the

former, and mere badinage, zeste meme d?un peu de polissonerie , h par-

donable with the latter.

Another important point of les bienseances, seldom enough attendex*

to, is, not to run your own present humour and disposition '.nvliscrlEL-

nately against every body ; but to observe, conform to, and adopt the.ro.

Fo\ example, if you happened to be in high good humour, and h io-vr o/

* Nerer t' mention a rope <n the family of a man who has been hang*!.
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rpirita, would you gc and sing zpont neuf* 01 tut a caper, to la Mare-

chale de Coigny, the Pope's Nuncio, or Abbe" Sdlier, or to any person

of natural gravity and melancholy, or who at that time should be in

grief? I believe not; as, on the otLier hand, I suppose, that if you were
in low spirits or real grief, you would not choose to bewail your situation

with la petite Blot. If you cannot command your present humour and
disposition, single out those to converse with, who happen to be in the

humour the nearest to your own.
Loud laughter is extremely inconsistent with les bienseances, as it is

c nly the illiberal and noisy testimony of the joy of the mob at some very

silly thing. A gentleman is often seen, but very seldom heard to laugh.

Nothing is more contrary to les bienseances than horse-play, or jeux de

main of any kind whatever, and has often very serious, sometimes very

fatal consequences. Romping, struggling, throwing things at one ano-

ther's head, are the becoming pleasantries of the mob, but degrade a

gentleman : giuoco di mano, giuoco di villano, is a very true saying,

among the few true sayings of the Italians.

Peremptoriness and decision in young people is contraire aux biense-

ances: and they should seldom seem to assert, and always use some
softening mitigating expression : such as, sHl m'est permis de le dire, je

croirois plutot, si fose m'expliquer, which soften the manner, without
giving up, or even weakening the thing. People of more age and expe-

rience expect, and are entitled to, that degree of deference.

There is a bienseance also with regard to people of the lowest degree;

i gentleman observes it with his footman, even with the beggar in the

street. He considers them as objects of compassion, not of insult; he
speaks to neither <Txm ton brusque, but corrects the one coolly, and
refuses the other with humanity. There is no one occasion in the world,

in which le ton brusque is becoming a gentleman. In short, les biense-

ances are another word for manners, and extend to every part of life.

They are propriety ; the graces should attend, in order to complete them;
the graces enable us to do, genteelly and pleasingly, what les bienseances

require to be done at all. The latter are an obligation upon every man;
the former are an infinite advantage and ornament to any man. May
you unite both

!

Though you dance well, do not think that you dance well enough, and
consequently not endeavour to dance still better. And though you
should be told that you are genteel, still aim at being genteeler. If

Marcel should, do not you be satisfied. Go on, court the graces all your
lifetime; you will find no better friends at court: they will speak in

your favour, to the hearts of princes, ministers, and mistresses.

Now that all tumultuous passions and quick sensations have subsided
with me, and that I have no tormenting cares nor boisterous pleasures
to agitate me, my greatest joy is to consider the fair prospect you hav»
before you, and to hope and believe yon will enjoy it. You are alreaJj
In the world, at an age when others have hardly heard of it. You?
character is hitherto not o nly unblemished in its mortal part, but evei
\naullied by any low, di/ty, and ungentleman-like vice; and will,

• Ballad.
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hope, continue so. Your knowledge is sound, extensive and avowed,
especially in everything relative to your destination. With such mate^
rials to begin with, what then is wanting! Not fortune, as you have
found by experience. You have had, and shall have, fortune siifficieni

to assist your merit and your industry; and if I can help it, you never
shall have enough to make you negligent of either. You have, too. vwas
tana in corpore sano, the greatest blessing of all. All therefore thai
you want, is as much in your power to acquire, as to eat your breakfast
when set before you; it is only that knowledge of the world, chat aie-

gance of manners, that universal politeness, and those graces, which
keeping good company, and seeing variety of places and characters,
must inevitably, with the least attention on your part, give you. Your
foreign destination leads to the greatest things, and your parliamentary
situation will facilitate your progress. Consider then this pleasing
prospect as attentively for yourself, as I consider it for you. Labour on
your part to realise it, as 1 will on mine to assist and enable you to do
it. Nullum numen abest, si sit prudentia.

Adieu, my dear child! I count the days till I have the pleasure of
seeing you: I shall soon count the hours, and at last the minutes, with
increasing impatience.

P. S. The mohairs are this day gone from hence for Calais, recom-
mended to the care of Madame Morel, and directed, a3 desirec4

. co the
Comptroller-General. The three pieces come to six hundred mi I eighty
French livres.

LETTER CCLX.

Greenwich, June 20th, O. S. 1T51

My dear Friend: So very few people, especially young travellers,

«ee what thoy see, or hear what they hear, that though I really believe
it may be unnecessary with you, yet there can be no harm in reminding
you, from time to time, to see what you see, and to hear what you
hear; that is, to see and hear as you should do. Frivolous, futile peo-
ple, who make at least three parts in four of mankind, only desire to
see and hear what their frivolous and futile precursors have seen and
heard: as St. Peter's, the Pope, and High Mass, at Rome; Notre Dame,
Versailles, the French King, and the French Comedy, in France. A man
of parts sees and hears very differently from these gentlemen, and a great
deal more. He examines and informs himself thoroughly of everything
ne sees or hears ; and, more particularly, as it is relative to his own profes-
sion or destination. Your destination is political; the object therefore
of your inquiries and observations should be the political interior of
things; the forms of government, laws, regulations, customs, trade,
manufactures, &c, of the several nations of Europe. This knowledge is

much better acquired by conversation with sensible and well-informed peo-
ple, than by books, the best of which upon these subjects are always imper-
fect. For example, there are Present States of France, as there are of
England; \z\ they are always defective, being published by people unin
formed, who ily copy one another; they are, however, wortb locking
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mto oecause they point out objects for inquiry, which otherwise might
possibly never have occurred to one's mind: but an hour's conversation

witL a sensible President or Conseiller will let you more into the true

state of the Parliament of Paris, than all the books in France. In the

same manner, the Almanack Militaire is worth your having; but two
or three conversations with officers will inform you much better of

their military regulations. People have, commonly, a partiality fo" their

own professions, love to talk of them, and are even flattered by being

consulted upon the subject; when, therefore, you are with any of those

military gentlemen, (and you can hardly be in any company without

some,) ask them military questions, inquire into their methods of disci-

pline, quartering, and clothing their men; inform yourself of their pay,

their perquisites, leurs montres, leurs Stapes, &c. Do the same as to the

marine, and make yourself particularly master of that detail; which
has, and always will have, a great relation to the affairs of England;

and, in proportion as you get good informations, take minutes of them
in writing.

The regulations of trade and commerce in France are excellent, as

appears but too plainly for us, by the great increase of both, within these

thirty years; for not to mention their extensive commerce in both the

East and "West Indies, they have got the whole trade of the Levant

from us; and now supply all the foreign markets with their sugars, to

the ruin almost of our sugar colonies, as Jamaica, Barbadoes, and the

Leeward Islands. Get, therefore, what informations you can of these

matters also.

Inquire too into their church matters; for which the present disputes

Detween the court and the clergy give you fair and frequent, opportunities

Know the particular rights of the Galliean church, in opposition to the

pretensions of the See of Rome. I need not recommend ecclesiastical

history to you, since I hear that you study Dn Pin very assiduously.

You cannot imagine how much this solid and useful knowledge of

other countries will distinguish you in your own, (where, to say the

truth, it is very little known or cultivated,) besides the great use it is

of in all foreign negociations ; not to mention that it enables a man
to shine in all companies. When kin,ur < and princes have any knowl-

edge, it is of this, sort, and more particularly; and therefore it is the

usual topic of their levee conversations, in which it will quality yon

to bear a considerable part ; it brings you more acquainted with

them; and they are pleased to have people talk to them on a subject

in which they think to shine.

There is a "sort of chit-chat, or small tall\ which is the general run

of conversation at courts, and in most mixed companies. It is a

sort of middling conversation, neither silly nor edifying; hut, how-

ever, very necessary for you to become master of. It turns upon the

public e\ents of Europe, and then is at its best; very often upon the

number, the goodness or badness, the discipline, or the clothing of

the troops of different princes; sometimes, upon the families, the mar-

riages, the relations of princes, and considerable people; and sometimes

tur le bon chere, the magnificence of public entertainments, balls, mas-

querades, &c. I would wish you to be able to talk upon all the*
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things better, and with more knowledge than ether people ; insomuch
that upon those occasions, you should be applied to, and that peopie
should say, I dare say Mr. Stanhope can tell us."

Second-rate knowledge and middling talents carry a man farther a*

courts, and in the busy part of the world, than superior knowledge
and shining parts. Tacitus very justly accounts for a man s having
always kept in favor and enjoyed the best employments under the
tyrannical reigns of three or four of the very worst emperors, by saying
that it was not propter aliquam eximiam artem, sed quia par aegotiis

neque supra erat. Discretion is the great article ; all these things are to

be learned, and only learned by keeping a great deal of the best com-
pany. Frequent those good houses where you have already a footing,

and wriggle yourself somehow or other into every other. Haunt the
courts particularly in order to get that routine.

This moment I receive yours of the 18th N. S. You will have had
some time ago my final answers concerning the pictures; and, by my
last, an account that the mohairs were gone to Madame Morel, at Calais,

with the proper directions.

I am sorry that your two sons-in-law, the Princes B , are

such boobies ; however, as they have the honour of being so nearly
related to you, I will show them what civilities I can.

I confess you have not time for long absences from Paris at present
because of your various masters, all which I would have you apply tc

closely while you are now in that capital ; but when you return thither,

after the visit you intend me the honour of, I do not propose your
having any master at all, except Marcel, once or twice a week. And
then the courts will, I hope, be no longer strange countries to you ; for

I would have you run down frequently to Versailles and St. Cloud, for

three or four days at a time. You know the Abbe de la Ville, who
will present you toothers, so that you will soon befaufile with the rest

of the court. Court is the soil in which you are to grow and flourish
;

you ought to be well acquainted with the nature of it; like all other
soil, it is in some places deeper, in others lighter, but always capable of
great improvement by cultivation and experience.

You say that you wa»t some hints for a letter to Lady Chesterfield

;

more use and knowledge of the world will teach you occasionally to

to write and talk genteelly, sur des riens, which I can tell you is a very
useful part upon worldly knowledge ; for in some companies, it would be
imprudent to talk of anything else; and with very many people it is im-
possible to talk of anything else ; they would not understand you.
Adieu.

LETTER CCLXI.

Lohdok, June 24, O. S. 1761.

My Dear Friend :—Air, address, manners, and graces are of such
infinite advantage to whoever has them, and so peculiarly and essentially

necessary for you, that now, as the time of our meeting draws near
F tremble for fear I should not find you possessed of them ; and, to

teV you tl e truth, I doubt you are not yet sufficiently convmced for
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their importance. There is, for instance, your intimate friend, Mr. H—

,

who, with great merit, deep knowledge, and a thousand good qualities,

will never make a figure in the world while he lives : Why ? Merely
for want of those external and showish accomplishments, which he began
the world too late to acquire ; and with which his studious and philo-

sophical turn, I believe he thinks are not worth his attention. He may,
very probably, make a figure in the republic of letters ; but he had ten

thousand times better make a figure as a man of the world and of

business in the republic of the United Provinces, which, take my word
for it, he never will.

As I open myself, without the least reserve, whenever I think thatrm
doing so can be of any use to you, 1 will give you a short account of

myself. When I first came into the world, which was at the age you are

of now, so that, by the way, you have got the start of me in that

important article by two or three years at least, at nineteen, I left the

University of Cambridge, where I was an absolute pedant; when I

talked my best, I quoted TTorace; when I aimed at being facetious,

I quoted" Martial ; and when I had a mind to be a fine gentleman, I

talked Ovid. I was convinced that none but the ancients had common
sense ; that the^classfcs contained everything that was either necessary,

useful, or ornamental to nan ; and I was not without thoughts of

wearing the toga virilisof the Romans, instead of the vulgar and illib-

eraTdress of the moderns. With these excellent notions, I went first to

the Hague, where, by the help of several letters of recommendation,

I was soon introduced into all the best company; and where I very

Boon discovered, that I was totally mistaken in almost every one notion

I had entertained. Fortunately, I had a strong desire to please, (the

mixed result of good nature, and a vanity by no means blaineable,) and

was sensible that I had nothing but the desire. I therefore resolved, if

possible, to acquire the means too. I studied attentively and minutely

the dress, the air, the manner, the address, and the turn of conver>a-

tion of all those whom I found to be the people in fashion, and most
generally allowed to please. I imitated them as well as I could; if I

heard that one man was reckoned remarkably genteel, I carefully

watched his dress, motions and attitudes, and formed my own upon
them. When I heard of another, whose conversation was agreeable

aud engaging, I listened and attended to the turn of it. I addressed

myself, though de tris mauvaise grace, to all the most fashionable fine

Indies; confessed, and laughed with them at my own awkwardness and
rawness, recommending myself as an object for them to try their skill

in forming. By these means, and with a passionate desire of pleasing

everybody, I came by degrees to please some; and, I can assure you,

tuat what little figure I have made in the word, has been much more
owmg tc tha! passionate desire of pleasing universally than to any
intrinsic merit or sound knowledge I might ever have been master of.

Wy fission for pleasing was so strong, (and I am very glad it was so,)

trv I own to you fairly, I wished to make every woman I saw in love

yr-\\. me, and every man I met with admire me. Without this passion

f. " the object, I should never have been so attentive to the means; and

1 »wn I cannot conceive how it is possible for any man of good nat'Ji*
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and good sense to be without this passion. Does not good nature
incline us to please all those we converse with, of whatever rank or
station they may be ? And does not good sense and common observa-
tion, shew of what infinite use it is to please? Ohl but one may
please by the good qualities of the heart, and the knowledge of the
head, without that fashionable air, address and manner, which is mere
tinsel. I deny it. A man may be esteemed and respected, but I defy
him to please without them. Moreover, at your age, I would not have
contented myself with barely pleasing ; I wanted to -mine and to dis-

tinguish myself in the world as a man of fashion and gallantry, as well
as business. And that ambition or vanity, call it what you please, was
a right one ; it hurt nobody, and made me exert whatever talents I had.
It is the spring of a thousand right and good things.

I was talking you over the other day with one very much your
friend, and who had often been with you, both at Paris and in Italy.

Among the innumerable questions, which you may be sure I asked hirn

concerning you, I happened to mention your dress, (for, to say the
truth, it was the only thing of which I thought him a competent judge,)
upon which he said, that you dressed tolerably well at Paris; but that
in Italy you dressed so ill, that he used to joke with you upon it, and
even to tear your clothes. Now, I must tell you, that at your age it is

as ridiculous not to be very well dressed, as at my age it would be, if I

were to wear a white feather and red-heeled shoes. Dress is one of
various ingredients that contribute to the art of pleasing ; it pleases the
eyes at least, and more especially of women. Address yourself to the
senses, if you would please ; dazzle the eyes, sooth and flatter the ears

of mankind; engage their hearts, and let their reason do its worst
against you. Suaviter in modo is the great secret. Whenever you find

yourself engaged insensibly in favor of any body, of no superior merit
nor distinguished talents, examine, and see what it is that has made
those impressions upon you ; and you will find it to be that douceur, that

gentleness of manners, that air and address, which I have so often

recommended to you ; and from thence draw this obvious conclusion,

that what pleases you in them, will please others in you ; for we are all

made of the same clay, though some of the lumps are a little finer, and
some a little coarser ; but, in general, the surest way to judge of others,

is to examine and analyse one's self thoroughly. When we meet I will

assist you in that analysis, in which every man wants some assistance

against his own self-love. Adieu.

LETTER COLXI1.

Greenwich, June 80, O. S. % 1761.

My dear Friend : Pray give the enclosed to our friend the Abbe ; it

Is to congratulate him upon his Canonical which I am really very glad

of, and I hope it will fatten him up to Boileau's Chanoine ; at present,

he is as meagre as an apostl or a prophet. By the way, has he ever

introduced you to la Duchessv d'Aiguillon? If he has not, make him
present vou • and if he has, frequent her, and make her manycompli-
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merits from me. She has uncommon sense and knowledge for a woman,
and her house is the resort of one set of les beaux esprits. It is a satis-

faction and a sort of credit to be acquainted with those gentleman ; and
it puts a young fellow in fashion. A propos des beaux esprits, you have
les entries at Lady Sandwich's ; who, old as she was, when I 6aw her
last, had the strongest parts of any woman I ever knew in my life? If
you are not acquainted with her, either the Duchess d'Aiguillon or
Lady Hervey can. and I dare say will, introduce you. I can assure
you, it is very well worth your while, both upon her own account, and
for the sake of the people of wit and learning who frequent her. In

such companies there is always something to be learned, as well as

manners; the conversation turns upon something above trifles; some
point of literature, criticism, history, &c. is discussed with ingenuity

and good manners; for I must do the French people of learning justice;

they are not bears, as most of ours are : they are gentlemen.

Our Abb6 writes me word, that you were gone to Compiegne : I am
very glad of it ; other courts must form you tor your own. lie tells me
too, that you have left off riding at the manege ; I have no objection to

that, it takes up a great deal of the morning; and if you have got a gen-

teel and firm seat on horseback, it is enough for you, now that tilts and
tournaments are laid aside. I suppose you have hunted at Compiegne.
The King's hunting there, I am told, is a fine sight. The French man-
ner of hunting is gentlemanlike ; ours is only for bumpkins and boobies.

The poor beasts are here pursued and run down by much greater beasts

than themselves, and the true British fox-hunter is most undoubtedly a

species appropriated and peculiar to this country, which no other part

of the globe produces.

I hope you apply the time yon have saved from the riding-house to

useful more than to learned purposes; tor I can assure you they are

very different things. I would have you allow but one hour a-day for

Greek; and that more to keep wl,at you have than to increase it : by
Greek, I mean useful Greek books, such as Demosthenes, Thucydides,

&c. and not the poets, with whom yen are already enough acquainted.

Your Latin will take care of itself. Whatever more time you may have
for reading, pray bestow it upon those books which are immediately
relative to your destination; such as modern history, in the modern
languages, memoirs, anecdotes, letters, negociations, &c. Collect also,

if you can, authentically, the present state of all the courts and coun-

tries in Europe, the characters of the tings and princes, their wives,

their ministers, and their w s; their several views, connections, and
interests; the state of their finances, their military force, their trade,

manufactures, and commerce. That is the useful, the necessary know-
ledge for yon, and indeed for every gentleman. But with all this,

remember, that living books are much better than dead ones; and throw
away no time (for it is thrown away) with the latter, which you can

employ well with the former ; for books must now be your only amuse-

ment hut by no means your business. 1 had much rather that yon
Tere passionately in love with some determined coquette of condition,

(wiio woe!** 'ead you a dance, fashion, supple, and polish you,) thai

tlia: yon knew &A Vlato and Aristotle by heart : an hour at Versailles
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Oompidgne, or St. Oloud, is now worth more to you, than three horn* In

your closet, with the best books that ever were written.

I hear the dispute between the court and the clergy is made up
amicably ; both parties Lave yielded something ; the king being afraid

of losing more of his soul, and the clergy more of their revenue.

Those gentlemen are very skilful in making the most of the vices

and the weaknesses of the laity. I hope you have read and informed
yourself fully of e^ery thing relative to that affair; it is a very im-
portant question, in which the priesthood of every country in Europe
is highly concerned. If you would be thoroughly convinced that

their tithes are of divine institution, and their property the property

of God himself, not to be touched by any power on earth, read Fra-

Paolo De Beneficing an excellent and short book ; for which, and some
other treaties against the court of Eome, he was stilettoed ; which
made him say afterwards, upon seeing an anonymous book written

against him, by order of the Pope, Conosco bene lo stile Romano.
The parliament of Paris, and the states of Languedoc, will, I be-

lieve, hardly scramble off; havirg only reason and justice, but no
terrors on their side. Those are political and constitutional ques-

tions that well deserve your attention and inquiries. I hope you
are thoroughly master of them. It is also worth your while to col-

lect and keep all the pieces written upon those subjects.

I hope you have been thanked by your ladies, at least, if not paid in

money, for the mohairs, which I sent by a courier to Paris, some time

ago, instead of sending them to Madame Morel, at Calais, as I told you
I should. Do they like them ; and do they like you the better for get-

ting them ? Le petite Blot devroit au moins payer de 8a personne. As
for Madame de Polignac, I believe you will very willingly hold her ex-

cused from personal payment.
Before you return to England, pray go again to Orli, for two or three

days, and also to St. Oloud, in order to secure a good reception there at

your return. Ask the Marquis de Matignon too, if he has any orders

for you in England, or any letters or packets for Lord Bolingbroke.

Adieu 1 Go on and prosper.

LETTER COLXIII.

Gucunrioii, July 8, O. A, 1751.

My dear Friend : The last mail brought me your letter of the 8d July,

N". S. I am glad that you are so well with Colonel Yorke, as to be let

into secret correspondences. Lord Albemarle's reserve to you is, I

believe, more owing to his secretary than to himself; for you seem to

be much in favour with hwn ; and possibly too he has no very secret

letters to communicate. However, take care not to discover the least

dissatisfaction upon this score : make the proper acknowledgements to

Colonel Yorke, for what he does shew you ; but let neither Lord Albe-

marle nor his people perceive the least coldness on your part, upon
account cf what they do not shew you. It is very often necessary, not

to narif^st a!: one feels. Make your court to, and connect yourself as
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nuch as possible with Oolonel Yorke ; he may be of great use to you
hereafter ; and when you take leave, not only offer to bring over any
letters or packets, by way ot security ; but even asfc, as a lavour, to be
the carrier of a letter from him to his father, the Chancellor. A propos

of your coming here ; I confess that I am weakly impatient for it, and
think a few days worth getting; I would, therefore, instead of the 25th

of next liiv.ch, N. S., which was the day that I some time ago appoint-

ed for yonr eaving Paris, have you set out on Friday the 20th August,

N. S. ; in consequence of which, you will be at Calais some time on
the Sunday following, and probably at Dover within four-and-twenty

hours afterwards. If you land in the morning, you may, in a post-

chaise, get to Sittingborne that day ; if you come on shore in the even-

ing, you can only get to Canterbury, where you will be better lodged

than at Dover. I will not have you travel in the night, nor fatigue

and overheat yourself by running on fourscore miles the moment you
land. You will come straight to Blackheath, where I shall be ready to

meet you, and which is directly upon the Dover road to London ; and
we will go to town together, after you have rested yourself a day or

two here. All the other directions, which I gave you in my former let-

ter, hold still the same. But, notwithstanding this regulation, should

you have any particular reasons for leaving Paris two or three days
sooner or later, than the above mentioned, vous etes mailre. Make all

your arrangements at Paris for about a six weeks' stay in England at

farthest.

I had a letter the other day from Lord Huntingdon, of which one half

at least wai your panegyric ; it was extremely welcome to me from so

good a hand. Cultivate that friendship; it will do you honour, and
give you strength. Connections, in our mixed parliamentary govern-
ment, are of great use.

I send you here inclosed the particular price of each of the mohairs

;

but I do not suppose that you will receive a shilling for any one of

them. However, if any of your ladies should take an odd fancy to

pay, the shortest way, in the course of business, is for you to keep the

money, and to take so much less from Sir John Lambert in your next
draught upon him.

I am very sorry to hear that Lady Hervey is ill. Paris does not seem
to agree with her ; she used to have great health here. A propot of her;

remember, when you are with me, not to mention her but when you
and I are quite alone, for reasons which I will tell you when we meet:
but this is only between you and me ; and I desire that you will not so

much as hint it to her, or to any body else.

If old Kurzay goes to the valley of Jehoshaphat, I cannot help it; it

will be an ease to our friend Madame Montconseil, who I believe main-
tain* her, and a little will not satisfy her in any way.
Remember to bring your mother some little presents; they need not

be of value, but only marks of your affection and duty for one who hai
always been tenderly fond of you. You may bring Lady Chesterfield a

little Martin snuff-box of about five louis ; and you need bring over no
other presents

;
you and I not wanting les pertts present pour entreUnir

lamitie-

18
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Since I wrote what goes before, I have talked you over minute-y with
Lord Albemarle ; who told me, that he could very sincerely commend
you upon every article but one ; but upon that one you were often

joked, both by him and others. I desired to know what that was ; he
laughed, and told me, it was the article of dress, in which you were
exceedingly negligent. Though he laughed, I can assure you, that it

is no laughing matter for you; and you will possibly be surprised, when
assert, (but, upon my word, it is literally true,) that to be very well

dressed is of much more importance to you, than all the Greek you
know will be of these thirty years. Remember that the world is now
your only business ; and that you must adopt its customs and manners,

be they silly or be they not. To neglect your dress, is an affront to all

the women you keep company with ; as it implies, that you do not

think them worth that attention which every body else doth ; they

mind dress, and you will never please them if you neglect yours; and
if you do not please the women, you will not please half the men you
otherwise might. It is the women who put a young fellow in fashion,

even with the men. A young fellow ought to have a certain fund of

coquetry ; which should make him try all the means of pleasing, as

much as any coquette in Europe can do. Old as I am, and little think-

ing of women, God knows, I am very far from being negligent of my
dress ; and why ? From conformity to custom, and out of decency to

men, who expect that degree of complaisance. I do not, indeed, wear
feathers and red heels, which would ill suit my age ; but I take care to

have my clothes well made, my wig well combed and powdered, my
linen and person extremely clean. I even allow my footmen forty shil-

lings a-year extraordinary, that they may be spruce and neat. Youi
figure especially, which from its stature cannot be very majestic anu

interesting, should be the more attended to in point of dress • as it

cannot be imposante, it should be gentile, aimable, Men mise. It will

not admit of negligence and carelessness.

I believe Mr. Hayes thinks that you have slighted him a little of late,

since you have got into so much other company. I do no* oy any means
blame you for not frequenting his house so much as you did at first, be-

fore you had got into so many other houses more enterfining and more
instructing than his ; on the contrary, you do very v7ell ; but, however,

as he was extremely civil to you, take care to be ao to him, and make
up in manner, what you omit in matter. See him, dine with him before

you come away, and ask his commands for England.

Your triangular seal is done, and I have given it to an English gentle-

man, who sets out in a week for Paris, and who will deliver it to Sir

John Lambert for you.

I cannot conclude this letter without returning again to the showish,

the ornamental, the shining parts of your character; which, if you neg-

lect, upon my word you will render 6he solid ones absolutely useless

;

nay, such is the present turn of the world, that some valuable qualities

are even ridiculous, if not accompanied by the genteeler accomplishments.

Plainness, simplicity, and quakerism, either in dress or manners, will by

no means i); they must both be laced and embroidered; speaking, or

writing sense, without elegance and turn, will be very little persuasive*
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and the best figuro in the -world, without air and address, will be very

ineffectual. Some pedants may have told you, that sound sense and
learning stand in need of no ornaments ; and, to support that assertion,

elegantly quote the vulgar proverb, that good wine needs no bush; but

sorely the little experience you have already had of the world must have

convinced you that the contrary of that assertion is true. All those ac-

complishments are now in your power; think of them, and of them only.

I hope you frequent La Foire St. Laurent, which I see is now open
;
you

will improve more by going there with your mistress, than by staying

at home, and reading Euclid with your geometry master. Adieu.

Divertissez-vous, il ri>y a rien de tel.

LETTER CCLXIY.

Gruvwich, July 15, 0. S. 176i.

My deab Fkiexd : As this is the last, or the last letter but one, that

1 think I shall write before I have the pleasure of seeing you here, it

may not be amiss to prepare you a little for our interview, and for the

time we shall pass together. Before kings and princes meet, ministers

on each side adjust the important points of precedence, arm chairs, right

riand and left, &c, so that they know previously what they are to expect,

<rhar they have to trust to . and it is right they should ; for they com-
mon. v envy or hate, but most certainly distrust eaoh other. We shall

meet upon very different terms; we want no such preliminaries: you
«.now my tenderness, I know your allection. My only object, therefore,

'8 to make your short stay with me ifl useful as 1 can to you ; and yours,

I hope, is to co-operate with me. Whether, by making it wholesome, 1

shall make it pleasant to you, 1 am not sure. Emetics and cathartics I

•mali not administer, because 1 am sure you do not want them; but for

alteratives you must expect a great many ; and I can tell you, that I have

a number of nostrums, which 1 shall communicate to nobody but your-

self. To speak without a metaphor, 1 shall endeavour to assist your
youth with all the experience that 1 have purchased, at the price of

seven and titty years. In order to this, frequent reproofs, corrections,

and admonitions will be necessary ; but then, 1 promise you, that thoy

shall he in a gentle, friendly, and secret manner; they shall not put you
out of countenance in company, nor out of humour when we are alone.

1 do not expect, that, at nineteen, you should have that kuowledge of

the world, those manners, that dexterity, which few people have at nine-

and-twenty. But 1 will endeavour to give them you ; and I am sure

you will endeavour to learn them, as far as your youth, my experience,

and the time we shall pass together, will allow. You may have many
inaccuracies, (and to be sure you have, for who has not at your age ?)

which few people will tell you of, and some nobody can tell you of but

myself. You may possibly have others, too, which ayes less interested,

and le?s vigilant than mine, do not discover: all these you shall hear of

from one. whose tenderness for you will excite his curiosity and sharpen
his penetration. The smallest inattention or error in manners, the

minutes'. iLelegance of diction, the least awkwardness in your dress and
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carriage, will nDt escape ray observation, nor pass without amicable

correction. Two, the most intimate friends in the world, can freely tell

each other their faults, and even their crimes ; but cannot possibly tell

each other of certain little weaknesses, awkwardnesses, and blindnesses

of self-love ; to authorise that unreserved freedom, the relation between
us is absolutely necessary. For example, I had a very worthy friend,

.vith whom I was intimate enough to tell him his faults ; he had but
few; I told him of them ; he took it kindly of me, and corrected them.
But then, he had some weaknesses that J could never tell him of directly,

and which he was so little sensible of himself, that hints of them were
lost upon him. He had a scrag neck, of about a yard long; notwith-

standing which, bags being in fashion, truly he would wear one to his

wig, and did so ; but never behind him, for, upon every motion of his

head, his bag came forwards over one shoulder or the other. He took

it into his head too, that he must occasionally dance minuets, because

other people did ; and he did so, not only extremely ill, but so awkward,
«»o disjointed, slim, so meagre, was his figure, that had he danced as well

c»a ever Marcel did, it would have Keen ridiculous in him to have danced
at all. I hinted these things to him as plainly as friendship would allow,

and to no purpose ; but to have told him the whole, so as to cure him, I

must have been his father, which, thank God, I am not. As fathers

commonly go, it is seldom a misfortune to be fatherless ; and, consider-

ing the general run of sons, as seldom a misfortune to be childless. You
and I form, I believe, an exception to that rule ; for, I am persuaded,

that we would neither of us change our relation, were it in our power.

You will, I both hope and believe, be not only the comfort, but the pride

of my age ; and, I am sure, I will be the support, the friend, the> guide

of your youth. Trust me without reserve ; I will advise you without

private interest, or secret envy. Mr. Harte will do so too
;
but still

there may be some little things proper for you to know, and necessary

for you to correct, which even his friendship would not let him tell you
of so freely as I should ; and some, of which he may not possibly be so

good a judge of as I am, not having lived so much in the great world.

One principal topic of our conversation will be, not only the purity

but the elegance of the English language ; in both which you are very

deficient. Another will be the constitution of this country, of which,

I believe, you know less than of most other countries in Burope. Man
ners, attentions, and address, will also be the frequent subjects of

our lectures ; and whatever I know of that important and necessarv

art, the art of pleasing, I will unreservedly communicate to you. Ores*

too (which, as thing are, I can logically prove, requires some attention)

will not always escape our notice. Thus, my lectures will be more vari-

ous, and in some respects more useful, than Professor Mascow's , and
therefore, I can tell you, that 1 expect to be paid for them ; but, as pos-

sibly you would not care to part with your ready money, and as I do

not think that it would be quite handsome in me to accept it, I will

compound for the payment, and take it in attention and practice.

Pray remember to part with all your friends, acquaintances, and mis-

tresses, if you have any at Paris, in such a manner as may make them
oot only willing bat impatient to see you there again. Assure then
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of your desire of returning to them ; and do it in a manner that they may
think yon in earnest, that is avec onction et une espece d'attendrissement.

All people say pretty near the same things upon those occasions ; it is

the manner only that makes the difference ; and that difference is great.

Avoid, however, as much as you can, charging yourself with commis-
sions, in yoar return from hence to Paris ; I know, by experience, that

they are exceedingly troublesome, commonly expensive, and very sel-

dom satisfactory at last, to the persons who gave them ; some you can-
not refuse, to people to whom you are obliged, and would oblige in your
turn; but as to common fiddle-faddle commissions, you may excuse your-
self from them with truth, by saying, that you are to return to Paris
through Flanders, and see ail those great towns ; which I intend yon
shall do, and stay a week or ten days at Brussels. Adieu ! A good
journey to you, if this is my last ; if not, I can repeat again what I shal.

wish constantly.

LETTER OOLXV.

London, December 19, 0. 8. 17&1.

My OKA.R Friend: You are now entered upon a scene of business,

where 1 hope you will one day make a figure. Use does a great deal,

but care and attention must be joined to it. The first thing necessary
in writing letters of business, is extreme clearness and perspicuity; every
paragraph should be so clear, and unambiguous, that the dullest fellow

in the world may not be able to mistake it, nor obliged to read it

twice in order to understand it. This necessary clearness implies a cor-

rectness, without excluding an elegance of style. Tropes, figures, anti-

theses epigrams, &c, would be as misplaced and as impertinent in let-

ters of business, as thej are are sometimes (if judiciously used) proper
and pleasing in familiar letters, upon common and trite subjects. In

business, an elegant simplicity, the result of care, not of labour, is required.

Business must be well, not affectedly, dressed ; but by no means negli-

gently. Let your first attention be to clearness, and read every para-
graph after you have written it, in the critical view of discovering
whether it is possible that any one man can mistake the true sense of it:

and correct it accordingly.

Our pronouns and relatives often create obscurity or ambiguity
| De

therefore exceedingly attentive to them, and take care to mark out with
precision their particular relations. For example, Mr. Johnson ac-

quainted me, that he had seen Mr. Smith, who had promised him to

•peak to Mr. Clarke, to return him ( Mr. Johnson) those papers, which
he (Mr. Smith) had left some time ago with him (Mr. Clarke): it is

better to repeat a name, though unnecessarily, ten times, than to have
the person mistaken once. Who, you know, is singly relative to persons,
snd cannot be applied to things; which and that, are chiefly relative to

linings, but not absolutely exclusive of persons; for one may say, the
man that robbed or killed such-a-one ; but it is better to say, the man
vho rooty* i or killed. One never says, the man or the woman which.
Whw\ and tha^ though chiefly relative to things, cannot be always
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used indifferently as to things, and the ev<j>ovia must sometimes deter-

mine their place. For instance, the letter which I received from yon,

which you refei red to in your last, which came by Lord Albemarle's

messenger which I shewed to such-a-one ; I would change it thus—The
letter that I received from you, which you referred to in your last, that

came by Lord Albemarle's messenger, and which I shewed to such-a-

one.

Business does not exclude (as possibly you wish it did) the usual terms

of politeness and good-breeding ; but, on the contrary, strictly requires

them: such as, I have the honour to acquaint your Lordship ; Permit
me to assure you ; If I may be allowed to give my opinion, &c. For the

minister abroad, who writes to the minister at home, writes to his

superior
;
possibly to bis patron, or at least to one who he desires should

be so.

Letters of business will not only admit of, but be the better for certain

graces—but then, they must be scattered with a sparing and skilful

hand; they must fit their place exactly. They must decently adorn

without encumbering, and modestly shine without glaring. But as this

is the utmost degree of perfection in letters of business, I would not ad-

vise you to attempt those embellishments, till you have first laid your
foundation well.

Cardinal d'Ossat's letters are the true letters of business ; those of

Monsieur d'Avaux are excellent ; Sir Willam Temple's are very pleas-

ing, but, I fear, too affected. Carefully avoid all Greek or Latin quota-

tions ; and bring no precedents from the virtuous Spartans^ the polite

Athenians^ and the brave Romans. Leave all that to futile pedants.

No flourishes, no declamation. But (I repeat it again) there is an ele-

gant simplicity and dignity of style absolutely necessary for good letters

of business; attend to that carefully. Let your periods be harmonious,

without seeming to be laboured ; and let them not be too long, for that

always occasions a degree of obscurity. I should not mention correct

orthography, but that you very often fail in that particular, which will

bring ridicule upon you ; for no man is allowed to spell ill. I wish too

that your handwriting were much better; and I cannot conceive why
it is not, since every man may certainly write whatever hand he

pleases. Neatness in folding up, sealing, and directing your packets, is

by no means to be neglected ; though, I dare say, you think it is. But
there is something in the exterior, even of a packet, that may please or

displease; and consequently worth some attention.

You say that your time is very well employed ; and so it is, though

as yet only in the outlines, and first routine of business. They are pre-

viously necessary to be known ; they smooth the way for parts and dex-

terity. Business requires no conjuration nor supernatural talents, as

people unacquainted with it are apt to think. Method, diligence, and

discretion, will carry a man, of good strong common sense, much higher

than the finest parts, without them, can do. Par negotiis, neque ti/pra^

is the true character of a man of business; but then it implies r'.^dy

attention, and no absences, and a flexibility and versatility of attei.tion

from one object to another, without being engrossed by any one.

Be upon your guard against the pedantry and affectation of busmen
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tfhich young people are apt to fall into, from the pride of bein^jr con-
cerned in it young. They look thoughtful, complain of the weight of

business, throw out mysterious hints, and seem big with secrets which
they do not know. Do you, on the contrary, never talk of business but
to those with whom you are to transact it ; and learn to seem vacuus
and idle, when yon have the most business. Of all things, the volts

%ciolto% and the permeri stretti, are necessary. Adieu.

LETTEK CCLXVI.

Lohdoh, December 30, 0. S. lTfl.

My deab Friend : The Parliaments are the courts of justice of

France, and are what our courts of justice in Westminster-Hall are

here. They used anciently to follow the court, and administer justice

in presence of the king. Philip le Bel first fixed it at Paris, by an edict

of 1302. It consisted then of but one chambre, which was called la

Chambre des Prelats, most of the members being ecclesiastics ; but the
multiplicity of business made it by degrees necessary to create several

other chambre*: it consists now of seven chambres.
La Grande Chambre, which is the highest court of justice, and to

which appeals lie from the others.

Let cinq Chambres des Enquetes, which are like our Common Pleas,

and Court of Exchequer.
La Tournelle, which is the court for criminal Jistice, and answers to

our Old Bailey and King's Bench.
There are in all twelve Parliaments in France

:

1. Paris. 7. ALx en Prover.ce.

2. Toulouse. 8. Rennes en Bretagne.

8. Grenoble. 9. Pau en Navarre.

4. Bourdeaux. 10. Metz.

5. Dijon. 11. Dole en Franche Comte.
6. Rouen. 12. Douay.

There are three Conseils Souverains, which may almost be called par-

liaments ; they are those of

Perpignan. Arras. Alsace.

For further particulars of the French Parliaments, read Bernard de la

Rochefavin des Parlernens de France, and other authors, who have
treated that subject cons.itutionally. But what will be still better, con-

verse upon it with people of sense and knowledge, who will inform you
<>f the particular objects of the several chambres, and the businesses of

the respective members, as, les Presidens, les Presidens d Mortier, (these

last so called from their black velvet caps laced with gold,) les Maxtres

des Requetes, les Qreffiers, le Procureur General, les Avocats Generaux,
les Conseillers, &c. The great point in dispute is concerning the pow-
ers of the Parliament of Paris in matters of state, and relatively to the

Crown. They pretend to the powers of the States- General of France
vhen thev used to be assembled, (which, I think, they have not beei
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sine© tli© reign of Lewis the Thirteenth, in the year 1615). The Grown
denies those pretensions, and considers them only as courts ol justice.

Mezeray seems to be on the side of the Parliament in this question,

which is very well worth your inquiry. Bat, be that as it will, the

Parliament of Paris is certainly a very respectable body, and iiuch re-

garded by the whole kingdom. The edicts of the Crown, especially

those for levying money on the subjects, ought to be registered in Par-

liament ; I do not say to have their effect, for the Crown would take

good care of that ; but to have a decent appearance, and to procure a
willing acquiescence in the nation. And the Crown itself, absolute as

it is, does not love that strong opposition, and those admirable remon-
strances, which it sometimes meets with from the Parliaments. Many
of those detached pieces are very well worth your collecting; and I re-

member, a year or two ago, a remonstrance of the Parliament of r>ouay,

upon the subject, as I think, of the vingtieme, which was, in my mind,
one of the finest and most moving compositions I ever read. They
owned themselves, indeed, to be slaves, and shewed their chains : but
humbly begged of his Majesty to make them a little lighter, and less

galling.

The States of France were general assemblies of the three ntates or

orders of the kingdom ; the Clergy, the Nobility and the Tiers &tat,

that is, the people. They used to be called together by the King, upot
the most important affairs of state, like our Lords and Commons ia Par
liament, and our Clergy in convocation. Our Parliament is our states,

and the French Parliaments are only their courts of justice. The no-

bility consisted of all those of noble extraction, whether belonging to

the sword or to the robe, excepting such as were chosen (which some-
times happened) by the Tiers Etat as their deputies to the States-

General. The Tiers Etat was exactly our House of Commons, that is,

the people, represented by deputies of their own choosing. Those who
had the most considerable places, dans la robe, assisted at those assem-

blies, as commissioners on the part of the Crown. The States met, for

the first time that I can find, (I mean by the name of les etats,) in the

reign of Pharamond, 424, when they confirmed the Salic law. From
that time they have been very frequently assembled, sometimes upon
important occasions, as making war and peace, reforming abuses, &c.

;

at other times, upon seemingly trifling ones, as coronations, marriages,

&c. Francis the First assembled them, in 1526, to declare null and void

his famous treaty of Madrid, signed and sworn to by him during hia

captivity there. They grew troublesome to the Kings and to their

Ministers, and were but seldom called after the power of the CrowD
grew strong; and they have never been heard of since the year 1615.

Richelieu came and shackled the nation, and Mazarine and Lewis the

Fourteenth ri vetted the shackles.

There still subsist in some provinces in France, which are called pais

d'etats, an humble local imitation, or rather mimicry, of the great etats,

as in Languedoc, Bretagne, &c. They meet, they speak, they grumble,

and finally submit to whatever the King orders.

Independently of the intrinsic utility of this kind of knowledge to

every man of business, it is a shame for any man to be ignorant of it

especially relatively to any country he has beeu long in. Adieu.
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LETTER CCLXVII.

Lohdon, January 2. 3. 1TM.

My dear Friend : Laziness of mind, or inattention, are as great

anemiea to knowledge, as incapacity; for, in truth, what difference is

there between a man who will not, and a man who cannot be informed ?

This difference only, that the former is justly to be blamed, the latter to

be pitied. And yet how many there are, very capable of receiving

knowledge, who from laziness, inattention, and incuriousness, will not
bo much as ask for it, much less take the least pains to acquire it 1

Our young English travellers generally distinguish themselves by a
voluntary privation of all that useful knowledge for which they are sent

abroad; and yet, at that age, the most useful knowledge is the most
easy to be acquired ; conversation being the book, and the best book in

which it is contained. The drudgery of dry grammatical learning ia

over, and the fruits of it are mixed with, and adorned by, the flowers

of conversation. How many of our young men have been a year at

Rome, and as long at Paris, without knowing the meaning and institu-

tion of the Conclave in the former, and of the Parliament in the latter?

and this merely for want of asking the first people they met with in

those several places, who could at least have given them some general
notions of those matters.

You will, I hope, be wiser, and omit no opportunity (for opportuni-

ties present themselves every hour of the day) of acquainting yourself

with all those political and constitutional particulars of the kingdom
and government of France. For instance, when you hear people men-
tion le Chancelier, or le Garde de Sceaux, is it any great trouble for you
to ask, or for others to tell you, what is the nature, the powers, the
objects, and the profits of those two employments, either when joined

together, as they often are, or when separate, as they are at present?

When you hear of a Gouverneur, a Lieutenant du Hoi, a Com-
mandant, and an Intendant of the same province, is it not natural,

ia it not becoming, is it not necessary, for a stranger to inquire

into their respective rights and privileges? And yet, I dare say, there

are very few Englishmen who know the difference between the civil

department of the Intendant, and the military powers of the others.

When you hear (as I am persuaded you must) every day of the Ving-
iifme, which is one in twenty, and consequently five per cent., inquire

up~>n what that tax is laid, whether upon lands, money, merchandise, or
apcn all three; now levied, and what it is supposed to produce. When
jou find in books (as you will sometimes) allusion to particular laws and
justoms, do not rest till you have traced them up to their source. To
^ive you two examples; you will meet in some French comedies, Cri,

or Clameur de Haro ; ask what it means, and you will be told that it is

a terra of the law in Normandy, and means citing, arresting, or obliging

liny person to appear in the courts of justice, either upon a civil or a
criminal account; and that it is derived from d Raoul* which Raoul
was anciently Duke of Normandy, and a Prince eminent for his justice*

mAonucL, that when any injustice was committed, the cry immediate)

r

18*
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was, nenez & Raoul, d Raoul, which words are now corrupted and jnm-
bled into haro. Another, Le vol du Chapon, that is, a certain district

of ground immediately contiguous to the mansion seat of a family, and
answers to what we call in English demesnes. It is in France computed
at about 1600 feet round the house, that being supposed to be the extent
of the capon's flight from la basse cour. This little district must go
along with the mansion-seat, however the rest of the estate may be
divided.

I do not mean that you should be a French lawyer ; but I would not
have you unacquainted with the general principles of their law, in mat-
ters that occur every day. Such is the nature of their descents ; that

is, the inheritance of lands : Do they all go to the eldest son, or are

they equally divided among the children of the deceased ? In England,
all lands unsettled descend to the eldest son, as heir-at-law, unless

otherwise disposed of by the father's will, except in the county of Kent,
where a particular custom prevails, called Gavelkind ; by which, if the
father dies intestate, all his children divide his lands equally among
them. In Germany, as you know, all lands that are not fiefs are equally

divided among all the children, wnich ruins those families ; but all male
fiefs of the empire descend unalienably to the next male heir, which
preserves those families. In France, I believe, descents vary in differ-

ent provinces.

The nature of marriage contracts deserves inquiry. In England, the

general practice is, the husband takes all the wife's fortune; and, in con
sideration of it, settles upon her a proper pin-money, as it is called ; that

is, an annuity during his life, and a jointure after his death. In France
it is not so, particularly at Paris ; where la communaute des Mens is

established. Any married woman at Paris, {if you are acquainted with
one,) can inform you of all these particulars.

These and other things of the same nature, are the useful and rational

objects of the curiosity of a man of sense and business. Could they only

be attained by laborious researches in folio-books, and worm-eaten manu-
scripts, I should not wonder at a young fellow's being ignorant of them

;

but as they are the frequent topics of conversation, and to be known by

a very little degree of curiosity, inquiry and attention, it is unpardonable
not to know them.
Thus I have given you some hints only for your inquiries ; VEtat de

la France, VAlmanack Royal, and twenty other such superficial books,

will furnish you with a thousand more. Approfondissez.

How often, and how justly, have I since regretted negligences of this

kind in my youth ! And how often have I since been at great trouble

to learn many things which I could then have learned without any i

Save yourself now, then, I beg of you, that regret and trouble hereafter

Ask questions, and many questions ; and leave nothing till you are

thoroughly informed of it. Such pertinent questions are far from being

ill-bred or troublesome to those of whom you ask them ; on the con-

trary, they are a tacit compliment to their knowledge ; and people have

a better opinion of a young man, when they see him desirous to be

informed.

I have by last post received your two letter* of the 1
rt wu! 5th J&o i
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ary, N". S. I am very glad that you have been at all the shows at Ver-
sailles : frequent the courts. I can conceive the murmurs of the French
at the poorness of the fire-works, by which they thought their king ci

their country degraded ; and, in truth, were things always as they should

be, when kings give shows they ought to be magnificent.

] thank you for the ThSse de la Sorbonne, which you intend to send

me, and which I am impatient to receive. But pray read it carefully

yourself first ; and inform yourself what the Sorbonne is, by whom
founded, and for what purposes.

Since you have time, you have done very well to take an Italian and
German master ; but pray take care to leave yourself time enough for

company ; for it is in company only that you can learn what will be
much more useful to you than either Italian or German; I mean la poli-

tesse, lea manures et les graces, without which, as I told you long apo,

and I told you true, ogni fatica e vana. Adieu.

Pray make my compliments to Lady Brown.

LETTER CCLXVIII.

Lokdost, January <5, 0. 8. 17M»

Mt dear Friend: 1 recommended to yon, in my last, some inquiries

into the constitution of that famous society the Sorbonne ; but as I can-

not wholly trust to the diligence of those inquiries, I will give you here

the outlines of that establishment; which may possibly excite you to

inform yourself of particulars, which you are more d portee to know
than I am.

It was founded by Robert de Sorbon, in the year 1256, for sixteen

poor scholars in divinity ; four of each nation, of the university of which
it made apart; since that it hath been much extended and enriched,

especially by the liberality and pride of Cardinal Richelieu ; who made
it a magnificent building for si x-and- thirty doctors of that society to live

in ; besides which, there are six professors and schools for divinity.

This society has been long famous for theological knowledge and exer-

citations. There unintelligible points are debated with passion, though
they can never be determined by reason. Logical subtilties set common
sense at defiance; and mystical refinements disfigure and disguise the

native beauty and simplicity of true natural religion; wild imaginations

form systems, which weak minds adopt implicitly, and which sense and
reason oppose in vain; their voice is not strong enough to be heard in

schools of divinity. Political views are by no means neglected in those

sacred places; and questions are agitated and decided, according to the

degree of regard, or rather submission, which the Sovereign is pleased

to show the Church. Is the king a slave to the charch, though a tyrant

to the laity? The least resistance to his will shall be declared damnable.
8ut if he will not acknowledge the superiority of their spiritual over his

temporal, nor even admit their imperium in imperio, which is the least

they will compound for, it becomes meritorious not only to resist, but

to depose him. And I suppose that the bold propositions in the thesis

jov a?ention, are * return for the valuation of let Mens du CJlergt.
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I would advise you, by all means, to attend two or three of their public
disputations, in order to be informed both of the manner and the sub-

stance of those scholastic exercises. Pray remember to go to all those
kind of things. Do not put it off, as one is too apt to do those things

which one knows can be done every day, or any day; for one afterwards
repents extremely, when too late, the not having done them.
But there is another (so called) religious society, of which the minu

test circumstance deserves attention, and furnishes great matter for useful

reflections. You easily guess that I mean the society of le» R. R. P. P.
Jesuites, established but in the year 1540, by a Bull of Pope Paul III.

Its progress, and I may say its victories, were more rapid than those of

the Romans ; for within the same century it governed all Europe ; and,
in the next, it extended its influence over the whole world. Its founder
was an abandoned profligate Spanish officer, Ignatius Loyola ; who, in the

year 1521, being wounded in the leg at the siege of Pampeluna, went mad
from the smart of his wound, the reproaches of his conscience, and his

confinement, during which he read the lives of the Saints. Consciousness
of guilt, a fiery temper, and a wild imagination, the common ingredients
of enthusiasm, made this madman devote himself to the particular service

of the Virgin Mary ; whose knight-errant he declared himself, in the
very same form in which the old knight-errants in romances used to

declare themselves the knights and champions of certain beautiful and
incomparable princesses, whom sometimes they had, but oftener had not,

seen. For Dulcinea del Toboso was by no means the first princess whom
her faithful and valorous knight had never seen in his life. The enthusiast

went to the Holy Land, from whence he returned to Spain, where ho
began to learn Latin and philosophy at three-and-thirty years old, so

that no doubt but he made great progress in both. The better to carry
on his mad and wicked designs, he chose four disciples, or rather apos-

tles, all Spaniards, viz., Laynes, Salmeron, Bobadilla, and Rodriguez. He
then composed the rules and constitutions o^ his order ; which, in the
year 1547, wss called the order of Jesuits, from the church of Jesus in

Rome, which was given them. Ignatius died in 1556, aged sixty-five,

thirty-five years after his conversion, and sixteen years after the estab-

lishment of his society. He was canonized in the year 1609, and is

doubtless now a saint ir heaven.
If the religious and moral principles of this society are to be detested,

as ihey justly are, the wisdom of their political principles is as justly U
be admired. Suspected, collectively as an order, of the greatest crimes,

and convicted of many, they have either escaped punishment, or tri-

umphed after it; as in France, in the reign of Henry IV. They have,

directly or indirectly, governed the consciences and the councils of all

the Catholic princes in Europe ; they almost governed China in the

reign of Cang-ghi ; and they are now actually in possession of the Para-
guay in America, pretending, but paying no obedience to the Crown of

Spain Asa colle<rive body they are detested, even by all the Catholics,

not excepting the clergy, both secular and regular, and yet, as individuals,

they are loved, respected, and they govern wherever they are.

Two things, I believe, contribute to their success. The first, that

passii 2, implicit, unlimited obedience tr their General (wW> *lwav»
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resides at Rome), and to the superiors of their several houses, appointed
by him. This obedience is observed by them all to a most astonishing
degree ; and, I believe, there is no one society in the world, of which
v.. many individuals sacrifice their private interest to the general one
of the society itself. The second is, the education of youth, which
they have in a manner engrossed ; there they give the first, and the
first are the lasting impressions : those impressions are always calcu-

lated to be favourable to the society. I have known many Catholics,

educated by the Jesuits, who, though they detested the society, from
reason and knowledge, have always remained attached to it, from habit

and prejudice. The Jesuits know, better than any set of people in the
world, the importance of the art of pleasing, and study it more; they
become all things to all men in order to gain, not a few, but many. In
Asia. Africa, and America, they become more than half pagans, in

order to convert the pagans to be less than half Christians. In private

families, they begin by insinuating themselves as friends, they grow to

be favourites, and they end directors. Their manners are not like those
of any other regulars in the world, but gentle, polite, and engaging.
They are all carefully bred up to that particular destination, to which
they seem to have a natural turn ; for which reason one sees most Jesuits

excel in some particular thing. They even breed up some for martyr-
dom in case of need ; as the superior of a Jesuit seminary at Rome
told Lord Bolingbroke. E abbiamo anche martiri per il martirio, se

bisogna.

Inform yourself minutely of everything concerning this extraordinarj
establishment; go into their houses, get acquainted with individuals,

hear some of them preach. The finest preacher I ever heard in my
life Ls le Pere Neufville, who, I believe, preaches still at Paris, and is so

much in the best company, that you may easily get personally acquainted
with him.

If you would know their morale read Paschal's Lettres Provinciales,

in which it is very truly displayed from their own writings.

Upon the whole, this is certain, that a society, of which so little

good is said, and so much ill believed, and that still not only subsists,

but flourishes, must be a very able one. It is always mentioned as a
proof of the superior abilities of the Cardinal Richelieu, that, though
hated by all the nation, and still more by his master, he kept his power
in spite of both.

I would earnestly wish you to do everything now, which I wish that

I had done at your age, and did not do. Every country has its peculiari-

ties, which one can be much better informed of during one's residence

there, than by reading all the books in the world afterwards. While
you are in Catholic countries, inform yourself of all the forms and
ceremonies of that tawdry church ; see their converts both of men and
women, know their several rules and orders, attend their most remark-
able ceremonies; have their terms of art explained to you, their tierce,

texte, Pones, matines, vepres, complies ; their breviares, rosaires, heures,

-hapelets, agnus
}
&c, things that many people talk of from habit, though

few know the true meaning of any one of them. Converse with, ant,

study the eharacte -

s of some cf those incarcerated enthusiasts Fre
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quent some parloirs, and see the air and manners of those Ifecltwe,

who are a distinct nation themselves, and like no other.

I dined yesterday with Mrs. F—d, her mother and husband
fle is an athletic Hibernian, handsome in his person, but excessively

awkward and vulgar in his air and manner. She inquired much after

you, and, I thought, with interest. I answered her as a Mezzano should

do : Et jepronai votre tendresse, vos soins, et vos soupirs.

When you meet with any British returning to their own country,

pray send me by them any little brochures, factums, th&ses,<&c, quifont
d*i bruit ou du plaisir d Paris. Adieu, child.

LETTER CCLXIX.

London, January 23, O. b. 1T58.

My dear Friend : Have you seen the new tragedy of Varon* and
what do you think of it? Let me know, for I am determined to form
my taste upon yours. I hear that the situations and incidents are well

brought on, and the catastrophe unexpected and surprising, but the

verses bad. I suppose it is the subject of all conversations at Paris,

where both women and men are judges and critics of all such perform-
ances ; such conversations, that both form and improve the taste, and
whet the judgment, are surely preferable to the conversations of our
mixed companies here ; which, if they happen to rise above bragg and
whist, infallibly stop short of everything either pleasing or instructive.

I take the reason of this to be, that (as women generally give the ton

to the conversation) our English women are not near so well informed
and cultivated as the French ; besides that they are naturally more
serious and silent.

I could wish there were a treaty made between the French and Eng-
lish theatres, in which both parties should make considerable conces-

sions. The English ought to give up their notorious violations of all

the unities ; and all their massacres, racks, dead bodies, and mangled
carcases, which they so frequently exhibit upon their stage. The
French should engage to have more action, and less declamation ; and
not to cram and crowd things together, to almost a degree of impossi-

bility, from a too scrupulous adherence to the unities. The English

uhould restrain the licentiousness of their poets, and the French enlarge

the liberty of theirs : their poets are the greatest slaves in their coun-

try, and that is a bold word; ours are the most tumultuous subjects in

England, and that is saying a good deal. Under such regulations, one
might hope to see a play, in which one should not be lulled to sleep by
the length of a monotonical declamation, nor frightened and shocked

by the barbarity of the action. The unity of time extended occasion

ally to three or four days, and the unity of place broke into, as far a>?

the same street, or sometimes the same town ; both which, T will aflfirra,

we as frobable, as four-and-twenty hours, and the same room.

• Written bj M»e Vioomte de Grave ; and at that time the reneral topic wf M#D»*'tatf<m

iX Parii.
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More indulgence too, in my mind, should be shown, than the .French

we wiUing to allow, to bright thoughts, and to shining images ; for

though, I confess, it is not very natural for a hero or a princess to say

fine things in all the violence of grief, love, rage, &c, yet, I can as well

suppose that, as I can that they should talk to themselves for half an
hour ; which they must necessarily do, or no tragedy could be carried

on, unless they had recourse to a much greater absurdity, the chorusses

of the ancients. Tragedy is of a nature, that one must see it with a

degree of self-deception; we must lend ourselves a little to the delusion;

and I am very willing to carry that complaisance a little farther than
the French do.

Tragedy must be something bigger than life, or it would not affect U9.

In nature the most violent passiuns are silent ; in tragedy they must
speak, and speak with dignity too. Hence the necessity of their being

written in verse, and unfortunately for the French, from the weakness
of their language, in rhymes. And for the same reason, Cato the Stoic,

expiring at Utica, rhymes masculine and feminine at Paris; and fetches

his last breath at London, in most harmonious and correct blank verse.

It is quite otherwise with Comedy, which should be mere common
life, and not one jot bigger. Every character should speak upon the
stage, not only what it would utter in the situation there represented,

but in the same manner in which it would express it. For which reason
I cannot allow rhymes in comedy, unless they were put into the mouth,
and came out of the mouth of a mad poet. But it is impossible to de-

ceive one's self enough, (nor is it the least necessary in comedy,) to sup-

pose a dull rogue of an usurer cheating, or gros Jean blundering in the

finest rhymes in the world.

As for Operas, they are essentially too absurd and extravagant 10

mention : I look upon them as a magio scene, contrived to please the
eyes and the ears, at the expense of the understanding ; and I consider
singing, rhyming, and chiming heroes, and princesses, and philosophers,

as I do the hills, the trees, the birds, and the beasts, who amicably
joined in one common country dance, to the irresistible turn of Or-
pheus's lyre. Whenever I go to an opera, I leave my sense and reason
at the door with my half guinea, and deliver myself up to my eves and
my ears.

Thus I have made you ray poetical confession; in which I have
ncknowledged as many sins against the established taste in both coun-
tries, as a frank heretic could have owned against the established

church in either, but I am now privileged by my age to taste and think
for myself, and not to care what other people think of me in those
respects ; an advantage which youth, among its many advantages, hath
not. It must occasionally and outwardly conform, to a certain degree,
to establish tastes, fashions and decisions. A young man may, with a
becoming modesty, dissent, in private companies, from public opinions
and prejudices : but he must not attack them with warmth, nor magis-
terially set up his own sentiments against them. Endeavour to hear
and know all opinions ; receive them with complaisance ; form your
own with coo.ness, and give it with modesty.

I have received a letter from Sir John Lambert, in which he requests
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me to use my interest to procure him the remittance of Mr. Spencer's
money, when he goes abroad : and also desires to know to whose
account he is to place the postage of my letters. I do not trouble him
with a letter in answer, since you can execute the commission. Pray
make my compliments to him, and assure him, that I will do all I car
to procure him Mr. Spencer's business ; but that his most effectual way
will be by Messrs. Hoare, who are Mr. Spencer's cashiers, and who wiD
undoubtedly have their choice upon whom they will give him his ere

dit. As for the postage of the letters, your purse and mine being

pretty near the same, do you pay it, over and above your next draught.

Your relations, the Princes B * * * * *, will soon be with you at

Paris ; for they leave London this week : whenever you converse witn
them, I desire it may be in Italian ; that language not being yet fami-

liar enough to you.

By our printed papers, there seems to be a sort of compromise be-

tween the King and the Parliament, with regard to the affairs of the

hospitals, by taking them out of the hands of the Archbishop of Paris,

and placing them in Monsieur d'Aigensons : if this be true, that com-
promise, as it is called, is clearly a victory on the side of the court, and
a defeat on the part of the parliament ; for if the parliament had a
right, they had it as much to the exclusion of Monsieur d'Argenson as

of the Archbishop. Adieu.

LETTER OOLXX.

London, February 6, O. 8. 1758.

My dear Friend: Tour criticism of Varon is strictly just; but, in

truth, severe. You French critics seek for a fault as eagerly as I do for

a beauty: you consider things in the worst light, to shew your skill, at

the expense of your pleasure ; I view them in the best, that I may have
more pleasure, though at the expense of my judgment. A trompeur
trompeur et demi is prettily said ; and, if you please, you may call

Varon, un Normand, and Sostrate, un Manceau, qui vaut un Normand
et demi; and, considering the denouement in the light of trick upon
trick, it would undoubtedly be below the dignity of the buskin, and fit-

ter for the sock.

But let us see if we cannot bring off the author. The great question,

upon which all turns, is to discover and ascertain who Gleonice really

is. There are doubts concerning her etat ; how shall they be cleared?

Had the truth been extorted from Varon (who alone knew) by the rack,

it would have been a true tragical denouement. But that would probably

not have done with Varon, who is represented as a bold, determined,

wicked, and at that time desperate fellow ; for he was in the hands of

an enemy, who lie knew could not forgive him, with common prudence

or safety. The rack would therefore have extorted no truth from him
;

but he would have died enjoying the doubts of his enemies, and the

confusion that must necessarily attend those doubts. A stratagem is

therefore thought of, to discover what force and terror could not, and

the stratagem such as no king or minister would disuain, to get at an
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important discovery. If yon call that stratagem a trick, you vilify it,

and make it comical ; but call that trick a stratagem, or a measure, and
you dignify it up to tragedy : so frequently do ridicule or dignity turn

upon one single word. It is commonly said, and more particularly by
Lord Shaftesbury, that ridicule is the best test of truth ; for that it will

not stick where it is not just. I deny it. A truth learned in a certain

light, and attacked in certain words, by men of wit and humour, may,
and often doth, become ridiculous, at least so far, that the truth is only

remembered and repeated for the sake of the ridicule. The overturn

of Mary of Medicis into a river, where she was half drowned, would
never have been remembered, if Madame de Vernuel, who saw it, had
not said la Reine boit. Pleasure or malignity often gives ridicule a

weight, which it does not deserve. The versification, I must confess,

is too much neglected, and too often bad : but, upon the whole, I read

the play with pleasure.

It there is but a great deal of wit and character in your new comedy,
I will readily compound for its having little or no plot. I chiefly mind
dialogue and character in comedies. Let dull critics feed upon the car-

oases of plays
;
give me the taste and the dressing.

I am very glad you went to Versailles, to see the ceremony of cre-

ating the Prince de Conde, Chevalier de V Ordre ; and I do not doubt,

but that, upon this occasion, you informed yourself thoroughly of the

institution and rules of that order. If you did, you were certainly told,

it was instituted by Henry III. immediately after his return, or rather

his flight from Poland ; he took the hint of it at Venice, where he had
«een the original manuscript of an order of the St. Esprit, ou droit desir,

which had been instituted in 1352, by Louis d'Anjou, King of Jerusa-

lem and Sicily, and husband to Jane, Queen of Naples, Countess of Pro
vence. This Order was under the protection of St. Nicholas de Bari,

whose image hung to the collar. Henry III. found the Order of St.

Michael prostituted and degraded, during the civil wars; he therefore

joined it to his new Order of the St. Esprit, and gave them both to-

gether ; for which reason every knight of the St. Esprit is now called

Chevalier de* Ordres du Roi. The number of the knights hath been
different, but is now fixed to one hundred, exclusive of the sovereign.

There are many officers who wear the Riband of this order, like the
other knights ; and what is very singular is, that these officers frequent-

ly sell their employments, but obtain leave to wear the blue riband
still, though the purchasers of those offices wear it also.

As you will have been a great while in France, people will expect
that you should be an fait of all these sort of things relative to that

country. But the history of all the Orders of all countries is well worth
your knowledge ; the subject occurs often, and one should not be igno-

rant of it, for fear of some such accident as happened to a solid Dane at

Paris, who, upon seeing V Ordre du St. Esprit, said, Notre St. Esprit
ehez nous c'est un Elephant. Almost all the Princes in Germany have
their Orders too, not dated, indeed, from any important events, or

dirscted to any great object, but because they will have Orders, to shew
that they may ; as some of them, who have the jus cudendce monetcs,

borrow ten shillings worth of gold to coin a ducat. However, wher
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ever yon meet with them, inform yourself, and minnte down a short

acconnt of them ; they take in all the colours of Sir Isaac Newton's
prisms. N*. B. "VThen you inquire about them, do not seem to laugh.

I thank you for le Mandement de Monseigneur V'ArchevSque ; it is

very well drawn, and becoming an Archbishop. But pray do not lose

sight of a much more important object, I mean the political disputes be-

tween the King and the Parliament, and the King and the Clergy ; they

seem both to be patching up ; but, however, get the whole clue to them,
as far as they have gone.

I received a letter yesterday from Madame Monconseil, who assures

me you have gained ground du cote des manieres, and that she looks

upon yon to be plus qu'd moitie chemin. I am very glad to hear this,

because, if you are got above half way of your journey, surely you will

finish it, and not faint in the course. Why do you think I have this

affair so extremely at heart, and why do I repeat it so often ? Is it for

your sake, or for mine ? You can immediately answer yourself that

question; you certainly have, I cannot possibly have any, interest in it:

If then you will allow me, as I believe you may, to be a judge of what
is useful and necessary to you, you must, in consequence, be convinced

of the infinite importance of a point, which I take so much pains to in-

oulcate.

I hear that the new Duke of Orleans a remercie Monsieur de Melfort.
and I believe, pas sans raison, having had obligations to him ; mais it

ne Va pas remercie en mari poli, but rather roughly. Tl faut que ce

soit un bourru. I am told, too, that people get bits of his father's rags,

by way of relics ; I wish them joy, they will do them a great deal of

good. See from hence what weaknesses human nature is capable of,

and make allowances for snoh in all your plans and reasonings. Study
the characters of the people you have to do with, and know what they

are, instead of thinking them what they should be ; address yourself

generally to the senses, to the heart, and to the weaknesses of mankind,
but very rarely to their reason.

Good-night or good-morrow to you, according to the time you shall

receive this letter from Yours.

LETTER OOLXXI.

Londom, February 14, O. S. 1T51.

Mr dear Friend : In a month's time, I believe I shall have the plea-

sure of sending you, and you will have the pleasure of reading, a work
of Lord Bolingbroke's, in two volumes octavo, upon the Use of History ;

in several letters to Lord Hyde, then Lord Cornbury. It is now put

into the press. It is hard to determine whether this work will instruct

or please most: the most material historical facts, from the great aera

of the treaty of Munster, are touched upon, accompanied by the most
solid reflections, and adorned by all that elegance of style, which was
peculiar to himself, and in which, if Cicero equals, he certainly does not

excee'* him but every other writer falls short of him. I would advise

you a.most to get this book by heart. I think you have a turn to his-
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Cory, you love it, and have a memory to retain it : thi? book will teach

you the proper use of it. Some people load their memories, indiscrimi-

nately, with historical facts, as others do their stomachs with food ; and
onng out the one, and bring up the other, entirely crude and undigest-

jd. You will find, in Lord Bolingbroke's book, an infallible specific

against that epidemical complaint.*

i remember a gentleman who had read history in this thoughtless

*nd undistinguishing manner, and who, having travelled, had gone
through the Valteline. He told me that it was a miserable poor couu-

try. and therefore it was, surely, a great error in Cardinal Richelieu to

make such a rout, and put France to so much expense about it. Had
my friend read history as he ought to have done, he would have known
that the great object of that great minister was to reduce the power of

the House of Austria ; and in order to that, to cut off, as much as he

could, the communication between the several parts of their then ex-

tensive dominions ; which reflections would have justified the Cardinal

to him, in the affair of the Valteline. But it was easier to him to re-

member facts, than to combine and reflect.

One observation, I hope, you will make in reading history ; for it is

an obvious and a true one. It is, that more people have made great

figures and great fortunes in courts, by their exterior accomplishments,

than by their interior qualifications. Their engaging address, the po-

liteness of their manners, their air, their turn, hath almost always
paved the way for their superior abilities, if they have such, to exert

themselves. They have been favourites, before they have been minis-

ters. In courts, an universal gentleness, and douceur dans Us manieres

is most absolutely necessary : an offended fool, or a slighted valet d*

ehambre, mav very possibly do you more hurt at court, than ten men
ot merit can do you good. Fools, and low people, are always jealous

of then dignity, and never forget nor forgive what they reckon a slight:

on tne other hand, they take civility, and a little attention, as a favour;

remember, and acknowledge it: this, in my mind, is buying them cheap;

and therefore they are worth buying. The prince himself, who is rare-

ly the shining genius of his court, esteems you only by hearsay, but

likes you by his senses ; that is, from your air, your politeness, and your
manner of addressing him, of which alone he is a judge. There is a

court garment, as well as a wedding garment, without which you will

not be received. That garment is the volto sciolto ; an imposing air, an

elegant politeness, easy and engaging manners, universal attention, an in

sinuating gentleness, and all those je ne sais quoi that compose the graces.

I am this moment disagreeably interrupted by a letter; not from
you, as I expected, but from a friend of yours at Paris, who informs me
that you have a fever which confines you at home. Since you have a

fever, I am glad you have prudence enough in it to stay at home, and
take care of yourself; a little more prudence might probably have pre-

vented it. Your blood is young, and consequently hot; and you natur-

ally make a great deal, by your good stomach and good digestion
;
yon

• We cannot but observe with pleasure, that at this time Lord Bolingbroke's Philosophic*,

Works had not appeared ; which accounts for Lord Chesterfield's recommending to his Son.

ti tw is. as we'i at iu some foregoing passages, thf study of Lord Bolingbroke's writing*.
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*nould therefore, neoessarily attenuate and cool it, from time to tire*\

by gentle purges, or by a very low diet, for two or three days together,

if you would avoid fevers. Lord Bacon, who was a very great phy-
sician in both senses of the word, hath this aphorism, in his Essay
upon Health, Nihil magis ad Sanitatem tribuit quam crebrce et domes-
tic® purgationes. By domestic®, he means those simple uncompounded
purgatives which everybody can administer to themselves; such as

senna-tea, stewed prunes and senna, chewing a little rhubarb, or dis-

solving an ounce and a half of manna in fair water, with the juice of a

lemon to make it palatable. Such gentle and unconfining evacuation
would certainly prevent those feverish attacks to which everybody at

your age is subject.

By the way, I do desire, and insist, that whenever, from any indispo
sition, you are not able to write to me upon the fixed days, that Chris
tian shall ; and give me a true account how you are. I do not expect
from him the Ciceronian epistolary style ; but I will content myself with
the Swiss simplicity and truth.

I hope you extend your acquaintance at Paris, and frequent variety
of companies ; the only way of knowing the world ; every set of com-
pany differs in some particulars from another ; and a man of business

must, in the course of his life, have to do with all sorts. It is a very
great advantage to know the languages of the several countries one
travels in ; and different companies may, in some degree, be considered
as different countries; each hath its distinctive language, customs, and
manners : know them all, and you will wonder at none.

Adieu, child. Take care of your health ; there are no pleasures
without it.

LETTER CCLXXII.

Lohdon, February 20, O. 8. 1752.

My dear Friend : In all systems whatsoever, whether of religion,

government, morals, &c. perfection is the object always proposed,
though possibly unattainable; hitherto, at least, certainly unattained.
However, those who aim carefully at the mark itself, will unquestion-
ably come nearer it, than those who from despair, negligence, or indo
lence, leave to chance the work of skill. This maxim holds equally true
in common life ; those who aim at perfection will come infinitely nearer
it than those desponding or indolent spirits, who foolishly say to them-
selves, Nobody is perfect; perfection is unattainable; to attempt it is

chimerical ; I shall do as well as others ; why then should I give my-
self trouble to be what I never can, and what, according to the com-
mon course of things, I need not be, perfect ?

I am very sure that I need not point out to you the weakness and
the folly of this reasoning, if it deserves the name of reasoning. It

would discourage and put a stop to the exertion of any one of our
faculties. On the contrary, a man of sense and spirit says to himself,

Though the point of perfection may (considering the imperfection of

our natu -V) be unattainable, my care, my endeavours, my attention, shaD
Qot be wanting to get as near it as I can. I will approach it ever)
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day
,
possibly, I may arrive at it at last ; at least, what I am sure is in

my owl power, I will not be distanced. Many fools (speaking of yon)

say to me, What! would you have him perfect ? I answer, Why not?
What hurt would it do him or me? O, but that is impossible, say they

I reply, I am not sure of that : perfection in the abstract, I admit tc

be unattainable, but what is commonly called perfection in a character

I maintain to be attainable, and not only that, but in every man's power.
He hath, continue they, a good head, a good heart, a good fund of

knowledge, which would increase daily: what would you have more?
Why, I would have everything more that can adorn and complete a

character. Will it do his head, his heart, or his knowledge any harm,
to have the utmost delicacy of manners, the most shining advantages
of air and address, the most endearing attentions, and the most engag-
ing graces ? But as he is, say they, he is loved wherever he is known.
I am very glad of it, say I ; but I would have him be liked before he is

known, and loved afterwards. I would have him, by his first abord and
address, make people wish to know him, and inclined to love him : he
will save a great deal of time by it. Indeed, reply they, you are too

nice, too exact, and lay too much stress upon things that are of very
little consequence. Indeed, rejoin I, you know very little of the naturo
of mankind, if you take those things to be of little consequence : ono
cannot be too attentive to them; it is they that always engage the

heart, of which the understanding is commonly the bubble. And i

would much rather that he erred in a point of grammar, of history, of

philosophy, <fcc, than in point of manners and address. But consider

he is very young ; all this will come in time. I hope so ; but that tin 9

must be when he is young, or it will never be at all; the right pli icuat

be taken young, or it will never be easy or seem natural. Comd, come.
say they, (substituting, as is frequently done, assertion instead of argu-

ment,) depend upon it he will do very well ; and you have a great deal

of reason to be satisfied with him. I hope and believe he will do well,

but I would have him do better than well. I am very well pleased

with him, but 1 would be more, I would be proud of him. I would
have him have lustre as well as weight. Did you ever know anybody
that re-united all these talents? Yes, I did; Lord Bolingbroke joined

all the politeness, the manners, and the graces of a courtier, to the

solidity of a statesman, and to the learning of a pedant. He was omnia
homo\ and pray what should hinder my boy from being so too, if he
hath, as I think he hath, all the other qualifications that you allow him ?

Nothing can hinder him, but neglect of or inattention to, those objects

which his own good seii^e must tell him are of infinite consequence to

him, and which therefore I will not suppose him capable of either neg-

lecting or despising.

This (to tell you the whole truth) is the result of a controversy that

passed yesterday, between Lady Hervey and myself, upon your subject,

and almost in the very words. I submit the decision of it to yourself; let

your own good sense determine it, and make you act in consequence of

that determination. The receipt to make this composition is short and
mfallible ; here I give it you :

Tak* variety of the best company, wherever you are; be minutely
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attentive to every word and action ; imitate respectively those whom
you observe to be distinguished and considered for any one accomplish-
ment

; then mix all those several accomplishments together, and serve
them up yourself to others.

I hope your fair, or rather your brown American is well. I hear tnat
she makes very handsome presents, if she is not so herself. I am told,

there are people at Paris who expect, from this secret connection, to see
in time a volume of letters, superior to Madame de Graffiny's Peruvian
ones ; I lay in my claim to one of the first copies.

Francis's Genie* hath been acted twice, with most universal applause

;

to-night is his third night, and I am going to it. I did not think it

would have succeeded so well, considering how long our British audi-
ences have been accustomed to murder, racks, and poison, in every tra-

gedy ; but it affected the heart so much, that it triumphed over habit
and prejudice. All the women cried, and all the men were moved.
The prologue, which is a very good one, was made entirely by Garrick.
The epilogue is old Oibber's; but corrected, though not enough, by
Francis. He will get a great deal of money by it ; and, consequently, be
better able to lend you sixpence, upon any emergency.
The Parliament of Paris, I find by the newspapers, has not carried its

point concerning the hospitals, and, though the King hath given up the
Archbishop, yet as he has put them under the management and direc-
tion dv Grand Conseil, the Parliament is equally out of the question.
This will naturally put you upon inquiriug into the constitution of the
G^and Conseil. You will, doubtless, inform yourself, who it is com-
posed of, what things are de son ressort, whether or not there lies an
appeal from thence to any other place ; and of all other particulars, that
may give you a clear notion of this assembly. There are also three or
four other Cornells in France, of which you ought to know the consti-

tution and the objects ; I dare say you do know them already ; but if

you do not, lose no time in informing yourself. These things, as I have
often told you, are best learned in various French companies : but in no
English ones : for none of our countrymen trouble their heads about them.
To use a very trite image, collect, like the bee, your store from everj
quarter. In some companies (parmi lesfermiers generaux nommement)
you may, by proper inquiries, get a general knowledge, at least, of lea

affaires desfinances. When you are with des gens de robe, suck them
with regard to the constitution, and civil government, and sic de cceteris.

This shews you the advantage of keeping a great deal of different French
company ; an advantage much superior to any that you can possibly

receive from loitering and sauntering away evenings in any English
company at Paris, not even excepting Lord A * * * *'s. Love of ease,

and fear of restraint, (to both which I doubt you are, for a young fel-

low, too much addicted,) may invite you among your countrymen: but
pray withstand those mean temptations, et prenez sur vous

y
for the sake of

being in those assemblies, which alone can inf >rm your mind and improve
your manners. You have not now many in mths to continue at Paris

;

make tb^ most of them
;
get into every house there, if you can ; extend

* Francis's Eugenia
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acquaintance, know every thing and every body there ; that when you
leave it for other places, you may be au/ait, and even able to explain

whatever you may hear mentioned concerning it Adieu.

LETTER CCLXXIII.

LOWDOW, March 2, 0. A 1752.

My Dear Friend : Whereabouts are you in Ariosto ? Or have you
gone through that most ingenious contexture of truth and lies, of seri-

ous and extravagant, of knights-errant, magicians, and all that various

matter, which he announces in the beginning of his poem

:

Le Donne, i Cavalier, l'anne, gli amori,
Le cortesie, l'audaoi impress io canto.

I am by no means sure that Homer had superior invention, or excelled

more in description than Ariosto. What can be more seducing and
voluptuous, than the description of Alcina's person and palace? What
more ingeniously extravagant, than the search made in the moon for

Orlando's lost wits, and the account of other people's that were found
there? The whole is worth your attention, not only as an ingenious

poem, but as the source of all modern tales, novels, fables, and romances;
as Ovid's Metamorphoses was of the ancient ones ; besides, that when you
have read this work, nothing will be difficult to you in the Italian lan-

guage. You will read Tasso's Gierusalemme, and the Decamerone di

Boccacio^ with great facility afterwards; and when you have read

those three authors, yon will, in my opinion, have read all the works of

invention that are worth reading in that language ; though the Italians

would be very angry at me for saying so.

A gentleman should know those which I call classical works, in every
language; such as Boileau. Corneille. Racine, Moliere, <&c, in French,
Milton, Dryden, Pope, Swift, &c, in English; and the three authors
above mentioned in Italian : whether yon have any such in German,
I am not quite sure, nor. indeed, am I inquisitive. These sort of books
adorn the mind, improve the fancy, are frequently alluded to by, and are

often the subjects of conversations of the best companies. As you have
languages to read, and memory to retain them, the knowledge of them
is very well worth the little pains it will cost you, and will enable yon
to shine in company. It is not pedantic to quote and allude to them,
which it would be with regard to the ancients.

Among the many advantages which you have had in your education,
I do not consider your knowledge of several languages as the lea#t
You need not trust to translations: you can go to the source: yo~ can
both converse and negotiate with people of all nations, upon equal
terms; which is by no means the case of a man, who converses or nego
tiates in a language which those with whom he hath to do know much
better than himself. In business, a great deal may depend upon the
force and extent of one word; and, in conversation, a moderate thought
ma? gain, — a good one lose, by the propriety or impropriety, the ele
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gftnce or inelegance of one single word. As therefore yon now know
four modern languages well, I would have you study, (and, by the way,
it will be very little trouble to you,) to know them correctly, a<vurately,

and delicately. Read some little books that treat of them, and ask
questions concerning their delicacies, of those who are able to answer
you. As, for instance, should I say in French, la lettre que je vous ai

4crit, or, la lettre que je vous ai ecrite? in which, I think, the French
differ among themselves. There is a short French grammar by the
Port Royal, and another by Pere Buffier, both which are worth your
reading; as is also a little book called, Les Synonymes Frangois. There
are books of that kind upon the Italian language, into some of which I

would advise you to dip; possibly the German language may have
something of the same sort, and since you already speak it, the more
properly you speak it the better; one would, I think, as far as possible,

do all one does correctly and elegantly. It is extremely engaging to

people of every nation, to meet with a foreigner who hath taken pains
enough to speak their language correctly: it flatters that local and
national pride and prejudice of which every body hath some share.

Francis's Eugenia, which I will send you, pleased most people of good
taste here; the boxes were crowded till the sixth night; when the pit

and gallery were totally deserted, and it was dropped. Distress, with-
out death, was not sufficient to affect a true British audience, so long
accustomed to daggers, racks, and bowls of poison ; contrary to Horace's
rule, they desire to see Medea murder her children upon the stage.

The sentiments were too delicate to move them; and their hearts are to

be taken by storm, not by parley.

Have you got the things, which were taken from you at Calais, res-

tored? and, among them, the little packet which my sister gave you for

Sir Charles Hotham? In this case, have you forwarded it to him? If

you have not had an opportunity, you will have one soon; which I

desire you will not omit: it is by Monsieur d'Aillion, whom you will see
in a few days at Paris, in his way to Geneva, where Sir Charles now is,

and will remain some time. Adieu.

LETTER CCLXXIV.

LoHDOir, March 5, O. S. 1752.

My dear Friend: As I have received no letter from you by the usu&
post, I am uneasy upon account of your health ; for, had you been well,

I am sure you would have written, according to your engagement, and
my requisition. You have not the least notion of any care of your
health ; but though I would not have you be a valetudinarian, I must
tell you that the best and most robust health requires some degree of
attention to preserve. Young fellows, thinking they have so much
health and time before them, are very apt to neglect or lavish both, and
beggar themselves before they are aware: whereas a prudent economy
m both would make them rich indeed: and so far from breaking in

upon their pleasures, w<vild improve, and almost perpetuate them. Be
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you wiser; and, before it is too late, manage both with care and frugal-

ity; and lay out neither, but upon good interest and security.

I will now confine myself to the employment of your time, which,

though I have often touched upon formerly, is a subject that, from its

importance, will bear repetition. You have, it is true, a great deal of

time before you; but, in this period of your life, one hour usefully

employed may be worth more than four and twenty hereafter; a minute
is precious to you now, whole days may possibly not be so forty years

hence. "Whatever time you allow, or can snatch for serious reading,

(I say snatch, because company and the knowledge of the world is now
your chief object,) employ it in the reading of some one book, and that

% good one, till you have finished it: and do not distract your mind
with various matters at the same time. In this light I would recom-
mend to you to read tout de suite Grotius de Jure Belli et Pacis, trans-

lated by Barbeyrac, and Puffendorff's Jus Gentium, translated by the

same hand. For accidental quarters of hours, read works of invention,

wit, and humour, of the best, and not of trivial authors, either ancient

or modern.
Whatever business you have, do it the first moment you can; never

by halves, but finish it without interruption, if possible. Business must
not be sauntered and trifled with ; and you must not say to it, as Felix did

to Paul, "at a more convenient season I will speak to thee." The most
convenient season for business is the first; but study and business in

some measure point out their own times to a man of sense; time is much
oftener squandered away in the wrong choice and improper methods of

amusement and pleasures.

Many people think that they are in pleasures, provided they are nei-

ther in study nor in business. Nothing like it; they are doing nothing,

and might just as well be asleep. They contract habitudes from lazi-

ness, and they only frequent those places where they are free from all

restraints and attentions. Be upon your guard against this idle profu-

sion of time; and let every place yon go to be either the scene of quick

and lively pleasures, or the school of your own improvements: let every

company you go into either gratify your senses, extend your knowledge,

or refine your manners. Have some decent object of gallantry in view
at some places; frequent others, where people of wit and taste assem-

ble: get into others, where people of superior rank and dignity com-

mand respect and attention from the rest of the company; but praj

frequent no neutral places, from mere idleness and indolence. Nothing
forms a young man so much as being used to keep respectable and
superior company, where a constant regard and attention is necessary.

It is true, this is at first a disagreeable state of restraint; but it soon

grows habitual, and consequently easy; and you are amply paid for it,

by the improvement you make, and the credit it gives you. What you
•aid some time ago was very true, concerning le Palais Royal; to one

of 3 our age the situation is disagreeable enough : you cannot expect to be

much taken notice of: but all that time you can take notice of others,

observe their manners, decipher their characters, and insensibly you will

become one of the company.
A! tu: s I went through mvself, when I was of your age. I have sat

19
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hours in company without being taken the least notice of; but then 1

took not oe of them, and learned in their company how to behave myself
better in the next, till by degrees I became part of the best companies
myself. But I took great care not to lavish away my time in those

companies, where there were neither quick pleasures nor useful improve-
ments to be expected.

Sloth, indolence, and mollesse are pernicious and unbecoming a young
fellow ; let them be your ressource forty years hence at soonest. Deter-

mine, at all events, and however disagreeable it may to you in some
respects, and for some time, to keep the most distinguished and fashion-

able company of the place you are at, either for their rank, or for their

learning, or le bel esprit et le goAt. This gives you credentials to the

best companies, wherever you go afterwards. Pray, therefore, no indo-

lence, no laziness ; but employ every minute in your life in active pleas-

ures, or useful employments. Address yourself to some woman of fashion

and beauty, wherever you are, and try how far that will go. If the

place be not secured beforehand, and garrisoned, nine times in ten you
will take it. By attentions and respect you may always get into the

highest company : and by some admiration and applause, whether mer
ited or not, you may be sure of being welcome among les savans et let

beaux esprits. There are but these three sorts of company for a young
fellow; there being neither pleasure nor profit in any other.

My uneasiness with regard to your health is this moment removed by
your letter of the 8th, N. S., which, by what accident I do not know, I

did not receive before.

I long to read Voltaire's Rome Sauvee, which, by the verv faults that

your severe critics find with it, I am sure I shall like ; for I will at any
time give up a good deal of regularity for a great deal of brillant ; and
for the brillant surely nobody is equal to Voltaire. Catiline's conspiracy

is an unhappy subject for a tragedy; it is too single, and gives no oppor-

tunity to the poet to excite any of the tender passions; the whole is one

intended act of horror. Crebillon was sensible of this defect, and to

create another interest, most absurdly made Catiline in love with Cicero's

daughter, and her with him.
I am very glad that you went to Versailles, and dined with Monsieur

de St. Contest. That is company to learn les bonnes manUres in ; and it

seems you had les bonnes morceaux into the bargain. Though you were

no part of the King of France's conversation with the foreign ministers,

and probably not much entertained with it, do you think that it is net

very useful to you to hear it, and to observe the turn and manners of

people of that sort? It is extremely useful to know it well. The same
in the next rank of people, such as ministers of state, &c, in whose
company, though you cannot yet, at your age, bear a part, and conse-

quently be diverted, you will observe and learn, what hereafter it may
be necessary for you to act.

Tell Sir John Lambert that I have this day fixed Mr. Spencer's haying

his credit upon him; Mr. Hoare had also recommended him. I believe

Mr. Spencer will set out next month for some place in France, but not

Paris. I am sure he wants a great deal of France, for at present he is

most entirely English : and you know very well what I think of that.

Ajid so we bid you heartily good night.
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LETTER CCLXXV.

Lotooh, March 16, O. 8. 17M.

My dear Friend: How do yon go on with the most useful and most
neces.-ary of all studies, the study of the world ? Do you find that yon
gain knowledge? And does your daily experience at once extend and
demonstrate your improvement? You will possibly ask me how you can
judge of that yourself. I will tell you a sure way of knowing. Examine
yourself, and see whether your notions of the world are changed, by
experience, from what they were two years ago in theory ; for that alone
is one favourable symptom of improvement. At that age (I remember
it in myself) every notion that one forms is erroneous; one hath seen
few models, and those none of the best, to form one's self upon. One
thinks that every thing is to be carried by spirit and vigour; that art is

meanness, and that versatility and complaisance are the refuge of pusi-

laniraity and weakness. This most mistaken opinion gives an indelicacy,

a brusquerie, and a roughness to the manners. Fools, who can never be
undeceived, retain them as long as they live: reflection, with a little

experience, makes men of sen^e shake them off soon. When they coma
to be a little better acquainted with themselves, and with their own
species, they discover, that plain right reason is, nine times in ten, the
fettered and shackled attendant of the triumph of the heart and the
passions; and, consequently, they address themselves nine times in ten

to the conqueror, not to the conquered: and conquerors, you know,
must be applied to in the gentlest, the most engaging, and the most
insinuating manner. Have you found out that every woman is infallibly

to be gained by every sort of flattery, and every man by one sort or
other ? Have you discovered what variety of little things affect the
heart, and how surely they collectively gain it? If you have, you have
made some progress. I would try a man's knowledge of the world, as I

would a school-boy's knowledge of Horace : not by making him construe

Macenas atavis edite regibus, which lie could do in the first form ; but by
examining him as to the delicacy and curiosa felicitas of that poet. A
man requires very little knowledge and experience of the world, to un-
derstand glaring, high-coloured, and decided characters ; they are but
few. and they strike at first : but to distinguish the almost imperceptible
shades, and the nice gradations of virtue and vice, sense and tolly,

strength and weakness, (of which characters are commonly composed,)
demands some experience, great observation, and minute attention. In

the same cases, most people do the same things, but with this material

difference, upon which the success commonly turns,—A man who hath
jjtudied the world knows when to time, and where to place them; he
hath analysed the characters he applies to, and adapted his address and
his arguments to them: but a man, of what is called plain good sense,

"ho hath only reasoned by himself, and not acted with mankind, mis-
times, misplaces, runs precipitately and bluntly at the mark, and tails

upon his nose in the way. In the common manners of social life, every
man of common sense hath the rudiments, the A B of civility; he
means not t<? offer*

1
, and even wishes to please: and, if he hath any reai
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merit, will be received and tolerated in good company. But that is far

from being enough ; for, though he may be received, he will never be
desired ; though he does not offend, he will never be loved ; but, like

some little, insignificant, neutral power, surrounded by great ones, he
will neither be feared nor courted by any ; but, by turns, invaded by all,

whenever it is their interest. A most contemptible situation 1 Whereas,
a man who hath carefully attended to, and experienced, the various
workings of the heart, and the artifices of the head ; and who, by one
shade, oan trace the progression of the whole colour ; who can, at the

proper times, employ all the several means of persuading the under-
standing, and engaging the heart; may and will have enemies; but
will and must have friends : he may be opposed, but he will be supported
too ; his talents may excite the jealousy of some, but his engaging arts

will make him beloved by many more ; he will be considerable ; he will

be considered. Many different qualifications must conspire to form such
a man , and to make him at once respectable and amiable, the least must
be joined to the greatest; the latter would be unavailing without the

former; and the former would be fntile and frivolous, without the latter.

Learning is acquired by reading books; but the much more necessary

learning, the knowledge of the world, is only to be acquired by reading
men, and studying all the various editions of them. Many words in

every language are generally thought to be synonymous; but those who
study the language attentively will find, that there is no such thing

;

they will discover some little difference, some distinction between all

those words that are vulgarly called synonymous ; one hath always more
energy, extent, or delicacy, than another. It is the same with men

;

all are in general, and yet no two in particular, exactly alike. Those
who have not accurately studied, perpetually mistake them ; they do
not discern the shades and gradations that distinguish characters seem-
ingly alike. Company, various company, is the only school for this

knowledge. You ought to be, by this time, at least in the third form
of that school, from whence the rise to the uppermost is easy and quick

;

but then you must have application and vivacity ; and you must not

only bear with, but even seek restraint in most companies, instead of

stagnating in one or two only, where indolence and love of ease may be

indulged.

In the plan which I gave you in my last,* for your future motions, I

forgot to tell you, that, if a king of the Komans should be chosen this

year, you shall certainly be at that election ; and as, upon those occa-

sions, all strangers are excluded from the place of the election, except

such as belong to some ambassador, I have already eventually secured

you a place in the suite of the King's Electoral Ambassador, who will

be sent upon that account to Frankfort, or wherever else the election

may be. This will not only secure you a sight of the show, but a knowl-

edge of the whole thing ; which is likely to be a contested ono, from

the opposition of some of the Electors, and the protests of some of the

Princes of the Empire. That election, if there is one, will, in my opi-

aion, be a memorable »ra in the history of the Empire
;
pens at least

• That letter is missing.
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if not sworda, will be drawn ; and ink, if not blood, wi.I be plentifully

emed, by the contending parties in that dispute. During the fray, you
may securely plunder, and add to your present stock of knowledge of

the jus publicum imperii. The court of France hath, I am told, ap-

pointed le President Ogier, a man of great abilities, to go immediately
to Ratisbon, pour y soujfler la discorde. It must be owned, that France
hath always profited skilfully of its having guaranteed the treaty of
Munster ; which hath given it a constant pretence to thrust itself into

the affairs of the empire. When France got Alsace yielded by treaty,

it was very willing to have held it as a fief of the empire; hut the em-
pire was then wiser. Every power should be very careful not to give

the least pretence to a neighbouring power to meddle with the affairs

of its interior. Sweden hath already felt the effects of the Czarina's

calling herself Guarantee of its present form of government, in conse-

quence of the treaty of Neustadt, confirmed afterwards by that of Abo
;

though, in truth, that guarantee was rather a provision against Russia's

attempting to alter the then new established form of government in

Sweden, than any right given to Russia to hinder the Swedes from
establishing what form of government they pleased. Read them both,

if you can get them. Adieu.

LETTER CCLXXYI.

LONDOH, April 18, O. S. 176*

My dkab Friend: i receive this moment your letter of the 19th,

N. S., with the inclosed pieces relative to the present dispute between
the King and the Parliament. I shall return them by Lord Hunting-
don, whom you will soon see at Paris, and who will likewise carry yon
the piece, which I forgot in making up the packet I sent you by the

Spanish Ambassador. The representation of the Parliament is very
well drawn, nuavitsr in modo, fortiter in re. They tell the King
very respectfully, that, in a certain case, which they should think it

criminal to suppose, they would not obey him. This hath a tendency
to what we call here revolution principles. I do not know what thf

Lord's anointed, his vicegerent upon earth, divinely appointed by him,
and accountable to none but him for his actions, will either think or do,

upon these symptoms of reason and good-sense, which seem to be
breaking out all over France: but this I foresee, that, before the end of

this century, the trade of both king and priest will not be half so good
a one a9 it has been. Du Clos, in his Reflections, hath observed, and
very truly, qu'il y a un germe de raison qui commence d se developper

en France;—a devcloppement that must prove fatal to Regal and Papal

pretensions. Prudence may, in many cases, recommend an occasional

submission to either; but when that ignorance, upon which an implicit

faith in both could only be founded, is once removed, God's Vicegerent,

and Christ's Vicar, will only be obeyed and believed, as far as what
the one orders, and the other says, is conformable to reason &ud U
truth.

T am ver> glad (to use a vulgar expression) that you make as if you
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were not well, though you really are ; I am sure it is the likeliost way
to keep so. Pray leave off entirely your greasy, heavy pastry, fat

creams, and indigestible dumplings; and then you need not confine

yourself to white meats, which I do not take tj be one jot wholesomer
than beef, mutton, and partridge.

Voltaire sent me, from Berlin, his History du Siecle de Louis XIV.
It came at a very proper time; Lord Bolingbroke had just taught me
how history should be read ; Voltaire shews me how it should be writ-

ten. I am sensible, that it will meet with almost as many critics as

readers. Voltaire must be criticised ; besides, every man's favourite is

attacked: for every prejudice is exposed, and our prejudices are our
mistresses ; reason is at best our wife, very often heard indeed, but sel-

dom minded. It is the history of the human understanding, written by
a man of parts, for the use of men of parts. Weak minds will not like it,

even though they do not understand it ; which is commonly the measure
of their admiration. Dull ones will want those minute and uninterest-

ing details, with which most other histories are encumbered. He tells

me all I want to know, and nothing more. His reflections are short,

just, and produce others in his readers. Free from religious, philoso-

phical, political and national prejudices, beyond any historian I ever
met with, he relates all those matters as truly and as impartially, as cer-

tain regards, which must always be to some degree observed, will allow
him : for one sees plainly, that he often says much less than he would
say, if he might. He hath made me much better acquainted with the
times of Lewis XIV., than the innumerable volumes which I had read
could do ; and hath suggested this reflection to me, which I have never
made before—His vanity, not his knowledge, made him encourage all,

and introduce many arts and sciences in his country. He opened in a
manner the human understanding in France, and brought it to its ut-

most perfection ; his age equalled in all, and greatly exceeded in many
things (pardon me, Pedants !) the Augustan. This was great and rapid;

but still it might be done, by the encouragement, the applause, and the

rewards of a vain, liberal, and magnificent Prince. What is much more
surprising is, that he stopped the operations of the human mind just

where he pleased; and seemed to say, "Thus far shalt thou go, and no
farther." For, a bigot to his religion, and jealous of his power, free

and rational thoughts upon either, never entered into a French head
during his reign ; and the greatest geniuses that ever any age produced,

never entertained a doubt of the divine right of Kings, or the infallibi-

lity of the Church. Poets, Orators, and Philosophers, ignorant of their

natural rights, cherished their chains; and blind, active faith triumphed,

in those great minds, over silent and passive reason. The reverse of

this seems now to be the case in France: reason opens itself; fancy and
invention fade and decline.

I will send you a copy of this history by Lord Huntingdon, as I think

it very probable that it is not allowed to be published and sold at Paris.

Pray read it more than once, and with attention, particularly the second

rolume ; which contains short, but very clear accounts of many very

Steresting things, which are talked of by every body, though fairly

nderstood by vei" few. There are two very puerile affectation^ which
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1 wish this book had been free from ; the one is, the total subversioi.

of all the old established French orthography ; the other is, the not
making use of any one capital letter throughout the whole book, except
at the beginning of a paragraph. It offends my eyes to see rome, paris,

france, caBsar, henry the fourth, &c, begin with small letters; and I do
not conceive that there can be any reason for doing it, half so strong

as the reason of long usage is to the contrary. This is an affectation

below Voltaire ; who, I am not ashamed to say, that I admire and
delight in, as an author, equally in prose and in verse.

I had a letter a few days ago from Monsieur du Boccage ; in which
he says, Monsieur Stanhope s'est jete dans la politique, et je crois quHl
yreussira: You do very well, it is your destination: but remember
that, to succeed in great things, one must first learn to please in little

ones. Engaging manners and address must prepare the way for supe-

rior knowledge and abilities to act with effect. The late Duke of Marl-
borough's manners and address prevailed with the first king of Prussia,

to let his troops remain in the army of the Allies ; when neither their

representations, nor his own share in the common cause could do it.

The Duke of Malborough had no new matter to urge to him ; but had
a manner, which he could not, nor did not, resist. Voltaire, among a

thousand little delicate strokes of that kind, says of the Duke de la

Feuillade, qu'il etoit Vhomme le plus brillant et le plus aimable du roy-

aume ; et quoique gendre du General et Ministre, il avoit pour lui la

faveur publique. Various little circumstances of that sort will often

make a man of great real merit be hated, if he hath not address and
manners to make him be loved. Consider all your own circumstances

seriously ; and you will find, that, of all arts, the art of pleasing is the

most necessary for you to study and possess. A silly tyrant said,

oderint modo timeant : a wine man would have said, modo ament nihil

timendum est mihi. Judge from your own daily experience, of the effi-

cacy of that pleasing je ne sais quoi
y
when you feel, as you and every

body certainly does, that in men it is more engaging than knowledge,
in women than beauty.

I long to see Lord and Lady * * *, (who are not yet arrived,) because
they have lately seen you ; and I always fancy, that I can fish out some-
thing new concerning you, from those who have seen you last: not
that I shall much rely upon their accounts, because I distrust the judg-
ment of Lord and Lady * * *, in those matters about which I am most
inquisitive. They have ruined their own son, by what they called and
thought loving him. They have made him believe that the world was
made for him, not he for the world ; and unless he stays abroad a great

while, and falls into very good company, he will expect, what he will

never find, the attentions and complaisance from others, which he has
hitherto been used to from Papa and Mamma. This, I fear, is too much
the case of Mr. * * * * ; who, I doubt, will be run through the body,
and be near dying, before he knows how to live. However you may
turn out, . u can never make me any of these reproaches. I indulged

no silly, womanish fondness for you : instead of inflicting my tenderness

upon you, T have taken all possible methods to make you deserve it;

*nd thank God you do; at least, I know but one article, in which you
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are different from what I could wish you ; and you very well kno-w
what that is I want : That I and all the world should like you, as well

as I love you. Adieu

LETTER COLXXVII.

Lohdoh, April 80, O. 8. 1752.

My dear Friejstd : Avoir du monde is, in my opinion, a very just and
happy expression, for having address, manners, and for knowing how
to behave properly in all companies ; and it implies very truly, that a

man who hath not those accomplishments, is not of the world. With-
out them, the best parts are inefficient, civility is absurd, and freedom
offensive. A learned parson, rusting in his cell, at Oxford or Cam-
bridge, will season admirably well upon the nature of man ; will pro-

foundly analyse the head, the heart, the reason, the will, the passions,

the senses, the sentiments, and all those subdivisions of we know not

what ; and yet, unfortunately, he knows nothing of man, for he hath
not lived with him ; and is ignorant of all the various modes, habits,

prejudices, and tastes, that always influence, and often determine him.
He views man as he does colours in Sir Isaac Newton's prism, where
only the capital ones are seen ; but an experienced dyer knows all their

various shades and gradations, together with the result of their several

mixtures. Few men are of one plain, decided colour ; most are mixed,
shaded, and blended; and vary as much, from different situations, as

changeable silks do form different lights. The man qui a du monde
knows all this from his own experience and observation: the conceited,

cloistered philosopher knows nothing of it from his own theory ; his

practice is absurd and improper, and he acts as awkwardly as a man
would dance, who had never seen others dance, nor learned of a

dancing-master ; but who had only studied the notes by which dances
are now pricked down as well as tunes. Observe and imitate, then,

the address, the arts, and the manners of those qui ont du monde:
see by what methods they first make, and afterwards improve impres-

sions in their favour. Those impressions are much oftener owing to

little causes, than to intrinsic merit; which is less volatile, and hath

not so sudden an effect. Strong minds have undoubtedly an ascen-

dant over weak ones, as Galigai Marechale d'Ancre very justly ob-

served, when, to the disgrace and reproach of those times, she was
executed for having governed Mary of Medicis by the arts of witch-

craft and magic. But then ascendant is to be gained by degrees,

and by those arts only which experience and the knowledge of the

world teaches ; for few are mean enough to be bullied, though most
are weak enough to be bubbled. I have often seen people of supe-

rior, governed by people of much inferior parts, without knowing ot

even suspecting that they were so governed. This can only happen,

when those people of inferior parts have more worldly dexterity and

experience, than those they govern. They see the weak and unguarded

part, and a^oly to it : they take it, and all the rest follows. Would you

£ain either men or women, and every mar of sense desires to gain
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both, il faut du monde. You have had more opportunities than evei

any man had, at your age, of acquiring ce monde. You have been in

the best companies of most countries, at an age when others have hardly

been in any company at all. You are master of all those languages,

which John Trott seldom speaks at all, and never well; consequently

you need be a stranger no where. This is the way, and the only way,
of having du monde, but if you have it not, and have still any coarse

rusticity about you, may not one apply to you the rust tens expectat of

Horace ?

This knowledge of the world teaches us more particularly two things,

both which are of infinite consequence, and to neither of which uature

inclines us ; I mean, the command of our temper, and of our countenance
A man who has no monde is inflamed with anger, or annihilated with
shame, at every disagreeable incident: the one makes him act and talk

like a madman, the other makes him look like a fool. But a man who
has du monde, seems not to understand what he cannot or ought not to

resent. If he makes a slip himself, he recovers it by ids coolne?s,

instead of plunging deeper by his confusion like a stumbling horse. He
is firm, but gentle ; and practises that most excellent maxim, suaviUr in

modo, fortiter in re. The other is the volto sciolto e pensieri stretti.

People unused to the world have babbling countenances; and are

unskilful enough to show what they have sense enough not to telL

In the course of the world, a man must very often put on an easy
frank countenance, upon very disagreeable occasions ; he must seem
pleased when he is very much otherwise ; he must be able to accost

and receive with smiles, those whom he would much rather meet with
swords. In courts he must not turn himself inside out. All this may,
nay must be done, without falsehood and treachery ; for it must go no
further than politeness and manners, and must stop short of assurances

and professions of simulated friendship. Good manners, to those one
does not love, are no more a breach of truth, than M your humble ser

vant" at the bottom of a challenge is; they are universally agreed upon
and understood, to be things of course. They are necessary guards of

the decency and peace of society ; thev must only act defensively; and
then not with arms poisoned by perfidy. Truth, but not the whole
truth, must be the invariable principle of every man, who hath either

religion, honor, or prudence Those who violate it may be cunning,
but they are not able. Lies and perfidy are the refuge of fools and
cowards. Adieu 1

P. S. I must recommend to you again, to take your leave of all your
French acquaintance, in such a manner as may make them regret your
departure, and wish to see and welcome you at Paris again, where von
may possibly return before it is very long. This must not be done in a

cold, civil manner, but with at least seeming warmth, sentiment, and
concern. Acknowledge the obligations vol have to them for the kind-

ness they haze shewn you during your stay at Paris : assure them that

wherever you are, you will remember tLem with gratitude ; wish for

opportunities of giving them proofs of your plus tendre et respectueux

iouvenir ; beg of them in case your good fortune should carry them to

%Rf part of the world where you could be of any the least use U
19*
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them, that they would employ yon without reserve. Say all this, and
a great deal more, emphatically and pathetically ; for you know n v'u

me fare. This can do you no harm, if you never return to Paris;

but if you do, as probably you may, it will be of infinite use to you.
Remember too, not to omit going to every house where you have ever
been once, to take leave and recommend yourself to their remembrance.
The reputation which you leave at one place, where you have been,
will circulate, and you will meet with it at twenty places whero you
are to go. That is a labor never quite lost.

This letter will show you, that the accident which happened to me
yesterday, and of which Mr. Grevenkop gives yoa account, hath had no
bad consequences. My escape was a great one.

LETTER CCLXXVI11.

Londoh, May 11, O. S 1T5J.

My dear Friend: I break my vvord by writing this letter; but I

break it on the allowable side, by doing more than 1 promised. I have
pleasure in writing to you ; and you may possibly have some profit in

reading what I write ; either of the motives were sufficient for me,
both for you I cannot withstand. By your last I calculate that you
will leave Paris upon this day se'nnight; upon that supposition, this

letter may still find you there.

Colonel Perry arrived here two or three days ago, and sent me a book
from you; Cassandra abridged. I am sure it cannot be too much
abridged. The spirit of that most voluminous work, fairly extracted,

may be contained in the smallest duodecimo ; and it is most astonish-

ing, that there ever could have been people idle enough to write or read

such endless heaps of the same stuff. It was, however, the occupation

of thousands in the last century, and is still the private, though disa-

vowed, amusement of young girls, and sentimental ladies. A love-sick

girl finds, in the captain with whom she is in love, all the courage and
all the graces of the tender and accomplished Oroondates: and many a

grown-up, sentimental lady, talks delicate Cleliato the hero, whom she

would engage to eternal love, or laments with her that love is not
eternal.

Ah I qu'il est doux d'aimer, si l'on almolt toujour! I

Mais helas ! il n'est point d'eternelles amours.

It is, however, very well to have read one of those extravagant works,
(of all which La Calprenede's are the best,) because it is well to be able

to talk, with some degree of knowledge, upon all those subjects that

other people talk sometimes upon : and 1 would by no means have any-
thing, that is known to others, be totally unknown to you. It is a great

advantage for any man, to be able U. talk or to hear, neither ignorantly

nor absurdly, upon any subject ; for 1 have known people, who have not

taid one word, hear ignorantly and absurdly ; it has appeared in their

inattentive and unmeaning faces.

Thi? I think, is as little likely to happen to you, as *x> anybody of
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four age : and if you wiL but add a versatility, and easy conformity of

manners, I know no company in which you are likely to be de trop.

This versatility is more particularly necessary for you at this time,

now that you are going to so many different places for, though the

manners and customs of the several courts of Germany are in general

the same, yet every one has its particular characteristic ; some peculi-

arity or other, which distinguishes it from the next. This you tsnouid

carefully attend to, and immediately adopt. Nothing flatters people

more, nor makes strangers so welcome, as such an occasional conformity.

I do not mean by this, that you should mimic the air and stiffness of

every awkward German court; no, by no means; but I mean that you
should only cheerfuDy comply, and fall in with certain local habits, such

as ceremonies, diet, turn of conversation, &c. People who are lately

come from Paris, and who have been a good while there, are generally

suspected, and especially in Germany, of having a degree of contempt
for every other place. Take great care that nothing of this kind appear,

at least outwardly, in your behaviour; but commend whatever deserves

any decree of commendation, without comparing it with what you may
have left, much better of the same kind, at Paris. As for instance, the

German kitchen is, without doubt, execrable, and the French delicious;

however, never commend the French kitchen at a German table; but

eat of what you can find tolerable there, and commend it, without com
paring it to anything better. I have known many British Yahoos, who
though while they were at Paris conformed to no one French custom,
as soon as they got anywhere else, talked of nothing but what they did,

saw, and eat at Paris. The freedom of the French Is not to be used in-

discriminately at all the courts in Germany, though their easiness may,
and ought; but that too at some places more than others. The courts

of Manheim and Bonn, 1 take to be a little more unbarbarised than some
others; that of Mayence, an ecclesiastical one, as well as that of Treves,

(neither of which is much frequented by foreigners,) retains, I conceive,

a great deal of the Goth and Vandal still. There, more reserve and
reremony are necessary ; and not a word of the French. At Berlin,

you cannot be too French. Hanover, Brunswick, Cassel, &c. are of tho

mixed kind, un peu decrottet, ma is pas asssz.

Another thing, which I most earnestly recommend to you, not only
in Germany, but in every part of the world where you may ever be, is

not only real, but seeming attention, to whoever you speak to, or to

whoever speaks to you. There is nothing so brutally shocking, nor so

little forgiven, as a seeming inattention to the person who is speaking
*„o you : and I have known many a man knocked down, for (in my
opinion) a much lighter provocation, than that shocking inattention

which I mean. I have seen many people, who, while you are speaking
to them, instead of looking at, and attending to you, fix their eyes upon
the ceiling or some other part of the room, look out of the window,
play with a dog, twirl their snuff-box, or pick their nose. Nothing dis-

covers a little, futile, frivolous mind more than this, and nothing is so

offensively ill-bred : it is an explicit declaration on your part, that every
the most trifling object, deserves your attention more than all that cai.

be said by th* person who is speaking to you. Judge of the sentiments
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of hatred and resentment, which such treatment mnst oicite in every

ore«ist where any degree of self-love dwells ; and I am sure I never yet

met with that breast where there was not a great deal: I repeat it again

*nd a^ain, (for it is highly necessary for you to remember it,) that sort

ot vanity and self-love is inseparable from human nature, whatever :nay

oe its rank or condition ; even your footmen will sooner forget and for-

jfive fl ^eating, than any manifest mark of slight and contempt. Be
therefore, i beg of you, not only really, but seemingly and manifestly

attentive to whoever speaks to you; nay, more, take their ton, and

lune yourself to their unison. Be serious with the serious, gay with the

gay, and trifle with the triflers. In assuming these various shapes, en-

deavour to make each of them seem to sit easy upon you, and even to

appear to be your own natural one. This is the true and useful versa-

tility, of which a thorough knowledge of the world at once teaches the

utility and the means of acquiring.

I am very sure, at least I hope, that you will never make use of a

silly expression, which is the favourite expression, and the absurd excuse

of all fools and blockheads; I cannot do such a thing; a thing by no

means either morally or physically impossible. / cannot attend long

together to the same thing, says one fool; that is, he is such a fool that

he will not. I remember a very awkward fellow, who did not know
what to do with his sword, and who always took it off before dinner,

saying, that he could not possibly dine with his sword on ; upon which
I could not help telling him, that I really believed he could without any
probable danger either to himself or others. It is a shame and an ab-

surdity, for any man to say that he cannot do all those things, \*hich are

commonly done by all the rest of mankind.
Another thing that I must earnestly warn you against is laziness ; by

which more people have lost the fruit of their travels than, perhaps, by
any other thing. Fray be always in motion. Early in the morning go
and see things; and the rest of the day go and see people. 1/you stay

but a week at a place, and that an insignificant one, see, however, all

that is to be seen there; know as many people, and get into as many
houses, as ever you can.

I recommend to you likewise, though probably you have I bought of

it yourself, to carry in your pocket a map of Germany, in which the

pc st-roads are marked ; and also some sho-* book of trave is through
Germany. The former will help to imprint in your memory situations

and distances ; and the latter will point out many things for /ou to see,

that might otherwise possibly escape you ; and which, though they may
be in themselves of little consequence, you would regret not having seen,

after having been at the places where they were.

Thus warned and provided for ycur journey, God speed you ;
Felim,

fwtumque %it ! Adieu
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LETTER CCLXXIX.

Lohdoh, May 27, 0. 8. 176S.

Mi dkab Free.st): I send you the inclosed original from a friend of

ours, with my own commentaries upon the text ; a text which I have so

often paraphrased, and commented upon already, that I believe I can
hardly say anything new upon it; but, however, I cannot give it over
till I am better convinced, than I yet am, that you feel all the utility,

the importance, and the necessity of it; nay, not only feel, but
practise it. Your panegyrist allows you, what most fathers would
be more than satisfied with, in a son, and chides me for not con-

tenting myself with Vessentiellement bo?i ; but I, who have been in

no one respect like other fathers, cannot neither, like them, con-
tent myself with Vessentiellement bon ; because I know that it will

not do your business in the world, while you want quelques couches

de ternis. Few fathers care much for their sons, or, at least, most
of them care more for their money : and, consequently, content
themselves with giving them, at the cheapest rate, the common run of
education: that is, a school till eighteen; the University till twenty;
and a couple of years riding post through the several towns of Europe

;

impatient till their boobies come home to be married, and, as they call

it, settled. Of those who really love their sons, few know how to do it.

Some spoil them by fondling them while they are young, and then quar-
rel with them when they are grown up, for having been spoiled; some
love them like mothers, and attend only to the bodily health and strength

of the hopes of their family, solemnise his birth-day, and rejoice, like

the subjects of the Great Mogul, at the increase of his hulk
;
while others,

minding, as they think, only essentials, take pains and pleasure to see

in their heir, all their favourite weaknesses and imperfections. I hope
and believe that I haw- kept clear of all these errors in the education
which I have given you. No weaknesses of my own have warped it,

no parsimony has starved it, no rigour has deformed it. Sound and ex-

tensive learning was the foundation which I meant to lay—I have laid

it; but that alone, I knew, would by no means be sufficient: the orna-

mental, the showish, the pleasing superstructure was to be begun. In

that view, I threw you into the great world, entirely your own master,

at an age when others either guzzle at the University, or are sent

abroad in servitude to some awkward, pedantic Scotch governor. This

was to put you in the way, and the only way of acquiring those manners,
that address, and those graces, which exclusively distinguish people of

fashion ; and without which all moral virtues, and all acquired learning,

are of no sort of use in the courts and le beau monde : on the contrary.

I am not sure if they are not an hindrance. They are feared and dis

liked in those places, as too severe, if not smoothed and introduced by
• he graces; but of these graces, of this necessary beau vernis, it seems
fciiere are still quelque couches qui manquent. Now, pray let me ask

you, coolly and seriously, pourquoi ces couches rnanquvU-ell&i f For you
may as easily take them, as you may wear more or less powder in your

hair, more or iesd lace upon your coat. I can therefore aceourt for youi

warding them no other way in the world, than from your not hoing yet
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convinced of their full value. You have heard some Engiish bucks saj
" Damn these finical outlandish airs, give me a manly, resolute manner,
They make a rout with their graces, and talk like a parcel of dancing-
masters, and dress like a parcel of fops : one good Englishman will beat
three of them." But let your own observation undeceive you of these
prejudices. I will give you one instance only, instead of an hundred
that J could give you, of a very shining fortune and figure, raised upon
no other foundation whatsoever, than that of address, manners, and
graces. Between you and me, (for this example must go no further,)

what do you think made our friend, Lord A****e, Colonel of a regiment
of guards, Governor of Virginia, Groom of the Stole, and Ambassador to

Pans ; amounting in all to sixteen or seventeen thousand pounds a year ?

Was it his birth ? No, a Dutch gentleman only. Was it his estate?

No, he had none. Was it his learning, his parts, his political abilities

and application ? You can answer these questions as easily, and as
soon, as I can ask them. What was it then ? Many people wondered,
but I do not ; for I know, and will tell you. It was'his air, his address,
his manners, and his graces. He pleased, and by pleasing became a
favourite ; and by becoming a favourite became all that he has been since.

Shew me any one instance, where intrinsic worth and merit, unassisted
by exterior accomplishments, have raised any man so high. You know
the Due de Richelieu, now Marechal, Cordon bleu, Gentilhomme de la

Chambre, twice Ambassador, &c. By what means ? Not by the purity
of his character, the depth of his knowledge, or any uncommon pene-
tration and sagacity. Women alone formed and raised him. The
Duchess of Burgundy took a fancy to him, and had him before he was
sixteen years old; this put him in fashion among the beau monde : and
the late Regent's oldest daughter, now Madame de Modene, took him
next, and was near marrying him. These early connections with
women of the first distinction gave him those manners, graces, and
address, which you see he has ; and which, I can assure you, are all that

he has; for, strip him of them, and he will be one of the poorest men
in Europe. Man or woman cannot resist an engaging exterior ; it will

please, it will make its way. You want, it seems, but quelques couches;
for God's sake, lose no time in getting them ; and now your have gone
so far, complete the work. Think of nothing else till that work is

finished; unwearied application will bring about any thing : and surely
your application can never be so well employed as upon that object,

which is absolutely necessary to facilitate all others. With your know-
ledge and parts, if adorned by manners and graces, what may you not
hope one day to be ? But without them, you will be in the situation of
a man who should be very fleet of one leg but very lame of the other.
He could not run; C"* lame leg would check and clog the well one,
which would be very near useless.

From my original plan for your education, I meant to make you un
twmme universal ; what depends on me is executed, the little that re-

mains undone depends singly upon you. Do not then disappoint, wher
you can so easily gratify me. It is your own interest which I am pres»
ing yo to pursue, and it is the onlv return that I desire for all the care
and affection of Yours.
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LETTER CCLXXX.

Loidon, May 81, O. 8. 1701.

My dear Friend : The world is the book, and the only one to which,

at present, I wonld have you apply yourself; and the thorough know-
ledge of it will be of more use to you, than all the books that ever were
read. Lay aside the best book whenever you can go into the best com-
pany ; and depend upon it, you change for the better. However, as the

most tumultuous life, whether of business or pleasure, leaves some
vacant moments every day, in which a book is the refuge of a rational

being, I mean now to point out to you the method of employing those

moments (which will and ought to be but few) in the most advantage-
ous manner. Throw away none of your time upon those trival, futile

books, published by idle or necessitous authors, for the amusement of

idle and ignorant readers; such sort of books swarm and buzz about

one every day ; flap them away, they have no sting. Certum peteji?iem,

have some one object for those leisure moments, and pursue that object

invariably till you have attained it; and then take so*»e other. For
instance, considering your destination, I would a^ise you to single out

the most remarkable and interesting ser»9 of modern history, and
confine all your reading to that ara. It you pitch upon the Treaty of

Munster, (and that is the proper period to begir with, in the course

which I am now recommending,) do not interrupt it by dipping and
deviating into other books, unrelative to it ; but consult only the most
authentic histories, letters, memoirs, and negotiations, relative to that

great transaction; reading and comparing them, with all that cau-

tion and distrust which Lord Bolingbroke recommends to you, in a
better manner, and in better words than I can. The next period worth
your partic'-Iar knowledge, is the Treaty of the Pyrenees: which was
calculated to lay, and in effect did lay, the succession of the House of

Bourbon to the crown of Spain. Pursue that in the same manner,
singling, out of the millions of volumes written upon that occasion, tb«

t ,o or three most authentic ones, and particularly letters, which are the

best authorities in matters of negotiation. Next come the Treaties ot

Nimeguen and Ryswick, postscripts in a manner to those of Munster
and the Pyrenees. Those two transactions have had great light thrown
upon them by the publication of many authentic and original letters

and pieces. The concessions made at the Treaty of Ryswick, by the

then triumphant Lewis the Fourteenth, astonished all those who viewed
things only superficially; but, I should think, must have been easily

accounted for by those who knew the state of the kingdom of Spain,

as well as of the health of its King, Charles the Second, at that time.

The interval between the conclusion of the peace of Ryswick, and th«»

breaking out of the great war in 1702, though a short, is a most interest-

ing one. Every week of it almost produced some great event. Two
partition treaties, the death of the King of Spain, his unexpected will,

and the acceptance of it by Lewis the Fourteenth, in violation of the

second treaty of partition, just signed and ratified by him. Philip the

Fifth quietly and cheerfully received in Spain, and acknowledged as
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ance to dethrone him. I cannot help making this observation npon
that occasion : That character has often more to do in great transac-

tions, than prudence and sound policy ; for Lewis the Fourteenth grati-

fied his personal pride, by giving a Bourbon King to Spain, at the

expense of the true interest of France ; which would have acquired

much more solid and permanent strength by the addition of Naples,

Sicily, and Lorraine, upon the footing of the second partition treaty ; and
I think it was fortunate for Europe that he preferred the will. It is

true, he might hope to influence his Bourbon posterity in Spain ; he
knew too well how weak the ties of blood are among men, and how
much weaker still they are among Princes. The Memoirs of Count
Harrach, and of Las Torres, give a good deal of light into the transac-

tions of the Court of Spain, previous to the death of that weak King;
and the Letters of the Marechal d'Harcourt, then the French Ambas
sador in Spain, of which I have authentic copies in manuscript, from
the year 1698 to 1701, have cleared up that whole affair to me. I keep
that book for you. It appears by those letters, that the impudent con-

duct of the House of Austria, with regard to the King and Queen of

Spain, and Madame Berlips, her favourite, together with the knowledge
of the partition treaty, which incensed all Spain, were the true and
only reasons of the will, in favour of the Duke of Anjou. Cardinal

Portocarrero, nor any of the Grandees, were bribed by France, as was
generally reported and believed at that time; which confirms Voltaire's

anecdote upon that subject. Then opens a new scene and a new cen-

tury; Lewis the Fourteenth's good fortune forsakes him, till the Duke
pf Marlborough and Prince Eugene make him amends for all the mis-

thief they had done him, by making the allies refuse the terras of peace

offered by him at Gertruydenber. How the disadvantageous peace of

Utrecht was afterwards brought on, you have lately read ; and you
cannot inform yourself too minutely of all those circumstances, that

treaty being the freshest source from whence the late transactions of

Europe have flowed. The alterations that have since happened,

whether by wars or treaties, are so recent, that all the written accounts

are to be helped out, proved, or contradicted, by the oral ones of almost

every informed person, of a certain age or rank in life. For the facts,

dates, and original pieces of this century, you will find them in Lam-
berti, till the year 1715, and after that time in Rousset's Recueil.

I do not mean that you should plod hours together in researches of

this kind : no, you may employ your time more usefully : but I mean,

that you should make the most of the moments you do employ, by

method, and the pursuit of one single Ject at a time; nor should I

call it a digression from that object, i' when you meet with clashing

and jarring pretensions of different » . inces to the same thing, you had

immediately recourse to other books, in which those several pretensions

were clearly stated ; on the contrar} , that is the only way of reir ember-

ing those contested rights and claims: for, were a man to real tout d*

$uite, Schwederus's Theatrum Pretensionum, he would only be con-

founded by the variety, and remember none of them ; whereas, by exa-

mining them occasionally, as they happen to occur, either in the courst
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of your historical reading, or as they are agitated in your own times,

you will retain them, by connecting them with those historical tacts

which occasioned your inquiry. For example, had you read, in the

course of two or three folios of Pretensions, those, among others, of

the two Kings of England and Prussia to Cost Frise, it is impossible,

that you should have remembered them; but now, that they are become
the debated object at the Diet at Ratisbon, and the topic of all political

conversations, if you consult both books and persons concerning them,

and inform yourself thoroughly, you will never forget them as long as

you live. You will hear a great deal of them on one side, at Hanover;
and as much on the other side, afterwards, at Berlin : hear both sides,

and form your own opinion ; but dispute with neither.

Letters from foreign ministers to their courts, and from their courts

to them, are, if genuine, the bes 1
: and most authentic records you can

read, as far as they go. Cardinal d'Ossat's, President Jeanin's, D'Es-
trade's, Sir William Temple's, will not only inform your mind, but form
your style ; which, in letters of business, should be very plain and sim-

ple, but, at the same time, exceedingly clear, correct, and pure.

All that I have said may be reduced to these two or three plain prin-

ciples: 1st, That you should now read very little, but converse a great

deal; 2dly, To read no useless, unprofitable books; and 3dly, That those

which you do read, may all tend to a certain object, and be relative to,

and consequential of each other. In this method, half an hour's reading

every day will carry you a great way. People seldom know how to

employ their time to the best advantage, till they have too little left to

employ ; but if, at your age, in the beginning of life, people would but
consider the value of it, and put every moment to interest, it is incred-

ible what an additional fund of knowledge and pleasure such an eco-

nomy would bring in. I look back with regret upon that large sum of
time, which, in my youth, I lavished away idly, without either improve-
ment or pleasure. Take warning betimes, and enjoy every moment

;

pleasures do not commonly last so long as life, and therefore should not

"ue neglected ; and the longest life is too short for knowledge, conse-

quently every moment is precious.

I am surprised at having received no letter from you since you left

Paris I still direct this to Strasburgh, as I did my two last. I shall

direct my next to the post house at Mayence, unless I receive, in the
mean time, contrary instructions from you. Adieu. Remember let

•Htentiont. they must be your passports into good company.

LETTER CCLXXXI.

LoBDOir, June, O. S. Itktt.

My drab Friend : Very few celebrated negociators have been emi
nent for their learning. The most famous French negociators (and 1

fenow no nation that can boast of abler) have been military men, as

Monsieur d'Harcourt, Comte d'Estrades, Mar6chal d'Uxelles, and others
The late Duke of Marlborough, who wa* at least as able a negociator as

« general, was exceedingly ignorant of books, but extremely knowirg
18
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in men ; whereas the learned Grotius appeared, both in Sweden and ir.

France, to be a very bungling minister. This is, in my opinion, verj

easily to be accounted for. A man of very deep learning must have
employed the greatest part of his time in books; and a skilful negocia-

tor must necessarily have employed much the greater part of his time
with man. The sound scholar, when dragged out of his dusty closet

into business, acts by book, and deals with men as he has read of them

;

not as he has known them by experience : he follows Spartan and Roman
precedents, in what he falsely imagines to be similar cases ; whereas
two cases never were, since the beginning of tlae world, exactly alike

;

and he would be capable, where he thought spirit and vigour necessary,

to draw a circle round the persons he treated with, and to insist upon
a categorical answer before they went out of it, because he had read, in

the Roman history, that once upon a time some Roman ambassador did

so. No; a certain degree of learning may help, but no degree of learn-

ing will ever make a skilful minister : whereas a great knowledge of

the world, of the characters, passions, and habits of mankind, has,

without one grain of learning, made a thousand. Military men have sel-

dom much knowledge of books; their education does not allow it; but

what makes great amends for that want is, that they generally know a

great deal of the world; they are thrown into it young; they see'

variety of nations and characters; and they soon find, that to rise,

which is the aim of them all, they must first please : these concurrent

causes almost always give them manners and politeness. In consequence
of which, you see them always distinguished at courts, and favoured

by the women. I could wish that you had been of an age to have
made a campaign or two as a volunteer. It would have given you an
attention, a versatility, and an alertness ; all which I doubt you want

;

and a great want it is.

A foreign minister has not great business to transact every day ; so

that his knowledge and his skill in negociating are not frequently put

to the trial ; but he has that to do every day, and every hour of the

day, which is necessary to prepare and smooth the way for his business;

that is, to insinuate himself by his manners, not only into the houses,

but into the confidence of the most considerable people of that place;

to contribute to their pleasures, and insensibly not to be looked upon as

a stranger himself. A skilful minister may very possibly be doing his

master's business full as well, in doing the honours gracefully and gen-

teelly of a ball or a supper, as if he were laboriously writing a protocol

in his closet. The Marechal d'Harcourt, by his magnificence, his man-
ners, and his politeness, blunted the edge of the long aversion which
the Spaniards had to the French. The court and the grandees were
personally fond of him, and frequented his house; and were at least in-

sensibly brought to prefer a French to a German yoke ; which I am
convinced would never have happened, had Oomte d'Harrach been Mar-
echal d'Harcourt, or the Marechal d'Harcourt Oomte d'Harrach. The
Comte d'Estrades had, by ses manieres polies et liantes, formed such

connections, and gained such an interest in the republic of the Unitec;

Provinces, that Monsieur de Witt, the then Pensionary of Holland, often

applied to him to use his interest with his friend, both in Holland aa^
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the other provinces, whenever he (De Witt) had a difficult point whisu
he wanted to carry. This was certainly not brought about by his knowl-
edge of hooks, but of men : dancing, fencing, and riding, with a little

military architecture, were no doubt the top of his education; and if

he knew that collegium, in Latin, signified college in French, it must
have been by accident. But he knew what was more useful: from thir-

teen years old, he had been in the great world, and had read men and
women so long, that he could then read them at sight.

Talking the other day, upon this and other subjects, all relative t<

you, with one who knows and loves you very well, and expressing my
anxiety and wishes that your exterior accomplishments, as a man of
fashion, might adorn, and at least equal your intrinsic merit as a man
of sense and honour ; the person interrupted me, and said, Set your
heart at rest ; that never will or can happen. It is not in character ;

that gentleness, that douceur, those attentions which you wish him to

have, are not in his nature: and do what you will, nay, let him do what
he will, he can never acquire them. Nature may be a little disguised

and altered by care; but can by no means whatsoever be totally forced

and changed. I denied this principle to a certain degree; but admit-
ting, however, that in many respects our nature was not to be changed;
and asserting, at the same time, that in others it might by care be very

much altered and improved, so as in truth to be changed: that I took

those exterior accomplishments, which we had been talking of, to be
mere modes, and absolutely depending upon the will, and upon custom;
and that, therefore, I was convinced that your good sense, which must
shew you the importance of them, would make you resolve at all

events to acquire them, even in spite of nature, if nature be in the ease.

Our dispute, which lasted ;i great while, ended, a.s Voltaire observe*

that disputes in England are apt to do, in a wager of fifty guinea-;

which I myself am to decide upon honour, and of which this is a faith-

ful copy. If you think I shall win it, you may go my halves if you
please; declare yourself in time. This I declare, that I would most
cheerfully give a thousand guineas to win those fifty: you may secure

them me if you please.

I grow very impatient for your future letters from the several courts

of Manheim, Bonn, Hanover, Arc. &c. And I desire that your letter-

may be to me, what I do not desire they should be to any body else, I

mean full of yourself. Let the egotism, a figure which upon all other

^c.asions I detest, he your only one to me. Trifles that concern you are

unt trifles to me; and my knowledge of them may possibly be useful t«

fou. Adieu. Les graces, les graces, les graces.

LETTER CCLXXXII.

Lohdon, Jun* 28, S. 1761

Mr dear Friend: 1 direct this letter to Mayence, where I think it is

likely to meet you, supposing, as I do, that you staid three weeke at

Manheim after the date of your last from thence; but should you liav*;

-jta
;d longer at Manheim, to which I have no oojection, it will wait for
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yon at Mayence. Mayence will not, I believe, have charms to detair
von above a week; so that I reckon you will be at Bonn at the end of
July, N. S. There you may stay just as little or as long as you please,

and then proceed to Hanover.
J had a letter by the last post from a relation of mine at Hanover,

Mr. Stanhope Aspinwall, who is in the Duke of Newcastle's office, and
has lately been appointed the King's Minister to the Dey of Algiers; a
post which, notwithstanding your views of foreign affairs, I believe you
do not envy him. He tells me in that letter, there are very good
lodgings to be had at one Mrs. Meyer's, the next door to the Duke of
Newcastle's, which he offers to take for you: I have desired him to do
it, in case Mrs. Meyers will wait for you till the latter end of August, or

the beginning of September, N. S., which, I suppose, is about the time
when you will be at Hanover. You will find this Mr. Aspinwall of
great use to you there. He will exert himself to the utmost to serve
you : he has been twice or thrice at Hanover, and knows all the allures

there: he is very well with the Duke of Newcastle, and will puff you there.

Moreover, if you have a mind to work there as a volunteer in that

bureau, he will assist and inform you. In short, he is a very honest,

sensible, and informed man; mats ne paye pas beaucoup de safigure; il

abuse meme du privilege qu'ont les hommes d'etre laids; et il ne sera pas
en reste avec les lions et les leopards quy

il trouvera a Alger.
As you are entirely master of the time when you will leave Bonn

and go to Hanover, so are you master to stay at Hanover as long as you
please, and to go from thence where you please; provided that at

Christmas you are at Berlin, for the beginning of the Carnival: this I

would not have you say at Hanover, considering the mutual disposition

of those two courts ; but when anybody asks you where you are to go next,

say, that you propose rambling in Germany, at Brunswick, Cassel, &c, till

the next spring; when you intend to be in Flanders, in your way to

England. I take Berlin, at this time, to be the politest, the most
shining, and the most useful court in Europe for a young fellow to be
at: and therefore I would upon no account not have you there, for at

least a couple of months of the Carnival. If you are as well received,

and pass your time as well, at Bonn, as I believe you will, I would
advise you to remain there till about the 20th of August, N. S.; in

four days you will be at Hanover. As for your stay there, it must
be shorter or longer, according to certain circumstances which you know
of; supposing them at the best, then, stay within a week or ten days
of the King's return to England; but supposing them at the worst,

your stay must not be too short, for reasons which you also know; no
resentment must either appear or be suspected; therefore, at worst, I

think you must remain there a month, and at best, as long as ever you
please. But I am convinced that all will turn out very well for you
there. Everybody is engaged or inclined to help you ; the ministers, Eng-
lish and German, the principal ladies, and most o^ the foreign minis-

ters; so that I may apply to you, nullum numen abest, si sit prude* tia.

Du Perron will, I believe, Ke back there, from Turin, much about l!ie

time you get there: pray be very attentive to him, and connect your
self with him as much as ever you can; for, besides that he is a sqtv
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pretty and well-informed man, he is very much in fashion at Hanover,

is personally very well with the King, and certain ladies; so that a

visible intimacy and connection with him will do you credit and ser-

vice. Pray cultivate Monsieur Hop, the Dutch minister, wTho has always

been very much my friend, and will, 1 am sure, be yours ; his manners, it is

true are not very engaging ; he is rough, but he is sincere. It is very useful

sometimes to see the things which one ought to avoid, as it is right

to see very often those which one ought to imitate: and my friend Hop's
manners will frequently point out to you, what yours ought to be by
the rule of contraries.

Congreve points out a sort of critics, to whom he says that we a*,

doubly obliged.

Rules for good writing they with pains indite,

Then shew us what is bad, by what they write.

It is certain that Monsieur Hop, with the best heart in the world, and
a thousand good qualities, has a thousand enemies, and hardly a friend;

singly from the roughness of his manners.

N. B. I heartily wish you could have staid long enough at Manheim,
to have been seriously and desperately in love with Madame de Taxis;

who, I suppose, is a proud, insolent, fine lady, and who would conse-

quently have expected attentions little short of adoration: nothing

would do you more good than sucn h passioi. ; and I live in hopes that

somebody or other will be able to excite sucL an one in you; your hour
may not yet be come, but it will come. Love ha? not been unaptly

compared to the small-pox whicL most people have sooner or later.

Iphigenia had a wonderful effect upon Cimon: 1 wish some Hanover
Iphigenia may try her skill upon you.

1 recommend to you again, though I have already done it twice or

thrice, to speak German, even affectedly, while you are at Hanover;
which will shew that you prefer that language, and be of more use to

you there with somebody, than you can imagine. When you carry my
letters to Monsieur Munchausen, and Monsieur Schwiegeldt, address

yourself to them in German; the latter speaks French very well, but
"the former extremely ill. Shew great attention to Madame Munchausen's
daughter, who is a great favourite; those little trifles please mothers,

and sometimes fathers, extremely. Observe and you will find, almost
universally, that the least things either please or displease most; because
they necessarily imply, either a very strong desire of obliging, or an unpar-
donable indifference about it. I will give you a ridiculous instance enough
Df this truth, frorr my ow i experience. When I was ambassador the
tirrt time in Holland, Comte de Wassenaer and his wife, people of the

first rank and consideration, had a little boy of about three years old,

of whom they were exceedingly fond: in order to make my court to

them, I was sc too, and used to take the child often upon my lap, and
play with him. One day his nose was very snotty, upon which I took
out ray handkerchief and wiped it for him; this raised a loud laugh,

and they called me a very handy nurse; but the father and mother
vere so phased with it, that to this day it is an anecdote in the family
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and I never receive a letter from Oomte Wassenaer, but he makes mo
the compliments du morveux que fai mouche autrefois; who, by the

way, I am assured, is now the prettiest young fellow in Holland. Whero
one would gain people, remember that nothing is little. Adieu.

LETTER COLXXX1II.

London, June 26, O. 8. 1752.

Mr okar Friend : As I have reason to tear, from your last letter of

the 18th, N. S., from Manheim, that all, or at least most of my letters

to you, since you left Paris, have miscarried ; I think it requisite, at all

events, to repeat in this, the necessary parts of those several letters, as

far as they relate to your future motions.

I suppose that this will either find you, or be but a few days before

y;m at Bonn, where it is directed : and I suppose too, that you have fixed

your time for going from thence to Hanover. If things turn out well ai

Hanover, as in my opinion they will, Chi std bene non si muova, stay

there till a week or ten days before the King sets out for England; b*fi,

should they turn out ill, which I cannot imagine, stay however a montb,

that your departure may not seem a step <*f discontent or peevishness

;

the very suspicion of which is by all means to be avoided. Whenever
you leave Hanover, be it sooner or be it later, where would you go ?

Lei e Padrone, and I give you your choice : would you pass the months

of November and December at Brunswick, Cassel, &c. ? Would you

choose to go for a couple of months to Ratisbon, where you would be

eery well recommended to, and treated by the King's Electoral Minister,

the Baron de Behr, and where you would improve your jus publicum?

or wouid ycu rather go directly to Berlin, and stay there till the end of

the Carnival ? Two or three months at Berlin are, considering all cir-

cumstances, necessary for you ; and the Carnival months are the best

;

pour le rzste decidez en dernier ressort, et sans appel comme d'abus. Let

me know your decree, when you have formed it. Your good or ill suc-

cess at Hanover will have a very great influence upon your subsequent

character, tigure, and fortune in the world ; therefore I confess, that 1

am more anxious about it, than ever bride was on her wedding-night,

when wishes, hopes, fears, and doubts, tumultously agitate, please, and

terrify her. It is your first crisis : ;he character which you will acquire

there will, more or less, be that which will abide by you for the rest of

your life. You will be ttied and judged there, not as a boy, but as a

man ; and from that moment there is no appeal for character; it is fixed.

To form that character advantageously, you have three objects particu-

larly to attend to : your character as a man of morality, truth, and

honour, your knowledge in the objects of your destination, as a man
of business ; and your engaging and insinuating address, air and manners,

as a courtier; the sure and only steps to favour. Merit at courts, with-

out favour, will do little or nothing; favour, without merit, will do a

good deal : but favour and merit together will do every thing. Favour

at courts depends upon so many, such trifling, such unexpected, and un-

foreseen events, that a good courtier must attend to every circumstancs
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' owever little, that either does, or can happen; he must have no ab-

sences, no distractions; he must not say, "I did not mind it; who would
have thought it ?" He ought both to have minded, and to have thought
it. A chamber-maid has sometimes caused revolutions in courts, which
have produced others in kingdoms. Were I to make my way to favour

in a court, I would neither wilfully, nor by negligence, give a dog or a

cat there reason to dislike me. Two pies-grieches, well instructed, you
know, made the fortune of De Luines with Lewis XIII. Every step a
man makes at court requires as much attention and circumspection, as

those which were made formerly between hot ploughshares, in the Or-
deal, or fiery trials; which, in those times of ignorance and supeistition,

were looked upon as demonstrations of innocence or guilt. Direct your
principal battery, at Hanover, at the D— ofN 's : there are many very

weak places in that citadel; where, with a very little skill, you cannot
fail making a great impression. Ask for his orders, in every thing you
do; talk Austrian and Antigallican to him ; and, as soon as you are upon
a foot of talking easily to him, tell him en badinant, that his skill and
success in thirty or forty elections in England leave you no reason to

doubt of his carrying his election for Frankfort ; and that you look upon
the Archduke as his Member for the Empire. In his hours of festivity

and compotation, drop, that he puts you in mind of what Sir William
Temple says of the Pensionary De Witt ; who at that time governed
half Europe; that he appeared at balls, assemblies, and public places, as

if he had nothing else to do, or to think of. When he talks to you upon
foreign affairs, which he will often do, say that yon really cannot presume
to give any opinion of your own upon those matters, looking upon your-

self at present, only as a postscript to the corps diplomatique ; but that,

if his Grace will be pleased to make you an additional volume to it,

though but in duodecimo, you will do your best, that he shall neither be
ashamed nor repent of it. He loves to have a favourite, and to open
himself to that favourite: he has now no such person with him; the

place is vacant, and if you have dexterity you may till it. In one thing

alone, do not humour him; I mean drinking; for, as I believe, you have
never yet been drunk, you do not yourself know how you can bear \our
wine, and what a little too much of it may make you do or say. you
might possibly kick down all you had done before.

You do not love gaming, and I thank God for it; but at Hanover 1

would have you shew, and profess a particular dislike to play, so as to

decline it upon all occasions, unless where one may be wanted to make
a fourth at whist or quadrille; and then take care to declare it the result

of your complaisance, not of your inclinations. Without such precaution,

you may very possibly be suspected, though unjustly, of loving play, upon
account of my former passion for it ; and such a suspicion would do you
a great deal of hurt, especially with the King, who detects gamiLg. J

must end tb ;<i abruptly. God bless you

!
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LETTER COLXXXIV.

My dbab Friend: Versatility as a courtier may be almost decisive

to you hereafter ; that is, it may conduce to, or retard your preferment
in your own destination. The first reputation goes a great way ; and
if you fix a good one at Hanover, it will operate also to your advantage
in England. The trade of a courtier is as much a trade as that of a
shoemaker; and he who applies himself the most, will work the best:

the only difficulty is to distinguish (what I am sure you have sense

enough to distinguish) between the right and proper qualifications and
their kindred faults ; for there is but a line between every perfection

and its neighbouring imperfection. As, for example, you must be ex-

tremely well-bred and polite, but without the troublesome forms and
stiffness of ceremony. You must be respectful and assenting, but with-

out being servile and abject. You must be frank, but without indiscre-

tion ; and close, without being costive. You must keep up dignity of

character, without the least pride cf birth or rank. You must be gay
within all the bounds of decency and respect ; and grave without the

affectation of wisdom, which does not become the age of twenty. You
must be essentially secret, without being dark and mysterious. You
must be firm, and even bold, but with great seeming modesty.

With these qualifications, which, by the way, are all in your own
power, I will answer for your success, not only at Hanover, but at any
court in Europe. And I am not sorry that you begin your apprentice-

ship at a little one ; because you must be more circumspect, and more
upon your guard there, than at a great one, where every little thing is

not known nor reported.

When yor. write to me, or to anybody else, from thence, take care

that your totters contain commendations of all that you see and hear

there ; for tney will most of them be opened and read ; but, as frequent

couriers wili come from Hanover to England, you may sometimes write

to me without reserve ; and put your letters into a very little box, which
you may send safely by some of them.

I must not omit mentioning to you, that at the Duke of Newcastle's

table, where you will frequently dine, there is a great deal of drinking

;

be upon your guard against it, both upon account of your health, which
would not bear it, and of the consequences of your being flustered and
heated with wine : it might engage you in scrapes and frolics, which the

King (who is a very sober man himself) detests. On the other hand,

you should not seem too grave and too wise to drink like the rest of the

company; therefore use art: mix water with your wine; do not drink

all that is in the glass ; and if detected, and pressed to drink more, do
not cry out sobriety ; but say, that you have lately been out of order,

that you are subject to inflammatory complaints, and that you must beg

to be excused for the present. A young fellow ought to be wiser than

he should seem to be ; and an old fellow ought to seem wise whether

he really be so or not.

During your stay at Hanover, I would have you make two or three

•xoursioDj to parts of that Electorate: the Hartz, where the silver
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mines are ; Gottingen, for the University ; Stade, for what commerce
there i9. You should also go to Zell. In short, see everything that is

to be seen there, and inform yourself well of all the details of that
country. Go to Hamburgh for three or four days, and know the con-
stitution of that little Hanseatic Republic, and inform yourself well of
the nature of the King of Denmark's pretensions to it.

If all things turn out right for you at Hanover, I would have yon
make it your head-quarters, till about a week or ten days before the
King leaves it; and then go to Brunswick, which, though a little, is a
very polite, pretty court. You may stay there a fortnight or three

weeks, as you like it; and from thence go to Cassel, and there stay till

you go to Berlin ; where I would have you be by Christmas. At Han-
>ver you will very easily get good letters of recommendation to Bruns-
wick and to Cassel. You do not want any to Berlin; however, I will

lend you one for Voltaire A propos of Berlin, be very reserved and
Motions while at Hanover, as to that King and that country; both
srhich are detested, because feared by everybody there, from his Majes-

ty down to the meanest peasant: but, however, they both extremely
leserve your utmost attention: and you will see the arts and wisdom
of government better in that country, now, than in any other in Europe.
You may stay three months at Berlin, if you like it, as I believe you
will ; and after that I hope we shall meet here again.

Of all the places in the world (I repeat it once more) establish a good
reputation at Hanover, et/aites nous valoir Id, autant quHl est possible,

par le brillant, les ?naniires, et les graces. Indeed it is of the greatest

importance to you, and will make any future application to the King in

your behalf very easy. He is more taken by those little things, than

any man, or even woman, that I ever knew in my life : and I do not
wonder at him. In short, exert to the utmost all your means and
powers to please: and remember that he who pleases the most, will rise

the soonest and the highest. Try but once the pleasure and advantage
of pleasing, and I will answer that you will never more neglect the

means.
I send you herewith two letters, the one to Monsieur Munchausen,

the other to Monsieur Schweigeldt, an old friend of mine, and a very

sensible knowing man. They will both, I am sure, be extremely civil

to you, and carry you into the best company; and then it is your busi-

ness to please that company. I never was more anxious about any
period of your life, than I am about this, your Hanover expedition, it

being of so much more consequence to you than any other. If I hear
from thence, that you are liked and loved there, for your air, you man-
ners, and address, as well as esteemed for your knowledge, I shall bo the

happies: man in the world. Judge then what I must be, if it happens
oth rwise. Adieu.
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LETTER CCLXXXV.

London, July 21, O. 8. 1TB*.

Mt dkae Fjribnd : By my calculation this letter may probably arrive

jit Hanover three or four days before you ; and as I am sure of its ar-

riving there safe, it shall contain the most material points that I have
mentioned in my several letters to you since you left Paris, as if you

had received but few of them, which may very probably be the case.

As for your stay at Hanover, it must not in all events be less than a

month ; but if things turn out to your satisfaction, it may be just as

long as you please. From thence you may go wherever you like ; for I

have so good an opinion of your judgment, that I think you will com-
bine and weigh all circumstances, and choose the properest places.

Would you saunter at some of the small courts, as Brunswick, Cassel,

&c. till the Carnival at Berlin ? You are master. Would you pass a

couple of months at Ratisbon, which might not be ill employed? A la

bonne heure. Would you go to Brussels, stay a month or two there

with Dayrolles, and from thence to Mr. Yorke, at the Hague ? With
all my heart. Or, lastly, would you go to Copenhagen and Stockholm?

Lei & anche Padrone : choose entirely for yourself, without any further

instructions from me ; only let me know your determination in time,

that I may settle your credit, in case you go to places where at present

you have none. Your object should, be to see the mores multorum
hominum et uroes ; begin and end it where you please.

By what you have already seen of the German courts, I am sure you
must have observed that they are much more nice and scrupulous, in

points of ceremony, respect and attention, than the greater courts of

France and England. You will, therefore, I am persuaded, attend to

the minutest circumstances of address and behaviour, particularly during

your stay at Hanover, which (I will repeat it, though I have said it

often to you already) is the most important preliminary period of your

whole life. Nobody in the world is more exact, in all points of good-

breeding, than the King ; and it is the part of every man's character,

that he informs himself of first. The least negligence, or the slightest

inattention, reported to him, may do you infinite prejudice; as theii

contraries would service.

If Lord Albemarle (as I believe he did) trusted you with the secret

affairs of his department, let the Duke of Newcastle know that he did

so; which will be an inducement to him to trust you too, and possibiy

to employ you in affairs of consequence. Tell him that, though you are

young, you know the importance of secrecy in business, and can keep

a secret ; that I have always inculcated this doctrine into you, and ha*e

moreover, strictly forbidden you ever to communicate, even to mo, any

matter of a secret nature, which you may happen to be trusted with ic

the course of business.

As for business, I think I can trust you to yourself; but I wish 1

could say as much for you with regard to those exterior accomplish-

ments, which are absolutely necessary to smooth and shorten the way
to it. Half tne business is done, when one has gained the heart and
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ihe affections of those with whom one is to transact it. Air and address

must begin, manners and attention must finish that work. I will let

you into one secret concerning myself; which is, that I owe much more
of the success which I have had in the world, to my manners, than to

any superior degree of merit or knowledge. I desired to please, and I

neglected none of the means. This, I can assure you, without any false

modesty, is the truth. You have more knowledge than I had at your
age, but then I had much more attention and good-breeding than you.

Call it vanity, if you please, and possibly it was so ; but my great object

was to make every man I met with like me, and every woman love me.

I often succeeded; but why? By taking great pains, for otherwise I

never should ; my figure by no means entitled ine to it ; and I had cer-

tainly an up-hill game; whereas your countenance would help you. If

you made the most of it, and proscribed for ever the guilty, gloomy,

and funereal part of it. Dress, address, and air, would become your
best countenance, and make your little figure pass very well.

If you have time to read at Hanover, pray let the books you read be

all relative to the history and constitution of that country ; which I

would have you know as correctly as any Hanoverian in the whole
Electorate. Inform yourself of the powers of the States, and of the

nature and extent of the several judicatures ; the particular articles of

trade and commerce of Bremen, Harburg, and Stade; the details and
value of the mines of the Hartz. Two or three short books will give

you the outlines of all these things; and conversation turned upon those

subjects will do the rest, and better than books can.

Remember of all things to speak nothing but German there; make it

(to express myself pedantically) your vernacular language; seem to

prefer it to any other ; call it your favourite language, and study to speak

it with purity and elegance, if it has any. This will not only make
you perfect in it, but will please, and make your court there better than
any thing. A propos of languages: Did you improve your Italian

while you were at P;iri.<, or did you forget it ? Had you a master there;

and what Italian books did you read with him? If you are master of

Italian, I would have you afterwards, by the first convenient oppor
tunity, K-arn Spanish, which you may very easily, and in a very little

time do; you will then, in the course of your foreign business, never

be obliged to employ, pay, or trust any translator for any European
language.

As Hove to provide eventually for every thing that can possibly hap-

pen, I will suppose the worst that can befall you at Hanover. In that

case I would have you go immediately to the Duke of Newcastle, and
beg his Grace's advice, or rather orders, what you should do ; adding,

that his advice will always be orders to you. You will tell him, that

though you are exceeding'}- mortified, you are much less so than you
ah >uld otherwise be, from the consideration, that, being utterly unknown
to his M—, his objection could net be personal to you, and could only

arise from circumstances which it was not in your power either to pre-

vent or remedy ; that if his Grace thought, that your continuing any

longer there would be disagreeable, you entreated him to tell you so;

m<7 that npet the whole, you referred yourself entirely to him, whose
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orders yon should most scrupulously obey. But this precaution, I dart
say, is ex abundantly and will prove unnecessary ; however, it is always
right to be prepared for all events, the worst as well as the best ; it

prevents hurry and surprise, two dangerous situations in business ; for

I know no one thing so useful, so necessary in all business, as great

coolness, steadiness, and sang froid : they give an incredible advantage
over whoever one has to do with.

I have received your letter of the 15th, N". S., from Mayence, where
I find that you have diverted yourself much better than I expected. I

am very well acquainted with Comte Cobentzel's character, both of
parts and business. He could have given you letters to Bonn, having
formerly resided there himself. You will not be so agreeably electri-

fied, where this letter will find you, as you were both at Manheim and
Mayence ; but I hope you may meet with a second German Mrs. F—d,
who may make you forget the two former ones, and practice your Ger-
man. Such transient passions will do you no harm ; but, on the con-

trary, a great deal of good ; they will refine your manners, and quicken
your attention ; they give a young fellow du brillant, and bring him
into fashion; which last is a great article at setting out in the world.

I have wrote, about a month ago, to Lord Albemarle, to thank him
for all his kindnesses to you ; but pray have you done as much ? Those
are the necessary attentions, which should never be omitted, especially

in the beginning of life, when a character is to be established.

That ready wit, which you so partially allow me, and so justly Sir

Charles Williams, may create many admirers ; but, take my word for

it, it makes few friends. It shines and dazzles like the noon-day bun,

but, like that too, is very apt to scorch ; and therefore is always f3ared.

The milder, morning and evening, light and heat of that planet, soothe

and calm our minds. Good sense, complaisance, gentleness of manners,

attentions, and graces, are the only things that truly engage, and durably

keep the heart at long run. Never seek for wit ; if it presents itself,

well and good : but, even in that case, let your judgment interpose

;

and take care that it be not at the expense of any body. Pope says

very truly,

There are whom heaven has blest with store of wit,

Yet want as much again to govern it.

And in another place, I doubt with too much truth,

For wit and Judgment ever are at strife,

Though meant each other's aid, like man and wife.

The Germans are very seldom troubled with any extraordinary erilli-

tions or effervescences of wit, and it is not prudent to try it upon them

whoever does, offendet solido.

Remember to write me very minute accounts of all your transaction*

%t Hanover, for they excite both my impatience and anxiety. A.diea I
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LETTER CCLXXXVI.

Londos, August 4, O. 8. 17fit.

Mi deab Friexd: I am exremely concerned at the return of youi

old asthmatic complaint, of which your letter from Cassel of the 28th

July, N. S., informs me. I believe it is chiefly owing to your own neg-

ligence; for, notwithstanding the season of the year, and the heat and
agitation of travelling, I dare swear you have not taken one single dose

of gentle, cooling physic, since that which I made you take at Bath. I

hope you are now better, and in better hands. 1 mean in Dr. Hugo's,

at Hanover : he is certainly a very skilful physician, and therefore I

desire that you will inform him most minutely of your own case, from
your first attack in Carniola, to this last at Marpurgh ; and not only fol-

low his prescriptions exactly at present, but take his directions, with
regard to the regimen that he would have you observe to prevent the

returns of this complaint; and, in case of any returns, the immediate
applications, whether external or internal, that he would have you make
use of. Consider, it is very worth your while to submit at present to

any course of medicine or diet, to any restraint or confinement, for a

time, in order to get rid, once for all, of so troublesome and painful a

distemper; the returns of which would equally break in upon your busi-

ness or your pleasures. Notwithstanding all this, which is plain sense

and reason, I much fear that, as soon as ever you are got out of your
present distress, you will take no preventive care, by a proper course

of medicines and regimen; but, like most people of your age, think it

impossible that you ever should be ill again. However, if you will not

be wise for your own sake, I desire you will be so for mine, and most
scrupulously observe Dr. Hugo's present and future directions.

Hanover, where I take it for granted you are, is at present the seat

and centre of foreign negociations ; there are ministers from almost
every court in Europe ; and you have a fine opportunity of displaying

with modesty, in conversation, your knowledge of the matters now in

agitation. The chief I take to be the Election of the King of the Ro
mans, which, though I despair of, heartily wish were brought about,

for two reasons. The first is, that I think it may prevent a war upon
the death of the present Emperor, who, though young and healthy, may
possibly die, as young and healthy people often do. The other is, the

very reason that makes some powers oppose it, and others dislike it,

who do not openly oppose it; I mean, that it may tend to make the

imperial dignity hereditary in the House of Austria ; which I heartily

wish, together with a very great increase of power in the empire ; till

when, Germany will never be any tiling near a match for France. Car-

dinal Richelieu shewed his superior abilities in nothing more, than in

thinking no pains or expense too great to break the power of the House
of Austria in the empire. Ferdinand bad certainly made himself abso-

lute, and the empire consequently formidable to France, if that Cardinal

had not piously adopted the Protestant cause, and put the empire, by
the treaty if Westphalia, in pretty much the same disjointed situation

in which France *self was before Lewis the Eleventh ; when princes
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of the blood, at the head of provinces, and Dukes of Brittany, &c
always opposed, and often gave laws to the crown. Nothing but mak-
ing the empire hereditary in the House of Austria, can give it that

strength and efficiency, which I wish it had, fc c the sake of the balance

of power. For, while the princes of the empire are so independent of

the emperor, so divided among themselves, and so open to the corrup-

tion of the best bidders, it is ridiculous to expect that Germany ever

will, or can act as a compact and well-united body against France. But
as this notion of mine would as little please some of our friends, as

many of our enemies, I would not advise you, though you should be of

the same opinion, to declare yourself too freely so. Could the Elector

Palatine be satisfied, which I confess will be difficult, considering the

nature of his pretensions, the tenaciousness and haughtiness of the court

of Vienna, (and our inability to do, as we have too often done, their work
for them); I say, if the Elector Palatine could be engaged to give his

vote, I should think it would be right to proceed to the election with a

clear majority of five votes; and leave the King of Prussia and the

Elector of Cologne, to protest and remonstrate as much as ever they

please. The former is too wise, and the latter too weak in every respect,

to act in consequence of those protests. The distracted situation

of France, with its ecclesiastical and parliamentary quarrels, not to

mention the illness and possibly the death of the Dauphin, will make
the King of Prussia, who is certainly no Frenchman in his heart, very

cautious how he acts as one. The Elector of Saxony will be influenced

by the King of Poland, who must be determined by Russia, considering

his views upon Poland, which, by the by, I hope he will never obtain

;

I mean, as to making that crown hereditary in his family. As for his

sons having it by the precarious tenure of election, by which his father

now holds it, d la bonne heure. But, should Poland have a good gov-

ernment under hereditary kings, there would be a new devil raised in

Europe, that I do not know who could lay. I am sure I would not raise

him, though on my own side for the present.

I do not know how I came to trouble my head so much about poli-

tics to-day, which has been so very free from them for some years : I

Buppose it was because I knew that I was writing to the most consum-

mate politician of this, and his age. If I err, you will set me right ; 8t

quid novisti rectius istis, candidus imperti. &c
I am excessively impatient for your next letter, which I expect by

the first post from Hanover, to remove my anxiety, as I hope it will,

not only with regard to your health, but likewise to other things ; in

the meantime in the language of a pedant, but with the tenderness of *

parent, jubeo te bene valere.

Lady Chesterfield makes you many compliments, and ig much coa

oerned at your indisposition.
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LETTER CCLXXXVII.

To Monsieur de Voltaire, now staying at Berlin.

Londob, August 27, 0.8. 1752.

Sik: As & most convincing proof how infinitely I am interested in

ever) tiling which concerns Mr. Stanhope, who will have the honour
of presenting you this letter. I take the liberty of introducing him to

you. He lias read & great deal, he has seen a great deal ; whether or

not he ht.s made a j roper use of that knowledge, is what I do not
know : Le is only twenty years of age. He was at Berlin some years
a£ >, and therefore he returns thither; for at present people are attracted
towards the north by the same motives which but lately drew them to

the smth.
Permit me, Sir, to return you thanks for the pleasure and instruction

I have received from your History of Lewis XIV. I have as yet read
it but four times, because I wish to forget it a little before I read it a
fifth; but I find that impossible: I shall therefore only wait till yon
give us the augmentation which you promised; let me entreat you not
to defer it long. I thought myself pretty conversant in the history of
the reign of Lewis the Fourteenth, by means of those innumerable His-
tories, Memoirs, Anecdotes, <fec, which I had read relative to that

period of time. You have convinced me that I was mistaken, and had
upon that subject very confused ideas in many respects, and very false

ones in others. Above all, I cannot but acknowledge the obligation we
have to you, Si -, for the light which you have thrown upon the follies

and outrages of the different sects; the weapons you employ against

those madmen, or those impostors, are the only suitable ones; to make
use of any others would be imitating them : they must be attacked by
rididule, and punished with contempt. A propos of those fanatics; 1

send you^ here inclosed a piece upon that subject, written by the late

Dean Swift: I believe you will not di>like it. You will easily guess

why it never was printed: it is authentic, and I have the original in

his own handwriting. His Jupiter, at the Day of Judgment, treats

them much as you do, and as they deserve to be treated.

Give me leave, Sir. to tell you freely, that I am embarrassed upon
your account, as I cannot determine what it is that I wish from you.
When I read your last history, I am desirous that you should always
write history; but when I read your Rome Sauvee, (although ill-printed

and disfigured,) yet I then wish you never to deviate from poetry; how-
ever, I confess that there still remains one history worthy of your pen,

and of which your pen alone is worthy. You have long ago given us

the history of the greatest and most outrageous Madman (I ask your
pardon if I cannot sav the greatest Hero) of Europe

;
you have giv^u

us latterly the history of the greatest King; give us now the histor,

of the greatest and most virtuous Man in Europe ; I should think it

c'sgrading to call him King. To you this cannot be difficult, he is alway
oefore your eyes : your poetical invention is not necessary to his glory,

as that may safely rely upon your historical candour. The first duty of

an historia? is the only one he need reauire from his, Ne quid fa 7
si
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dicere audeat, ne quid veri non audeat. Adieu, Sir t I find that I must
admire you every day more and more ; but I also know that nothing
ever can add to the esteem and attachment with which I am actually,

your most humble and most obedient servant,

LETTER COLXXXVIII.

Lohdok, September 19, 1W

Mt dear Friend : bince you have been at Hanover, your correspon

ence has been both unfrequent and laconic. You made indeed cue

great effort in folio on the 18th, with a postcript of the 22d August,

N. S., and since that, vous avez rate in quarto. On the 31st August,

N. S., you give me no informations of what I want chiefly to know
;

which is, what Dr. Hugo (whom I charged you to consult) said of your

asthmatic complaint, and what he prescribed you to prevent the returns

of it ; and also what is the company that you keep there, who has

been kind and civil to you, and who not.

You say that you go constantly to the parade ; and you do verv well

;

for though you are not of that trade, yet military matters make so great

a part both of conversation and negociation, that it is very proper not

to be ignorant of them. I hope you mind more than the mere exercise

of the troops you see ; and that you inform yourself at the same time,

of the more material details ; such as their pay, and the difference of

it when in and out of quarters ; what is furnished them by the country

when in quarters, and what is allowed them of ammunition, bread, &c,
when in the field; the number of men and officers in the several troops

and companies, together with the non-commissioned officers, as caporaU,

frey-caporals, anspessades, Serjeants, quarter-masters, &c. ; the clothing

how frequent, how good, and how furnished ; whether by the Colonel,

as here in England, from what we call the off-reckonings, that is, deduc-

tions from the men's pay, or by Commissaries appointed by the

Government for that purpose, as in France and Holland. By these

inquiries you will be able to talk military with military men, who, in

every country in Europe, except England, make at least half of all the

best companies. Your attending the parades has also another good

effect, which is, that it brings you, of course, acquainted with the offi-

cers, who, when of a certain rank and service, are generally very polite,

well-bred people, et du Ion ton. They have commonly seen a great

deal of the world, and of courts ; and nothing else can form a gentle-

man, let people say what they will of sense and learning ; with both

which a man may contrive to be a very disagreeable companion. I dare

say, there are very few captains of foot, who are not much better com-

pany than ever Descartes or Sir Isaac Newton were. I honour and

respect such superior geniuses ; but I desire to converse with people of

this world, who bring into company their share, at least, of cheerful-

ness, good-breeding, and knowledge of mankind. In common life, one

much oftener wants small money, and silver, than gold. Give me a

aafcu who has ready cash about him for present expenses ; sixpences,
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jhlHiagB, half-crowns, and crowns, which circulate easily: bnt a man
who has only an ingot of gold about him, is much above common pur
poses, and his riches are not handy nor convenient. Have as much
gold as you please in one pocket, but take care always to keep change
in the other; for you will much oftener have occasion for a shilling than
for a g'linea. In this the French must be allowed to excel all people in

the world : they have un certain entregent, un enjouement, un amiable
legirete dans la conversation, une politesse aisee et naturelle, qui paroit
ne leur rien couter, which give society all its charms. 1 am sorry to

add, but it is t<>o true, that the English and the Dutch are the farthest

from this, of all the people in the world ; I do by no means except even
the Swiss.

Though you do not think proper to inform me, I know from ether
hands, that you were to go to the Gohr with a Comte Schullemburg,
for eight, or ten days only, to see the reviews. I know also, that you
had a blister upon your arm, which did you a great deal of good I

know too, you have contracted a great friendship with Lord Essex; and
that you two were inseparable at Hanover. All these things I would
rather have known from you than from others ; and they are the sort

of things that I am the most desirous of knowing, as they are more
immediately relative to yourself.

I am very sorry for the Duchess of Newcastle's illness, full as much
upon your as upon her account, as it has hindered you from being so

much known to the Duke as I could have wished ; use and habit going
a great way with him, as indeed they do with most people. I have
known many people patronised, poshed up, and preferred by those who
could have given no other reason for it, than that they were used to

them. We must never seek for motives by deep reasoning, but we must
tind them out by careful observation and attention; no matter what
they should be ; but the point is, what they are. Trace them up, step

by step, from the character of the person. I have known de par U
monde, as Brantome says, great effects from causes too little ever to

have been suspected. Some things must be known, and can never be
guessed.

God knows where this letter will find you, or follow you ; not at

Hanover, I suppose; but wherever it does, may it find you in health

and pleasure 1 Adieu.

LETTER CCLXXX1X.

Lohdoh, September 22, 17fii.

M» dear Friend : The day after the date of my last, I received youf
letter of the 8th. I approve extremely of your intended progress, and
am very glad that you go to the Gohr with Comte Schullemburg. I

would have you see every thing with your own eyes, and hear every
thing with your own ears: for I know, by very long experience, that it

is very unsafe to trust to other people's. Vanity and interest cause
many misrepresentations, and folly causes many more. Few people
have >arts enough to reiate exactly and judiciously : and those whohavo

20*
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for some reason or other, never fail to sink, or to add some circum-
stances.

The reception which you have met with at Hanover, I look upon a*

an omen of your being well received every where else: for, to tell you
the truth, it was the place that I distrusted the most in that particular.

But there is a certain conduct, there are certaines manures that will,

and must get the better of all difficulties of that kind ; it is to acquire

them, that you still continue abroad, and go from court to court; they
are personal, local, and temporal ; they are modes which vary, and owe
their existence to accidents, whim, and humour ; all the sense and rea-

son in the world would never point them out ; nothing but experience,

observation, and what is called knowledge of the world, can possibly

teach them. For example, it is respectful to bow to the King of Eng-
land, it is disrespectful to bow to the king of France ; it is the rule to

courtesy to the emperor ; and the prostration of the whole body is re-

quired by eastern monarchs. These are established ceremonies, and
must be complied with : but why they were established, I defy sense

and reason to tell us. It is the same among all ranks, where certain

customs are received, and must necessarily be complied with, though by
no means the result of sense and reason. As for instance, the very

absurd, though almost universal custom of drinking people's healths.

Can there be any thing in the world less relative to any other man's
health, than my drinking a glass of wine? Common sense, certainly

never pointed it out : but yet common sense tells me I must conform to

it. Good sense bids one be civil, and endeavour to please ; though
nothing but experience and observation can teach one the means, pro-

perly adapted to time, place, and persons. This knowledge is the true ob-

ject of a gentleman's travelling, if he travels as he ought to do. By fre-

quenting good company in every country, he himself becomes of every

councry; he is no longer an Englishman, a Frenchman, or an Italian;

but he is an European ; he adopts, respectively, the best manners of

every country ; and is a Frenchman at Paris, an Italian at Rome, an

Englishman at London.
This advantage, I must confess, very seldom accrues to my country-

men from the)r travelling; as they have neither the desire nor the means
of fretting into good company abroad : for, in the first place, they are con-

foundedly bashful; and, in the next place, they either speak no foreign

language at all, or, if they do, it is barbarously. You possess all the

advantages that they want; you know the languages in perfection, and

aave constantly kept the best company in the places where you have

Deen ; so that you ought to be an European. Your canvas is solid and
strong, your outlines are good; but remember that you still want the

beautiful colouring of Titian, and the delicate graceful touches of Guido.

Now is your time to get them. There is, in all good company, a fash-

ionable air, countenance, manner, and phraseology, which can only be

acquired by being in good company, and very attentive to all that

passes there. When you dine or sup at any weil-bved man's house, ob-

serve oarefully how he does the honours of his table to the different

guests. Attend to the compliments of congratulation or condolence,

that yo hear a well-bred man make to his superiors, to his equals, and
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Lo his inferiors, watch even his countenance and his tone of voice, for

they all conspire in the main point of pleasing. There is a certain dis-

tinguishing diction of a man of fashion ; lie will not content himself with
saying, like John Trott, to a new married man, Sir, I wish you much
joy; or to a man who lost his son. Sir, I am sorry for your loss; and
both with a countenance equally unmoved ; but he will say in effect the
same thing, in a more elegant and less trivial manner, and with a counte
nance adapted to the occasion. He will advance with warmth, vivacity,

and a cheerful countenance, to the new married man, and embracing
him, perhaps say to him, M If you do justice to my attachment to you,

you will judge of the joy that I feel upon this occasion, better than 1

can express it," &c. ; to the other in affliction, he will advance slowly,

with a grave composure of countenance, in a more deliberate manner,
and with a lower voice, perhaps say, u

I hope you do me the justice to

be convinced, that I feel whatever you feel, and shall ever be affected

where you are concerned."
Your abord, I must tell you was too cold and uniform; I hope it is

now mended. It should be respectfully open and cheerful with your
superiors, warm and animated with your equals, hearty and free with
your inferiors. There is a fashionable kind of small talk, which you
should get; which, trifling as it is, is of use in mixed companies, and at

table, especially in your foreign department; where it keeps off certain

serious subjects, that might create disputes, or at least coldness for a
time. Upon such occasions it is not amiss to know how to parler
tuisine, and to be able to dissert upon the growth and flavour of wines.

These, it is true, are very little things; but they are little things that

occur very often, and therefore should be said acec 'jentillesse et grace.

I am sure they must fall often in your way, pray take care to catch
them. There is a certain language of conversation, a fashionable dic-

tion, of which every gentleman ought to be perfectly master, in what-
ever language he speaks. The French attend to it carefully, and with
great reason ; and their language, which is a language of phrases, helps

them out exceedingly. That delicacy of diction is characteristical of a

man of fashion and good company.
I could write folios upon this subject, and not exhaust it; but I think,

and hope, that to you I need not. You have heard and seen enough to

be convinced of the truth and importance of what I have been so long

inculcating into you upon these points. How happy am I, and how
happy are you, my dear child, that these Titian tints, and Guido graces,

are all that you want to complete my hopes and your own character!

But then, on the other hand, what a drawback would it be to that hapi

ness, if you should never acquire them? I remember, when I was of

age, though I had not had near so good an education as you have, or

seen a quarter so much of the world, I observed those masterly touches,

and irresistible graces in others, and saw the necessity of acquiring them
Tiyself; but then an awkward mauvaise honte, of which I had brought
a _reat deal with me from Cambridge, made me ashamed to attempt it,

e« ecially if any of my countrymen and particular acquaintances were
by. This was extremely absurd in me : for, without attempting, I

* -uld never succeed. But at last, insensibly, by frequenting a great oW
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of good comaany, and imitating those whom I saw that everybody liked,

I formed myself, tant lien que mal. For God's sake, let this last fine

varnish, so necessary to give lustre to the whole piece, be the sole and
single object now of your utmost attention: Berlin may contribute a
great deal to it if you please ; there are all the ingredients that com-
pose it.

A propos of Berlin, while you are there, take care to seem ignorant
of all political matters between the two courts ; such as the> affairs of
Ost Frise, and Saxe Lawemburg, &c, and enter into no conversations

upon those points ; but, however, be as well at court as you possibly

can; live at it, and make one of it. Should General Keith offer yor.

civilities, do not decline them ; but return them however without being

enfant de la maison chez lui: say des choses flatteuses of the Royal
Family, and especially of his Prussian Majesty, to those who are the

most like to repeat them. In short, make yourself well there, without
making yourself ill somewhere else. Make compliments from me to Al-
garotti, and converse with him in Italian.

I go next week to the Bath, for a deafness, which I have been plagued
with these four or five months; and which I am assured that pumping
my head will remove. This deafness, 1 own, has tried my patience; as

it has cut me off from society, at an age when I had no pleasures but
those left. In the mean time, I have, by reading and writing, made my
eyes supply the defect of my ears. Madame H , I suppose, enter-

tained both yours alike; however, I am very glad that you were well

with her ; for she is a good proneuse, and puffs are very useful to a

young fellow at his entrance into the world.

If you should meet with Lord Pembroke again, anywhere, make him
many compliments from me; and tell him, that I should have written

to him, but that I knew how troublesome an old correspondent must be
to a young one. He is much commended in the accounts from Han-
over.

You will stay at Berlin just as long as you like it, and no longer; and
from thence you are absolutely master of your own motions, either to

the Hague, or to Brussels ; but I think that you had better go to the

Hague first, because that from thence Brussels will be in your way to

Calais, which is a much better passage to England, than from Helvoets-

.uys. The two courts of the Hague and Brussels are worth your see

ing ; and you will see them both to advantage, by means of Colonel

Yorke and Layrolles. Adieu. Here is enough for this time.

LETTER CCXC.

London, September 26, 1TM

My dear Friend : As you chiefly empioy, or rather wholly engross

my thoughts, I see every day, with increasing pleasure, the fair pros-

pect which you have before you. I had two views in your education;

they draw nearer and nearer, and I have now very little reason to dis-

trust your answering them fully. Those two were, parliamentary and
foreign affairs. In consequence of those views, I took care, first, to piv*
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fou a sufficient stock of sound learning, and next, an early knowledge
of the world. Without making a figure in Parliament, no man can make
any in this country ; and eloquence alone enables a man to make a

figure in Parliament, unless it be a very mean and contemptible one,

which those make there who silently vote, and who do pedibus ire in

lententiam. Foreign affairs, when skilfully managed, and supported by
a parliamentary reputation, lead to whatever is most considerable in this

country. You have the languages necessary for that purpose, with a

sufficient fund of historical and treaty knowledge ; that is to say, you
have the matter ready, and only want the manner. Your objects being
thus fixed, I recommend to you to have them constantly in your
thoughts, and to direct your reading, your actions, and your words, to

those views. Most people think only ex re nata, and few ex professo : I

would have you do both, but begin with the latter. I explain myself:

Lay down certain principles, and reason and act consequently from
them. As, for example, say to yourself, I will make a figure in Parlia-

ment, and in order to do that, I must not only speak, but speak very
well. Speaking mere common sense will by no means do; and I must
speak not only correctly but elegantly; and not only elegantly but elo-

quently. In order to do this, I will first take pains to get an habitual,

but unaffected, purity, correctness and elegance of style in my common
conversation; I will seek for the best words, and take care to reject

improper, inexpressive, and vulgar ones. I will read the greatest mas-
ters of oratory, both ancient and modern, and I will read them singly in

that view. I will study Demosthenes and Cicero, not to discover an
old Athenian or Roman custom, nor to puzzle myself with the value of

talents, mines, drachms, and sesterces, like the learned blockheads in

us; but to observe their choice of words, their harmony of diction, their

method, their distribution, their exordia, to engage the favour and at-

tention of their audience; and their perorations, to enforce what they
have said, and to leave a strong impression upon the passions. Nor
will I be pedant enough to neglect the moderns ; for I will likewise

study Atterbury, Dryden, Pope, and Bolingbroke ; nay, I will read

everything that I do read in that intention, and never cease improving
and refining my style upon the best models, till at last I become a model
of eloquence myself, which, by care, it is in every man's powei to be

If you set out upon this principle, and keep it constantly in your mind
every company you go into, and every book you read, will contribute,

to your improvement, either by shewing you what to imitate, or what
to avoid. Are you to give an account of anything to a mixed company?
or are you to endeavour to persuade either man or woman? This prin-

ciple, fixed in your mind, will make you carefully attend to the choice

of your words, and to the clearness and harmony of your diction.

So much for your parliamentary object ; now to the foreign one.

Lay dowr first those principles which are absolutely necessary to form
a skilful and successful negotiator, and form yourself accordingly. What
are they i First, the tear historical knowledge of past transactions of
that kind. That y~u Lave pretty well already, and will have daily

more and more; fL, in . onseqnence of that principle, you will read
v Lstory, m*.iioiia, anecdotes, <fcc, in that view chiefly. The otb«r no
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cessary talents for negotiation are; the great art of pleasing, and
engaging the affection and confidence, not only of those with whom yon
are to co-operate, but even of those whom you are to oppose : to coc
ceal your own thoughts and views, and to discover other people's : tc

engage other people's confidence, by a seeming cheerful frankness and
openness, without going a step too far: to get the personal favour of the

king, prince, ministers, or mistresses of the court to which you are sent:

to gain the absolute command over your temper and your countenance,
ihat no heat may provoke you to say, nor no change of countenance to

betray, what should be a secret : to familiarise and domesticate yourself

in the houses of the most considerable people of the place, so as to be
received there rather as a friend to the family, than as a foreigner.

Having these principles constantly in your thoughts, everything you do
and everything you say, will some way or other tend to your main
view ; and common conversation will gradually fit you for it. You will

get a habit of checking any rising heat ;
you will be upon your guard

against any indiscreet expression; you will by degrees get the command
of your countenance, so as not to change it upon any the most sudden
accident : and you will, above all things, labour to acquire the great art

of pleasing, without which nothing is to be done. Company is, in truth,

a constant state of negotiation ; and, if you attend to it in that view,

will qualify you for any. By the same means that you make a fiiend,

guard against an enemy, or gain a mistress
;
you will make an advan-

tageous treaty, baffle those who counteract you, and gain the court you
are sent to. Make this use of all the company you keep, and your very

pleasures will make you a successful negotiator. Please all who are

wortli pleasing; offend none. Keep your own secret, and get out other

people's. Keep your own temper, and artfully warm other people's.

Counterwork your rivals with diligence and dexterity, but at the same
time with the utmost personal civility to them; and be firm without
heat. Messieurs d'Avaux and Servien did no more than this. 1 must
make one observation, in confirmation of this assertion ; which is, that

the most eminent negotiators have always been the politest and best-

bred men in company ; even what the women call the prettiest men.
For God's sake, never lose view of these two your capital objects : bend
verything to them, try everything by their rules, and calculate every-

hing for their purposes. What is peculiar to these two objects, is, that

hey require nothing, but what one's own vanity, interest, and pleasure,

would make one do independently of them. If a man were never to be
in business, and always to lead a private life, would he not desire to

please and to persuade? So that, in your two destinations, your for-

tune and figure luckily conspire with your vanity and your pleasures.

Nay more ; a foreign minister, I will maintain it, can never be a good
man of business, if he is not an agreeable man of pleasure too. Half
his business is done by the help of his pleasires; his views are carried

on, and perhaps best, and most unsuspeotedly, at bails, suppers, as-

semblies, and parties of pleasure ; by intrigues with women, and con
nections insensibly formed with men, at those unguarded hours ot

amueement.
Tnese objects now dra«- very near you. and you niv< lo time to lose
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m preparing yourself to meet them. You will be in Parliament almost

as soon as your age will allow, and I believe you will have a foreign

department still sooner, and that will be earlier than ever any other

body had one. If you set out well at one-and-twenty, what may you
not reasonably hope to be at one-and-forty? All that I could wish you!
Adieu.

LETTER CCXCI.

Lovdoi, September 29, 2732.

My dear Friend: There is nothing so necessary, but at the same
time there is nothing more difficult (I know it by experience) for you
young fellows, than to know how to bebave yourselves prudently

towards those whom you do not like. Your passions are warm, and
your heads are light; you hate all those who oppose your views, either

of ambition or love; and a rival, in either, is almost a synonymous term
for an enemy. Whenever you meet such a man, you are awkwardly
cold to him, at best; but often rude, and always desirous to give him
some indirect slap. This is unreasonable; for one man has as good a

right to pursue an employment, or a mistress, as another; but it is, intc

the bargain, extremely imprudent; because you commonly defeat your
own purpose by it, and while you are contending with each other, a

third often prevails. I grant you that the situation is irksome; a man
cannot help thinking as he thinks, nor feeling what he feels; and it is a

very tender and sore point to be thwarted and counterworked in one's

pursuits at court, or with a mistress; but prudence and abilities must
check the etfects, though they cannot remove the cause. Both the

pretenders make themselves disagreeable to their mistress, when they spoil

the company by their pouting, or their sparring; whereas, if one of

them has command enough over himself (whatever he may feel inwardly)

to be cheerful, gay, and easily and unaffectedly civil to the other, as if

there were no manner of competition between them, the lady will cer-

tainly like him the best, and his rival will be ten times more hurabied

and discouraged; for he will look upon such a behaviour as a proof of

the triumph and security of his rival; he will grow outrageous with
the lady, and the warmth of his reproaches will probably bring n a

quarrel between them. It is the same in business; where he who can

command his temper and his countenance the best, will always have an

infinite advantage over the other. This is what the French call un
procide honnete et galant, to pique yourself upon shewing particular

civilties to a man, to whom lesser minds would, in the same case, shew
dislike, or perhaps rudeness. I will give you an instance of this in my
own case ; and pray remember it, whenever you come to be, as I hope

, you will, in a like situation.

When I went to the Hague, in 1744, it was to engage the Dutch to

come roundly into the war, and to stipulate their quotas of troops, &c.

;

your acquaintance, the Abbe de la Ville, was there on the part of

France, to endeavour to hinder them from coming into the war at all.

I was informed, and very sorry to hear it, that he had abilities, temper,

*nd industry. We could not visit, our two masters being at war; but
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the first time I met him at a third place, I got somebody to present ou«

to him ; and I told him, that though we were to be national enemies, i

flattered myself we might be, however, personal friends, with a good
deal more of the same kind ; which he returned in full as polite a man-
ner. Two days afterwards, I went, early in the morning, to solicit the

Deputies* of Amsterdam, where I found l'Abbe de la Ville, who had
been beforehand with me ; upon which I addressed myself to the Depu-
ties, and said, smilingly, I am very sorry, Gentlemen, to find my enemy
with you ; my knowledge of his capacity is already sufficient to make
me fear him; we are not upon equal terms; but I trust to your own
interest, against his talents. If I have not this day had the first word,

I shall at least have the last. They smiled : the Abbe" was pleased with
the compliment, and the manner of it, staid about a quarter of an hour,

and then left me to my Deputies, with whom I continued upon the

same tone, though in a very serious manner, and told them, that I was
only come to state their own true interests to them, plainly and simply,

without any of those arts, which it was very necessary for my friend to

make use of to deceive them. I carried my point, and continued my
procede with the Abbe; and by this easy and polite commerce with

him, at third places, I often found means to fish out from him where-
abouts he was.

Remember, there are but two precedes in the world for a gentleman
and a man of parts ; either extreme politeness or knocking down. If a

man notoriously and designedly insults and affronts you, knock him
down; but if he only injures you, your best revenge is to be extremely

civil to him in your outward behaviour, though at the same time you
counterwork him, and return him the compliment, perhaps with in-

terest. This is not perfidy nor dissimulation ; it would be so if you
were, at the same time, to make professions of esteem and friendship to

this man; which I by no means recommend, but on the contrary

aDhor. But all acts of civility are, by common consent, understood to

be no more than a conformity to custom, for the quiet and conveniency

of society, the agremens of which are not to be disturbed by private dis-

likes and jealousies. Only women and little minds pout and spar for

the entertainment of the company, that always laughs at, and never

pities them. For my own part, though I would by no means give up
any point to a competitor, yet I would pique myself upon shewing him
rather more civility than to another man. In the first place, this pro-

oede infallibly makes all les rieurs of your side, which is a considerable

party ; and in the next place, it certainly pleases the object of the com-
petition, be it either man or woman; who never fail to say, upon sucb

an occasion, that they must own you have behaved yourself very hand
$omely in the whole affair. The world judges from the appearances of

things, and not from the reality, which few are able, and still fewer ar^

inclined to fathom : and a man, who will take care always to be in the

right in those things, may afford to be sometimes a little in the wrong
in more essential ones : there is a willingness, a desire to excuse him.

With nine people in ten, good-breeding passes for good-nature, and they

take attentions for good offices. At courts there will be always cold-

j. dislikes, jealousies, and hatred, the harvest being but small, ii
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proportion to the number of laborers ; but then, as they arise often,

they die soon, unless they are perpetuated by the manner \l which they

have been carried on, more than by the matter which occasioned tbem,
The turns and vicissitudes of courts frequently make friends of enemies,

and enemies ot friends : you must labour, therefore, to acquire that

great and uncommon talent, of hating with good-breeding, and loving

with prudence ; to make no quarrel irreconcilable, by silly and unneces-

sary indications of anger; and no friendship dangerous, in case it

breaks, by a wanton, indiscreet, and unreserved confidence.

Few (especially young) people know how to love, or how to hate;

their iove is an unbounded weakness, fatal to the person they love;

their hate is a hot, rash, and imprudent violence, always fatal to them-
selves.

Nineteen fathers in twenty, and every mother, who had loved you
half as well as I do, would have ruined you ; whereas i always made
you feel the weight of my authority, that you might one day know the

force of my love. Now, I both hope and believe, my advice will have
the same weight with you from choice, that my authority had from
necessity. My advice is just eight-and-twenty years older than your
own. anu consequently, I believe you think, rather better. As for your
tender and pleasurable passions, manage them yourself; but let me have
tht direction of all the others. Your ambition, your figure, and your
fortune, will, for some time, at least, be rather safer in my keeping than
n your own. Adieu.

LETTER COXCII.

Bath, October 4, lTBi.

Mi deak Fbient* • I consider you now as at the court of Augustus,
where, if ever the desire of pleasing animated you, it must make you
exert all the means of doing it. You will see there, full as well, I dare
say. as Horace did at Rome, how states are defended by arms, adorned
by manners, and improved by laws. Nay, you have an Horace there,

as well as an Augustus; I need not name Volraire, qui nil molitur in-

epti, as Horace himself said of another poet. I ha\e lately read over
all his works that are published, though I had read them more than
once before. I was induced to this by his Steele de Louis XIV., which
I have yet read but four times. In reading over all his works, with
more attention I suppose than before, my former admiration of him is,

I own, turned into astonishment. There is no one kind of writing in

which he has not excelled. You are so severe a classic, that I question
whether you will allow me to call his Henriade an epic poem, for want
of the proper number of gods, devils, witches and other absurdities,

requisite for the machinery; which machinery is, it seems, necessary
to constitute the Epopee. But whether you do or not, I will declare

(though possibly to my own shame) that I never read any epic poem
with near so much pleasure. I am grown old, and have possibly lost a

great deal of that fire, which formerly made me love fire in others ?f

any r«*'e, au however attended with smoke; but now I must have %l
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sense, and cannot, for the sake of five righteous Znes, forgive a thou*
sand absurd ones.

In this disposition of mind, judge whether I can read all Homer
through tout de suite. I admire its beautie- ; but, to tell you the truth,

when he slumbers, I sleep. Virgil, I confess, is all sense, and therefore
I like him better than his model ; but he is often languid, especially in

his five or six last books, during which I am obliged to take a good deal

of snuff. Besides, I profess myself an ally of Turnus against the pious
iEneas, who, like many soi-disant pious people, does the most flagrant

injustice and violence in order to execute what they impudently call the
will of Heaven. But what will you say, when I tell you truly, that T

cannot possibly read our countryman Milton through? I acknowledge
him to have some most sublime passages, some prodigious flashes ol

light; but then you must acknowledge that light is often followed by
darkness visible, to use his own expression. Besides, not having the

honour to be acquainted with any of the parties in his poem, except the
Man and the Woman, the characters and speeches of a dozen or two of
angels, and of as many devils, are as much above ray reach as my en
tertainment. Keep this secret for me : for if it should be known, I

should be abused by every tasteless pedant, and every solid divine in

England.
Whatever I have said to the disadvantage of these three poems, holds

much stronger against Tasso's Gierusalemme : it is true he has very
fine and glaring rays of poetry ; but then they are only meteors, they
dazzle, then disappear, and are succeeded by false thoughts, poor
concetti, and absurd impossibilities ; witness the Fish and the Parrot

;

extravagancies unworthy of an heroic poem, and would much better

have become Ariosto, who professes le coglionerie.

I have never read the Lusiade of Camoens, except in a prose trans-

lation, consequently I have never read it at all, so shall say nothing of
it ; but the Henriade is all sense from the beginning to the end,

often adorned by the justest and liveliest reflections, the most beautiful

descriptions, the noblest images, and the sublimest sentiments ; not to

mention the harmony of the verse, in which Voltaire undoubtedly
exceeds all the French poets: should you insist upon an exception
in favour of Racine, I must insist, on my part, that he at least equals
him. What hero ever interested more than Henry the Fourth ; who,
according to the rules of epic poetry, carries on one great and long
action, and succeeds in it at last? What descriptions ever excited

more horror than those, first of the Massacre, and then of the Famine
at Paris ? Was love ever painted with more truth and morbidezza than
in the ninth book? Not better, in my mind, even in the fourth
of Virgil. Upon the whole, with all your classical rigour, if you will

but suppose St. Louis a god, a devil, or a witch, and that he appears in

person, and not in a dream, the Henriade will be an epic poem,
i< cording to the strictest statute laws of the Epopee; but in my court
* f equity it is one as it is.

1 oould ixpatiate as much upon all his different works, but that 1

"Lould exceed the bounds of a letter, and run into a dissertation. Ho*
£Jightful is his history of that northern Brute, the King of Sweden
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for I cannot call him a man ; and 1 should be sorry to have him pass
for a hero, out of regard to those true heroes, such as Julius Caesar

Titus, Trajan, and the present King of Prussia, who cultivated and
encouraged arts and sciences ; whose animal courage was accompanied
by the tender and social sentiments of humanity; and who had more
pleasure in improving, than in destroying their fellow-creatures

What can be more touching, or more interesting; what more nobly
thought, or more happily expressed, than all his dramatic pieces?
What can be more clear and rational than all his philosophical letters

:

and whatever was so graceful, and gentle, as all his little poetical

trifles ? You are fortunately d portee of verifying, by your knowledge
of the man, all that I have said of his works.

Monsieur de Maupertuis (whom I hope you will get acquainted with)
is, what one rarely meets with, deep in philosophy and mathematics,
and yet honnete et aimable homme: Algarotti is young Fontenelle.

Such men must necessarily give you the desire of pleasing them ; and
if you can frequent them, their acquaintance will furnish you the

means of pleasing everybody else.

A propos of pleasing, your pleasing Mrs. F——d is expected here in

two or three days; I will do all that I can for you with her : I think yon
carried on the romance to the third or fourth volume; I will continue
it to the eleventh ; but as for the twelfth and last, you must come and
conclude it yourself. Non sum qualis eram.

Good-night to you, child ; for I am going to bed, just at the hour at

which I suppose you are going to live, at Berlin.

LETTER CCXCIII.

Bath, November 11, 1T52.

My drab Friend : It is a very old and very true maxim, that thoso

kings roign the most secure, and the most absolute, who reign in

the hearts of their people. Their popularity is a better guard than
their army, and the affections of their subjects a better pledge of

their obedience than their fears. This rule is, in proportion, full as

true, though upon a different scale, with regard to private people.

A man who possesses that great art of pleading universally, and of

gaining the affections of those with whom he converses, possesses a

strength which nothing else can give him: a strength, which facilitates

and helps his rise; and which, in case of accidents, breaks his fall.

Few people of your age sufficiently consider this great point of popu-
larity ; and, when they grow older and wiser, strive in vain to recover
what they have lost by their negligence. There are three principal

causes that hinder them from acquiring this useful strength
;

pride,

inattention, and mauvaise honte. The first, I will not, I cannot suspect

you of; it is too much below your understanding. You cannot, and I

am sure yoa do not think yourself superior by nature to the Savoy-
ard who cleans your room, or the footman who cleans your shoes; bul

you may rejoice, and with reason, at the difference that fortune has

-nade in your favour. Enjoy all those advantages; but without insult-
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ing those who are unfortunate enough to want them, or even doing
any thing unnecessarily that may remind them ot that want. For my
own part, I am more upon my guard as to my behaviour to my servants,

and others who are called my inferiors, than I am towards my equals

:

for fear of being suspected of that mean and ungenerous sentiment, of
desiring to make others feel that difference which fortune has, and per-

haps too, undeservedly, made between us. Young people do not
enough attend to this ; and falsely imagine that the imperative mood,
and a rough tone of authority and decision, are indications of spirit

and courage. Inattention is always looked upo.i, though sometimes
unjustly, as the effect of pride and contempt; and where it is thought
so, is never forgiven. In this article, young people are generally

exceedingly to blame, and offend extremely. Their whole attention is

engrossed by their particular set of acquaintance ; and by some few
glaring and exalted objects, of rank, beauty, or parts ; all the rest they
think so little worth their care, that they neglect even common civility

towards them. I will frankly confess to you, that this was one of my
great faults when I was of your age. Very attentive to please that
narrow court circle in which I stood enchanted, I considered everything
else as bourgeois, and unworthy of common civility ; I paid my court-

assiduously and skilfully enough to shining and distinguished figures,

such as ministers, wits, and beauties ; but then I most absurdly and
imprudently neglected, and consequently offended all others. By this

folly I made myself a thousand enemies of both sexes ; who, though 1

thought them very insignificant, found means to hurt me essentially,

where I wanted to recommend myself the most. I was thought proud,
though I was only imprudent. A general easy civility and attention to

the common run of ugly women, and of middling men, both which I

sillily thought, called, and treated, as odd people, would have made me
as many friends, as by the contrary conduct I made myself enemies
All this too was d pure perte ; for I might equally, and even more sue*

cessfully, have made my court, when I had particular views to gratify.

I will allow that this task is often very unpleasant, and that one pays,

with some unwillingness, that tribute of attention to dull and tedious

men, and to old and ugly women; but it is tbd lowest price of popu-
larity and general applause, which are very well worth purchasing,

were they much dearer. I conclude this howl with this advice to you:
Gain, by particular assiduity and address, the men and women you
want; and, by an universal civility and attention, please everybody so

far, as to have their good word, if not their good will ; or, at least, as

to secure a partial neutrality.

Mauvaise honte not only hinders young people from making a great

many friends, but makes them a great many enemies. They are ashamed
of doing the thing they know to be right, and would otherwise do, for

fear of the momentary laugh of some fine gentleman or lady, or of

some mauvais plaisant. I have been in this case; and have often

wished an obscure acquaintance at the devil, for meeting and taking

notiro of me, when I was in what I thought and called fine company.
1 have returned their notice shily, awkwardly, and consequently offen-

sively, for fear f a momentary joke; not considering, as I ought tn
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have done, that the very people who would have joked upcn me at

first, would have esteemed me the more for it afterwards. An example
explains a rule best : Suppose you were walking in the Tuileries with
some fine folks, and that you should unexpectedly meet your old

acquaintance, little crooked Grierson ; what would you do? I will tell

you what you should do, by telling you what 1 would now do in that

case myself. I would run up to him, and embrace him ; say some
kind of things to him, and then return to my company. There I

should be immediately asked : Mais qu'est ce que Jest done que ce petit

Sapajou que vous avez embrasse si tendrement ? Pour cela, Vaccolade a
itk. charmante ; with a great deal more festivity of that sort. To this

1 should answer, without being the least ashamed, but en badinant :

je ne vous dirai pas qui Jest ; Jest un petit ami que je tiens incognito,

qui a son merite, et qui, a force d'etre connu, fait oublier sa figure.

Que me donnerez-vous, et je vous le presenterai t And then, with a

little more seriousness, 1 would add: Mais d'ailleurs Jest que je ne
desavoue jamais mes connoissances, d cause de leur etat ou de leur

figure. Ilfaut avoir bien peu de sentimens pour lefaire. This would
at once put an end to that momentary pleasantry ; and give them all a

better opinion of me than they had before. Suppose another case; and
that some of the finest ladies du bon ton should come into a room, and
find you sitting by, and talking politely to Ja vieille Marquise de Belle-

fonds, the joke would, for a moment, turn upon that tete-d-teU. He
bien! avez-vous d la fin fixe la belle Marquise? La partie est-elle

faite pour la petite maisonf Le souper sera galant sans doute: Mais
nefais-tu done point scrupule de seduire une jeune et aimable personne

comrne celle-la? To this I should answer: La partie n'etoit pas encore

tout-d-fait liee, vous nous avez interrompu ; mais avec le tons que fait-

onf Wailleurs moquez-vous de mes amours tant qu'ilvous plaira, je

vous dirai que je res]jecte tant les jeunes dames, que je respecte meme les

vieilles* pour Vavoir ete. Apres cela il y a souvent des liaisons entre les

vieilles et les jeunes. This would at once turn the pleasantry into an

esteem for your good sense and your good breeding. Pursue steadily,

and without fear or shame, whatever your reason tells you is right, and
what you see is practised by people of more experience than yourself,

and of established characters of good sense and good breeding.

After all this, perhaps you will say, that it is impossible to please

every body. 1 grant it; but it does not follow that one should not

therefore endeavour to please as many as one can. Nay, I will go far-

ther, and admit, that it is impossible for any man not to have some
enemies. But this truth from long experience I assert, that he who has

the most friends and the fewest enemies, is the strongest; will rise the

highest with the least envy; and fall, if he does fall, the gentlest, aud
the most pitied. This is surel) an object worth pursuing. Pursue it

according to the rules I have here given you. I will add one observa-

tion moie, and twt examples to enforce it; and then, as the parsons

say, conclude.

There is no on, creature so obscure, so low, or so poor, who may
no!, by the Grange and unaccountable changes and vicissitudes of

b-man affairs somehow or other, and some time or other, become an
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ciseful friend, or a troublesome enemy, to the greatest and the richest.

The late Duke of Ormond was almost the weakest, but, at the same
time, the best bred, and most popular man in this kingdom. His edu-
cation in courts and camps, joined to an eat>j, gentle nature, had given
him that habitual affability, those engaging manners, and those mechani-
cal attentions, that almost supplied the place of every talent he wanted

;

and he wanted almost every one. They procured him the love of all

men, without the esteem of any. He was impeached after the death of
Queen Anne, only because that, having been engaged in the same mea
sures with those who were necessarily to be impeached, his impeao''

nient, for form's sake, became necessary. But he was impeached
without acrimony, and without the least intention that he should suffer,

notwithstanding the party violence of those times. The question for

his impeachment, in the House of Commons, was carried by many
fewer votes, than any other question of impeachment ; and Earl Stan
hope, then Mr. Stanhope, and Secretary of State, who impeached him,
very soon after negotiated and concluded his accommodation with the late

King; to whom he was to have been presented the next day. But the
late Bishop of Rochester, Atterbury, who thought that the Jacobite

cause might suffer by losing the Duke of Ormond, went in all haste,

and prevailed with the poor weak man to run away; assuring him.
that he was only to be gulled into a disgraceful submission, and not to

be pardoned in consequence of it. When his subsequent attainder

passed, it excited mobs and disturbances in town. He had not a perso-

nal enemy in the world, and had a thousand friends. All this was
singly owing to his natural desire of pleasing, and to the mechanical
means that his education, not his parts, had given him of doing it.

The other instance is the late Duke of Marlborough, who studied the

art of pleasing, because he well knew the importance of it: he enjoyed

and used it more than ever man did. He gained whoever he had a

mind to gain; and he had a mind to gain every body, because he knew
that every body was more or less worth gaining. Though his power,

as Minister and General, made him many political and party enemies,

they did not make him one personal one ; and the very people who
would gladly have displaced, disgraced, and perhaps attainted the Duke
of Marlborough, at the same time personally loved Mr. Churchill, even
though his private character was blemished by sordid avarice, the most
unamiable of all vices. He had wound up and turned his whole
machine to please and engage. He had an inimitable sweetness and
gentleness in his countenance, a tenderness in his manner of speaking

a graceful dignity in every motion, and an universal and minute atten-

tion to the least things that could possibly please the least person.

This was all art in him; art of which he well knew and enjoyed the

advantages ; for no man ever had more interior ambition, pride, and
ivarice, than he had.

Though you have more than most people 'f your age, you have yet

irery little experience and knowledge of the world ; now I wish to ino-

culate mine upon you, and thereby prevent both the dangers and thts

marks of youth and inexperience. If you receive the matter kindly,

and observe ray prescriptions scrupulously, yon vi!l secure the fa*nrw
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advantage* of time, cxd join them to the present inestimable ones of

«>ne-and-tweLty.

I most earnestly iecommend one thi»g to you, luring your present

stay a' Paris I own it is not the most agreeable; but I affirm it to be
the mo t useful ttun: in the world to one of your age; and therefore I

do hope tha* you will force and constrain yourself to do it. I mean, to

converse freouentlj or rather to be in company frequently with both
men and women much your superiors in age and rank. I am very sen-

sible that, at your age, vous y entrez pour peu de chose, et meme souvent

pour rien, et que torn y passerez meme quelques mauvais quart-oVheures

;

but no matter
;
you will be a solid gainer by it: you will see, hear, and

learn the turn and manners of those people; you will gain premature
experience by it; and it will give you a habit of engaging and respectful

attentions. Versailles, as much as possible, though probably unenter-

taining: the Palais Royal often, however dull: foreign ministers of the

first rank, frequently : and women, though old, who are respectable and
respected for their rank or parts; such as Madame de Pusieux, Madame
de Nivernois, Madame d'Aiguillon, Madame Geoffrain, &c. This suje

tion, if it be one to you, will cost you but very little in these three or

four months that you are yet to pass in Paris, and will bring you in a

great deal ; nor will it, nor ought it, to hinder you from being in a more
entertaining company great part of the day. Vous poucez, si vous le

voulez, tirer un grand parti de ces quatre mois. May God make you so,

and bless you I Adieu.

LETTER CCXCIV.

Bath, November 16, 0. S. 17M.

Mt drab Friend : Vanity, or to call it by a gentler name, the desire

of admiration and applause, is, perhaps, the most universal principle of
human actions; I do not say, that it is the best; and 1 will own, that it

is sometimes the cause of both foolish and criminal effects. Hut it is so

much oftener the principle of right things, that though they ought to

have a better, yet, considering human nature, that principle is to be
encouraged and cherished, in consideration of its effects. Where that

desire is wanting, we are apt to be indifferent, listless, indolent, and
inert; we do not exert our powers; and we appear to be as much below
ourselves, as the vainest man living can desire to appear above what he
really is.

As I have made you my confessor, and do not scruple to ooiJf«& even
rav weaknesses to you, I will fairly own that I had that vanity, that

weakness, if it be one, to a prodigious degree ; and, what is more, I

confess it without repentance; nay, I am glad I had it; since, if I L&ve
had the good fortune to please in the world, it is to that powerful and
active principle that I owe it. I began the world, not with a bare

desire, but with an insatiable thirst, a rage of popularity, applause, and
sdmiration. If this made me do'some silly things on one hand, it made
me, on the other hand, do almost all the right things that I did ; it mad»
me attentive and civil to the women I disliked, and to the men I despised,

in hones of the applause of both : though I neither desired, nor would I
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have accepted the favours of the one, nor the friendship of the other. J

always dressed, looked, and talked my best; and, I own, was overjoyud
whenever I perceived that by all three, or by any one of them, the com-
pany was pleased with me. To men, I talked whatever I thought woald
give them the best opinion of my parts and learning; and, to women,
what I was sure would please them; flattery, gallantry, and love. And,
moreover, I will own to you, under the secrecy of confession, that my
vanity has very often made me take great pains to make a woman in

love with me, if I could, for whose person I would not have given a
pinch of snuff. In company with men, I always endeavoured to out-
shine, or at least, if possible, to equal the most shining man in it. This
desire elicited whatever powers I had to gratify it; and where I could
not perhaps shine in the first, enabled me, at least, to shine in a second
or third sphere. By these means I soon grew in fashion ; and when a
man is once in fashion, all he does is right. It was infinite pleasure to

me, to find my own fashion and popularity. I was sent for to all parties

of pleasure, both of men or women ; where, in some measure, I gave the
ton. This gave me the reputation of having had some women of condi-
tion ; and that reputation, whether true or false, really got me others.

With the men I was a Proteus, and assumed every shape, in order to

please them all : among the gay, I was the gayest ; among the grave,
the gravest ; and I never omitted the least attentions of good-breeding,
or the least offices of friendship, that could either please, or attach them
to me : and accordingly I was soon connected with all the men of any
fishion or figure in town.
To this principle of vanity, which philosophers call a mean one, and

which I do not, I owe great part of the figure which I have made in life.

I wish you had as much, but I fear you have too little of it; and you
seem to have a degree of laziness and listlessness about you, that makes
you indifferent as to general applause. This is not in character at your
age, and would be barely pardonable in an elderlv and philosophical man.
It is a vulgar, ordinary saying, but it is a very true one, that one should
always put the best foot foremost. One should please, shine, and dazzle,

wherever it is possible. At Paris, I am sure you must observe que chacun
se fait valoir autant quHl est possible ; and La Bruyere observes, very
justly, qu'on ne taut dans ce monde que ce qu'on veut valoir: wherevei
applause is in question, you will never see a French man, nor woman,
remiss or negligent. Observe the eternal attentions and politeness that
all people have there for one another. Ce n'est pas pour leurs beaux yeux
au m>)ir<A. No, but for their own sakes, for commendations and applause.

Let mo ihen recommend this principle of vanity to you ; act upon it meo
periculo ; I promise you It will turn to your account. Practise all the
arts that ever coquette did, to please. Be alert and indefatigable in

making every man admire, and every woman in love with you. I can
tell you too, that nothing will carry you higher in the world.

I have had no letter from you since your arrival at Paris, though
you must have been long enough there to have written me two or
fchree. In about ten or twelve days I propose leaving this place, and
going to London ; I have found considerable benefit by my stay here,

out not all that I want Make my compliments to Lord Albemarle.
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LETTER CCXOV.

Bath, Noiemibtr tt, 17H.

My diab Friend : Since my last to you, I have rea 1 Madame Main-
tenon's Letters ; I am sure they are genuine, and they both entertained

and informed me. They have brought me acquainted with the charac-

ter of that able and artful lady ; whom I am convinced that I now know
much better than her directeur the Abbe de Fenelon (afterwards Arch-
bishop of Cambray) did, when he wrote her the 185th letter; and 1

know him the better too for that letter. The Abbe, though brimful of

the divine love, had a great mind to be first minister, and cardinal, in

order, no doubt, to have an opportunity of doing the more good. His
being directeur at that time to Madame Maintenon, seemed to be a good
step towards those views. She put herself upon him for a saint, and
he was weak enough to believe it ; he, on the other hand, would havo
put himself upon her for a saint too, which, I daresay, she did not be-

lieve ; but both of them knew, that it was necessary for them to appear
saints to Lewis the Fourteenth, who they were very sure was a bigot.

It is to be presumed, nay, indeed, it is plain by that 185th letter, thf-t

Madame Maintenon had hinted to her directeur some scruples of con-

science, with relation to her commerce with the King; and which I

humbly apprehend to have been only some scruples of prudence, at

once to flatter the bigot character, and increase the desires of the King.

The pious Abbe, frightened out of his wits, lest the King should impute
to the directeur any scruples or difficulties which he might meet with

on the part of the lady, writes her the above-mentioned letter ; in which
he not only bids her, not teaze the King by advice and exhortations, but

to have the utmost submission to his will ; and, that she may not mistake

the nature of that submission, he tells her, it is the same that Sarah had

for Abraham ; to which submission Isaac perhaps was owing. No bawd
could have written a more seducing letter to an innocent country girl,

than the directeur did to his penitente ; who I daresay had no occasion

for his good advice. Those who would justify the good directeur, alias

the pimp, in this atfair, must not attempt to do it, by saying, that the

King and Madame Maintenon were at that time privately married ; that

the directeur knew it; and that this was the meaning of his enigme.

That is absolutely impossible ; for that private marriage must have

removed all scruples between the parties ; nay, could not have been

contracted upon any other principle, since it was kept private, and con-

bequently prevented no public scandal. It is therefore extremely evid-

ent, that Madame Maintenon could not be married to the King, at the

time when she scrupled granting, and when the directeur advised her

to grant, those favours which Sarah with so much submission granted to

Abraham : and what the directeur is pleased to call le mystere de Dieu,

was most evidently a state of concubinage. The letters are very well

worth your reading ; they throw light upon many things of those times.

I have just received a letter from Sir William Stanhope, from Lyons;

in which he tells me that he saw you at Paris, that he thinks you a lit-

Je grown, but that you do not make the most of it, for that you stoop

•till ; d'ailUurs nis letter was a panegyric of yon.

21
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The young Oomte de Schullemburg, the Chambellan whom yoi knew
at Hanover, is come over with the King, etfait aussi vos eloges.

Though, as I told you in my last, I have done buying pictures, by way
of virttl, yet there are some portraits of remarkable people that would
tempt me. For instance, if you could by chance pick up at Paris, at a
reasonable "price, and undoubted originals (whether heads, half lengths,

or whole lengths, no matter) of Cardinals Richelieu, Mazarin, and
Retz, Monsieur de Turenne, le grand Prince de Conde ; Mesdames de
Montespan, de Fontanges, de Montbazon, de Sevigne, de Maintenon, de
Ohevreuse, de Longueville, d'Olonne, &c, I should be tempted to pur-

chase them. I am sensible that they can only be met with, by great

accident, at f&mily sales and auctions, so I only mention the affair tc

you eventually.

I do not understand, or else I do not remember, what affair you mean
in your last letter ; which you think will come to nothing, and foi

which, you say, I had once a mind that you should take the road again.

Explain it to me.
I shall go to town in four or five days, and carry back with me a lit-

tle more hearing than I brought ; but yet, not half enough for common
wants. One wants ready pocket-money much oftener than one wants
great sums ; and to use a very odd expression, I want to hear at sight.

I love every-day senses, every-day wit and entertainment ; a man who
is onlv good on holydays is good for very little. Adieu.

LETTER COXOVI.

Christmas Dat, 1752.

My dear Friend : A tyrant, with legions at his command, may say,

Oderint modo timeant ; though he is a fool if he says it, and a greater
fool if he thinks it. But a private man, who can hurt but few, though
he can please many, must endeavour to be loved, for he cannot be feared,

in general. Popularity is his only rational and sure foundation.
The good-will, the affections, the love of the public, can alone raise him
to any considerable height. Should you ask me how he is to acquire
them, I will answer, by desiring them. No man ever deserved, who
did not desire them; and no man both deserved and desired them, who
had them not, though many have enjoyed them merely by desiring, and
without deserving them. You do not imagine, I believe, that I mean
by this public love, the sentimental love of either lovers or intimate
friends; no, that is of another nature, and confined to a very narrow
circle; but I mean that general good- will, which a man may acquire in

the world, by the arts of pleasing respectively exerted, according to the
rank the situation, and the turn of mind of those whom he hath to do
wkL The pleasing impressions which he makes upon them will engage
their affections and their good wishes, and even their good offices, as
far (that is) as they are not inconsistent with their own interests ; for

farther than that you are not to expect from three people in the course
of your life, even were it extended to the patriarchal term. Could I

revert to the age of twenty, and carry back with me all the experience
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that forty years more have taught me, I can assr.re you, tha. I wouIg
employ much the greatest part of my time in engaging the good-will,

and in insinuating myself into the predilection of people in general, in-

stead of directing my endeavours to please (as I was too apt to do) to

the man whom I immediately wanted, or the woman I wished for,

exclusively of all others. For if one happens (and it will sometimes
happen to the ablest man) to fail in his views with that man or that

woman ; one is at a loss to know whom to address one's self to next,

having offended in general, by that exclusive and distinguished particu-

lar application. I would secure a general refuge in the good- will of the

multitude, which is a great strength to any man; for both ministers

and mistresses choose popular and fashionable favourites. A u>»d who
solicits a minister, backed by the general good will and good wishes of

mankind, solicits with great weight and great probability of success:

and a woman is strangely biassed in favour of a man, whom she sees in

fashion, and hears every body speak well of. This useful art of insi

nuation consists merely of various little things. A graceful motion, a

significant look, a trifling attention, an obliging word dropped d propos,

air, dress, and a thousand other undefinable things, all severally little

ones, joined together, make that happy and inestimable comportion, the

art of pleasing. I have in my life seen many a very handsome woman
who has not pleased me, and many very sensible men who have dis-

gusted me : Why ? only for want of those thousand little means to

please, which those women, conscious of their beauty, and those men
of their sense, have been grossly enough mistaken to neglect. I neve'
was so much in love in my life, RS 1 was with a woman who was
very far from being handsome ; but then she was made up of graces,

and had all the arts of pleasing. The following verses, which I have
read in some congratulatory poem prefixed to some work, I have for-

got which, express what 1 mean in favour of what pleases prefer-

ably to what is generally called more solid and instructive.

I would an author like a mistress try,

Not by a nose, a lip, a cheek, or eye,
But by some nameless power to give me Joy.

Lady Chesterfield bids me make you many compliments; she shewed
me your letter of recommendation of La Vestres; which with I was
very well pleased: there is a pretty turn in it; I wish you would
always speak as genteelly. I saw another letter from a lady at Pa-
ris, in which there was a high panegyrical paragraph concerning you.

I wish it were every word of it literally true; but, as it comes from
a very little, pretty, white hand, which is suspected, and I hope justly,

of great partiality to you: il en faut rabattre quelque chose, et vtfm*

•a Xe fauant il y aura toujoura (Vassez beaux restes. Adieu,
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LETTER OCXOVII.

liCNDON, Nmt, Year'* <zy, 175ft.

My dear Fki4xd : It is now above a fortnight, since I have received

a letter from you. I hope, however, that you are well, but engrossed
by the business of Lord Albemarle's bureau in the mornings, and by
business of a genteeler nature in the evenings ; for I willingly give
up my own satisfaction to your improvement, either in business or
i»nner3.

fl ere have been lately imported from Paris two gentlemen, who, I

tiLd, were much acquainted with you there; Comte Sinzendorf, and
Monsieur Olairant, the Academician. The former is a very pretty man,
well-bred, and with a great deal of useful knowledge ; for those two
things are very consistent. I examined him about you, thinking him a
competent judge. He told me, que vous parliez I Allemand comme un
Allemand ; que vous saviez le droit public de Vempire parfaitement
bien ; que vous aviez le gout sur.

t
et des connoissances fort etendues. I

told him, that I knew all this very well ; but that I wanted to know
whether you had Pair, les manieres, les attentions, enfin le brillant oVun
honnete homme : his answer was, Mais oui en verite, c'est fort bien.

This, you see, is but cold in comparison of what I do wish, and of what
you ought to wish. Your friend Olairant interposed, and said, Mais je
vous assure quy

il estfort poli; to which I answered, Je le crois bien, vis-

a-vis des Lapons vos amis ; je vous recuse pour juge,jusqu^d ce que vous

ayez et'e delaponne, au moins dix ans, parmi les honnetes gens. These
testimonies in your favour are such as perhaps you are satisfied with,

and think sufficient; but I am not: they are only the cold depositions

of disinterested and unconcerned witnesses, upon a strict examination.

When, upon a trial, a man calls witnesses to his character, and that

those witnesses only say, that they never heard, nor do not know any

ill of him ; it intimates at best a neutral and insignificant, though inno-

cent character. Now I want, and you ought to endeavour, that les

agremens, les graces, les attentions, &c, should be a distinguishing part

of your character, and specified of you by people unasked. I wish to

hear people say of you, Ah qxCil est aimable! Quelles manieres, quelles

graces, quel art de plaire I Nature, thank God, has given you all the

powers necessary ; and if she has not yet, I hope in God she will givo

you the will of exerting them.

I have lately read, with great pleasure, Voltaire's two little histories

of les Croisades, and VEsprit Hamain ; which I recommend to your

perusal, if you have not already read them. They are bound up with

a most poor performance, called Micromegas, whicli is said to be Vol-

taire's too, but I cannot believe it, it is so very unworthy of him : it

consists only of thoughts stolen from Swift, but miserably mangled and

disfigured. But his history of the Croisades shews, in a very short and

strong light, the most immoral and wicked scheme, that was ever con-

trived by knaves, and executed by madmen and fools, against humanity.

There is a strange, but never-failing relation between honest madmer
and skilful knaves an 1 wherever one meets with collected numbers of
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ihe former, one may be very sure that they are sec.etly directed by the

Latter. The Popes, who have generally been both the ablest and the

greatest knaves in Europe, wanted all the power and money of the East;

for they had all that was in Europe already. The times and the minds
favoured their design, for they were dark and uniformed ; and Peter

the Hermit, at once a kna^ e and a madman, was a tine papal tool for so

wild and wicked an undertaking. I wish we had good histories of

every part of Europe, and indeed of the world, written upon the plan

of Voltaire's de VEsprit Humain ; for, I own, I am provoked at the

contempt which most historians show for humanity in general : one
would think by them that the whole human species consisted but of

about a hundred and fifty people, called and dignified (commonly very

undeservedly too) by the titles of Emperors, Kings, Popes, Generals,

and Ministers.

I have never seen in any of the newspapers, any mention of the

affairs of the Cevennes, or Grenoble, which you gave me an account of

iiorae time ago; and the Duke de Mirepoix pretends, at least, to know
nothing of either. Were they false reports; or does the French court

choose to stifle them ? I hope that they are botli true, because I am
very willing that the cares of the French government should be em-
ployed and confined to themselves.

Your friend, the Electress Palatine, has sent me six wild boars' heads,

and other pieces de sa chasse, in return for the fans, which she approved
of extremely. This present was signified to me by one Mr. Harold,

who wrote me a letter in very indifferent English; I suppose he is a
Dane, who has been in England.

Mr. Harte came to town yesterday, and dined with me to-day. We
talked you over ; and I can assure you, that though a parson, and no
member du beau monde, he thinks all the most shining accomplishments
of it full as necessary for you as I do. His expression was, that is all

that he wants ; but if he wants that, considering his situation and desti-

nation, fie might as well want every thing else.

This is the day when people reciprocally offer and receive the kindest

and the warmest wishes, though, in general, without meaning them on
one side, or believing them on the other. They are formed by the

head, in compliance with custom, though disavowed by the heart, in

consequence of nature. His wishes upon this occasion are the best

that are the best turned
;
you do not, I am sure, doubt the truth of

mine, and therefore I will express them with a Quaker-like simplicity.

May this new year be a very new one indeed to you; may you put off

the old, and put on the new man ! but I mean the outward, not the in-

ward man. W'th this alteration, I might justly sum up all my wishes
for you in these words :

Ell L'bi dent annos, de te Dam csetera somes.

This minute, I receive your letter of the 26th past, which gives me s

very disagreeable reason for your late silence. By the symptoms which
jo- mention o voir illness, I both hope and believe that it was wholly
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owing to your own want of care. Yon are rather inclined to be fat,

yon have naturally a good stomach, and you eat at the best tables

;

which must of course make you plethoric : and upon my word you will

be very subject to these accidents, if you wi'i not, from time to time,

when you find yourself full, heated, or your head aching, take some lit

tie, easy, preventative purge, that would not confine yon; such as

chewing a little rhubarb when you go to bed at night, or some senna
tea in the morning. You do very well to live extremely low, for some
time ; and I could wish, though 1 do not expect it, that you would take
one gentle vomit ; for those giddinesses, and swimmings in the head,
always proceed from some foulness of the stomach. However, upon
the whole, I am very glad that your old complaint has not mixed itself

with this, which I am fully convinced arises singly from your owr,

negligence. Adieu.

I am sorry for Monsieur Kurze, upon his sister's account

LETTER COXCVIII.

London, January, 1C, 176b.

My dear Friend : I never think my time so well employed, as when
1 think it employed to your advantage. You have long had the great-

est share of it; you now engross it. The moment is now decisive ; the
piece is going to be exhibited to the public ; the mere outlines and the
general colouring are not sufficient to attract the eyes and to secure ap-
plause; but the last finishing, artful, and delicate strokes are necessary.
Skilful judges will discern and acknowledge their merit ; the ignorant
will, without knowing why, feel their power. In that view, I have
thrown together, for your perusal, some Maxims ; or, to speak more
properly, observations on men and things ; for I have no merit as to

the invention: I am no system-monger; and, instead of giving way to

my imagination, I have only consulted my memory; and my conclu-
sions are all drawn from facts, not from fancy. Most maxim-mongers
have preferred the prettiness to the justness of a thought, and the turn
to the truth ; but I have refused myself to every thing that my own
experience did not justify and confirm. I wish you would consider
them seriously, and separately, and recur to them again pro re nata in

similar cases. Young men are as apt to think themselves wise enough,
as drunken men are to think themselves sober enough. They look upon
spirit to be a much better thing than experience; which they call cold-

ness. They are but half mistaken ; for though spirit, without expe-
rience, is dangerous, experience, without spirit, is languid and defective.

Their union, which is very rare, is perfection; you may join them, if

you please ; for all my experience is at your service ; and I do not de-

sire one grain of your spirit in return. Use them both, and let them
reciprocally ammate and check each other. I mean here, by the spirit

of youth, only the vivacity and presumption of youth, which hinder
them from seeing ' e difficulties or dangers of an undertaking, but I do
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not mean what th e.^y vulgar call spirit, by which they are captions,

jealous of their rank, suspicious of being undervalued, and tart (as they
call it) in their repartees, upon the s.ightest occasions. This is an evil,

and a very silly spirit, which should be driven out, and transferred to

an herd of swine. This is not the spirit of a man of fashion, who has
kept good company. People of an ordinary, low education, when they
happen to fall into good company, imagine themselves the only object

of its attention ; if the company whispers, it is, to be sure, concerning
them; if they laugh, it is at them; and if any thing ambiguous, that

by the most forced interpretation can be applied to them, happens to be
said, they are convinced that it was meant at them ; upon which they
grow out of countenance first, and then angry. This mistake is very
well ridiculed in the Stratagem, where Scrub says, / am sure they

talked of me for they laughed consumedly. A well-bred man seldom
thinks, but never seems to think himself slighted, undervalued, or
laughed at in company, unless where it is so plainly marked out, that

his honour obliges him to resent it in a proper manner; mais Us hon-
netes gens ne se boudent jamais. I will admit that it is very difficult to

command one's self enough, to behave with ease, frankness, and good
breeding towards those, who one knows dislike, slight, and injure one,

as far as they can, without personal consequences ; but 1 assert, that it

is absolutely necessary to do it: you must embrace the man you hate,

if you cannot be justified in knocking him down; for otherwise you
avow the injury, which you cannot revenge. A prudent cuckold (and

there are many such at Paris) pockets his horns when he cannot gore
with them ; and will not add to the triumph of his maker, by only but-

ting with them ineffectually. A seeming ignorance is very often a most
necessary part of worldly knowledge. It is, for instance, commonly
advisable to seem ignorant of what people offer to tell you ; and when
they say, Have you not heard of such a thing? to answer No, and to

let them go on; though you know it already. Some have a pleasure in

telling it, because they think that they tell it well; others have a pride

in it, as being the sagacious discoverers; and many have a vanity in

shewing that they have been, though very undeservedly, trusted; all

these would be disappointed, and consequently displeased, if you said

Yes. Seem always ignorant (unless to one most intimate friend) of all

matters of private scandal and defamation, though you should hear

them a thousand times; for the parties affected always look upon the

receiver to be almost as bad as the thief: and, whenever they become
the topic of conversation seem to be a sceptic, though you are really a

serious believer ; and always take the extenuating part. But all this

seeming ignorance should be jo : re£ to thorough and extensive private

informations: and, indeed, it is thf best method of procuring them;
for most people have such a vanity in shewirg a superiority ever others,

though but for a moment, ar.d in the merest trifieL., that ti.ey will tell

you what they should Lot, rather than not shew that tLf 7 can tell what
you did not knew, besides that such seeming ignorance ^ 111 mr.Ke you
pass for incurious, and consequently undesigning. lie wever, fish for

facts, and take pains to be well informed of Ptvery thing that passes
^

but fish judiciously, and not always, aoi indeed oiten, in the .-hape of
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direct questions, which always put people upe M-eir guard, and, often

repeated, grow tiresome. But sometimes take thi things that you would
know for granted; upon which somebody will, kindly and officiously, set

you right : sometimes say that you have heard so and so ; and at other

times seem to know more than you do, in order to know all that you
«vant; but avoid direct questioning as much as you can. All these

necessary arts of the world require constant attention, presence of mind,

and coolness. Achilles, though invulnerable, never went to battle but

completely armed. Courts are to be the theatres of your wars, where
you should be always as completely armed, and even with the addition

of a heel-piece. The least inattention, the least distraction, may prove
fatal. I would fain see you what pedants call omnis homo, and what
Pope much better calls all-accomplished : you have the means in your
power; add the will, and you may bring it about. The vulgar have a

coarse saying, of spoiling a hogfor a half-penny worth of tar ; prevent

the application by providing the tar: it is very easily to be had in

comparison with what you have already got.

The fine Mrs. Pitt, who it seemo saw you often at Paris, speaking of

you the other day, said, in French, for she speaks little English ****** * * * * ****
* * * * whether it is that you did not pay the homagfc

due to her beauty, or that it did not strike you as it does others, I can-

not determine ; but I hope she had some other reason thau tr Jth for

saying it. I will suppose that you did not care a pin for her; \<c, how-
ever, she surely deserved a degree of propitiatory adoration iroin you,

which I am afraid you neglected. Had I been in your caar., I should

have endeavoured, at least, to have supplanted Mr. Mackay in his office

of nocturnal reader to her. I played at cards, two days a#o, with your
friend Mrs. Fitzgerald, and her most sublime mother, Mrs. Seagrave

;

they both inquired after you; and Mrs. Fitzgerald said, she hoped you
went on with your dancing ; I said, Yes, and that you assured me, you
had made such considerable improvements in it, that you had now
learned to stand still, and even upright. Your virtuma, la Signora

Vestri, sung here the other day, with great applause: I presume you
are intimately acquainted with her merit. Good night to you, who-
ever you pass with.

I have this moment received a packet, sealed with your seal, though
not directed by your hand, for Lady Hervey. No tatter from you!
Are you not well ?

LETTER CCXCIX.

Lokdon, May 27, O. 0. 1758.

My dear Tbasnd . I have this day >een tired, jaded, nay, tormented,

by the corrpan^ o^ a most worthy, sens\oi% md learned man, a near

relation *** T.ire, who dined and passed the evening with me. This

seems a ^A.*ad«"«/. but is a plain truth ; he has no knowledge of the world,

no manners, nc aidress : far from talking without book, as is commonly
said of peop) ) who talk sillily, he only talks by bock ; -nhicb in goners*
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conversation is ten times worse. He has formed in his own closet from

books, certain systems of every thing, argues tenacionsly upon those

principles, and is both surprised and angry at whatever deviates from

them. His theories are good, but, unfortunately, are all impracticable.

"Why ? because he has only read and not conversed. He is acquainted

with books, and an absolute stranger to men. Labouring with his mat-

ter, he is delivered of it with pangs; he hesitates, stops in his utterance,

and ajways expresses himself inelegantly. His actions are all ungrace-

ful ; so that, with all his merit and knowledge, I would rather converse

six Lours with the most frivolous tittle-tattle woman, who knew some-

thing of the world, than with him. The preposterous notions of a sys-

tematical man who does not know the world, tire the patience of a man
who does. It would be endless to correct his mistakes, nor would he

take it kicdly: for Le- has considered every thing deliberately, and is

very sure that ha is in the right. Impropriety is a characteristic, and a

never-failing one, of these people. Regardless, because ignorant, of cus-

toms- and manuer?, they violate them every moment. They often shock,

though they never mean to offend: never attending either to the gen-

eral character, or the [ articular distinguishing circumstances of the peo-

ple to whom, or befor- whom they talk; whereas the knowledge of the

world teaches one, that the very same things which are exceedingly

right and proper in one company, time and place, are exceedingly absurd

in others. In short, a man who has great knowledge, from experience

and observation, of the characters, customs, and manners of mankind, is

a being as different from, and as superior to, a man of mere book and
systematical knowledge, as a well-managed horse is to an ass. Study,

therefore, cultivate, and frequent men and women; not only in their

outward, and consequently guarded, but in their interior, domestic, and
consequently less disguised, characters and manners. Take your notions

of things, as by observation and experience you find they really are, and
not as you read that they are or should bo ; for they never are quite

what they should be. For this purpose do not content yourself with

general and common acquaintance; but wherever you can, establish

yourself, with a kind of domestic familiarity, in good houses. For
instance, go again to Orli, for two or three days, and so at two or three

reprises. Go and stay two or three days at a time at Versailles, aud
improve and extend the acquaintance you have there. Be at home at

St. Cloud; and, whenever any private person of fashion invites you to

pass a few days at his country-house, accept of the invitation. This

will necessarily give you a versatility of mind, and a facility to adopt
various manners and customs; for everybody desires to please those in

whose house they are; and people are only to be pleased in their own
*ay. Nothing is more engaging than a cheerful and easy conformity to

people's particular manner-, habits, and even weaknesses; nothing (to

use a vulgar expression) should come amiss to a young fellow. He
should be, for good purposes, what xVlcibiades wras commonly for bad
ones, a Proteus, assuming with ease, and wearing with cheerfulness, any
ihape. Heat, cold, luxury, abstinence, gravity, gaiety, ceremony, easi

ness learning, trifling, business, and pleasure, are modes which he
should he able to take, lay aside, or change occasionally, with a? mucb

21*
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ease as he would take or lay aside his hat. All this is only to bo in-

quired by use and knowledge of the world, by keeping a great deal o5
company, analysing every character, and insinuating yourself into the
familiarity of various acquaintance. A right, a generous ambition Bl

make a figure in the world, necessarily gives the desire of pleasirg,
the desire of pleasing points out, to a great degree, the means of doing
it; and the art of pleasing is, in truth, the art of rising, of distinguishing

one's self, of making a figure and a fortune in the world. But withouc
pleasing, without the graces, as I have told you a thousand times, ogm
fatica e vana. You are now but nineteen, an age at which most of
your countrymen are illiberally getting drunk in port, at the university.

You have greatly got the start of them in learning; and if you caE
equally get the start of them in the knowledge and manners of the

world, you may be very sure of outrunning them in court and parlia-

ment, as you set out so much earlier than they. They generally begir
but to see the world at one-and-twenty

;
you will by that age have seen

all Europe. They set out upon their travels unlicked cubs ; and in their

travels they only lick one another, for they seldom go into any other
company. They know nothing but the English world, and the worst
part of that too, and generally very little of any but the English lan-

guage ; and they come home, at three or four-and-twenty, refined and
polished (as is said in one of Oongreve's plays) like Dutch skippers from
a whale-fishing. The care which has been taken of you, and (to do you
justice) the care that you have taken of yourself, has left you, at the
age of nineteen only, nothing to acquire but the knowledge of the world,
manners, address, and those exterior accomplishments. But they are

great and necessary acquisitions, to those who have sense enough to

know their true value ; and your getting them before you are one-and-
twftnty, and before you enter upon the active and shining scene of life,

will give you such an advantage over all your cotemporaries, that they
cannot overtake you: they must be distanced. You may probably be
placed about a young prince, who will probably be a young king.

There all the various arts of pleasing, tne engaging address, the versa-

tility of manners, the brillant, the graces, will outweigh, and yet out-

run all solid knowledge and unpolished merit. Oil yourself, therefore,

and be both supple and shining, for that race, if you would be first, or

early at the goal. Ladies will most probably too have something to say

there ; and those who are best with them will probably be best some-

where else. Labour this great point, my dear child, indefatigably ; attend

to the very smallest parts, the minutest graces, the most trifling circum-
stances, that can possibly concur in forming the shining character of a
complete gentleman, un galant homme, un homme de cour, a man of

business and pleasure; estime des hommes, recherche desfemmes, aimi
de tout le monde. In this view, observe the shining part of every man
of fashion, who is liked and esteemed ; attend to, and imitate that par-

ticular accomplishment for which you hear him chiefly celebrated and
distinguished: then collect those various parts, and make yourself a

mosaic of the whole. No one body possesses every thing, and almost

every body possesses some one thing worthy of imitation : only choose

vour models well; and in order to do so, choose by your *w more thao
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oy yon eye. The best model is always that which is most universally

allowed to be the best, though in strictness it may possibly not be so.

We must take most things as they are, we cannot make them what we
would, nor often what they should be ; and where moral duties are not

concerned, it is more prudent to follow, than to attempt to lead.

Adieu.

LETTER CCO.

Bath, October 8, 1T5I.

My deas Friend : You have set out well at the Hague
;
you are in

iove with Madame Munter, which I am very glad of: you are in the

fine company there; and I hope one of it: for it is not enough, at your
age, to be merely in good company ; but you should, by your address

and attentions, make that good company think you one of them. There
is a tribute due to beauty, even independently of farther views ; which
tribute I hope you paid with alacrity to Madame Munter and Madame
Dcg^nfeldt: depend upon it, they expected it, and were offended in pro-
portion as that tribute seemed either unwillingly or scantily paid. I

believe ray friend Kreuningen admits nobody now to his table, for fear

of their communicating the plague to him, or at least the bite of a mad
oog. Pray profit of the entrees libres, that the French Ambassador has

gnvenyou; frequent him, and speak to him. I think you will not do
amiss to call upon Mr. Burrish, at Aix-la-Chapelle, since it is so little

out of your way ; and you will do still better, if you would, which I

know you will not, drink those waters for five or six days only, to scour

your stomach and bowels a little ; I am sure it would do you a great

deal of good. Mr. Burrish can, doubtless, give you the best letters to

Munich; and he will naturally give you some to Comte Preysing, or

Oomte Sinsheira. and such sort of grave people ; but I could wish that

you would ask him for some to young fellows of pleasure, or fashion-

able coquettes, that you may be dans Vhonnete debauche de Munich.
A propos of your future motions; I leave you in a great measure the

master of them, so shall only suggest my thoughts to you upon that

subject.

lou have three electoral courts in view, Bonn, Munich, and Manheim.
[ would advise you to see two of them rather cursorily, and fix your
tabernacle at the third, whichever that may be, for a considerable time.

For instance, should you choose (as I fancy you will), to make Man-
heim the place of your residence, stay only ten or twelve days at Bonn,
and as long at Munich, and then go and fix at Manheim; and so, vice

tersa, if you should like Bonn or Munich better than you think you
woulo! Manheim make that the place of your residence, and only visit

the oilier two. It is certain that no man can be much pleased himself,

or please others much, in any place where he is only a bird of passage

for eight cr ten days ; neither* party thinking it worth while to make an
ftcquaintanoe. still less to fo~ra any connection, for so short a time; but

rhen months are the case, a man may domesticate himself pretty well

;

and very soon not be looked upon as a stranger. This is the real utility

•f travellirg, when by contracting a familiarity at any place, yon get
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into the inside of it, and see it in its undress. That is the only way of

knowing the customs, the manners, and all the little characteristical
peculiarities, that distinguish one place from another : but then this

familiarity is not to be brought about by cold, formal visits of half an
hour: no; you must shew a willingness, a desire, an impatience, of
forming connections, il faut s'y preter, et y mettre du liant, du desir de
plaire. Whatever you do approve, you must be lavish in your praises
of; and you must learn to commend what you do not approve of, if it

is approved of there. You are not much given to praise, I know ; but
it is because you do not yet know how extremely people are engaged bj
a seeming sanction to their own opinions, prejudices, and weaknesses.
even in the merest trifles. Our self-love is mortified, when we think
our opinions, and even our tastes, customs, and dresses, either arraigned
or condemned ; as on the contrary, it is tickled and flattered by appro-
bation. I will give you a remarkable instance of this kind. The famous
Earl of Shaftesbury, in the flagitious reign of Charles the Second, while
he was Chancellor, had a mind to be a Favourite, as well as a Minister
of the King ; in order, therefore, to please his Majesty, whose prevail-

ing passion was women, my Lord kept a w e, whom he had no occa-
sion for, and made no manner of use of. The King soon heard of it,

and asked him if it was true ; he owned it was ; but that, though he
kept that one woman, he had several others besides, for he loved
variety. A few days afterwards, the King, at his public levee, saw
Lord Shaftesbury at some distance, and said in the circle, " One would
not think that that little, weak man is the greatest whore-master in

England; but I can assure you that he is." Upon Lord Shaftesbury's
coming into the circle, there was a general smile ; the King said,
" This is concerning you, my Lord." " Me, Sir ?" answered the chan-
cellor, with some surprise. " Yes, you," answered the King; "for I

had just said that you were the greatest whore-master in England !

Is it not true?" "Of a subject, Sir," replied Lord Shaftesbury, "per-
haps I am." It is the same in every thing ; we think a difference of
opinion, of conduct, of manners, a tacit reproach, at least, upon our
own ; we must therefore use ourselves to a ready conformity to what-
ever is neither criminal nor dishonorable. Whoever differs from any
general custom, is supposed both to think, and proclaim himself wiser
than the rest of the world : which the rest of the world cannot bear
especially in a young man. A young fellow is always forgiven, and
often applauded, when he carries a fashion to an excess ; but never
if he stops short of it. The first is ascribed to youth and fire ; but
the latter is imputed to an affectation of singularity, or superiority.

At your age, one is allowed to outrer fashion, dress, vivacity, gal-

lantry, &c, but by no means to be behind hand in any one of them.
And one may apply to youth in this case, Si non err%s*et,fecerat UU
ninil*. A dieu.
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LETTER CCOI.

Bath. October 19, 1753.

My dea-k Fkibne L'f all the various ingredients that compose the

jseful and recessary art of pleasing, no one is so effectual and engag-

ing, as that gentleness, that douceur of countenance and manner, to

which you are no stranger, though (God knows why) a sworn enemy.
Other people lake great pains to conceal or disguise their natural imper-

fections; some, by the make of their clothes, and other arts, endeavour
Do conceal the defects of their shape; women, who unfortunately have
natural bad complexions, lay on good ones; and both men and women
tpo£ whom unkind nature has inflicted a surliness and ferocity of coun-

tenance, do at :east ah they can, though often without success, to soften

anc mitigate it ; they affect douceur, and aim at smiles, though often in

the attempt. IiKe the Devil in Milton, they grin horribly a ghastly smile.

But you are th;„ oniv person, I ever knew, in the whole course of my
life, wlc not only Oiscain, but absolutely reject and disguise a great

advantag that nature has kindly granted. You easily guess I mean
countenance ; for she has given you a very pleasing one; but you beg
to be excused, you will not accept it ; but, on the contrary, take singu-

lar pains to put on the most funeste, forbidding, and onpleasing one,

that can possibly be imagined. This one would think impossible; but

you know it to be true. If you imagine that it gives you a manly,

thoughtful, and decisive air, as some, though very few of your country-

men do, you are most exceedingly mistaken
; for it is at best the air of

a German corporal, part of whose exerci-e is to look fierce, and to

blasemeer-op. You will say, perhaps. What, am i always to be study-

ing my countenance, in order to wear this douceurl I answer. No; do

it but for a fortnight, and you never will have occasion to think of it

more. Take but half the pains to recover the countenance that nature

gave you, that you must have taken to disguise and deform it as you
have, and the business will be done. Aooustom your eyes to a certain

softness, of which they are very capable, and your face to smiles, which
become it more than most faces I know. Give all your motions, too,

an air of douceur, which is directly the reverse of their present celerity

and rapidity. I wish you would adopt a little of Vair du Coutent (you

rery well know what I mean) to a certain degree; it lias something
extremely engaging; there is a mixture of benevolence, affection, and
unction in it: it is frequently really sincere, but is almost always thought

so, and consequently pleasing. Will you call this trouble? It will not

be half an hour's trouble to you in a week's time. But suppose it

be, pray tell me, why did you give yourself the trouble of learning

to dance so well as you do? It is neither a religious, moral, or

civil duty. You must own, that you did it then singly to please,

and you were in the right on't. Why do you wear fine clothes, and

curl your hair? Both are troublesome; lank locks, and plain fiimsy

rags, are much easier. This then you also do in order to please, and

you df very right. But then, for God's sake, reason and act conse-

quentially; and endeavour t< please in other things too, still more
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tial ; and without which the treble you Lave taken in those is wholly
thrown away. Yon shew year ciuc'i^, perhaps, six times a-year, at

most ; but yon shew your countenance and your common motions every
lay, and all day. Which then, I appeal to yourself, ought you to think
of the most, and care to render easy, graceful and engaging ? Douceur
of countenance and gesture can alone make tb^m so You are by no
means ill-natured; and would you then most unjustly be reckoned so?
Yet your common countenance intimates, and ^.vild make any body,
who did not know you, believe it. A propos of this, I must tell you
what was said the other day to a fine lady whom you know, who is

very good-natured in truth, but whose common countenance implies ill-

nature, even to brutality. It was Miss H n, Lady M y's niece,

whom you have seen both at Blackheath and at Lady Hervey's. Lady
M y was saying to me, that you had a very engaging countenance,
when you had a mind to it, but that you had not always that mind;
upon which Miss H n said, that she liked your countenance best,

when it was as glum as her own. Why then, replied Lady M y,
you two should marry ; for while you both wear your worst counte-
nances, nobody else will venture upon either of you ; and they call her
now Mrs. Stanhope. To complete this douceur of countenance and
motions, which I so earnestly recommend to you, you shouM carry it

also to your expressions, and manner of thinking, mettez y toujours de
Vaffectueux de Vonction; take the gentle, the favourable, the indulgent
side of most questions. I own that the manly and sublime John Trott,
your countryman, seldom does; but, to shew his spirit and decision,
takes the rough and harsh side, which he generally adorns with an
oath, to seem more formidable. This he only thinks fine ; for to do
John justice, he is commonly as good-natured as any body. These
are among the many little things which you have not, and I have
lived long enough in the world to know of what infinite consequence
they are in the course of life. Reason then, I repeat it again, within
yourself, consequentially ; and let not the pains you have taken, and
still take, to please in some things be a pure perte, by your negligence
of, and inattention to others of much less trouble, and much more con
sequence.

I have been of late much engaged, or rather bewildered, in Oriental
History, particularly that of the Jews, since the destruction of their
temple, and their dispersion by Titus ; but the confusion and uncertainty
of the whole, and the monstrous extravagances and falsehoods of the
greatest part of it, disgusted me extremely. Their Thalmud, their Misch-
na, their Targums, and other traditions and writings of their Rabbin*
and Doctors, who were most of them Oabalists, are really more extrav-

agant and absurd, if possible, than all that you have read in Oomte de
Gabalis; and indeed most of his stuff is taken from them. Take this

sample of their nonsense, which is transmitted in the writings of one oi

their most considerable Rabbins. " One Abas Saul, a man of ten feet

high, was digging a grave, and happened to find the eye of Goliah, in

which he thought proper to bury himself, and so he did, all but his

head, which the Giant's eye was unfortunately not quite deep enough to

•eceive." This, I assure you, is the most modest lie of ten thousand
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I have also read theTurkisl hLrfsny. which, excepting the religious part,

is not fabulous, though verv possibly not true. For the Turks, having
no notion of letters, and being, even by their religion, forbid the use of
them, excf \ X for reading and transcribing the. Koran ; they have no his-

torians of then own, nor any authentic records nor memorials for other
historians t( w- rk upon ; so that what histories we have of that country,

•tre written bi foreigners : as Platina, Six Paul Rycaut, Prince Cantimer,
&c, or else snatches omy of particular and short periods, by some who
happened to reside there at those times : such as Busbequius, whom 1

have just finished. I like him, as far as he goes, much the best of any
of them: but then his account is, properly, only an account of his own
Embassy, from the Emperor Charles the Fifth to Solyman the Magnifi-

cent. However, there he gives, episodically, the best account I know
of the customs and manners of the Turks, and of the nature of that

government, which is a most extraordinary one. For, despotic as it

always seems, and sometimes is, it is in truth a military repuulic; and
the real power resides in the Janissaries ; who sometimes order their

Sultan to strangle his Vizir, and sometimes the Vizir to depose or

strangle his Sultan, according as they happen to be angry at the one or

the other. I own, I am glad, that the capital strangler should, in his

turn, be strangle-able, and now and then strangled ; for I know of no
brute so fierce, nor no criminal so guilty, as the creature called a Sove-
reign, whether King, Sultan, or Sophy, who thinks himself, either by
divine or human right, vested with an absolute power of destroying his

fellow-creatures ; or who, without inquiring into his right, lawlessly

exerts that power. The most excusable of all those human monsters
are the Turks, whose religion teaches them inevitable fatalism. A
propos of the Turks, my Loyola, I pretend, is superior to your Sultan.

Perhaps you think this impossible, and wonder who this Loyola is.

Know then, that I have had a Barbet brought me from France, so ex
actly like the Sultan, that he has been mistaken for him several times

;

only his snout is shorter, and his ears longer than the Sultan's. lie has

also the acquired knowledge of the Sultan; and I am apt to think that

he studied under the same master at Paris. His habit and his white
band shew him to be an ecclesiastic; and his begging, which he does

very earnestly, proves him to be of a mendicant order; which, added
to his flattery and insinuation, make him supposed to be a Jesuit, and
have acquired him the name of Loyola. I must not omit too, that wheD
he breaks wind he smells exactly like Sultan.

I do not yet hear one jot the better for all my bathings and pumpings,
though I have been here already full half my time; I consequently go
very little into company, being very little fit for any. I hope you keep
company enough for us both

;
you will get more uy that, than I ^hall by

all my reading. I read singly to amuse myself, ami fill i* t my time, of

which I have too much ; but you have two much better reasons for going

Into company, pleasure and profit. May you find a great des.' of loth,

.o a great deal of company ! Adieu.
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LETTER CCCIL

Lohdon, November 20, 1754.

Mr Dear Friend : Two mails are now due from Holland, so that I

have no letter from you to acknowledge. But that, you know, by long
experience, does not hinder my writing to you : I always receive your
letters with pleasure ; but I mean, and endeavour, that you should re-

ceive mine with some profit
;
preferring always your advantage to my

own pleasure.

If you find yourself well settled and naturalised at Manheim, stay there

some time, and do not leave a certain for an uncertain gocd; but if yen
think you shall be as well, or better established at Munich, go there as

soon as you please ; and if disappointed, you can always return to Man-
heim. I mentioned, in a former letter, your passing the Carnival at

Berlin, which I think may be both useful and pleasing to you ; however,
do as you will ; but let me know what you resolve. That king and that

country have, and will have, so great a share in the affairs of Europe,
that they are well worth being thoroughly known.
Whether, where you are now, or ever may be hereafter, you speak

French, German, or English most, I earnestly recommend to you a par-

ticular attention to the propriety and elegance of your style : employ
the best words you can find in the language, avoid cacophony, and
make your periods as harmonious as you can. I need not, I am sure,

tell you what you must often have felt, how much the elegance of dic-

tion adorns the best thoughts, and palliates the worst. In the House
of Commons, it is almost everything; and, indeed, in every assembly,

whether public or private. Words, which are the dress of thoughts,

deserve surely more care than clothes, which are only the dress of the

person, and which, however, ought to have their share of attention. If

you attend to your style, in any one language, it will give you a habit of

attending to it in every other ; and if once you speak either French or

German very elegantly, you will afterwards speak much the better

English for it. I repeat it to you again, for at least the thousandth time,

exert your whole attention now in acquiring the ornamental parts of

character. People know very little of the world, and talk nonsense,

when they talk of plainness and solidity unadorned : th*y will do in

nothing : mankind has been long out of a state of nature, and the golden

age of native simplicity will never return. Whether for the better

or the worse, no matter; but we are refined ; and plain manner?, plain

dress, and plain diction, would as little do in life, as acorns, herbage,

and the water of the neighbouring spring, would do at Uibta, Some
people are just come, who interrupt me in the middle of :\\j i<nnon

:

so good ci^ht

LETTER CCOIII.

Londo», November 2«, 1TM.

Mi DEA.B Friend: Fine doings at Manheim! If one may give credit

to the weekly histories of Monsieur Roderigue, the finest w. iter among
the moderns not only des chasses brillantes et nombrewe^ les opiras
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*2 le$ acteurs se swqo>issent les jours des SainU de L L. A A. E JE
$e? mistimes, celebrcs, en grand gala ; but to crown the whole, Monsieur
Zuchinantel is Lappily arrived, and Monsieur Wartensleben hourly

expected. I hope that you are pars magna of all these delights

;

though, as Noll Bluff says, in the Old Bachelor, that rascally Gazetteer

takes no more notice of you than if you were not in the land of the

living. I should think, tLa" he might at least have taken notice, that

in those rejoicings you appeared with a rejoicing, and not a gloomy
countenance ; and you distinguished yourself in that numerous and
shining company, by your air, dress, address, and attentions. If this

was the case, as I will both hope and suppose it was, 1 will, if you
require it, have him written to, to do you justice in his next stipple-

ment. Seriously, I am very glad that you are whirled in that tourbil-

lon of pleasures; they smooth, polish, and rub off rough corners:

perhaps too, you have some particular collision, whicli is still more
effectual.

Schannat's History of the Palatinate was, I find, written originally in

German, in which language, I suppose, it is that you have read it; but,

as I must humbly content myself with the French translation, Vaillant

has sent for it for me from Holland, so that I have not yet read it. While
you are in the Palatinate, you do very well to read every thing relative

to it; you will do still better if you make that reading the foundation

of your inquiries into the more minute circumstances and anecdotes of

that country, whenever you are in company with informed and know-
ing people.

The Ministers here, intimidated on the absurd and groundless cla-

mours of the mob, have, very weakly in my mind, repealed, this ses-

sion, the bill which they had pa<>>ed in the last, for rendering Jews
capable of being naturalized, by subsequent acts of Parliament. The
clamourers triumph, and will doubtless make farther demands; which,
if not granted, this piece of complaisance will Boon be forgotten.

Nothing is truer in politics, than this reflection of the Cardinal de Retz,

Que le peuple craint toujours quand on ne le craint pas ; and conse-

quently they grow unreasonable and insolent, when they rind that they
are feared. Wise and honest governors will never, if they can help it,

give the people just cause to complain; but then, on the other hand,

they will firmly withstand groundless clamour. Besides that this noise

against the Jew bill proceeds from that narrow mob-spirit of intoleration

in religious, and inhoepitality in civil matter.-; both which, all wise
governments should oppose.

The confusion in France increases daily, as, no doubt, you are

informed, where you are. There is an answer of the clergy to the

remonstrances of the Parliament, lately published, whicli was sent me
by the last post from France, and which I would have sent you, inclosed

in this, were it not too bulky. Very probably you may see it at Man-
heim, from the French Minister: it is very well worth your reading,

being most artfully and plausibly written, though founded upon false

principles; the jus divinum of the clergy, and consequently their

supremacy in all matters of faith and doctrine, are asserted; both
which '.Ssolutely deny. Were those two points allowed the clergy o'
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any country whatsoever, they muse aecessarily govern that conntry
absolutely ; everything being, directly or indirectly, rtt'ath e to faith or
doctrine ; and whoever is supposed to have the power of saving and
damning souls, to all eternity -

v
which power the clergy pretend to), will

be much more considered, and better obeyed, than any civil power,
that forms no pretensions beyond :his world. Whereas, in truth, the

clergy in every country are, like all other subjects, dependent upon the

supreme legislative power, and are appointed by that power, under
whatever restrictions and limitations it pleases, to keep up decency and
decorum in the church, just as constables are to keep peace in the
parish. This Fra Paolo has clearly proved, even upon their own prin-

ciples of the Old and New Testament, in his book de Beneficiis, which
I recommend to you to read with attention ; it is short. Adieu.

LETTER CCCIV.

London, December 26, 1T0T

My dear Friend : Yesterday again I received two letters at once
11om you, the one of the 7th, the other of the 15th, from Manheim.
You never had in your life so good a reason for not writing, eith^i

to me or to any body else, as your sore finger lately furnished you. 1

believe it was painful, and I am glad it is cured; but a sore finger, how-
ever painful, is a much less evil than laziness, of either body or mind,
and attended by fewer ill consequences.

I am very glad to hear that you were distinguished, at the court of

Manheim, from the rest of your countrymen and fellow-travellers : it

is a sign that you had better manners and address than they; foi

take it for granted, the best bred people will always be the best re-

ceived, wherever they go. Good manners are the settled medium of

social, as specie is of commercial life ; returns are equally expected for

both ; and people will no more advance their civility to a bear, than
their money to a bankrupt. I really both hope and believe, that the

German courts will do you a great deal of good ; their ceremony and
restraint being the proper correctives and antidotes for your negligence

and inattention. I believe they would not greatly relish your weltering

in your own laziness, and an easy chair; nor take it very kindly, if,

when they spoke to you, or you to them, you looked another way : as

much as to say, kiss my b—h. As they give, so they require atten-

tion ; and, by the way, take this maxim for an undoubted truth, That
no young man can possibly improve in any company, for which he has

not respect enough to be under some degree of restraint.

I dare not trust to Meyssonier's report of his Rhenish, his Burgundy
not having answered, either his account or my expectations. I doubt,

as a wine merchant, he is the perjidus caupo, whatever he may be as a

banker. I shall therefore venture upon none of his wine ; but delay

making my provision of Old Hock, till 1 go abroad myself next spring

:

as I told you in the utmost secrecy, in my last, that I intend to do ; and
thtn probably I maj taste some that I like, and go upon sure ground.

There is commonly very good, both at Aix-la-Ohapelle ard Liege:
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•i here I formerly got some excellent, which I carried with me to Spa,

wrhere I drink no other wine.

As my betters to _,ou frequently miscarry, I will repeat in this, that

part of my last, which related to your future motions. Whenever you
shall be tired of Berlin, go to Dresden; where Sir Charles Williamg
will be, who will receive you with or en arms. He dined with me to-

day ; and sets out for Dresden in about six weeks. He spoke of you
with great kindness and impatience to see you again. He will trust and
employ you in business, (and he is now in the whole secret of impor-
tance,) till we fix our place to meet in: which probably will be Spa.

Wherever you are, inform yourself minutely of, and attend particularly

to the affairs, of France; they grow serious, and in my opinion will grow
more and more so every day. The King is despised, and I do not won-
der at it; but he has brought it about, to be hated at the same time,

which seldom happens to the same man. His ministers are known to be
as disunited as incapable; he hesitates between the Church and the Par-

liaments, like the ass in the fable, that starved between two hampers of

hay : too much in love with his mistress to part with her, and too much
afraid of his soul to enjoy her: jealous of the Parliaments, who would
support his authority ; and a devoted bigot to the Church, that would
destroy it. The people are poor, consequently discontented ; those who
have religion, are divided in their notions of it; which is saying that

they hate one another. The Clergy never do forgive ; much less will they
foririve the Parliament ; the Parliament never will forgive them. The
army must, without doutu take, in their own minds at least, different

parts in all these disputes, which upon occasion would break out.

Armies though always the supporters and tools of absolute power for

the time being, are always the destn-yers of it too; by frequently chang-
ing the hands in which the? thmk proper to lodge it. This was the
case ol the Praetorian t ands. who deposed and murdered the monsters
they had raised to oppress .<Lankind. The Janissaries in Turkey, and
the regiments of guards in Russia, do the same now. The French nation

reasons freely, which they never did before, upon matters of religion

and government, and begin to be sprejiudicati ; the officers do so too;

in short, all the symptoms, which I have ever met with in history pre-

vious to great changes and revolutions in government, now exist, and
daily increase in France. I am glad of it; the rest of Europe will be
the quieter, and have time to recover. England, I am sure, wants rest,

for it wants men and money; the Republic of the United Provinces
wants both still more; the other Powers cannot well dance, when
neither France, nor the maritime powers, can, as they used to do, pay
the piper. The first squabble in Europe, that I foresee, will be about the
Crown of Poland, should the present King die: and therefore I wish his

Majesty a long life and a merry Christmas. So much for foreign poli-

tics; but d propo8 of them, pray take care, while yon are in those part*

of Germany, to inform yourself correctly of all the details, discussions,

and agreements, which the several wars, confiscations, bans, and treaties,

occasioned between the Bavarian and Palatine Electorates; they are

interesting and curious.

I shall not, upon the occasion of the approaching new year, repeat *aj

tou the wishes which I continue to form for you
;
you know them al'
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already ; and you know that it is absolutely in your power to satiafj

most of them. Among many other wishes, this is my most earnest one,

That you would open the new year with a most -<domn and devoDt
sacrifice to the Graces; who never reject those that supplicate them
with fervour ; without them, let me tell you, that your friend Dame
Fortune will stand you in little stead ; may they all be your friends 1

Adieu.

LETTER COOV.

Londoh, January lo, 1T54.

My dear Friend : I have this moment received your letter of the
26th past from Munich. Since you are got so well out of the distress

and dangers of your journey from Manheim, I am giad that yjp ^ere in

them.

Oondisce i diletti

Memorie di pene,
Ne si cha sia bene
Chi mal non soffriL

They were but little samples of the much greater distress and danger
which you must expect to meet within your great, and I hope, ^ng
journey through life. In some parts of it, flowers are scattered with
profusion, the road is smooth, and the prospect pleasant : but in othe^
(and I fear the greater number) the road is rugged, beset with thorn?
and briars, and cut by torrents. Gather the flowers in your way ; but,

at the same time, guard against the briars that are either mixed with
them, or that most certainly succeed them.

I thank you for your wild boar; who, now he is dead, I assure him.
%e laissera Men manger malgre quHl en ait; though I am not so sure
that I should have had that personal valour which so successfully dis-

tinguished you in single combat with him, which made him bice the
dust like Homer's heroes, and, to conclude my period sublimely, put
him into that pickle, from which I propose eating him. At the same
time that I applaud your valour, I must do justice to your modesty

;

which candidly admits, that you were not overmatched, and that your
adversary was about your own age and size. A Maracasam, being on
der a year old, would have been below your indignation. Bete de com
pagne, being under two years old, was still, in my opinion, below your
glory ; but I guess that your enemy was un Ragot, that is, from two
to three years old ; an age an size which, between man and boar, answer
pretty well to yours.

If accidents of bad roads or waters do not detain you at Munich, I do
not fancy that pleasures will: and I rather believe you will seek for,

and find them, at the Carnival at Berlin; in which supposition, I even-

tually direct tins letter to your banker there. While you are at Berlin

(I earnestly recommend it to you again and again) pray care to see,

hear, know, and mind, everything there. The ablest Prince in Europe
is surely an object that deserves attention; and the least thing that he
does >

:ke the smallest sketches of the greatest painters, has its value,

nnd a considerable one too.
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Read with care the Cod*. Frederick, and inform yourself of the good
effects of it, in th »s» parts of his dominions where it has taken place,

and where it h<w banished the former chicanes, quirks, and quibbles

of the old law. D<« not think any detail too minute or trifling for

your inquiry and observation. I wish that you could find one hour's

leisure every da}, to read some good Italian author, and to converse

in that language with our worthy friend, Signor Angelo Cori; it would
botL refresh and improve your Italian, which, of the many languages

you know, I take to be that in which you are the least perfect; but of

which too, you already know enough to make yourself master of, with
rery little trouble, whenever you please.

Live, dwell, and grow at the several courts there; use them so much
to your face, that they may not look upon you as a stranger. Observe,

and take their ton, even to their affectations and follies; for such there

are, and perhaps should be, at all courts. Stay, in all events, at Berlin,

till I inform you of Sir Charles Williams's arrival at Dresden; where I

suppose you would not care to be before him, and where you may go
as soon after him as ever you please. Your time there will neither be

unprofitably nor disagreeably spent; he will introduce yon into all the

best company, though he can introduce you to none so good as his own.
He has of late applied himself very seriously to foreign affairs, especially

those of Saxony and Poland; he knows them perfectly well, and will

tell you what he knows. He always expresses, and I have good reason to

believe very sincerely, great kindness and affection for you.

The works of the late Lord Bolingbroke are just published, and have
olunged me into philosophical studies; which hitherto I have not been
inuch used to, or delighted with ; convinced of the futility of those

researches: but I have read his Philosophical Essay upon the extent of

human knowledge, which, by the way, makes two large quartos and a

half. He there shows very clearly, and with most splendid eloquence,

what the human mind can, and cannot do; that our understandings

are wisely calculated for our place in this planet, and for the link which
we form in the universal chain of things; but that they are by no means
capable of that degree of knowledge, which our curiosity makes us search

after, and which our vanity makes us often believe we arrive at. 1 shall

not recommend to you the reading of that work; but, when you return

hither, I shall recommend to your frequent and diligent perusal all his

tracts that are relative to our history and constitution; upon which he
throws lights, and scatters graces, which no other writer has ever done.

Reading, which was always a pleasure to me, in the time even of my
greatest dissipation, is now become my only refuge; and, I fear, I indulge

it too mucl at the> expense of my eyes. But what can I do? I must do
something; I cannot bear absolute idleness; my ears grow every day
more useless to me. my eyes consequently more necessary : I will not

hoard them like s miser, but will rather risk the loss, than not enjoy

the U8e of them.
Pray let me krxv all the particulars, not only of your reception at

Munich, but also at Berlin ; at the latter, I believe, it will be a good
one : for his Prussian Majesty knows, that I have long been an admirer

%7id respecter o/hu gre*t and various talents. Adieu.
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LETTER CCCVI.

London, February 1, 1754.

My Dear Friend : I received, yesterday, yours of the 12th from
Munich ; in consequence of which, I direct this to you there, though I

directed my three last to Berlin, where I suppose you will find them at

your arrival. Since you are not only domesticated, bat niche at Munich,
you are much in the right to stay there. It is not bv seeing places,

that one knows them, but by familiar and daily conversations with the
peopk of fashion. I would not care to be in the place of that prodigy
cf beauty, whom you are to drive dans la course de Traineaux; and I

am apt to think you are much more likely to break her bones, than she
is, though ever so cruel, to break your heart. Nay, I am not sure,

but that, according to all the rules of gallantry, you are obliged to over-

turn her on purpose: in the first place, for the chance of seeing her
backside ; in the next, for the sake of the contrition and concern which
it would give you an opportunity of showing : and, lastly, upon account
of all the gentillesses et epigrammes, which it would naturally suggest.

Voiture has made several stanzas, upon an accident of that kind, which
happened to a lady of his acquaintance. There is a great deal of wit in

them, rather too much ; for, according to the taste of those times, they
are full of what the Italians call concetti spiritosissimi ; the Spaniards
agudeze ; and we, affectation and quaintness. I hope you have
endeavoured to suit your Traineau to the character of the fair-one

whom it is to contain. If she is of an irascible, impetuous disposition,

(as fine women can sometimes be,) you will doubtless place her in the
body of a lion, a tiger, a dragon, or some tremendous beast of prey and
fury ; if she is a sublime and stately beauty, which I think more pro-
bable, (for unquestionably she is hogh gebohrne,) you will, I suppose,
provide a magnificent swan or proud peacock for her reception ; but if

she is all tenderness and softness, you have, to be sure, taken care,

amorous doves and wanton sparrows should seem to flutter round her.

Proper mottos, I take it for granted, that you have eventually prepared

;

but if not, you may find a great many ready-made ones in Les Entre-
tiens oVAriste et d''Eugene, sur les Devises, written by Pere Bouhours,
and worth your reading at any time. I will not say to you, upon this

occasion, like the Father in Ovid,

Parce, puer, stlmulls, et fortius utere loris.

On the contrary, drive on briskly ; it is not the chariot of the sun thai

you drive, but you carry the sun in your chariot; consequently, th*
faster it goes, the less it will be likely to scorch or consume. This lp

Spanish enough, I am sure.

If this finds you still at Munich, pray make many compliments frou.

me to Mr. Burrish, to whom I am very much obliged for all his kind-

ness to you ; it is true, that while I had power I endeavoured to serve

him but it is as true too, that I served many others more, who ha7*
neither returned nor remembered those services.

I have been very ill this last fortnight, of your old Carnk<iian com
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plaint, the arthritis taga ; luckily, it did not fall upon my breast, but
seized on my right arm ; there it fixed its seat of empire ; but, as in all

tyrannical governments, the remotest parts felt their share of its seventy.
Last post I was not able to hold a pen long enough to write to you. and
therefore desired Mr. Grevenkop to do it for me; but that letter was
directed to Berlin. My pain is now much abated, though I have still

some fine remains of it in my shoulder, where I fear it will tease me a

great while. I must be careful to take Horace's advice, and consider

well, Quid valeant humeri^ quid ferre recusent.

Lady Chesterfield bids me make you her compliments, and assure you,

that the music will be much more welcome to her with you, than with-
out you.

In some of my last letters, which were directed to, and will, I sup-

pose, wait for you at Berlin, I complimented you, and with justice, upon
your great improvement of late in the epistolary way, both with regard
to the style and the turn of your letters; your four or five last to me
have been very good ones, and one that you wrote to Mr. Harte, upon
the new year, was so pretty a one, and he was so much and so justly

pleased with it, that he sent it me from Windsor the instant he had
read it. This talent (and a most necessary one it is in the course of life)

is to be acquired by resolving, and taking pains to acquire it; and, in-

deed, so is every talent except poetry, which is undoubtedly a gift.

Think, therefore, night and day, of the turn, the purity, the correctness,

the perspicuity, and the elegance of whatever you speak or write ; take
my word for it, your labour will not be in vain, but greatly rewarded by
the harvest of praise and success which it will bring you. Delicacy of
turn, and elegance of style, are ornaments as necessary to common
sense, as attentions, address, and fashionable manners, are to common
civility; both may subsist without them, but then, without being of the

least use to the owner. The figure of a man is exactly the same, in dirty

rags, or in the finest and best chosen clothes; but in which of the two
he is the most likely to please, and to be received in good company, I

leave to you to determine.

Both my arm and my paper hint to me, to bid you good-night.

LETTER CCCVII.

Londoh, February 12,1754.

My dear Friend: I take my aim, and let off this letter at you at

Berlin; I should be sorry it missed you, because I believe you will read

it with as much pleasure as I write it. It is to inform you, that, after

some difficulties and dangers, your seat in the new Parliament is at last

absolutely secured, and that without opposition, or the least necessity

of your personal trouble or appearance. This success; I must farther

inform you, is in a great degree owing to Mr. Eliot's friendship to ca

both; for he brings you in with himself at his surest borough. As it

was impossible to act with more zeal and friendship than Mr. Eliot has
acted in this who\.<* affair. I desire that you will, by the very next post,

write him a letter of thanks warm and young thanks, not old and cold
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ones. Too may inclose it in yours to me, and I will send it to him, for

he is now in Cornwall.

Thus, sure of being a senator, I daresay you do not propose to be one

of the pedarii senatores, et pedibus ire in sententiam ; for, as the House
of Commons is the theatre where you must make your fortune and

figure in the world, you must resolve to be an actor, and not a persona

muta, which is just equivalent to a candle snuffer upon other theatres.

Whoever does not shine there, is obscure, insignificant, and contempti-

ble ; and you cannot conceive how easy it is, for a man of half your sense

and knowledge to shine there if he pleases. The receipt to make a

speaker, and an applauded one too, is short and easy.—Take of common
sense quantum sujftcit, add a little application to the rules and orders of

the House, throw obvious thoughts in a new light, and make up the

whole with a large quantity of purity, correctness, and elegance of

style.—Take it for granted, that by far the greatest part of mankind do

neither analyse nor search to the bottom ; they are incapable of pene-

trating deeper than the surface. All have senses to be gratified, very

few have reason to be applied to. Graceful utterance and action please

their eyes, elegant diction tickles their ears ; but strong reason would

be thrown away upon them. I am not only persuaded by theory, but

convinced by my experience, that (supposing a certain degree of com-
mon sense) what is called a good speaker is as much a mechanic as a

good shoemaker ; and that the two trades are equally to be learned by

the same degree of application. Therefore, for God's sake, let this trade

be the principal object of your thoughts; never lose sight of it. Attend

minutely to your style, whatever language you speak or write in ; seek

for the best words, and think of the best turns. Whenever you doubt

of the propriety or elegance of any word, search the dictionary or some

good author for it, or inquire of somebody, who is master of that lan-

guage ; and, in a little time, propriety and elegance of diction will be-

come so habitual to you, that they will cost you no more trouble. As I

have laid this down to be mechanical and attainable by whoever will

take the necessary pains, there will be no great vanity in my saying, that

I saw the importance of the object so early, and attended to it so young,

that it would now cost me more trouble to speak or write ungrammati-

cally, vulgarly, and inelegantly, than ever it did to avoid doing so. The
late Lord Bolingbroke, without the least trouble, talked all day long,

full as elegantly as he wrote. Why ? Not by a peculiar gift from hea-

ven; but, as he has often told me himself, by an early and constant at-

vention to his style. The present Solicitor-General, Murray,* has less

law than many lawyers, but has more practice than any; merely upon
account of his eloquence, of which he has a never-failing stream. I re-

member so long ago as when I was at Cambridge, whenever I read

pi3ces of eloquence (and indeed they were my chief study) whether

ancient or modern, I used to write down the shining passages, and then

translate them, as well and as elegantly as ever I could ; if Latin or

French, into English ; if English, into French. This, which I practised

for eooe ye»rs, not only improved and formed my style, but imprinted

• Created Lord Mansfield in the year 1756.
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in my mind and memory the best thoughts of the best authors. The
trouble was little, but the advantage I have experienced was great

While you are abroad, you can neither have time nor opportunity tc

read pieces of English or parliamentary eloquence, as I hope you will

carefully do when you return ; but, in the meantime, whenever pieces

of French eloquence come in your way, such as the speeches of persons

received into the Academy, oraisons funebres, representations of the

several parliaments to the King, &c, read them in that view, in that

spirit; observe the harmony, the turn and elegance of the style; examine
in what you think it might have been better; and consider in what, had
you written it yourself, you might have done worse. Compare the dif-

ferent manners of expressing the same thoughts, in different authors;

and observe how differently the same things appear in different dresses.

Vulgar, coarse, and ill-chosen words, will deform and degrade the best

thoughts, as much as rags and dirt will the best figure. In short, you
now know your object; pursue it steadily, and have no digressions that

are not relative to, and connected with, the main action. Your success

in Parliament will effectually remove all other objections; either a

foreign or a domestic destination will no longer be refused you, if yea
make your way to it through Westminster.

I think I may now say, that I am quite recovered from my late illness,

strength and spirits excepted, which are not yet restored. Aix-la-

Chapelle and Spa will, I believe, answer all my purposes.

I long to hear an account of your reception at Berlin, which I fancy

will be a most gracious one. Adieu.

LETTER CCOVII I.

Lobdow, February 15, 1764

My dear Friknd: I can now with great truth apply your own motto
to you, Nullum numen abest, si sit prudentia. You are sure of being,

as early as your age will permit, a Member of that House; which is the
only road to figure and fortune in this country. Those, indeed, who are
bred up to, and distinguish themselves in particular professions, as the
army, the navy, and the law, may, by their own merit, raise themselves
to a certain degree ; but you may observe too, that they never get to the
top, without the assistance of parliamentary talents and influence. The
means of distinguishing yourself in Parliament are, as I told you in my
last, much more easily attained than I believe you imagine. Close at
tendance to the business of the House will soon give you the parliamen
tary routine; and strict attention to your style will soon make you, no
only a speaker, but a good one. The vulgar look upon a man, who is

reckoned a fine speaker, as a phenomenon, a supernatural being, and
endowed with some peculiar gift of Heaven ; they stare at him, if he
walks in the Park, and cry, that is he. You will, I am sure, view him
m a juster light, and nulla formidine. You will consider him only as a
man of go d sense, who adorns common thoughts with the graces of
elocution, and the elegance of style. The miracle will then cease; and
you will be cor.vinced, that with the same application, and attention to
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the same objects, you may most certainly equal, and perhaps surpass.

this prodigy. Sir W Y , with not a quarter of your parts, and
not a thousandth part of your knowledge, has, by a glibness of tongue
singly, raised him successively to the best employments of the kingdom:
he has been Lord of the Admiralty, Lord of the Treasury, Secretary at

War, and is now Vice-Treasurer of Ireland ; and all this with a most sullied,

not to say blasted character. Represent the thing to yourself, as it really

is, easily attainable, and you will find it so. Have but ambition enough
passionately to desire the object, and spirit enough to use the means,

and I will be answerable for your success. When I was younger than

you are, I resolved within myself that I would in all events be a speaker

in Parliament, and a good one too, if I could. I consequently never lost

sight of that object, and never neglected any of the means that I thought

ed to it. I succeeded to a certain degree ; and, I assure you, with great

t.\se, and without superior talents. Young people are very apt to over-

rate both men and things, from not being enough acquainted with them.

In proportion as you come to know them better, you will value them
less. You will find that reason, which always ought to direct mankind,
seldom does ; but that passions and weaknesses commonly usurp its seat,

and rule in its stead. You will find, that the ablest have their weak
sides too, and are only comparatively able, with regard to the still weakei

herd: having fewer weaknesses themselves, they are able to avail them-
selves of the innumerable ones of the generality of mankind ; being more
masters of themselves, they become more easily masters of others. They
address themselves to their weaknesses, their senses, their passions;

never to their reason ; and consequently seldom fail of success. But
frhen analyse those great, those governing, and, as the vulgar imagine,

those perfect characters : and you will find the great Brutus a thief in

Macedonia, the great Cardinal Richelieu a jealous poetaster, and the

great Duke of Marlborough a miser. Till you come to know mankind
by your own experience, I know no thing, nor no man, that can in the

meantime bring you so well acquainted with them as le Due de la Roche-

foucault : his little book of Maxims, which I would advise you to look

into, for some moments at least, every day of your life, is, I fear, too

like, and too exact a picture of human nature : I own, it seems to

degrade it ; but yet my experience does not convince me that it degrades

it unjustly.

Now, to bring all this home to my first point. All these considera-

tions should not only incite you to attempt to make a figure in Parlia-

ment ; but encourage you to hope that you shall succeed. To govern

mankind, one must not overrate them : and to please an andience, as a

speaker, one must not overvalue it. When I first came into the House
of Commons, I respected that assembly as a venerable one ; and felt a

certain awe upon me : but, upon better acquaintance, that *we seen

vanished ; and I discovered, that, of the five hundred and sixty, not

above thirty could understand reason, and that all the rest were j)euple

;

that those thirty only required plain common sense, dressed up in good

language; and that all the others only required flowing and harmonious

periods, whether they conveyed any meaning or not ; having ears to hear,

out no sense enough to judge. These considerations made me sreak
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prith little concern the first time, with less the second, and with none at

all the third. I gave myself no farther trouble about any thing, except

my elocution, and ray style
;
presuming, without much vanity, that 1

had common sense sufficient not to talk nonsense. Fix these three

truths strongly in your mind ; First, that it is absolutely Decessary for

you to speak in Parliament ; secondly, that it only requires a little

human attention, and no supernatural gifts ; and, thirdly, that you have
all the reason in the world to think that you shall speak well. When
we meet, this shall be the principal subject of our conversations ; and
if you will follow my advice, I will answer for your success.

Now from great things to little ones ; the transition is to me easy,

because nothing seems little to me, that can be of any use to you.

I hope you take great care of your mouth and teeth, and that you
clean them well every morning with a sponge and tepid water, with a

few drops of arquebusade water dropped into it ; besides washing your
mouth carefully after every meal, I do insist upon your never using

those sticks, or any hard substance whatsoever, which always rub

away the gums, and destroy the varnish of the teeth. I speak this

from woful experience; for ray negligence of ray teeth, when I

was younger than you are, made them bad; and afterwards, my
desire to have them look better, made me use sticks, irons, &c.

which totally destroyed them ; so that I have not now above 6ix

or seven left. I lost one this morning, which suggested this advice

to you.

I have received the tremendous wild boar, which your still more
tremendous arm slew in the immense deserts of the Palatinate ; bui

have not yet tasted of it, as it is hitherto above my low regimen.

The late King of Prussia, whenever he killed any number of wild

boars, used to oblige the Jews to buy them, at a "high price, though

they could eat none of them ; so they defrayed the expense of his

hunting. His son has juster rules of government, as the Code Frederick

plainly shews.

I hope, that, by this time, you are as well ancre at Berlin as

you was at Munich ; but, if not, you are sure of being so at Dresden.

Adieu.

LETTER CCCIX.

LomX)«, February 86, 1764.

My dear Friend : I have received your letters of the 4th, from

Munich, and of the 11th from Ratisbon; but I have not received that

of the 81st January, to which you refer in the former. It is to this

negligence and uncertainty of the post, that you owe your accidents

between Municn and Ratisbon : for, had you received my letters regu-

larly, you would have received one from me, before you left Munich,

in which I advised you to stay, since you were so well there. But, at

all events, you were in the wrong to set out from Munich in such

weather and such roads ; since you could never imagine that 1 tad set

my heart so much upon your going to Berlin, as to venture youi

>*ing buried in the snow for it. Upon the whole, consideiing all.
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you are very well off. You do very well, in n.y mind, to return
to Munich, or at least to keep within the circle of Munich, Ratisbon,
and Manheim, till the weather and the roads are good : stay at each or
any of those places as long as ever you please ; for I am extremely
indifferent about your going to Berlin.

As to our meeting, I will tell you my plan, and you may form
your own accordingly. I propose setting out from hence the last

week in April, then drinking the Aix-la-Chapelle waters for a week,
and from thence being at Spa about the 15th of May, where I shall

stay two months at most, and then return straight to England. As I
both hope and believe that there will be no mortal at Spa during my
residence there, the fashionable season not beginning till the middle
of July, I would by no means have you come there at first, to be locked
up with me and some few Capucins, for two months, in that miserable
hole ; but I would advise you to stay where you like best, till about the
first week in July, and then to come and pick me up at Spa, or meet
me upon the road at Liege or Brussels. Aj for the intermediate time,

should you be weary of Manheim eid Munich, you may, if you please,

go to Dresden, to Sir Charles Williams, who will be there before that
time ; or you may come for a month or six weeks to the Hague; or, in

short, go or stay wherever you like best. So much for your motions.
As you have sent for all the letters directed to you at Berlin,

you will receive from thence volumes of mine, among which you will

easily perceive that some were calculated for a supposed perusal

previous to your opening them. I will not repeat anything contained
in them, excepting that I desire you will send me a warm and cordial

letter of thanks for Mr. Eliot; who has, in the most friendly manner
imaginable, fixed you at his own borough of Liskeard, where you
will be elected jointly with him, without the least opposition or

difficulty. I will forward that letter to him into Cornwall, where he
now is.

Now that you are to be soon a man of business, I heartily wish that

you would immediately begin to be a man of method ; nothing contri-

buting more to facilitate and dispatch business, than method and
order. Have order and method in your accounts, in your reading, in

the allotment of your time ; in short, in everything. You cannot con-

ceive how much time you will save by it, nor how much better every-

thing you do will be done. The Duke of Marlborough did by no means
spend, but he slatterned himself into that immense debt, which is net

yet near paid off. The hurry and confusion of the Duke of Newcastle
do not proceed from his business, but from his want of method in it.

Sir Robert Walpole, who had ten times the business to do, was
never seen in a hurry, because he always did it with method.
The head of a man who has business, and no method nor order, i9 pro-

perly that rudis indigestaque moles quam dixere chaos. As you
must be conscious that you are extremely negligent and slatternly, I

hope you will resolve not to be so for the future. Prevail with your-

self, only to observe good method and order for one fortnight; and I

will venture to assure you, that you will never neglect them afterwards,

you will find such conveniency and advantage arising frori t*-*..-..
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Method is the great advantage that lawyers have over other poopl<\ in

speaking in Parliament; for, as they must necessarily observe it

in their pleadings in the Courts of Justice, it becomes habitual to them
everywhere else. Without making you a compliment, I can tell

you with pleasure, that order, method, and more activity of mind, are
all that you want, to make, some day or other, a considerable figure in

business. You have more useful knowledge, more discernment of cha-

racters, and much more discretion, than is common at your age ; much
more, I am sure, than I had at that age. Experience yon cannot yet
have, and therefore trust in the mean time to mine. I am an old tra-

veller; am well acquainted with all the bye as well as the great roads;
I cannot misguide you from ignorance, and you are very sure I shall

not from design.

I can assure you, that you will have no opportunity of subscribing

yourself, my Excellency's, &c. Retirement and quiet were my choice

some years ago, while I had all my senses, and health and spirits

enough to carry on business; but now that I have lost my hearing, and
that I find my constitution declining daily, they are become my neces-

sary and only refuge. I know myself, (no common piece of knowledge
let me tell you.) I know what I can, what I cannot, and consequently
what I ought to do. I ought not. and therefore will not, return to

business, when I am much less tit for it than I was when I quitted it. Still

leas will I go to Ireland, where, from my deafness and infirmities, I

most necessarily make a different figure from that which I once made
there. My pride would be too much mortified by that dilference.

The two important senses of seeing and hearing should not only
be good, but quick, in business; and the business of a Lord Lieutenant
of Ireland (if he will do it himself) requires both those senses in

the highest perfection. It was the Duke of Dorset's not doing the

business himself, but giving it up to favourites, that has occasioned all

this confusion in Ireland ; and it was my doing the whole myself, with-

out either Favourite, Minister, or Mistress, that made my administra-

tion so smooth and quiet. I remember, when I named the late

Mr. Liddel for my Secretary, every body was much surprised at it; and
some of rny friends represented to me, that he was no man of business,

but only a very genteel, pretty young fellow; I as>ured them, and w:tl

truth, that that was the very reason why I chose him: for u.v 1 ^v
resolved to do all the business myself, and without even the BUSp^Qi .

of having a minister; which the Lord Lieutenant's Secretary. il ) - h s

man of business, is always supposed, and commonly with reason t<j i*.

Moreover, I look upon myself now to be emeritus in business, it t?l!7

I have been near forty years together; I give it up to you: appN y««W
self to it, as I have done, for forty years, and then I consent U- 7 tr

leaving it for a philosophical retirement, among your friends am * Kit

books. Statesmen and beauties are very rarely sensible of the gradi-

tions of their decay; and, too often sanguinely hoping to shine on
in their meridian, often set with contempt and ridicule. I retired

in time, uti conviva satur ; or, as the Pope says still better, Ere titter

ing youth shall shove you from the stage. My only remaining ambitioL
la to be the counselloi and minister of yorr rising ambition. Let ra§
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see my own youth revived in yon ; let me be your Mentor, and, with
yonr parts and knowledge, I promise you, you shall go far. You must
bring, on your part, activity and attention ; and I will point out to you
the proper objects for them. I own, I fear buc one thing for you, and
that is what one has generally the least reason to fear from one of your
age ; I mean your laziness ; which, if you indulge, will make you stag-

nate in a contemptible obscurity all your life. It will hinder you from
doing anything that will deserve to be written, or from writing any
thing that may deserve to be read ; and yet one or other of those two
objects should be at least aimed at by every rational being.

I look upon indolence as a sort of suicide ; for the man is effectually

destroyed, though the appetites of the brute may survive. Business by
no means forbids pleasures; on the contrary, they reciprocally season

each other; and I will venture to affirm, that no man enjoys either in

perfection, that does not join both. They whet the desire for each

other. Use yourself, therefore, in time, to be alert and diligent in your
little concerns ; never procrastinate, never put off till to-morrow what
you can do to-day ; and never do two things at a time : pursue your
object, be it what it will, steadily and indefatigably ; and let any diffi-

culties (if surmountable) rather animate than slacken your endeavours.

Perseverance has surprising effects.

I wish you would use yourself to translate, every day, only three or

four lines, from any book, in any language, into the correctest and most
elegant English that you can think of; you cannot imagine how it will

insensibly form your style, and give you an habitual elegance: it would
not take you up a quarter of an hour in a day. This letter is so long,

that it will hardly leave you that quarter of an hour, the day you
receive it. So good night.

LETTER 000X.

Lonxw, March 8, 1754.

My dear Friend : A great and unexpected event has lately happened
in our ministerial world. Mr. Pelham died last Monday, of a fever and
mortification; occasioned by a general corruption of his whole mass of

blood, which had broke out into sores in his back. I regret him as an

uid acquaintance, a pretty near relation, and a private man, with whom
I have lived many years in a social and friendly way. He meaned well

co the public ; and was incorrupt in a post where corruption is com-
monly contagious. If he was no shining, enterprising Minister, he was
a safe one, which I like better. Very shining Ministers, like the Sun,

ar-i apt to scorch when they shine the brightest : in our constitution, I

j.r<ier the milder light of a less glaring Minister. His successor is not

> et, at least publicly, designatus. You will easily suppose that many
ave very willing, and very few able, to fill that post. Various persons

are talked of, by different people, for it, according as their interest

prompts them to wish, or their ignorance to conjecture. Mr. Fox is

the most talked of; he is strongly supported by the Duke of Cumber-
land. Mr. Legge, the Solicitor-General, and Dr. Lee, are likewise all

spoken of, upon the foot of the Duke of Newcastle's, and the Chance]
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1

ior's interest Should it be any one of the three *ast, I think no great

alterations will ensue ; but should Mr. Fox prevail, it would, in my opi-

nion, soon produce changes by no means favourable to the Duke of

Newcastle. In the mean time, the wild conjectures of volunteer politi-

cians, and the ridiculous importance which, upon these occasions, block

heads always endeavour to give themselves, by grave looks, significant

shrugs, and insignificant whispers, are very entertaining to a bystander,

as, thank God, J now am. One knows something, but is not yet at

liberty to tell it ; another has heard something from a very good hand

;

a third congratulates himself upon a certain degree of intimacy, which
<e ha* long had with every one of the candidates, though perhaps he

uas never spoken twice to any one of them. In short, in these sort of

mtervals, vanity, interest, and absurdity, always display themselves in

the most ridiculous light. One who has been so long behind the scenes

as 1 have is much more diverted with the entertainment, than those

can be who only see it from the pit and boxes. I know the whole
machinery of the interior, and can laugh the better at the silly wonder
and wild conjectures of the uninformed spectators. This accident, I

think cannot in the least affect your election, which is finally settled

with your friend Mr. Eliot. For, let who will prevail, I presume, he
wilj consider me enough, not to overturn an arrangement of that sort,

in which he cannot possibly be personally interested. So pray go on
with your parliamentary preparations. Have that object always in your
view, and pursue it with attention.

) take it for granted that your late residence in Germany has made
you as perfect and correct in German, as you were before in French, at

least it is worth your while to be so; because it is worth every man's
while to be perfectly master of whatever language he may ever have
occasion to speak. A man is not himself, in a language which he does

not thoroughly possess; his thoughts are degraded, when inelegantly or

imperfectly expressed; lie is cramped and confined, and consequently
can never appear to advantage. Examine and analyse those thoughts
that strike you the most, either in conversation or in books; and you
will find, that they owe at least half their merit to the turn and expres-

sion of them. There is nothing truer than that old saying, Nihil dic-

tum quod non priiis datum. It is only the manner of saying or writing

it, that makes it appear new. Convince yourself, that manner is almost
ever) thing, in every thing; and study it accordingly.

I am this moment informed, and I believe truly, that Mr. Fox* is to

succeed Mr. Pelham, as First Commissioner of the Treasury and Chan-
cellor of th.- Exchequer ; and your friend, Mr. Yorke, of the Hague, to

succeed Mi . Fox, as Secretary at War. I am not sorry for this promo-
tion of Mr. Fox, as I have always been upon civil terms with him,
and found him ready to do me any little services. He is frank and
gentleman like in his manner: and, to a certain degree, I really believe

will be your friend upon my account ; if you can afterwards make him
yours, upcr tow own, tant mieux. I have nothing more to say now
but Ad'.e'x.

• -»enrj lox, created i.ord Holland, Baron of Foxley, In the year 1768,
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LETTER OOOXT.

Lomdoh, March 15, 1T64.

Mi dear Friend : We are here in the midst of a second winter ; th*c

cold is more severe, and the snow deeper, than they were in the 6rst
I presume your weather in Germany is not much more gentle : ahd,
therefore, I hope that you are quietly and warmly fixed at some good
town : and will not risk a second burial in the snow, after your late

fortunate resurrection out of it. Your letters, I suppose, have not
been able to make their way through the ice; for I have received
none from you since that of the 12th of February, from Ratisbon.
I am the more uneasy at this state of ignorance, because I fear that
you may have found some subsequent inconveniences from your over-
turn, which you might not be aware of at first.

The curtain of the political theatre was partly drawn up the day
before yesterday, and exhibited a scene which the public in general
did not expect; the Duke of Newcastle was declared First Lord Com-
missioner of the Treasury, Mr. Fox Secretary of State in his room,
and Mr. Henry Legge Chancellor of the Exchequer. The employ-
ments of Treasurer of the Navy, and Secretary at War, supposed to
be vacant by the promotion of Mr. Fox and Mr. Legge, were to be
kept in petto till the dissolution of this Parliament, which will pro-
bably be next week, to avoid the expense and trouble of unneces-
sary re-elections ; but it was generally supposed that Colonel Yorke,
of the Hague, was to succeed Mr. Fox ; and George Greenville, Mr.
Legge. This scheme, had it taken place, you are, I believe, aware,
was more a temporary expedient, for securing the elections of the
new Parliament, and forming it, at its first meeting, to the interests

and the inclinations of the Duke of Newcastle and the Chancellor, than
a plan of administration either intended or wished to be permanent.
This scheme was disturbed yesterday : Mr. Fox, who had sullenly

accepted the seals the day before, more sullenly refused them yester-
day. His object was to be First Commissioner of the Treasury, and
Chancellor of the Exchequer, and consequently to have a share in the
election of the new Parliament, and a much greater in the management
of it when chosen. This necessary consequence of his view defeated
it ; and the Duke of Newcastle and the Chancellor chose to kick him
up-stairs into the Secretaryship of State, rather than trust him with
either the election or the management of the new Parliament. In this,

considering their respective situations, they certainly acted wisely; but
whether Mr. Fox has done so, or not, in refusing the seals, is a point which
I cannot determine. If he is, as I presume he is, animated with revenge,
and I believe would not be over scrupulous in the means of gratifying it, I

should have thought he could have done it better, as Secretary of State,

with constant admission into the closet, than as a private man at the
head of an opposition. But I see all these things at too great a distance

to be able to judge soundly of them. The true springs and motives of
political measures are confined within a very narrow circle, and known
to very few ; the good reasons alleged are seldom ;he true ones. The
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pablio oommoniy judges, or rather guesses, wrong, and 1 am now one
of that public 1 therefore recommend to you a prudent Pyrrhonism
in ah matters of state, until you become one of the wheels of them
yourself, and consequently acquainted with the general motion, at least,

of the others ; for as to all the minute and secret springs, that contri

bute more or less to the whole machine, no man living ever knows
them all, not even he who has the principal direction of it. As in the
human body, there are innumerable little vessels and glands, that have
a good deal to do, and yet escape the knowledge of the most skilful

anatomist ; he will know more, indeed, than those who only see the

exterior of our bodies, but he will never know all. This bustle, and
these changes at court, far from having disturbed the quiet and security

of your election, have, if possible, rather confirmed them ; for the Duke
<»f Newcastle (I must do him justice) has, in the kindest manner ima-
ginable to you, wrote a letter to Mr. Eliot, to recommend to him the

utmost care of your election.

Though the plan of administration is thus unsettled, mine, for my
travels this summer, is finally settled ; and I now communicate it to

you, that you may form your own upon it. I propose being at Spa on
the 10th or 12th of May, and staying there till the 10th of July. As
there will be no mortal there during my stay, it would be both unplea-
sant and unprofitable to you to be shut up tete-a-tete with me the

whole time ; I should therefore think it best for you not to come to me
there till the last week in June. In the mean time, I suppose, that, by
the middle of April, you will think that you have had enough ol Man-
heim, Munich, or Ratisbon, and that district Where would you choose

to go then ? For I leave you absolutely your choice. Would you go
tc Diesden for a month or six weeks? That is a good deal out oi your
W8) . and I am not BUT6 that Sir Charles will be there by that time.

Or would you rather take Bonn in your way. and pass the time till we
meet at the Hague? From Mauhelm you may have a great man} good
'•etters of recommendation to the court of Bonn ; which court, and its

Elector, in one light or another, are worth your seeing. From thence,

your journey to the Hague will be but a short one; and you would
arrive there at that season of the year when the Hague is, in my Mind,
the most agreeable, smiling scene in Europe ; and from the Hague, you
would have but three very easy aays' journey to me at Spa. Do a^ yor
like ; for, as I told you before, Ella e assolutainente padrone. But lest

you should answer, that /ou desire to be determined by me, I will

eventually tell you my opil ion. I am rather inclined to the lattei

plan; 1 mean that of your c ruing to Bonn, staying there according as

you like it, and then passing the remainder of your time, that is May
and June, at the Hague. Our connection and transactions with the

Republic of the United Provinces are BUeh, that you cannot be too well

acquainted with that constitution, and with those people. You have
established good acquaintances there, and you have \>qqv\ feto'ie round
by the foreign Ministers ;

so that you will be there en. pals connu. More-
over, you have not seen the Stadtholder, the Gouvemante,noi the court

there, which d oon compte should be seen. Upon the whole, then, yoi

cannot, in my opinion, pass the n>onths of May and June more agree
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ably, or more usefully, than at the Hague. But, however, if you hav<«

any other plan that you like better, pursue it : Only let me know what
you intend to do, and I shall most cheerfully agree to it.

The Parliament will be dissolved in about ten days, and the writs for

the election of the new one issued out immediately afterwards ; so that,

by the end of next month, you may depend upon being Membre de la

chambre basse ; a title that sounds high in foreign countries, and perhaps

higher than it deserves. I hope you will add a better title to it in your

own, 1 mean that of a good speaker in Parliament: you have, I am sure,

all the materials necessary for it, if you will but put them together and

adorn them. I spoke in Parliament the first month I was in it, and a

month before I was of age ; and from the day I was elected, till the day
that I spoke, I am sure 1 thought nor dreamed of nothing but speaking.

The first time, to say the truth, I spoke very indifferently as to the mat-

ter ; but it passed tolerably, in favour of the spirit with which 1 uttered

it, and the words in which I had dressed it. I improved by degrees, till

at last it did tolerably well. The House, it must be owned, is always

extremely indulgent to the two or three first attempts of a young speak-

er ; and if they find any degree of common sense in what he says, they

make great allowances for his inexperience, and for the concern which

they suppose him to be under. I experienced that indulgence; for had

I not been a young member, I should certainly have been, as I own I

deserved, reprimanded by the House for some strong and indiscreet

things that I said. Adieu ! It is indeed high time.

LETTER OCCXII.

London, March 28. Lib*.

My dear Friend : Yesterday I received your letter of the 15th from
Manheim, where I find you have been received in the usual gracious

manner ; which I hope you return in a graceful one. As this is a season

of great devotion and solemnity in all Catholic countries, pray inform

yourself of, and constantly attend to, all their silly and pompous church

ceremonies ; one ought to know them. I am very glad that you wrote

the letter to Lord , which, in every different case that can possibly

be supposed, was, I am sure, both a decent and a prudent step. You
will find it very difficult, whenever we meet, to convince me that you
could have any good reasons for not doing it; for I will, for argument's

sake, suppose, what I cannot in reality believe, that he has both said and
done the worst he could, of and by you ; What then ? How will you help

yourself? Are you in a situation to hurt him? Certainly not ; but he

certainly is in a situation to hurt you. Would you shew a sullen, pouting,

impotent resentment? I hope not leave that silly, unavailing sort of re

seutment to women, and men like them, who are always guided by hu-

mour, never by reason and prudence. That pettish, pouting conduct, is a

great deal too young, and implies too little knowledge of the world, for

one who has seen so much of it as you have. Let this be one invariable

rule of your conduct,—Never to shew the least symptom of resentment,

which you cannot to a certain degree gratify , but always to smile, where
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you cannot strike. There would be no living in courts, nor indeed in

the world, if one could not conceal, and even dissemble, the just causes

of resentment, which one meets with every day in active and busy life.

Whoever cannot master his humour enough, pour /aire bonne mine d
mauvcris jeu, should leave the world, and retire to some hermitage, in an
unfrequented desert. By shewing an unavailing and sullen resentment,

you auihorise the resentment of those who can hurt you, and whom you
cannot hurt; and give them that very pretence, which perhaps they
wished for, of breaking with, and injuring you ; whereas the contrary
behaviour would lay them under the restraints of decency at least; and
either shackle or expose their malice. Besides, captiousness, sullenness,

and pouting, are most exceedingly illiberal and vulgar. Un honnete

homme ne les connoit point.

I am extremely glad to hear that you are soon to have Voltaire at

Manheim : immediately upon his arrival, pray make him a thousand
compliments from me. I admire him most exceedingly; and, whether
as an epic, dramatic, or lyric poet, or prose-writer, I think I justly apply
to him the Nil molitur inepti. I long to read his own correct edition

of Les Annates de VEmpire, of which the Abrege Ghronologique de VHis-
toire Wniverselle, which 1 have read, is, I suppose, a stolen and imperfect

part; however, imperfect as it is, it has explained to me that chaos of

history of seven hundred years, more clearly than any other book had
done before. You judge very rightly, that 1 love le style leger et fleuri.

I do, and so does every body who has any parts and taste. It should, I

confess, be more or less Jieuri, according to the subject; but at the same
time I assert, that there is no subject that may not properly, and which
ought not to be adorned, by a certain elegance and beauty of style.

What can be more adorned than Cicero's Philosophical Works? What
more than Plato's? It is their eloquenoe only, that has preserved and
transmitted them down to us, through so many centuries ; for the phi-

losophy of them is wretched, and the reasoning part miserable. But
eloquence will always please, and has always pleased. Study it there

fore; make it the object of your thoughts and attention. Use yourself

to relate elegantly ; that is a good step towards speaking well in Parlia-

ment. Take some political subject, turn it in your thoughts, consider

what may be said, both for and against it, then put those arguments into

writing, in the most correct and elegant English you can. For instance,

a standing army, a place bill, &c. ; as to the former, consider, on one side,

Mie dangers arising to a free country from a great standing military force;

on the other side, consider the necessity of a force to repel force with
Examine whether a standing army, though in itself an evil, may not,

from circumstances, become a necessary evil, and preventive of greater

dangers. As to the latter, consider how far places may bias and warp
the conduct of men, from the service of their country, into an unwar-
rantable complaisance to the court; and, on the other hand, consider

whether they can be supposed to have that effect upon the conduct of

peoole of probity and property, who are more solidly interested in the

(verinanent good of their country, than they can be in an uncertain and
pracarious employment. Seek for, and answer in your own mind, all

the argpjnents that can be urged on either side, and write them down in
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an elegant style. This will prepare you for debating, and give you an
habitual eloquence ; for I would not give a farthing for a mere holiday
eloquence, displayed once or twice in a session, in a set declamation,

but 1 want an every-day, ready, and habitual eloquence, to adorn extent-

pore and debating speeches ; to make business not only clear but agree-

able, and to please even those whom you cannot inform, and who do not

desire to be informed. All this you may acquire, and make habitual to

you, with as little trouble as it cost you to dance a minuet as well as yon
do. You now dance it mechanically, and well, without thinking of it.

I am surprised that you found but one letter for me at Manheim, foi

you ought to have found four or five ; there are as many lying for you
at your banker's at Berlin, which I wish you had, because 1 always
endeavoured to put something into them, which, I hope, may be of use

to you.

When we meet at Spa, next July, we must have a great many serious

conversations ; in which I will pour out all my experience of the world,

and which, I hope, you will trust to, more than to your own young
notions of men and things. You will, in time, discover most of them to

have been erroneous ; and, if you follow them long, you will perceive

your error too late ; but if you will be led by a guide, who, you are

sure, does not mean to mislead you, you will unite two things, seldom

united, in the same person ; the vivacity and spirit of youth, with the

caution and experience of age.

Last Saturday, Sir Thomas Robinson,* who had been the King's Min-

ister at Vienna, was declared Secretary of State for the southern depart-

ment, Lord Holderness having taken the northern. Sir Thomas accepted

it unwillingly, and, as I hear, with a promise that he shall not keep it

long. Both his health and spirits are bad, two very disqualifying cir-

cumstances for that employment; yours, I hope, will enable you, some
time or other, to go through with it. In all events, aim at it, and if

3 ou fail or fall, let it at least be said of you, Magnis tamen excidit ausis

Adieu.

LETTER CCOXIII.

LOHDOS, April 5, 1754.

My dear Friend : 1 received yesterday your letter of the 20th March,

from Manheim, with the inclosed for Mr. Eliot ; it was a very pruper

one, and I have forwarded it to him by Mr. Harte, who sets oat for

Cornwall to-morrow morning.

I am very glad that you use yourself to translations; and I do not

care of what, provided you study the correctness and elegance of your

«tyle. The life of Sextus Quintus is the best book, of the innumerable

books written oy Gregorio Leti, whom the Italians, very justly, call

Leti caca libro But I would rather that you chose some pieces or ora

tory for your translations, whether ancient or modern, Latin or French,

which would give you a more oratorial train of thoughts, and turn *f

•Created Lord Grantham in the year 1761, and since Ambassadar Extraordinary tr<

Plenipotentiary to the Court of Spain.
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expressic:- In your letter to me, you make use of two .vords, whicK,

though true and correct English, are, however, from long disuse, become
inelegant, and seem now to be stiff, formal, and in some degree scrip-

tural ; the first is the word namely, which you introduce thus, You

inform me of a very agreeable piece of news, namely, that my election is

secured,. Instead of namely, I would always use which is, or that is,

that my election is secured. The other word is, Mine own inclinations

:

this is certainly correct, before a subsequent word that begins with a

vowel ; but it is too correct, and is now disused as too formal, notwith-

standing the hiatus occasioned by my own. Every language has its pecu-

liarities; they are established by usage, and whether right or wrong,

they must be complied with. I could instance many very absurd ones

iii different languages; but so authorised by the jus et norma loquendi^

that they must be submitted to. Namely, and to wit, are very good

words in themselves, and contribute to clearness, more than the rela-

tives which we now substitute in their room ; but, however, they can-

not be used, except in a sermon, or some very grave and formal compo-
sitions. It is with language as with manners: they are both established

by the usage of people of fashion ; it must be imitated, it must be com-
plied with. Singularity is only pardonable in old age and retirement

;

I may now be as singular as I please, but you may not. We will, when
we meet, discuss these and many other points, provided you will give

me attention and credit; without both which it is to no purpose to

advise either you or any body else.

I want to know your determination, where you intend to (if I may
use that expression) while away your time, till the last week in June,

when we are to meet at Spa; I continue rather in the opinion which I

mentioned to you formerly, in favour of the Hague ; but, however, I have

not the least objection to Dresden, or to any other place that you may
like better. If you prefer the Dutch scheme, you take Treves and Cob-
lentz in your way, as also Dusseldorp : all which places I think you have
not yet seen. At Manheim you may certainly get good letters of recom-
mendation to the courts of the two Electors of Treves and Cologne, whom
you are yet unacquainted with; and I should wish you to know them
all ; for, as I have often told you, olim hac meminissejuvabit. There is an

utility in having seen what other people have seen, and there is a justi-

fiable pride in having seen what others have not seen. In the former
case, you are equal to others; in the latter superior. As your stay

abroad will not now be very long, pray, while it lasts, see every thing,

and every body you can ; and see them well, with care and attention.

It is not to be conceived of what advantage it is to any body to ha^e
seen more things, people, and countries, than other people in general

have ; it gives them a credit, makes them referred to, and they become
the objects of the attention of the company. They are not out in any
part of polite conversation ; they are acquainted with all the places,

customs, courts and families that are likely to be mentioned ; they are,

as Monsieur de Maupertuis justly observes, de tous les pays, comn,e

Les savans, sont de tous les terns. You have, fortunately, both those

advantages: the only remaining point is de savoir les faire va-

Uir: ~~r without that, one may as well not have them. Eemembe''
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that very true maxim of La Bruyere's, Qu'on ne vaut dans ce mona\
que ce qu'on vent valoir. The knowledge of the world will teach you
to what degree you ought to shew que vous valez. One must by no
means, on one hand, be indifferent about it ; as, on the other, one must
not display it with affectation, and in an overbearing manner ; but, of
the two, it is better to shew too much than too little. Adieu.

LETTER OOOXIV.

Bath, November 27, If64.

My dear Friend : I heartly congratulate you upon the loss of yoir
political maidenhead, of which I have received from others a very goA
account. I hear that you were stopped for some time in your career

;

but recovered breath, and finished it very well. I am not surprised,

nor indeed corcerned, at your accident; for I remember the dreadful

feeling of that situation in myself; and as it must require a most uncom-
mon share of impudence to he unconcerned upon such an occasion, I

am not sure that am not rather glad you stopped. You must there-

tore now think of hardening yourself by degrees, by using yourself in-

sensibly to the sound of your own voice, and to the act (trifling as it

seems) of rising up and sitting down. Nothing will contribute so much
to this as committee work, of elections at night, and of private bills in

the morning. There, asking short questions, moving for witnesses to be

called in, and all that kind of small ware, will soon fit you to set up for

yourself. I am told that you are much mortified at your accident, but

without reason
;
pray, let it rather be a spur than a curb to you. Per-

severe, and, depend upon it, it will do well at last. When I say perse-

vere, I do not mean that you should speak every day, nor in every de-

oate. Moreover, I would not advise you to speak again upon public

matters for some time, perhaps a month or two ; but I mean, never

lose view of that great object; pursue it with discretion, but pursue it

always. Pelotez en attendant partie. You know 1 have always told

you, that speaking in public was but a knack, which those who apply

to the most, will succeed in the best. Two old members, very good
judges, have sent me compliments upon this occasion ; and have assured

ne, that they plainly find it will do ; though they perceived, from that

natural confusion you were in, that you neither said all, nor perhaps

what you intended. Upon the whole, you have set out very well, and

have sufficient encouragement to go on. Attend, therefore, assiduously,

and observe carefully all that passes in the house; for it is only know-
ledge and experience that can make a debater. But if you still want
comfort, Mrs , I hope, will administer it to you: for, in my
opinion, she may, if she will, be very comfortable ; and with women,
as with speaking in Parliament, perseverance will most certainly pre

vail, sooner or late*.

Whar, little I have played for here, I have won : but that is very far

from the considerable sum which you heard of. I play every evening,
from seveci t

r
] ten at a crown whist party, merely to save my eye*
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from reading or writing for three hours by candle-light. I propose
being in town the week after next, and hope to carry back with m«
Luoh nacre health than I brought down here. Good night.

Mr. Stanhope being returned to England, and seeing his father almost every day, 1* tha
occasion of an interruption of two years in their correspondence.

LETTER CCCXV.

Bath, November 16, 1766.

Mr DEA.B Friend 1 received yours yesterday morning, together with
'ne Prussian papers, which 1 have read with great atteDtion. If courts

oou'd blush, those of Vienna and Dresden ought, to have their falsehoods

so nub.iciy. and so undeniably exposed. The former will, I presume,
neyt year, employ an hundred thousand men, to answer the accusation:

and if the Empress of the two Russias is [(leased to argue in the same
cogent manner, their logic will be too strong for all the King of Prussia's

rhetoric. 1 well remember the treaty so often referred to in those
pieces, between the two Empresses, in 1746. The King was strongly

pressed by the Empress Queen to accede to it. Wassenaer communi-
cated it to me for that purpose. I asked him if there were no secret

articles ; suspecting that there were some, because the ostensible treaty

was a mere harmless, defensive one. He assured me that there were
none. Upon which I told him, that as the King had already defensive

alliances with those two Empresses, I did not gee of what use his acces-

sion to this treaty, if merely a defensive one, could be, either to himself
or the other contracting parties; but that, however, if it was only de-

sired as an indication of the King's good will, I would give him an act

by which his Majesty should accede to that treaty, as far, but no farther,

as at present he stood engaged to the respective Empresses, by the de-

fensive alliances subsisting with each. This offer by no means satisfied

him; which was a plain proof of the secret articles now brought to

light, and into which the court of Vienna hoped to draw us. I told

Wassenaer so, and after that I heard no more of his invitation.

I am still bewildered in the changes at court, of which I find that all

the particulars are not yet fixed. Who would have thought, a year ago,

that Mr. Fox, the Chancellor, and the Duke of Newcastle, should all three

have quitted together. ? Nor can I yet account for it; explain it to me if

you can. I cannot see, neither, what the Duke of Devonshire and Fox,
whom I looked upon as intimately united, can have quarrelled about,

with relation to the treasury; inform me, if you know. I never doubted
of the prudent versatility of your Vicar of Bray : But I am surprised at

Obrien Windliam's going out of the treasury, where I should have
thought that the interest of his brother-in-law, George Grenville would
Lave kep him.

Having found myself rather worse, these two or three last days, I waa
obliged to take some ipecacuanha last night; and, what you will think

*dd, for a vomit, I brought i* all up again in about an hour, to mj
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great satisfaction and emolument, which is seldom the case in restitn

tions.

You did well to go to the Duke of Newcastle, who, I suppose, wil,

have no more levees : however, go from time to time, and leave your
name his door, for you have obligations to him. Adieu.

LETTER CCCXVI.

Bath, Deetmvvr 14, ITS*

My deab Friend : What can I say to you from this place, where
every day is still but as the first, though by no means so agreeably
passed, as Anthony describes his to have been ? The same nothings
succeed one another every day with me, as regularly and uniformly as

the hours of the day. You will think this tiresome, and so it is ; but
how can I help it? Cut off from society by my deafness, and dispirited

by my ill health, where could I be better? You will say, perhaps,

where could you be worse ? Only in prison, or the galleys, I confess.

However, I see a period to my stay here ; and I have fixed, in my own
mind, a time for my return to London ; not invited there by either poli-

tics or pleasures, to both which I am equally a stranger, but merely to

be at home ; which, after all, according to the vulgar saying, is home,
be it never so homely.
The political settlement, as it is called, is, I find, by no means settled

:

Mr. Fox, who took this place in his way to his brother's, where he

intended to pass a month, was stopped short by an express, which he
received from his connection, to come to town immediately; and
accordingly he set out from hence very early, two days ago. I had a

very long conversation with him, in which he was, seemingly, at least,

very frank and communicative : but still I own myself in the dark. In

those matters, as in most others, half knowledge (and mine is at most
that) is more apt to lead one into error, than to carry one to truth ; and
our own vanity contributes to the seduction. Our conjectures pass

upon us for truths ; we will know what we do not know, and often,

what we cannot know : so mortifying to our pride is the bare suspicion

of ignorance

!

It has been reported here, that the Empress of Russia is dying; this

would be a fortunate event indeed for the King of Prussia, and neces-

sarily produce the neutrality and inaction, at least, of that great power

;

which would be a heavy weight taken out of the opposite scale to the

King of Prussia. The Augustissima must, in that case, do all herself;

for, though France will, no doubt, promise largely, it will, I believe, per-

form but scantlj* ; as it desires no better, than that the different powers

of Germany should tear one another to pieces.

I hope you frequent all the courts: a man should make his face

familiar there. Long habit produces favour insensibly ; and acquaint-

ance often does more than friendship, in that climate, where let beava

tentimens are not the natural growth.

Adieu ! I am going to the ball, to save my eyes from reading, and m*
mind from thinking.
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LETTER CCCXVII.

Bath, January 12, 1T57.

M.Y deae Fbiexd: I waited quietly, to see when either your leasure,

oi your inclinations, would allow you to honour me with a letter; and
at last I received one this morning, very near a fortnight alter you went
from hence. You will say, that you had no news to write me; and
that probahly may be true; but, without news, one has always some-
thing to say to those with whom one desires to have anything to do.

Your observation is very just with regard to the King of Prussia,

whom the most august House of Austria would most unquestionably

have poisoned a century or two ago. But now that terras Astrcca reli-

quit. Kings and Princes die of natural deaths; even war is pusillani-

monsly carried on in this degenerate age; quarter is given; towns are

taken, and the people spared: even in a storm, a woman can hardly

hope for the benefit of a rape. Whereas (such was the humanity of

former days) prisoners were killed by thousands in cold blood, and the

generous victors spared neither man, woman, nor child. Heroic actions

of this kind were performed at the taking of Magdebourg. The King
of Prussia is certainly now in a situation that must soon decide his fate,

and make him Osasar or nothing. Notwithstanding the march of the

Russians, his great danger, in my mind, lies westward. I have no
great notions of Apraxin's abilities, and 1 believe many a Prussian

colonel would out-general him. But Brown, Piccolomini, Lucchese,

and many other veteran officers in the Austrian troops, are respectable

enemies.

Mr. Pitt seems to me to have almost as many enemies to encounter

as his Prussian Majesty. The late Ministry, and the Duke's party, will,

I presume, unite against him and his Tory friends; and then quarrel

among themselves again. His best, if not his only chance of supporting

himself would be, if he had credit enough in the city, to hinder the

advancing of the money to any administration but his own; and I have
met with some people here who think that he has.

I have put off my journey from hence for a week, but no longer. I

find I still gain some strength and some flesh here, and therefore I will

not cut while the run is for me.

3y a letter which I received this morning from Lady Allen, I observe

that you are extremely well with her; and it is well for you to be so,

for she is an excellent and warm puff.

A propos (an expression which is commonly used to introduce what-
ever is unrelative to it) you should apply to some of Lord Holderne3se's

people, for the perusal of Mr. Cope's letters. It would not be refused

you ; and the sooner you have them the better. I do not mean them as

models for your manner of writing, but as outlines of the matter you
are to write upon.

If you have not read Hume's Essays, read them ; they are four very
small volume* ; I have just finished, and am extremely pleased with
them. He thinks impartially, deep, often new ; and, in my mind, com-
monly just A V.evt
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LETTER OCOXVIII.

Blackhbath, September IT, 1767.

My dear Friend : Lord Holdernesse has been so kind as to commu-
nicate to me all the letters which he has received from you hitherto,

dated the 15th, 19th, 23d, and 26th August; and also a draught of that

which he wrote to you the 9th instant. I am very well pleased with
all your letters ; and, what is better, I can tell you that the King is sc

too; and he said, but three days ago, to Monsieur Munchausen, He
(meaning you) sets out very well, and 1 like his letters ; provided that^

like most of my English Ministers abroad, he does not grow idle here-

after. So that here is both praise to flatter, and a hint to warn you.
What Lord Holdernesse recommends to you, being by the King's order,

intimates also a degree of approbation; for the blacker ink, and the

larger character, shew, that his Majesty, whose eyes are grown weaker

intends to read all your letters himself. Therefore, pray do not negleo

to get the blackest ink you can; and to make your secretary enlarge his

hand, though d'ailleurs it is a very good one.

Had I been to wish an advantageous situation for you, and a good
debut in it, I could not have wished you either better than both have
hitherto proved. The rest will depend entirely upon yourself; and I

own I begin to have much better hopes than I had ; for I know, by my
own experience, that the more one works, the more willing one is to

work. We are all, more or les, des animaux d*habitude. 1 remembei
very well, that when I was in business, 1 wrote four or five hours toge-

ther every day, more willingly than I should now half an hour; and
this is most certain, that when a man has applied himself to business

half the day, the other half goes off the more cheerfully and agreeably.

This I found so sensibly, when I was at the Hague, that I never tasted

company so well, nor was so good company myself, as at the suppers

of my post days. I take Hamburgh now to be le centre du refuge Alle-

mand. If you have any Hanover refugies among them, pray take care

to be particularly attentive to them. How do you like your house? Is

it a convenient one? Have the Casserolles been employed in it yet?

You will find les petits soupersflns less expensive, and turn to better

account, than large dinners for great companies.

I hope you have written to the Duke of Newcastle ; I take it tor

granted that you have to all your brother Ministers of the northern

department. For God's sake be diligent, alert, active, and indefatigable

in your business. You want nothing but labour and industry to be, one
day, whatever you please, in your own way.
We think and talk of nothing here but Brest, which is universally

supposed to be the object of our great expedition. A great and impor-

tant object it is. I suppose the affair must be brusque, or it will not do.

If we oucceed, it will make France put some water to its wine. As for

my own private opinion, I own I rather wish than hope success. How-
ever, should our expedition fail, Magnis tamen excidit lusis, and tnat

ill be better than our late languid manner of making war.

To mention a person to you whom I am very indifferent abont, I mean
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myself, I vegetate still just as I did when we parted; but I think I begin
to be sensible of the autumn of the year ; as well as of the autumn of my
own life. I feel an internal awkwardness, which, in about three weeks,
I shall carry with me to the Bath, where I hope to get rid of it, as I did
las* year. The best cordial 1 could take, would be to hear, from time to

time, of your industry and diligence; for in that case I should conse-
quently hear of your success. Remember your own motto, Nullum
nvmen abest si sit prudentia. Nothing is truer. Yours.

LETTER CCCXIX.

BLackheath, September 28, 1T5T

.

My dear Friend : I received but the day before yesterday your letter

of the 3d, from the head quarters at Selsingen; and, by the way, it is

but the second that I have received from you since your arrival at Ham-
burgh. Whatever was the cause of your going to the army, I approve
of the effect; for 1 would have you, as much as possible, see every thing

that is to be seen. That is the true useful knowledge, which informs
and improves us when we are young, and amuses us and others when
we are old; Olim hcec meminisae juvabit. I could wish that you would
(but 1 know you will not) enter in a book, a short note only, of whatever
you see or hear, that is very remarkable: 1 do not mean a German alburn^

stuffed with people's names, and Latin sentences; but I mean such a book,
as, if you do not keep now, thirty years hence you would give a great

deal of money to have kept. A propos de bottes, for I am told he always
wears his ; was his Royal Highness very gracious to you, or not? I have
my doubts about it. The neutrality which he has concluded with Mare-
chal de Richelieu, will prevent that bloody battle which you expected

;

but what the King of Prussia will say to it is another point. He was
our OD»y ally : at present, probably we have not one in the world. If

the King of Prussia can get at Monsieur de Soubize's, and the Imperial
army, before other troops have joined them, I think he will beat them:
but what then? He has three hundred thousand men to encounter
ttfterwards. He must submit; but he may say with truth, Si Pergama
dextrd defendi potuissent. The late action between the Prussians and
Russians has only thinned the human species, without giving either

party a victory; which is plain by each party's claiming it. Upon my
word, our species will pay ve y dear for the quarrels and ambition of a

few, and those by no means the most valuable part of it. If the many
were wiser than they are, the few must be quieter, and would perhaps
be juster and better than they are.

Hamburgh, I find, swarms with Grafs, Q-rdffins, Fursts, and Furstins,

Hocheits, and Durchlaugtickeits. I am glad of it, for you must neces-

sarily be in the midst of them ; and I am still more glad, that, being in

the midst o<" them, you must necessarily be under some constraint of

ceremony ; & thing which you do not love, but which is, however, very
asefui.

I dc*irec yot u &} last, and I repeat it again in this, to give me an
account of your pnvate an : domestic life How do you pass your even
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Ings? Have they, at Hamburgh, what are called at Paris da tfaiMm
whera one goes without ceremony, sups or not, as one pleases ? £ re

you adopted in any society? Have you any rational brother Ministers,

and which ? What sort of things are your operas ? In the tender, I

doubt they do not excel; for mein lieber schatz, and the other tender

nesses of the Teutonic language, would, in my mind, sound but indiffer

ently, set to soft music; for the bravura parts, I have a great opinion of

them ; and das, der donner dich erschlage, must, no doubt, make a tre-

mendously fine piece of recitativo, when uttered by an angry hero, to

the rumble of a whole orchestra, including drums, trumpets, and French

horns. Tell me your whole allotment of the day, in which I hope four

hours, at least, are sacred to writing ; the others cannot be better em-
ployed than in liberal pleasures. In short, give me a full account of

yourself, in your un-ministerial character, your incognito, without your

fiocchi. I love to see those, in whom I interest myself, in their undress,

rather than in gala; I know them better so. I recommend to you, etiam

atque etiam, method and order in every thing you undertake. Do you
observe it in your accounts? If ycu do not, you will be a beggar, though

you were to receive the appointments of a Spanish Ambassador extraor-

dinary, which are a thousand pistoles a-month ; and in your ministerial

business, if you have not regular and stated hours for such and such

parts of it, you will be in the hurry and confusion of the Duke of N
doing every thing by halves, and nothing well, nor soon. I suppose you
have been feasted through the Corps diplomatique at Hamburgh, except-

ing Monsieur Champeaux ; with whom, however, I hope you live poll-

ment et galamment, at all third places.

Lord Loudon is much blamed here for his retraite des dix mill&>, for

it is said that he had above that number, and might consequently have

acted offensively, instead of retreating; especially as his retreat was
contrary to the unanimous opinion (as it is now said) of the council of

war. In our ministry, I suppose, things go pretty quietly, for the D. of

N. has not plagued me these two months. When his Royal Highness

comes over, which I take it for granted he will do very soon, the great

push will, 1 presume, be made at his Grace and Mr. Pitt; but without

effect if they agree, as it is visibly their interest to do ; and, in that case,

their parliamentary strength will support them against all attacks. You
may remember, I said at first, that the popularity would soon be on the

side of those who opposed the popular Militia Bill ; and now it appears

so with a vengeance, in almost every county in England, by the tumults

and insurrections of the people, who swear that they will not be enlisted.

That silly scheme must therefore be dropped, as quietly as may be. Now
that I have told you all that I know, and almost all that I think, I wish

you a good supoer and a good night.

LETTER COOXX.

Blackhbath, September &} iT»».

\ly dial Friend : I have so little to do, that I am surprised hov* I

•an find time to write to you so often. Do not stare at the seeming
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paradox; for it is an undoubted truth, that the less one has to do, the

less time one finds to do it in. One yawns, one procrastinates ; one can

do it when one will, and therefore one seldom does it at all ; whereas
those who have a great deal of business, must (

fro ust a vulgai expres-

sion) buckle to it ; and then they always find time enough to do it in

I hope your own experience has, by this time, convinced you of this

truth.

I received your last of the 8th. It is now quite over witt. s very
great man, who will still be a very great man, though a very unfortu-

nate one. He has qualities of the mind that put him above the reach
of these misfortunes; and if reduced, as perhaps he may, to the marche
of Brandenburgh, he will always rind in himself the comfort, and with
all the world the credit, of a philosopher, a legislator, a patron, and a

professor of arts and sciences. He will only lose the fame of a con-

queror; a cruel fame, that arises from the destruction of the human
kj ecies. Could it be any satisfaction to him to know, I could tell him,
that he is at this time the most popular man in this kingdom; the whole
nation being enraged at that neutrality which hastens and completes his

ruin. Between you and me, the King was not less enraged at it him
.•>eif, when he saw the terms of it ; and it affected his health more than

all that had happened before. Indeed it seems to me a voluntary con-

cession of the very worst that could have happened in the worst event.

We now begin to think that our great and secret expedition is intended
for Martinh.o and St. Domingo; if that be true, and we succeed in the

attempt, we shall recover, and the French lose, one of the most valua-

able branches of commerce, I mean sugar. The French now supply ah
the foreign markets in Europe with that commodity ; we only supply our-

selves with it. This would make us some amends for our ill luck, or ill

conduct in North America; where Lord Loudon, with twelve thousand
men, thought himself no match for the French with but seven: and Ad-
cpirai Fiolborne, vvith seventeen ships of the line, declined attacking the

French, because they had eighteen, and a greater weight of metal, ac-

cording to the new sea-phrase, which was unknown to Blake. I hear
that letters have been sent to both, with very severe reprimands. I am
told, and I believe it is true, that we are negociating with the Oorsican,

1 will not say rebels, but asserters of their natural rights; to receivt

them, and whatever form of government they think fit to establish,

under our protection, upon condition of theii delivering up to us Port
Ajaccio; which may be made so strong and so good a one, as to be a

full equivalent for the 1 >ss of Port Mahon. This is, in my mind, a very
good scheme; for though the Corsicans are a parcel of cruel and per-

fidious rascals, they will in this case be tied down to us by their own
interest and their own danger; a solid security with knaves, though
none with fools. His Royal Highness the Duke is hourly expected

here: his arrival will make some bustle: for I believe it is certain, that

he is resolved to make a push at the Duke of N., Pitt and Co.; but ii

will be ineffectual, if they continue to agree, as, to my certain know-
ledge, they d at present. This Parliament is theirs, catera quis

nesrit f

Now that I have told you all that I know, or have heard of puU*«
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matters, let us talk of private ones, that more nearly and immediately
concern ns. Admit me to yonr fire-side, in your little room ; and as

you would converse with me there, write to me for the future from
thence. Are you completely nippe yet ? Have you formed what the
world calls connections; that is, a certain number of acquaintances,
whom, from accident or choice, you frequent more thau others? Have
you either fine or well-bred women there? F a-t-il quelque oon ton?
All fat and fair, I presume ; too proud and too cold to make advances,
but, at the same time, too well bred and too warm to reject them, when
made by un honnSte homme avec des manieres.
Mr. * * is to be married, in about a month, to Miss * *. I am very

glad of it ; for, as he will never be a man of the world, but will always
lead a domestic and retired life, she seems to have been made on pur-
pose for him. Her natural turn is as grave and domestic as his ; and
she seems to have been kept by her aunts d la grace, instead of being
raised in a hot bed, as most young ladies are of late. If, three weeks
hence, you write him a short compliment of congratulation upon the oc-
casion, he, his mother, and tutti quanti, would be extremely pleased
with it. Those attentions are always kindly taken, and cost one noth-
ing but pen, ink, and paper. I consider them as draughts upon good
breeding, where the exchange is always greatly in favour of the drawer.
A propos of exchange; I hope you have, with the help of your secreta-

ry, made yourself correctly master of all that sort of knowledge- Course
of Exchange, Agio, Banco, Reiche- Thalers, down to Marien Qroschen.
It is very little trouble to learn it ; it is often of great use to kn« w it.

Good night, and God bless you I

LETTER COCXXI.

Blacxheath, October j6. lit*.

My dear Friend : It is not without some difficulty that I snatch this

moment of leisure from my extreme idleness, to inform you ot the pre-
sent lamentable and astonishing state of affairs here, which you would
know but imperfectly from the public papers, and but partially from
your private correspondents. Or sits then—Our invincible Armada,
which cost at least half a million, sailed, as you know, some weeks ago

;

the object kept an inviolable secret: conjectures various, and expecta-
tions great. Brest was perhaps to be taken ; but Martinico and St.

Domingo, at least. When lo! the important island of Aix was taken
without the least resistance, seven hundred men made prisoners, and
some pieces of cannon carried off. From thence we sailed towards
Rochfort, which it seems was our main object ; and consequently one
should have supposed that we had pilots on board who knew all the
soundings and landing-places there and thereabouts: but no; for Gene-
ral M 1 asked the Admiral if he could land him and the trooops near
Rochfort? The Admiral said, with great ease. To which the General
replied, but can you take us on board again ? To which the Admiral
answered, that, like all naval operations, will depend upon the wind,
[f so. said the General, I'll e en go home again. A Council of War wo*
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Imm*dia:ely called, where* it was unanimously resolved, that it was ad-

visable to return; accordingly they are returned. As the expectations

of the whole nation had been raised to the highest pitch, the universal

disappointment and indignation have arisen in proportion; and I ques-

tion whether the ferment of men's minds was ever greater. Suspicions,

you may be sure, are various and endless, but the most prevailing one
is, that the tail of the Hanover neutrality, like that of a comet, extended
itself to Rochfort. What encourages this suspicion is, that a French
man of war went unmolested through our whole fleet, as it lay near

Rochfort. Haddock's whole story is revived ; Michel's representations

are combined with other circumstances ; and the whole together makes
up a mass of discontent, resentment, and even fury, greater than per-

haps was ever known in this country before. These are the facts, draw
your own conclusions from them ; for my part, I am lost in astonish-

ment and conjectures, and do not know where to fix. My experience

has shewn me, that many things which seem extremely probable are not

true; and many which seem highly improbable are true; so that I will

conclude this article, as Josephus does almost every article of his his-

tory, with saying, but of this every man will believe as he thinks proper.

What a disgraceful year will this be in the annals of this country ! May
ice good genius, if ever it appears again, tear out those sheets, thus

?taired and blotted by our ignominy!
r»ur domestic affairs are, as far as I know anything of them, in the

sarLe situation as when I wrote to you last ; but they will begin to be
:n motion upon the approach of the session, and upon the return of the

Duke, whose arrival is most impatiently expected by the mob of Lon-
don ; though not to strew flowers in his way.

I leave this place next Saturday, and London the Saturday following,

to be tl.t Lert day at Bath. Adieu.

LETTER CCCXXII.

London, October 17, i'St

My dear Friend: Your last, of the 3uth past, was a very good
letter; and I will believe half of what you assure me, that you returned

to the Landgrave's civilities. I cannot possibly go farther than halt,

knowing that you are not lavish of your words, especially in that spe-

cies of eloquence called the adulatory. Do not use too much disci -tioc

in profiting of the Landgrave's naturalization of you; but go pretty

often and feed with him. Choose the company of your superi rs,

whenever you can have it; that is the right and true pride. The mis-

taken and silly pride is, to primer among inferiors.

Hear, O Israel ! and wonder. On Sunday morning last, the Duk6
gave up his commission of Captain General, and his regiment of guards.

You will ask me why? I cannot tell you, but I will tell you th^ cause,

asp gned ; which, perhaps, are none of them the true ones. It is sal"

fcha* 'he King reproached him with having exceeded his powers in roak

in. the Hanover Convention, which his R. H. absolutely denied, aDiJ
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threw up thereupon. This is certain, that he appeared at the drawing*
room at Kensington, last Sunday, after having quitted, and went straight

to Windsor; where, his people say, that he intends to reside quietly,

and amuse himself as a private man. But I conjecture that matters
will soon be made up again, and that he will resume his employments.
You will easily imagine the speculations this event has occasioned in

the public ; I shall neither trouble you nor myself with relating them

;

nor would this sheet of paper, or even a quire more, contain them.
Some refine enough to suspect that it is a concerted quarrel, to justify

wmebody to somebody, with regard to the Convention ; but I do not
believe it.

His R. H.'s people load the Hanover Ministers, and more particularly

cur friend Munchausen here, with the whole blame; but with what
degree of truth I know not. This only is certain, that the whole
negotiation of that affair was broached and carried on by the Hanover
Ministers, and Monsieur Steinberg at Vienna, absolutely unknown to

the English Ministers, till it was executed. This affair combined (for

people will combine it) with the astonishing return of our great arma-
ment, not only re infecta, but even intentata, makes such a jumble of

reflections, conjectures, and refinements, that one is weary of bearing
them. Our Tacituses and Machiavels go deep, suspect the worst, and,

perhaps as they often do, overshoot the mark. For my own part, 1

fairly confess that 1 am bewildered, and have not certain postulata
enough, not only to found any opinion, but even to form conjectures

upon: and this is the language which I think you should hold to all

who speak to you, as to be sure all will, upon that subject. Plead, as

you truly may, your own ignorance ; and say, that it is impossible to

judge of those nice points, at such a distance, and without knowing all

circumstances, which you cannot be supposed to do. And as to the

Duke's resignation
;
you should, in my opinion, say, that perhaps there

might be a little too much vivacity in the case, but that, upon the

whole, you make no doubt of the thing's being soon set right again ; as,

in truth, I dare say it will. Upon these delicate occasions, you must
practise the ministerial shrugs and persiflage ; for silent gesticulations,

which you would be most inclined to, would not be sufficient : some-
thing must be said, but that something, when analysed, must amount
to nothirig. As, for instance, H est vrai qu'on s'y perd, mais que voulez-

vous que je ~)jus dise?—ily a Men du pour et du contre ; un petit

Resident m. coit gudres le fond du sac.—II faut attendre.—Those sort

of expletives are of infinite use; and ninfe people in ten think they

moan something. But to the Landgrave of Hesse, 1 think you would
d<i well to say, in seeming confidence, that you have good reason to

Wlie^e, that the principal objection of his Majesty to the Convention
Teas, that his Highness's interests, and the affair of his troops, were not

sufficiently considered in it. To the Prussian Minister assert boldly,

that you know de science certaine, that the principal object of hi8

Majesty's and his British Ministry's intention, is not only to perioral

all their present engagements with his Master, but to take new anu

sir xiger ones for his support ; for this is trne at least at present.

7ou dii very well in inviting Comte Bothmar to dine with yoru
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You see how minutely I am informed of yoar proceedings, though not
from yourself. Adieu.

I go to Bath next Saturday ; but direct your letters, as usual, to

London.

LETTER CCCXXIII.

Bath, October 26, 175T.

My dea-e Feiend : I arrived here safe, but far from sound, last Sun-
day. I have consequently drunk these water but three days, and yet I

find myself something better for them. The night before 1 left London,
I was for some hours at Newcastle-house ; where the letters, which came
that morning, lay upon the table: and his Grace singled out yours with
great approbation, and, at the same time, assured me of his Majesty's

approbation too. To these two approbations, I truly add my own,
which, sans vanite, may perhaps be near as good as the other two. In

that letter you venture vos petits raisonnemens very properly, and then
as properly make an excuse for doing so. Go on so, with diligence, and
you will be, what I began to despair of your ever being, somebody. I

am persuaded, if you would own the truth, that you feel yourself now
much better satisfied with yourself, than you were while you did

nothing.

Application to business, attended with approbation and success, flat-

ters and animates the mind: which, in idleness and inaction, stagnates

and putrefies. I could wish, that every rational man would, every night

when he goes to bed, askhimself this question, What have I done to-day ?

Have I done any thing that can be of use to myself or others? Have I

employed my time, or have I squandered it? Have I lived out the day,

or have I dozed it away In sloth and laziness? A thinking being must
be pleased or confounded, according as he can answer himself these

questions. I observe that you are in the secret of what is intended,

and what Munchausen is gone to Stade to prepare ; a bold and danger-
ous experiment in my mind, and which may probably end in a second
volume to the History of the Palatinate, in the last century. His Serene
Highness of Brunswick has, in my mind, played a prudent and saving
game ; and 1 am apt to believe, that the other Serene Highness, at Ham-
burgh, is more likely to follow his example, than to embark in the great
scheme.

I see no signs of the Duke's resuming his employments ; but on the
contrary, I am assured, that his Majesty is coolly determined to do as

well as he can without him. The Duke of Devonshire, and Fox, have
worked hard to make up matters in the closet, but to no purpose.
People's self-love is very apt to make them think themselves more
neoessary than they are: and I shrewdly suspect, that his Royal High-
ness has been the dupe of that sentiment, and was taken at his word
vhen he least suspected it ; like my predecessor, Lord Harrington, who
when he went into the closet to resign the seals, had them not about
trm : so sure he thought himself of being pressed to keep them.
Th« whole talk of London, of this place, and of every place in the
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whole kingdom, is of our great, expensive, and yet fruitless expedition
I have seen an officer who was there, a very sensible and observing
man : who told me, that, bad we attempted Rochfort, the day after we
took the island of Aix, our success had been infallible; but that, after

we had sauntered (God knows why) eight or ten days in the island, he
thinks the attempt would have been impracticable ; because the French
had in that time got together all the troops in that neighborhood, to a

very considerable number. In short, there must have been some secret

in that whole affair, that has not yet transpired; and I cannot help sus-

pecting that it came from Stade. We had not been successful there ; and
perhaps we were not desirous, that an expedition, in which we had neither

been concerned nor consulted, should prove so ; M t was our crea-

ture, and a word to the wise will sometimes go a great way. M 1

is to have a public trial, from which the public expects great discove-

ries—Not I.

Do you visit Soltikow, the Russian Minister, whose house, I am told,

is the great scene of pleasures at Hamburg ? His mistress, I take for

granted, is by this time dead, and he wears some other body's shackles.

Her death comes with regard to the King of Prussia, comme la moutarde
aprfo diner, I am curious to see what tyrant will succeed her, not by
divine, but by military right; for, barbarous as they are now, and still

more barbarous as they have been formerly, they have had very little

regard to the more barbarous notion of divine, indefeasible, hereditary

right.

The Praetorian bands, that is, the guards, I presume, have been en-

gaged in the interests of the Imperial Prince ; but still, I think, that

little John of Archangel will be heard upon this occasion, unless pre-

vented by a quieting draught of hemlock or nightshade ; for I suppose
they are not arrived to the politer and genteeler poisons of Acqua Tu-
fana* sugar-plums, &c.
Lord Halifax has accepted his old employment, with the honorary

addition of the Cabinet Council. And so we heartily wish you a good-
night.

LETTER CCCXXIV.

Bath, November 4, 1757.

My dear Feiend : The sons of Britain, like those of Noah, must cover
their parent's shame as well as they can ; for to retrieve its honour is

now too late. One would really think that our Ministers and Generals
were all as drunk as the Patriarch was. However, in your situation,

you must not be Cham ; but spread your cloak over our disgrace, as far

as it will go. M 1 calls aloud for a public trial ; and in that, and
that only, the public agree with him. There will certainly be one: but
of what kind is not yet fixed. Some are for a parliamentary inquiry,

others for a martial one ; neither will, in my opinion, discover th e true

* icqua Tufana, a Neapolitan slow poison, resembling clear water, and Invente-d by
Woman at Naples, :f the name of Tufana.
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secret ; for a secret there most unquestionably is. "Why we staid six

whole days in the island of Aix, mortal cannot imagine; which time
the French employed, as it was obvious they would, in assembling their

troops in the neighborhood of Rochfort, and making our attempt then
really impracticable. The day after we had taken the Island of Aix,

your friend, Colonel Wolf, publicly offered to do the business with five

hundred men and three ships only. In all these complicated political

machines, there are so many wheels, that it is always difficult, and some-
times impossible, to guess which of them gives direction to the whole.

Mr. Pitt is convinced that the principal wheels, or, if you will, the spoke
in his wheel, came from Stade. This is certain, at least that M 1

was the man of confidence with that person. "Whatever be the truth

of the case, there is, to be sure, hitherto an hiatus valde dejiendus.

The meeting of the Parliament will certainly be very numerous, were
it only from curiosity: but the majority on the side of the court will,

I dare say, be a great one. The people of the late Captain General,

however inclined to oppose, will be obliged to concur. Their commis-
sions, which they have no desire to lose, will make them tractable; for

those gentlemen, though all men of honour, are of Sosia's mind, que le

vrai Amphitrion est celui ou Von dine. The Tories, and the city, have
engaged to support Pitt; the Whigs, the Duke of Newcastle; the inde-

pendent, and the impartial, as you well know, are not worth mentioning.

It is said that the Duke intends to bring the affair of his Convention
into Parliament, for his own justification ; I can hardly believe it; as I

cannot conceive that transactions so merely electoral can be proper ob-

jects of inquiry or deliberation for a British Parliament : and, therefore,

Bhould such a motion be made, I presume it will be immediately quashed.

By the commission lately giwn to Sir John Ligonier, of General and
Commander-in-Chief of all his Majesty's forces in Great Britain, the

door seems to be not only shut, but bolted, airainst his Royal Highness's

return; and I have good reason to be convinced, that that breach is

irreparable. The reports of change- in the ministry, 1 am pretty sure.

re idle and groundless. The Duke of Newcastle and Mr. Pitt really

agree very well; not, I presume, from any sentimental tenderness foi

each other, but from a sense that it is their mutual interest: and, as

the late Captain General's party is now out of the question, I do not see

what should produce the least change.

The visit, made lately to Berlin, was, I daresay, neither a friendly nor

an inoffensive one. The Austrians always leave behind them pretty

lasting monuments of their visits, or rather visitations: not so much, 1

believe, from their thirst of glory, as from their hunger of prey.

This winter, I take for granted, must produce a piece of some kind

or another ; a bad one for us, no doubt, and yet perhaps better than v^e

should get the year after. I suppose the King of Prussia is negociating

with France, and endeavouring by those means to get out of the scrape,

with the loss only of Silesia, and perhaps Halberstadt, by way of in-

demnification to Saxony ; and, considering all circumstances, he would

he well off upon those terms. But then how is Sweden to be satisfied ?

Will the Russians restore Memel 'i Will France have been at all this

dxpense gratis? Must there be no acquisition for them in Flanders? I
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daresay they have stipulated something of that so: t for themselves, by
the additional and secret treaty, which I know they made, last May,
with the Queen of Hungary. Must we give up whatever the French
please to desire in America, besides the cession of Minorca in perpe-

tuity ? I fear we must, or else raise twelve millions more next year, to

as little purpose as we did this, and have consequently a worse peace

afterwards. I turn my eyes away, as much as I can, from this miserable

prospect; but, as a citizen and member of society, it recurs to my ima-

gination, notwithstanding all my endeavours to banish it from my
thoughts. I can do myself nor my country no good : but I feel the

wretched situation of both : the state of the latter makes me better

bear that of the former ; and, when I am called away from my station

here, I shall think it rather (as Cicero says of Crassus) mors donata
quam vita erepta.

I have often desired, but in vain, the favour of being admitted into

your private apartment at Hamburgh, and of being informed of your
private life there. Your mornings, I hope and believe, are employed in

business; but give me an account of the remainder of the day, which I

suppose is, and ought to be, appropriated to amusements and pleasures.

In what houses are you domestic? Who are so in yours? In short, let

me in, and do not be denied to me.

Here I am, as usual, seeing few people, and hearing fewer; drinking

the waters regularly to a minute, and am something the better for them.

I read a great deal, and vary occasionally my dead company. I con-

verse with gr<ive folios in the morning, while my head is clearest, and
my attention strongest : I take up less severe quartos after dinner : and
at night I choose the mixed company and amusing chit-chat of octavos

and duodecimos. Je tire parti de tout ce que je puis ; that is my philo-

sophy ; and I mitigate, as much as I can, my physical ills, by diverting

my attention to other objects.

Here is a report that Admiral Holborne's fleet is destroyed, in a man-
mer, by a storm : I hope it is not true, in the full extent of the report

;

but I believe it has suffered. This would fill up the measure of our mis-

fortunes. Adieu.

LETTER CCOXXV.

Bath, November 20, 175^

My dear Feiknd : 1 write to you now, because I love to write tc

you; and hope that my letters are welcome to you; for otherwise I

nave very little to inform you of. The King of Prussia's late vio-

tory you are better informed of than we are here. It has given in-

finite joy to the unthinking public, who are not aware that it comes
too late in the year, and too late in the war, to be attended with

any very great consequences. There are six or seven thousand of

tl e human species less than there were a month ago, and that seema

r/ me to be all. However, I am glad of it, upon account of the

pleasure and the glory which it gives the King of Prussia, to whom
[ wish well as a man, more than as a King. Aid surely he is so
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great a man, that had lie lived seventeen or eighteen hnndred years

ago, and his life been transmitted to U9 in a language that we could
not very well understand, I mean either Greek or Latin, we should
have talked of him as we do now of your Alexanders, your Caesars,

and others, with whom, I believe, we have but a very slight acquain-
tance. Au reste, I do not see that his affairs are much mended by
this victory. The same combination of the great powers of Europe
against him still subsists, and must at last prevail. I believe the

French army will melt away, as is usual, in Germany ; but this army
is extremely diminished by battles, fatigues, and desertion: and he
will find great difficulties in recruiting it, from his own already ex-

hausted dominions. He must therefore, and to be sure will negoci-

ate privately with the French, and get better terms that way than
he could any other.

The report of the three General Officers, the Duke of Marlborough,
Lord George Sackville, and General Waldegrave, was laid before the

King last Saturday, after their having sat four days upon M t's

affair: nobody yet knows what it is; but it is generally believed, that

M 1 will be brought to a court-martial. That you may not mistake
this matter, as most people here do, I must explain to you, that this

examination, before the three abovementioned General Officers, was by
no means a trial; but only a previous inquiry into his conduct, to see

whether there was, or was not, cause to bring him to a regular trial

before a court-martial. The case is exactly parallel to that of a grand
jury; who, upon a previous and general examination, find, or do not

find, a bill, to bring the matter before the petty jury
;
where the fact is

dually tried. For my own part, my opinion is fixed upon that affair ; 1

am convinced that the expedition was to be defeated; and nothing that

can appear before a court-martial can make me alter that opinion. I

have been too long acquainted with human nature, to have great regard

for human testimony: aud a very great degree of probability, supported

by various concurrent circumstances, conspiring in one point, \\ ill have
much greater weight with me, than human testimony upon oath, or even
upon honour ; both which I have frequently seen considerably warped
by private views.

The Parliament, which now stands prorogued to the first of next

month, it is thought will be put off for soiue time longer, till we know
in what light to lay before it the 9tate of our alliance with Prussia,

since the conclusion of the Hanover neutrality; which, if it did not

quite break it, made at least a great flaw in it.

The birth-day was neither fine nor crowded ; and no wonder, since

the King was that day seventy-five. The old court and the young one

are much better together, since the Duke's retirement; and the King
has presented the Prince of Wales with a service of plate.

I am still unwell, though I drink these waters very regularly. 1 will

stay here at least six weeks longer, where I am much quieter than I

should be allowed to be in town. When things are in such a miserable

situation as they are at present, I desire neither to be concerned not

consulted, still less quoted. Adieu 1
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LETTER CCOXXVI.

Bath, Hoveniber 26, 1T5T.

My dear Frientd : I received, by the last mail, your short account of

the King of Prussia's victory ; which victory, contrary to custom, turns
out more complete than it was at first reported to be. This appears by
an intercepted letter from Monsieur de St. Germain to Monsieur d'Affry,

at the Hague, in which he tells him, Cette armee est entiirement fon-
due, and lays the blame, very strongly, upon Monsieur de Soubize. But,
oe it greater or be it less, I am glad of it; because the King of Prussia
(whom I honour and almost adore) I am sure is. Though oVailleurs,

between you and me, oil est-ce que cela menef To nothing, while that

formidable union, of three great powers of Europe, subsists against him,
could that oe any way broken, something might be done; without
which nothing can. I take it for granted, that the King of Prussia will

do all he can to detach France. Why should not we, on our part, try

to detach Russia? At least, in our present distress, omnia tentanda,
and sometimes a lucky and unexpected hit turns up. This thought came
into my head this morning; and I give it to you, not as a very probable
scheme, but as a possible one, and consequently worth trying. The
year of the Russian subsidies (nominally paid by the court of Vienna,
but really by France) is near expired. The former probably cannot, and
perhaps the latter will not, renew them. The court of Petersburgh is

beggarly, profuse, greedy, and by no means scrupulous. Why should
not we step in there, and out-bid them ? If we could, we buy a great

army at once ; which would give an entire new turn to the affairs of

that part of the world, at least. And if we bid handsomely, I do not

believe the bonne foi of that court would stand in the way. Both our
court and our Parliament would, I am very sure, give a very great sum,
and very cheerfully, for this purpose. In the next place, Why should

not you wriggle yourself, if possible, into so great a scheme? You are,

no doubt, much acquainted with the Russian Resident, Soltikow; Why
should you not sound him, as entirely from yourself, upon this subject?

You may ask him, What, does your court intend to go on next year in

the pay of France, to destroy the liberties of all Europe, and throw uni-

versal monarchy into the hands of that already great and always ambi
tious power ? I know you think, or at least call yourselves, the allies

of the Empress Queen ; but is it not plain that she will be, in the first

place, and you in the next, the dupes of France? At this very time you
are doing the work of France and Sweden : and that for some miserable

subsidies, much inferior to those which I am sure you might have, in a

better cause, and more consistent with the true interest of Russia.

Though not empowered, I know the manner of thinking of my own
court so well, upon this subject, that I will venture to promise you
much better terms than those you have now, without the least appre
hensions of being disavowed. Should he listen to this, and what more
may occur to you to say upon this subject, and ask you, En ecrirai-je d
ma cour? Answer him, Ecrivez, ecrivez, Monsieur, hardiment. Jt

prendrai tout cela sur moi. Should this happen, as perhaps, and as I
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nearlily wish it may, then write an exact relation of it to your own
court. Tell them, that yon thought the measure of such great impor-
tance, that you could not help taking this little step towards bringing

it about ; but that you mentioned it only as from yourself, and that you
have not in the least committed them by it. If Soltikow lends himself

in any degree to this, insinuate, that, in the present situation of affairs,

and particularly of the King's Electoral dominions, you are very sure

that his Majesty would have une reconnoissance sans homes for all those,

by whose means so desirable a revival of an old and long friendship

should be brought about. You will perhaps tell me, that, without doubt,

Mr. Keith's instructions are to the same effect : but I will answer you,

that you can, if you please, do it better than Mr. Keitli ; and, in the
next place, that, be all that as it will, it must be very advantageous to

you at home, to shew that you have at least a contriving head, and an
alertness in business.

I had a letter by the last post, from the Duke of Newcastle : in which
ne congratulates me, in his own name, and in Lord Hardwicke's, upon
the approbation which your dispatches give, not only to them two, but
to others. This success, so early, should encourage your diligence, and
rouse your ambition, if you have any

;
you may go a great way, if you

desire it, having so much time before you.

I send you here inclosed the copy of the Report of the three General
Officers, appointed to examine previously into the conduct of General
M 1; it is ill written, and ill spelled; but no matter; you will de-

cypher it. You will observe, by the tenor of it, that it points strongly

to a court-martial ; which, no doubt, will soon be held upon him. I

presume there will be no shooting in the final sentence; but I do sup-

pose there will be breaking, &c.

I have had some severe returns of my old complaints, last week, and
am still unwell; f cannot help it.

A friend of yours arrived here three days ago ; she seems to me to

be a serviceable strong-bodied bay mare, with black mane and tail
;
you

easily guess who I mean. She is come with mamma, and without caro

tposo.

Adieu ! my head will not let me go on longer.

LETTER CCOXXVII.

Bath, December 81, 1757.

My dear Friend: I have this moment received your letter of the

18th, with the inclosed papers. I cannot help observing, that, till then,

you never acknowledged the receipt of any one of my letters.

I can easily conceive that party spirit, among your brother Ministers

*t Hamburgh, runs as high as you represent it, because I can easily

believe the errors of the hum&n mind ; but at the same time I must
observe, that such a spirit is the spirit of little minds and subaltern

Ministers, w_o think to atone by zeal, for their want of merit and im-
portance. The political differences of the several courts should never
•nfhienee the personal behaviour of their several Minister* towards cne
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another. There is a certain procede nolle et galant, which should always
be observed among the Ministers of powers even at war with each other,

which will always turn out to the advantage of the ablest; who will in

those conversations find, or make, opportunities of throwing out, or of
receiving useful hints. When I was last at the Hague, we were at war
with both France and Spain ; so that I could neither visit, nor be visited

by, the Ministers of those two Crowns . but we met every day, or dined
at third places, where we embraced as personal friends, and trifled, at

the same time, upon our being political enemies ; and by this sort of
badinage, I discovered some things which I wanted to know. There iff

not a more prudent maxim, than to live with one's enemies as if they
may one day become one's friends ; as it commonly happens, sooner or

later, in the vicissitudes of political affairs.

To your question, which is a rational and prudent one, Whether I was
authorised to give you the hints concerning Russia by any people in

power here, I will tell you that I was not : but, as I had pressed them
to try what might be done with Russia, and got Mr. Keith to be dis-

patched there some months sooner than otherwise, I daresay, he would,
with the proper instructions for that purpose, I wished that, by the hints

I gave you, you might have got the start of him, and the merit, at least,

of having entame that matter with Soltikow. What you have to do with
hi in now, when you meet with him at any third place, or at his own
house, (where you are at liberty to go, while Russia has a Minister in

London, and we a Minister at Petersburgh,) is in my opinion, to say to

him, in an easy cheerful manner, He Hen, Monsieur, je meflatte que nous
serous bientot amis publics, aussi Men qu'amis personels. To which he
will probably ask, Why, or how ? You will reply, Because you know
that Mr. Keith is gone to his court with instructions, which you think
must necessarily be agreeable there. And throw out to him, that no-
thing but a change of their present system can save Livonia to Russia

;

for, that he cannot suppose, that, when the Swedes shall have recovered
Pomerania. they will long leave Russia in quiet possession of Livonia.

If he is so much a Frenchman as you say, he will make you some weak
answers to this ; but, as you will have the better of the argument on youi
side, you may remind him of the old and almost uninterrupted connection
between France and Sweden, the inveterate enemy of Russia. Many
other arguments will naturally occur to you in such a conversation, if

you have it. In this case, there is a piece of ministerial art, which is

sometimes of use ; and that is, to sow jealousies among one's enemies,

by a seeming preference shewn to some one of them. Monsieur Hecht's
rheries are reveries indeed. How should his Master have made the
golden arrangements, which he talks of, and which are to be forged into

shackles for General Fermor? The Prussian finances are not in a condi-

tion now to make such expensive arrangements. But I think you may
tell Monsieur Hecht, in confidence, that you hope the instructions with
which you know that Mr. Keith is gone to Petersburgh, may have some
effect upon the measures of that court.

I would advise you to live with that same Monsieur Hecht in all the

confidence, familiarity, and connection, which prudence will allow. 1

mean it wit* regard to the Kinp of Prussia himself, by whom I could
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wish you to be known and esteemed as much as possibk. It may be of

nse to you some day or other. If man, courage, conduct, constancy, can

get the better of all the difficulties which the King of Prussia has to

struggle with, he will rise superior to them. But still, while his alliance

subsists against him, I dread le» gros escadrons. His last victory, of the

5th, was certainly the completest that has been heard of these many
years. I heartily wish the Prince of Brunswick just such a one over

Monsieur de Richelieu's army ; and that he may take my old acquaint-

ance the Marechal, and send him over here to polish and perfume ue.

I heartily wish you, in the plain, home-spun style, a great number of

happy new years, well employed in forming both your mind and your

manners, to be useful and agreeable to yourself, your country, and your
friends 1 That these wishes are sincere, your secretary's brother will,

by the time of your receiving this, have remitted you a proof, from
Yours.

LETTER 0CCXXVII1.

Lovdom, February 8, 17?>8.

My dear Feiexd : I received by the same post your two letters of the

13th and 17th past; and yesterday that of the 27th, with the Russian

manifesto inclosed, in which her Imperial Majesty of all the Russias has

been pleased to give every reason, except the true one, for the march of

her troops against the King of Prussia. The true one, I take it to be.

that she has just received a very great sum of money from France, or

the Empress Queen, or both, for thai purpose. Point (Targent, point de

Russe, is now become a maxim. Whatever may be the motive of their

march, the effects must be bad ; and, according to my speculations, those

troops will replace the French in Hanover and Lower Saxony ; and the

French will go and join the Austrian army. You ask me, if I still de-

spond? Not so much as I did after the battle of Colen: the battles of

Rosbach and Lissa were drams to me, and gave me some momentary
spirits: but though I do not absolutely despair, I own I greatly distrust

I readily allow the king of Prussia to be nee pluribvs impar ; but sull,

when the plures amount to a certain degree of plurality, courage end
abilities must yield at last. Michel here assures me, that he does not
mind the Russians; but, as I have it from the gentleman's own mouth
I do not believe him. We shall very soon send a squadron to the Baltic,

to entertain the Swedes; which I believe will put an end to their opera-

tions in Pomerania ; so that I have no great apprehensions from that

quarter; but Russia, I confess, sticks in my stomach.

Every thing goes smoothly in Parliament; the King of Prussia has

united all our parties in his support; and the Tories have declared, that

they will give Mr. Pitt unlimited credit for this session; there has not

been one single division yet upon public points, and I believe will not.

Our American expedition is preparing to go soon; the disposition of

that affair seems to me a little extraordinary. Abercrombie is to bt the

sedentary, and not the acting commander; Amherst, Lord Howe, %nd
Wolfe, are to be the acting, and I hope the active officers. I wish fche\

any agree. Am>>erst, who is the oldest officer, is under the intii eiu-6
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of the same great per&on who influenced Mordaunt, so much to honoui

and advantage of this country. This is most certain, that we have force

enough in America, to eat up the French alive in Canada, Quebec, and

Louisbnrg, if we have but skill and spirit enough to exert it properly;

but of that I am modest enough to doubt.

Thon you come to the egotism, which I have long desired you to come
to with me, you need make no excuses for it. The egotism is as pro-

per and as satisfactory to one's friends, as it is impertinent and mis-

placed with strangers. I desire to see you in your every-day clothes,

by your fireside, in your pleasures ; in short, in your private life ; but

I have not yet been able to obtain this. Whenever you condescend to

do it, as you promise, stick to truth ; for I am not so uninformed of

Hamburgh as perhaps you may think.

As for myself, I am very unwell, and very weary of being so ; and

with little hopes, at my age, of ever being otherwise. I often wish fc»r

the end of the wretched remnant of my life ; and that wish is a rational

one; but then the innate principle of self-preservation, wisely implanted

in our natures for obvious purposes, opposes that wish, and makes us

endeavour to spin out our thread as long as we can, however decayed

and rotten it may be ; and, in defiance of common sense, we seek or

for that chymic gold, which beggars us when old.

Whatever your amusements, or pleasures, may be at Hamburgh,

daresay you taste them more sensibly than ever you did in your life

now that you have business enough to whet your appetite to them.

Business, one half of the day, is the best preparation for the pleasures

of the other half. I hope, and believe, that it will be with you as it

was with an apothecary whom I knew at Twickenham. A consider-

able estate fell to him by an unexpected accident; upon which he

thought it decent to leave off his business; accordingly he generously

gave np his shop and his stock to his head man, set up his coach, and

resolved to live like a gentleman ; but, in less than a month, the man,

used to business, found, that living like a gentleman was dying of ennui;

upon which he bought his shop and stock, resumed his trade, and lived

very happily, after he had something to do. Adieu.

LETTER OCOXXIX.

LoNDOff, JTtbruory 24, 1758.

My dear Friend : I received yesterday your letter of the 2d instant,

with the inclosed ; which I return you, that there may be no chasm in

your papers. 1 had heard before of Burrish's death, and had taken

Borne steps thereupon; but I very soon dropped that affair, for ninety-

nine good reasons; the first of which was, that nobody is to go in his

room, and t'lat, had he lived, he was to have been recalled from Munich.

But anothe. reason, more flattering for you, was, that you could not be

spared from Hamburgh. Upon the whole, I am not sorry for it, as the

place where you are now, is the great entrepot of business ; and,^ when

it ceases to be so, you will necessarily go to some of the courts in the

neighbourhood, (Berlin, I hope and believe,) which will be a much more
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desirable situation than to rust at Munich, where we can never have
any business beyond a subsidy. Do but go on, and exert yourself where
you are, and better things will soon follow.

Surely the inaction of our army at Hanover continues too long. We
expected wonders from it some time ago, and yet nothing is attempted.

The French wiL1 soon receive reinforcements, and then be too strong

for us; whereas they are now most certainly greatly weakened by
desertion, sickness, and deaths. Does the King of Prussia send a body
of men to our army or not? or has the march of the Russians cut him
out work for all his troops? I am afraid it has. If one body of Rus-
sians joins the Austrian army in Moravia, and another body the Swedes
in Pomerania, he will have his hands very full, too full, I fear. The
French say they will have an army of 180,000 men in Germany this

year; the Empress Queen will have 150,000; if the Russians have but

40,000, what can resist such a force ? The King of Prussia may say,

indeed, with more justice than ever any one person could before him,
Moi. Medea superest.

You promised me some egotism ; but I have received none yet. Do
you frequent the Landgrave? Hantez vous les grands de la Urre?
What are the connections of the evening ? All this, and a great deal more
of this kind, let me know in your next.

The House of Commons is still very unanimous. There was a little

popular squib let off this week, in a motion of Sir John Glynne's, seconded
by Sir John Philips, for annual Parliaments. It was a very cold scent,

and put an end to by a division of 190 to 70.

Good night. Work hard, that you may divert yourself well.

LETTER CCOXXX.

Loudon, March 4, 1TB8.

My dear Friend : I should have been much more surprised at the
contents of your letter of the 17th past, if I had not happened to have
seen Sir C. W., about three or four hours before I received it. I thought
he talked in an extraordinary manner; he engaged that the King of Prussia
should be master of Vienna in the month of May; and he told me that
yon were very much in love with his daughter. Your letter explained
all this to me ; and next day, Lord and Lady E gave me innumerable
instances of his frenzy, with which I shall not trouble you. What
inflamed it the more (if it did not entirely occasion it) was a great
quantity of cantliarides, which, it seems, he had taken at Hamburgh, to
recommend himself, I suppose, to Mademoiselle John. He was let blood
four times on board the ship, and has been let blood four times since his

arrival here; but still the inflammation continues very high. He is now
under the care of his brothers, who do not let him go abroad. They
have written to this same Mademoiselle John, to prevent, if they can,
her coming to England, and told her the case; which, when she heara
she must be as mad as he is, if she takes the journey. By the way, she
r-ust be une dame aventuriire, to receive a note for 10,000 roubles,

from a man whom she had known but three days! to take a contrao
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of marriage, kntwing he was married already; and to engage herself to

follow him to England. I suppose this is not the first adventure of the

sort which she has had.

After the news we received yesterday, that the French had evacuated
Hanover, all but Hamel, we daily expect much better. We pursue
them, we cut them off en detail, and at last we destroy their whole
army. I wish it may happen, and, moreover, I think it not impos-
sible.

My head is much out of order, and only allows me to wish you good
night.

LETTER CCOXXXI.

Lokdoh, March 22, 1758.

My dear Friend : I have now your letter of the 8th lying before

me, with the favourable account of our progress in Lower Saxony, and
reasonable prospect of more decisive success. I confess I did not

expect this, when my friend Munchausen took his leave of me, to go to

Stade, and break the neutrality ; I thought it at least a dangerous, but

rather a desperate undertaking ; whereas, hitherto, it has proved a very

fortunate one. I look upon the French army as fondue; and, what
with desertion, deaths, and epidemical distempers, I daresay not a third

of it will ever return to France. The great object is now, what the

Russians can or will do ; and whether the King of Prussia can hinder

their junction with the Austrians, by beating either, before they join.

I will trust him for doing all that can be done.

Sir C. W. is still in confinement, and, I fear, will always be so, for he
seems cum ratione in&anire ; the physicians have collected all he has

said and done, that indicated an alienation of mind, and have laid it

Defore him in writing; he has answered it in writing too, and justifies

himself in the most plausible arguments that can possibly be urged.

He tells his brother, and the few who are allowed to see him, that they

are such narrow and contracted minds themselves, that they take those

for mad, who have a great and generous way of thinking; as, for

instance, when he determined to send his daughter over to you in a

fortnight, to be married, without any previous agreement or settle-

ments, it was because he had long known you, and loved you as a man
of sense and honour; and therefore would not treat with you as with an

attorney. That as for Mademoiselle John, he knew her merit and her

circumstances ; and asks, whether it is a sign of madness, to have a

due regard for the one, and a just compassion for the other. I will not

tire you with enumerating any more instances of the poor man's

phrenzy ; but conclude this subject with pitying him, and poor human
nature, which holds its reason by so precarious a tenure. The lady,

who you tell me is set out, en sera pour la peine et les/raix du voyage,

for her note is worth no more than her contract. By the way, she

must be a kind of aventuriere, to engage so easily in such an adventure

with a man whom she had not known above a week, and whose
Uhut of 10,000 roubles showed him not to be in his right senses.

You will probably have seen General Yorke, by this time, in hi?
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way to Berlin or Breslan, or wherever the King of Prussia may be.

As he keeps his commission to the States General, I presume he is not

to stay long with his Prussian Majesty; but, however, while he is there,

take care to write to him very constantly, and to give all the informa-

tions you can. His father. Lord Hardwicke, is your great puff: he
commends your office letters exceedingly. I would have the Berlin

commission your object, in good time; never lose view of it. Do all

you can to recommend yourself to the King of Prussia on your side of

the water, and to smooth your way for that commission on this ; by
the turn which things have taken of late, it must always be the most
important of all foreign commissions from hence.

1 have no news to send you, as things here are extremely quiet ; so,

good-night.

LETTER CCCXXXII.

London, April 25, 1T58.

My dear Friend : I am now two letters in your debt, which I think

is the nrst time that ever I was so, in the long course of our correspon-

dence. But, besides that my head has been very much out of order of

late, writing is by no means that easy thing thai it was to me formerly.

I find by experience, that the mind and the body are more than married,

for they are most intimately united ; and when the one suffers, the

other sympathises. Non sum qualis eram : neither my memory nor

my invention are now what they formerly were. It is in a great mea-
sure my own fault; I cannot accuse Nature, for I abused her; and it is

reasonable I should suffer for it.

I do not like the return of the impression upon your lungs; but the

rigour of the cold may probably have brought it upon you, and your
not in fault. Take care to live very cool, and let your diet be

rather low.

We have had a second winter here, more severe than the first, at

least it seemed so, from a premature summer that we had, for a

fortnight, in March; which brought everything forwards, only to be
destroyed. I have experienced it at Blackheath, where the promise
of fruit wa^ a most flattering one, and all nipped in the bud by rrost

and snow, in April. I shall not have a single peach or apricot.

I have nothing to tell you from hence concerning public affairs, but

what you read in the newspapers. This only is extraordinary: that

last week, in the House of Commons, above ten millions were grant-'!.

and the whole Hanover army taken into British pay, with but one
single negative, which was Mr. Viner's.

Mr. Pitt gains ground in the closet, and yet does not lose it in the

public. That is new.
Monsieur Kniphausen has dined with me; he is one of the prettiest

fellows I have seen ; he has, with a great deal of life and fire, les

manures (Vun honnete homme, et le ton de la parfaitement bonne

compagnie. You like him yourself; try to be like him: it is in youi
power.

I hear chit Mr. Mitchel is to be recalled, notwithstanding the Kin?
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of Prussia a instances to keep him. But why, is a jecret that I cannot

penetrate.

You will not fail to offer the Landgrave, and the Princess of Hesse
(who I find are going home), to be their agent and commissioner at

Hamburg.
I cannot comprehend the present state of Russia, nor the motions of

their armies. They change their generals once a week; sometimes
they march with rapidity, and now they lie quiet behind the Vistula.

We have a thousand stories here of the interior of that government,

none of which I believe. Some say, that the Great Duke will be set

aside. Weronzoff is said to be entirely a Frenchman, and that Mon-
sieur de l'H6pital governs both him and the court. Sir 0. W. is said,

by his indiscretions, to have caused the disgrace of Bestuchef, which
seems not impossible. In short, everything of every kind is said,

because, I believe, very little is truly known. A propos of Sir 0. W.

;

he is out of confinement, and gone to his house in the country for the

whole summer. They say he is now very cool and well. I have seen

his Circe, at her window in Pall-Mall; she is painted, powdered, curled,

and patched, and looks Vaventure. She has been offered, by Sir C.

W 's friends, L.500 in full of all demands, but will not accept of it.

La comtesse veut plaider, and I fancy /aire autre chose si elle pent

Zubeo te bene valere.

LETTER CCOXXXIII.

Blackheath, May 18, O. 8. 1768.

My dear Friend : I have your letter of the 9th now before me, and
condole with you upon the present solitude and inaction of Hamburgh.
You are now shrunk from the dignity and importance of a consummate
Minister, to be but, as it were, a common man. But this has, at one

time or anotner, been the case of most great men ; who have not always

had equal opportunities of exerting their talents. The greatest must
submit to the capriciousness of fortune ; though they can, better than

others, improve the favourable moments. For instance, who could have

thought, two years ago, that you would have been the Atlas of the Nor-

thern Pole; but the Good Genius of the North ordered it so; and now
that you have set that part of the globe right, you return to otium cum
dignitate. But to be serious : now that you cannot have much office

business to do, I could tell you what to do, that would employ you, 1

should think, both usefully and agreeably. I mean, that you should

write short memoirs of that busy scene, in which you have been enough
concerned, since your arrival at Hamburgh, to be able to put together

authentic facts and anecdotes. I do not know whether you will give

yourself the trouble to do it or not ; but I do know, that if you will,

olim hwc meminisse juvabit. I would have them short, but correct as

to facts and dates.

T have told Alt, in the strongest manner, your lamentations for the

„as of the House of Cassel, et il en /era rapport d son Serenissime

Maitre. When you are quite idle, 'as probably you may be, some time
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thig summer.) why should you not ask leave to n^jje a tour to Uasse,
for a week? which would certainly be granted you from hence, and
which would be looked upon as a ton procede at OasseL
The King of Prussia is probably, by this time, at the gates of Vienna,

making the Queen of Hungary really do, what Monsieur de Bellisle only
threatened ; sign a peace upon the ramparts of her capital. If she is

obstinate, and will not, she must fly either to Presburg or to Inspruck,
and Vienna must fall. But I think he will ofFer her reasonable con-
ditions enough for herself; and I suppose, that, in that case, Caunitz
will be reasonable enough to advise her to accept of them. What turn
would the war take then ? Would the French and Russians carry it on
without her? The King of Prussia, and the Prince of Brunswick, would
soon sweep them out of Germary. By this time too, I believe, th«
French are entertained in America with the loss of Cape Breton ; and,
in consequence of that, Quebec ; for we have a force there equal to both
those undertakings, and officers there, now, that will execute, what Lord
L never would so much as attempt. His appointments were too
considerable to let him do anything that might possibly put an end to

the war. Lord Howe, upon seeing plainly that he was resolved to do
nothing, had asked leave to return, as well as Lord Charles Hay.
We have a great expedition preparing, and which will soon be ready

to sail from the Isle of Wight ; fifteen thousand good troops, eighty bat-

tering cannons, besides mortars, and every other thing in abundance,
fit for either battle or siege. Lord Anson desired, and is appointed, to

command the fleet employed upon this expedition ; a proof that it is not
a trifling one. Conjectures concerning its destination are infinite; and
the most ignorant are, as usual, the boldest conjecturers. If I form
any conjectures, I keep them to myself, not to be disproved by the
event; but, in truth, I form none: I might have known, but would
not.

Everything seems to tend to a peace next winter: our success in Ame-
rica, which is hardly doubtful, and the King of Prussia's in Germany,
which is as little so, will make France (already sick of the expense of
the war) very tractable for a peace. I heartily wish it: for though
people's heads are half turned with the King of Prussia's success, and
will be quite turned, if we have any in America, or at sea, a moderate
peace will suit us better than this immoderate war of twelve millions

a-year.

Domestic affairs go just as they did ; the Duke of Newcastle and
Mr. Pitt jog on like man and wife; that is, seldom agreeing, often

quarrelling; but by mutual interest, upon the whole, not parting. The
latter, I am told, gains ground in the closet; though he still keeps his

strength in the House, and his popularity in the public ; or, perhaps,
because of that.

Dd you hold your resolution of visiting your dominions of Bremen
and Lubeck this summer? If you do, pray take the trouble of inform-
ing yourself correctly of the several constitutions and customs of thoss
places, and of the present state of the federal union of the Hanseatio
towns : it will do you no harm, nor cost you much trouble ; and it is

•c -nuoh clear gain on the side of useful knowledge.
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I am now settled at Blackheath for the summer ; where unseasonable

frost and snow, and hot and parching east winds, have destroyed all my
fruit, and almost my fruit-trees. I vegetate myself little better than
they do ; I crawl about on foot and on horseback ; read a great deal,

and write a little ; and am very much yours.

LETTER OCOXXXIV.

Blaokhkath, May 80, 1758.

My tear Feiend: I have no letter from you to answer, so this goes

to you unprovoked. But a propos of letters
;
you have had great honor

done you, in a letter from a fair and royal hand, no less than that of her

Royal Highness the Princess of Cassel ; she has written your panegyric

to her sister. Princess Amelia, who sent me a compliment upon it.

This has likewise done you no harm with the King, who said gracious

things upon that occasion. I suppose you had for her Royal Highness
those attentions, which I wish to God you would h3ve, in due propor-

tions, for every body. You see, by this instance, the effects of them

;

they are always repaid with interest. I am more confirmed by this in

thinking, that, if you can conveniently, you should ask leave to go for a

week to Cassel, to return your thanks for all favours received.

I cannot expound to myself the conduct of the Russians. There must
be a trick in their not marching with more expedition. They have either

had'a sop from the King of Prussia, or they want an animating dram from
France and Austria. The King of Prussia's conduct always explains

itself by the events ; and, within a very few days, we must certainly hear
of some very great stroke from that quarter. I think I never in my life

remember a period of time so big with great events as the present: with-
in two months, the fate of the House of Austria will probably be decided:

within the same space of time, we shall certainly hear of the taking of

Cape Breton, and of our army's proceeding to Quebec : within a few
days, we shall know the good or ill success of our great expedition ; for

it is sailed ; and it cannot be long before we shall hear something of the

Prince of Brunswick's operations, from whom I also expect good things.

If all these things turn out, as there is good reason to believe they will,

we may once, in our turn, dictate a reasonable peace to France, who now
pays seventy per cent, insurance upon its trade, and seven per cent, for

all the money raised for the service of the year.

Oomte Bothmar has got the small-pox, and of a bad kind. Knip-
hausen diverts himself much here; he sees all places and all people, and
's ubiquity itself. Mitchel, who was much threatened, stays at last at

Berlin, at the earnest request of the King of Prussia. Lady * * * is

safely delivered of a son, to the great joy of that noble family. The
expression, of a woman's having brought her husband a son, seems to be

a proper and cautious one ; for it is never said, from whence.
I was going to ask you how you passed your time now at Hamburgh,

eince it is no longet the seat of strangers and of business; bnt I will

not, because I know t is to no purpose. You have sworn not to teD

me.
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Sir William Stanhope told me, that you promised to send him some
Old Hock from Hamburgh, and so you did not. If you meet with

any superlatively good, and not else, pray send over a foudre of it, an<f

write to him. I shall have a share in it. But unless you find some,

either at Hamburgh or at Bremen, uncommonly and almost miraculously

good, do not send any. Dixi. Yours.

LETTER CCOXXXV.

Blackhkath, Jun-e 18, 1758,

Mt deab Fbieitd : The secret is out ; St. Milo is the devoted plact.

Our troops began to land at the Bay of Cancale the 5th, without any
opposition. We have no farther accounts yet, but expect some even
moment. By the plan of it, which I have seen, it is by no means a weak
place; and I fear there will be many hats to be disposed of, before it is

taken. There are iu the port above thirty privateers ; about sixteen of

their own, and about as many taken from us.

Now for Africa, where we have had great success. The French have
been driven out of all their forts and settlements upon the Gum coast,

and upon the river Senegal. They had been many years in possession

of them, ano: hy them annoyed our Africa*. £rade exceedingly; which,
by the way, loute proportion gardee, is Che most lucrative trade we have.

The present booty is likewise very considerable, in gold dust, and gum
seneca; which is very valuable, by being a very necessary commodity,
for all oar stained and printed linens.

Now for America. The least sanguine people here expect, the latter

end of this month or the beginning of the next, to have the account of

the taking of Cape Breton, and of all the forts with hard names in North
America.

Captain Clive has long since settled Asia to our satisfaction; so thai

three parts of the world look very favourable for us. Europe, I submit
to the care of the King of Prussia, and Prince Ferdinand of Brunswick

;

and I think they will give a good account of it. France is out of luck,

and out of courage; and will, I hope, be enough out of spirits to submit
to a reasonable peace. By reasonable, I mean what all people call rea-

sonable in their own case; an advantageous one for us.

I have set all right with Munchausen; who would not own that he
was at all offended, and said, a^ you do, that his daughter did not stay

long enough, nor appear enough at Hamburgh, for you possibly to know
that she was there. But people are always ashamed to own the litth

weaknesses of self-love, which, however, all people feel mere or less

The excuse, I saw, pleased.

I will send you your quadrille tables by the first opportunity, con
signed to the care of Mr. Mathias here. Felices faustmgue sint ! May
you win upon them, when you play with men; and when you play with
women, either win, or know why you lose.

Miss marries Mr. next week. Who proffers Love, proffers
Death, saysWeller to a dwarf: in my opinion, the conclusion must in-

itantlv choak the little lady. Admiral *** marries Lady *** there
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the danger, if danger is, will be on the other side. The lady has wanted
s man so long, that she now compounds for half a one. Half a loaf

I have been worse since my last letter; but am now, I think, recover-
ing; tant va la cruche d Veau ;—and I have been there very often.

Good night. I am faithfully and truly yours.

LETTER CCOXXXV1.

Blackhbath, June 27, 1766.

My dear Friend : You either have received already, or will very soon
receive, a little case from Amsterdam, directed to you at Hamburgh. It

is for Princess Amelia, the King of Prussia's sister, and contains some
books, which she desired Sir Charles Hotham to procure her from En-
gland, so long ago as when he was at Berlin : he sent for them imme-
diately ; but, by I do not know what puzzle, they were recommended to

the care of Mr. Selwyn, at Paris, who took such care of them, that he
kept them near three years in his warehouse, and has at last sent them
to Amsterdam, from whence they are sent to you. If the books are good
for any thing, they must be considerably improved, by having seen so

mucb of the world ; but, as I believe they are English books, perhaps
they may, like English trave^rs, have seen nobody, but the several

bankers to whom they were consigned : be that as it will, x think you
had best deliver them to Monsieur Hecht, the Prussian Minister at Ham-
burgh, to forward to her Royal Highness, with a respectful compliment
from you, which you will, no doubt, turn in the best manner, and selon

le bon ton de la parfaitement bonne compagnie.

You have already seen, in the papers, all the particulars of our St.

Malo's expedition, so I say no more of that ; only that Mr. Pitt's friends

exult in the destruction of three French ships of war, and one hundred
and thirty privateers and trading ships ; and affirm, that it stopped the

march of three-score thousand men, who were going to join the Comte
de Clermont's army. On the other hand, Mr. Fox and company call it

breaking windows with guineas ; and apply the fable of the Mountain
and the Mouse. The next object of our fleet was to be the bombarding
of Granville, which is the great entrepot of their Newfoundland fishery,

and will be a considerable loss to them in that branch of their trade.

These, you will perhaps say, are no great matters, and I say so too ; but,

at least, they are signs of life, which we had not given them for many
years before ; and will shew the French, by our invading them, that we
do not fear their invading us. Were those invasions, in fishing-boats

from Dunkirk, so terrible as they were artfully represented to be, the

French would have had an opportunity of executing them, while our

fleet, and such a considerable part of our army, were employed upor.

their coast. But my Lord Ligonier does not want an army at home.

The Parliament is prorogued by a most gracious speech neither by nor

from his Majesty, who was too ill to go to the House; the Lords and
Gentlemen are, consequently, most of them, gone to their several coun-

ties, to do (to be sure) all the good that is recommended to them in the

•r eech London, I am told, is now very empty, for I cannot say so from
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knowledge. I vegetate wholly here. I walk and read a great deal, ride

and scribble a little, according as my head allows, or my spirits prompt;
to write any thing tolerable, the mind must be in a natural, proper dis-

position
;
provocatives, in rhat case, as well as in another, will only pro-

duce miserable, abortive performances.

Now that you have (as I suppose) full leisure enough, I wish you
would give yourself the trouble, or rather pleasure, to do what I hinted

to you some time ago; that is, to write short memoirs of those affairs

which have either gone through your hands, or that have come to your
certain knowledge, from the inglorious battle of Hastenbeck, to the still

more scandalous Treaty of Neutrality. Connect, at least, if it be by
ever so short notes, the pieces and letters which you must necessarily

have in your hands, and throw in the authentic anecdotes that you have
probably heard. You will be glad when you have done it : and the

reviving past ideas, in some order and method, will be an infinite com-
fort to you hereafter. I have a thousand times regretted not having
done so ; it is at present too late for me to begin; this is the right time
for you, and your life is likely to be a busy one. Would young men
avail themselves of the adviee and experience of their old friends, they

would find the utility in their youth, and the comfort of it in their more
advanced age ; but they seldom consider that, and you, less than any
body I ever knew. May you soon grow wiser ! Adieu.

LETTER CCCXXXVII.

Blackhkath, June 30, 17ftS.

My dear Friend : This letter follows my last very close ; but I

received yours of the loth in the short interval. You did very well

not. to buy any Rhenish, at the exorbitant price you mention, with-

out farther directions; for both my brother and I think the money
better than the wine, be the wine ever so good. We will content

ourselves with our stock in hand of humble Rhenish, of about three

shillings a-bottle. Ilowever, pour la rarite du fait, I will lay out

twelve ducats, for twelve bottles of the wine of 1665, by way of an
eventual cordud, if you can obtain a senatus comultum for it. I am
in no hurry for it, so send it me only when you can conveniently;

well packed up Sentend.

You will, I daresay, have leave to go to Cassel ; and if you do go,

you will perhaps think it reasonable, that I, who was the adviser

of the journey, should .pay the expense of it. I think so too; and
therefore, if you go, 1 will remit the £100 which you have calcu-

lated it at. You will find the House of Cassel the house of glad-

ness; for Hanau is already, or must be soon, delivered of its French
guests.

The Prince of Brunswick's victory is, by all the skilful, thought a

ehef (Tauvre. worthy of Tui enne, Cond6, or the most illustrious human
butchers. The French behaved better than at Rosbach, especially the

Cara-Mniers Royaux, who could not be entames. I wish the siege of

Obnotz well over, and a victorv after it; and that, with good news from
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Amorica, which I think there is no reason to doubt of, must procure as

a good peace at the end of the year. The Prince of Prussia's death is

no public misfortune: there was a jealousy and alienation between the

King and him, which could never have been made up between the pos-

sessor of the crown and the next heir to it. He will make something

of his nephew, sHl est du bois dont on en fait. He is young enough

to forgive, and to be forgiven, the possession and the expectative, at

least for some years.

Adieu 1 I am unwell* but affectionately yours.

LETTER COCXXXVIII.

Blagkheath, July 18, 17B8.

My dear Friend : Yesterday I received your letter of ihe 4th; and

my last will have informed you that I had received your former, con-

cerning the Rhenish, about which I gave you instructions. If vinum
Mosellanum est omni tempore sanum, as the Chapter of Treves asserts,

what must this vinum Rhenanum be, from its superior strength and

age ? It must be the universal panacea.

Captain Howe is to sail forthwith somewhere or another, with about

8,000 land forces on board him ; and what is much more, Edward the

White Prince. It is yet a secret where they are going; but I think it

is no secret, that what 16,000 men and a great fleet could not do, will

not be done by 8,000 men and a much smaller fleet. About 8,500 horse,

foot, and dragoons, are embarking, as fast as they can, for Embden, to

reinforce Prince Ferdinand's army; late and few, to be sure, but still

better than never, and none. The operations in Moravia go on slowly,

and Olrautz seems to be a tough piece of work; I own I begin to be in

pain for the King of Prussia ; for the Russians now march in earnest,

and Marechal Daun's army is certainly superior in number to his. God
lend him a good delivery

!

You have a Danish army now in your neighborhood, and the) say a

very fine one; I presume you will go to see it, and, if you do, I would

idvise you to go when the Danish Monarch comes to review it himstlf;

pour prendre langue a* ce Seigneur. The rulers of the earth are all

worth knowing; they suggest moral reflections : and the respect that

one naturally has for God's vicegerents here on earth, is greatly in-

creased by acquaintance with them.

Your card-tables are gone, and they inclose some suits of clothes, and

some of these clothes inclose a letter.

Your friend Lady* * is gone into the country with her Lord, tonego-

ciate, coolly and at leisure, their intended separation. My Lady insists

upon my Lord's dismissing the * *, as ruinous to his fortune; my Lord

insists, in his turn, upon my Lady's dismissing Lord**; my Lady

replies, that that is unreasonable, since Lord * * creates no expense to

the family, but rather the contrary. My Lord confesses, that there is

some weight in tl s argument : but then pleads sentiment : my Lad v

pays, a fiddlestick for sentiment, after having been married so long
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How this matter will end, is in the womb of time, nam fuit ante He-
lenam.

You did very well to write a congratulatory letter to Prince Ferdi-

nand; such attentions are always right, and always repaid in some way
or other.

I am glad you have connected your negociations and anecdotes ; and,

I hope, not with you usual laconism. Adieu ! Yours.

LETTER CCCXXXIX.

Blackbkath, Avffuti \ , 1758.

My dear Frient> : I think the Court of Cassel is more likely to make
you a second visit at Hamburgh, than you are to return theirs at Cassel

;

and therefore, till that matter is clearer, I shall not mention it to Lord
Holdernesse.

By the King of Prussia's disappointment in Moravia, by the approach
of the Russians, and the intended march of Monsieur de Soubize to

Hanover, the waters seem to me to be as much troubled as ever. Je
tois tres noir actuellement ; 1 see swarms of Austrians, French, Imperi-
alists, Swedes, and Russians, in all near four hundred thousand men,
surrounding the King of Prussia and Prince Ferdinand, who have about
a third of that number. Hitherto they have only buzzed, but now I

fear they will sting.

The immediate danger of this country is being drowned; for it has
not ceased raining these three months, and withal is extremely cold.

This neither agrees with me in itself, nor in its consequences ; for it

hinders me from taking my necessary exercise, and makes me very un-
well. As my head is always the part offending, and is so at present,

I will not do, like many writers, write without a head ; so adieu.

LETTER CCCXL.

Blackhiath, August 39, 1788

Mi dear Friend : Your secretary's last letter brought me the good
news that the fever had left you, and I will believe that it has : but a

postscript to it, of only two lines, under your own hand, would have
convinced me more effectually of your recovery. An intermitting fever,

in the intervals of the paroxysms, would surely have allowed you to

have written a few lines with your own hand, to tell me how you were;
and till I receive a letter (as short as you please) from you yourself, I

shall doubt of the exact truth of any other accounts.

I send you no news, because I have none ; Cape Breton, Cherbourg.,

&c, are now old stories ; we expect a new one soon from Commodore
Howe, but from whence we know not. From Germany we hope for

good news : I confess I do not, I only wish it. The King of Prussia in

marched to fight the Russians, and I believe will beat them, if the)

*uud; but what then? What shall e do next, with the three bun
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dred and fourscore thousand men now actually at work upon him ? Hr
will do all that man can do, but at last ilfaut succomber.

Remember to think yourself less well than you are, in order to be

quite so ; be very regular, rather longer than you need ; and then there

will be no danger of a relapse. God bless you.

LETTER CCCXLI.

Blackheath, September 5, 17S6.

My dear Friend : I received, with great pleasure, your letter of the

22d August; for, by not having a line from you in your secretary's two
letters, I suspect that you were worse than he cared to tell me ; and so

far I was in the right, that your fever was more malignant than inter-

mitting ones generally are, which seldom confines people to their bed,

or at most, only the days of the paroxysms. Now that, thank God, you
are well again, though weak, do not be in too much haste to be better

and stronger: leave that to nature, which, at your age, will restore both

your health and strength as soon as she should. Live cool for a time,

and rather low, instead of taking what they call heartening things.

Your manner of making presents is noble, et sent la grandeur dSame
d'un preux Chevalier. You depreciate their value to prevent any
returns ; for it is impossible that a wine which has counted so many
Syndicks, that can only be delivered by a senatus consultum, and is the

panacea of the North, should be sold for a ducat a bottle. The sylphium

of the Romans, which which was stored up in the public magazines, and

only distributed by order of the magistrate, I dare say, cost more ; so

that I am convinced, your present is much more valuable than yon
would make it.

Here I am interrupted, by receiving your letter of the 25th past. I

am glad that you are able to undertake your journey to Bremen : the

motion, the air, the new scene, the every thing, will do you good, pro-

vided you manage yourself discreetly.

Your bill for fifty pounds shall certainly be accepted and paid ; but, as

in conscience I think fifty pounds is too little, for seeing a live Land-

grave, and especially at Bremen, which this whole nation knows to be a

rery dear place, I shall, with your leave, add fifty more to it. By the

way, when you see the Princess Royal of Oassel, be sure to tell her how
sensible you are of the favourable and too partial testimony, which you
know she wrote of you to Princess Amelia.

The King of Prussia has had the victory, which you, in some mea-

sure foretold ; and as he has taken la caisse militaire, I presume Mes-

sieurs les Busses sont hors de combat pour cette campagne ; for, point

d"argent, point de Suisse, is not truer of the laudable Helvetic body,

than point oVargent, point de Russe, is of the savages of the Two Russias,

not even excepting the Autocratrice of them both. Serbelloni, I believe,

atands next in his Prussian Majesty's list to be beaten; that is, if he will

stand ; as the Prince de Soubize does in Prince Ferdinand's, upon the

same conation. If both these things happen, which is by no means

improbable, we may hope for a tolerable peace this winter ; for, an l>out
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di comptc, the King of Prussia cannot hold out another year; ana
therefore he should make the best of these favourable events, by way
negociation.

I think I have written a great deal, with an actual giddinws of head
npon me. So Adieu.

I am glad you have received my letter of the Ides of July.

LETTER CCCXLII.

Blaoehvath, September 8, 175b.

My deab Fbiesd: This letter shall be short, being only an explanatory

note upon my last ; for I am not learned enough, nor yet dull enongh, to

make my comment much longer than my text. I told you then, in my
former letter, that, with your leave, (which I will suppose granted,) I

would add fifty pounds to your draught for that sum ; now, lest you
should misunderstand this, and wait for the remittance of that addi-

tional fifty from hence, know then ray meaning was, that you should

likewise draw upon me for it when you please ; which I presume, will

be more convenient to you.

Let the pedants, whose business it is to believe lies, or the poets,

whose trade it is to invent them, match the King of Prussia with a hero

in ancient or modern story, if they can. He disgraces history, and makes
one give some credit to romances. Calprenede's Juba does not now seem
«o absurd as formerly.

I have been extremely ill this whole summer; but am now something
better. However, I perceive, que Vesprit et le corps baissent ; the former
is the last thing that anybody will tell me, or own when I tell it. them

;

but I know it is tru9. Adieu.

LETTER OOOXLIII.

Blackheath, September 2i, 1758.

My deab Fbiend : I have received no letter from you since you left

Hamburgh ; I presume that you are perfectly recovered, but it might
not have been improper to have told me so. I am very far from being

recovered ; on the contrary, I am worse and worse, weaker and weaker
every day ; for which reason I shall leave this place next Monday, and
set out for Bath a few days afterwards. I should not take all this trou-

ble merely to prolong the fag end of a life, from which I can expect no
pleasure, and others no utility ; but the cure, or at least the mitigation,

of those physical ills which make that life a load while it does last, is

worth any trouble and attention.

We are come off but scurvily from our second attempt upoL 8t. Malo

;

it is our last for this season; and, in my mind, should be our last for-

ever, unless we were to send so great a sea and land force as to grive ue

a moral certainty of taking some place of great inportance, such a*

Brat Rochefort, or Toulon.
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Monsieur Munchausen embarked yesterday, as he said, for Princ*

Ferdinand's army ; but as it is not generally thought that his military

skill can be of any great use to that Prince, people conjecture that his

business must be of a very different nature, and suspect separate nego-

ciations, neutralities, and what not. Kniphausen does not relish it in

the least, and is by no means satisfied with the reasons that have been
given him for it. Before he can arrive there, I reckon that something
decisive will have passed in Saxony ; if to the disadvantage of the King
of Prussia, he is crushed ; but if, on the contrary, he should get a com-
plete victory (and he does not get half victories) over the Austrians, the

winter may probably produce him and us a reasonable peace. I look

apon Russia as hors de combat for some time ; France is certanly sick of

the war ; under an unambitious King, and an incapable Ministry, if there

is one at all : and, unassisted by those two powers, the Empress Queen
had better be quiet. Were any other man in the situation of the King
of Prussia, I should not hesitate to pronounce him ruined ; but he is such

a prodigy of a man, that I will only say, I fear he will be ruined. It is

by this time decided.

Your Cassel court at Bremenis, I doubt, not very splendid ; money must
be wanting : but, however, I daresay their table is always good, for the

Landgrave is a gourmand; and as you are domestic there, you may be so

too, and recruit your loss of flesh from your fever : but do not recruit

too fast. Adieu.

LETTER CCOXLIV.

Lohdoh, September 26, 17W.

My dear Ffiend: 1 am sorry to find that you had a return of your
fever ; but to say the truth, you in some measure deserved it, for not

carrying Dr. Middleton's bark and prescription with you. I foresaw

that you would think yourself cured too soon, and gave you warning
of it ; but bygones are bygones, as Chartres, when he was dying, said of

his sins ; let us look forwards. You did very prudently to return to

Hamburgh, to good bark, and, I hope, a good physician. Make all sure

there before you stir from thence, notwithstanding the requests or com-
mands of all the Princesses in Europe : I mean a month at least, taking

the bark even to supererogation, that is, some time longer than Dr.

Middleton requires ; for, I presume, you are got over your childishness

about tastes, and are sensible that your health deserves more attention

than your palate. When you shall be thus re-established, I approve
of your returning to Bremen ; and indeed you cannot well avoid it, both

with regard to your promise, and to the distinction with which you
have been received by the Cassel family.

Now to the other part of your letter. Lord Holdernesse has been

extremely civil to you, in sending you, all under his own hand, such

oV'^ing offers of his service. The hint is plain, that he will (in case

yea desire it), procure you leave to come home for some time; so

that the single question is, Whether you should desire it or not, now.

It will be two months before you can possibly undertake the journey
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whether by sea or by land, and either way it wonld be a tronblesome and
dangerous one for a convalescent, in the rigour of the month of Novem-
ber; you could drink no mineral waters here in that season, nor are

any mineral waters proper in your case, being all of them heating,

except Se^tr's ; then, what would do you more harm than all medi-
cines could do you good, would be the pestilential vapours of the House
of Commons, in long and crowded days, of which there will probably
be many this session; where your attendance, if here, will necessarily

be -equired. I compare St. Stephen's Chapel, upon those days, to la

Cfrctta del Cane.

Whatever may be the fate of the war now, negociations will c*r

tainly be stirring all the winter, and of those, the northern ones, yon
are sensible, are not the least important ; in these, if at Hamburgh, yon
will probably have your share, and perhaps a meritorious one. Upon
the whole, therefore, I would advise you to write a very civil letter to

Lord Holdernesse ; and to tell him, that though you cannot hope to be
of any use to his Majesty's affairs anywhere, yet, in the present unset-

tled state of the North, it is possible that unforeseen accidents may
throw in your way to be of some little service, and that you would not
willingly be out of the way of those accidents; but that you shall be
most extremely obliged to his Lordship, if he will procure you his

Majesty's gracious permission to return for a few months in the spring,

when probably affairs will be more settled one way or another. When
things tend nearer to a settlement, and that Germany, from the want
of monry or men, or both, breathes peace more than war, I shall solicit

BurrisVs commission for you, which is one of the most agreeable ones

in his Majesty's gift; and I shall by no means despair of success. Now
I have given you my opinion upon this affair, which does not make a

difference of above three months, or four at most, I would not be under-

stood to mean to force your own, if it should happen to be different

from mine; but mine, I think, is more both for your health and your
interest. However, do as you please; may you in this, and everything

else, do for the bestl So God bless you I

LETTER CCCXLV.

Batb, October 18, 1766.

My dear Friend : I received by the same post your two letters of

the 29th past, and of the 3d instant. The last tells me that you are

perfectly recovered ; and your resolution of going to Bremen in three

or four days proves it; for surely you would not undertake that jour-

ney a second time, and at this season of the year, without feeling your
health solidly restored ; however, in all events, I hope you have taken a
provision of good bark with you. I think your attention to her Royai
Highness may be of use to you here; and indeed all attentions, to all

aorts of people, are always repaid in some way or other ; though real

obligations are not. For instance, Lord Titchfield, who has been with
you at Hamburgh, ha* written an account to the Duke and Duchess of

Portland who are here, of the civilities you showed him, with whicl
24
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he is much pleaser, and they delighted. At this rate, if you do not
take care, you will get the unmanly reputation of a well 'bred man;
and your countryman, John Trott, will disown you.

I have received, and tasted of your present ; which is a trfa grand,
fin, but more cordial to the stomach than pleasant to the palate. I

keep it as physic, only to take occasionally, in little disorders of my
stomach ; and in those cases, I believe it is wholesomer than stronger
cordials.

I have been now here a fortnight ; and though I am rather better
than when I came, I am still far from well. My head is giddier than
becomes a head of my age; and my stomach has not recovered its

retentive faculty. Leaning forwards, particularly to write, does not at

present agree with Yours.

LETTER CCOXLVI.

Bath, October 88, lTBb.

My dear Friend : Your letter has quieted my alarms ; for I find by
it, that you are as well recovered as you could be in so short a
time. It is your business now, to keep yourself well, by scrupulously
following Dr. Middleton's directions. He seems to be a rational and
knowing man. Soap and steel are, unquestionably, the proper medi-
cines for your case ; but as they are alteratives, you must take them for

a very long time, six months at least; and then drink chalybeate
waters. I am fully persuaded, that this was your original complaint in

Carniola, which those ignorant physicians called, in their jargon,

Arthritis vaga, and treated as such. But now that the true cause of
your illness is discovered, I flatter myself that, with time and
patience on your part, you will be radically cured ; but, I repeat it

again, it must be by a long and uninterrupted course of those alterative

medicines above mentioned. They have no taste ; but if they had a

bad one, I will not now suppose you such a child, as to let the froward-
ness of your palate interfere in the least with the recovery or enjoy-

ment of health. The latter deserves the utmost attention of the most
rational man ; the former is the only proper object of the care of a

dainty, frivolous woman.
The run of luck, which some time ago we were in, seems now to be

turned against us. Oberg is completely routed ; his Prussian Majesty was
surprised (which I am surprised at), and had rather the worst of it. I am
in some pain for Prince Ferdinand, as I take it for granted, that the detach-

ment from Marechal de Contade's army, which enabled Prince Soubize

to beat Oberg, will immediately return to the grand army, and then it

will be infinitely superior. Nor do I see where Prince Ferdinand can

take his winter quarters, unless he retires to Hanover; and that I do

not take to be at present the land of Canaan. Our second expedition

to St. Maio, I cannot call so much an unlucky, as an ill -conducted one
,

as was also Abercrorabie's aflair in America. Mais il rCy a 'pan dt

petite perte qui revient souvent: and all tliese accidents put togethei

make a considerable sum total.
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I have fouad so little good by these waters, that I do not intend to

stay here atove a week longer; and then remove my crazy body to

London, which is the most convenient place either to live or die in.

I cannot expect active health anywhere; you may, with commoD
care and prudence, effect it everywhere ; and God grant that you may
have it ! Adieu.

LETTER CCOXLVII.

Lomdoh, November, 21, 1768.

My dear Friend : You did well to think of Prince Ferdinand's rib-

band, which I confess I did not ; and I am glad to find you thinking so

far beforehand. It would be a pretty commission, and I will accingere

me to procure it to you. The only competition I fear, is that of General
Yorke, in case Prince Ferdinand should pass any time with his brother
at the Hague, which is not unlikely, since he cannot go to Brunswick
to his eldest brother, upon account of their simulated quarrel.

I fear the piece is at an end with the King of Prussia, and he may say

Meet; I am sure he may personally say plaudite. Warm work
is expected this session of Parliament, about continent and no conti-

nent; some think Mr. Pitt too continent, others too little so; but a lit-

tle time, as the newspapers most prudently and truly observe, will clear

up these matters.

The King has been ill; but his illness is terminated in a good fit of
the gout, with which he is still confined. It was generally thought that

he would have died, and for a very good reason ; for the oldest lion in

the Tower, much about the King's age, died a fortnight ago. This

extravagancy, I can assure you, was believed by many above peuple. So
wild and capricious is the human mind !

Take care of your health, as much as you can ; for, to be, or not to be,

is a question of much less importance, in my mind, than to be or not to

b* well. Adieu.

LETTER CCOXLVIII.

Lomdoh, December IS, 1758.

Mi dea_e Friend: It is a great while since I heard from you, but

I hopo that good, not ill health, has been the occasion of this silence : I

will suppose yoQ have been, or are still at Bremen, and engrossed

by your Hessian friends.

Prince Ferdinand of Brunswick is most certainly to have the gartei,

and I think I have secured you the honour of putting it on. "When I

say secured, I mean it in the sense in which that word should always be
understood at courts, and that is, insecurely ; I have a promise, but

that is not caution bourgeoise. In all events, do not mention it to any
mortal, because there is always a degree of ridicule that attends a dis-

appointment, though often very unjustly, if the expectation was reason-

ably grounded : however, it is certainly most prudent not to communi
ca

v
e, prematurely, one's hopes or one's fears. I cannot tell you wheL
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Prince Ferdinand will have it ; though there are so many candidates foi

the other two vacant garters, that I believe he will have his soon, and
by himself; the others must wait till a third, or rather a fourth vacancy.

Lord Rockingham and Lord Holdernesse are secure. Lord Temple
pnshes strongly, but, I believe, is not secure. This commission for

dubbing a knight, and so distinguished a one, will be a very agreeable and
creditable one for you, et ilfaut vous en acquitter galamment. In the

days of ancient chivalry, people were very nice who they would
be knighted by : and, if I do not mistake, Francis the First would only

be knighted by the Chevalier Bayard, qui etoit preux Chevalier et sans

reproche ; and no doubt but it will be recorded, dans les archives de la

Afaison de Brunswick, that Prince Ferdinand received the honour of

knighthood from your hands.

The estimates for the expenses of the year 1759 are made up ; I have
seen them ; and what do you think they amount to ? No less than

twelve millions three hundred thousand pounds: a most incredible sum,
and yet already subscribed, and even more offered ! The unanimity in

the House of Commons, in voting such a sum, and such forces, both by
sea and land, is not the less astonishing. This is Mr. Pitt's doing, and
it is marvellous in our eyes.

The King of Prussia has nothing more to do this year ; and, the

next, he must begin where he has left off. I wish he would employ
this winter in concluding a separate peace with the Elector of Saxony

;

which would give him more elbow-room, to act against France and the

Queen of Hungary, and put an end at once to the proceedings of

the Diet, and the army of the empire; for then no estate of the empire
would be invaded by a co-estate, and France, the faithful and disin-

terested guarantee of the Treaty of Westphalia, would have no pretence

to continue its armies there. I should think that his Polish Majesty,

and his Governor, Comte Bruhl, must be pretty weary of being fugi-

tives in Poland, where they are hated, and of being ravaged in Saxony.

This reverie of mine, I hope will be tried, and I wish it may succeed.

Good night, and God bless you

!

LETTER CCOXLIX.

Lohdoh, New-year'* Day^ 1TM>.

My dear Friend: Molti efelici, and I have done upon that subject,

one truth being fair, upon the most lying day in the whole year.

I have now before me your last letter of the 21st December, which I

am glad to find is a bill of health : but, however, do not presume too

much upon it, but obey and honour your physician, •* that thy days may
be long in the land."

Since my last, I have heard nothing more concerning the ribband
;

but I take it for granted it will be disposed of soon. By the way, upon

reflection, I am not sure that anybody but a knight can, according to

form, be employed to make a knight. I remember that Sir Clement

C^tterel was sent to Holland, to dubb the late Prince of Orange, only

because he was a knight himself; and I know that the proxies of
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kiights, who cannot attend their own installations, must always be

knights. This did not occur to me before, and perhaps will not to the

person who was to recommend you : I am sure I will not stir it ; and I

only mention it now, that you may be in all events prepared for the

disappointment, if it should happen.

G * * is exceedingly flattered with your account, that three thou-

sand of his countrymen, all as little as himself, should be thought a
sufficient guard upon three-and-twenty thousand of all the nations in

Europe ; not that he thinks himself, by any means, a little man, for

for when lie would describe a tall handsome man, he raises himself up
at least half an inch to represent him.

The private news from Hamburg is, that his Majesty's Resident there

is woundily in love with Madame * * * * ; if this be true, God send

him, rather than her, a good delivery ! She must be etrennee at this

season, and therefore I think you should be so too: so draw upon me as

soon as you please, for one hundred pounds.

Here is nothing new, except the unanimity with which the Parlia-

ment gives away a dozen of millions sterling; and the unanimity of the

public is as great in approving of it, which has stifled the usual politi-

cal and polemical argumentations.

Cardinal Bernis's disgrace is as sudden, and hitherto as little under-
stood, as his elevation was. I have seen his poems, printed at Paris,

not by a friend, I dare say ; and to judge by them, I humbly conceive
his Eminency is a p y. I will say nothing of that excellent head-

piece that made him and unmade him in the same month, except
O King, lite for ever.

Good night to you. whoever you pass it with.

LETTER CCCL.

London, February 2, 1759.

My deae Friend : 1 am now (what I have very seldom been) twc
letters in your debt : the reason was, that my head, like many other
heads, has frequently taken a wrong turn ; in which case, writing is

painful to me, and therefore cannot be very pleasant to my readers.

I wish you would (while you have so good an opportunity as yon
have at Hamburgh) make yourself perfectly master of that dull but
very useful knowledge, the course of exchange, and the causes of its

almost perpetual variations; the value and relation of different coins,

the specie, the banco, usances, agio, and a thousand other particulars.

You may with ease learn, and you will be very glad when you have
learned them ; for, in your business, that sort of knowledge will often

prove necessary

I hear nothing more of Prince Ferdinand's garter: that he will have
one is very certain ; but when, I believe, is very uncertain ; all th«

other postulants wanting to be dubbed at the same time, which cannot
be, as there i? not ribband en^gh for them.

If the Russians move in time, and in earnest, there will be an end ol

*ar hopes and of our armies in Germany : three such mill-stones as Ru»
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sia, France, and Austria, must, sooner or later, in the course of thi
year, grind his Prussian Majesty down to a mere Margrave of Branden-
burgh. But I have always some hopes of a change under a Gunarchy ;•

where whim and humour commonly prevail, reason very seldom, and
then only by a lucky mistake.

I expect the incomparable fair one of Hamburgh, that prodigy of

beauty, and paragon of good sense, who has enslaved your mind, and
inflamed your heart. If she is as well etrennee as you say she shall, you
will be soon out of her chains ; for I have, by long experience, found
women to be like Telephus's spear, if one end kills, the other cures.

There never was so quiet, nor so silent a session of Parliament as the
present; Mi. Pitt declares only what he would have them do, and they
do it nemine contradicente, Mr. Viner only expected.

Duchess Hamilton is to be married, to-morrow, to Colonel Campbell,
the son of General Campbell, who will some day or other be Duke of
Argyle, and have the estate. She refused the Duke of B r for him.
Here is a report, but I believe a very groundless one, that your old

acquaintance, the fair Madame C e, is run away from her husband,
with a jeweller, that etrennes her, and is come over here; but I daresay
it is some mistake, or perhaps a lie. Adieu ! God bless you

!

LETTER CCCLI.

London, February 27, 1769.

My deajj Friend : In your last letter, of the 7th, you accuse me,
most unjustly, of being in arrears in my correspondence; whereas, if

our epistolary accounts were fairly liquidated, I believe you would be
brought in considerably debtor. I do not see how any of my letters

to you can miscarry, unless your office-packet miscarries too, for I

always send them to the office. Moreover, I might have a justifiable

excuse for writing to you seldomer than usual, for to be sure there
never was a period of time, in the middle of a winter, and the Par-
liament sitting, that supplied so little matter for a letter. Near twelve
millions have been granted this year, not only nemine contradicente^

but, nemine quicquid dicente. The proper officers bring in the esti-

mates ; it is taken for granted that they are necessary and frugal

;

the members go to dinner, and leave Mr. West and Mr. Martin to

do the rest.

I presume you have seen the little poem of the Country Lass, by
Poame Jenyns, for it was in the Chronicle; as was also an answer
to it, from the Monitor. They are neither of them bad performances;
the first is the neatest, and the plan of the second has the most in-

vention. I send you none of those pieces volantes in my letters,

because they are all printed in one or other of the newspapers, par-

ticularly in ^he Chronicles; and I suppose that you and others have
all those papers amongst you at Hamburgh ; in which case it would
be only putting you to the unnecessary expense of double postage.

• Derived from the Greek wo» d Vvvn. a woman, ar»i means female government.
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I find for are sanguine about the King of Prussia this year : I Allow

his army will be what you say ; but what will that be vis-d-vis French,

Austrians, Imperialists, Swedes, and Russians, who must amount tc

more than double that number ? Were the inequality less, I would
allow for the King of Prussia's being so much ipse agmen as pretty

nearly to balance the account. In war, numbers are generally my
omens ; and, I confess, that in Germany they seem not happy ones this

year. In America, I think, we are sure of success, and great success

;

but how we shall be able to strike a balance, as they call it, between
good success there, and ill success upon the continent, so as to come at

a peace, is more than I can discover.

Lady Chesterfield makes you her compliments, and thanks you for

your offer ; but declines troubling you, being discouraged by the ill suc-

cess of Madame Munchausen's and Miss Chetwynd's commissions, the

former for beef, and the latter for gloves ; neither of which have yet

been executed, to the dissatisfaction of both. Adieu.

LETTER CCOLII.

London, March 16, 1759.

My dear Friend: I have now your letter of the 20th past lying be-

fore me, by which you despond, in my opinion too soon, of dubbing

your Prince; for he most certainly will have the garter; and he will as

probably have it before the campaign opens, as after. His campaign
must, I doubt, at best, be a defensive one ; and he will show great skill

in making it such ; for, according to my calculation, his enemies will be

at least double his number. Their troops, indeed, may perhaps be

worse than his; but then their number will make up that defect, as it

will enable them to undertake different operations at the same time. I

cannot think that the King of Denmark will take a part in the present

war ; which he cannot do without great possible danger: and he is well

paid by France for his neutrality; is safe, let what will turn out; and,

in the meantime, carries on his commerce with great advantage and

security : so that that consideration will not retard your visit to your
own country, whenever yen have leave to return, and that your own
arrangements will allow you. A short absence animates a tender pas-

sion, et Von ne recule que pour mieux sauter, especially in the summer
months ; so that I would advise you to begin your journey in May, and
continue your absence from the dear object of your vows till after the

dog-days, when love is said to be unwholesome. We have been disap-

pointed at Martinico ; I wish we may not be so at Guadaloupe, though

we are larded there ; for many difficulties must be got over, before we
can be in possession of the whole island. A propos de bottes ; you
make use of two Spanish words, very properly, in your letter; were I

you, I would learn the Spanish language, if there were a Spaniard at

Hamburgh who could teach me; and then you would be master of all

the European languages that are useful; and, in my mind, it is very

cor venient, if not necessary, for a public man to understand them all,

<uid not to be obliged to have recourse to an interpreter, for those paper*
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that cbance or business may throw in liis way. I learned Spanish whec
I wa3 older than you ; convinced by experience, that, in every thing

possible, it was better to trust to one's self, than to any other body
whatsoever. Interpreters, as well as relaters, are often unfaithful, and
still oftener incorrect, puzzling, and blundering. In short, let it be your
maxim through life, to know all you can know, yourself; and never to

trust implicitly to the informations of others. This rule has been of

infinite service to me in the course of my life.

I am rather better than I was ; which I owe not to my physicians, but
to an ass and a cow, who nourish me, between them, very plentifully and
wholesomely ; in the morning the ass is my nurse, at uight the cow

;

and I have just now bought a milch-goat, which is to graze, and nurse

me at Blackheath. I do not know what may come of this latter, and I

am not without apprehensions that it may make a satyr of me ; but,

should I find that obscene disposition growing upon me, I will check it

in time, for fear of endangering my life and character by rapes. And
so we heartily bid you farewell.

LETTER CCCLIII.

London, March 80, 1709

My dear Friend : I do not like these frequent, however short, returns

of your illness ; for I doubt they imply either want of skill in your physi-

cian, or want of care in his patient. Rhubarb, soap, and chalybeate

medicines and waters, are almost always specifics for obstructions of the

liver; but then a very exact regimen is necessary, and that for a long

continuance. Acids are good for you, but you do not love them; and
sweet things are bad for you, and you do love them. There is another

thing very bad for you, and I fear you love it too much. When I was
in Holland, I had a slow fever, that hung upon me a great while ; I con-

sulted Boerhaave, who prescribed me what I suppose was proper, for it

cured me; but he added, by way of postscript to his prescription, Venus
rarius colatur : which I observed, and perhaps that made the medicines

more effectual.

I doubt we shall be mutually disappointed in our hopes of seeing one
another this spring, as I believe you will find, by a letter which you will

receive, at the same time with this, from Lord Holdernesse; but as Lord
Holdernesse will not tell you all, I will, between you and me, supply that

defect. 1 must do him the justice to say, that he has acted in the most
kind and friendly manner possible to us both. When the King read your
letter, in which you desired leave to return, for the sake of drinking the

Tunbridge waters, he said, u If he wants steel waters, those of Pyrmont
are better than Tunbridge, and he can have them very fresh at Hamburgh.
I would rather he had asked me to come last autumn, and had passed

the winter here; for if he returns now, I shall have nobody in those

quarters to inform me of what passes ; and yet it will be a very busy

and important scene." Lord Holdernesse, who found that it would not

be liked, resolved to push it no farther; and replied, he was very sure,

that ^hen you knew his Majesty had the least objection to your return
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at this time, you would think of it no longer; and he owned that he
(Lord Holdernesse) had given you encouragement for this application,

last year, then thinking and hoping that there would be little occasion

for your presence at Hamburgh this year. Lord Holdernesse will only

tell you, in his letter, that, as he had some reason to believe his moving
chis matter would be disagreeable to the King, he resolved, for your sake,

not to mention it. You must answer his letter upon that footing singly,

and thank him for this mark of his friendship, for he has really acted as

your friend. I make no doubt of your having willing leave to return in

autumn, for the whole winter. In the mean time, make the best of your
§ejour where you are ; drink the Pyrmont waters, and no wine bnt

Rhenish, which, in your case, is the only proper one for you.

Next week, Mr. Harte will send you his Gustavus Adolphus, in two
quartos; it will contain many new particulars of the life of that rea'

hero, as he has had abundant and authentic materials, which have never

yet appeared. It will, upon the whole, be a very curious and valuable

history; though, between you and me, I could have wished that he had
been more correct and elegant in his style. You will find it dedicated to

one of your acquaintance, who was forced to prune the luxuriant praises

bestowed upon him, and yet has left enough of all conscience to satisfy

a reasonable man. Harte has been very much out of order these last

three or four months, but is not the less intent upon sowing his lucerne,

of which he had six crops last year, to his infinite joy, and, as he says,

profit. As a gardener, I shall probably have as much joy, though not

quite so much profit, by thirty or forty shillings ; for there is the greatest

promise of fruit this year at Blackheath, that ever I saw in my life.

Vertumnus and Pomona have been very propitious to me ; as for Priapus,

that tremendous garden god, as I no longer invoke him, I cannot expect

hi> protection from the birds and the thieves.

Adieu! I will conclude like a pedant, Levins jit patientia quioquid

corrigere est nefas.

LETTER CCCLIV.

Lohdos, April 18, 1759.

My dear Fkiknd : Witn humble submission to you, I still say, that if

Prince Ferdinand can make a defensive campaign this year, he will have
done a great deal, considering the great inequality of numbers. The little

advantages of taking a regiment or two prisoners, or cutting another to

pieces, are but trifling articles in the great account; they are only the

pence, the pounds are yet to come ; and I take it for granted, that neither

the French, nor the court of Vienna, will have le dhnenti of their main
object, which is unquestionably Hanover; for that is the svmma summa-
rum; and they will certainly take care to draw a force together for this

purpose, too great for any that Prince Ferdinand has, or can have, to

oppose them. In short, mark the end on 1

t, fen augure mal. If France,

Austria, the Empire, Russia, and Sweden, are not, at long run, too hard

for the two Electors of Hanover and Brandenburgh, there must be some
invisible power, some tutelar deities, that miraculously interpose in fa-

vour of tha «"*er.

24*
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Yoa encourage me to accept all the powers that goats, asses, and bulla,

can give me, by engaging for my not making an ill use of them ; but 1

own, I cannot help distrusting myself a little, or rather human nature
;

for it is an old and very true observation, that there are misers of money,
but none of power; and the non-use of the one, and the abuse of the
other, increase in proportion to their quantity.

I am very sorry to tell you, that Harte's Gustavus Adolphus does not
take at all, and consequently sells very little : it is certainly informing,

and full of good matter ; but it is as certain too, that the style is execra-

ble: where the devil he picked it up, I cannot conceive, for it is a bad
otyle, of a new and singular kind; it is full of Latinisms, Gallicisms,

Germanisms, and all isms but Anglicisms ; in some places pompous, in

others vulgar and low. Surely, before the end of the world, people, and
you in particular, will discover, that the manner, in every thing, is at

least as important as the matter ; and that the latter never can please,

without a good degree of elegance in the former. This holds true in

every thing in life : in writing, conversing, business, the help of the

Graces is absolutely necessary ; and whoever vainly thinks himself above
them, will find he is mistaken, when it will be too late to court them, for

they will not come to strangers of an advanced age. There is an History
lately come out, of the Reign of Mary Queen of Scots, and her son ^no

matter by whom) King James, written by one Robertson, a Scotchman,
which for clearness, purity, and dignity of style, I will not scruple to

compare with the best historians extant, not excepting Davila, Guicci-

ardini, and perhaps Livy. Its success has consequently been great, and
a second edition is already published and bought up. I take it for

granted, that it is to be had, or at least borrowed, at Hamburgh, or I

would send it you.
I hope you drink the Pyrmont waters every morning. The health of

the mind depends so much upon the health of the body, that the latter

deserves the utmost attention, independently of the senses. God send

you a very great share of both ! Adieu.

LETTER CCOLV.

Losdo*, April 27, 1759.

My dear Friend: I have received your two letters of the 10th and
13th, by the last mail; and I will begin my answer to them, by observ-

ing to you, that a wise man, without being a stoic, considers, in all

misfortunes that befall him, their best as well as their worst side ; and
every thing has a better and a worse side. I have strictly observed that

rule for many years, and have found by experience, that some comfort is

to be extracted, under most moral ills, by considering them in every

light, instead of dwelling, as people are too apt to do, upon the gloomy
side of the object. Thank God, the disappointment that you so patheti-

cally groan under, is not a calamity which admits of no consolation.

Let us simplify it, and see what it amounts to. You were pleased with
the expectation of coming here next month, to see those who would have
been pleased with seeing you. That, from very natural causes, cannot
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be; and yon most pass this summer at Hamburgh, and n6xt winter in

England, instead of passing this summer in England, and L-ext winter at

Hamburgh. Now, estimating things fairly, is not the change rather to

your advantage? Is not the summer more eligible, both for health and

pleasure, than the winter, in that northern frozen zone? And will not

the winter in England supply you with more pleasures than the summer,
in an empty capital, could have done? So far then it appears, that you
are rather a gainer by your misfortune.

The tour too, which you propose making to Lubeck, Altena, &c, will

both amuse and inform you; for, at your age, one cannot see too many
different places and people ; since at the age you are now of, I take it for

granted, that you will not see them superficially, as you did when yon
first went abroad.

This whole matter then, summed up, amounts to no more than this— -

that you will be here next winter, instead of this summer. Do not think

that all I have said is the consolation only of an old philosophical fellow,

almo>t insensible of pleasure or pain, offered to a young fellow who has

quick sensations of both. No, it is the rational philosophy taught me
by experience and knowledge of the world, and which I have practised

above thirty years.

I always made the best of the best, and never made bad worse, by
fretting; this enabled me to go through the various scenes of life, in

which I have been an actor, with more pleasure and less pain than most
people. You will say, perhaps, one cannot change one's nature ; and

that if a person is born of very a sensible, gloomy temper, and apt to see

things in the worst light, they cannot help it, nor new-make themselves.

I will admit it, to a certain degree; and but to a certain degree; for

though we cannot totally change our nature, we may in a great measure

correct it, by reflection and philosophy ; and some philosophy is a very

necessary companion in this wo"ld, where, even to the most fortunate,

the chances are greatly against happiness.

I am not old enough, nor tenacious enough, to pretend not to under-

stand the main purport of your last letter; and to shew you that I do,

you may draw upon me for two hundred pounds, which, I hope, will

more than clear you.

Good night: aquam memento rebut in arduis serxare mentem: Be
neither transported nor depressed by the accidents of life.

LETTER CCCLVI.

Blackbcath, May 16, 1709

My deak Friend : Your secretary's last letter of the 4th, which I

received yesterday, has quieted my fears a good deal, but has not entirely

dissipated them. Your fever still continues, he says, though in a lest

degree. Is it a continued fever, or an intermitting one? If the former,

no wonder that you are weak, and that your head aches. If the latter,

why l.iss not the bark, in substance and large doses, been administered?

for, if it had, it must have stopped it by this time. Next post, I hope,

will set me quite at ease. Surely you have not been, so regular as yon
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ought, either in your medicines or in your general regimen, otherwise

thi<= fever would not have returned ; for the Doctor calls it, your fever

returned, as if you had an exclusive patent for it. You have now had
illnesses enough, to know the value of health, and to make you implicit])

follow the prescriptions of your physician in medicines, ami the rules of

your own common sense in diet; in which, I can assure you, from my
own experience, that quantity is often worse than quality ; and I would
rather eat half a pound of bacon at a meal, than two pounds of any the

most wholesome food.

I have been settled here near a week, to my great satisfaction ; c'esi

ma place, and I know it, which is not given to every body. Cut off

from social life by my deafness, as well as other physical ills, and being

at best but the ghost of my former self, I walk here in silence and soli-

tude as becomes a ghost : with this only difference, that I walk by day,

whereas, you know, to be sure, that other ghosts only appear by night.

My health, however, is better than it was last year, thanks to my almost

total milk diet. This enables me to vary my solitary amusements, and
alternately to scribble as well as iead, which I could not do last year.

Thus I saunter away the remainder, be it more or less, of an agitated and
active life, now reduced (and I am not sure that I am a loser by the

change) to so quiet and serene a one, that it may properly be called still

life.

The French whisper in confidence, in order that it may be the more
known and the more credited, that they intend to invade us this year, in

no less than three places ; that is, England, Scotland, and Ireland. Some
of our great men, like the devils, believe and tremble; others, and one
little one whom I know, laugh at it; and, in general, it seems to be but a

poor, instead of a formidable scarecrow. While somebody was at the

head of a moderate, army, and wanted (I know why) to be at the head

of a great one, intended invasions were made an article of political faith

;

and the belief of them was required, as in the Church the belief of some
absurdities, and e\en impossibilities, is required upon pain of heresy,

excommunication, and consequently damnation, if they tend to the

power and interest of the heads of the Church. But now that there is

a general toleration, and that the best subjects, as well as the best Chris-

tians, may believe what their reasons and their consciences suggest, it

is generally and rationally supposed, the French will threaten and not

ctrike, since we are so well prepared, both by armies and fleets, to

receive, and, I may add, to destroy them. Adieu ! God bless you.

LETTER CCCLVII.

Black HEAia, June, i5, 176*.

Mt dear Friend: Your letter of the 5th, which I received yocerday

gave me great satisfaction, being all in your own hand; though it con-

tains great, and I fear just complaints of your ill state of health. You
:]<) v ry well to change the a'w; and I hope that change will do well by

rou. I would therefore have you write after the 20th of August, to

•>nrrl Hohlernesse, to beg of him to obtain i is Majesty's leave for you to
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return to England for two or three months, upon account of youi health

Two or three months is an indefinite time, which may afterwards be

insensibly stretched to what length one pleases ; leave that to mo. In

the mean time, you may be taking your measures with the best

economy.
The day before yesterday, an express arrived from Guadaloupe; which

brought an account of our being in possession of the whole island.

And I make no manner of doubt, but that, in about two months,

we shall have as good news from Crown-point, Quebec, &c. Our
alfairs in Germany, I fear, will not be equally prosperous ; for I have

very little hopes for the King of Prussia or Prince Ferdinand. God
bless vou.

LETTER CCCLVIII.

Blackhkath, June 25, 175V.

My deab Fbiend : The two last mails have brought me no letter from

you or your secretary. I will take this as a sign that you are better

;

but however, if you thought that I cared to know, you should have

cared to have written. Here the weather has been very fine for a fort-

night together; a longer term than in this climate we are used to hold

fine weather by. I hope it is so too at Hamburgh, or at least at the

villa to which you are gone; but pray do not let it be your villa viciosa,

as those retirements are often called, and too often prove; though (by

the way, the original name was villa vezzosa ; and by wags miscalled

viciosa.

I have a most gloomy prospect of affairs in Germany ; the French are

already in possession of Cassel, and of the learned part of Hanover, that

is Gottingen ; where I presume they will not stop pour Famour det

belles lettres, but rather go on to the capital, and study them upon the

coin. My old acquaintance, Monsieur Richelieu, made a great progress

there in metallic learning and inscriptions. If Prince Ferdinand ventures

a battle to prevent it, I dread the consequences; the odds are too great

against him. The King of Prussia it still in a worse situation; for he

has the Hydra to encounter : and though he may cut off a head or two,

there will still be enough left to devour him at last. I have, as you
know, long foretold the now approaching catastrophe; but I was Cas-

sandra. Our affairs in the new world have a much more pleasing aspect

;

Guadaloupe is a great acquisition, and Quebec, which I make no doubt

of, will still be greater. But must all these advantages, purchased at

the price of so much English blood and treasure, be at last sacrificed as

a peace-offering? God knows what consequences such a measure may
produce ; the germ of discontent is already great, upon the bare sup-

position of the case ; but should it be realized, it will grow to a harvest

af disaffection.

You are now, to be sure, taking the prev ? ms necessary measures for

your return here in the autumn ; and I ti .nk you may disband youi

whole family, excepting your secretary, your butler who takes care of

^our plate, wine, &c, one or at most two, maid servants, and your vale!
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de chambre and one footman, whom you will bring over with you.

But give no mortal, either there or here, reason to think that you arc

not return to Hamburg again. If you are asked about it, say, like

Lockhart, that you are le serviteur des evenemens ; for your present ap-

pointments will do you no hurt here, till you have some better destina-

tion. At that season of the year, I believe it will be better for you to

ccme by sea than by land, but that you will be best able to judge of

from the then circumstances of your part in the world.

Your old friend Stevens is dead of the consumption that has loiifc

been undermining him. God bless you, and send you health.

LETTER OCCLIX.

Bath, February 26, 1T61.

My deae Feiend : 1 am very glad to hear that your election is finally

settled, and to say the truth, not sorry that Mr. * * has been compelled

to do, de mauvaise grace, that which he might have done at first in a

friendly and handsome manner. However, take no notice of what is

passed, and live with him as you used to do before ; for, in the inter-

course of the world, it is often necessary to seem ignorant of what one

knows, and to have forgotten what one remembers.

I have just now finished Coleman's play, and like it very well; it is

well conducted, and the characters are well preserved. I own, I

expected from the author more dialogue wit ; but, as I know that he is

& most scrupulous classic, I believe he did not dare to put in half so

much wit as he could have done, because Terence had not a single grain

;

and it would have been crimen lessee antiquitatis God bless youl

LETTER COOLX.

Bath, November 21, 1T61

My deae Feiend: I have this moment received your letter of the

19th. If I find any alterations by drinking these waters, now six days,

it is rather for the better; but, in six days more, I think I shall find,

with more certainty, what humour they are in with me ; if kind, I will

profit of, but not abuse their kindness ; all things have their bounds,

quos ultrd citrdve nequit consistere rectum ; and I will endeavour to

nick that point.

The Queen's jointure is larger than, from some reasons, I expected it

would be, though not greater than the very last precedent authorized.

The case of the late Lord Wilmington was, I fancy, remembered.

I have now good reason to believe that Spain will declare war to us,

that is, that it will very soon, if it has not already, avowedly assist

France,
:n case the war continues. This will be a great triumph to Mr.

Pitt, aML fully justify his plan of beginning with Spain first, and having

the first blow, which is often half the battle.

Here is a great deal of company, and what is commonly called good

company, that is, great q-iality. I trouble them very little, except at
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tne pamp, where my business calls me ; for what is company to a deaf
man, or a deaf man to company ?

Lady Brown, whom I have seen, and who, by the way, has got the
gout in her eye, inquired very tenderly after you. And so I elegantly
rest, Yours, till death.

LETTER CCCLXI.

3ath, December 6, 1T61.

My dear Friend: I have been in your debt some time, which, you
Know, I am not very apt to be : but it was really for want of specie to

pay. The present state of my invention does not enable me to coin

;

and you would have had as little pleasure in reading, as 1 should have
in writing le coglionerie of this place ; besides, that I am very little

mingled in them. I do not know whether I shall be able to follow

vour advice, and cut a winner ; for, at present, I have neither won nor
lost a single shilling. I will play on this week only ; and if I have a
good run, I will carry it off with me ; if a bad one, the loss can hardly
amount to anything considerable in seven days, for I hope to see you in

town to-morrow sevennight.

I had a dismal letter from Harte, last week ; he tells me that he is at

nurse with a sister in Berkshire; that he has got a confirmed jaundice,
besides twenty other distempers. The true cause of these complaints I

take to be, the same that so greatly disordered, and had nearly destroyed
the most august House of Austria, about one hundred and thirty years
ago ; I mean Gustavus Adolphus ; who neither answered his expecta-
tions in point of profit, nor reputation, and that merely by his own
fault, in not writing it in the vulgar tongue; for as to facts, I will main-
tain, that it is one of the best histories extant.

Au revoir, as Sir Fopling says, and God bless you 1

LETTER CCCLXII.

Bath, November 2, 1782.

My DKA.B Friend: 1 arrived here, as I proposed, last Sunday; but
as ill a9 1 feared I should be when I saw you. Head, stomach, and
limbs., all out of order.

I have yet seen nobody but Villettes, who is settled here for good, as

it is called. What consequences has the Duke of Devonshire's resigna-

tion had? He has considerable connections, and relations; but whether
any of them are resigned enough to resign with him, in another matter.

There will be, to be sure, as many, and as absurd reports, as there are

in the law books ; I do not desire to know either ; but inform me of

what facts come to your knowledge, and of such reports only as yor
Relieve are grounded. And sc God bless vou 1
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LETTER CCCLXIIL

Bath, November 18, 1TO.

My dear Friend: I have received your letter, and believe that yoni
preliminaries are very near the mark ; and, upon that supposition, 1

think we have made a tolerable good bargain with Spain ; at least fuil

as good as I expected, and almost as good as I wished, though I do net
believe that we have got all Florida ; but if we have St. Augustin, as I

suppose, that, by the figure of pars pro toto, will be called all Florida.

We have by no means made so good a bargain with France; for, in

truth, what do we get by it, except Canada, with a very proper boun-
dary of the river Mississippi ! and that is all. As for the restrictions

upon the French fishery in Newfoundland, they are very well per la

predica, and for the Commissary whom we shall employ : for he will

have a good salary from hence, to see that those restrictions are com-
plied with ; and the French will double that salary, that he may allow
them all to be broken through. It is plain to me, that the French fish-

ery will be exactly what it was before the war.
The three Leward Islands, which the French yield to us, are no^ all

together, worth half so much as that of St. Lucia, which we give up
to them. Senegal is not worth one quarter of Goree. The restrictions

of the French in the East Indies, are as absurd and impracticable as

those of Newfoundland; and you will live to see the French trade to

the East Indies, just as they did before the war. But after all I have
said, the articles are as good as I expected with France, when I con-

sidered that no one single person who carried on this negociation on our

parts was ever concerned or consulted in any negociation before. Upor
the whole, then, the acquisition of Canada has cost us fourscore mil-

lions sterling. I am convinced we might have kept Guadaloupe, if oni

negociators had known how to have gone about it.

His most faithful Majesty of Portugal is the best off of any body in

this transaction, for he saves his kingdom by it, and has not laid out

one moidore in defence of it. Spain, thank God, in some measure, pay

6

les pots cassis ; for, besides St. Augustin, logwood, &c, it has lost at

least four millions sterling, in money, ships, &c.
Harte is here, who tells me he has been at this place these three

years, excepting some few excursions to his sister; he looks ill, and
laments that he has frequent fits of the yellow jaundice. He complains
of his not having heard from you these four years you should write to

him. These waters have done me a great deal of good, though I drink

but two-thirds of a pint in the whole day, which is less than the sober-

est of my countrymen drink of claret at every meal.

I should naturally think, as you do, that this session will be a stormy
one, that is, if Mr. Pitt takes an active part ; but if he is pleased, as

the Ministers say, there is no other iEolus to blow a storm. The Dukes
of Cumberland, Newcastle, and Devonshire, have no better troops to

attack w'4i, than the militia; but Pitt alone ii ipse agmen. God bles*

you!
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LETTER CCOLXIV.

Bath, November 27, UOZ.

My dear Friend: I received your letter this morning, and return

rou the ball d la volee. The King's speech is a very prudent one; and a*

I suppose that tne addresses, in answer to it, were, as usual, in almost

the same words, my Lord Mayor might very well call them innocent.

As his Majesty expatiates so much upon the great achievements of the

war, I cannot help hoping that, when the preliminaries shall be laid be-

fore Parliament in due time, which, I suppose, means after the respec-

tive ratifications of all the contracting parties, that some untalked of

and unexpected advantage will break out in our treaty with France; St.

Lucia, at least. I see, in the newspapers, an article which I by no

means like, in our treaty with Spain ; which is, that we shall be at lib-

erty to cut logwood in the Bay of Campeachy, hit paying for it. Who
does not see that this condition may, and probably will, amount to a
prohibition, by the price which the Spaniards may set it at? It was our
undoubted right, and confirmed to us by former treaties, before the war,
to cut logwood gratis; but this new stipulation (if true) gives us a pri-

vilege, something like a reprieve to a criminal, with a non obstante to

be hanged.
I now drink so little water, that it can neither do me good nor hurt;

but as I bathe but twice a-week, that operation, which does my rheu
matic carcase good, will keep me here some time longer than you had
allowed.

Elarte is going to publish a new edition of his Gustavus, in octavo;
which, he tells me, he has altered, and which, I could tell him, he should
translate into English, or it will not sell better than the former ; for,

while the world endures, style and manner will be regarded, at least as

much as matter. And so, Dieu torn aye dans sa sainte qardt !

LETTER CCCLXY.

Bath, December 4, 17«8.

Mt dear Friend : 1 received your letter this morning, with the inclosed

preliminaries, which we have had here these three days; and I return

them, since you intend to keep them, which is more than I believe the

French will. I am very glad to find that the French are to restore all

the conquests they made upon us in the East Indies during this war;
and I cannot doubt but they will likewise restore to us all the cod that

they shall take within less than three leagues of our coasts in North
America, (a distance easily measured, especially at sea,) according to

the spirit, though not the letter of the treaty. I am informed that the

strong opposition to the peace will be in the House of Lords, though I

cannot well conceive it; nor can I make out above six or seven, who
w^ll be against it upon a division, unless (which I cannot suppose) som€
of the Bishops should vote on the side of their maker. God bless yon
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LETTER OOOLXVI.

Bath, Decanter 18, 1T89.

My dear Friesd : Yesterday, I received your letter, which gave me
a very clear acoount of the debate in your House. It is impossible for

a human creature to speak well for three hours and a half; I question

even if Belial, who, according to Milton, was the orator of the fallen

angels, ever spoke so long at a time.

There must have been a trick in Charles Townshend's speaking for

the Preliminaries ; for he is infinitely above having an opinion. Lord
Egremont must be ill, or have thoughts of going into some other place;

perhaps into Lord Granville's, who they say is dying ; when he dies,

the ablest head in England dies too, take it for all in all.

I shall be in town, barring accidents, this day sevennight, by dinner-

time ; when I have ordered a haricot, to which you will be very wel-

come, about four o'clock. En attendant Dieu vow aye dans sa sainte
t

LETTER CCCLXVII.

Blackhkath, June 14, IT48.

My dear Friend : I received, by the last mail, your letter of the 4th,

from the Hague ; so far so good. You arrived sonica at the Hague, for

our Ambassador's entertainment ; I find he has been very civil to 7'ou.

You are in the right to stop for two or three days at Hauau, and make
your court to the lady of that place.* Your Excellency makes a figure

already in the newspapers ; and let them, and others, excellency you as

much as they please, but pray suffer not your own servants to do it.

Nothing new of any kind has happened here since you went ; so I will

wish you a good night, and hope God will bless you.

LETTER OCOLXVIII.

Blackhkath, July 14, 1788.

My dear Friend: Yesterday I received your letter from Ratisbon,

where I am glad that you are arrived safe. You are, I find, over head

and ears engaged in ceremony and etiquette. You must not yield in

anything essential, where your public character may suffer ; but I advise

you, at the same time, to distinguish carefully what may, and what may
not affect it, and to despise some German minutim ; such as one step lower

or higher upon the stairs, a bow more or less, and such sort of trifles.

By what I see in Cressener's letter to you, the cheapness of wine com-
pensates the quantity, as the cheapness of servants compensates the num-
ber that you must make use of.

Write to your mother often, if it be but three words, to prove you?

existence ; for, when she does not hear from you, she knows to a demon
ftration that you are dead, if not buried.

• Her Royal Highness Princess Mary of England, Landgrarlnt of Hcmo.
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The inclosed is a letter of the utmost consequence, which I wai
desired to forward, with care and speed, to the most Serene Louis.

My head is not well to-day. So God bless you I

LETTER CCCLXIX.

Blackhbath, August 1, 17«8.

My dsab Friend : I hope that by this time you are pretty well set-

tled at Ratisbon, at least as to the important points of the ceremonial

;

so that you may know, to precision, to whom you must give, and from
whom you must require the seine Excellentz. Those formalities are, no
doubt, ridiculous enough in themselves ; but yet they are necessary for

manners, and sometimes for business; and both would suffer by laying

them quite aside.

I have lately had an attack of a new complaint, which T have long

suspected that I had in my body, in actu primo, as the pedants call it,

but which I never felt in actu secundo, till last week, and that is a fit

of the stone or gravel. It was, thank God, but a slight one; but it was
dans toutes les formes; for it was preceded by a pain in my loins,

which I at first took for some remains of my rheumatism ; but was
soon convinced of my mistake, by making water much blacker than
coffee, with a prodigious sediment of gravel. I am now perfectly easy

again, and Lave no more indications of this complaint.

God keep you from that and deafness! Other complaints are the

common, and almost the inevitable lot of human nature, but admit of

some mitigation. God bless you 1

LETTER CCCLXX.

Blaochkath, A'lguat 22, 1768.

My dear Friend: You will, by this post, hear from others, that

Lord Egremont died two days ago of an apoplexy ; which, from his

figure, and the constant plethora he lived in, was reasonably to be
expected. You will ask me, who is to be Secretary in his room : To
which I answer, that I do not know. I should guess Lore1 Sandwich,
to be succeeded in the Admiralty by Charles Townshend; unless the

Duke of Bedford, who seems to have taken to himself the department
of Europe, should have a mind to it. This event may perhaps produce
others ; but, till this happened, everything was in a state of inaction,

and absolutely nothing was done. Before the next session, this chaos
must necessarily take some form, either by a new jumble of its own
atoms, or by mixing them with the more efficient ones of the oppo-
sition.

I see by the newspapers, as well as by your letter, that the difficulties

still exist about your ceremonial at Ratisbon ; should they, from pride
and folly, prove insuperable, and obstruct your real business, there is

one expedient, which may perhaps remove difficulties, and which I

have often known practised; but which I believe our people kro-v»
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here know nothing of; it is, to have the character of minister, only, v.,

your ostensible title, and that of envoy extraordinary in your pocket, to

produce occasionally, especially if you should be sent to any of the

electors in your neighbourhood ; or else, in any transactions that you
may have, in which your title of envoy extraordinary may create great

difficulties, to have a reversal given you, declaring, that the temporary
suspension of that character, ne donnera pas la moindre atteinte ni a
vos droits, ni d vos pretensions. As for the rest, divert yourself as well

as you can, and eat and drink as little as you can : And so God bless

vou?

LETTER OOOLXXI.

Blaciheath, September 1, 17«8.

My dear Friend : Great news ! The King sent for Mr. Pitt last Satur-

day, and the conference lasted a full hour; on the Monday following,

another conference, which lasted much longer; and yesterday a third,

longer than either. You take for granted, that the treaty was concluded
and ratified ; no such matter, for this last conference broke it entirely

off; and Mr. Pitt and Lord Temple went yesterday evening to their re-

spective country houses. Would you know what it broke off upon, you
must ask the newsmongers, and the coffee-houses; who, I daresay, know
it all very minutely; but 1, who am not apt to know any thing that I

do not know, honestly and humbly confess, that I cannot tell yoa
;
pro-

bably one party asked too much, and the other would grant too little.

However- the King's dignity was not, in my mind, much consulted, by
their making him sole plenipotentiary of a treaty, which they were not

in all events determined to conclude. It ought surely to have been be-

gun by some inferior agent, and his Majesty should only have appeared
in rejecting or ratifying it. Louis XIV. never sat down before a town
in person, that was not sure to be taken.

However, ce qui est differe n :

est pas perdu ; for this matter must be
taken up again, and concluded before the meeting of the Parliament,

and probably upon more disadvantageous terms to the present Ministers,

who have tacitly admitted, by this negociation, what their enemies
have loudly proclaimed, that they are not able to carry on affairs. So
much de re politica.

I have at last done the best office that can be done to most married
people ; that is, I have fixed the separation between my brother and his

wife; and the definitive treaty of peace will be proclaimed in about a

fortnight; for the only solid and lasting peace, between a man and hia

wife is, doubtless, a separation. God bless you 1

LETTER OOOLXXII.

Blaokhbatk, B&ptember 80, 1788.

Mt dear Friend : You will have known, long before this, from the

office, that the departments are not cast as you wished ; for Lord Halifax,

as senior, lad of course his choice, and chose the southern upon account
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of the colonies. The Ministry, such as it is, is now settled en attendant
mieux; but, in my opinion, cannot, as they are, meet the Parliament.
The only, and all the efficient people they have, are in the House of

Lords : for since Mr. Pitt has firmly engaged Charles Townshend to him,
there is not a man of the court side, in the House of Commons, who has
either abilities or words enough to call a coach. Lord B * * * is certainly

playing un dessous de cartes, and I suspect that it is with Mr. Pitt; but
what that dessous is, I do not know, though all the coffee-houses do
most exactly.

The present inaction, I believe, gives you leisure enough foi ennui, but

it gives you time enough too for better things; I mean reading useful

books; and, what is still more useful, conversing with yourself some
part of every day. Lord Shaftesbury recommends self-conversation to

all authors ; and I would recommend it to all men ; they would be the

better for it. Some people have not time, and fewer have inclination,

to enter into that conversation ; nay, very many dread it, and fly to the
most trifling dissipations, in order to avoid it; but, if a man would allot

half an hour every night for this self-conversation, and recapitulate with
himself whatever he has done, right or wrong, in the course of the day,

he would be both the better and the wiser for it. My deafness gives me
more than a sufficient time for self-conversation ; and I have found great

advantages from it. My brother and Lady Stanhope are at last finally

parted. I was the negotiator between them; and had so much trouble

in it, that I would much rather negociate the most difficult point of the

jus publicum Sacri Romani Imperii with the whole Diet of Ratisbon,

than negociate any point with any woman. If my brother had had some
of those self-conversations, which I recommend, he would not, I believe,

at past sixty, with a crazy, battered constitution, and deaf into the bar-

gain, have married a young girl, just turned of twenty, full of health,

and consequently of desires. But who takes warning by the fate of

others? This, perhaps, proceeds from a negligence of self-conversation,

(rod bless you.

LETTER CCCLXX1II.

Blaochbath, October IT, 17S3.

My pkar Friend : The last mail brought me your letter of the 2c

Instant, as the former had brought me that of the 25th past. 1 did sup

>ose that you would be sent over, for the first day of the session; as i

never knew a stricter muster, and no furloughs allowed. I am very sorrj

for it, for the reasons you hint at : hut, however, you did very prudently,

in doing, de bonne grace, what you could not help doing; and let that be

your rule in every thing, for the rest of your life. Avoid disagreeablo

things as much as by dexterity you can; but when they are unavoidable,

do them w**h seeming willingness and alacrity. Though this journey is

kit-timed tor you in many respects, yet, in point of finances, you will be

a gainer by it upon the whole; for, depend upon it, they will keep yos

here till the very last day of the session : and I suppose you have sojr.'

your horses, and dismissed some of your servants.—Though thev seen
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to apprehend the first day of the session so ranch, in my opinion their

danger will be much greater in the course of it.

When you are at Paris, you will of course wait upon Lord Hertford,
and desire him to present you to the King ; at the same time make my
compliments to him, and thank him for the very obliging message he left

at my house in town ; and tell him, that, had I received it in time from
thence, I would have come to town on purpose to have returned it in

person. If there are any new little books at Paris, pray bring them me.
[ have already Voltaire's Zelis dans le Bain, his Droit du Seigneur, and
Olympie. Do not forget to call once at Madame Monconseil's. and as

often as you please at Madame du Pin's. Au revoir.

LETTER OCCLXXIY.

Bath, November 44, 1TW.

My dear Friend : I arrived here, as you suppose in your letter, last

Sunday ; but after the worst day's journey I ever had in my life : it

snowed and froze that whole morning, and in the evening it rained and
thawed, which made the roads so slippery, that I was six hours coming
post from the Devizes, which is but eighteen miles from hence ; so that,

but for the name of coming post, I might as well have walked on foot.

I have not yet quite got over my last violent attack, and am weak and
flimsy.

I have now drank the waters but three days; so that, without a
miracle, I cannot yet expect much alteration, and I do not in the

least expect a miracle. If they proved les eaux de Jouvence to me,
that would be a miracle indeed; but, as the late Pope Lambertini
said, Frd noi, gli miracoli sono passati gid un pezzo.

I have seen Harte, who enquired much after you: he is dejected

and dispirited, and thinks himself much worse than he is, though
he has really a tendency to the jaundice. I have yet seen nobody
else, nor do I know who here is to be seen ; for I have not yet ex-

hibited myself to public view, except at the pump, which, at the

time I go to it, is the most private place in Bath.

After all the fears and hopes, occasioned severally by the meet-
ing of the Parliament, in my opinion, it will prove a very easy ses-

sion. Mr. Wilkes is universally given up ; and if the ministers them-
selves do not wantonly raise difficulties, I think they will meet with
none. A majority of two hundred is a great anodyne. Adieu 1 God
bless youl

LETTER CCOLXXV.

Bath, December 8, 17tt.

My dear Friend : Last post brought me your letter of the 29th past.

[ suppose C T let off his speech upon the Princess's portion,

chiefly to show that he was of the opposition ; for otherwise, the point

was not debatable unless as to the quantum, against which somelhing
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might be said ; for the late Princess of Orange (who was the eldest

daughter of a King) had no more, and her two sisters but hal^ if I am
not mistaken.

It is a great mercy that Mr. Wilkes, the intrepid defender of our

rights and liberties, is out of danger, and may live to fight and write

again in support of them ; and it is no less a mercy, that God hath

raised up the Earl of S to vindicate and promote true religion and
morality. These two blessings will justly make an epocha in the annals

of this country.

I have delivered your message to Harte, who waits with impatience

for your letter. He is very happy now in having free access to all Lord
Craven's papers, which, he says, give him great lights into the helium

tricenale ; the old Lord Craven having been the professed and valorous

knight-errant, and perhaps something more, to the Queen of Bohemia;
at least, like Sir Peter Pride, he had the honour of spending great part

of his estate in her royal cause.

I am by no means right yet; I am very weak and flimsy still; but
the Doctor assures me that strength and spirits will return; if they do,

lucro apponam, I will make the best of them ; if they do not, I will

not make their want still worse, by grieving and regretting them. I

have lived long enough, and observed enough, to estimate most things

at their intrinsic, and not their imaginary value; and, at seventy, I find

nothing much worth either desiring or fearing. But these reflections,

which suit with seventy, would be greatly premature at two-and-thirty.

So make the best of your time; enjoy the present hour, but memor
ultima. God bless you

!

LETTER CCOLXXVI.

Bath, December 11 »768.

My deab Friend: I received your letter this morning, in whic i yot
reproach me with not having written to you this week. Theieasor
was, that I did not know what to write. There is that sameness in my
life here, that every day is still but at the first. I see very few people;

and, in the literal sense of the word, I hear nothing.

Mr. L and Mr. C I hold to be two very ingenious men; and
your image of the two men ruined, one by losing his law-suit, and the

other by carrying it, is a very just one. To be sure, they felt in them-
selves uncommon talents for business and speaking, which were to reim-

burse them.
Harte has a great poetical work to publish, before it be long ; he has

shown me some parts of it. He had entitled it Emblems, bu», I per-

suaded him to alter that name for two reasons ; the first was, because

they were not emblems, but fables ; the second was, that if they had
been emblems, Quarles had degraded and vilified that nanu to such a

degree, that i' *s impossible to make use of it after him ; so they are to

be called fables, though moral tales would, in my mind, be the properest

name. If you ask me what I think of those I have seen, I must say.

that tunt plura bona, qucedam mediocria, et qucedam
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Your report of future changes, I cannot think is wholly groundless

;

for it still runs strongly in ray head, that the mine we talked of will be
§prung, at or before the end of the session.

I have got a little more strength, but not quite the strength of Her-
cules ; so that I will not undertake, like him, fifty deflorations in one
night ; for I really believe that I could not compass them. So good
night, and God bless you

!

LETTER COOLXXVII.

Bath, December 24, 1768.

My dear Friend : 1 confess 1 was a good deal surprised at your press-

ing me so strongly to influence Parson Rosenhagen, when you well know
the resolution 1 had made several years ago, and which I have scrupu
lously observed ever since, not to concern myself, directly or indirectly,

in any party political contest whatsoever. Let parties go to loggerheads

as much and as long as they please ; I will neither endeavour to part

them, nor take the part of either ; for I know them all too well. But
you say, that Lord Sandwich has been remarkably civil and kind to you.

I am very glad of it, and he can by no means impute to you my obsti-

nacy, folly, or philosophy, call it what you please : you may with great

truth assure him, that you did all you could to obey his commands.
I am sorry to find that you are out of order, but I hope it is only a

cold ; should it be any thing more, pray consult Dr. Maty, who did you
so much good in your last illness, when the great medicinal Mattadores did

you rather harm. I have found a Monsieur Diafoirus here, Dr. Moisy,

who has really done me a great deal of good ; and I am sure I wanted
*t a great deal, when I came here first. I have recovered some strength,

and a little more will give me as much as I can make use of.

Lady Brown, whom I saw yesterday, makes you many compliments

;

and I wish you a merry Christmas, and a good night. Adieu I

LETTER CCCLXXVIII.

Bath, December 81, 1768.

Mr dear Friend : Gravenkop wrote me word, by the last post, that

you were laid up with the gout : but I much question it, that is,

whether it is the gout or not. Your last illness, before you went

abroad, was pronounced the gout, by the skilful, and proved at last a

mere rheumatism. Take care that the same mistake is not made this

year; and that by giving you strong and hot medicines to throw out

the gout, they do not inflame the rheumatism, if it be one.

Mr. Wilkes has imitated some of the great men of antiquity, by going

into voluntary exile: it was his only way of defeating both his creditors

and his prosecutors. Whatever his friends, if he has any, give out of

his returning soon, I will answer for it, that it will be a long timo

before that soon comes.

I have been much out of order these four days, of a violent cold
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which I do not know how I got, and which obliged me to suspend
drinking the waters : but it is now so much better, that I propose
resuming them for this week, and paying my court to you in town
on Monday or Tuesday seven-night : but this is sub spe rati only. God
bless you I

LETTER CCCLXXIX.

Blackhsath, Juiy 80, 1TM.

My dkak Friend : I have this moment received your letter of the
8d, from Prague, but I never received that which you mention from
Ratisbon ; this made me think you in such rapid motion, that I did no3
know where to take aim. I now suppose that you are arrived, though
not yet settled, at Dresden

;
your audiences and formalities are, to be.

sure, over, and that is great ease of mind to you.

I have no political events to acquaint you with ; the summer is not
the season for them, they ripen only in winter

;
great ones are expected

immediately before the meeting of Parliament, but that, you know, is

always the language of fears and hopes. However, I rather believe that

there will be something patched up between the ins and the outs.

The whole subject of conversation, at present, is the death and will

of Lord Bath : he has left above twelve hundred thousand pounds in

land and money ; four hundred thousand pounds in cash, stocks, and
mortgages; his own estate, in land, was improved to fifteen thousand
pounds a-year, and the Bradford estate, which he * *

, is as much

;

both which, at only five-and-twenty years' purchase, amount to eight

hundred thousand pounds; and all this he has left to his brother, Gene-
ral Pulteney, and in his own disposal, though he never loved him. The
legacies he has left are trilling; for, in truth, he cared for nobody: the

words give and bequeath were too shocking for him to repeat, and so he
left all in one word to his brother. The public, which was long the

dupe of his simulation and dissimulation, begins to explain upon him
;

and draws such a picture of him as I gave you long ago.

Your late secretary has been with me three or four times ; he wants
something or another, and it seems all one to him what, whether civil or

military; in plain English, he wants bread. He has knocked at the

doors of some of the Ministers, but to no purpose. 1 wish with all my
heart that I could help him : I told him fairly that I could not, but
advised him to find some channel to Lord B * * *, which, though
a Scotchman, he told me he could not. He brought a packet of letters

from the office to you, which I made him seal up ; and 1 keep it for you,

as I suppose it makes up the series of your Ratisbon letters.

As for me, I am just what I was when you left me, that is, nobody.
Old age steals upon me insensibly. I grow weak and decrepit, but do
not suffer, and so I am content.

Forbes brought me four books of yours, two of which were Bieu*-

foldt's Letters ; in which, to my knowledge, there are many notorious

lies.

Make my compliments to Comte Einsiedel, whom I love and hono^i
much; and 9~> good night to wine Excellentz.

25
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JNow our correspondence may be more regular, and I expect a lettet

from you every fortnight. I will be regular on my part : but write

oftcner to vour mother, if it be but three lines.

LETTER CCCLXXX.

Blackhkath, July 27, 17M.

My deab Friend: I received, two days ago, your letter of the 11th

from Dresden, where I am very glad that you are safely arrived at

last. The prices of the necessaries of life are monstrous there; and
I do not conceive how the poor natives subsist at all, after having
been so long and so often plundered by their own as well as by other

sovereigns.

As for procuring you either the title or the appointments of Plenipo-

tentiary, I could as soon procure them from the Turkish as from the

English Ministry ; and, in truth, I believe they have it not to give.

Now to come to your civil list, if one may compare small things

with great: I think I have found out a better refreshment for it

than you propose; for to-morrow I shall send to your cashier,

Mr. Larpent, five hundred pounds at once, for your use, which, I pre-

sume, is better than by quarterly payments ; and 1 am very apt to think
that, next midsummer day, he will have the same sum, and for the same
use, consigned to him.

It is reported here, and I believe not without some foundation, that

the Queen of Hungary has acceded to the Family Compact between
France and Spain : if so, I am sure it behoves us to form in time a coun-

ter alliance, of at least equal strength ; which I could easily point out,

but which, I fear, is not thought of here.

The rage of marrying is very prevalent; so that there will be proba-

bly a great crop of cuckolds next winter, who are at present only cocut

en herbe. It will contribute to population, and so far must be allowed

to be a public benefit. Lord G , Mr. B , and Mr. D , are,

in this respect, very meritorious ; for they have all married handsome
women, without one shilling fortune. Lord must indeed take

some pains to arrive at that dignity: but I daresay he will bring

it about, by the help of some young Scotch or Irish officer. Good
night, and God bless you

!

LETTER C0CLXXX1.

Blackhkath, September 8, 'ft*

My dear Friend : I have received your letter of the 13 th past. I se*

that your complete arrangement approaches, and you need not be in a

aarry to give entertainments, since so few others do.

Oomte Flemming is the man in the world the best calculated to re-

trieve the Saxon finances, which have been all this century squandered

And lavished with the most absurd profusion: he has certainly abilities,

and 1 belieie ''itegrity ; I dare answer for him, that the gentleness And
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flexibility of his temper will not prevail with him *o yield to the impor-
tunities of craving and petulant applications. I see in him another
Sully; and therefore I wish he were at the head of our finances.

France and Spain both insult us, and we take it too tamely ; for this

is, in my opinion, the time for us to to talk high to them. France, I am
persuaded, will not quarrel with us, till it has got a navy at least equal

to ours, which cannot be these three or four years at soonest; and then,

indeed, I believe we shall hear of something or other ; therefore, this is

the moment for us to speak loud ; and we shall be feared, if we do not
shew that we fear.

Here is no domestic news of changes and chances in the political

world ; which, like oysters, are only in season in the R months, when
the Parliament sits. I think there will be some then, but of what kiud,

God knows.
I have received a book for you, and one for myself, from Harte It

is upon agriculture, and will surprise you, as I confess it did me. This
work is not only in English, but good and elegant English ; he has
even scattered graces upon his subject; and, in prose, has come very

near Virgil's Georgics in verse. I have written to him, to congratalate

his happy transformation. As soon as I can find an opportunity, I will

send you your copy. You (though no Agricola) will read it with
pleasure.

I know Mackenzie, whom you mention. Cest une dtlie; sed cave.

Make mine and Lady Chesterfield's compliments to Comte et Comtess«
Flemming; and so, Dieu vous aye en sa sainte garde!

LETTER CCCLXXXI1.

Blackheath, September 14, 17M.

My dear Friend: Yesterday I received your letter of the 30th past,

by which I find that you had not then got mine, which I sent you the

day after I had received your former; you have had no great loss of it;

for, as I told you in my last, this inactive season of the year supplies

no materials for a letter; the winter may, and probably will, produce
an abundant crop, but of what grain I neither know, guess, nor care. I

take it for granted, that Lord B * * * mrnagera encore, but by the as-

sistance of what bladders or cork-waistcoats God only knows. The
death of poor Mr. Legge, the epileptic fits of the Duke of Devonshire,

for which he is gone to Aix-la-ChapcLle, and the advanced age of the

Duke of Newcastle, seem to facilitate an accommodation, if Mr. Pitt and
Lord Bute are inclined to it.

You ask me what I think of the death of poor Iwan, and of the per

son who ordered it. You may remember that I often said, she would
murder or marry him, or probably both ; she has chosen the safest al-

ternative; and has now completed her character offemme forte, above

§cruples and hesitation. If Machiavel were alive, she would probably

be his heroine, as Caesar Borgia was his hero. Women are all so far

Machiavelians, that they are never either good or bad by halves; their

passion* are too strong, and their reason too weak, to do anything witb
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moderation. She will, perhaps, meet, before it is long, -with some Scy-

thian as free from prejudices as herself. If there is one Oliver Crom-
well in the three regiments of guards, he will probably, for the sake of

his dear country, depose and murder her ; for that is one and the same
thing in Russia.

You seem now to be settled, and Men nippe at Dresden. Four seden
tary footmen, and one running one, font equipage leste. The German
ones will give you, seine Excellentz ; and the French ones, if you have
any, Monseigneur.
My own health varies, as usual, but never deviates into good. God

bless you, and send you better 1

LETTER OOOLXXXm.
Blackhbath, October 4, 176*.

My dkab Fbiend : I have now your last letter, of the 16th past, lying

before me, and I gave your inclosed to Grevenkop, which has put him
into a violent bustle to execute your commissions, as well and as cheap
as possible. I refer him to his own letter. He tells you true, as to

Comtesse Cosel's diamonds, which certainly nobody will buy here, un-
sight unseen, as they call it ; so many minutiae concurring to increase

or lessen the value of a diamond. Your Cheshire cheese, your Burton
alo and beer, I charge myself with, and they shall be sent you as soon
as possible. Upon this occasion I will give you a piece of advice, which
by experience I know to be useful. In all commissions, whether from
men or women, point de galanterie, bring them in yoar account, and be
paid to the uttermost farthing; but if you would shew them une galan-
terie, let your present be of something that is not in your commission,
otherwise you will be the Commissionaire oanal of all the women of
Saxony. A propos, Who is your Comtesse de Cosel ? Is she daughter,

or grand-daughter, of the famous Madame de Cosel, in King Augustus's
time ? Is she young or old, ugly or handsome ?

I do not wonder that people are wonderfully surprised at our tame-
ness and forbearance, with regard to France and Spain. Spain, indeed,

has lately agreed to our cutting logwood, according to the treaty, and
sent strict orders to their governor to allow it ; but you will observe
too, that there is not one word of reparation for the losses we lately sus-

tained there. But France is not even so tractable ; it will pay but half

the money due, upon a liquidated account, for the maintenance of their

prisoners. Our request, to have Comte d'Estaing recalled and censured,

they have absolutely rejected, though, by the laws of war, he might be
longed for having twice broke his parole. This does not do France
iicnour: however, I think we shall be quiet, and that at the only time,

perhaps this century, when we might, with safety, be otherwise: but
this is nothing new, nor the first time, by many, when national honour
and interest have been sacrificed to private. It has always been so:

and one may say, upon this occasion, what Horace says upon another,

Ifamfuit ante Helenarn.

I have seen les Contes de Ouillaume Vad&, and like most of tharo Mt
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little, that I can hardly think them Voltaire 8, but rather the scraps that

have fallen from his table, and been worked up by inferior workmen,
under his name. I have not seen the other book you mention, the Dic-
tionnaire Portatif. It is not yet come over.

I shall next week go to take my winter-quarters in London, the wea-
ther here being very cold and damp, and not proper for an old, shattered

and cold carcase, like mine. In November I will go to the Bath, to

careen myself for the winter, and to shift the scene. Good night.

LETTER COOLXXXIV.

London, October 19, 1764.

My dear Friend : Yesterday morning Mr. * * came to me, from Lord
Halifax, to ask me whether I thought you would approve of vacating

your seat in Parliament, during the remainder of it, upon a valuable

consideration, meaning money. My answer was, that 1 really did not
know your disposition upon that subject ; but that I knew you would be
very willing, in general, to accommodate them, so far as lay in your
power: That your election, to my knowledge, had cost you two thousand
pounds; that this Parliament had not sat above half its time; and that,

for my part, I approved of the measure well enough, provided you had
an equitable equivalent. I take it for granted, that you will have a

letter from , by this post, to that effect, so that you must consider

what you will do. What I advise, is this: Give them a good deal of

Oalbanum in the first part of your letter. Le Galbanum ne coute rien;

and then say, that you are willing to do as they please; but that you
hope an equitable consideration will be had to the two thousand pounds,

which your seat cost you in the present Parliament, of which not above
half the term is expired. Moreover, that }*ou take the liberty to remind
them, that your being sent from Ratisbon, last session, when you were
just settled there, put you to the expense of three or four hundred
pounds, for which you were allowed nothing; and that, therefore, you
hope they will not think one thousand pounds too much, considering all

these circumstances: but that, in all events, you will do whatever they

desire. Upon the whole, I think this proposal advantageous to you, as

you probably will not make use of your seat this Parliament; and further,

as it will secure you from another unpaid journey from Dresden, in case

they meet, or fear to meet, with difficulties in any ensuing session of the

present Parliament. Whatever one must do, one should do de bonne

grace. Dixi. God bless you.

LETTER CCCLXXXV.

Bath, November 10, 1'iM.

M.t dear Fribnd : 1 am much concerned at the account you gave ms
of yourself, in your last letter. There is, to be sure, at such a town as

Dresden, at least some one very skilful physician, whom I hope yon have
consulted; and I wouM have you acquaint him with all your several
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attacks of this nature, from your great one at Laubach, to your late one
at Dresden: tell him, too, that in your last illness in England, the physi-

cians mistook your case, and treated it as the gout, till Maty came, who
treated it as a rheumatism, and cured you. In my own opinion, you
have never had the gout, but always the rheumatism; which, to my
knowledge, is as painful as the gout can possibly be, and should be treated

in a quite different way ; that is, by cooling medicines and regimen, in-

stead of those inflammatory cordials which they always administer where
they supppse the gout, to keep it, as they say, out of the stomach.

I have been here now just a week ; but have hitherto drank so little

of the water, that I can neither speak well nor ill of it. The number of

people in this place is infinite ; but very few whom I know. Harte seems
settled here for life. He is not well, that is certain ; but not so ill nei

ther as he thinks himself, or at least would be thought.
I long for your answer to my last letter, containing a certain proposal,

which, by this time, I suppose has been made you, and which, in the
main, I approve of your accepting.

God bless you, my dear friend i and send you better health 1 Adieu.

LETTER COOLXXXVI.

London, February 86, 1766.

My dear Friend : Your last letter, of the 5th, gave me as much
pleasure as your former had given me uneasiness ; and Larpent's ac-

knowledgment of his negligence frees you from those suspicions, which I

own I did entertain, and which I believe every one would, in the same
concurrence of circumstances, have entertained. So much for that.

You may depend upon what I promised you, before midsummer next,

at farthest, and at least.

All I can say of the affair between you, of the Corps Diplomatique,
and the Saxon Ministers, is, que voild Men du bruit pour une omelette

au lard. It will most certainly be soon made up ; and in that negocia-

tion shew yourself as moderate and healing as your instructions from
hence will allow, especially to Comte de Flemming. The King of Prussia,

I believe, has a mind to insult him personally, as an old enemy, or else

to quarrel with Saxony, that dares not quarrel with him ; but some of

the Corps Diplomatique here assure me it is only a pretence to recall his

envoy, and to send, when matters shall be made up, a little secretary

there, d moins defraix, as he does now to Paris and London.
Comte Bruhl is much in fashion here ; I like him mightily ; he has

very much le ton de la bonne compagnie. Poor Schrader died last Sat-

urday, without the least pain or sickness. God bless you 1

BETTER COOLXXX^ti.

London, April 28, 1765.

My dear Friend : The day before yesterday I received your letter of

Vbe 8d instont. I find that vour important affair of the ceremonial id
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adjusted at last, as I foresaw it would be. Such minutim are often laid

hold on as a pretence, for powers who have a mind to quarrel ; but are

never tenaciously insisted upon where there is neither interest nor incli-

nation to break. Corate Flemming, though a hot, is a wise man ; and I

was sure would not break, both with England and Hanover, upon so

trilling a point, especially during a minority. A propos of a minority;

the King is to come to the House to-morrow, to recommend a bill to

settle a Regency, in case of his demise while his successor is a minor.

Upon the King's late illness, which was no trifling one, the whole nation

cried out aloud for such a bill, for reasons which will readily occur to

you, who know situations, persons, and characters here. I do not know
the particulars of this intended bill; but I wish it may be copied exactly

from that which was passed in the late King's time, when the present

King was a minor. I am sure there cannot be a better.

Y<>u inquire about Monsieur de Guerchy's affair; and I will give you
as succinct an account as I can of so extraordinary and perplexed a
i ransaction : but without giving you my own opinion of it, by the common
post. You know what passed at first between Mr. de Guerchy and
Monsieur d'Eon, in which both our Ministers and Monsieur de Guerchy,
from utter inexperience in business, puzzled themselves into disagreeable

difficulties. About three or four months ago, Monsieur du Vergy
published, in a brochure, a parcel of letters, from himself to the Due de
Choiseul; in which lie positively asserts, that Monsieur de Guerchy
prevailed with him (Vergy) to come over into England to assassinate

d'Eon; the words are, as well as I remember, que ce rCetoit pas pour se

servir de sa plume, mais de son epee, qu'on le demandoit en Angleterre.

This accusation of assassination, you may imagine, shocked Monsieur de
Guerchy, who complained bitterly to our Ministers; and they both
puzzled on for some time, without doing anything, because they did not

know what to do. At last du Vergy, about two months ago, applied

himself to the Grand Jury of Middlesex, and made oath, that Mr. de
Guerchy had hired him (du Vergy) to assassinate d'Eon. Upon this

deposition, the Grand Jury found a bill of intended murder against

Monsieur de Guerchy; which bill, however, never came to the Petty

Jury. The King granted a noli prosequi in favour of Monsieur de
Guerchy; and the Attorney-General is actually prosecuting du Vergy.
Whether the King can grant a noli prosequi in a criminal case, and
whether le droit des gens extends to criminal cases, are two points which
employ our domestic politicians, and the whole Corps Diplomatique.

Enfin, to use a very coarse and vulgar 9aying, ily a de la merde au tout

du bat&n, quelque part.

I see and hear these storms from shore, suave mari magno, &o. I

enjoy my own security and tranquillity, together with better health

than I had reason to expect at my age, and with my constitution : how-
ever, I feel a gradual decay, though a gentle one; and I think that I

shall not tumble, but slide gently to the bottom of the hill of life.

When that will be, I neither know nor care, for I am very weary
God bles.i you!

Mallet died, two days ago, of a diarrhoea, which he had carried will

him t " France, and brought back again hither.
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LETTER OCCLXXXVin.

Blackheath, July 8, lTfli.

My dear Friend: I have this moment received your letter of the
22d past; and I delayed answering your former, in daily, or rather

hourly expectation of informing you of the birth of a new Ministry;
but in vain; for, after a thousand conferences, all things remain still iD

the state which I described to you in my last. Lord S. has, I believe,

given you a pretty true account of the present state of things; but my
Lord is much mistaken, I am persuaded, when he says, that the King
has thought proper to re-establish his old servants in the management
of his affairs ; for he shews them all the public dislike possible; and,

at his levee, hardly speaks to any of them; but speaks by the hour to

anybody else. Conferences, in the meantime, go on, of which it is easy
to guess the main subject, but impossible, for me at least, to know the

particulars; but this 1 will venture to prophesy, that the whole will

soon centre in Mr. Pitt.

You seem not to know the character of the Queen : here it is. She
is a good woman, a good wife, a tender mother; and an unmeddling
Queen. The King loves her as a woman; but, I verily believe, has

never yet spoke one word to her about business. I have now told yor.

all that I know of these affairs; which, I believe, is as much as anybody
else knows, who is not in the secret. In the meantime, yc^ easily guess,

that surmises, conjectures, and reports, are infinite ; and if, as they say,

truth is but one, one million at least of these reports must be false ; for

they differ exceedingly.

You have lost an honest servant by the death of poor Louis; I would
advise you to take a clever young Saxon in his room, of whose char-

acter you may get authentic testimonies; instead of sending for one to

France, whose character you can only know from far.

When I hear more, I will write more; till when, God bless you!

LETTER CCCLXXXIX.

Blackhkatb, July 15, 1765.

My dear Friend : I told you in my last, that you should hear from
me again, as soon as I had anything more to write; and now I

have too much to write, therefore will refer you to the Gazette, and

the office letters, for all that has been done; and advise you to suspend

your opinion, as I do, about all that is to be done. Many more change?

are talked of; but so idly, and variously, that I give credit to none cf

them. There has been pretty clean sweeping already; and I do not

remember, in my time, to have seen so much at once, as an entire

new Board of Treasury, and two new Secretaries of State, cum multu
aliis, &c.

Here is a new political arch almost built, but of materials of so diffe-

rent a nature, and without a key-stone, that it does not, in my opinion,

Indicate either strength or duration. It will certainly require repairs.
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and « key-stone next winter; and that key-stone will, and must neces-

sarily be, Mr. Pitt. It is trne
(
he might have been that key-stone now

;

and would have accepted it, but not without Lord Temple's consent-
and Lord Temple positively refused. There was evidently some trick

in this, but what is past my conjecturing. Davus sum, non (Edipus.

There is a manifest interregnum in the Treasury ; for I do suppose
that Lord Rockingham and Mr. Dowdeswell will not think proper to be
very active. General Conway, who is your Secretary, has certainly

parts at least equal to his business, to which, I daresay, he will apply.

The same may be said, I believe of the Duke of Grafton ; and indeed
there is uo magic requisite for the executive part of those employments.
The ministerial part is another thing; they must scramble with their

fellow-servants, for power and favour, as well as they can. Foreign
affairs are not so much as mentioned, and, I verily believe, not thought
of. But surely some counterbalance would be necessary to the Family
Compact ; and, if not soon contracted, will be too late. God bless you 1

LETTER CCCXC.

Blacihkath, August 17, lTfcu.

My dear Friend: You are now two letters in my debt; and I fear

the gout has been the cause of your contracting that debt. When you
are not able to write yourself, let your secretary send me two or three

lines to acquaint me how you are.

You have now seen, by the London Gazette, what changes have really

been made at court; but, at the same time, I believe you have seen that

there must be more, before a Ministry can be settled ; what those will

be, God knows. Were 1 to conjecture, I should say, that the whole will

centre, before it is long, in Mr. Pitt and Co. the present being an heter

ogeneous jumble of youth and caducity, which cannot be efficient.

Charles Townshend calls the present a Lutestring Ministry ; fit only

for the summer. The next session will be not only a warm, but a violent

one, as you will easily judge, if you look over the names of the ins and

of the outs.

I feel this beginning of the autumn, which is already very cold: the

leaves are withered, fall apace, and seem to intimate that I must follow

them ; which I shall do without reluctance, being extremely weary of

this silly world. God bless you, both in it and after it

!

LETTER CCCXCI.

BLiCEHBATH, AuQUft 2C, 1T86.

My dear Friend: I received but four days ago your letter of the 2d

instant. I find by it that you are well, for you are in good spirits.

Your notion of the new birth, or regeneration of the Ministry, is a very

hist one ; and that they have not yet the true seal of the covenant is, I

Saresay, very true ; at least, it is not in the possession of either of the

(Secretaries of State, who have onlv the King's seal- ior do I believ«

25*
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(whatever his Grace may imagine) that it is even in the possession of

bhe Lord Privy Seal. I own I am lost, in considering the present aitn-

ation of affairs; different conjectures present themselves to my mind,

but none that it can rest upon. The next session must necessarily clear

ap matters a good deal; for I believe it will be the warmest and

most acrimonious one that has been known, since that of the Excise

The late Ministry, the present Opposition, are determined to attack LordB— publicly in Parliament, and reduce the late Opposition, the pre-

sent Ministry, to protect him publicly, in consequence of their supposed

treaty with him. En attendant mieux, the paper war is carried on

with much fury and scurrility on all sides, to the great entertainment

of such lazy and impartial people as myself. 1 do not know whether
you have the Daily Advertiser, and the Public Advertiser, in which all

political letters are inserted, and some very well written ones on both

eides; but I know that they amuse me, tant Men que mat, for an hour

or two every morning. Lord T is the supposed author of the pam-
phlet you mention; but I think it is above him. Perhaps his brother

C T , who is by no means satisfied with the present arrange-

ment, may have assisted him privately. As to this latter, there was a

good ridiculous paragraph in the newspapers two or three days ago •

We hear that the Right Honourable Mr. T is indisposed, at

his house in Oxfordshire, of a pain in his side ; hut it is not said in

which side.

I do not find that the Duke of York has yet visited you ; if he should,

it may be expensive, mais on trouvera moyen. As for the lady, if you
should be very sharp set for some English flesh, she has it amply in her

power to supply you if she pleases. Pray tell me in your next, what
you think of, and how you like, Prince Henry of Prussia. God bless

you!

LETTER CCOXCII.

My dear Friend : Your great character of Prince Henry, which I

take to be a very just one, lowers the King of Prussia's a great deal;

and probably that is the cause of their being so ill together. But the

King of Prussia, with his good parts, should reflect upon that trite and
true maxim, Qui invidet minor, or Mr. de la Rouchefoucault's, Que
Venvie est la plus basse de toutes les passions, puisqu'on avoue bien

des crimes, mais que personne rtavoue Venvie. I thank God, I never was
sensible of that dark and vile passion, except that formerly I have some-
times envied a successful rival with a fine woman. But now that cause

is ceased, and consequently the effects.

What shall I, or rather what can I tell you of the political world
here ? The late ministers accuse the present with having done nothing,

the present accuse the late ones with having done much worse than no-

thing. Their writers abuse one another most scurrilously, but some-
times with wit. I look upon this to be peloter en attendant partU, till

battle begins in St. Stephen's Ohapel. How that will end, I pretest

I cannot conjecture ; any farther than this, that if Mr. Pitt does not

oome in to the assistance of the present ministers, they will have much
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to do to §tand their ground. C T will play bocty ; and who
else have they ? ^Nobody but C ; who has only good sense, bnt not
the necessary talents nor experience, JEre ciere tiros martemque accen-

dere cantu. I never remember, in all my time, to have seen so prob-

lematic:! 1 a state of affairs, and a man would be much puzzled which
side to bet on.

Your guest, Miss C , is another problem which T cannot solve.

She no more wanted the waters of Carlsbadt, than yon did. Is it to

shew the Duke of Kingston that he cannot live without her ? a dan-

gerous experiment ! which may possibly convince him that he can.

There is a trick no doubt in it; but what, I neither know nor care;

you did very well to shew her civilities, cela ne gate jamais rien. I

will go to my waters, that is, the Bath waters, in three weeks or a

moHtl more for the sake of bathing, than of drinking. The hot hath
always promotes my perspiration, which is sluggish, and supples my
stiff rheumatic limbs. D'ailleurs, I am at present as well, and better

than I could reasonably expect to be, anno septuagesimo primo. Ma}
you be so as long, y mas! God bless you 1

LETTER OCCXOIII.

LosDoir, October 25, 1785.

My dear Friend : I received your letter of the 10th sonica ; for I

set out for Bath to-morrow morning. If the use of those waters does
me no good, the shifting the scene for some time will at least amuse me
a little; and at my age, and with my infirmities, il faut /aire de tout

boisjieche. Some variety is as necessary for the mind, as some medi-
cines are for the body.
Here is a total stagnation of politics, which, I suppose, will continue

till the Parliament sits to do business, and that will not be till about
the middle of January; for the meeting on the 17th December is only
for the sake of some new writs. The late Ministers threaten the pre-

sent ones ; but the latter do not seem in the least afraid of the former,
and for a veiy good reason, which is, that they have the distribu-

tion of the loaves and fishes. I believe it is very certain that Mr. Pitt

will never come into this, or any other administration: He is absolutely

a cripple all the year, and in violent pain at least half of it. Such phy-
sical ills are great checks to two of the strongest passions to which
human nature is liable, love and ambition. Though I cannot persuade
myself that the present ministry can be long lived, I can as little

imagine, who or what can succeed them, telle est la disette de sujett

papables. The Duke of swears that he will have Lord per-

sonally attacked in both Houses; but I do not see how, without endan-
gering himself at the same time.

Miss is safely arrived here, and her Duke is fonder of her than
ever. It was a dangerous experiment that she tried, in leaving him
so lorig ; but it seems she knew her man.

* pity you for the inundation of your good countrymen, which ovei
vheiras you; je sais ce qxCen taut Vaune. It is, besides, expensive
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but, \s I look upon the expense to be the least evil of the two, I will

pee if a new-year's gift will not make it up.
As I am now upon the wing, I will only add, God bless you

!

LETTER COOXOIV.

Bath, November 38, 1T«6.

Mt dear Friend: I have this moment received your letter of the
10th. I have now been here a month, bathing and drinking the
waters, for complaints much of the same kind as yours, I mean pains in

my legs, hips, and arms ; whether gouty or rheumatic, God knows

;

but, I believe, both, that fight without a decision in favor of either, and
have absolutely reduced me to the miserable situation of the Sphynx's
riddle, to walk upon three legs; that is, with the assistance of my stick,

to walk, or rather hobble, very indifferently. I wish it were a
declared gout, which is the distemper of a gentleman ; whereas the
rheumatism is the distemper of a hackney-coachman or chairman, who
are obliged to be out in all weathers and at all hours.

I think you will do very right to ask leave, and I daresay you will

easily get it, to go to the baths in Suabia; that is, supposing that you
have consulted some skilful physician, if such a one there be, either at

Dresden or at Leipsic, about the nature of your distemper, and the
nature of those baths ; but, suos quisque patimur manes. We have but
a bad bargain, God knows, of this life, and patience is the only way
not to make bad worse. Mr. Pitt keeps his bed here, with a very real

gout, and not a political one, as is often suspected.

Here has been a congress of most of the ex Ministres. If they have
raised a battery, as I suppose they have, it is a masked one, for nothing
has transpired; only they confess that they intend a most vigorous
attack. JD'ailleurs, there seems to be a total suspension of all business,

till the meeting of the Parliament, and then Signa canant. I am very
glad, that, at this time, you are out of it : and for reasons that I need
not mention : you would certainly have been sent for over, and, as

before, not paid for your journey.
Poor Harte is very ill, and condemned to the Hot well at Bristol. Ho

is a better poet than philosopher ; for all this illness and melancholy
proceeds originally from the ill success of his Gustavus Adolphus.
He is grown extremely devout, which I am very glad of, because that

is dways a comfort to the afflicted.

I cannot present Mr. Larpent with my New-year's gift, till I come to

town, which will be before Christmas at farthest; till when, God blesa

yon ! Adieu.

LETTER OOOXOV.

Lokdoh, December 27
', 174ft.

Mt dear Friend: 1 arrived here from Bath last Monday, rather, but

not ?n\\& better, than when I went there. My rheumatic pains, in v y
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.egs and hips, plague me still : and I must never expect to be joite fre«

from them.
You have to be sure had from the office an account of what the Par-

liament did, or rather did not do, the day of their meeting; and the

same point will be the great object at their next meeting ; I mean the

affair of our American Colonies, relatively to the late imposed Stamp-
duty, which our Colonists absolutely refuse to pay. The Admin-
istration are for some indulgence and forbearance to those froward
shildren of their mother country: the Opposition are for taking vigor-

ous, as they call them, but I call them violent measures ; not less than
les dragonnades ; and to have the tax collected by the troops we have
there. For my part, 1 never saw a froward child mended by whip-
ping; and I would not have the mother country become a step-mother.
Our trade to America brings in, communibus annis, two millions

a year; and the Stamp-duty is estimated at but one hundred thousand
pounds a year; which I would by no means bring into the stock of

the Exchequer, at the loss or even the risk of a million a-year to the
national stock.

1 do not tell you of the Garter given away yesterday, because the
newspapers will; but, I must observe, that the Prince of Brunswick's
ribband is a mark of great distinction to that family ; which, I believe,

is the first (except our own Royal Family) that has ever had two blue
ribbands at a time; but it must be owned they deserve them.
One hears of nothing now in town, but the separation of men and

their wives. Will Finch, the ex-vice Chamberlain, Lord Warwick,
and your friend Lord Bolingbroke. I wonder at none of them for

parting; but I wonder at many for still living together; for in this

country it is certain that marriage is not well understood.

I have this day sent Mr. Larpent two hundred pounds for your
Christmas-box, of which I suppose he will inform you by this post.

Make this Christmas as merry a one as you can : for pour le peu du bon
terns qui nous reste, rien rCest sifuneste, qu'un noir chagrin. For the
new years ; God send you many, and happy ones ! Adieu.

LETTEPv CCCXCVI.

Losvom, February 11, 1766.

My dear Friend: I received, two days ago, your letter of the 25th
past; and your former, which you mention in it, but ten days ago; this

may easily be accounted for from the badness of the weather, and con-

sequentlyof the roads. I hardly remember so severe a winter ; it has

occasioned many illnesses here. I am sure it pinched my crazy carcase

so much, that, about three weeks ago, I was obliged to be let blood twice

in four days ; which I found afterwards was very necessary, by the relief

it gave to my head, and to the rheumatic pains in my limbs ; and fron

the execrable kind of blood which I lost.

Perhaps you expect from me a particular account of the present staU

of affairs here ; but if you do you will be disappointed ; for no man living

and I still less than any one) knows what it is; it varies, not only daily
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but hourly. Most people think, and I amongst the rest, that the date ol

the present Ministers is pretty near out ; but how soon we are to have a

new style, God knows. This, however, is certain, that the Ministers had
a contested election in the House of Commons, and got it but by eleven
votes; too small a majority to carry any thing: the next day they lost

a question in the House of Lords, by three. The question in the House
of Lords was, to enforce the execution of the Stamp-act in the Colonies
vi et armis. What conclusions you will draw from these premises, I do
not know ; but I protest I draw none ; but only stare at the present

undecipherable state of affairs, which, in fifty years' experience, I have
never seen any thing like. The Stamp-act has proved a most pernicious

measure ; for, whether it is repealed or not, which is still very doubtful,

it has given such terror to the Americans, that our trade with them will

not be, for some years, what it used to be; and great numbers of our
manufacturers at home will be turned a starving, for want of that em-
ployment, which our very profitable trade to America found them : and
hunger is always the cause of tumults and sedition.

As you have escaped a fit of the gout in this severe cold weather, it is

to be hoped you may be entirely free from it, till next winter at least

P. S. Lord having parted with his wife, now keeps another
at a great expense. I fear he is totally undone.

LETTER CCCXCVII.

London, March IT, 1766.

My deae Friend : You wrong me, in thinking me in your debt; for J

never receive a letter of yours, but T answer it by the next post, or the

next but one, at farthest : t^c I c^n easily conceive that my two last

letters to you may have been drowned or frozen in their way; for por-

tents, and prodigies of frost, snow and inundations, have been so frequent

this winter, that they have almost lost their names.
You tell me that you are going to the baths of Baden; but that puz-

zles me a little, so I recommend this letter to the care of Mr. Larpent, to

forward to you ; for Baden I take to be the general German word for

baths, and the particular ones are distinguished by some epithet, as

Weissbaden, Carlsbaden, &c. I hope they are not cold baths, which I

have a very ill opinion of, in all arthritic or rheumatic cases; and your
case I take to be a compound of both, but rather more of the latter.

You will probably wonder that I tell you nothing of public matters;

upon which I shall be as secret as Hotspur's gentle Kate, who would not

tell what she did not know; but what is singular, nobody seems to know
any more of them than I do. People gape, stare, conjecture, and refine.

Changes of the Ministry, or in the Ministry, at least, are daily reported

And foretold, but of what kind, God only knows. It is also very doubtful

whether Mr. Pitt will come into the administration or not; the two
present Secretaries are extremely desirous that he should; but the others

think of the horse that called the man to its assistance. I will say no
fhing to you about American affairs, because I have not pens, ink, oj
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paper enough to give yon an intelligible account of them. They have
been the subjects of warm and acrimonious debates, both m the Lords
and Commons, and in all companies.
The repeal of the Stamp-act is at last carried through. I am glad of

it, and gave my proxy for it, because I saw many more inconveniences
from the enforcing than from the repealing it.

Colonel Browne was with me the other day, and assured me that he
left you very well. He said he saw you at Spa, but I did not remember
him ; though T remember his two brothers, the Colonel and the ravisher,

very well. Your Saxon colonel has the brogue exceedingly. Present
my respects to Count Flemming; I am very sorry for the Countess's ill

ness ; she was a most well-bred woman.
You would hardly think that I gave a dinner to the Prince of Bruns-

wick, your old acquaintance. I am glad it is over; but I could not
avoid it. U m'avoit accahle de politesses God bless yon !

LETTER CCCXCVIII.

Blaokhiath, June 18, 1766.

My dear Friend : I received, yesterday, your letter of the 30th past.

I waited with impatience for it, not having received one from you of

six weeks ; nor your mother neither, who began to be very sure that

you were dead, if not buried. You should write to her once a week, or

at least once a-fortnight; for women make no allowance either for busi-

ness or laziness : whereas I can, by experience, make allowances for both

:

however, I wisli you would generally write to me once a fortnight.

Last week I paid my Midsummer offering, of five hundred pounds, to

Mr. Larpent, for your use, as I suppose he has informed you. I am
punctual, you must allow.

"What account shall I give you of ministerial affairs here? I protest

I do not know : your own description of them is as exact a one as any
I, who am upon the place, can give you. It is a total dislocation and
derangement ; consequently a total inefficiency. When the Duke of

Grafton quitted the seals, he gave that very reason for it, in a speech
in the House of Lords: he declared, ''that he had no objection to the

persons or the measures of the present Ministers; but that he thought
they wanted strength and efficiency to carry on proper measures with
success ; and that he knew but one man (meaning, as you will easily

suppose, Mr. Pitt,) who could give them strength and solidity; that,

under this person, he should be willing to serve in any capacity, not only

as a General Officer, but as a pioneer ; and would take up a spade and
a mattock." When he quitted the seals, they were offered first to Lord
Egmont, then to Lord Hardwicke; who both declined them, probably
for the same reasons that made the Duke of Grafton resign them ; but

after their going a-begging for some time, the Duke of begged
them, and has them /ante de mieux. Lord Mountstuart was never

thought of for Vienna, where Lord Stormont returns in three months,
the former is going to be married to one of the Miss Windsors, a great

fortune. "*c tell you the speculations, the reasonings
> and the conjee-
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hires, either of the uninformed, or even of the best-informed public^

upon the present wonderful situation of affairs, would take up much
more time and paper than either you or I can afford, though we have
neither of us a great deal of business at present.

I am in as good health, as I could reasonably expect, at my age, and
with my shattered carcase ; that is, from the waist upwards ; but down-
wards it is not the same : for my limbs retain that stiffness and debility

of my long rheumatism, I cannot walk half an hour at a time. As the

autumn, and still more as the winter approaches, take care to keep your-

self very warm, especially your legs and feet.

Lady Chesterfield sends you her compliments, and triumphs in the

success of her plaster. God bless you 1

LETTER OOCXOIX.

Blackheath, July 11, 1766

My dear Friend : You are a happy mortal, to have your time thus

employed between the great and the fair; I hope you do the honours of

your country to the latter. The Emperor, by your account, seems to be
very well for an Emperor ; who, by being above the other Monarchs in

Europe, may justly be supposed to have had a proportionably worse
education. I find, by your account of him, that he has been trained up
to homicide, the only science in which Princes are ever instructed; and
with good reason, as their greatness and glory singly depend upon the

numbers of their fellow-creatures which their ambition exterminates.

If a sovereign should, by great accident, donate into moderation, justice,

and clemenc3T
, what a contemptible figure would he make in the cata-

logue of Princes! I have always owned a great regard for King Log.

From the interview at Torgaw, between the two Monarchs, they will

be either a great deal better or worse together ; but I think rather the

latter ; for our namesake, Philip de Oomines, observes, that he never
knew any good come from Vabouchement des Rois. The King of Prussia

will exert all his perspicacity, to analyse his Imperial Majesty ; and I

would bet upon the one head of his black eagle, against the two heads
of the Austrian eagle ; though two heads are said, proverbially, to be
better than one. I wish I had the direction of both the Monarchs, and
they should, together with some of their allies, take Lorraine and
Alsace from France. You will call me l'Abbe de St. Pierre ; but I only

say what I wish; whereas he thought everything that he wished
practicable.

Now to come home. Here are great bustles at court, and a grea;

change of persons is certainly very near. You will ask me, perhaps,

who is to be out, and who is to be in ! To which I answer, I do not

know. My conjecture is, that, be the new settlement what it will, Mr.
Pitt will be at the head of it. If he is, I presume, quHl aura mis de

Veau dans son vin par rapport d Mylord B ; when that shall come
to be known, as known it certainly will soon be, he may bid adieu to

his popularity. A Minister, as Minister, is very apt to be the ooject of

public dislike; and a favourite, as favourite, still more so. If any event
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of tltis kind happens, which (if it happens at all) I conjecture wid b«

some time next week, you shall hear farther from me.
I will follow your advice, and be as well as I can next winter, though

I know I shall never be free from my Hying rheumatic pains, as long &9

I live ; but whether that will be more or less, is extremely indifferent

to me ; in either case, God Diess you

!

LETTER CCCO.

Black heath, August 1, 17GC

My dear Friend: The curtain was at last drawn up, the day before

yesterday, and discovered the new actors, together with some of the old

ones. I do not name them to yon, because to-morrow's Gazette will do
it full as well as I could. Mr. Pitt, who had carte blanche given him,

named every one of them : but what would you think he named him
self for? Lord Privy Seal ; and (what will astonish you, as it does
every mortal here) Earl of Chatham. The joke here is, that he has had
afall up stairs, and nas done himself so much hurt, that he will never

be able to stand upon his legs again. Everybody is puzzled how to ac-

count for this step; though it would not be the first time that great

abilities have been duped by low cunning. But be it what it will, he is

now certainly only Earl of Chatham ; and no longer Mr. Pitt, in any
respect whatever. Such ar» event, I believe, was never read nor heard
of. To withdraw, in the fulness of his power, and in the utmost gratifi-

cation of his ambition, from the House of Commons, (which procured

him his [tower, and which could alone insure it to him,) and to go into

that hospital of incurables, the House of Lords, is a measure so unac-

countable, that nothing but proof positive could have made me believe

it: but true it is. Hac»« Stanley is to go Ambassador to Russia: and
my nephew, Ellis, to Spain, decorated with the red ribband. Lord
Shelburne is your Secretary of State, which I suppose he has notified to

you this post, by a circular letter. Charles Townshend has now the

sole management of the House of Commons ; but how long he will be

content to be only Lord Chatham's vicegerent there, is a question which
I will not pretend to decide. There is one very bad sign for Lord
Chatham, in his new dignity ; which is, that all his enemies, without
exception, rejoice at it ; and all his friends are stupefied and dumb-
founded. If I mistake not much, he will, in the course of a year, enjoy

perfect otium cum dignitate. Enough of politics.

Is the fair, or at least the fat, Miss C with you still ? It must be
confessed that she knows the arts of courts ; to be so received at Dres-

den, and so connived at in Leicester-fields.

There never was so wet a summer as this has been, in the memory ot

man ; we have not had one single day, since March, without some rain

,

but most days a great deal. I hope that does not affect your health, a*

great cold does; for, with all these inundations, it has not been cold

God bless ^ou

!
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LETTER CCCCI.

Blackhbath, August 14, 1766

Mr dear Friend: I received yesterday your letter of the 30th past

and I find by it, that it crossed mine upon the road, where they had nc
time to take notice of one another.

The newspapers have informed you, before now, of the changes actu-

ally made ; more will probably follow, but what, I am sure, I cannot
tell you ; and I believe nobody can, not even those who are to make
them : they will, I suppose, be occasional, as people behave themselves.

The causes and consequences of Mr. Pitt's quarrel now appear in print,

in a pamphlet published by Lord T ; and in a refutation of it, not

by Mr. Pitt himself, I believe, but by some friend of his, aDd under his

sanction. The former is very scurrilous and scandalous, and betrays

private conversation. My Lord says, that in his last conference, he
though he had as good a right to nominate the new ministry as Mr. Pitt,

and consequently named Lord G , Lord L , &c, for cabinet coun-

cil employments; which Mr. Pitt not consenting to, Lord T broke

up the conference, and in his wrath went to Stowe ; where I presume
he may remain undisturbed a great while, since Mr. Pitt will neither be

willing, nor able to send for him again. The pamphlet, on the part of

Mr. Pitt, gives an account of his whole political life ; and, in that re-

spect, is tedious to those who were acquainted with it before; but, at

the latter end, there is an article that expresses such supreme contempt
of Lord T , and in so pretty a manner, that I suspect it to be Mr.
Pitt'3 own : you shall judge yourself, for I here transcribe the article :

—

" But this I will be bold to say, that had he (Lord T ) not fastened

airnself into Mr. Pitt's train, and acquired thereby such an interest in that

great man, he might have crept out of life with as little notice as he
irept in ; and gone off with no other degree of credit, than that of ad-

ling a single unit to the bills of mortality." I wish I could send you all

the pamphlets and half-sheets that swarm here upon this occasion ; but

chat is impossible ; for every week would make a ship's cargo. It is

certain, that Mr. Pitt has, by his dignity of Earl, lost the greatest part

Df his popularity, especially in the city ; and I believe the Opposition

will be very strong, and perhaps prevail, next session, in the House of

Commons ; there being now nobody there, who can have the authority,

and ascendant over them, that Pitt had.

People tell me here, as young Harvey told you at Dresden, that I look

very well ; but those are words of course, which every one says to every-

body. So far is true, that I am better than at my age, and with my
broken constitution, I could have expected to be. God bless you '

LETTER CCCCII.

Blackhbath, September IS, 176».

My t»ear Friend : I have this moment received your letter of the

?7th past. I was in hopes that your course of waters this year at Baden

would have given you a lonerer reprieve from your painful complaint
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If I do no*, mistake, yon carried over with you some of Dr. Monsey'a
powders : Have you taken any of them, and hare they done you any
good? I vuow they did me a great deal. I, who pretend to some skill

in physic, advise a cool regimen, and cooling medicines.

I do not wonder, that you do wonder, at Lord C \s conduct. If

he was not outwitted into his peerage by Lord B , his accepting it

is utterly inexplicable. The instruments he has chosen for the great

offices, I believe, will never fit the same case. It was cruel to put such

a boy as Lord G over the head of old Ligonier ; and if I had been

the former, I would have refused that commission, during the life of

lhat honest and brave old general. All this to quiet the Duke of R
to a resignation, and to make Lord B Lieutenant of Ireland, where,

I will venture to prophesy, that he will not do. Ligonier was much
pressed to give up his regiment of guards, but would by no means do it;

and declared, that the King might break him if he pleased, but that he
would certainly not break himself.

I have no political events to inform you of; they will not be ripe till

the meeting of the Parliament. Immediately upon the receipt of this

letter, write me one, to acquaint me how you are.

God bless you ; and, particularly, may he send you health, for that is

the greatest blessing I

LETTER CCCCIII.

Blackdkath, SepUmb&r 80, 1796.

Mr dear Friend : I received, yesterday, with great pleasure, your
letter of the 18th, by which I consider this last ugly bout as over ; and,

to prevent its return, I greatly approve of your plan for the south of
France, where I recommend for your principal residence, Pezenas, Tou-
louse, or Bordeaux ; but do not be persuaded to go to Aix en Provence,
whicn, by experience, I know to be at once the hottest and the coldest

place in the world, from the ardour of the Provencal sun, and the sharp-

ness of the Alpine winds. I also earnestly recommend to you, for your
complaint upon your breast, to take, twice a-day, asses' or (what is bet-

ter) mares' milk, and that for these six months at least. Mingle turnips,

as much as you can, with your diet.

I have written, as you desired, to Mr. Secretary Conway; but ]

will answer for it that there will be no difficulty to obtain the leave

you ask.

There is no new event in the political world since my last ; so God
bless you 1

LETTER CCCCIY.

Loudon, October 29, 17M

My dear Friend : The last mail brought me your letter of the 17th.

I am glad to hear that your breast is so much better. You will find

Doth a.«ses atJ mares' milk enough in the south of France, where it was
siuch urank when I was there. Guy Patin recommends to a patient to
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hare no doctor but a horse ; and no apothecary bnt an ass. As fo*

your pains and weakness in your limbs, je vous en offre autant ; I have
never been free from them since my last rheumatism. I use my legs ae

much as I can, and you should do so too, for disuse makes them worse.

I cannot now use them long at a time, because of the weakness of old

age ; but I contrive to get, by different snatches, at least two hours'

walking every day, either in my garden or within doors, as the weather
permits. I set out to-morrow for Bath, in hopes of half repairs, for

Medea's kettle could not give me whole ones ; the timbers of my
wretched vessel are too much decayed to be fitted out again for use. I

hall see poor Harte there, who, I am told, is in a miserable way, be-

tween some real and some imaginary distempers.

I send you no political news, for one reason, among others, which is

that I know none. Great expectations are raised of this session, which
meets the 11th of next month; but of what kind nobody knows, and
consequently every body conjectures variously. Lord Chatham comes
to town to-morrow from Bath, wnere he has been to refit himself for

the winter campaign ; he has hitherto but an indifferent set of Aide$-de-

Camp ; and where he will find better, I do not know. Charles Town-
shend and he are already upon ill terms. Bnjlnje rCy vols goutte ; and
so God bless you I

LETTER COCOV.

Bath, November 15, 176<J.

My dear Friend : I have this moment received your letter of the

5th instant from Basle. I am very glad to find that your breast is

relieved, though perhaps at the expense of your legs : for, if the humour
be either gouty or rheumatic, it had better be in your legs than any
where else. I have consulted Moisy, the great physician of this place,

upon it; who says, that at this distance he dares not prescribe any

thing, as there may be such different causes for your complaint, which
must be well weighed by a physician upon the spot ; that is, in short,

that he knows nothing of the matter. I will therefore tell you mv
own case, in 1732, which may be something parallel to yours. 1 hac

that year been dangerously ill of a fever in Holland ; and when I

was recovered of it, the febrific humour fell into my legs, and swelled

them to that degree, and chiefly in the evening, that it was as painful

to me, as it was shocking to others. I came to England with them in

this condition ; and consulted Mead, Broxholme, and Arbuthnot, who
none of them did me the least good ; but, on the contrary, increased

the swelling, by applying poultices and emollients. In this condition I

remained near six months, till finding that the Doctors could do me no
good, I resolved to consult Palmer, the most eminent Surgeon of

St. Thomas's Hospital. He immediately told me, that the physicians

had pursued a very wrong method, as the swelling of my legs pro-

ceeded onlv from a relaxation and weakness of the cutaneous vessels

;

and he must apply strengthened instead of emollients. Accordingly,

he ordered me to put my legs up to the knees every morning in brine

from the salters, aa hot as I could bear it ; the brine must have had
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meat salted in it I did so ; and after having thus pickled my legs for

about three weeks, the complaint absolutely ceased, and I have never
had the least swelling in them since. After what I have said, I must
caution yon not to use the same remedy rashly, and without the most
skilful advice you can find, where you are; for if your swelling pro-
ceeds from a gouty, or rheumatic humour, there may be great danger in

applying so powerful an astringent, and perhaps repellant, as brine. So
go piano, and not without the best advice, upon a view of the parts.

I shall direct all my letters to you Chez Monsieur Sarrazin, who by
his trade is, I suppose, sedentaire at Basle, while it is not sure that you
will be at any one place in the south of France. Do you know that he
is a descendant of the French poet Sarrazin?
Poor Harte, whom I frequently go to see here, out of compassion, is

in a most miserable way ; he has had a stroke of the palsy, which has
deprived him of the use of his right leg, affected his speech a good deal,

and perhaps his head a little. Such are the intermediate tributes that

we are forced to pay, in some shape or other, to our wretched nature,

till we pay the last great one of all. May you pay this very late, and
as few intermediate tributes as possible ; and so juoeo te bene valere.

God bless yoa.

LETTER CCCCVI.

Bath, December 9, 1TM.

My deab Friend : 1 received, two days ago, your letter of the 26th
past. I am very glad that you begin to feel the good effects of the cli-

mate where you are ; I know it saved my life, in 1741, when both the
skilful and the unskilful gave me over. In that ramble I staid three or

four days at Nimes, where there are more remains of antiquity, I

believe, than in any town in Europe, Italy excepted. What is falsely

called la maison quarree, is, in my mind, the finest piece of architecture

that I ever saw ; and the amphitheatre the clumsiest and the ugliest

:

if it were in England, every body would swear it had been built by
Sir John Vanbrugh.

This place is now, just what you have seen it formerly ; here is a

great crowd of trifling and unknown people, whom I seldom frequent,

In the public rooms ; so that I may pass my time trfouniment, in taking

the air in my post-chaise every morning, and in reading of evenings.

And d propos of the latter, I shall point out a book, which I believe

will give you some pleasure; at least it gave me a great deal: I never
read it before. It is Reflexions sur la Poesie et la Peinture, par
VAble de Bos, in two octavo volumes ; and is, I suppose, to be had at

every great town in France. The criticisms and the reflections are just

and lively.

It may be you expect some political news from me : but I can tell you
that you will have none; for no mortal can comprehend the present

state of affairs. Eight or nine people of some consequence have
resigned their employments ; upon which Lord C made overtures

to the Duke of B and his people ; but they could by no means
tgree, an^ his Grace went the next day, full of wrath, to Wooburne,
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•o that negociation is entirely at an end. People wait to aae wh*
Lord will take in, for some he must have : even he cannot

be alone, contra mundum. Such a state of affairs, tc be sure, was nevei

6een before, in this or in any other country. When :his Ministry shall

be settled, it will be the sixth Ministry in six years 1

time.

Poor Harte is here, and in a most miserable condition; those who
wish him the best, as I do, must wish him dead. God bless yon I

LETTER OCOOVII.

Loudon, February 18, HOT.

My deab Friend : It is so long since I have had a letter from you,

that I am alarmed about your health ; and fear, that the southern parte

of France have not done so well by you, as they did by me in the year

1741, when they snatched me from the jaws of death. Let me knov,
upon the receipt of this letter, how you are, and where you are.

I have no news to send you from hence ; for everything seems sus»-

pended, both in the court and in the Parliament, till Lord Chatharav
s

return from the Bath, where he has been laid up this month, by a severe

fit of the gout ; and, at present, he has the sole apparent power. Ih

what little business has hitherto been done in the House of Commons,
Charles Townshend has given himself more ministerial airs than Lord
Chatham will, I believe, approve of. However, since Lord Chatham
has thought fit to withdraw himself from that House, he cannot well do

without Charles's abilities to manage it as his deputy.

I do not send you an account of weddings, births, and burials, as I

take it for granted that you know them all from the English printed

papers; some of which, I presume, are sent after you. Your old

acquaintance, Lord Essex, is to be married this week to Harriet Bladen,

who has £20,000 down, besides the reasonable expectation of as much
at the death of her father. My kinsman, Lord Strathmore, is to be
married in a fortnight, to Miss Bowes, the greatest heiress perhaps in

Europe. In short, the matrimonial phrenzy seems to rage at present,

and is epidemical. The men marry for money, and I believe yon
guess what the women marry for. God bless you, and send yon
health

!

LETTER CCCOYIII.

London, March 8, 1767

My deab Friend : Yesterday I received two letters at once from you,

both dated Montpellier ; one of the 29th of last December, and the

other, the 12th of February : but I cannot conceive what became of my
letters to you ; for, I assure you, that I answered all yours the next

post after I received them ; and, about ten days ago, I wrote you a

ve^nnteer, because you had been so long silent, and I was afraid that

you were not well ; but your letter of the 12th February has removed
all my fears upon that score. The same climate that has restored your
health so far, will probably, in a little more time, restore your strength
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too; though you must not expect it to be quite what it was before your
late painful complaints. At least I find, that, since my late great

rheumatism, I cannot walk above half an hour at a time, which I do
not place singly to the account of my years, but chiefly to the great
shock given then to my limbs. D'ailleurs I am pretty well for my age,

and shattered constitution.

As I told you in my last, I must tell you again in this, that I have no
news to send. Lord Chatham, at last, came to town yesterday, full of

gout, and is not able to stir hand or foot. During his absence, Charles
Townshend has talked of him, and at him, in such a manner, that

henceforwards they must be either much worse or much better together
than ever they were in their lives. On Friday last, Mr. Dowdeswell
and Mr. Grenville moved to have one shilling in the pound of the land-

tax taken oh°; which was opposed by the Court; but the Court lost it

by eighteen. The Opposition triumph much upon this victory ; though,
I think, without reason ; for it is plain that all the landed gentlemen
bribed themselves with this shilling in the pound.
The Duke of Buccleugh is very soon to be married to Lady Betty

Montague. Lord Essex was married yesterday, to Harriet Bladen ; and
Lord Strathmore, last week, to Miss Bowes ; both couples went directly

from the church to consummation in the country, from an unnecessary
fear that they should not be tired of each other if they staid in town.
And now dixi ; God bless you

!

You are in the right to go to see the assembly of the States of Lan-
guedoc, though they are but the shadow of the original EtaU, while

there was some liberty subsisting in France.

LETTER CCCCIX.

Londob, April 6, 1767.

My dear Friend : Yesterday I received your letter from Nimes, by
which I find that several of our letters have reciprocally miscarried.

This may probably have the same fate; however, if it reaches Monsieur
Sarrazin, I presume he will know where to take his aim at you ; for I

find you are in motion, and with a polarity to Dresden. I am very

glad to find by it, that your meridional journey has perfectly recovered

you, as to your general state of health ; for as to your legs and thighs,

you must never expect that they will be restored to their original

Btrength and activity, after so many rheumatic attacks as you have had.

I know that my limbs, besides the natural debility of old age, have
never recovered the severe attack of rheumatism that plagued me five

or six years ago. I cannot now walk above half an hour at a time, and
even that in a hobbling kind of way.

I can give you no account of our political world, which is in a situa-

tion that I never saw in my whole life. Lord Chatham has been so ill,

these last two months, that he has not been able (some say not willing)

to do or hear of any business; and for his sous Ministres, they either

sannot, cr dare not, do any, without his directions; so every thing is

iow at a stand This situation, I think, cannot last much longer* and
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If Lord Chatham should either quit his post, or the world, neither of
which is very improbable, I conjecture, that which is called the Rock-
ingham Connexion stands the fairest for the Ministry. But, this is

merely my conjecture
; for I have neither data nor postulata enough to

reason upon.
When you get to Dresden, which I hope yv u will not do till next

nonth, our correspondence will be more regular. God bless you 1

LETTER CCCCX.

London, May o, 17S7.

My deab Friend : By your letter cf the 25th past, from Basle, I pre-

sume this will find you at Dresden, and accordingly I direct to you
there. When you write me word that you are at Dresden, I will return
you an answer, with something better than the answer itself.

If you complain of the weather, north of Besancon, what would you
say to the weather that we have had here for these last two months,
uninterruptedly ? Snow often, north-east wind constantly, and extreme
cold. I write this by the side of a good fire; and at this moment it

snows very hard. All my promised fruit at Blackheath is quite des-

troyed ; and, what is worse, many of my trees.

I cannot help thinking that the King of Poland, the Empress of Rus-
sia, and the King of Prussia, tfentendent comme larrons en foire^

though the former must not appear in it upon account of the stupidity,

ignorance, and bigotry of his Poles. I have a great opinion of the

cogency of the controversial arguments of the Russian troops, in favour

of the Dissidents : I am sure I wish them success ; for I would have all

intoleration intolerated in its turn. We shall soon see more clearly

into this matter ; for I do not think that the Autocratrice of all the Rus-
sias will be trifled with by the Sarmatians.
What do you think of the late extraordinary event in Spain ? Could

you have ever imagined that those ignorant Goths would have dared to

banish the Jesuits? There must have been some very grave and
important reasons for so extraordinary a measure : but what theywere
I do not pretend to guess ; and perhaps I shall never know, though
all the coffee-houses here do.

Things are here in exactly the same situation, in which they were
when I wrote to you last. Lord Chatham is still ill, and only goes

abroad for an hour in a day, to take the air, in his coach. The King
has, to my certain knowledge, sent him repeated messages, desiring

him not to be concerned at his confinement, for that he is resolved

to support him, pour et contre tous. God bless you

!

LETTER CCCCXI,

London, June 1, 1761.

My dear Friend : I received yesterday your letter of the 20th past,

from Dresden where I am glad to find that you are arrived safe
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an*l sound. This has been every where an ar. us mirabili* for bad
weather, and it continues here still. Every body has fires, and their

winter clothes, as at Christmas. The town is extremeiy sickly ; and
mdden deaths have been very frequent.

I do not know what to say to you upon public matters ; things remain
in statu qvo, and nothing is done. Great changes are talked of, and,

I believe, will happen soon, perhaps next week; but who is to be

changed, for whom, I do not know, though every body else does. I am
apt to think that it will be a mosaic Ministry, made up de pieces rap-

parties from different connections.

Last Friday I sent your subsidy to Mr. Larpent, who, I suppose, haa

given you notice of it. I believe it will come very seasonably, as all

places, both foreign and domestic, are so far in arrears. They talk of

paying you all up to Christmas. The King's inferior servants are

almost starving.

I suppose you have already heard, at Dresden, that Count Briihl is

either actually married, or very soon to be so, to Lady Egreraont. She
has, together with her salary as Lady of the Bed-chamber, £2,500 a year,

besides ten thousand pounds in money left her, at her own disposal, by
Lord Egremont. All this will sound great en ecus d?Allemagne. I am
glad of it; for he is a very pretty man. God bless you

!

I easily conceive why Orloff influences the Empress of all the Rus-

sias ; but I cannot see why the King of Prussia should be influenced by
that motive.

LETTER CCCCXII.

Blackhbath, July 8, 1767.

My dear Friend : Though I have had no letter from you since my
last, and though I have no political news to inform you of, I write this

to acquaint you with a piece of Greenwich news, which I believe you
will be very glad of; I am sure I am. Know then, that your friend

Miss * * was happily married, three days ago, to Mr. * * *, an Irish

gentleman, and a member of that Parliament, with an estate of above
£2,000 a-year. He settles upon her £600 jointure, and in case they

have no children, £1,500. He happened to be by chance in her company
one day here, and was at once shot dead by her charms ; but as dead men
sometimes walk, he walked to her the next morning, and tendered her

his person and his fortune; both which, taking the one with the other,

she very prudently accepted, for his person is sixty years old.

Ministerial affairs are still in the same ridiculous and doubtful situa-

tion as when I wrote to you last. Lord Chatham will neither hear ot,

nor do any business, but lives at Hampstead, and rides about the heath:

His gout is said to be fallen upon his nerves. Your provincial secre-

tary, Conway, quits this week, and returns to the army, for which he
languished. Two Lords are talked of to succeed him ; Lord Egmont,
and Lord Hillsborough : I rather hope the latter. Lord North ington
certainly quits this week; but nobody guesses who is to succeed him as

President. A thousand other changes are talked of, which I neither

Del»e ~e nor reject.

26
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Poor Harte is in a most miserable condition: He has lost one side of

himself, and in a great measure his speech ; notwithstanding which, he

is going to publish his divine poems, as he calls them. I am sorry fot

it, as he had not time to correct them before this stroke, nor abilities

to do it since. God bless you 1

LETTER CCCCXIII.

Blackhbath, July 9, 1767.

My dear Friend: 1 have received yours of the 21st past, with the

nclosed proposal from the French refugies, for a subscription towards

building them un temple. I have shewn it to the very few people I

lee, but without the least success. They told me (and with too much truth)

that while such numbers of poor were literally starving here from the

dearness of all provisions, they could not think of sending their money
into another country, for a building which they reckoned useless. In

truth, I never knew such misery as is here now ; and it affects both

the hearts and the purses of those who have either ; for my own part,

I never gave to a building in ray life; which I reckon is only giving to

masons and carpenters, and the treasurer of the undertaking.

Contrary to the expectations of all mankind here, every thing still

continues in statu quo. General Conway has been desired by the

King to keep the seals till he has found a successor for him, and the

Lord President the same. Lord Chatham is relapsed, and worse than

ever : he sees nobody, and nobody sees him : it is said, that a bungling

physician has checked his gout, and thrown it upon his nerves ; which
is the worst distemper that a minister or a lover can have, as it debili

tates the mind of the former, and the body of the latter. Here is at

present an interregnum. We must soon see what order will be pro-

duced from this chaos.

The Electorate, I believe, will find the want of Comte Flemrain^ ; for

he certainly had abilities ; and was as sturdy and inexorable as u Min-

ister at the head of the finances ought always to be. When yen see

Comtesse Flemming, which I suppose cannot be for some time pray

make her Lady Chesterfield's and my compliments of condolence.

You say that Dresden is very sickly ; I am sure London is at 1< ast as

sickly now, for there reigns an epidemical distemper, called by ths gen-

teel name of Vinfluenza. It is a little fever, of which scarcely an/body
dies ; and it generally goes off with a little looseness. I have escaped

it, I believe, by being here : God keep you from all distempera, and

bless you 1

LETTER CCCCXIV.

Lohdom, OdOv er SO, T67.

My dear Friend : have now left Blackheath, till the next sun mer.

If I live till ther and am just able to write, which is all I can sav, for 1

am extremely weak, and have in a great measure lost the use of raj
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legs ; I hope they will recover both flesh and strength, for at present

they have ne'ther. I go to the bath next week, in hopes of half repairs

at most ; for those waters, I am sure, will not prove Medea's kettle, nor
let eaux de Jouvence to me ; however, I shall do as good courtiers do,

and get what I can, if I cannot get what I will. I !>end you do politics,

for here are neither politics nor ministers ; Lord Chatham is quiet at

Pynsent, in Somersetshire, and his former subalterns do nothing, so that

nothing is done. Whatever places or preferments are disposed of, come
evidently from Lord , who affects to be invisible ; and who, like

a woodcock, thinks that if his head is but hid, he is not seen at all.

General Pulteney is at last dead, last week, worth above thirteen hun-
dred thousand pounds. He has left all his landed estate, which is eight

and twenty thousand pounds a-year, including the Bradford estate,

which his brother had from that ancient family, to a cousin-german.
He has left two hundred thousand pounds, in the funds, to Lord Dar-
lington, who was his next nearest relation; and at least twenty thou-

sand pounds in various legacies. If riches alone could make people hap-

py, the last two proprietors of this immense wealth ought to have been
§o, but they never were.

God bless you, and send you good health, which is better than all the

riches of the world I

LETTER CCCOXY.

Lohdor, November 8, lTfT.

My dear Friend: Your last letter brought me but a scurvy account
of your health. For the headaches you complain of, I will venture to

prescribe a remedy, which, by experience, I found a specific, when I was
extremely plagued with them. It is either to chew ten grains of rhu-

barb every night going to bed: or, what I think rather better, to take,

immediately before dinner, a couple of rhubarb pills, of five grains

each ; by which means it mixes with the aliments, and will, by degrees,

keep your body gently open. 1 do it to this day, and find great good
by it. As yon seem to dread the approach of a German winter, I would
advise you to write to General Conway, for leave of absence for the

three rigorous winter months, which I daresay will not be refused. If

you choose a worse climate, you may come to London ; but if you choose

a better and a warmer, you may go to Nice en Provence, where Sir Wil-

liam Stanhope is gone to pass his winter, who, I am sure, will be ex-

tremely glad of your company there.

I go to the Bath next Saturday. Utinam defrustra. God bless you J

LETTER CCCCXVI.

Bath, September 19, 176T.

My dear Friend : Yesterday I received your letter of the 29th past,

and am very glad to find that you are well enough to think, that yoo
may perhaps stand the winter at Dresden ; but if you do, pray take care

to keep both your body and your limbs exceedingly warm.
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As to my own health, it is, in general, as good as I could expect it, si

my age ; I have a good stomach, a good digestion, and sleep well ; bat
find that I shall never recover the free use of my legs, which are now
full as weak as when I first came hither.

You ask me questions concerning Lord C , whicn neither I, nor,

I believe, anybody but himself can answer ; however, I will tell you all

that I do know, and all that I guess, concerning him. This time twelve-
month he was here, and in good health and spirits, except now and
then some little twinges of the gout. We saw one another four or five

times, at our respective houses ; but for these last eight months, he has
been absolutely invisible to his most intimate friends, les sous Ministres

:

he would receive no letters, nor so much as open any packet about
business.

His physician, Dr.—, as I am told, had, very ignorantly, checked
a coming fit of the gout, and scattered it about his body ; and it fell par-
ticularly upon his nerves, so that he continues exceedingly vapourish

;

and would neither see nor speak to anybody, while he was hero. I sent

him my compliments, and asked leave to wait upon him ; but he sent

me word, that he was too ill to see anybody whatsoever. I met him
frequently taking the air in his post-chaise, and he looked very well.

He set out from hence for London, last Tuesday; but what to do,

whether to resume, or finally to resign the Administration, God knows;
conjectures are various. In one of our conversations here, this time
twelvemonth, 1 desired him to secure you a seat in the new Parliament; he
assured me that he would, and, I am convinced, very sincerely ; he said

even that he would make it his own affair; and desired that I would give
myself no more trouble about it. Since that, 1 have heard no more of
it ; which made me look out for some venal borough : and I spoke to a
borough-jobber, and offered five-and-twenty hundred pounds for a secure
seat in Parliament; but he laughed at my offer, and said, that there

was no such thing as a borough to be had now, for that the rich East
and West Indians had secured them all, at the rate of three thousand
pounds at least ; but many at four thousand, and two or three that ho
knew, at five thousand. This, I confess, has vexed me a good deal

,

and made me the more impatient to know whether Lord C har*

done anything in it ; which I shall know when I go to town, as I pro
pose to do in about a fortnight ; and as soon as 1 know it you shall

To tell you truly what 1 think—I doubt, from all this nervous disorder
that Lord C is hors de combat, as a Minister 1 but do not ever
hint this to anybody. God bless you I

LETTER CCCCXVII.

Bath, Dtcwibvr 27, 1T«T.
En do va progenies !

My dear Friend : The outlines of a new Ministry are now declared
out they are not yet quite filled up ; it was formed by the Duke of Bed
ferd. Lorr1 Gower is made President of the Council, Lord Sandwich
PuBtmastei, Lord Hillsborough, Secretary of State, for America on]}
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Mr. Rigby, Vice-treasurer of Ireland. General Conway is to keep the

seals a fortnight longer, and then to surrender them to Lord Weymouth.
It is very uncertain whether the Duke of Graften is to continue at the

head of the Treasury or not; but, in my private opinion, George Gren-
ville will very soon be there. Lord Chatham seems to be out of the

question, and is at his repurchased house at Hayes, where he will not

Bee a mortal. It is yet uncertain whether Lord Shelburne is to keep
his place ; if not, Lord Sandwich they say is to succeed him. All the

Rockingham people are absolutely excluded. Many more changes
must necessarily be, but no more are yet declared. It seems to be t»

resolution taken by somebody that Ministers are to be annual.

Sir George Macartney is next week to be married to Lady Jane
Stuart, Lord Bute's second daughter.

I never knew it so cold in my life as it is now, and with a very deep
snow; by which, if it continues, I may be snow-bound here for God
knows how long, though I proposed leaving this place the latter end of

the week.
Poor Ilarte is very ill here; he mentions you often, and with great

affection. God bless you !

When I know more you shall.

LETTER CCCCXVIII.

London, January 29, 1768.

My deab Friend : Two days ago I received your letter of the 8th. I

wish you had gone a month or six weeks sooner to Basle, that you

might have escaped the excessive cold, of the most severe winter that I

believe was ever known. It congealed both my body and my mind,

and scarcely left me the power of thinking. A great many here, both

in town and country, have perished by the frost, and been lost in the

snow.
You have heard, no doubt, of the changes at court, by which you

have got a new provincial, Lord Weymouth ; who has certainly good

parts, and, as I am informed, speaks very well in the House of Lords,

but I believe he has no application. Lord Chatham is at his house at

Hayes, but sees no mortal. Some say that he has a fit of the gout,

which would probably do him good; but many think that his worst

complaint is in his head, which 1 am afraid is too true. Were he well,

I am sure he would realise the promise he made me concerning you;

but, however, in that uncertainty, I am looking out for any chance

borough ; and if I can find one, I promise you I will bid like a chapmaD
for it, as I should be very sorry that you were not in the next Parlia-

ment. I do not see any probability of any vacancy in a foreign com-

mission in a better climate ; Mr. Hamilton at Naples, Sir Horace Man at

Florence, and George Pitt at Turin, do not seem likely to make one.

And as for changing your foreign department for a domestic one,

it woultf not be in my power to procure you one ; and you would

become Veveque munier, and gain nothing in point of climate, by

changing a bad one for another full as bad, if not wors^ ; and a worse J
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believe is not than ours. I have always had better health abroad than
at home; and if the tattered remnant of my wretched life were worth
my care, I would have been in the south of France long ago. I conti-
nue very lame and weak, and despair of ever recovering any strength in
my legs. I care very little about it. At my age, every man must have
his share of physical ills of one kind or another ; and mine, thank God,
are not very painful. God bless you I

LETTER CCCCXIX.

London, March 12, 1768.

My dear Friend : The day after I received your letter of the 21st
past, I wrote to Lord "Weymouth, as you desired ; and I send you his

answer inclosed, from which (though I have not heard from him since)

I take it for granted, and so may you, that his silenee signifies his

Majesty's consent to your request. Your complicated complaints give
me great uneasiness, and the more, as I am convinced that the Mont-
pellier physicians have mistaken a material part of your case ; as indeed
all the physicians here did, except Dr. Maty. In my opinion, you have
no gout, but a very scorbutic and rheumatic habit of body, which
should be treated in a very different manner from the gout ; and, as I

pretend to be a very good quack, at least, I would prescribe to you a
strict milk diet, with the seeds, such as rice, sago, barley, millet, &c.
for the three summer months at least, and without ever tasting wine.
If climate signifies anything (in which, by the way, 1 have very little

faith,) you are, in my mind, in the finest climate in the world ; neither
too hot nor too cold, and always clear { you are with the gayest people
living ; be gay with them, and do not wear out your eyes with reading
at home. L1ennui is the English distemper : and a very bad one it is,

as I find by every day's experience ; for my deafness deprives me of the

only rational pleasure that I can have at my age, which is society ; sc

that I read my eyes out every day, that I may not hang myself.

You will not be in this Parliament, at least not at the beginning of

it. I relied too much upon Lord 's promise above a year ago a*

Bath. He desired that I would leave it to him; that he would make it

his own affair, and give it in charge to the Duke of G , whose pro-

vince it was to make the parliamentary arrangement. This I depended
upon, and I think with reason ; but. since that, Lord C has neither

seen nor spoken to any body, and has been in the oddest way in the

world. I have sent to the D of G , to know if L C
had either spoken or sent to him about it; but he assured me that he
had done neither: that all was full, or rather running over, at present;

but that, if he could crowd you in upon a vacancy, he would do it with
great pleasure. I am extremely sorry for this accident ; for I am of a

very different opinion from you, about being in Parliament, as no man
can be of consequence in this country, who is not in it; and, though
t>ne may not speak like a Lord Mansfield or a Lord Chatham, one may
*aake a very good figure in a second rank. Locus e$t et pluribiu
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zmbris. I do not pretend to give you any account of the present state

of this country, or Ministry, not knowing nor guessing it myself.

God bless you, and send you health, which is the first and greatest of

Jl blessings 1

LETTER CCCOXX.

Lohdos, March 15, 1768.

My deab Friend : This letter is supplemental to my last. This morn-
ing Lord Weymouth very civilly sent Mr. Wood, his first commit, to

tell me, that the King very willingly gave you leave of absence from
your post for a year, for the recovery of your health ; but then added,
that as the Court of Vienna was tampering with that of Saxony, which
it seems our court is desirous to contrequarrer, it might be necessary

to have in the interim a Charge d*Affaires at Dresden, with a defalca-

tion out of your appointments of forty shillings a-day, till your return,

if I would agree to it. I told him that I consented to both the proposals,

upon condition, that at your return you should have the character and
the pay of Plenipotentiary added to your present character and pay;
and that I would completely make up to you the defalcation of the forty

shillings a-day. He positively engaged for it: and added, that he knew
that it would be willingly agreed to. Thus I think I have made a good
bargain for you, though but an indifferent one for myself: but that is

what I never minded in my life. You may, therefore, depend upon
receiving from me the full of this defalcation, when, and how you
please, independently of your usual annual refreshment, which I will

pay to Monsieur Larpent, whenever you desire it. In the meantime,
Cura ut valeas.

The person whom Mr. Wood intimated to me would be the Chargi
<TAffaires during your absence, is one Mr. Keith, the son of that

Mr. Keith who was formerly Minister in Russia.

LETTER CCCCXXI.

Lo»DOir, April 12, 1768.

My dear Friend : I received, yesterday, your letter of the 1st ; in

which you do not mention the state of your health, which I desire you
will do for the future.

I believe you have guessed the true reason of Mr. Keith's mission

;

but by a whisper that I have since heard, Keith is rather inclined to go
to Turin, as Charge d1

Affaires. I forgot to tell you, in my last, that I

was most positively assured, that the instant you return to Dresden, Keith
•mould decamp. I am persuaded that they will keep their words with
me, as there is no one reason in the world why they should not. I

will send your annual to Mr. Larpent, in a fortnight, and pay the forty

shillings a-day quarterly, if there should be occasion; for, in my own
private opinion, there will be no Charge d?Affaires sent. I agree with

you, that point d'argent. point dAllemand, as was used to be said, and
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not without more reason, of the Swiss ; but, as we have neither the
inclination nor (I fear) the power to give subsidies, the court of

Vienna can give good things that cost them nothing, as Archbishop-
rics, Bishoprics, besides corrupting their Ministers and Favour-
ites with places.

Elections here have been carried to a degree of frenzy hitherto
unheard of; that for the town of Northampton has cost the contending

parties at least thirty thousand pounds a side, and has sold

his borough of , to two members, for nine thousand pounds.
As soon as Wilkes had lost his election for the city, he set up for

the county of Middlesex, and carried it hollow, as the jockeys
say. Here were great mobs and riots upon that occasion, and
most of the windows in town broke, that had no lights for Wilke*

and liberty, who were thought to be inseparable. He will appear,

the 20th of this month, in the Court of King's Bench, to receive his

sentence ; and then great riots are again expected, and probably

will happen. God bless you 1

LETTER COOOXXII.

Bath, October IT, 119*.

My Dear Friend: Your two last letters, to myself and Gre-
venkop, have alarmed me extremely; but I comfort myself a little,

by hoping, that you, like all people who suffer, think yourself worse
than they are. A dropsy never comes so suddenly ; and I flat-

ter myself, that it is only that gouty or rheumatic humour, which
has plagued you so long, that has occasioned the temporary swell-

ing of your legs. Above forty years ago, after a violent fever, my legs

swelled as much as you describe yours to be ; I immediately thought
that I had a dropsy ; but the Faculty assured me, that my complaint
was only the effect of my fever, and would soon be cured ; and they
said true. Pray let your amanuensis, whoever he may be, write an
account regularly once a-week, either to Grevenkop or myself, for that

is the same thing, of the state of your health.

I sent you, in four successive letters, as much of the Duchesa
of Somerset's snuff as a letter could well convey to you. Have you
received all or any of them? and have they done you any good?
Though, in your present condition, you cannot go into company,
I hope you have some acquaintances that come and sit with you

;

for if originally it was not good for man to be alone, it is much
worse for a sick man to be so ; he thinks too much of his distemper
and magnifies it. Some men of learning amongst the Ecclesiastics,

1 daresay, would be glad to sit with you ; and you could give them as

good as they brought.

Poor Harte, who is here still, is in a most miserable condi

tion : he has entirely lost the use of his left side, aDd can hardij

§peak intelligibly. I was with him yesterday. He inquired aftei

you with great affection, and was in the utmost concern when I shewed
him your letter.
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My own health is as it has been ever since I was here last year. 1

un neither well nor ill, but unwell. I have in a manner lost the us<

cf my legs: for though I can make a shift to crawl upon even ground
for a quarter of an hour, I cannot go up or down stairs, unless sup-

ported by a servant.

God bless you, and grant yon a speedy recovery !

-Li*JLt*L
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